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I N D E X

gate the case on its merits, and pass whatever order ma
eventually seem necessary,

1071

-

ACT XIX. OF 1853.
1

The defendants in this case having refused to attend and be

examined as witnesses, in the first court, the zillah judge
declined to entertain an appeal from them against the decison
in plaintiff's favour, on the ground that an appeal was

£

arred by Section XXIV., Act XIX. of 1853: but it was held
in the Sudder Court that the section referred to provides only
that a suit may be decided against a recusant defendant ex

parte, and does not forbid an appeal by defendant upon the
merits of the decision so passed upon the record,
Construction of Section XXIV., Act XIX. of 1853.

836
---

It is

not obligatory upon the courts, before apprehending absent
witnesses, to satisfy themselves that their evidence is material
to the case,

965
-

Held that though Act XIX. of 1853, was not in force at th
time of the institution of this suit, still as it was in force when

the case was remanded for investigation, it was quite competent
for the court to summon the plaintiff under that law to give
his evidence; as however it was not proved below that the

summons was personally delivered to the plaintiff as required
by that law, the plaintiff in this case was not considered liable

to the penalty of dismissal of his suit. Special appeal is dismiss
ed with costs,

•

l 190

It is not necessary to postpone a case when a defendant

neglecting to appear after summons has been issued for his
attendance, and when the plaintiff has made no application
for its postponement under the provisions of Section XXX.,
Act XIX. of 1853,

-

Order of remand. A decree cannot by Section XXIV., Act

XIX of 1853 be given against a defendant failing to attend as
a witness when duly summoned, without taking from plaintiff
proofs in support of the claim made by him,
., ... “
Section XXIV., Act XIX. of 1853 does not prohibit an

appeal at the instance of defendant, from the ex parte deci
sion

---

laintiff having been called on to appear with certain accounts
and having failed to do so, as determined, on the evidence in
A

*

of inability to produce the accounts
required, cannot be held barred; in the appeal, under the res

appeal, in consequence

trictions laid down in Section XXIV., Act XIX. of 1853; but,

when the Court of appeal had held the default not to have

been committed as supposed, by the Court below, and when the
case had been first determined on only on the default supposed,
held that there should have heen a remand for trial on the

merits, by the court of first instance,

1 498
-

ACT XXI OF 1850.

Held that the point taken in special appeal relative to the ap
plicability of Act XXI. of 1830, to cases of unchastity does not

I N D E X

xxx

of Act XIII. of 1848, it was remanded to the principal Sudder
Ameen for inquiry on this point and subsequent determina
tion,

...

1069

6. The (plaintiff) appellant pleaded his minority in bar of th
application of the special law of limitation under Act XIII. of
1848 against him. Held in conformity with precedents cited
that the law in question admits of no deduction for any cause,

and in this case, that the time had expired before the plea of
minority had any foundation,

...

&

1197

7. Held that as the special appellant was not a party to or appa
rently cognizant of the settlement proceedings; as consequently,
his claim was never put in issue and adjudicated upon by the
revenue authorities those proceedings cannot be considered an

award under Act XIII. of 1848, as against him, so as to bar spe
cial appellant from bringing a suit for the recovery of his rights
within the general period of limitation,

...

1737

8. The zillah judge held that the (plaintiffs) appellants were
barred by the general law of limitation, their cause of action
arising from their lease in 1838. The Court ruled that there

was no sufficient proof of plaintiff's possession or dispossession
within 12 years, kubooleuts and jumma-wasil-bakee papers not

being corroborated by other evidence. The zillah judge should

first have disposed of the special plea of limitation under Act
XIII. of 1848, and then the special one, limitation under Sec
tion XIV., Regulation III. of 1793,

-

...

1793

9. Plaintiff sues defendants for possession of 337 beegas, 7 biswas
in defendant's occupation, and for 238 beegas under attachment

by order of the criminal authorities, altogether for 575 beegas
and for the reversal of certain orders of the survey authorities.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaintiff's claim as being
barred by Act XIII. of 1848.

Held that so much of the plain

tiff's claim as regards the 337 beegas, 7 biswas is barred by
the terms of Act XIII. of 1848;

plaintiff not having instituted

his present suit within three years from date of the final
order of the survey authorities; as however the 238 beegas
of land sued for were under attachment by order of the
criminal authorities acting under Act Iv. of 1840, no award

by the survey officer as to them, if made, could be a
legal award; in the present instance, however, no award
was made, consequently under this view plaintiff is entitled to

an enquiry on the merits as regards them. The decision of the
principal sudder ameen as to the 337 beegas 7 biswas is affirmed,
and as to the 238 beegas reversed, the case is remitted to him in

order that he may enquire into the claims of the litigants before
him, as to them, and pass whatever decision may eventually
seem just and proper,
See Boundary, No. 5,

-

...

1935

ACT IX. OF 1854.

1. Held with reference to the case of Munorutnarain Singh, page
765, Sudder Decisions for 1856, that Act IX. of 1854, relates
only to technical error of procedure in the civil courts,
•-

68

xxxii
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Held, that as the plaintiff's rights have not been invaded, as

*)

moreover plaintiff, according to his own statement, has sustained
no injury, either actual or threatened, the suit is premature,
and he has acquired no present right of action. Plaintiff non
suited with costs,

-

299

The lower court refused to admit the answer of a defendant

3.

which was not filed within time, but nevertheless decided against
her on the ground of admissions contained in that document;
held that this was manifestly irreghlar and case remanded in
order that the defendant's answer should be formerly filed, and
that she should have an opportunity of producing evidence in

support of the pleas which it contained,
Held by the Court that the previous decisions of the civil
courts in Shahabad do not stop the plaintiff's from bringing
the present action; the precise point now in issue, not having

495

been put in issue in those cases,

632

--

4.

*

*.

-

A moonsiff having dismissed a suit as inactionable, and the
principal sudder ameen confirmed the order upon the merits,
without recording opinion upon the point raised by the moonsiff,
case remanded to the principal sudder ameen for determination,
whether the suit be barred or not, and disposed of accordingly, ...

687

Held that under the actual circumstances of this case which

6.

were not laid correctly before the admitting judges, the plaintiff

was properly justified in making all the parties to the suit, as it
stands, defendants. and to prove the benamee nature of the

alleged transfer of the talook. The special appeal dismissed
with costs,
7.

-

-

748

Held in confirmation of the judgment passed by the Court in
the case of Jankee Singh and others, appellants, versus Bakoree
Singh and others, respondents, that any proprietor has a right
of veto to forbid anything being done to the common property

without his consent, and that with a view of enforcing this right
a person can sue to restrain his co-sharers or others from build

ing on the common property. This suit must however be
brought by a party either whether infringment of his right is
first threatened or commenced; after standing by and suffer
ing the erection to proceed to a considerable extent, his con
sent to the erection will be implied therefrom, and he must
fall back on his only remedy left, an action for damages done to
the common property.

Held also that in the case now before the Court, the interval of
one month, which elapsed between the date on which the peti

tion against the intended erection of the buildings by defen
dant was presented by plaintiff to the criminal court, and the
institution of the present suit to remedy the illegal act of the
defendant; is too short to admit the presumption that plaintiff in
any way consented to the act, presumption which looking to the
peculiar circumstances of the case, the Court would hesitate to
'iraw except on very strong grounds. Special appeal therefore
dismissed with costs,
8.

-

lield that as the defendant sets up an adverse title to plaintiff,
maintaining his right to hold direct from Government, and as

765
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3. Appeal dismissed, in affirmation of judgment of lower court,
for want of proof that the two plots of lands involved in the
of what had been purchased by plaintiff
appeal formed

£

in execution of decree,

4.

77

-

Case remanded for re-investigation, inasmuch as the burden of
roof has, under the circumstances of the case, been laid by the

judge on the wrong party, and as the enquiries made to the title
of the plaintiff is defective,
-

78

5. The Court being of opinion that the (plaintiff) appellant had
neither by documentary nor oral evidence proved his possession
of the land now in possession of the defendant, who sets up an
adverse title to plaintiff at the time of, or anterior to, the survey,
upheld the decision of the principal sudder ameen, dismissing his
claim, and dismissed the appeal with costs,

...

137

6. Both the parties to the suit appealed against the decision of the
principal sudder ameen, and the court being of opinion that the
plaintiffs in the court of first instance had altogether, by
evidence, both documentary and oral, failed to substantiate

their claim to the land sued for by them, dismissed their appeal,
and affirmed so much of the decision of the principal sudder
ameen as dismissed the plaintiffs' claim, and reversed so much of

it as decreed a portion of the land sued for in plaintiffs' favour.
The costs of both the appeals and of the proceeding in the court
below to be borne by plaintiffs,

...

7. A decree having passed against a putwaree and his surety, the
latter alone appealed. The judge, considering the security bond
which only carried a portion of the demand as proved, reversed
the whole decree of the lower court. Held that as the putwaree
did not appeal, the judgment of the lower court must stand good
-against him. Judge's order amended accordingly,
8. The principal sudder ameen having admitted an appeal after

139

201

the lapse of three years, on the ground that the suit was one
relative to caste which the moonsiff ought not to have entertained,
and respondent's pleader having urged that the principal sudder
ameen was competent to do so under Clause 8, Section XV.,

Regulation XXVI. of 1814, and Construction No. 1048; held
that neither of these had any bearing on the subject; that
Clause 6, Section XLV., Regulation XXIII of 1814, has been

superseded by Section VII., Regulation VII of 1832; and the
only discretionary power which Section. XLVI., Regulation
XXIII. of 1814, supposing it to be still in force, confers on
them to admit special appeals out of
is that of enabling
judges satisfactory
cause can be shown for not having preferred
time if

them within the prescribed period. No power is vested in a

judge to admit, an appeal after the prescribed period on the
...
ground of irregularity or error,
9. "Lower court's rejection of plaintiff's claim to certain personal
-

-

325

property for want of proof confirmed: decree for a portion of
the real property claimed under a byemokasa and partition bond
reversed, the claim being barred by lapse of time. At request of
arties, decree of lower court reversed and suit dismissed,

...

10. Held by the whole Court that when a plaintiff does not appeal a
decree cannot, as a general rule, be amended in his favour and

4ll
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ARBITRATION.
1.

Suit based upon an alleged arbitration, dismissed in affirmation
of the judgment of the lower court, as the award had not been
made under Regulation XVI. of 1793, or Regulation WI. of
1813, and no subsequent ikrarnama in ratification of the award
had been executed,

-

44

Plaintiff, in this action to recover land, relied upon a proceedin
recorded by a survey officer, which was based on a presume
arbitration; but as the defendant was not

proved

to have been

a party to this arbitration, and as the arbitration was the act of
83

volunteers, appeal (and suit) dismissed,

---

In a suit which after institution had been referred by the firs
court to arbitration professedly under Sections IV. and V.,
Regulation XVI. of 1793, it was held in affirmation of the

judgment of the lower

£

court, that the reference to

arbitration was illegal, as the pleaders of defendant without the

express authority of their principals were not competent to choose
arbitrators or to sign arbitration bond,

-

629

Held that in a claim for a sum of money, an award of private
arbitrators can never of itself be conclusive evidence of the

claim alluded to it, though an award of arbitrators formally
passed under the provisions of Regulation XVI of 1793, is far
greater weight.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen based entirely upon an
award of private arbitrators, being defective is remitted to him
with instruction, that he will consider the evidence which both

parties may produce in the case and pass whatever order the case
1068

may seem to require,
5.

-

Held that the question of costs was a portion of the case refer
red to arbitrators, and that under Regulation XVI. of 1793 it was
not competent
the judge
to modify
and alter
their award: he
could
only set ittoaside
on clear
proof being
shown, that the arbi

trators had been guilty of gross corruption or partiality, neither
of which are alleged in the present instance. Decree of the
6.

lower court reversed, costs of the suit to be paid by the parties
as charged in the arbitration award,
... ***

1370

The parties to this case pending the appeal. before the zillah
judge, having applied for a reference to arbitrators, it is not
competent to the judge to reject the application,

1846

-

ARREARS OF RENT.
l.

Held by a majority of the Court, in a full bench of five judges,
that the plaintiff in this case, which was a suit for arrears of
rent, was entitled to deduction of the time of his minority,
notwithstanding that his estate was then under a guardian or
the Court of Wards.

-

- - -

101

Moonsiff having adjudged arrears of rent against two persons,
it was competent to the appellate court (holding the kubooleut
founded upon not to be proved and not to have had effect) to
reverse entire decision of moonsiff upon appeal of one defen
dant,

- - -

340
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decreed to plaintiff her whole claim with interest from the date
on which the arrears became due.

Held on special appeal, that plaintiff is on the principle laid down
in the case of Neelkant Banerjea, entitled under the circum
stances of the case, to interest only from the date of the institu

tion of the suit; the special appeal therefore is decreed with
costs,

11.

---

16OO

Plaintiff sued for arrears of rent with interest, and prayed that
certain property pledged by Zakey Chowdree might be sold in
satisfaction of his claim. Defendants, special appellants, in
their answer deny that Zakey Chowdree had executed the
security bond, and his right to pledge the property in which he
had no interest, and which had come into their, defendants'

possession through another channel.
The lower court gave plaintiff a decree as it appeared that Zakey
Chowdree had some interest in the property.
Held on special appeal that the point to be determined on the

pleadings in this case was whether at the time Zakey Chowdree
pledged the property he had any interest in the property or
not; that the facts found by a previous judge of Backergunge,
in his decision, dated 29th April 1853, and adopted by the
present judge show that Zakey Chowdree had an interest in the
property subsequent to the time at which the property was
pledged; that this interest was liable to sale as well as any
other property of which Zakey Chowdree was possessed, but it

#. to sale as being pledged by him; in one case
the property would be liable to sale only as a portion of defen
dant's property generally, in the other a lien would have become
attached to the property which would follow it through all
alienations. As however the judges investigation in the present
case on the point of whether Zakey Chowdree, at the time
executed the security bond, had or had not any interest in the
property pledged is defective, the case is remanded to him for
would not be

re-investigation on the point,

-

12. In a suit for arrears of rent it was pleaded by (defendant)

appellant
that his lease was excluded from the land leased to
plaintiff; but it was held that the Sudder Court in a former
appeal had declared appellant's lease not to be independant of
plaintiff's lease, and that the same point is not in
appeal open to rehearing. ..
-

this second
-

Defendants having paid portion of their rent to the zemindar,
plaintiff's claim for that portion is non-suited, as the zemindar
is not a defendant in this action, and in his absence the receipt
by him of that sum could not now be adjudicated.

With respect to the claim for interest upon the arrear due, it was
held, in conformity with the decision of the 14th June 1852,

that it was by law competent to the Courts to award interest
upon all sums certain, payable under a written instrument at a
certain time, and that the observations made in that decision as
to the mode in which the discretion of the courts should be

exercised, did not impair the competency of each court to
enforce the provisions of Act XXXII. of 1839.

1645
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plaintiff a decree, the judge reversed that decree on the ground
that the mortgage was invalid, as notwithstanding that no
security had been previously demanded the notices of attach
ment barring alienation was legal and valid.

Held by the majority of the Court, that the judge in issuing an
order for attachment without a demand on his part and a failure
on that of Hurgobind Ghose to give security, acted in excess of

his jurisdiction, and his notice of attachment is consequently a
nullity, and absolutely void and cannot affect the right of any
parties.

The decision of the judge was by the whole court reversed, and
the special appeal decreed with costs,
2. Held that process of attachment under Section V., Regulatio
XLV. of 1793, is not imperative. It is optional to the Board

777

-

of Revenue in case in which it may appear to them expedient,
to direct the attachment of lands decreed to be sold.

Decision
1074

of lower court reversed with costs,

--

3. Held that a Collector cannot be required by precept under Re
gulation V. of 1827 to hold attachment and mannage property
attached by Section X., Regulation II. of 1806, for satisfaction
of a decree,

1777

-

AYMA.

In a suit for recovery of possession of a mookururee ayma in which

the defendants and the aymadars colluding together, the plain
tiff's name had been used in suits in which the rights of the
defendants were admitted, judgment for the plaintiff in affimation

of the decision of the principal sudder ameen : mesne profits also
awarded,
B.

BAILEE.

Held on the grounds of decisions both at law and in equity,

that under English law a gratuitous bailee is chargeable oni
when he has been quilty of gross negligence, and that a trustee
of ordinary careful habits who acts with the same care and
solicitude for his trust as he would for himself, and according to
the usage of business is not guilty of gross negligence and
therefore is not liable.

-

- -

The decision of the lower court giving plaintiff a decree for the

principal sued for with interest from the date of the decree to
the date of realization, was affirmed with costs,
BALANCE OF ACCOUNT.
1. This suit was brought to recover by way of penalty for breach
of engagement, the balance of a debt which had been remitted
on certain conditions said to have been not fulfilled.
The Court
ruled that the balance could not be recovered, for plaintiff had

accepted, although under protest, all the sums due to him with
interest up to date of payment; because also, he had failed to
prove that defendant purposely withheld payment on the fixed
dates, nor had it been laid down where payment was to be

1132
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-

2. The Court, on a consideration of the evidence produced in a case
and of the probabilities connected therewith, was of opinion
that the bond on which the suit was instituted, was a genuine
instrument; it consequently reversed the decision of the lower
Court and decreed plaintiff's claim with costs,
A mortgage bond upon which a decree had passed is not ope

85

--

3.

to question in execution of decree on plea of preferential right
147

advanced in favour of another bonds
4.

-

Order of the lower court confirmed, with an amendment con

curred in by both parties, a debt on bond being contracted for
purchase of a putnee, the half of which is pledged as security,

a decree on the bond should be satisfied by the property so
332

pledged in the first instance,

-

5. In a suit for money lent upon a bond, as it appeared upon the
face of the bond and upon the evidence that this transaction
was entered into for the purpose of adjusting a previous bond;

and as the previous bond was assigned to plaintiff by way of
security for his asserted lease under the second bond, it was
held with respect to the issue raised upon the amount of con
sideration paid to the debtor defendants; that the evidence

called for from the parties, should embrace the payments made
to defendant under the first bond,

-

393

6. In an action on a bond for a personal debt incurred by a widov
to defray Government revenue of estate of her deceased husband;
case remanded to the lower court to try whether she was under

a necessity to incur such debt from causes beyond her control, ...
7. In a suit on a bond, the principal sudder ameen having dismiss
ed the case on the ground that the plaintiff had had disputes with
the defendant, and had no doubt brought the suit from enmity;
case was remanded in order that a proper decision on the merits

460

531

might be recorded,

-

8. A bond was executed by the wife through means of her hus
band, she received the consideration and subsequently paid it
over to her husband,
Held that under these circumstances and

-

£ of the sub

-

sequent payment of the consideration to the husband, the wife
was clearly responsible for the sum due under the bond, and
with interest.

The decree of the principal sudder, ameen reversed, and plantiff's
claim with interest decreed; the decree to be executed against

any property belonging to the deceased Meheroonnissa found in
the possession of defendant, her heirs,
9. Debt on bond. Objection to suit as brought by plaintiff, not on
-

-

- -

661

his own account, but as gomashta of his employers over-ruled,
on the ground that the bond purported to have been given to
him expressly by name as representative of bis employers, but
the suit was in reversal of the judgment below, dismissed for

want of sufficient proof of execution of the bond,
10. Debt on bond. Judgment of lower court against appellant,
affirmed,

11.

• **

882

-

897

Suit on bond. Judgment of lower court in dismissal of clai

affirmed on appeal,

1026
-

lii
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alteration appearing is that it was made before execution, but
this presumption does not extend to wills and probably not to
letters and informally drawn papers.
Held also that looking to the terms alone of the letter, no
-

promise on the Raja's part to pay to the plaintiff rupees 15,000
is apparent; but granting that a promise was patent on the letter,
there is no new consideration moving from the promisee, Andrews;
and he was bound by the old contract, with the Raja's father to pay
all the expenses of the suit, the consideration apparent is
included within that consideration; the contract is a nudum

pactum, and as such is incapable of becoming the subject of
action; reading moreover the letter in conjunction with the con
tract entered into between the Raja's father and the plaintiff, the

view of the plaintiff's claim at which the Court has arrived from a
perusal of the letter alone, is strengthened and confirmed; the
probabilities also arising out of the transactions are all against
the plaintiff's claim.

...

The appeal of plaintiff is dismissed, and the decision of the
lower court affirmed,

-

1693

7. Suit for value of indigo seed sold and delivered to (defendants)
appellants.

Decree of lower court in favour of (plaintiff) respondent
affirmed, on failure of proof that the seed was inferior as alleged.
Held that the suit was rightly brought in the zillah in which
the cause of action arose, where the seed was contracted for and
the bargain for it concluded,

1864

CO-PLAINTIFF.

Order of remand on application of special appeal, as according to
the precedent cited in a suit to reverse a summary decision,
parties not connected with the summary case may be made
co-plaintiffs,

66

CO-SHARERS.

In the absence of satisfactory proof of collusion, co-sharers charged
by plaintiffs with colluding with their Rutheedars to oust a
farmer released; and the decree of the lower court as regards
the co-sharers reversed,

-

See Damages, No. 7.
COSTS.

1. The costs of translation in a case appealed to the Privy Council
were, under the circumstances, received after date,

-

152

2. Appellants who pleaded that they acted as servants of their
masters, were not relieved from costs, as they were the actual
dispossessors,
3.

he judge having without assigning

-

17

any reason refused the

defendant his costs, in a case in which the plaintiff filed a dust
burdaree after the case was ready for hearing, decision reversed

in accordance with the general rule that a plaintiff in such a
case must pay all costs,
Appellant whose collusion with his co-defendant for the
urpose of defrauding the plaintiff was proved, held to have
-

4.

-

!' properly saddled with costs,
Q
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3. In an action for damages on account of an assault in which
the assault consisted in being seized by the hand and turned out
of an assembly, the epithet “coolie”, being at the same time

applied, held in dissent from a former ruling of two judges in
the case of Rajnarain Chowdree (31st May 1852,) that such an

action is cognizable in the civil court and is not barred by the
provisions of Section XVIII., Regulation III. of 1793,
-

4.

472

In a suit for damages on account Qf the illegal seizure of cattle,

the lower appellate court awarded interest upon the damages
decreed from the date of the seizure of the cattle.
Helà that interest should be given only from the date of the

decree, by which the defendant's liability for damages was
determined,

-

-

GO8

5. Special appeal dismissed, as the value of the grain as well as
damages had been taken into consideration by the judge,
-

6. He'd that as there is no evidence on the record that Jaffer,
the plaintiff in this suit, was cognizant of the potta granted by
his partner Huruk to Tofanee, as moreover the judge distinctly
finds that Huruk alone gave the potta to Tofanee without the

consent of Jaffer, no cognizance on Jaffer's part can be presum
ed, the point therefore on which the special appeal was admitted
falls. The special appeal is dismissed with costs,
-

7.

1219

Plaintiff sues his co-sharers in an estate which has been sold

for arrears of revenue, for damages on account of the loss which

he has sustained through their neglect in failing to pay their
share of the revenue and the consequent sale of the property.
Held that, that an estate held by co-sharers is a joint tenancy
in which the tenants have a common liability towards the
Government, and in which the interest of the different tenants

as amongst themselves are separate and distinct; that conse
quently there is no implied agreement amongst them by which,
when the estate falls in balance, any one sharer who may not be

able or willing to retain his share in the property, is bound for
the benefit of the other sharers to pay the revenue due on his
share in order to preserve the estate from sale.

An action

therefore for damages for alleged injury caused by a party
withholding his share of the revenue will not lie.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen is affirmed and
the appeal dismissed with costs,

.

---

1244

8. Plaintiff sued for damages for a personal assault extending to
the striking of his person and the pulling of his beard.
The lower court gave him a decree; the principal sudder ameen
reversed the same on the ground that such a plaint would not

lie, inasmuch as there was no allegation of a pecuniary injury
or loss to the plaintiff of which a civil court could take
cognizance.

Held by the Court on special appeal, that the action complained of
clearly constituted as ruled in previous precedents of the Court,
a legal injury for which plaintiff was entitled to redress in a
civil court.

Case remanded to principal sudder ameen for re-investigation, ...
9.

Plaintiff sued to recover damages for breach of contract, to

compel the performance of which he had instituted a previous
suit, which had been dismissed on appeal by the Sudder Court.

1435
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The lower court gave plaintiff a decree, and the prin.
ameen reversed the same, inasmuch as plaintiff has
injury from the act of the defendant.

Held on special appeal, that plaintiff in possession under
of the Company's courts is entitled to bring an actio
claration of his right against a party who has set up in
title partly adverse to his, and that the principal su
should have enquired into that Rortion of plaintif
which an adverse title is set up; regarding that porti
no title is asserted by defendant, the principal sud
will pass whatever order seems to him necessary and ,
DECREE.

1. The plaintiff, a shareholder, in an ijmalee estate
arrears due on a share which stood in the name

thereby saved the estate from sale.

He then sues A

latter of whom he alleged to recover his advance.)

gave him a decree against A, and

absolved B. from
The share on account of which the advance was

meanwhile passed by foreclosure of a mortgage to a t
who had again sold it to B. The plaintiff now bring
in execution of his decree, to set aside these trans
have the share sold in satisfaction of his debt. He
tains that B. has been the real owner of the share

commencement, but says that as this question has be

against him, he now sues him merely as the party in
under a collusive sale.

The principal sudder ameer

reopens the question of B's liability, and calls upon the
proof on that point and gives a judgment against
that the principal sudder ameen had no authority to ,
question; that the decree which originally passed agai
a personal decree, and conveyed no lien on the share
plaintiff by proving that the share which he seeks to
cution
of the decree
he held
against
never
bele
has completely
disproved
his own
case A,
; suit
consec
missed.

-

-

2. On an application in special appeal to strike certain
of a judgment as surplusage injurious to the appe
that as the words constituted a judgment on a point
of the evidence on the record, they could be treated

age and must stand,

-

3. The judge having altered the judgment of the l
without summoning the respondent, on the ground th

pondent having appealed separately against an ord
was judicially before the court, held that his proc

irregular, and that it was incumbent on him to issue
notice for respondent's appearance, and give her ano
4.

of filling her defence,
Suit to enforce a previous decree given against cert
factories and the then proprietor of them. Held that
owner of the factories was answerable, as the Sheriff

conditional deed of sale cannot destroy existing claim

right to plaintiff in the former suit accrued from comi
of action, finally decided in his favour,

lx
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tations, founded upon the dates of the execution of the original
bond, or of that of the deed of instalment, or on those of the
several instalments becoming due, is possible. In the present

case the deed of instalment with the subsequent acknowledgment
of
debtofstill
alleged was
to have
been written
defendantdeed
on
thethe
back
the due,
instrument,
proved
to be abygenuine
plaintiff was consequently, declared entitled to receive from de;
fendant the sum acknowledged by him to be due with interest
and costs,

-

--

Suit remanded to the principal sudder ameen for re-trial, his
present decision being only an endorsement of that passed by
the moonsiff with directions that he will himself take up all the
issues arising on the pleading in the case and pass a fresh and
definite decision upon each separate point in issue before him,....
Held that the terms of the deed of partition are not restrictive
to the extent of compelling the shareholders, who may part with
their shares, to prove the necessity under which they acted; the
deed clearly constituting each £ the judge of that
necessity in his own particular case,

-

Held that plaintiff has failed to prove the genuineness of the
deed on which the suit is based; the decision of the lower court

is affirmed, and the appeal dismissed with costs,

-

Held that when a plaintiff sues expressly upon a deed, the

validity of which he seeks to have confirmed by the court
on the trial, although he may at the same time sue for a
small portion of the property which that deed covers, the suit
must be valued according to the valuation of the entire property
which the deed if established would include.

The suit being virtually for property, the value of which was beyond
the jurisdiction of a moonsiff could not legally be instituted in
a court of an officer of that rank.
The decision of the lower courts are therefore reversed and

the special appeal decreed with costs.
6.

802
-

-

Held by the majority of the Court, that before looking at the
evidence of the plaintiff in this case, the (defendant) appellant
was bound to show that he had been fraudulently deprived of the

deed of sale, and the receipts which are acknowledged to be

genuine, and if this were not proved, as those deeds are in the
plaintiff, possession, the (defendant) appellant would then have
to show that the consideration was not paid.

Held that the (defendant) appellant has altogether failed to
make out his plea that the deed of sale and receipt for the pur
chase money were fraudulently obtained by the plaintiff from his
(appellant's) mookhtear, and the possession of these documents

duly registered, is a strong prima facie proof for the plaintiff
that he had paid the consideration and completed the sale pur
chase which has not been rebutted by any evidence on the
other side.

147)

Plaintiff sued to reverse two summary decisions, rejecting her
objection to the sale of certain villages claimed
her, and
also the sale of the said villages entered in a deed of sale in satis

'

faction of dower, and to establish the validity of the said deed

which defendants declare to have been collusively executed by
her husband to defraud his creditors.
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presented, is not a default under Act XXIX. of 1841, rendering
the appeal of Sharodaprosono Mookerjea, liable to dismissal
under that law,

3.

.

... 1680-16:

Case struck off by the judge on the ground of default,
on the appeal of defendant it was restored to the file agreeably
to the precedent cited,
...

17

4. It is erroneous to dismiss a suit for default under the provi
sions of Act XXIX. of 1841, after €he pleadings have been filed
and evidence taken; but when the judge had through inadver
tence so dismissed a suit on the application of the defendant, it
was held that such order was not sufficient to estop the plaintiff
from bringing a fresh suit for the same property,
... 1836-18

5. A special appeal having been preferred from the decree of the
zillah judge, by which the order of the first court dismissing the
suit on the ground of default, was affirmed, it was held that under
Clause 10, Section III., Regulation XXVI, of 1814, the zillah

judge's order was final; and accordingly the special appeal was
dismissed,

...

1

DEFENDANTS.

Case remanded in accordance with certain precedents of the
Court, in order that the plaintiff may have an opportunity of
making the special appellants, intervenors, in the case defen

dants; this done, the judge will proceed to enquire into the pro
prietary title at issue between the parties.
DHAN AND DUKHINA.

Plaintiffs, chiefs of the Puriharees, attached to the temple of
Juggernath, on behalf of the whole body of Puriharees, sue 136
Pundas to recover from the latter a 1 I annas share of the fees or

gifts termed dhan and dukhina, which the Pundas have realized
from the worshipers of Juggernath from the 4th May 1840, to
the date of suit due to them under an ikrarnama, dated 28th
Mohurrum 1178 H, and to have it declared that in all future

time the Puriharees are entitled to 11 annas out of every

rupee

which the Pundas may receive in the way of fees or gratuities for
exhibiting the idol to the pilgrims.

-

Held by the Court that the fees in which the Puriharees obtained
an interest under the ikrarnama of 1178 H, and the decision of
the Sudder Court of 1814, were fees fixed by, or with the sanc
tion of the Government of the country, payment of which was

compulsory on the pilgrims, and that they have never been
operative with regard to the voluntary gratuities which it is ad
mitted all wealthy pilgrims have from time immemorial been in
the habit of giving to those spiritual attendants in excess of the
established rate, and that as by Act X of 1840, those compulsor
fees have been abolished, plaintiffs' present claim necessarily
falls to the ground.

The decision of the principal sudder ameen is affirmed, and
appeal dismissed with costs.
•DISMISSAL.

1. It is not competent to lower appellate court to dismiss an appeal,
upon the ground that the appellant failed to appear as “”
- -*.

, --- * *

1

-
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assessment by the descendants of the grantor. The
the lower court dismissing plaintiff's claim for enhan
firmed and the special appeal dismissed with costs,
5.

Order of remand as it was for defendants to show
lands were not liable to enhancement of rent, and th

pellate court had exonerated them from the claim on
grounds,
6.

Decree of the lower court for enhancement of rent

affirmed, as its jumma had not been fixed for 12 year
7.

permanent settlement.
Plaintiffssue to enhance the rents of 33b., 10 c. of la
in Enaitpore, a village of a talook which they held as
The defendants claim the land as held under a mookur
at a fixed rent.

The moonsiff gave plaintiff a decree; the judge on appe
the lower court's decision.

Held that in a summary suit for rent the validity o
raree title could not be tried, and as the determina

point was beyond the jurisdiction of the court, that d
not alone support defendant's special plea, and the

£ into consideration the other evider

should have

by the plaintiff's in support of their title; this not l
done, the decision of the judge is defective; the case
quently remanded for a more full investigation c
noted above,

EVIDENCE.

1. Proof of previous possession on the part of plai
would have been evidence in support of her alleg

husband's separate estate and of her consequently sep.
ment of it after his death, being wanting, her suit for i
was dismissed on the sole ground of absence of such pi
Held that as plantiff had proved her possession of the :
her title to the dwelling house whence they were tak
the defendants appeared before the Court in the cl

wrong-doers, it is not necessary for the plaintiff to
title to each separate article. The defendants mu
them in the
whence they were taken, or ma

:

the plaintiff the value of them,
3.

Held by the majority of the Court, that the previous
made by Jainudeen, a third party, can be no absolute

the plaintiff bringing his present suit for possession
on the ground of sale to him for valuable considerati
those statements are important evidence in considerin

dity of the transaction on which this suit is based.
Held also by the majority, after investigation on the n
this suit is a collusive one between the plaintiff and J
with a view of defeating the rights of the defendants.

The court affirmed the decision of the lower court, and
plaintiff's appeal with costs.
4. Held that under the circumstances though B. purch
A. a lease granted upon a bond, and sued his debtors,

ty existed for A's evidence as a witness for one of
because it could not on any material point assist him
B.'s, claim.

lxxiv
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Review of judgment.
A suit against a Hindoo widow, in which plaintiffrequired first, that
he should be declared next heir, and second, that the widow de

fendant should by injunction be restrained from alienating the
property in her possession, having been dismissed; on an appli
cation for a review of that judgment, the first point not being
pressed, it was held as before with respect to the second, that
plaintiff's suit being founded simply upon the alleged intentions
of the widow defendant to alienate, and not upon any act of

alienation either inchoate or complete, will not lie,

...

381

Sales.

The defendant, a Hindoo widow, sold a portion of her deceased hus

band's property to the plaintiff's father in order, as she stated at
the time, to raise money to pay her husband's debts and save his
whole estate from sale. She subsequently colluded with her
relations, and in a suit which they brought against plaintiff and
herself to have the sale declared void, she denied the execution

of the deed of sale, and the plaintiff being unable to prove that
defendant lay under any necessity of selling her husband's estate

to raise money was defeated and lost the property he had pur
chased. The plaintiff then sued for recovery of the sum her
father had paid to defendant on allegation of failure of considera
tion.

Held that this was not a case to which the doctrine of

caveat emptor applied; that the defendant was bound to assist

the plaintiff to the utmost of her power in perfecting his title,
and that she had not only failed to do so but fraudulently oppos
ed her, and as there was no total failure of consideration she was

not entitled to retain the money she had received.

Plaintiff also

sued to have a transfer which defendant had made of her entire

rights and interests to a third party set aside, alleging that it was
a fraudulent transaction intended to render infructuous any
decree she might obtain. Held that this portion of the suit was
premature, that plaintiff might take out execution as usual
against the defendant's property, and if opposed, proceed then
to establish the invalidity of the transfer; but that she had no

cause of action against the third party (also made a defendant)
in the present suit,

275

---

IKRARNAMA.

Case remanded, in order that the judge may inquire into the
validity of the ikrarnama field in the case, and pass upon the
merits whatever order the case may seem to require,

343

•-

INHERITANCE.

1. Claim to property by right of inheritance dismissed on the evidence. The Courtheid that the case of the plaintiff had failed at
all points,

-

2. father
In this
suit, A. against B. claims as heir the estate left by C
of B.

*

In a former suit, B. as heir had sued A. to be put in possession of
the same property. At that time A. not asserting that he was

>
53
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Held on appeal that the kistbundee is a genuine document;
that the previous decree against appellant's father was for the kists
of the years 1887 to 1889; was executed and the amount realized,
and that no objection to a bond was then made; that consequent
ly the decree of the principal sudder ameen must be upheld with
a deduction of the kist for 1907, which had not become due when
the suit was first instituted.

Costs of the appeal to be borne by restondent,

...

1863

KUBOOLEUT.

Held that when a party sues distinctly on a kubooleut and he fails
to prove the document on which the suit is based, the suit must
necessarily be dismissed.
Decision of the lower court affirmed with costs.

...

l l 09

L.

LAKHIRAJ TENURE.

1. In a suit to resume lakhiraj land, judge erroneously held 12

ears' possession by defendant to be sufficient ground for throw
ing out plaintiff's claim. Case remanded to consider whether
the tenure had been created before 1790,

2.

-

Claim to recover 150 beegas of lakhiraj land, on failure of
proof both of possession and right dismissed,
---

133
537

3. A suit for resumption of an invalid lakhiraj tenure having
been referred to the collector, that officer instead of reinvestigat
ing the case fully as he was under the provisions of Section II.,

Regulation II. of 1819, bound to do, contented himself with
calling for a kyfeut from his mohafiz and forwarded that with
out any expression of his own opinion.
Held that the judge had no such report of the collector before
him as the law requires, and that he ought not, therefore, to
have allowed the suit to proceed without calling for and obtaining
a full and clear report,
Order of remand on application of special appellant for the
-

4.

--

54l

judge to pronounce upon the existence of the lakhiraj tenure

£

to 1st December 1790 before applying the law of

imitation,

-

5. Claim of (plaintiff) appellant to recover certain lands, failin
proof rejected,
6. A suit to resume lakhiraj land was dismissed by the lower
appellate court, on the ground that the land had been held as
lakhiraj for 12 years before the institution of the suit.
-

61 O
1329

Held that the judge was bound to try the existence of the tenure
before the 1st December 1790,

---

7. Plaintiff, a lakhirajdar and his ryots sued together, the former
for possession of his lakhiraj land, the latter for damage done to
their crops.

The lower court gave plaintiff a decree declaring the land to be
lakhiraj, and also that the tenants are entitled to damages; on

appeal, the judge nonsuited plaintiffs as their plaint was multifa
rious.

Held by the majority of the Court, that the suit as brought was
highly informal; as however the lower court was able to come to a

1502
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4. Plaintiff, a judgment-debtor of defendant, having leased
certain property to defendants, she instituted this suit to recover

certain payments, which the defendants as a condition of the
lease, had covenanted to make to her and to set aside the lease
on account of this breach of covenant.

l

Held with respect to the first portion of the sum claimed, that
whether on an account any sum be due or not, the Sudder Court

in a former suit decided that, for the period in question, the
defendants, had not failed in their part of the contract. .
Held also with respect to the second period embraced in the claim

that defendants had not broken their contract, as plaintiff by
the terms of the above decision held in her hands due to defen

dant, a larger sum than they owed her.
Held therefore, that though a proper action might be an action of
account, this suit founded on a breach of covenant must be dis
-

missed,

---

5. Though it is incompetent to a temporary lessee of certain re

sumed land to plead limitation against the plantiff claiming the
land as belonging to his permanently assessed estate, the same plea
does not

apply to any portion of the land sued for, which may be

excluded from the temporary lease,
6. Plaintiff gave a lease of estates for 20 years to defendant who
---

1018

was to have the proceeds in liquidation of the debt due to him by
plaintiff profit or loss from the bargain being at the risk of the
defendant.

On plaintiff suing for recovery of surplus collections within the
term of the lease, on the ground that the debt had been more
than satisfied, and he was therefore entitled to have the deed

cancelled and the refund made by Section X., Regulation XV.
of 1793, it was held that the transaction was not of the nature

of a mortgage, to which the law applied, but an absolute sale of
a lease for 20 years.

Suit dismissed in affirmation of the judgment of the lower court, ...
7. The ancestor of the defendant took a loan of rupees 5,000 from
the tewarra factory and gave a lease for 18 years of his shares in

certain villages, on the condition that the factory should pay the
Government revenue assessed on the shares, and credit the ba

lance of the rent against the principal and interest of the loan; it

was covenanted also that the borrower should make good any
defia encies in the rent of the villages. Plaintiff now alleges
that he was dispossessed of one village by decree of court in the
first year of his lease and that certain deficiencies have resulted
in the rent of others.

Held that plaintiff is out ofcourt as to that portion of her claim re
ferring to the village of Bengaee; the condition in the agreement
is that in the event of any disturbance of plaintiff's possession of

that village, the lessor will make good the loss in one lump; it
follows that the cause of action dates from the period of ouster
when the agreement could first be enforced.
Held also that plaintiff was bound to produce evidence of the year

ly loss which he alleges that he sustained on account of his two
villages of Khuggorah, the condition of the lease

being

that the

lessor would make good any deficiency in the rents of the two

1232
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13. Held in accordance with the principle laid down in the cas
Khajeh Taleb Alee Khan, versus Syed Alee Khan, that a docum
must bear the full stamp required by the whole value of
contents, although the suit may be to enforce only a part o

that the lease in the present case should consequently have
engrossed on stamp paper in the mode prescribed in No
Schedule A., Regulation X. of 1829, and such not having
done, the case should have been not suited.
Principal sudder ameen's order dismissing the case reversed:

plaintiff nonsuited with costs,
14. Ordinarily, where a lessor is declared liable for mesne pr
a lessee is liable to the lessor, for the rents due to the latter.

a sub-lessee, in like manner, to the lessee.

But here the

lessee had, previous to the order of the lower court declarin,
lessor liable for mesne profits, paid rents to another par
decree-holder, with consent of the other decree-holders.
Court held that in such a case the sub-lessee should be allow

deduction in proportion to such payment. It also held tha
fore the lessee could claim the balance, the latter must

that he had paid his lessor, whom the lower court had dec
liable for the mesne profits,
See Stampt paper.

-

LEGACY.

Plaintiff sued defendant, special appellant, as executor o
husband, for rupees 1,000, payable to her under the

of her husband; defendant, pleaded payment of rupees 2
part of the bequest and as a set off to the remainder, the

of jewels made away with by plaintiff.
Held that an action against an executor personally for a l
will lie,
LIBEL.

In an action for libel, held that the publication in a news
by (defendant) appellant is proved, and that the rig
address a complaint to the superintendent of police doe.
convey, the right to publish that complaint in a newsp
and held , that (defendant) appellant has failed to prov,
truth of the libel,
LIEN.

1. Held that the plaintiff special appellant, has a lien upo
property of the debtor, Jowahir Tewaree, and can follow it
whosoever hands it may go. The decision of the principals
ameen directing that plaintiff's debt be satisfied from the

-

proceeds of the property in deposit is reversed, and the pro
upon which the plaintiff holds the lien is declared liable
sold in execution of plaintiff's decree,
-

2.

Held that in a case in which property is specially ment
in a bond as security for the sum borrowed, such debt be
a lieu on that property, and the absence of any mentio
decree of the ...' in which that decree obtained on such
is to be executed does not interfere with the lieh existi

?\
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sudder ameen dismissed the plaintiff's claim as being barred by
the general law of limitation.

Held by the whole Court that when a plea both on the special
and general laws of limitation are raised, the plea on the special
law should be first taken up and it failing, then that on the gen
eral law.

24.

...

:787-792

Held that under the circumstances of the case the law of

limitation cannot apply, and that no further investigation is
necessary on the merits, the judge having distinctly found that
the defendants, special appellants, cannot produce any evidence

to show either that they or the parties through whom they claim,
have ever been in possession of the disputed property; the special
appeal is dismissed with costs,

805

- --

25.

Decision of the lower court reversed, on the grounds that

the reasons assigned for admission of the plea of limitation, raised
by (defendant) respondent, were opposed to former ruling of
this Court,

-

26. Held that the plaintiff's case is out of time under the statute
of limitations, his cause of action having arisen in 1833, the date

of the mortgage which he sues to have set aside; moreover as
after the date of the alleged deed of gift the donor remained in
possession the Court held the gift must be considered to have been
revoked by the implied mutual consent of the donor and donee,
27. Case remanded for judge to dispose of the plea of limitation
which had not been

£ considered,

1001

100'

• -

28. Held that plaintiff in the present case, who is allowed by the
defendants to have been a sharer in the property must, when
he left his home, be presumed to have left his co-sharers, the
defendants, in charge of the property as his trustee; that they
therefore must account to him on his return for the property;
that if they set up a plea of sale to them, by abandonment of
the property by plaintiff, and on such plea raise the statute of
limitation the burden of proof of such plea is with them; as
they have entirely failed to prove the facts pleaded by them,
the presumption in favour of plaintiff's claim remains unrebutted
and the statute of limitation is altogether inapplicable. The
case is remanded for trial on its merits,

...

1009-10]

29. In a suit to lakhiraj land, the ordinary limitation of 12 years
does not apply without a determination as to the existence of
the land as lakhiraj before 1st December 1790,

10]

- - -

30. Order of remand on application of special appeal, for the plea
of limitation to be re-considered with reference to the nature

of defendant's possession, .
31. Judgment of the lower court dismissing the plaintiff's suit as
barred by the law of limitation, upheld in appeal.
Held that the time intervening between date of decision by order

10:

---

of nonsuit, and date of appeal from such order, could not be
calculated in plaintiff's favour,

32. In a suit for money due on a hoondee, the date on which it
became due was considered the time from which the period of
limitation should be calculated, and not the date of the hoondee
itself.

* -

33. Plaintiff's suit having been dismissed in the zillah court under

the law of limitation, it was held in appeal that the three pleas

11|
-

-

- - - -
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in the present suit though a decision of the zillah court had de
clared him to have been an occupant for a period antecedent
thereto, the appeal was dismissed,

1713
-

The law, as to a landlord's right to resume possession of an
ordinary under tenant's lands, in default of payments of rent,

5

are not applicable to the mookurureedares, for the nature and

terms of a mookururee grant are opposed to that view and es
pecially as in this case no terms giving the right exist in the
engagement between the mookurureedar and his superior land
lord,

...

1827

MOONSIFFS, POWER OF.

Held that a moonsiff is competent proprio motu, to carry on a
local enquiry in person and take evidence on the spot in the

presence of the parties and to found his decision on evidence so
taken,

...

418

MO()TAWULLEE.

The grounds upon which plaintiff laid his claim to be appoint
ed mootawullee of a mosque and manager of the endowment, not

being proved by plaintiff, suit in appeal dismissed,

-

<29S

MULTIFARIOUSNESS.
1.

Plaintiff's sued to recover from defendants the amount of

different sums embezzled by him and also for recovery of posses
sion of an ikrarnama, a deed of acknowledgment, which defen
dant had failed to deliver up to him.
Held that the suit was not multifarious and that the evidence

of plaintiff was insufficient to establish that portion of the claim
of plaintiff arising out of alleged acts of embezzlement or misap
propriation by the defendant,
-

2.

I G4

Plaintiff sued to reverse a summary suit and the sale of his
tenure, made in execution of that award.

The moonsiff decreed for the plaintiffs, the principal sudder ameen
non-suited the plaintiffs, inasmuch as the plaint was multifa
rious, involving two distinct claims, one for the reversal of the

summary award, and the other for the reversal of the sale.
Held by the Court on special appeal, that the suit of plaintiffs
was not multifarious, the sale being only a consequence of the
decree to revise which the suit was instituted; the case conse

quently was remanded to the principal sudder ameen for trial
3.

... 598-599
upon its merits,
Held that the suit as laid is multifarious and the plaint is vague

and deficient in precision; as however the Court will disregard
the plea of multifariousness, whenever it is in any way possible

to dispose of a case on its merits without injury to the right of
parties, or without direct violation of the forms of judicial proce
dure, the Court directed the appeal of the plaintiff against the
release of the collector, and of the collector against the award of

costs to be taken up, first reversing the hearing of the question
as to whether the plaintiff's action against the zemindars could
be sustained on the pleadings for subsequent consideration.
Held also that if the (plaintiffs) appellants intended to dispute
their liability for their father's debts, or to question the correct
ness of the accounts, they were bound to do so below, and from

-
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NONSUIT.

1. Held that undervaluation forms no ground of monsuit
appellate court when the suit has been decided below

-

merits.

2.

Case remanded for a decision on the merits,

Case remanded for investigation on the merits, a cleric

in the plaint being considered insufficient ground fol
suit,

3.

{

Order of nonsuit reversed, and case remanded for t
its merits.

4. The order of nonsuit in appeal reversed, as it was cor
that the objection to valuation had been made for the fi
in the lower appellate court,

5. Order of the lower court which had nonsuited the I
because the principal sudder ameen had given him a dec
the whole of a certain property of which he only sued
half, reversed as wholly untenable,
6. A claim for maintenance having been nonsuited b.

court, on the ground that plaintiff should have laid his c
be exempted for rent for the land occupied, it was held t

specific issue raised by plaintiff for a money allowance sh
tried on its merits,

7. Order of remand on application for special appeal,
lower appellate court had improperly nonsuited plaintiff
8.

Case remanded for investigation on the merits, and th

of nonsuit founded on supposed contradictory statements
plaint which do not exist, reversed,
9 Plaintiffs, proprietors, of a specific share in an estate,
to oust a tenant, are not liable to be nonsuited, because t.
not make their co-proprietors defendants.

10.

Held that though the plaint in the present case mig

been drawn with greater clearness and precision, still
material points required by law to be therein stated, a
found in it, and plaintiff is therefore liable to be nonsuit
11. Plaintiff sues defendants for possession of a share of
lands which had resumed and settled with them in 1838.

The defendants, the occupants, pleaded that as plaintiff's w
co-sharers with others, they should have made their co

defendants in the suits. The judge on appeal, rever
decision of the lower court, inasmuch as without making
sharers parties to the suit, it would be impossible t
-

sound judgment in it; and dismissed plaintiff's claim.
Held on special appeal that the plaintiff's suit is liabl
dismissal but to nonsuit, the judge's order of dismissal is
fore modified and plaintiff's suit nonsuited with costs,
NOTICE.

1. Suit for possession on foreclosure of mortgage dism
affirmation of the judgment of the lower court on fa
proof of the genuineness of the transaction,

2. Held in accordance with previous precedents that
service of notice of foreclosure is not necessary,
3. Where notice by the proper revenue authority, unde
IV., Section III., Regulation II. of 1814, to the civil c
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11. Decree of the lower court upheld in respect to the interests
-

in the villages sued for, which were proved to have been trans

ferred by the three defendants, but the case nonsuited in respect
to interest claimed by other alleged co-sharers, intervenors in
the present action, their rights not having had full trial owing

to neglect of the plaintiff, in not making them parties in the
suit,

...

l
182:

12. Decision of lower court uphell which had dismissed plain
tiff's claim on ground of insufficient proof of title or previous
possession,

...

184

POTTA.

1. Plaintiffs being zemindars, as defendant sets up certain pottas
against them, the onus of proving the validity of these pottas rests
on defendant,

Defendant's pottas held not to be substantiated by the evidence.
Defendant, appellant's objection to the principal sudder ameen's
decision, on the ground that he was not in possession of

portion of the land decreed, overruled, as the land was included
in his pottas and as the decree does not affect persons not parties
to the suit,

...

131

2. Judgment of lower court as regards special appellant, a share
holder in an estate, reversed; the facts found viz., that she had

received rents from a pottadar, and had never objected to his

potta, not constituting her a consenting party to the potta, , ...
3.

14t

Held on special appeal that as the plaintiffs in their declara
tion allege their houda potta was dated 23rd January 1793, or
1st Maugh 1198, the judge after rejecting the special title set
up by plaintiffs should have determined whether the date of the
potta is anterior to the date of the settlement of the estate in
which the tenure is situated or not, if it be not, then the judge's
conclusion of law as to the auction purchaser's right to posses
sion under Section XXX., Regulation XI. of 1822, is correct,
if the date of the mehal be anterior to the settlement, then the

possession of the plaintiffs under Section XXXII., Regulation
XI. of 1822, must be respected, though their claim to hold at a
fixed rate falls, in this last case it

will be for the auction

pur

chasers to proceed against the plaintiffs in this case on one of
the grounds ' down in Section LI., Regulation VIII. of 1793,
and the last sentence of Section XXXII., Regulation XI. of
1822.

Case remanded for investigation on the point noted above, ...

16

4. A party suing for possession under a neein-howala potta, and
nnable to prove the validity of his own title, cannot call in ques

tion the validity of the alleged howaladar in possession, by
whom his possession under the neem-howala potta is oppos
ed,

See Registration, No. 2.

...

l 7 O9. 1"
-

POSTPONEMENT.

Motion made by (defendant) appellant to postpone the hearing of
the appeal on the ground that a suit to set aside the right
purchased at an execution sale by plaintiff, was pending in the
zillah court, refused,

l
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8. Held in accordance with the ruling of the majority of the
judges of the Court, permanent and officiating, that it is quite
competent for a judge to admit an appeal even though more than
one month has passed from the date on which the decision of the
moonsiff was prepared and ready for delivery to the parties.

Held also that as the judge in the present case exercised the
discretion vested in him by Section XLVI., Regulation XXIII.
of 1812, on satisfactory cause shown for the delay, the court can
not interfere, but dismiss the special appeal with costs,
...

173t

9. Held that it is competent to the Court at large to restrict
its judgment to the point specially referred for its determination,
and to return the appeal, to be disposed of on the remaining
issues, by the bench of judges before whom in ordinary course
it came for hearing.

Determined also by the practice adopted on this occasion, that
when conflicting precedents render necessary a reconsidera
tion of the rulings they contain, as given by full benches consist

ing of three judges, such reconsidertiaon should take place before
the whole body of judges on the civil side of the court, perma
...
nent and officiating,

17:

See Bill of sale.

-

, Deeds, No. 8.
PRECEDENT.

1. Precedent of the 12th December 1855, held not to be applica
ble as barring the general rules of limitation in suits between
landlord and tenant respecting rents and tenures,
-

...

14.

2. Appeal admitted. The precedent of Hindoo law cited by lower
court of a case in Bengal did not apply to one in Behar,
...

15

PRE-EMPTION.

Judgments of both the lower courts in recognition of plaintiff's

right of pre-emption reversed, as the party asserting the right
of pre-emption, cannot prefer it through another, and in the pre

sent case even proof of delegation of authority to assert the
right was wanting,
See Costs, No. 15.

...

11

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.

1. A naib having executed a bond in his own name without any
disclosure of the fact that he was acting as agent for his master.
held that he had rendered himself personally liable for the
debt,

--

2. Plaintiff sued Raja Rajendro Singh and his agent, Prankissen
Dutt, who had executed a bond for the amount for money lent
to the latter on the Raja's behalf, the Raja denied that he had
authorized Prankissen Dutt to borrow the money; the agent
admitted the bond; and pleaded that he was authorized by thre
Raja to borrow the amount, and also that the amount so bor
rowed was applied to the Raja's benefit.

The moonsiff declared the Raja alone liable and the judge, for rea
sons given by him upheld the moonsiff's decree.

Held by the Court that the ruling of the judge is inconsistent with
the facts on which it is based, he finds that the authority of

-

~

1

-
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PUTNEE TENURE.
1.

A zemindar having assigned to appellants all his ber
interest in certain estates, held that the

proceeds

of the s

putnee talooks within these estates which were necessari
posited in the collector's office in the name of the zeminda
2.

not thereby become liable for his debts,
A zemindar having sued certain

£ whose

tenu

been sold for arrears, along with a "defaulting bidder for b
of rent, held in affirmation of the decision of the lower

that the defaulting bidder was only liable for the different
tween his own bid and the smaller sum subsequently reali

the sale, and that he could not be compelled to pay this diff
in a suit for rent,

Plaintiff as putneedar of the estate, paid in the collec
rupees 2,371-11-4, which he states in his plaint to hal
mained due on the 3 annas share of the property of Urnopo
Debea, and brings his suit to recover the amount under S
IX, Act I. of 1845, from all the proprietors.

Held on special appeal, that as the plaintiff as putneedar, l
interest in the property, and that payment was made to p

that interest, he consequently under Section IX, Act I. of
has a right to recover the amount paid from all the propr

who, irrespective of the party or parties in default, are :
and severally liable to him for the ainount.

Special appeal dismissed with costs,
4. Held that in the present suit which was one for rent
a kubooleut, the question raised by defendant could not
*

be tried, the claim may or may not be a just one, but as i

not arise out of a kubooleut, a determination of its jus:
otherwise is out of place in the present suit,

Decision of the lower court reversed, and special appeal d
with costs,
5.

-

Case remanded for retrial, the Court being of opinion
the mere application of the mookhtear for the postponem
the sale of defendant's tenure under Regulation VIII. of

could alone in no wise, as held by the principal sudder a
be considered tantamount to an acknowledgment on pla
part that defendant had paid up all the arrears due by h
other words to a receipt in full by the plaintiff,
Held by the Court that the present suit was not multifa

the various acts to reverse which the present suit was bi
being all constituent portions of one continuous illegal
of action effected by defendant to plaintiff's detriment.
Held also that the provisiqns of Clause 6, Section XVII.,

lation VIII. of 1819, are inapplicable, as the plaintiffs (
sue for compensation for the loss of their tenure upon it
celment by : sale of the superior talook, but for the re
of the sale itself of the superior talook, and the summary
and sale of the dur-putnee tenure under it.
Held further that on the evidence before the Court, the sale

putnee talook and purchase by appellant was a bond fid
and purchase, and plaintifi's not having saved their under
in the mode prescribed, Clause 2, Section XIII., Regu
VIII. of 1819, all their rights in their dur-putnee tenur

--

1 N. D. E X

10. Plaintiff is mortgagee of a dur-putnee tenure but no
sion, the putneedar fell in balance, and the mortgage
sum due and saved the tenure from sale, he then sue
needar for the amount and obtained a decree.

Held on special appeal, that as by Section XIII, I
VIII. of 1819, the right of paying into court the balan
a putnee tenure and thereby acquiring a lien on the
confined to the holder of talooks di' the second degree
who does not stand in that position, cannot have an acti
the putneedar for money paid without his consent, for

that is which are voluntary and officious, though plain
no doubt have brought an action against the dur-put
the money which he had been compelled to pay in ord
his interest in the dur-putnee tenure.

The decision of the judge reversed and the appea
with costs,

11. Appellant, as zemindar, created a putnee consisti
already existing dur-putnee tenures. The putnee bein
arrears was bought by herself when she cancelled the

nees; on suit by (plaintiff) respondent for recovery of I
decree in his favour confirmed, as the dur-putnee had
created by the defaulting putneedar, but existed from
anterior to his rights,

12. Plaintiff's (appellant's) claim to recover certain lan
proof of right, dismissed,
13. Suit by an alleged dur-putneedar to recover from th
dar what the former had paid on account of the latter t

sale of his putnee tenure, dismissed, in

reversal of the

of the court below, as plaintiff had failed to prove tha

acquired the dur-putnee tenure, so as to give him
action,

14. Suit by a putneedar for the reduction of the rent of
villages of his putnee on the ground of the land in th:
being deficient, dismissed; first, because it is not prove

rent which the plaintiff, special appellant, undertook t
imposed upon a determinate quantity of land; and sec
cause by the terms of plaintiff's engagement, he became
pay a certain rent for the entire talook,
15. In this suit, instituted to set aside the sale of a put,
which had been originally settled with Juggernath Roy
asserted her right to sue on the ground that Jugger

benamee putneedar, giving his name for the benefit
putneedar, plaintiff's husband; but for the reasons gi
ground of action not being proved, the suit was dismiss
16. A having given his estate in putnee to B., on the
terms, that B. should pay the Government revenue to t
tor and the profits fixed at a certain sum to A., and fur
B. should be liable to pay any increase in the Gover,
venue that might be assessed on the estate; but that 1
circumstances the amount of profits payable to A. shou
altered; held that though a reduction instead of an enh
of the Government revenue had been made, A. was bou

terms of his agreement and was not entitled to benefit
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sued for is due or not, and on the pleadings, it is for defendant
to show that his possession was arrested in the mode stated by
him, previous to the expiry of the time for which the lease was
granted.

As the principal sudder ameen has considered the present
case more as one of account between principal and agent, then
as a question of debt between landlord and tenant, and as he has

missed the real issue in the case afd passed on a wrong issue a
contingent order, which under the practice of the Company's
Courts is irregular and inadmissible, the case is remanded to
him for retra',

-

-

1473

24. Plaintiff instituted two suits, one to establish the validity o
a kubooleut, another to recover rents due for 1257, under that

kubooleut, both suits were decreed in plaintiff's favour; but in
the first suit for a declaration of the validity of the deed, the

principal assistant decreed a cash payment equivalent to the rents
mentioned in the kubooleut, and to the sum which in the plaint
was taken to determine the value of the action.

Held on special appeal, that in a suit simply for a declaration by
the court of the legality of a document, a decree for rent under
it was wrong, the more so, as a separate suit had at the same time

£ instituted

for the balance of rent due under the kuboo

eut.

So much therefore of the decree of the principal sudder
ameen as decreed to plaintiff the sum of rupees 58.8 is erased;
and the special appeal decreed with costs,
-

25.

Plaintiff sues defendant for rent due under a kubooleut

executed by him in which he binds himself to pay to the plain
tiff the sum of rupees 58-8, rupees 54-4 as rent, rupee 1 as
salamee, 4 annas punchgaus and rupees 3 chowkeedaree, in all
rupees 58-8.

Held that both by law and the precedents of the Court, such
an engagement is legal; that the object of the Regulations pro
hibiting the levying of abwab or cesses is to prevent the
levy of any new cess under any pretence whatever, and also
to prevent the continued levying of the arbitrary and indefinite
cesses existing at the time of the decennial settlement; with a
view to this last end the cesses are too consolidated with the rent

and to obtain the first object a penalty in case of an in
fringment of the law by them is laid on the zemindars; the courts
moreover are to declare all stipulations regarding arbitrary
and indefinite cesses null and void, but are to give effect to
the definite clauses of the engagements entered into by con
tracting parties.

In the present case no question is raised as to the novelty
of the cesses mentioned in the kubooleut, in fact it is clear

they are of old standing, moreover the amount of them is spe
cific and definite, and if not actually consolidated with the rent

under their own designations into one specific sum which is
sufficient to meet the requirements of the law, the engagement
therefore is one which under Section III., Regulation V. of
1812, the courts are enjoined to maintain and give effect to.
the special appeal is dismissed with costs,

-

25. Plaintiff in this suit, a farmer of a resumed estate, sues for
a certain amount of 1ent called peshkush as distinct from the
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only 83 poorahs, and that he (A.) has paid C. (B's sharer) a

,

portion
the that
rent. as the collectorate records showed that the
The
Courtofheld

area leased to A. by B. was only 19 poorahs, 2 cottas, 4
belas, the area as in the actual occupancy of A. should be

the basis of demand of rent, specially as there was ground to
suspect fraud from the large difference of land; further, that
as A. took his lease from B. and continued his occupancy without
£ new engagement, A. was bound to pay his rent to B.
Only,
32.

£it for rent at rupees 16 per annum being laid on akubo...o 1774
leut which the zillah judge held not to be be proved, the suit
could not go on to determine the arrear due upon an admis
sion made by defendant, that his rent amounted to rupees
9, special appeal dismissed.
... 1808-1809
33. Order # the lower court reversed as the kubooleut though
signed in a peculiar manner was proved by the attesting wit
nesses and was filed by plaintiff as received by him from the
Canoongoe's office; and as the land for which rent was claimed

had been measured by the collector as part of the plaintiff's
1826
estate,

34.

-

Suit by the purchaser of a village sold in execution of a decree,

for rent profit payable by a farmer, subsequent to the date of

his purchas
ed in reversal of the orders of the zillah courts, as
Claim
dismisse.
the rent payable by the farmer had been assigned to her in
payment of a decree held by her and as the sale in execution
was made subject to this assignment,
...
35. A. admitted having given a kubooleut to B. for rent, but

1841

pleaded that as C. had dispossessed B. he (A) was not liable to

pav rent to B. The principal sudder ameen admitted this plea.
The correct issue to be tried in this case was the liability of A. to
pay rent to B. under A's kubooleut.
Case remanded for the trial of that issue,

1870

See Sales in execution of decree, No. 5
RENTFREE-TENURE.

1. Appeal rejected; plaintiff claimed certain land as his mal,
for which no payment of rent at any time could be proved, and
which was in possession of defendants as part of a rent-free
of g1799,
...
2. grant
Findin
of the lower court that the lakhiraj land, which
laintiff seeks to resume had been held as such for 12 years is

335

insufficient without a previous determination as to the existence

of the tenure as lakhiraj on the 1st December 1790,

...

3. Plaintiff sued for possession of certain resumed lakhiraj land
as the heir and chela of one Moteelal Gossain, a former owner.

Defendant pleads that his title is derived from one Gossain
Dass by purchase. The principal sudder ameen admitted that
plaintiff had produced no trustworthy proofs of his being
either the chela, or heir of Moteelal, but he decreed in his

favour inasmuch as the defendant had not proved that Gossain
Dass was the rightful proprietor.

733
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effectually between them and the recovering of their property;
-|

*

purchasers of the £y may and doubtless have their se
veral rights and liabilities, but those rights, whatever they are,
cannot interfere with, or in any way obstruct the paramount

ight of the plaintiffs to recover possession of the property of
which through the error of a court of justice they were
causelessly deprived.

-

The decision of the principal sudder ameen reversing the sale
of plaintiffs' property and decreeing to them possession of it
affirmed; costs to be borne by D. S. Cohen, appellant,
20. Application for review rejected; the Court being of opinion
that Regulation XI. of 1822 was inapplicable to sale of under

30

tenure made in 1840, and that the requirements of Section

II., Act VIII. of 1835, had been fully satisfied in the present
instance,

-

21. Application for review of judgment rejected, the ground of
objection to the previous judgment that it was passed on
failure to prove a particular potta not being warranted for
the reasons setforth,

---

22. A review of judgment has been applied for inasmuch as th
decision at which the majority of the Court arrived was erroneous,
first, through an oversight of judicial principle, no adverse pos
session such as would entitle a party to prescribe having been
proved on the part of defendant; and secondly, through reliance
on a precedent which in fact does not support the present ruling.
The Court for reasons given remained still of opinion that an ad
verse possession in the strictly legal sense of the term, commenc

ed and was continued by defendant under his adoption with the
full knowledge and in the presence of the plaintiff, that his ad
verse possession was in point of duration of a longer period than
12 years, and that plaintiff was out of court consequently under
the operation of the statute of limitation; the Court, moreover was

of opinion that the principle of the precedent cited by them,

supported the view adopted by it in the present case.
The court consequently dismissed the application for review with
costs,

J
-

23. Application for review of judgment rejected, no sufficient
reason being assigned for the evidence now offered not havin:
been given before, and a fresh Section X., proceeding was on
remand unnecessary,

-

24. Application for review of judgment rejected, the Court adher
ing to its previously expressed opinion that although the deci

sions of the deputy commissioner might have been more explicit,
it did not appear defective on the point on which the special ap
peal was admitted,
25. Application for the reinstatement on the file of an application
for review of judgment, which has been struck off in consequence
of the non-attendance of any £ rejected; no valid ground for
the application having been shown,

-- -

26. Review of judgment admitted, as it appears first the deed of
conveyance out of which the suit arose contains an express war
ranty of title, and as the judgment of the Court in special

peal was founded on the absence of such express warranty,

ap
-
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ence to the opinions formed by the judges when
first before the Court.

Application rejected with costs,
30. Application for review rejected, the suggestion
made not having been urged in the pleadings, and
of the Court on the previous occasion being so co,
leave no room for a remand,

*

31. Application for review of judgment rejected,
grounds for the admission of the same having b
forward,

32 Application for review rejected,
33. Application for review of judgment rejected, as
on pleas not advanced before the commissioner wh
ing the sale, for reversal of which the suit brought
ers had been previously dismissed,
34. Application for review of judgment rejected, in
an action for rent, and upon an allegation in the
plaintiff was in possession, £ was bound, accordin,
and practice of the Company's Courts, to prove su
before she could be entitled to the rent she claimed

proof of that part was not forthcoming in the presen
35. Application for review of judgment rejected, the
no valid reason for granting the same, and on re.
adhering to the view of the nature and scope of

presented by the petitioner to the collector which th
in their judgment,
36. Application made for Review of judgment on the
a document which the Court in its decision of the c

nounced to have been interpolated was not so reje

interpolation was still considered patent both from t
well as from the context as originally entered,
37. Application for review of judgment rejected,

38. Application for review of judgment rejected. Ir
publication of notice of sale beyond the limits of the
sold, held to vitiate it,

29.raised
Petition
for review rejected, first, inasmuch as al
in the certificate of admission were noticed b
and petitioner should then have brought forward any
of objection to the ruling of the court below; and se
much as the precedent on which the Court's judgme.
is a sound and authoritative one,

40. Application for review rejected, no reason being :
admission and the Court being satisfied of the corr

previous decision,
41.

Petition for review rejected, inasmuch as when t

before the Court all the points then urged were disp
it is not competent to petitioner to move for a review

which up to the present time have never orally b
before the Court,

42. On review of judgment, the previous decision of
modified and plaintiff declared to be entitled to inter
the date of suit only, but from the date on which thi
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First,-Inasmuch as it appears doubtful whether the validity or

otherwise of the permission to adopt executed by Gobind
chunder in favour of his wife Shussuree was by the pleadings
in the case put in issue, or not.
Secondly,–Inasmuch as if it were put in issue it would seem to
have been put in issue in such a halting and unsatisfactory
manner as with reference to the circumstances of the case, to

render a remand necessary, in order that both parties may
file all the evidence both documentary and oral in their pos
session bearing on the point at issue and a clear and explicit
determination to come to by the court below aided by the ad
vantage of all procurable evidence.
Thirdly—Inasmuch as if the point were not in issue, the courts
should at once proceed to enquire into the remaining points at

issue between the parties to the suit; and,
Fourthly,–Inasmuch as if the point were in issue, it is necessary
to consider whether the points in which the evidence seems to
have been misapprehended by the court are of sufficient im

portance, as when corrected in any degree to cause a modifica
tion" of the court's previous judgment,

1843
-

57. Petition for review of judgment rejected, the Court adhering
to the view which it took at the hearing of the case, regarding
the due publication of the proclamation of sale required by Sec

tion '' Regulation XLV, of 1793,
58. Application for review rejected, but the Court, directed that
- -

the review of the decree of the lower court should be only in

favour of the party who had appealed against it,
59. Petition for review ofjudgment rejected, the Court seeing no
-

reason to doubt the correctness of the conclusion at which it ar

rived when the appeal was put before it, viz., that the ikrarnama
and decision of this Court of 1814, refer only to the compulsory
fees realized by the puriharees and pandas, either directly or
through the Government officers, and that by the enactment of
Act X. of 1840, the fees previously compulsory have as a class
become extinct, and they have since merged in the other class of

payments, riz., those of a purely voluntary nature, and that con
sequently the present claim cannot subsist,
The Court also see no reason to disturb its former order as to costs,

60. Petition for review of judgment rejected, the grounds put forth
not being in the Court's opinion sufficient to warrant the reopen
ing of the case,
61. Petition for review rejected, as the petitioner could show no
satisfactory reason why the survey map was not filed before, and
as the case was decided entirely on the evidence before the Court,
62. Application for review of judgment dismissed, as a lien had

1868

-

been created upon the property by the decree, declaring it lia
ble for the debt in question,
S.
SALE BY A HINDOO WIDOW.

Suit held by lower appellate court to be barred by 12 years pos
session under a sale by a Hindoo widow: but case remanded to

1869
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9. In a suit by plaintiff as heir of A. to set aside a sale, report
ed to have been made by A. in favour of defendants, held that
the production of the deed of sale by defendants is not dispen
sable, and that the deed not being pleaded, the question of the
inadequacy of the stamp used for the deed, does not arise.
Held upon the merits that the transfer by sale of A. to the de
fendant is proved.

*

-

(Plaintiff) appellant cannot object to the sufficiency of the consi
deration which A. in the exercise of her legal rights held to be
sufficient. "

Nor can appellant impeach the sale in appeal, on the ground of
fraud not raised in the pleadings, that is, on the ground of an

alienation made to his injury as a judgment creditor,

1430
-

10. In a proclamation of sale issued under the provisions of Sec
tion III., Regulation VII. of 1825, the amount due by the
debtor to the decreeholder was entered at rupees 986-15-84,

whereas, in fact, it was according to the decree with interest up
to the date of sale only rupees 882.

Held generally, that the adoption of all the forms prescribed by
law in bringing property to sale under Section III., Regula
tion Vl I. of 1825, made applicable to estates sold in execution
by Sections III., and IV., Act IV. of 1846, is imperative, and

any failure in their adoption is a material irregularity render
ing the sale liable to reversal.

Held also that whether the omission has caused injury to the
debtors or not, is an enquiry beside the question at issue in
determining the validity or otherwise of a sale in execution.
Held further with reference to the present case, that as the
amount due at the time of the issue of the proclamation, was

not that erroneously entered in the proclamation, such error
arising from miscalculation is a material irregularity and vitiates
the sale.

Held that the present case is distinguishable from those of Musst.
Shurfoo and Raja Mahomed Gour Alee Khan, in both of which
the amount entered in the proclamation of sale was that which
at the time of its issue had been declared to be due by the
court executing its decree, and in which its erroneousness con

sisted only in the fact of the appellate court having subsequently
modified the decision of the court of first instance as to the

amount due; that therefore whilst the Court agrees entirely
with the ruling in the first case and doubts the soundness of the
ruling in the last, the rulings do not affect the present case
which in its facts differs from both of them,

1608
-

11. Certain lands having been sold in execution of a decree
passed against A. this suit was instituted to recover possession

from the purchasers, these appellants, on the ground that pre
vious to the execution sale and to the decree on which it was

based, plaintiff by a deed of conditional mortgage (subsequently
foreclosed) had acquired the land from B, wife of A, and that
A had before assigned the land to B. in lieu of dower.

Held that the deed of sale to plaintiff and the payment by him
of the purchase-money are proved.

Held also that, though the evidence does not prove the marriage
of A. and B. or the debt of dower contracted by A, the concur
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I N D E X

20. Plaintiff sued to reverse the sale of certain villages made
in execution of a decree and to obtain possession with mesne
profits,

The principal sudder ameen for reasons stated gave plaintiff a
decree.

Held on appeal that as the sale of the property in litigation was
conducted under the

provisions of Regulation XLV.

of 1793, it

was required under Section XII*, of that law, that the notifi
cation of sale should be published at the collector's office, the
Court of Dewanny Adawlut, the principal town or village of

the property to be sold, and at the Board of Revenue. That as
the proclamation of sale in the present instance was not pub
lished at or on the property or in any of the villages to be
sold, and as the fact of its having been issued at the thanna
or moonsiff's cutcherry in the jurisdiction of which the pro
perty to be sold was situated, was not a publication as re
Quired by law, the material forms required by law have not
been observed.

As then the forms prescribed by law from the

due advertisement of a sale and which are material to its vali

dity, have not been observed, the Court is compelled, though

with great reluctance, considering the long period that has
elapsed since the sale to declare it invalid and affirm the de
cree of the lower court with costs,
21. Plaintiffs sued for reversal of the sale of mehal Shawa made
-

1652

by the collector of Sarun on the 18th June 1841, on the ground

chiefly, that their mookhtear Surb Lal, had tendered rupees
400, a sum larger than the advertised balance before the lot was
sold.

The principal sudder auneen found the evidence to the tender of
the money, rupees 400, before the lot was sold, untrustworthy,
he therefore dismissed plaintiff's claim.

Held in appeal that the evidence on the record does not establish
satisfactorily, the tender of the rupees 400 previous to the sale
of (plaintiff) appellant's property.
The decision of the lower court is affirmed with costs,
22. Petitioner's claim, objecting to a sale in execution, not hav

1707

-

ing been tried, but thrown out on default in a summary case.
a subsequent suit was admissable.

Case remanded to lower

court to pass judgment on the general evidence,
23.

1877
-

Plaintiff sued to reverse the sale of 2 annas share of a ta

look belonging to them which had been sold on the 26th July
1838, in execution of a decree, as the right of Mookhta Debea

and of which they were subsequently dispossessed by the pur
chaser.

Held that in such a case the date of dispossession and not the
date of sale, is that on which limitation began to run against

the plaintiffs, and that as 12 years had not elapsed from that

date, the case must be remanded for investigation on the
inefits.

Case remanded accordingly,
24. In a suit instituted by the purchaser of an estate sold for
- -

arrears of revenue, to set aside a revenue award of land, made

about 11 years before the date of the institution of the suit, it
was held as the claim was preferred within three years from the
date of the sale to plaintiff, this date and not the date of the

1897

cxlii
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The judgment of the principal sudder ameen dismissing the plain

'' claim is

affirmed with costs,

700
-

SII ARE13.

1. Plaintiff, special appellant, sues as representative by purchase
of three

i'

for the value of their shares in certain

clumps of bamboos, a fourth person who denies that the vendors
of the plaintiff have any share in fine property, and asserts that
they belong entirely to him.

Held that on the pleadings in the case, the judge should have
enquired into the right of the vendors of the plaintiff as against
the other defendant, Nearunjun Roy, and not have postponed
that inquiry for a separate suit.
Case remanded for re-investigation,

2.

1002
-

Plaintiff's suit was for possession of his alleged share of the

four villages in suit as unconnected with a mehal of which he
and defendants had been formerly co-proprietors, but which
now belonged to them alone.
Held that it was for plaintiff to show that the villages in question,

which had been resumed as towfeer from him and the defen
dants while joint proprietors of the mehal, and which had been
released to the defendants after they had become sole proprie
tors of it, had been unconnected with the mehal, and on his failure

to do so, the decree passed in his favour by the lower court,
was reversed,

-

1616

SHIEVAIT.

In a suit in which the plaintiff sued as shevait "of an idol, for
the recovery of certain property of which she had been dispos
sessed, founding her |'' partly on a right of inheritance by
adoption, and partly a deed of gift, but in the appellate court
abandoned her claim to inherit, and took her stand upon the
gift; held that had the two titles been inconsistent with each
other, she could not have been allowed thus to shift her ground,
but that as the adoption she alleged even if proved could have

given her no title to the property, there could be no objection
85

to her abandonment of this portion of her case,
SIIU SHITERE.A.

Plaintiff's suit for re-instatement in the office of Boora Shushterea
of the Choomorea shushter in Assam, dismissed on the evidence.

Impression intimated

(£ the point was not decided) that the

assent of the Bhukuts to the appointment of a Boora Shushterea
is as a general rule essential,

282

-

SPECIAL APPEAL.

1.

Special appeal admitted, the material issues arising on the
case not having been considered by lower court,
-

2. On remand to lower appellate court in a case upon special
appeal, a special appeal was again applied for from the decision
passed on remand.

Held that in such appeal it was not necessary to file again copy
of the decision of the first court, as it was already in court,
3. The point on which the special appeal was admitted not aris
ing, the judgment of the lower court was affirmed.

-

150

186
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-

14. Special appeal rejected as with reference to the judge's find
ing on the facts the case did not admit of decision on the point
of law raised in the certificate,

-

15. Special appeal rejected, as the admission of appellant was pro
perly applied against him,
16. Special appeal dismissed, as the finding on the facts of the
Case
the lower court could not be questioned,
17. Special appeal dismissed, as appellant was not considered en

828
1173

-

'

-

titled to challenge the decision appealed against,
18. Held that although as a general rule, the special appeal of a

1174
1200

-

third party from a decision on a point legitimately arising in a
suit between two other parties is inadmissible, still in cases in
which the lower court has transgressed the issue before it and

determined a point not legitimately before it to the injury of a
third party, a special appeal from a party so damnified is admissi
ble.

In the present case, the principal sudder ameen should have con
tented himself with dismissing plaintiff's claim to a right of way
over defendant's land, and not have also declared him entitled to

a right of way over the land of special appellant a party not be
fore him, so much of the decision of the principal sudder ameen
as refers to the land of special appellant is reversed, the costs of

this special appeal are to be borne by special appellant,
19. Special appeal dismissed as the point taken in the certificate
-

does not arise,

-

20. As it appeared that the order of the zillah judge which gave
rise to this appeal simply followed an order of an earlier date
from which no appeal had been preferred, the special appeal was
dismissed,
See Remand, No. 45.
SOONDERIEUND LAND.

1.
2.

A claim preferred, as of right, to participate on a lease of Soon
derbund land granted by Government, cannot under the provi
sions of Section XIII., Regulation III. of 1828, be maintained, ...

The zemindars of pergunnah Syedpore, an estate bordering on
the Soonderbunds, usurped a portion of the Government Soon

derbund land and let it out in under tenures to the plaintiffs
ancestors; the usurpations were resumed under Regulations II. of
1819, and III. of 1828, by Government, and on the plaintiffs
rufusing to settle with Government for the lands on the Govern
ment terms, they were dispossessed and the lands settled with

other parties as farmers. Plaintiffs now sue for recovery of the
possession of their under tenure with mesne profits from the date
of dispossession.
Held that plaintiffs in the present case failed to disclose a title
sufficient in law to support their present claim, first, inas

much as the title of the party from whom plaintiff's claim ceased
and determined at the date of the resumption by Government of
the lands illegally usurped by them, and leased to the plaintiffs,
and consequently as a party cannot grant to another a greater
interest either in extent or duration, than that which the grantor

himself possesses, the title of plaintills, the grantees, ceased and
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Special appellant was surety for a tesheeldar, who having

2

committed defalcation, gave a bond for the amount due from him.

On this bond both parties were sued, when the lower appellate
court decreed against them jointly.

Held that the surety was not liable merely on proof of the bond
without proof of the balance being actually due from the
tehseeldar as represented in the bond.
3.

1264
-

The liability incurred by the sarety of a farmer for arrears of
rent due by the latter, may be refused, after the death of the
surety, against his heirs who succeed to his property,

1292

TALOOK.
1.

Right of (plaintiffs) appellants, to recover land held not to be
roved, and decree of lower court affirmed,

2.

-

Held that from the evidence produced by him the right of th
(defendant) appellant to the dependent tenures claimed by him
is not proved; the decision of the lower court is therefore
...
affirmed, and the appeal is dismissed with cost,
Held that as the plaintiff in the former suit had, by a deed of

609

701

withdrawal, relinquished his claim to have the property sold as

belonging to the heir of Raja Gobindochunder Roy and the
appeal of Ramkisto Chowdree was decreed, the decision of the
principal sudder ameen became a nullity; it follows that the
decision of the principal sudder ameen in this case founded upon
a decision of his own, which is null and void cannot stand.

The

present case should have been decided after considering both
the documentary and oral evidence produced in it.
Held further that had the previous decision of the principal sudder
ameen been still in existence, in a case like the present, brought
by a second creditor in which the issue is identical with that
tried in the previous one brought by another creditor, and in
which the issue is not the plaintiffs direct right to the thing sued
for; but his right to have it sold in consequence of its belonging

to a particular party or debtor of his, such previous judgment
declaring that the property belonging to the debtors of both

plaintiffs would be of great weight, and would have received as
a piece of evidence, every attention.
the peculiar circumstances of the case, the case is remitted

U nder

to the principal sudder ameen with directions that he will call on
the plaintiffs to produce any further evidence documentary or
oral, that they may wish to offer in substantiation of their claim,

and after giving any fresh evidence the other side may wish to
offer attentive consideration, pass whatever judgment the case
may seem to require,

2
-

Plaintiffs sue for possession of certain lands with mesne profits
as appertaining to their mouroosee talook for which they obtain
ed a decree in 1230 B. E., possession under that decree in 1239

B. E., and of which they were dispossessed in 1243 by the de
fendant.

deny the dispossession of the plaintiffs, and their pre
Defendants
vious £ and assert their own continuous possession
through a long term of years.
The lower court gave plaintiffs a decree.

cl

i N. D. R. X.

be due, and the consequent right of re-entry on the part of the
plaintiff declared nothing remained on the part of the Court but
to give that right effect.

Order of the judge reversed and immediate entry decreed to plain
tiff the costs of special appeal to be borne by special respon
dent,

256

THAKBUST.

See Boundary, No. 1.

o

THIRD PARTY.

1. The judge having irregularly instructed the principal sudder
ameen to take into consideration the claims of a third party, and
also to hear evidence in substantiation of her claim, it was incum

bent on the principal sudder ameen to have given the plaintiff
an opportunity to produce witnesses to rebut the evidence pro

duced by the claimant, and not having done so, the case is remanded in order that this course may be adopted,
2.

-

17

Plaintiff sued defendant, Gerber and his servants for the value

of 3000 baskets of rice and three boats belonging to him, which
he alleged that the defendant had forcibly carried off from the
creek where they were lying laden with rice.
Defendants pleaded that they had purchased the rice from a third
party, and that the boats : belonged to the third party.
The principal assistant commissioner dismissed the case, the com

missioner on appeal gave plaintiff a decree.
Held on special appeal that the third party, Kyeetson should have
been made a defendant, and that it is on the pleadings necessary

to ascertain whether Kyeetson had any right to the rice and
boats, and to determine whether the defendant's purchase from

Kyeetson was bond fide or not, and whether Kyeetson solely, or
the defendant Gerber jointly with Kyeetson is liable to plaintiff
for the value of the rice and boats.

Case remanded for re-investigation,

...

1579

3. Two parties hold decrees against each other, one of them sold
his decree to a third party.

Held that the debtor in it might file her receipt for the amount of
her decree against the seller, which would pro tanto reduce the
purchaser's claim against her,
...

1780

TITLE.

1. The plaintiffs proprietary title of the lands in suit was declared.
The plea in bar of imitation was set aside, as defendants did not
allege adverse possession as proprietors, but admitted their oc

cupancy as cultivators,
...
2. Appeal dismissed in affirmation of judgment of lower court, as
the title upon which appellant professed to have derived his right
had been set aside,

1607
-

TRESPASS.

See Easement, No. 2.
TRU STS.

Held that the instrument executed by Colonel Kallub Alee Khan,
was neither a deed of endowment nor of gift, but was a will which

A
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8. Suit for wasilät from April 1829, held by a majority of the
Court, not to be barred by the law of limitation, as plaintiff has
received orders, which being passed by two judges were valid

and legal, to be put in possession, which orders he had not failed
to sue out execution of and a right to wasilat follows as a
matter of course from date of decree till possession be obtain
ed,

...

1034

9. Two appeals with respect to the award of wasilat made by
the lower court having been preferred, held in one case upon
the evidence, that the fact of possession had not been proved;

and in the second, that the admission of (defendant) appellant
has been misapprehended by lower court,
...
10. Decision of the lower court reversed, owing to its wrong
interpretation of Construction No. 1129, of the 19th February
1838.

1539

Held that wasilat not included in an adjustment, con

ditionally agreed to by the parties in a suit which adjustment
had afterwards to be carried into effect by the court, could not
be accounted a matter for which under the Construction quoted,
a new suit could be instituted.

merits of the claim,
See Possession, No. 5.

Case remanded for trial on the
...

1901

-

WATER COURSE.

1. Claim to use the water of a water course for irrigation, dis
missed upon the merits,

-

46

2. Held that after waters have reached a natural channel, each
party through whose land it flows has a right to the advantage
of the stream flowing in its natural course over his land, and to
use the same as he pleases for any purpose of his own not incon
sistent with a similar right in the proprietor of the land above
and below,

-

Held also that before waters have reached a natural channel, a
party on whose land rain water or the natural drainage of the
country flows, can deal with it as he pleases, and appropriate it to
his own purpose, so that he thereby does nothing to injure his
neighbour's property; that such act is a lawful act incident to

the enjoyinent of a person's own property.
WIFE.

Plaintiff sued to recover his wife who has borne him two children,

and who having by reason of ill health returned for a time to
her parents' house has been bestowed by them upon another
man in marriage, the wife now refuses to return to him and the
so called second husband to give her up.

The lower court awarded plaintiff his wife or rupees 50, damages,
in case she refuses to return to him.

Held that as the marriage contracted between special appellant
and his wife was proved, the second marriage entered into by
his wife during his life-time, without any divorce on the part of
the husband or by the mutual assent of the parties, is a nullity
and that special appellant's claim for the recovery of his wife's

£ notwithstanding

her unwillingness to return to him is
egally tenable under certain precedents of this Court.

1324
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THE 3RD JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

A. SCONCE, Esq., Judge.
• J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,
C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

}officiating Judges.
-

- -

-

CASE No. 80 OF 1856.

Petition for Review# Judgment passed by Messrs. A. Sconce, J.S.

Torrens and C. B. Trevor, in Case No. 272 of 1854, on the
18th April 1856.
THE RIGHT REVEREND DR. OLLIFFE, (APPELLANT,)
PETITIONER,
vers?ts

-

REVEREND JOSEPH NICHOLAS, REPRESENTATIVE OF THE

REVEREND JOSEPH MARIA BRANDAO, (RESPONDENT,)
OPPOSITE PARTY.

Waheels of Petitioner–Messrs. R. T. Allan and M. A. Riteki.
Vakeels of the Opposite Party—Mr. W. A. Montriou and Babcos
Kishenkishore Ghose and Maherchunder Chowdree.
Review dis
allowed as the

grounds put

MR. A. ScoNCE.—An application is made for a review of the
judgment passed by us in this case, which will be found reported
at page 296 of the Decisions for the past year.
The ground submitted for the admission of the review is, that ths

forth are not
a-serted in the

altogether
change the

evidence taken, on two points material to the issue of the case, is
incomplete; and a semand of the suit to the lower court is asked
for, that this assumed defect in the completeness of the record my
be supplied. Now, a sufficient answer to this application would be,
that the (appellant) petitioner does not say that the opportunity

issues in the

presented to him when the case was under trial, of adducing what

1*sues original

ly under trial,
and

as they

-

such, as if ad
misted would

---

ever evidence he considered to be desirable, was improperly or
illegally curtailed, or that he did not know of and could not tends
at that time the evidence which he offers now, and therefore that

he must be held to have accepted the form in which the record **
submitted both for final judgment by the lower court, and to oar

selves for hearing on appeal. But an examination of the points
which the petitioner desires to elucidate or to establish, by new -

by additional evidence, shows that the pleas principally relied upon
as sufficient causes for throwing out the claims preferred by plais
tiff, are different from those asserted in answer to the plaint, and sub
stantially vary the accepted issues of the original action.
-

The circumstances under which this suit was instituted are falls
set forth in the decision of the 18th April last, and it is enough *
to say •hortly that it was the object of the suit to recover *
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and which we cannot be supposed to answer affirmatively. Clearly
the right of appointment to a vacated benefice was not an issue in
the suit. It was the right of dismissal from an occupied benefice,
that the defendants in their answer asserted, and obviously, I think,

it is no good ground for a review of judgment and for a new trial to
say that the (defendant,) petitioner, now before the Court, desires an

opportunity of submitting evidence upon a point, upon which at the
first hearing of the cause no evidence was or could have been re
quired.

The second point to which our attention has been called by the
Advocate General; followed by Mr. R. T. Allan, is that the August
nian priests by reason of their schism, are incompetent to exercise

the spiritual duties of the priest's office and to administer the tempo
ralities of the cure. It is said that the Augustinians are not ortho
dox Roman Catholics; that they have abandoned a vital tenet of the
Roman Catholic church, that is, that they do not recognise the su

premacy of the Pope; and act in defiance of the Pope; and searcely
more specifically it was added, that the Augustinian priests were
not competent to administer the holy sacraments of the church. We
were not referred to any evidence on the record, by which the

asserted schism of the plaintiff and of the order to which he belong,
is proved, amd rather we are asked to remand the case that the point
may be proved, and that the plaintiff may have an opportunity of
'' the orthodoxy, we must presume, of himself personally of
re Joze Das Neves, and of the Augustinian body generally. It is
the necessary purpose then of this argument to found the dismissal
of Fre Joze Das Neves, and the right to nominate his successor,

chosen out of the Portuguese Augustinian body upon the presumed
disqualification which from withholding their obedience to the
teaching of the Roman Catholic church, that body is said to have
incurred. But turning again to the answers of the defendants, a
will be found that this plea was not in the court of first instance

asserted. To object to the orthodoxy of an individual Augustinia's

priest is one thing, to object to the orthodoxy of the whole body is
another. If any one priest should lapse from the faith of the
church, the whole local order to which he belongs, does not necessari
ly lapse also. But it is not said in the answers of the defendants that
the Augustinian order in Bengal was schismatical, nor that the Prist
of Bandel was schismatical, nor that the plaintiff was not entitled "a
be restored to the cure, because he was a schismatic. On the e--

trary, in the answer of the most Reverend, the (late) Arch Bish-i
it is stated that when the Vicar Apostolic Dr. St. Leger, appointed

the Reverend Ignacius Mascarenhas to the Seebpore priesthood, is
at the same time appointed plaintiff to exercise the functions of a
Priest in Calcutta, and that plaintiff subsequently officiated in sab

dination to Dr. Leger to Dr. Tabor, and to the defendant hi

A
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the authority of the Vicar Apostolic and of the hierarchy, subst
quently constituted, and denied their competency to displace his
order from the Seebpore cure and its temporalities. To us it was
a question of organization against organization, the position and
interests of the local Portuguese Augustinians against the secular

hierarchy, and we were unable by our judgment to prescribe to the
plaintiff a form of mere ecclesiastical obedience which he did not
consider to be binding upon his own conscience.

“The head of all

priests,” it was said in answer by the Archbishop, “is the Pope of
Rome. Priests have no superior but him. By him only can all
matters regarding priests and all disputes between priests be adjudi
cated and not by the civil courts.” We were unable, in this sense,

to compel the Augustinians to obedience, and we placed them by our
judgment in the position which they occupied previous to the intra
sion effected by defendants in the exercise of a spiritual authority
which in so far as it effected and is taken to justify the deprivation

complained of, the Augustinians do not recognize.

Mr. Ritchie

tells us that we shrunk too much from considering the religious
bearing of the case before us, and from determining the merits ef

the plaintiff's claim, according to the relative obligations and rights
of the parties to the suit, as professing adherents of the Roman C*
tholic church. The direct purport however of the issue maintained
on the part of the (defendant,) appellant, was to deny the existence

of distinct rights and to confound all the temporalities of the church
as if the universal and only valid title to all benefices was vested in
the Pope alone. The Augustinians had been deprived of the Seeb
pore benefice after seventy years' uninterrupted possession, and the
only ground submitted to us for setting their right aside, was the
absolutions of the Pope. Necessarily it was quite beyond our per
pose to derogate from the spiritual authority of the Pope as head
of the Roman Catholic church, but the Pope's territorial pow
is not conterminous with his spiritual power, and it was cis

to us that we could not permit the absolute will of the Pete
directly, or through his delegates, to determine the distribution

of benefices throughout this empire, irrespective of the rights Pre
viously vested therein. Five hundred years ago in England by the
statute of provisors, the rights of patrons in the presentation to *
fices, were protected by criminal penalties against the interference

the Pope, and though it would be out of place to adopt the act pass
ed in the 25th year of Edward III., as a lex loci, when a right ground
ed on the Pope's authority of a far more extensive character, e.
the summary right of deprivation and exclusion, had been
ly asserted, this law at least teaches us not to confound the spirital
supremacy of the holy see with the constitutional administration:

ecclesiastical benefices in independent states. In our judgment."
affirmed the status quo against arbitrary will.

A

We found that is

(
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church had, in consequence of this apostacy, a power which ough
to be supported and considered by the civil courts of the country, of
ejecting the respondents.
To say nothing of the objections to the nature of the new evidence.
which the petitioners assert that they have obtained, it is clear,
think, from what is above pointed out, that in this application they

have abandoned wholly the position which they had taken up in the
trial of the suit.

Whether our courts could or could not take cog

zance of the plea of apostacy, under the circumstances represented,
or declare in what or wherein it consisted, so as to disturb those

against whom it was alleged is the possession of their cures, it is
certainly not for us on the pleadings of the suit as tried, to determine
but it may be observed that if such a plea was maintainable, the
right of ejectment which is asserted would not apply simply to the
church and talook of Seebpore, but to all the other properties ar:
cures in the country which may be held by the Portuguese mis
sionaries in Bengal, under the authority of the Archbishop of Go",
and that more directly exercised by the Prior at Bandel. I woul.
avoid going into the question being, as I observed, foreign to the
real points which were at issue in the suit, and I wonld reject

th

application for the review on the ground of the irrelevancy oft:
reasons which have been preferred in support of it.

MR. C. B. TREvoB.—An application for review of the judgme:
passed by the Court on the 18th April 1856, has been made by the
appellant in this Court, and it is based upon the ground that as
decision is not supported by evidence, and that important facts a
the case are not noticed with sufficient prominence.

-

a

In support of his argument, Mr. Ritchie observed that the decise
turned upon the fact, that the dispossession of the plaintiff by ti.
defendant was a wrongful act, and doubtless had it been proved:
the defendant had resorted to force, it would have been most £5

cult for the Vicar Apostolic to oppose an adverse possession ef
years, which would in a civil suit have been sufficient to estab's

the title of the plaintiffs; but it will be found on further enqe.
that the foundation of this argument fails; for so far from the Wi
Apostolic having dispossessed him, the plaintiff's possession of the e
became vacated through the default and desertion of the Augustics
priests and it was at the earnest request of parties concerned £a
the Vicar Apostolic appointed the Reverend Mr. Mascarenhasta t.

duties of the church at Seebpore and the administration of the *
perty connected there with ; it is true, the plaintiff says, that wi:
he was absent from Seebpore, and in Calcutta, this dispossess
took place; undoubtedly he was absent in person; but this abs
was not a casual, but a prolonged absence for a period of one cr
years, an absence in short, amounting to a defection from his 6--

moreover though possession for 50 or 60 years may have been ---

(
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and also to the Reverend Joze Maria Brandao, for the performance of
the same functions in the Moorgheehutta Church, in Calcutta; that
these priests being considered heterodox, were dismissed from their

ministry by Dr. St. Leger, who appointed the Reverend Ignacius
Xavier Mascarenhas to be the priest of the Seebpore church, and to
be the administrator of the estate thereto, appertaining that the autho

-

rity which appoints the incumbent of the church has also the power
of nominating the administrator of the estate pertaining thereto, and
this power was exercised by the Vicar Apostolic; that the question
raised by the plaintiff should be decided by the Pope, the head of
the Roman Catholic church, or by those whom he has appointed
Vicars Apostolic here, and that consequently the civil courts
should not interfere in the matter.
* *
It seems to me quite clear when comparing the statements in

pleadings with the remarks of the learned counsel for the defenda",
that they are fundamentally different, one from another; the original

ground taken up was, that any thing that had been done both *
regards the spiritualities and temporalities of the Seebpore chun',
had been done under the ecclesiastical authority delegated by the
Pope to the Vicar Apostolic, an authority which the civil court

could not question, and from which there was even no appealexes:
to the Pope at Rome. This view Mr. Ritchie has once or twice, in
the conrse of his remarks, taken occasion to repudiate, and he cons

quently has taken up new ground to the effect, that the possession:
the church and property at Seebpore has come into the hands of his
client, in consequence of a desertion of the trust by others and it
their excommunication; that the parties now in possession are is
parties under the trust entitled to possession as being the legitima
successors, in doctrine of those for whose benefit the trust was cro
ed, viz. the orthodox followers of the Roman Catholic faith.

...:

Had these grounds been originally taken up by the defendan.
should have been quite prepared to have considered them; but Ita
not consent at this last stage of the case to allow the defendants"

shift the ground of their defence and to convert a strong denial .#
our power to interfere under one set of circumstances, into asar
mission to our jurisdiction under other circumstances now broug:
forward for the first time.

The real issue raised before us by the defendant in the origin:
pleadings was one of great nicety and difficulty, viz. what is u
effect of the sentence of an ecclesiastical tribunal in the civil cour:

of this country, and this is a question which must arise whene"

such an alleged decision, as in the present instance, is brought.
bear upon right to property or some civil privilege.
The rule applicable to this question has been stated thus, “all sent

“ces or judgments of a domestic or foreign tribunal are conclus:
-
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THE 3RD JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
J. H. PATTON,

£}Judge.

PETITION No.

1794

OF 1855.

-

sr. , ,

, IN the matter of the petition of Bheekunlal, filed

in this Court on

peal admitted the 18th December 1855, praying for the admission of a special
£ appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, officiating judge of
on the ... not Patna, under date the 5th September 1855, reversing that of Roy

£,

Dataram Pundit, sudder ameen of that district, under date the

:

lower court.” May 1854, in the case of Lochun Singh, plaintiff, versus petitioner,
defendant.

-s:

*

Vakeel of Petitioner—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.

-

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Baboo Gobindchunder Mookerjea.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:-

*

The matter in dispute is, whether a certain deed of sale alleged
by Lochun Singh, to have been executed by Bheekunlal, for 4
annas of the malikana allowance of mouza Gaugh, was really so
executed and binding on the vendor, or not, he alleging that the
said deed of sale was cancelled.

The judge has drawn his conclusions in this point from admis
sions made by third parties in an action of shuffa, but has no:
taken up and determined the material issue, whether the money
was paid, as alleged by the plaintiff, or the sale cancelled, as allege.
by the vendor, in consequence of the money not being paid.
As the execution of the deed of sale is admitted, the material

issue to be tried was, whether that deed was subsequently cancelled
in consequence of non-payment of the purchase money. The
inferences drawn by the judge do not appear to us to touch this

point. The special appeal is admitted and the case remanded for
more complete investigation on the merits.
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munth Roy and others intervened on the plea that 70 beegas,
14 cottas, 4 chittacks, of the land in dispute were their lakhiraj
land; they were consequently made defendants, but their claim
was dismissed by the principal sudder ameen, who decreed the

entire quantity of land sued for to the plaintiff. This appeal
is accordingly preferred in dissatisfaction with the decision of
that officer, the grounds of which decision were that on not
fication of sale, the different parcels of land about to be sold,

were clearly indicated without any objection on the part of
appellants, who were owners both of the land advertised and
that which they now state to be their lakhiraj, when of course

if it had been erroneously included in the sale, objections would
have been offered.

Further so far back as the year 1817, in a

suit for rent of 30 beegas within the boundaries of the present
contested land, brought by Gopeemohun Tagore, &c., the appellants
opposed on the plea that it was their lakhiraj, which plea was
rejected, and they were referred to a regular suit, which they had
not since instituted. Finally, the principal sudder ameen cons
dered the present claim to be collusive, and that advantage had
been taken of the circumstance, that the lands, sued for by plaintiff,
were scattered and interspersed with lands of other owners within
the same boundaries, to found the claim, as 200 beegas of lakhir'.)

lands on east of Kubuttuk river had been released by the
tion courts to appellants.

resump

-

We do not think that any thing has been advanced in appeal to
show that the decision of the principal sudder ameen is incorrect.
It is seen that seven months previous to sale the lands proposed for
sale were distinctly demarcated in the village, when no objection

was made, which we must infer would have been the case, had
there been valid grounds, seeing that the appellants were the owners
of the gantee jumma about to be sold; and there is no satisfactory
proof by appellants of their plea; certain kubooleuts have been *
in, but there is nothing to connect them with the land, and the fict
is important that appellants have never sought to set aside tie

decision of 1817, which decreed the rent of part of the land ther
now seek to another: moreover, appellants have failed to show th:
the land is part of the 200 beegas, released by the resumption

courts. Being of opinion therefore that the principal sudder a nee:
has drawn correct inferences as to the evidence from the above
facts, we reject this application with costs.
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Ahmed Buksh Khan, principal sudder ameen of that district, under
date the 24th August 1854, in the case of petitioner, plaintiff,
versus Zumeerooddeen and others, defendants.
Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Sumbhoonath
Pundit.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Kish
enkishöre Ghose.

the principal
sudder ameen

to have given
the plaintiff
an opportunity
to produce wit
nesses to rebut
the evidence

produced by
the claimant
and not hav

ing done so,
the case is
remanded in

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
Plaintiff sued a certain party for possession of 2 annas* out of
annas 2-13-1-1 of kharija talook No. 253, pergunnah Hossein Shae
and other property, purchased by him.
Defendant in his answer denied the receipt of the purchase-money
and denied his competency to sell; he subsequently petitioned that a

decree might be passed in favor of the plaintiff for 2 annas of the
talooks.

-

order that this
course may

One Khuttija Beebee claimed the property as her own.

be adopted.

The principal sudder ameen gave plaintiff a decree in accordance

with the petition of the defendant; he reserved, however, the rights,
whatever they might be, of the claimant Khuttija Beebee.
The claimant then appeals to the judge, who ordered her objec
tions to be taken into consideration, and evidence to be taken from
her in substantiation of her claim.

-

On the case being remanded to the principal sudder ameen, he
took the evidence on the part of the claimant, but refusing to allow
either of the parties in the suit to produce evidence to rebut the
evidence produced by the claimant, he, in reliance on the evidence
duced by her, dismissed plaintiff's claim. On appeal by the plainti:
he urged that after the case was remanded for re-trial on the appeal

of the claimant, he and the defendant applied to that officer in order
that proof might be taken from them, but he disallowed the applica
tion, the judge disregarding the plaintiff's objection affirmed the
principal sudder ameen's decision.

Plaintiff now appeals specially, urging exactly the same ground
as he urged in the court below.
We think that it was incumbent on the judge to have instructed

the principal sudder ameeen to have taken evidence from the parties
in the suit before him, if they wished to produce any, to rebat
that given by the claimant in the suit before him, whom he had ir

regularly allowed to become, as it were, a party to the suit; *
therefore remit the case to the judge and direct him to remand it to
the principal sudder ameen, with instructions that he will afford the

plaintiff an opportunity to produce any witnesses he wish to brize
forward to rebut that evidence given by the witness of the clair

ant, and that he will give that evidence every attention and F
whatever order the circumstances of the case may seem to

A-\

require.

- -

- - - --
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Shahpore, called Duftera Lukheenarain Roy and Kishenram Ry,
whereas mouza Arryhazara formed part of the distinct tale &
Mahadeb Roy, pergunnah Autter Shahpore, consequently represen's

another estate. The quinquennial papers of 1209 or 1802 A.D.
show Lukheenarain Roy and Kishenram Roy, pegunnah Aut:

Shahpore, 10 annas, 13 gundas, 1 cowree, 1 krant to coutfit
18 kismuts and 113 talookdars; among these no mention is ma:
of kismut Arryhazara (reads them) this paper is not authenticale:

in original). (There is a mouzawaree paper prepared apparent!
by the putwarees, purporting to show the villages or kismuts."

talook Mahadeb Roy, a talook separated from pergunnah Autter She
hpore, in these mention is made of Arryhazara. This is also b%
authenticated in the original). There was no dispute in the lose
court as to whether Arryhazara was within the mehal sold, or "

it was then only disputed whether the publication of the notice plaintifi's dwelling house where his cutcheree was situated **
sufficient publication or not, here in this Court only has the fat:
Arryhazara not being within the mehal, being disputed. The "3
reason that plaintiffs have not brought these particular pleas?"
ward before is, that they were not acquainted with the law on."
point.
JUDGMENT.

MEssRs. II. T. RAIKE's AND B. J. Colvin.–It is admitte

both parties that the sale notice was published by affixing it to *
plaintiff's house at Arry hazara; the points for determination.”
whether Army hazara, the village where plaintiffs have their "-"
ling house, is within the property advertised for sale, and if
whether the publication of the notice at that place fulfils the *
quirements of the law, as held to be the case by the lower court

We observe it was clearly and distinctly averred by plaint's
their plaint that the notice was not published on the spot *.

quired by Section XII., Regulation XLV. of 1793, but at these of Arry hazara in talook Mahadeb Roy; it is also shown by tie :
turn of the peon who affixed the notice of sale at the residet:

the plaintiffs, that the notice was served in that manner, wh: *
defendants have not in their answer alleged that Arryhaus:
within the precincts of the mehal, but have contended f:

legality of the publication, as having been made at the dwe
house of the plaintiffs, where there collecting cutcheree was
situated. It has however been urged in this Court that ther
sold consisted of a fractional portion of pergunnah Autter Sh.
within which pergunnah Arryhazara is situated, and that it is
sequently a village of the mehal sold, and service of notice st

place was therefore a sufficient service to protect the sale. ,
been however explained and the explanation stands uncontra

--
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THE 8TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., X-Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

CASE NQ. 176 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Roy Pearcemohun Banerjea.
Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 20th Jere
1855, affirming a decree of Moulvee Moheedoddeen, Additional

Moonsiff of Chuprah, dated 25th November 1854.
MUNGUR SINGH AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs.)
APPELLANTS,
ve/"SuS

BOOTAEE SINGH,

(PLAINTIFF,) AND

BUSAWAN SINGH,

(DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENTS,
Vakeel of Appellants—Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeel of Respondent, Bootaee Singh—Baboo Mahurckunder
Chowdree.

-

T. reint of . THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 19th March
limitation was 1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. B. J. Cul

' '.' vin, and C. B. Trevor:
£er the cir-

“The lower courts, it is urged, has not disposed of a plea of lin

£ 'tation advanced by petitioners defendants. The plea was that tiss
£ had been in possession, under a purchase from the same party or

£, his ancestors as the plaintiff for upwards of 12 years, of the lan:
£ claimed by plaintiff. The lower courts have rejected the plea on
not very distinct grounds, and have not disposed of it as they shall

dispose of a plea in bar. Considering this to be a substantial defect
in the investigation of the case, we admit the special appeal to try
whether the case should not be remanded for re-investigation by
both courts on the above point.”
JUDGMENT.

MEssRS. H. T. RAIKES AND B. J. COLVIN.—It seems th:

the plaintiff bought the share (l' pie) of Ruheem Khan, sold in ex
cution of a decree in the village Sarbuhan, and instituted this = for possession. He was opposed on the plea, amongst other plea

that defendants had been in possession of the share in question 5e
upwards of 12 years, to which they denied that Ruheem Khan 1.x:
any right or title. The lower courts held that as they had dens-Ruheem Khan's right, no question of limitation arose, as there wo...

have done had they admitted his right.

We consider that there -
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THE ST II JANUARY 1857.

PRESENT:
II. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
13. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

}*

CASE NQ. 348 of 1856.
---

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. R. M. Skinner, Judge of
Muddea, dated 7th January 1856, affirming a decree of Syr

- Saadut Hossein, Moonsiff of the Sudder Station, dated -**
November 1855.
PRANDHUN CHUCKEKBUTTEE,(DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT.
versus

GUDADHUR DEY, (PLAINTIFF,) AND CIIUNDURKUNTH
LI1UTTACHARJ, (DEF ENDANT,) RESPONDEN 1s.

Vakeel of Appellant—Mr. E. Colebrooke.
Wakeel of Respondents—None.
Petitions of

appeal from
moonsifi's de
ci-sens Intist
either contain

in then-rives

the grounds of
ap; 'al or those
grounds, if se

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 7th July 1835.
under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. B. J. Colvin -...
J. H. Patton:

“Special appellant filed his appeal before the judge on the **::
December 1855, who allowed special appellant one week to tie : :

grounds of objection. On the 7th January 1856, the judge st". .

parat, ly given, off the case on default.
* -t be given

-

“The special appellant urges that under Act XXIX. of 1s:

within the

period of ap
Peal.

his case should not have been struck off till after the expiry of s
weeks from date of original order, or 28th December 1855.

“We admit the special appeal to try the point.”
JUDGMENT.

The point raised by this certificate is, whether a person wis.
to appeal from the decision of a moonsiff is entitled to time 1-,

that allowed by law for presenting his petition of appeal, for 1.
purpose of filing his grounds of appeal.
It appears to us, that the law contemplates no interval of t'== *

this purpose, but on the contrary that the petition of appeal ir, i.
moonsiff's judgment shall contain within itself the groun which the appeal is preferred, Section XLVI., Regulation X \ .
of 1814, declares, “that any person dissatisfied with the deci- - a moonsiff, shall be at liberty to appeal from it to the judge, tr.:
the petition of appeal be presented within 30 days atter ti - , ,
on which copies of the decrees may have been furnished:” w is, e -

tion VIII., Regulation XXVI. of 1814, in providing for

** - - -
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quire into its
amount had

Vakeels of petitioners—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo Sum
boonath Pundit.

not been ap
pealed against,
the final order

)

-

Vakeels of the opposite party—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Bang
seebuddun Mitter.

fixing the
wa-ilat could

not be appeal
ed against, its
order was re
versed on the

ground that
the first order

*

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—

-

This application relates to an order passed by the principal sui
der ameen of zillah Nuddea, awarding wasilat to the decreeholders

was of an
interlocutary
character and

in the suit, from the date of the decree to the date of delivery of
possession of the land decreed. On the 12th March 1853, the prin

an appeal from

cipal sudder ameen disallowed the objection taken by the defen

it was not lin

dants, these petitioners, who opposed the claim brought forwari

perative.

for wasilat, because no order for the payment of wasilat had been
made in the decree; on the same date he provided for the ascertain
ment of the wasilat due through an ameen, and finally on the 23ri

January 1856, he awarded the wasilat, which from the enquiry ci
the ameen, he considered to be due.

Against this order, petitioners appealed to the judge; they sai
in appeal that they were not liable for wasilat at all, and tre

judge taking the order of 12th March 1843, from which no appeal
has not considered the liability cr

£ been preferred to be final,

non-liability of the petitioner to be open to inquiry.
It appears to us that the failure of the petitioners to appeal fro
the principal sudder ameen's order of 12th March 1843, car."
justly deprive them of a legal opportunity of appealing upon the
whole matter under enquiry by the principal sudder ameen, w!--

that enquiry was concluded on the 23rd January 1856.

Possi is

it was competent to the petitioners to have appealed from the crue-first providing for the appointment of an ameen, but we look to -

these orders as of an interlocutory character, and we do not c--sider that an immediate appeal therefore was imperative. We
reverse the orders of the judge of 31st March 1856, and rems:

the case that the petition of appeal preferred before him, may :
disposed of on its merits.

-

-

-

- - - -

--
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THE 10TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

A. SCONCE, ESQ., Judge.

J.
Esq.,
C. S.
B. TORRENS,
TREVOR, ESQ.,

}officiating Judges.
atime

No. 91 OF 1856.

Petition for reciew of judgment passed by Messrs. A. Sconce, J. &
Torrens and C. B. Trevor, in Case No. 185 of 1853, on the
16th May 1856. .
CASHEENATH MOOKERJEA, (RESPONDENT,) PETITIONEE
versus

*

MoDHOOSOODHUN MOOKERJEA,

(APPELLANT,)

OPPOSITE PARTY.

Jakeels of Petitioner–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Mr. R. T.
Allan.

Wakeel of the Opposite Party–Baboo Unodapersaud Bane:
Review dis. AN application is now before us on behalf of the plaintiff, whe
£ : suit was dismissed by us on the 16th May last (page 416 of the

£
was fully

decisions) for a review of that judgment.

Plaintiff in that suit

: brought a claim against his father's executors, on account of .

'''. balance asserted to be due to him from his father's estate; but a
looked in : was allowed by plaintiff that a similar claim formerly preferred:

:* *

him had been definitely adjusted; and accordingly the presents:
did not stand on its own merits as a new action, but was express'

grounded on the plea that the executors had fraudulently six
pressed certain assets of the estate, in the accounts, from the exa:
nation of which the former compromise had been acceded to. l.
our judgment, we held that the plaintiff had made out no case suppression or of fraud against the executors, and as thereby te
only cause assigned for the re-opening of a closed account e-not be sustained, the suit was necessarily dismissed.

For the details of the case, we may refer to the judgme.
already recorded. The main ground of the present application is .
repeat what was indeed urged in the first argument, that no st:

|

cient account had ever been rendered by the executors, respects:
the investment made by them in promissory notes of the Gov. -ment, to the amount of rupees 1,18,200, and particularly it is s- .
that as the executors profess to have disbursed rupees 94.700
of this sum in legacies, an exact account of that disbursers:

|

should have been submitted. Now we were perfectly s-n
when we heard the case before, and we admitted in our judg

* * - - -- *.

*

*
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decree of court to be a forged receipt; but not to say that the

payment of the legacy, due to the petitioner's mother, is a distinct
matter from petitioner's claim to share in the residuary assets of his
father's estate, we cannot, at this stage of the discussion, admit in
the circumstance asserted any valid ground for the review applied
for.

We reject the application with costs.
| THE 10TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

A. SCONCE, Esq., Judge.
J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,
C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,
CASE No. 92 OF 1856.
-

-

- -

}offat, Judge.

s

-

-

Review of judgment passed by Messrs. A. Sconce, J. S. Torrens
and C. B. Trevor, in Case No. 531 of 1853, on the 22nd May
1856.

RAJA MOHENDERNARAIN SINGH, (APPELLANT.)
PETITIONER,
tersus

s' (RESPONDENT,) OPPosire

RAJA JOYMUNGUL

ABTY.

Takeel of Petitioner—Mr. A. T. T. Peterson.
Takeel of the Opposite Party—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Application
for review re

THIS is an application for the admission of a review from the
decision of the Court passed on the 22nd May in the case of Raja

jected, the
court being of

Mohendernarain Singh, (plaintiff) appellant, versus Raja Joymunes

opinion that

Singh.

-

-

-

objection to
the Court's
estimate of the
evidence he
fore it affords
no proper

Mr. Peterson, on the part of Raja Mohendenarain Singh, repre
sented that he was instructed to urge that the decision was opposed
to the evidence on the record.

We do not think that objection to the Court's estimate of :=

ground for a

–

-**

-

review of Judg

evidence before it, afford a proper ground for a review of judgme=".

ment.

We therefore reject the application with costs.

( 4.2 )
THE 12TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

J. H. PATTON, Esq., Judge.

E. A. SAMUELLS., Esq., Officiating Judge.
PETITION No. 1062 OF 1855.
-

Held that

undervaluation

IN the matter of the petition of Goonomoonee Debea and another
filed in this Court on the 9th August 1855, praying for the admi

forms no

ground of
nonsuit in the
appellate court
when the suit

of Nuzeeruddeen Mahomed, additional principal sudder ament

has been decid

that district, under date the 6th November 1854, in the case of (R

ed below on
the merits.

:

sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackin",
judge of Hooghly, under date the 25th April 1855, reversin;"

Case remanded
for a decision
on the merits.

tioners) plaintiffs, versus Dwarkanath Soor and others, defenius
Vakeels of petitioners-Baboo Kisshensakha Mookerjea and M*
mony Banerjea.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party Moodoosoodun Pal—Baboo Riu"
kishore Ghose.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted at
following grounds:

The decision of the judge against which the special appeal
brought, will be found at page 79 of the Decisions of Zillah Hoog:
for April 1855.
-

-

The point urged in special appeal is, that under-valuation:
no ground of nonsuit in the appellate court when the suit *
been disposed of below on the merits, such plea being technical:

|

inadmissible, under the provisions of Act IX. of 1854.

This ground is, in our opinion, valid, and, reversing the ju's
order of nonsuit, we remand the case for a fresh decision or =
II1CIltS.

*

|
-

THE 12TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

J. H. PATTON, Esq., Judge.
E. A. SAMUELLS., Esq., Officiating Judge.
PETITION No. 1095 OF 1855.

it is not

IN the matter of the petition of Pearee Lal and others, file:

n.'... that this Court on the 13th August 1855, praying for the admiss:
an `f`. ident)

a special appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, offic. £clude judge of Patna, under date the 25th April 1855, striking of
in his petition appeal from that of Surferaz Alee Khan, sudder moonsiff of +
of appeal the

ap; as it
*
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THE 13TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., Y-Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 168 of 1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Roy Ramlochum Glor
Principal Sudder Ameen of Nuddea, dated 31st March 1855.
DUYALCHAND MITTER, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

BIDDYASHOONDUREE DASHEE, MoTHER AND Gram:
of BRIJNATH AND DWARKANATH PAL CHOWDR:
MINOR SONS OF ISSHURCHUNDER PAL CHOWDRL

DECEASED, AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENIs

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboo Shumbhoonath Pundit and M. B.
-

T. Allan.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and R*
pershad Roy.
suit based

VALUE of suit rupees 48,724-5 a., 13 g., lc., 1 k, institute."

£ 24th June 1841.
d£d in

:
of the iower

The plaint sets forth that a private arbitration had taken ph's
the llth Poos 1247 B. S., or 28th December 1840, between cer
parties named, which awarded from Issurchundur Pal Chow."

£: ' Pal Chowdree, the sum of Sicca rupees 23,700. Sbeen made un- quently the debt became rupees 47,367, which plaintiffs pur:

#' on the 16th Bhadoon 1257 B. S., for rupees 35,000, and " "
3. it'' for its recovery, amounting with interest rupees 1,356-10-13-#"

Y' ' '... rupees 48,724-5-13-1-1.
a n'.

-

It was stated, in reply, by such of the defendants as defend

'''" action, that reference to arbitration had taken place, which *
award bed

accounts between the respective parties: but that on Issure :

*****'. trying to give effect to so much of the award as was in his is
he was opposed by the very parties, from whom the present?"
professed to have purchased, which parties impeached the *
and had sued in the Supreme Court to set it aside; the allege: ".
chase was denied and termed a fictitious transaction for the #:
of enabling the so-called sellers to execute an award, whics had previously repudiated.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit on the r
-

that the courts could not give effect to an award by private
tration, otherwise than by Regulatiou VI. of 1813, which:
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THE 13TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

#
T.'"
B. J.
COLVIN, Esq., '-Judges.
A. ScoSCE, Esq., "J
CASE No. 206 of 1855.
-

Regular Appeal from the decisión of Mr. C. MacDonald, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore, dated 26th April 1855.
SHEIKH MEHURALEE AND or HERs, (DEFENDANTs)
APPELLANTS,
tler SMS

MUSST. HYATOONISSA, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.

Claim to
use the water
of a water
course for ir

rigation, dis
n...ssed upon

Vakeels of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Mr. R. T. All".
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Ramapersaud Roy.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 9,883-3-2.

The plaintiff in this action being the proprietor of the resum'.
lakhiraj mehal, mouza Shampore (otherwise called Sudder Can't
Moonum,) sues to establish her right to use, once a week, the

tile inevits.

water flowing through a certain daud, or water-course, from 1 :

river Chundun, for the purpose of flooding the land, styled kit
kutiawan, which is comprised within her estate. Plaintiff ascribe
the interruption of her right, which she says had been enjoyed it
many years, to the proceedings of the magistrate of the dist:

passed upon a complaint instituted by the defendants under Act".
of 1840.

Defendants (appellants) resist the claim on the ground that the
water-course in question was dug and maintained, and used solely

for the purpose of irrigating the lands of their permanently scule.
estate.

The principal sudder ameen has found for plaintiff from the en
dence afforded of her title by two proceedings recorded by us
settlement officer by whom the settlement of the resumed."
now held by plaintiff, was being conducted. The first of this

documents, called a mochulka, is a sort of agreement taken fr.
Sheikh Mehur Alee, now appellant, on the 11th May 1840. I:
appears that at that time the resumed mehal was farmed to on.

Reza Alee Khan; that he presented a petition to the deputy collects
of the district complaining that in consequence of Mehur Ai.
(whom he styled kabizdar or party in possession) having steppe:
1. the water-course, his rice crops had dried up; that a tea."
*

-

-

-----.

s_1_ _

"

-- - -

-

-- - - -

-
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Baboo Kishenkishore, in further support of the title of (plaintiff
respondent, says that the proprietors

'' old zemindareeland and

some of the proprietors of the lakhiraj land were the same persons
and he infers, as a necessary consequence, that the daud was opened
up for the benefit of both description of land. This may explain
how the lakhiraj land was more or less partially irrigated, but it
does not carry with it any proof of right, nor can the personal tie
by certain lakhirajdars, who were also zemindars, of water for irr
gating their lakhiraj lands, estabish the same privilege in favors:
lakhirajdars, who were not zemindars.

For these reasons, we reverse the judgment of the principals.
der ameen and dismiss the suit with costs.

THE 13th JANUARY 1857. "
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

}*

CASE No. 264 OF 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. J. Weston, Second Prix
pal Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, dated 13th March 1855.
DABEEPERSAUD MAHAJUN AND OTHERs,
(PLAINTIFFS,) APPELLANTs,
versus

-

JUGMOHUN CHOWDREE AND OTHERs, (DEFENDAsts
RESPONDENTS.

-

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Moonsis
Ameer Alee.

-

Vakeels of Respondents-Baboos Sumbhoonath Pundit, Ashows:
Chate jea and Anokoolchunder Mookerjea.
Suit on an

SUIT laid at rupees 6,250-15-6.

alleged balance
of account dis
missed accord

The plaintiffs, styling themselves bankers of Mozuffurper, E.
on balance of an account; they aver that defendants’ ancestor, B: ,

in g to prece
dents cited ;

la Chowdree, overdrew his account during the year 1258, : " .

the plaintiffs'
banking books

extent of rupees 5,184-1, which was debited against him in the te:

were not

re

of the concern at the commencement of 1259 Fuslee.

On the . .

ceived as con
clusive evi
dence without
corroborative

but between Kartick and 4th Maugh of the same year, he . .

proof, which

ceased between them, and defendants ancestor

was held to be
wanting in

this case.

Aughun 1259, defendants' ancestor paid into the firm rupees :
rupees 369 on different dates.

On the latter date ali transs:

dying on the Assin 1260 Fuslee, without settling this account, defendants is .
heirs were called upon to liquidate it, but have not dones,

annount due, principal and interest, amounts to rupees 6,750-13-3

|
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Maugh 1259, and therefore the accounts were not made up for sig
nature, and the defendants could not be forced to sign if they would
not. The witnesses whom plaintiffs cited gave evidence for them,
except the mookhtear of defendants, and he denied that he had taken

the money away from plaintiffs for the defendants' ancestor, this the
principal sudder ameen considers very unfavourable to plaintiffs.
Bissessurdyal, the mookhtear of defendants, although giving much
false evidence, admits, however, that defendants' ancestor borrowed

the money for this purchase, but not from plaintiffs, from Bungsee
dhur, who, however, borrowed it from plaintiffs he says.
iteals the deposition of the witnesses examined on the part of the
plaintiffs.
JUDGMENT.

Notwithstanding the admissions of the defendants that their ances
tor had for a specific purpose employed plaintiffs’ firm as a medium
of receipt and payment in a particular transaction, we cannot, as ar
gued by appellant's vakeel, allow this to be a valid ground to infer
that all the entries made by plaintiffs in their accounts, are in then
selves proof sufficient if the account be proved of all the transactions
they refer to. On the contrary we hold to the principle laid down
in the Court's precedents of the 30th June 1852, Bhoobun Sahoo,

versus Sheogolam Sheo, and of the 22nd July following, Musst.
Sheodun Konwur versus Chowdree Radapersaud, by which it is ruled
that banker's books, although proved to be genuine, are not to be
received as conclusive evidence in themselves of the transactions

shewn by them, and as the balance of account now sued for has not

been authenticated by the signature of the debtor, we hold with
those precedents that the details of the several items must be given
and must be established by proof before the plaintiffs can be deemed
entitled to a decree for the amount sued for.

The only transaction among those entered in the khatas, regard
ing which evidence has been offered, and to which our attention has
been particularly drawn in this appeal, is the alleged advance of
rupees 6,018, for the purchase of the village of Bilsoondree. The
witnesses, who have spoken most decidedly to the circumstances
attendant on this advance, say that defendants' ancestor, Bhola
Chowdree, came in person to the bankers' office, and at once requirei
the advance of this sum to enable him to make good the auction
price of the village, and that the whole amount was unhesitatingly
given him without any voucher on his part, and, with the except:
of a single note for rupees. 1,000, the whole amount was paid her
in cash and entered in the books of the firm by a moi, urir -

the establishment.

It seems to us very improbable that so lar

an amount in cash, and consequently with no ostensible mea.
of tracing it, rvould be so easily parted with without the comine

precaution, rindtaking same sort of voucher for the money, s-i
when ad

have been

this we find other witnesses, who are

said t

t, denying altogether the statements of those wi:

E.
_N

or

)
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possessed of the whole jumma and held them till 1249. In that
year, the European defendants having taken a putnee, comprising
these lands, sought to enhance the rents, and on Chytun's refusing
to comply, ousted him from possession, and two years afterwards

gave a potta at enhanced rent to other two members of the family,
one a son of Surroop, and the other a grand-son of Bindabun.

Seven years afterwards Chytyn petitioned to sue as a pauper, but
died before doing so, and his son, the present plaintiff, continued the
suit and commenced this action."
"Two of the sons of Surroop, who were made defendants, admitted
plaintiff's claim; another son, whose name is included in the new

potta, made no defence at all, and the heirs of Bindabun assert their
right as co-sharers in the jumma, allowing that plaintiff has also

joint interest, but not the exclusive right he lays claim to. The
putneedars admit that plaintiff, as a member of the family, to whom
the jumma belongs, has, on his side of the family, a 4 annas share,
but that the others have also joint shares and interests, and that he
called upon them all to engage, but as only two presented them
selves to engage and agreed to the rent, a potta was given to them;
that as putneedars, they have never ousted the plaintiff.
The principal sudder ameen, on the ground that a decree was

given to Kishenkinker in 1827 A.D., awarding him alone posses
sion of the lands, and on the evidence adduced by plaintiff and the

local inquiry, decreed to plaintiff sole possession of the lands, and
ordered him to get wasilat and expenses from all the defendants
Jiointly.
# putneedars have only appealed to be relieved from the liabi
-

lity imposed upon them by the lower court to pay the wasilat and
expenses decreed to the plaintiff.
After hearing the arguments advanced by the appellant's pleader,
and such of the evidence as appeared to bear on this point, we are
-

of opinion that so much of the lower court's decree, as saddles the

putneedars with wasilat and expenses, should be reversed.
The witnesses of plaintiff depose generally to the putneedars
having dispossessed plaintiff in 1249 B. S., and after holding the
jumma lands khas during a year or two, gave a potta of them at an
increased rent to other members of the same family. The ryots of

the lands, however, are not brought forward to prove that they paid
the rents direct to the putneedars, nor is any other reliable evidence
produced in support of this statement. On the other hand, we find
that while plaintiff alleges that his father was ousted from see

possession of the lands in 1249, he made no effectual attempt eithe:
by action or complaint to recover his rights for a period of near's
ten years, while the putneedar clearly proves that in 1252, he open:
leased the lands to two members of plaintifi's family, who represent

the descendants of Surroop and Bindabun, and in the present suit
admit that plaintiff's father might, if he pleased, have also engag
for his share of the jumma.

\

The utmost that we think can

*
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right of inher
itance dis
missed on the

The following geneological table will assist in the comprehension
of this case:
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The statement of the plaintiffs is that the pergunna of Chundow'r
and Tanhary with other estates were the acquired property of the
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common ancestor Bhekun Deo, and were after his death in the
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farming lease of the villages on the 23rd Assin 1216 F. S., in the
name of her minor son, Khurruknarain, and again after the death of
the latter, another lease on the 2nd Assin 1249, at an annual jum
ma of rupees 1,501. Bhowany buttee, they further allege, sub-let to
Rughoonath Deo in that year five of the villages included in the

lease at a jumma of Sicca rupees 501 and received a kubooleut
from him.

The principal sudder ameen decides that the original estate was
not held jointly by the ancestors of the plaintiffs and the defen
dants; that there is nothing in the ikrarnama or the decision of
1801, to show that the former instrument was intended to have

effect beyond the life of Dhurmnarain or that Khunkarun had any
interest in it; that the plaintiffs and the defendant Bhowany buttee do

not live together or even inhabit the same village; that they have
adduced no documentary evidence of the slightest value as to their
possession as mookurureedars, and that the local investigation held

by Moulvee Mahomed Wasil, clearly established the defendant's
case. He finds also that the plaintiffs are not the heirs of Dhurm
narain, and are not entitled to question the act of Bhowany buttee
in taking the farming leases which we have mentioned above. He
therefore dismisses the suit.

In appeal it has been urged that the ikrarnama executed by
Roopnarain in favor of Dhurmnarain was not a lease, but a settle
ment of a dispute, which was binding upon the heirs of both parties;
that Khunkarun's joint possession with his brother is to be inferred

from the ordinary usage amongst Hindoos; that it was unlikely
Rughoonath should have obtained a durmoostajuree lease in 1249.
at which period it is evident animosities prevalied between him
and the defendants, and that the possession of the plaintiffs is

proved by the kubooleuts which they have filed.
We observe that the plaintiff's assertion of Khunkarun's joint
interest in the property of Dhurmnarain is refuted by their own

plaint, for they state distinctly as their ground for excluding Br.
narain Deo, the second son of Rughoonath, from any share of the

villages they claim, that according to family usage, the younger
sons are only entitled to maintenance, and the fact of Dhurminara.n
holding on lease from Roopnarain, whether that lease was inooku
ruree or otherwise shows conclusively that Dhurmnarain had 1.0
proprietary share in the estate of the common ancestor, Bii-kun
Deo. Khuruknarain, it is evident, survived his father Dhurn, naraia

and died, leaving a mother (Bhowanybuttee) and a widow, both of
whom are still alive. The plaintiffs assertion that they inherit-i
as heirs of Dhurmnarain, is therefore manifestly without founciali : :

and we have no proof on which the slightest reliance can be 1...ac.
"at Khenkurun, Rughoonath or any of the plaintiffs ancestor's has s
R. held possession of the property in dispute as inookurureedars.
villa,

-
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various molungees different sums not accounted for, aggregating
with rupees 347-10-6, the difference between the above two sums,
Sicca rupees 3,961-9-12, which, with a like sum for interest, made
a total of Sicca rupees 7,923-3-4, or Company's rupees 8,451-6-8,
now sued for.

The suit was against respondents, heirs of Gopeenath, who
answered, that their father had paid in whatever he had collected,

and that he was accused from enmity of an informer, Nilmones

|

. . .| ||
-

|

|
*

|

*
*

| | ||

Ghose. The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit. Certain
receipts were filed in evidence by plaintiff, purporting to have
been given by Gopeenath to the molungees for sums received by
him from them. The principal sudder ameen considered the wit.
nesses produced to prove these receipts unworthy of credit. They
were young at the time of the alleged payment; they could only
depose to the payment by their father from hearsay, and they were

interested in establishing the truth of the receipts so as to relieve
themselves from liability.
We have read the evidence rejected by the principal sudder

-

ameen and form a similar conclusion regarding it; many of the
witnesses depose that they did not witness the payments, but only
heard from their parents of their having been made. They say
they were quite young then, only 11 or 12 years of age; their
knowledge of the facts which occurred so long before, and their
professed recognition of Gopeenath's signature on the receipts,
dated about 25 years previously, is therefore greatly to be doubtei:
besides, the discredit attaches to them, that they are interested
witnesses with the temptation to depose as they did, so as to eva:e
liability themselves. Moreover, some of the receipts have not
been proved at all, nor even produced; for instance, with refer
ence to the sum of rupees 1,632-12-4, said to have been collecte:
from the molungees, Nos. l l and 12. The principal sun'e:

ameen was rightly not satisfied with the allegation that the Mer

bers of the Board had seen the receipts granted by Gopeen
for that sum. It has been argued that Gopeenath's own farers.
showed a balance of rupees 347-14, which appellant is entitledt
recover. The principal sudder ameen has properly disaile--this item, on the ground that defendant had filed perwannabe.
-

©

&c., directing payments by him of a sum in excess of rur
3,358-12, collected by him, and that Government had not provid
the monthly statements, &c., to disprove payment accordings.
We remark also that the accounts of collections were broes.
down to June 1829, and that appellant has only given defen. :
credit for cash received in 1836 and 1837, withholding any ex:
nation of, as well as not giving credit for, sums paid by him in is:

and 1830. It was the more necessary that the appeliani's Prs"
should have been full and convincing, especially with refere:

* -

*
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".

to borrow at all; because the bond was not registered, nor was it
attested by the village cazee; because the stamp used for the bond
had been purchased at Mozufferpore, and not at Dhurbhangah,
where both parties resided, and because the plaintiffs did not
institute the suit for ten years after the date of the bond. Again,
he sets before us the deposition of the defendant himself taken on
oath, in which he denies having signed the bond or borrowed the

money. But we do not find in these circumstances any sufficient
cause to question the soundness of the couclusion at which, from
the full and good evidence before him, the principal sudder ameen
has arrived.

-

Another objection is taken to the authenticity of the bond, be

cause the signature of Baboo Munmohun Jha is in the Nagree
character, whereas, it is said, he writes either in the Debnagree or

in the Tirhootea character; this objection, however, the principal
sudder ameen meets by showing that the defendant read out the
bond, written in Nagree, before himself; and that on a vakalutnama
executed by him in another case, he had signed his name, as on

this bond, in Nagree letters.

We dismiss the appeal with costs.

THE 15TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

-

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., & Judges.
A. SCONCE ESQ.,
CASE No. 231 OF 1856.
-

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, Add
tional Judge of Tirhoot, dated 2nd June 1854, reversing a decree

of Moulvee Furhat Alee Khan, Acting Sudder Ameen of Tiries,
dated 7th June 1853.

LAL KHAN AND SHAII MAHOMED HOSSEIN, (DEFEx
DANTS,) APPELLANTS,
tersus

NUNHEAN ISHSHUR alias DEENOOBUNDOO SINGH,
AND JHOOMUCKLAL, (PLAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Vakeel of Respondents—Mr. E. Colebrooke.
Decree of

lo','!e
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 29th Ai
*:
"ie
in
1856,
underd C.
theB.following
certificate, recorded by Messrs J. S.
favor of plain- T
T.
£i
Torrens
and
C.
B.
Trevor:
to recover
“The judge's decision will be found at page 246 of the Je
-

-

" " " reports of 1854. The suit was for recovery of an advance.
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the case the settlement officer considering plaintiffs' claim not
established, referred them to the civil court.
For these reasons we set aside the decision of the additional

judge and remand the case for a re-hearing with reference to these
remarks.
-

The 16th JANUARY 1857."
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

-

CASE No. 357 OF 1853.

|

- |

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahomed Siddiq Khan

"f Sarun, dated 30th June

Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen
1853.

-

others,

MANICKCHUNDER SAHOO AND
APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTs)
-

wersus

NOW BUT LAL AND HAKIMCKCHAND, (PLAINTIFFs,) AsD
of HERS, (DEFENDANTs,) RESPONDETs.

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Gobind.
-

chunder Mookerjee.

Wakeels of (Plaintiffs) Respondents—Baboo Ramapershad Roy.
Plaintiffs
sued to recover
the amount of
a debt due to

them by defen
dants; the surn

sued for they
allege they
hut deto-1 ed
with the bank

of J veronal
Sahoo and Jug
room

states that the firm of Munbode Sahoo, consisting of Asa Sahoo and
Munbode Sahoo, had pecuniary transactions with the bank of Jeygo

pal Sahoo and Jugroop Sahoo; that the plaintiff Now but Lal and
Sungam Lal, one of the precautionary defendants, on the 6th Asia
1245 B. S. jointly deposited the sum of rupees 7,563 with the bank,
in the account of Asa Sahoo and Ml unbode Sahoo, half of the amauai

salloo

to the account
of A-1 Sahoo
and M lin

bo'e Sahoo,
an e-to-s of

de' Lian's;
and treat the
deto-1's were

|

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 9,552-1-8, principal and interest.
The defendants are the heirs of Munbode Sahoo, and the plaint

duly entered
by defenslauts'
-11-e-tors 1 in -

suran at pro
duced by

plauuuus in the

rupees 3,951-8 being on the same date transferred to Sungam Lu's
own account; that on the 15th Bysakh 1245 B. S., Now but Lal de
posited with the bank the sum of rupees 936-8, and again on the 4th
Sawun 1245 B. S. the sum of rupees 2,500 to the account of the
defendants; that on the 16th Jeyt 1245, the defendants drew from
Munbole Sahoo's firm the sum of rupees 300, and on the 16th Manzi
1247, the sum of rupees 500, and subsequently rupees 300, whica
amounted together with batta to rupees 805-4, and that these depo
sits and payments were credited and debited by Munbode Sahoo in a
“chitta sirkhut muhajunee,” which the plaintiffs have filed in

-

a
-

-

-

--
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From the pleadings and the arguments of the pleaders on either
side in support of them, and the facts as they appear to us upon the
evidence, we have to determine—first, whether the sums which

have been decreed by the lower court, were really deposited by the
plaintifs in the accounts of Munbode Sahoo and Asa Sahoo with the

bank of Jyegopal Sahoo and Jugroop Sahoo: secondly, whether the
sirkhut is genuine, and whether it is such an aeceptance on the

part of Munbode Sahoo, as to render his heirs liable to the payment
of the sums deposited; thirdly, whether the interest has been justly
awarded.

On the first point, we are of opinion, that as no proof has been
adduced to throw discredit upon the account books, although the
defendants have objected to them, because certain entries were dis
credited by the Court in the case of Musst. Menah Konwur versus
Debraj Singh in 1842, and because they were not produced when
called for in the more recent cases of Rutna Konwur versus Manick

Chund, and of Hakim Chund versus Manick Chund, the evidence of
the gomashtas sufficiently proves the entry on the 6th Assin 1245 B.
S., in the books of Jyegopal's bank in the accounts of Munbode Sahoo

and Asa Sahoo, of rupees 3,931-8 out of rupees 7,863, deposited by
Redhamun Singh, the plaintiff's pleader, and which amount is shown

to have been drawn by him from the civil court on the previous day.
The same evidence also proves the deposit of rupees 2,000, which
are debited to the account of Gungadhur Sahoo, the father of the

plaintiffs, as having been paid into the bank of Jyegopal on the 4th
Sawun 1245 B. S. by the hands of Sungam Roy.
On the second point, we are clearly of opinion that the sirkhut is
not proved. No reliance whatever can be placed upon the evidence
of the witnesses called to prove it. They are peons in the service
of the plaintiffs and are the last witnesses who should have been

produced to prove so important a document. Their statements re
garding transactions of so long anterior a date are given with sus

picious minuteness and detail, and are not worthy of the slightest
credit. There is no signature attached to the sirkhur. It is is easi
ed only by the words “in the shop of Asa Sahoo and Munbowie
Sahoo,” and the writing, a most material point, is not proved. This
document therefore is of no value whatever as evidence in this case

There is no proof of any application for a loan by the defendant's
ancestor before the deposit nor of any acknowledgment of the 3-bi
by him after the deposit, nor are there any transactions six-, *n

between the plaintiffs and the defendants in the bank proving Prixi
ty between the parties from which a loan can be inferred.

Under these circumstances, the deposits in the bank to the --count of the defendants cannot attach liability to them as debtors ...,
the plaintilis, there being no evidence to show that the inoriey was

(
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plaintiff did not possess the land which the arbitration took cogni
zance of, and on this view of the matter, the judge remanded the
case to be tried on its merits.

But we must observe that whether the application for the
execution of the arbitration award were formal or no, it is not

in itself substantive evidence that the then petitioner, now plaintiff,
was at that time in actual possession of the land; and as the defen
dants, these special appellants, have raised the question of limitation,
they are entitled to have their plea fairly tried, whether within 12
years of the commencement of the present action plaintiff was in

possession and was dispossessed of the property which he sues to
recoVer.

-

We reverse the judge's order, and remand the preceedings to the
judge for re-trial, with reference to these remarks.
THE 16TH JANUARY 1857.

| PRESENT:
B. J.

-

CQLVIN,

''}n.

A. SCONCE, Esq.,
-

Order of re

mand on appli
cation

of

special appeal,
as according
to the prece
dent cited in a
suit to reverse
a summary

decision, par
ties

not

es

Qes.

PETITION No. 61 OF 1856.

IN the matter of the petition of Bholanath Mitter and others,

filed in this Court on the 30th January 1856, praying for the a
mission of a special appeal from the decision of Baboo Oopenit:
chunder Nyaruttun, principal sudder ameen of Jessore, under date
the 20th November 1855, reversing that of Baboo Kylaschunder
Dey, moonsiff of Chowkee Noabad of that district, under date the
31st March 1854, in the case of petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Mu

Coll

nected with

the summary
case may be

made co-plain
tit/s.

dunmohun Chatterjea and others, defendants.

Vakeel of Petitioners—Baboo Bungseebuddun Mitter.
Vakeel of Jumnee Ghose (one of the defendants) Opposite Party–
-

Mr. R. T. Allan.

It is hereby certified, that the said application is granted on t
following grounds:—

Petitioner sued to set aside a summary decree and gained :=
cause before the moonsiff, but he was nonsuited by the princi.
sudder ameen, on the ground that he had associated with himse: plaintiffs Rajunnee and Rumunee, who were not parties to :..
summary suit, which the principal sudder ameen considered "2.
contrary to the precedent at page 194 of Sudder Dewanny IX

sions for 1851. We observe, however, that in the case cited,
new party was a defendant, so that it does not apply, and thers :
precedent at page 1 of Sudder Dewanny Decisions for 1s55, wi.

**------_

\\
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The 17th JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

D. A.
I. MONEY,
Esq.,Esq.,
SQ
E.
SAMUELLS,

}officiating Judges.
-

- -

PETITION No. 810 OF 1855.
-*

In a suit for
reversal of a

decree sale, the

judge in ap
peal proposed
an issue rela
tive

to an

error in the
lotbundee,
eonsisting of
a mistake in
the name of
a thannah,

IN the matter of the petition of Ramparan Banerjee and others,
filed in this Court on the 23rd June 1855, praying ' the admission

of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. F. B. Kemp, judge of
Backergunge, under date the 23rd March 1855, reversing that of
Sreenath Biddyabagish, principal sudder ameen of that district,
under date the 2nd August 1854, in the case of Issurch under

Chuckerbuttee, plaintiff, versus Ramparan Banerjee and others,
defendants.

-

Vakeel of Petitioners—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.

which had not.
been noticed

Wakeel of the Opposite Party—Mr. R. T. Allan.

by the plain

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the

tiff, and revers
ed the sale
on the ground

following grounds:

that according
to the provi

and for possession of the subject of sale.

sions of the
9th Section
of Circular Or

der, 17th

July 1846,
it was neces

sary to re-issue
process ab
initio on dis

covery of such
an error, he

also quoted
the summa

case of Berjial
Opadhia, 1st
August 1830.
held that
neither the
case cited nor
the Section

This was a suit for the reversal of a sale in execution of decree

The sale had been post

poned owing to an error in the lotbundee, but eventually took place
without the issue of any fresh process of attachment. The princi
pal sudder ameen considering that the sale had been proper:
conducted and that all the legal formalities had been observel,
dismissed the suit. The plaintiffs appealed upon the ground 4
various irregularties in the sale, which they alleged, but neither in
the appellate court or in the court of first instance did they found
any objection upon the judge's failure to issue process again *
discovering the error in the lotbundee. The judge, however, with
out noticing the appellant's grounds of appeal, proposed the folio:

regards the

issues:—“It being admitted that the sale was postponed owing £
the discovery of errors in the advertisement of sale, was it not re
cessary according to Rule 9 of Circular Order, 17th July 1846, 12
re-issue process ab initio 2 In the absence of any second Process:
attachment as required by the rule quoted, is not the sale liable
to reversal?” and deciding that according to the ruling in the
summary case of Burjlal Opadhia, 1st August 1850, the Circular
Order had been infringed, reversed the sale and gave the plaintife

description of

a decree.

apply to a
case of this

description.
The error
mentioned in
the circular

-

-- *----

the property
and annount

of the Jumna.
lield al-o

that as the point
was not like

that of Juris

In special appeal, it is urged by petitioner: first, that the de

sion cited by the judge is not applicable to the present <

secondly, that the point on which the judge dismissed the case -being urged in the pleadings and not being considered by the pla:-titls theiuselves a ground for the reversal of the sale, the

-

:
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THE 17TH JANUARY 1857.

|

PREs ENT:

A. SCONCE, Esq., Judge.
Officiating Judges.

J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,
C. B. TREVOR,

i. }

-

- -

CASE No. 79 of 1856.

Review of judgment passed by Messrs A. Sconce, J. S. Torrens
and C. B. Trevor, in Case No. 255 of 1853, on the 18th April
1856.

SOOBHA KISHOO SINGH, (APPELLANT,) PETITIONER,
-

versus

-

KANCHAEN SUTHBHAMA, (RESPONDENT,) OPPosite
PARTY.

-

Vakeels of Petitioner–Messrs. E. Colebrooke and A. T. T.
Peterson.
Held by the
Court that liti
nts are

und by the
course of con

duct adopted
by their plea
ders or coun-el
in court and

if these, acting
in the suppos
ed interest of
their client,
waive any
objection
which might
be urged in
favor of their

client, such
waiver is con
clusive as re

gards the
particular suit
before the
Court and no
subsequent

application for
review of

judgment
in tie by other
counsel or

preader found
ei upon the
point o
waived can, on
auv ground of
justice or
reason, he at
tended to.

THIs is an application on the part of Soobha Kishoo Singa,
(defendant) appellant, in the case of Musst Kanchaen Suthbhama,
plaintiff, versus Soobha Kishoo Singh, reported at page 291 of th=
Decisions for 1856, and decided on the 18th April last in favor of

(plaintiff) respondent.
The Court in that case decided that the (defendant) appellan:
-

was not entitled as against his former principal to a set-off, on
account for disbursement made by him during the period of his

agency, from monies reduced to possession subsequent to the t-, m
nation of his agency by an unauthorised act of his; and that be

had not proved the re-payment of any portion of the surn of
which he had wrongly become possessed to a servant of

the

plaintiff as pleaded by him; on the last point the Court observe!
“that the party, Saheb Singh Teksaree, to whom the hoondee. **
alleged to have been sent, was at that time in the plaintifi's service,
is not proved to our satisfaction; in fact we rather trust the
evidence adduced by the plaintiff which shows that this individual
was dismissed by the plaintiff's husband from his employment is
the month of Bysakh 1254, a date long anterior to that on which
the present transactions are said to have occurred; then *-*.
the oral evidence as to the receipt by Saheb Singh Teksare- the hoondee and the payment of it by one Soodaram, a gonnasri's
of the house of Sookmul Golabchand, is not of a nature to be rei.e.:
on, unsupported as it altogether is by the account books of the
firm.”

The application now before us, is based on the ground that ti appellant applied by petition to the principal sudder armeen :
-

-

-- -

(
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THE 17th JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

A. SCONCE, Esq., Judge. .
J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,
C. B.

£ I'

}officiating Judge.
-

-

CASE No. 84 OF 1856.

Review of judgment passed by Messrs A. Sconce, J. S. TV"
and C. B. Trevor, in Case No. 108 of 1853, on the 29th April
1856.

RAMSUNKUR ROY AND OTHERs, (RESPONDENTS,)
PETITIONERS,
tersus

GOPAL DASS MOHUNT, (APPELLANT) Opposite PARTY.
Vakeel of Petitioners—Baboo Sreenath Singh.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Baboo Kishenkishore Gho".
Application
for review of

judgment
rejected, as

petitioner's
pleader could
urge no legal
grounds in sup
port.

| THIS is an application for review of judgment passed on the
appeal of Gopal Dass Mohunt, on the 29th of April 1856, in
which it was held, that a claim to a dur-putnee lease said to ha"
been granted by a former putneedar, before the sale of his put"

to another party, must be proved by the party claiming to "
under the dur-putnee lease, and that without fullest proof of."
dur-putnee lease, the putneedar, purchasing the putnee title f"
the former putneedar, could not be prevented from immediate £

session as barred by the dur-putnee. The decision is at page.*
of the printed reports of the month. The pleader of the petiti"
in suporting the application for review, merely recapitulates ar:
ments before put forward for the acceptance of the evidence.”

duced by the defendants, dur-putneedars, in support of the 'e.
under which their dur-putnee is claimed, which evidence, after :

fullest consideration of this Court, was rejected on the trial. '
can show no grounds whatever on which a review could be prope:
or legally admitted, or which at all warrant the application win
he comes forward to support, and which is accordingly reject
with costs.

-

( *

)

1829, that plaintiff has a right to the resumed lands and is entitled
to a settlement, moreover as he is to sue for mesne profits thereof, he

institutes this suit both to recover the mesne profits and to establish
his right to the lands in question.
The defendant, Raja Hetnarain, in his answer, pleaded first, that
plaintiff is out of court under the statute of limitation, he on his own
showing having been dispossessed in 1241. F. S., and such being the
-

-

case that the claim of plaintiff to the settlement and mesne profits

:

of the lands in dispute is altogether out of the question; he then
proceeds to deny on other grounds the claim of the plaintiff.
The principal sudder ameen was of opinion that there was no
necessity of inquiry into the proprietary right of the parties before
him, as the settlement of the lands had been made with the plain
tiff by the revenue authorities; that the law of limitation does not
apply to this suit, for as the plaintiff states that he was dispossessed
from 1241. F. S., and he instituted the suit on the 21st May 1846,
corresponding with the 10th Jeyt 1253 F. S., his right of demand.
ing the mesne profits of 1241. F. S., only originated in 1242 F. S.,
that plaintiff was justly entitled to rupees 1,053 as mesne profit,
from both Raja Hetnarain and Raja Modhnarain, who were both

in possession, and the latter of whom had been made a defendant in
a supplemental plaint up to 1247 F. S. and to rupees 451-9-3-10-13

as mesne profits from 1248 to 1250 F. S., from Raja Hetnarain
Singh, who alone was in possession during those years; that for 125i
and 1252, no mesne profits were due from the parties now sued, br'
from the persons with whom a summary settlement had been ma:

and who were then in possession; the principal sudder ameen ga's
plaintiff a decree accordingly with costs in proportion.
*

JUDGMENT.

*

An appeal has been preferred against the decision of the

£

pal sudder ameen by Raja Hetnarain, the original defe
case; he urges, first, that the plaintiff is out of Court under

*

!:

ration of the statute of limitations; and secondly, that the

sudder ameen has incorrectly based his decision upon the
made by the revenue authorities subsequently to the insti
this suit, whereas the point at issue was the proprietary right
:
property antecedent to, and independent of, the proceedi
t"
revenue authorities, who had no power to inquire into '. rig"
of property; and that the right of ownership in the prope
t
having been determined, a decree for mesne profits was

:

incorrect, and the decision of the principal sudder ameen defect.
and incomplete.

*

-

-

This suit, we observe, was originally instituted by the Plair."

against Maharaja Hetnarain Singh alone on the 21st May 1s:
who filed his answer on the 23rd July 1847, and in consequence :
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been on the part of Raja Modhnarain Singh, we should have been
compelled to take up the application of the statute of limitation
urged by his pleader, and in so doing to have expressed our opinion
on the soundness of the views propounded by the judges of this

|

Court on the 21st December 1851, as detailed above; at present
we do not consider it necessary either to express our assent to, or
dissent from, those views; neither as we think that the suit as

against Raja Hetnarain, the appellant, before us is in no ways
bound up with the proceedings connected with the admission of
Raja Modhnarain as a co-defendant, and as the suit against the ap
pellant before us, which was instituted in May 1846, is still before

the Court, do we think that the application contended for by
the pleader of Raja Hetnarain is admissible, under the circum
stances of the case, as they concern his client.
On referring to the plaint of the plaintiff, however, we observe

that he alleges that he was dispossessed by Raja Hetnarain Singh
in September 1833, and that his suit against him was instituted in
May 1846, more than-12 years subsequently, for the establishment
-

of his right and for mesne profits; he nowhere alleges that he has
obtained possession of the estate previous to suing, and such being the
case, we are clearly of opinion, on plaintiff's own showing, he is out of

Court under the operation of the statute of limitation.
Such being the state of the case, it is unnecessary for us at length
to notice the insuficiency of the inquiry on the merits made by the
principal sudder ameen, neither need we notice the right alleged
by plaintiff to have been acquired by him to the lands in disputs
founded on the settlement effected with him in May 1851, by the
revenue authorities subequently to the institution of the present suit:
any title so acquired, it is clear, could not be retrospective as
consequently could in no way interfere with the question, which cn
the pleadings the Court in this case were called upon to determine.

Under the view expressed above, we reverse the decision of the
principal sudder ameen with costs.
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plaintiff's auction purchase, and the other, No. 3, as sold in execu.
tion of a moonsifi's decree some time previous.
Little or no weight, however, is due to the fact of these plas
-

being included by the decreedar in the jote of Jowahir Geer, put
up for sale in satisfaction of his decree, and although Sheochurn's
purchase of plot No. 26, is dated subsequent to that sale, the land
is described as milik in the sale document held by him, there;

defining so direct and opposite a right to that set up by the air.
'lant, that we hold it was incumbent on him to meet and refute it

in some way, whereas plaintiff bases his proof entirely on such
inferences as may be drawn from the facts that this plot was in
cluded in, and sold as, the jote of Jowahir Geer, without ostensive

opposition, and was subsequently sold by Jowahir Geer as miči
to the respondent. Better proof than this must have been attain
able, we therefore consider the facts placed before us, are altoget:

insufficient to establish the plaintiff's claim to plot No. 26, c."
prising 8 beegas in mouza Chundal; plaintiff has even less to

support his case regarding plot No. 3, the lands comprised in it wer
sold on the 24th of August 1852, (plaintiff's purchase having ves

dated 21st March 1853,) and were described as the property vi
Mohut, not of Jowahir Geer; how these lands came to be inclu:

in Jowahir Geer's jote, when put up to auction, is not explain .

and the fact evinces a want of accuracy in the preparation of th
schedule of his property calculated to throw further doubt on the
part of plaintifi's case, which we have had to deal within this
Teal. We see no reason then to interfere with the lower ccur:
decision on any point, and confirm the same with costs of this ir
peal on the appellant.

THE 19TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT :

-

TREVOR, Esq.,
#'. B. £
} officiating
-

- -

I.

Judges.

PETITION No. 868 OF 1856.
Case re.
manded for re
investigation
inasmuch as the

burden of proof
Las, under the
c1re uni-tances

IN the matter of the peñtion of Gourmohun Gossein, f:
this Court on the 6th July 1855, praying for the admissin

special appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Luke, judge of :
napore, under date the 26th March 1855, reversing that of Mr

Davidson, principal sudder ameen of that district, under

of the case, been

laid by the

28th November 1854, in the case of Chowdree Neelkant: :

judge on the

Mohapattur, plaintiff, versus Gourmohun Gossein, petitioner,

wrong party,
and as the en

dant.
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THE 20th JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
B. J. COLVIN, ESQ., X-Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

CASE No. 243 of 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Oopendurch under
Nyaruttun Roy Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Jessore,
dated 8th June 1855.

CHUNDEECHURN MITTER, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

BABOO GOOROODASS ROY AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANIs,
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboos Sumbhoonath Pundit and
"Gobindchunder Mookerjea.

Vakeel of Respondents—Mr. E. Colebrooke.
It was held

in appeal, in
reversal of the

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 8,000, for possession of 50 khadas
of land in turruf Kaleea, the putnee and mofussil talook of (ptain
tiff) appellant.
-

judgment of

It was stated in the plaint that the mal and julkur mehals of the

the lower court,
that the beel

turruf in question were leased temporarily at Sicca rupees 781-1.

in dispute
belonged to

plaintiff as the
laintiff's
essor's lease of
it to the lessees,
from whom the
substantial
defendants
rofessed to
wave received
it, was con
sidered not
*rmanent

ut temporary,
and the onus
probandi that it
was permanent,
rested with

these respon
dents.

to the end of 1247 B. S., to Sumbhoochunder Roy and Golnek
chunder Roy, by the zemindars of the turruf, but in 1245 H. S.
these zemindars having quarrelled, their estate was attached by t

joint magistrate, and a tehseeldar appointed by the collector, -b
colluding with the above lessees, omitted to collect from thern to-rent. On the collector proposing to sell for arrears, the zernia:

objected on account of the temporary nature of their tenure is
1253 B. S., the attachment was removed, and appellant took t-turruf in putnee lease on the 15th Jeyt of that year, and got P:
session thereof, but he was ousted by Mr. Dunlop, an indigo Plant
since dead, from Beel Beoch, one of the julkurs now dried up wit. the turruf, on the ground that he had obtained a hereditary- i.e.--

of it from the lessees named, and the land is now in the possess
of Mr. Dunlop's successors in the factory, Mr. G. R. French A.
others. Plaintiff argued that the lessees having only a tern pori

lease, could not give a permanent one, besides they had en- + .
julkur right of the beel, and none to the land.

He therefore se -

the heirs of the lessees, Mr. French and others, and the
for possession of the beel in question.

The several
answeredtheseparately.
Gooroodass
Roy,defendants
&c., supported
plaintiff's
-

The

~errainia.-..

-

~

-

E-Trair

statensent,

---

\
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borate it by so-called jumma-wasil-bakee papers of the years 1250,
1251 and 1252, showing that the

'' in the kubooleut

had been collected in those years by the tehseeldar after the lease
had expired. The defence of Prannath and Mr. French is a:
tempted to be substantiated by the dowl bundobust of 25th Pos
1212, on which the signature of Joynarain Roy, the zemindar of

the time, is said to be. Copies of papers of 1217, filed by him, are
also put in, and a decree of the moonsiff, dated 4th May 1843, or
22nd Bysakh 1250 is referred to, as containing mention of the
mouroosee tenure of Sunbhoochunder Roy. Dakhilas have also been
-produced on both sides and oral evidence given. The deed of

conveyance to the factory, dated 13th Aughun 1249, and the deed
of reduction of rent, dated 4th Sawun 1259, with a farkhuttee of
the same date have also been put in support of Prannath's, 1:...i
through him of the factory's right to the beel. These three lis:
mentioned documents have been registered, but not so the dowl of

1212, or the kubooleut of 1240. These two documents appear n :
to have been exhibited till the present litigation; the question of the
genuineness of either must therefore be determined by the presur:
tions and probabilities of the case, and we think that these are

against defendants. The defendants in seeking to establish the
dowl of 1212, have filed six dakhilas of different years from 121,
to 1236, but none of the time during which the property was mner
attachment, when, if their statement had been true, they must have
held the tehseeldar's receipts for the annual jumma of Sicca rap
1,071 as in the dowl. On the other hand, it is not clearly pror
for plaintiff, that the jumma of the kubooleut, Sicca rupees 782, Company's rupees 834, was collected in 1250, 1251 and 1252: ".
the main ground on which we rely is, that Prannath acknowie:
that he was dispossessed in 1253 of his entire holding. with t
exception of the beel in dispute, which had been transferred by H.
to the factory. We do not think, that if he had held the here:--

tenure asserted by him, he would have remained quiet with .
seeking redress. This favours the presumption that plaintiff's are:
ments are most likely to be true, and that the lease held by Sa-bhoo and Goluckchunder Roy,

was but temporary, and that aith---they were allowed to retain it after 1247, while the attachre-continued, the zemindars did not choose to permit their posses: after they re-entered upon management of their property. in re--quence of the temporary nature of the lease. The moonsifi's ...---

referred to, is of no avail, for although not ex parte, there was attempt to stipport the defence, and the nature of the tenure was .
in question. Also the registered documents can have no ef.
against Plaintiff, for they were of a late date and were with as e.
nizance of the zemindar. The onus probandi in this case re

upon the tenant, who asserted a permanent right not recogniz--

-

-*--

*-a-

-

(
-:
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stand till it be set aside by a suit instituted by defendant, if he
thought fit to institute it in the civil court. The main question thus
brought before us, therefore, is to consider the nature and effect
of the proceeding of the deputy collector upon which the (plaintif)
appellant relies.

It appears that in the years 1844 and 1845, a dispute had arisen
as to the power of the Raja of Betteah, this appellant, to throw an

embankment across the river Hurha; that this dispute was taken
notice of by the magistrate; that the Raja of Betteah was not
allowed to construct the embankment, and that in the course of
the inquiry, then made, the boundary of the Ramnugur propert!
, was taken to be not the river Hurha, but a road running east and
west, south of that river.

So the case stood till the dispute was

revived before the deputy collector in 1846.

In the first instante,

the deputy collector instructed his ameen to conform to the boundary
accepted by the magistrate; but as the ameen reported that ".
persons professing to act as arbitrators on the part of the Raja"
Betteah, and of the Raja of Ramnugur, had accepted the river
Hurha, and not the road spoken of, as the boundary between the

estates of the two parties, and as no objection was taken before
himself to the ameen's report, the deputy collector, in his sur".
demarcation, substituted the river for the road. It is this so-callel
award taken in connection with the arbitration upon which it *
founded, that (plaintiff) appellant, sets forth as his best, or rails
his only title in the present suit. But we observe that the procee:

ings in question are not shown to bind (defendant) responde".
either in law or in fact, for they were not proceedings held in ce.
formity with the provisions of Regulation IX. of 1833; nor."
the arbitrator, Kalika Doolee, supposed to act on the part of the
Ramnugur estate, competent to act for the defendant, or sofar *
we see for any person who then legally represented him. It is di
tinctly stated in the deputy collector's roobukaree of 1st Augu"

1846; that no special agreement had been executed by any oft
interested parties, binding them to abide by the arbitration suu's
ted to him.

In the present matter, the arbitrators were volunters

They are said to have been employed, we know not how or b:
whom, in arranging other disputes, and the survey ameen require.
or accepted their assistance in this case also. Further it apper"
that at the period in question the right to succeed to the Ranmug.”
Itaj was under litigation; that the suit was finally decided in."

Court on the 9th September 1846, in favor of ltaja Sahib Puri's:
Sein, and that previous to this decision the estate having been *
under the management of the revenue authorities, was leased **
*farmer. Now it is certain that the arbitrator, Kalika Doolee,
the nominee of the Raja; and besides we are not shown that he i
any authority, either from the farmer or from the Government,"

*- -- - - -

- - - -- - -

*

the bond on
which the suit
was instituted

--

-
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Gungadhur Dey and Hurrishchunder Dey, and having executed

it consequent

before witnesses a bond under his own signature, on a paper best
ing the stamp of the Danish Government, borrowed from Itajkished
Dey, the sum of rupees 3,928; that the defendant stipulated in

ly reversed the

the said bond, that he would re-pay the total sum with interest at

was a genuine
instrument;

decision of the
and decreed

12 per cent. in the month of Jeyt 1246; that the defendant dil
not pay the money within the prescribed period; that the predecessor

plaintiff's

of the petitioners, Rajkishen, had, during his life-time, frequently

lower court

claim with
custs.

made demands of payment from defendant, and that petitioner,
since Rajkishen's decease, which happened in the year 1253, have
also repeatedly demanded payment, but unsuccessfully; that ”
defendant is a respectable man, petitioners, relying on his promise
and acknowledgments of the debt, have refrained from suing hit,

though to their great detriment; but that as the period of limitat."
is on the point of expiry, plaintiffs are now compelled to bring '"
matter into Court; that plaintiffs have duly proved their heirs."
to the late Rajkishen Dey, they therefore sue defendant furt.”
principal sum due under the bond, and for interest in a sum equiv.:

lent to the principal, altogether for rupees 7,856, and they pray is
Court to award them a decree for the same. .

The defendant, Prankishen Roy, denies the claim now set up by
moreover, that on the 14th Cheyt 1249 B. S., he executed a b. 1
to Shibchunder Dey, deceased, who was a brother of, and "
lived jointly with Rajkishen Dey, the predecessor of the pre-r:
plaintiffs, and borrowed the sum of rupees 1,400, out of their "
fund; that on the 13th Assin 1252 B. S., he paid rupees 1,500."
the plaintiffs and asserts, that it is entirely fraudulent; he ple”.

account of the said debt and was ready to pay the remainder; "
the plaintiffs were desirous of purchasing a house belonging "
defendant in the town of Serampore, and on defendant refusing."
sell it to them, they harassed him in various ways and with a *
of further annoyance have procured an old stamp of prior d-: ,
and have prepared the bond, on which they have based the pre
suit; and have also instituted another suit for the sum remain -

due under the bond of the 14th Cheyt 1249; that had the bon. .
which plaintiffs’ present suit rests been a bond fide deed, they ". .
have credited the sum of rupees 1,500, which they acknowled:
have received to this, and not to the subsequent bond; that * *

improbable that plaintiffs would have lent defendant a further " .
in 1249 B. S., when the whole sum alleged to be due uni-: *
bond of 1245 B. S., remained unpaid, and that the signature
the bond of 1245 B. S., is not his, and on comparison with t! at
1249 B. S., which both parties acknowledge to be genuine. **
be found to be of a different character: under all these circumst

ces, defendant prays to be released from the malicious claim of t
plaintiffs.
-

--~

*
|

*
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On the part of the (plaintiff) appellant, it was urged by his pleal
er, Baboo Ramapersaud Roy, that his clients were a very respecta

ble and wealthy men, and the defendant was also once affluent, but
though not so now, still he is in easy circumstances, and highly re
spectable and even much respected by plaintiffs themselves; that un

der these circumstances, the supposition that plaintiffs had wishedt,
harass defendant by forging this bond for rupees 3.928, was out of
the question; had plaintiffs' object been annoyance, it is clear that a
bond of a much larger amount would have been fabricated; that
the fact is, that notwithstanding subsequent disagreement, there
was formerly an intimacy between the parties, and that at the re
quest of the defendant, the loan regarding which the present suits
instituted, was granted; that the bond has been duly proved by

respectable witnesses; that the writer of it, Tarneechurn Hallar,
is dead, as is also Tarneechurn Mitter, the gomashta of the dren:
dant, who was a witness not only to this deed, but to a subseque:
one, acknowledged to be genuine by defendant and executel'
him in 1249; so that their evidence could not be made availab";
that to corroborate the evidence of the witnesses to the deed, t

deposition, of respectable persons were taken, who prove that sub
quent to the institution of this and another suit by plaintiffs agains
defendant, defendant was anxious to settle matters, and who detail:
all the circumstances connected with the attempted comprombe

which miscarried; that all the probabilities of the case are in fi"
of the bond fide nature of the transactions; as to the decision of t."
principal sudder ameen, the pleader remarked, that in the desire a
find fault it has degenerated into childishness; with the paper, u"
which the bond is written, with the signaturre, with the witness:
the deed itself, and with the subsidiary witnesses, those nainly ”
the compromise, the principal sudder ameen is dissatisfied; it * *
there is nothing with which he does not find fault. As to the *
marks of the principal sudder ameen, regarding the minute f*

cularity of detail into which the witnesses enter, that, it is to be tee
served, does not appear in the examination in chief of the witnes",
but in their cross-examination, when all sorts of absurd and irre

vant questions were allowed to be put to them, which had they
answered in some way would immediately have been taken he
as fatal to their credit; then again as to the conclusion, unlaw."
able to the genuineness of the alleged signature of defendant, dr" |
by the principal sudder ameen from a comparison of that signs:-"

with other of defendant, allowed to be genuine, the argument fic"
comparison is at best only a subsidiary one, and if a strict co" rison be inade, it will be found, that though the mode of writing "

name be different, yet the character of the hand-writing is the sus.
that the argument against the genuineness of the deed drawn f:

the stamp paper is absurd; here is a deed produced more #:

*

---

|
:

i

|

|

i
:

|

•

|
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This is one of those cases, which might with the assistance afford

ed by Act XIX. of 1853, be easily solved, but which, as it comes
before us, presents considerable difficulty from the directly contrary
statements, which the parties in suit, both allowedly persons of great
respectability, have put upon the record.
We see however no sufficient reason to question the authenticity
and genuineness of the bond, now produced by plaintiff; its execution
has been proved by witnesses, upon whom we place reliance, and
the evidence has been corroborated by the statement of other wit
nesses, who speak to an attempt to compromise the present and
another suit, an attempt in which they were parties, and into the

details of which they fully enter: the witnesses to the deed speak,
it is true to matters of detail, which after 14 years it seems most
unlikely that they would remember; this particularity has however
been extracted from them, as was well observed by the pleader for

the plaintiff, by the meaningless and irrelevant questions put to
them by the vakeels on the part of defendant; and keeping in
mind the peculiarity of native witnesses, viz., the desire to answer
every question put to them, we think it would not be safe or pro

per to reject evidence entirely, simply because some questions have
been answered with a suspicious exactness, considering the period
that has elapsed since the transaction to which the evidence refers;

as to the argument against the genuineness of the deed propoundei.
drawn from a comparison of the signature on the deed in suit, with
that of others allowed to be genuine; we are of opinion that it
will not hold, and that the signatures on the different deeds.

though written in a different mode, displays the same character Li
hand writing: but even were it otherwise, we should not be
inclined to give much weight to evidence of this nature, wi->

opposed, as it is in the present instance, to that of trus:
worthy persons, who depose to having witnessed the executiz,
of the deed in suit; neither do we think that the silence regarding

the present transaction in the documents, referring to the I...".
which defendant took from the plaintiff in 1249 B. S., that is, for

years subsequent to the date of transaction, before us, is an arse
ment of any weight against the genuineness of the deed before us.
the mention of the present deed would doubtless have been a stro--

corroboration of its genuineness, but its non-mention, supporte: it is by independant testimony, is no disproof of its genuineness: t:
account books of plaintiff, had they been produced, would have

strengthened plaintiff's case, but supported as the case appears : ...
to be by trustworthy testimony, their absence is immaterial.

Alt

gether then looking to the evidence in the case and the probabil
connected there with, we find ourselves unable to concur in - -

conclusion at which the lower court has arrived; but believin£

-

- - - - -- -

~
-

-
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£
£,
the appellate
'''

Kanukmonee ; that Bhoobunmohun having died unmarried, ani
his father having predeceased him, the property passed to his mother
Kunukmonee, who, under a power of adoption left by her husband,
adopted Kishtopershad, and married him to the plaintiff; that Kish

to inherit, and topershad performed the worship of the idol during his life-time
from the profits of the zemindaree, and was in the enjoyment of the
gift, held that same with his family; that he died without issue, leaving the plaintiff

£, the

£e a power to adopt, which, however, she was too poor to exercise; that
in:t she continued in possession of the property along with her mother-in

:'

law Kunukmonee during the life-time of the latter, and that Kunuk

could not have monee on the 12th of Maugh 1255, two days before her death,

' ' executed a hibbanama in plaintiff's favour, under, which she re
i'

tained possession of the property until ousted by the defendants,

: £e who succeeded in obtaining an order of possession from the magis
'' even if trate, and who had previously, partly under pretence of protecting

£, it from attachment by the collector, and partly by force,

deprive.

£ her of the personal property, for the value of which she snes. She
property, there alleges the hibbanama from Kunukmonee in favour of the defen
£ dant Kistomonee, under which the defendant's claim, to be a fr
her abandon- gery, and points out the improbability of Kunukmonee havin':
£, given her property to a person of low caste, like Kistomonee, the
mother of the defendant KistocQomar Nundee, whom she ha-i-ti

case.

s' charged from her service for misconduct. She declares herself t
in the court be the heir of Kunukmonee, and claims the whole of her property

'''" as her right under the hibba.
o' th'o

£

The defendants deny the adoption of plaintiff's husband by Ki

'. nukmonee, and declare

the hibba, which she produces, to be a

£ 't" forgery. Kunukmonee herself, they say, disclaimed the adoptiss.
: ''. and it was pronounced invalid by the principal sudder ameen in ti

£ case of Khelmuttoo'ah, although that order was subsequently --£ nulled on appeal. They allege that a friendship existed between :
£ defendant Kishenmonee and the deceased Kunukmonee, and in.

ph, "it in an the latter in consequence on the 15th Assin 1255, executed a hib

"w'd nama in Kishenmonee's favour. The property, they declare, £: father of Kunukinonee, and WaS bestowed by him upon Kün: to the 1: verted on the death of Bhobunmohun, to Bydnath Mujoomdar, :

£. 'ee: with full authority to alienate it at her pleasure.

1

£y £" authority, it is said, she had previously exercised by selling a 1 £ her dwel tion of the property to one Khedmutoollah, and the sale was uri
''', by the court, although opposed by the plaintiff's husband. T:
she had proved point, in support of their title, to the registry of their hibba in .
£ cazee's office on the 22nd Kartick 1255, and to the magistrate's

£d her £ der awarding them possession of the property, and plead that 1
£. ' cannot be heir to Kunukmonee, as the property le",
thew were

ta

***

unukmonee was her streedhun, and must follow the order Li -cession peculiar to that description of property.

(
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:

answer at all. One defendant, Radhagovind Dhur, has appealed
separately against that portion of the principal sudder ameen's
order, which rendered him jointly liable with the other defendants
for the whole amount of personal property removed from the house
-

.
|

-

of the plaintiff. He urges that the plaintiff in her petition of plaint
only charged him with plundering property to the value of rupees
1,455-5, and that the principal sudder ameen's award ought to have
been limited accordingly.
The (plaintiff) respondent abandons the claim as heir, which she

-

-

had founded on the adoption of her husband and takes her stan.

-

upon the deed of gift.

Had the adoption, which the plaintiff recites in her petition of
plaint, really given to her any title to inherit the property in dispute,
we could not have allowed her thus to shift her ground, for it is

evident that if her husband had succeeded to the property by
-

virtue of his adoption, it would have vested on his death, not in

Kunukmonee, but in the plaintiff, and her pleas of adoption an:
gift would thus have been directly opposed to each other. But it
is clear, we think, that even if she had succeeded in establishi's

the adoption, the title of Kunukmonee would not thereby have

r"

been affected, for the estate was not that of Kunukmonee's husband,
but of her son, Bhoobunmohun, and on his death she inherite: ;

as next of kin, and was entitled to retain it during her life-lia.
Plaintiff's husband, as adopted brother of Bhoobunmohun, coul:
only have succeeded upon the death of Kunukmonee, and as .
died during Kunukmonee's life-time, and the property never ves' .
in him, the plaintiff can have no title to participation under . .
adoption. Her allegation of the adoption of her husband, whet."

correct or otherwise, and she certainly has not proved it in "
present case, is not therefore in any way inconsistent with her :
under the hibba.

-

It is true she talks of her husband as enjoying the profits of:
estate, and alleges that she was in possession along with Kunu
monee, but it is clear from what we have stated above, that new

she nor her husband could have been in possession under any vs.
title, and looking at the other facts, which she recites, and the t.
of the hibbanama, which asserts an absolute title in Kanukm."

-

we think that the possession, which she speaks of, must be taken
have been merely a permissive possession of some portion & . .
proceeds of the property, which the affection of Kunukm, i.
allowed to the plaintiff and her husband.
The hibbanama, on which the plaintiff relies, has been satis:
torily proved, as also the plaintiff's possession under the hibban'...
up to the date of her dispossession by the defendants. This hit nama does not constitute a gift to the plaintiff personally. It esta
lishes a religious endowment for the purpose of perpetuating:

- - - ---*-- - - -

-

- -

".

(
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THE 22ND JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

.

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

,

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

Judges.

CASE No. 228 OF 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. Loch, Acting Judg:
of Purnea, dated 18th December 1854.
SIIAHI ABBAS REZA, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
tersus

MR. A. J. FORBES, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT,

Vakeels of Appellant–Moonshee Ameer Alee and Mr. R. T. All
Jakeels of Respondents—Mr. R. Norris (absent) and Buk"
-

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 14,403-0-114.

Order of re

mand as the .

The particulars of this case will be found at page 212 of the Pir

lower court in

a suit for

Bungsheebuddun Mitter.

nea Zillah Decisions, dated 18th December 1854.
-

os-ession on

had not called

This suit instituted on 1st February 1853, was stated to *.
one for possession of property on foreclosure of mortgage, with vis

upon the mort

lat from 1st Cheyt 1258, the date on which the property was:

gazee in

become plaintiff's in the event of the loan not being discharged".
interest. The judge decided that the mortgagee, plaintiff, had "
in possession, and although it was urged in defence that he *
thereby the usufruct of the property, and had received interes' "
the purchase money, he decreed in favor of plaintiff, on the g".

£
possession for
his accounts
-- but had decree
in his favor, as

defendant had

not proved
satisfaction of

that defendant had not attempted to show that the collections for
lized by plaintiff covered the principal and interest of the debt,"
defendant's
vakeel had admitted a balance due to plaintiff at to
judge had also
decreed
of
service
of
notice on defendant under Section VIII., Regul:
wa-ilat to
the nortgage
from the usu

fruct.

The

plaintiff for a
period

during
which he was
in possession.

XVII. of 1806, no proof of subsequent payment of which had :
afforded. The judge cited the precedent of Ramcoomar Neesri:
chusputtee, at page l l l of volume 4 of Select Reports, as in pi .
and gave a decree for possession with wasilat as claimed.

The appeal is on the ground that as the mortgagee was in ,
session, the sale could not become absolute till he had rendered -

counts and proved that there was still a balance due to him .

required by Sections X. and XI., Regulation XV of 1793 and S

tion III: Regulation I. of 1798; precedents to be found at page."
and 1063 of Sudder Decisions for 1852 were also cited in sa; *egarding wasilat it was also urged that none were due, as pla

had held possession of the property; that if any were due -

(

104

)
*

Beyond all doubt, the lesser sum was the debt which the plain
tiff agreed should be considered due to him. That question was
not intended to be left open. With reference to the acceptance of
a smaller sum in satisfaction of a larger sum, it has been said, that
there should be some consideration for the relinquishment of the
residue something collateral to show the possibility of benefit to the

party relinquising his farther claim. And here the completeness
and sufficiency of the adjustment of this debt are shown by the cir
cumstances under which it arose. The money originally due was pay
able by Mr. Kenny, on account of arrears of rent decreed against
him, and the question occurred whether these decrees were good also

against Mr. Masseyk, to whom Mr. Kenny's indigo factories had

e

been transferred, Mr. Masseyk carried up this question in appeal
to the Sudder Court, and it was while this appeal was pending that
the compromise now before us was effected, I cannot doubt there
fore, that the plaintiff for consideration deemed by him to be
amply sufficient, substituted, as I have said, the debt of rupees
25,000, for the larger sum previously due to him.
Further, as the sum of rupees 25.000 and no more was the amount
of due debt, I have to consider whether plaintiff, according to

the words of the deed, is entitled to raise the debt again from rupees
25,000 to rupees 33,589-15-3.

It is argued by Mr. Allan for

(respondent,) defendant, that the breach of the stipulation for pay
ment, if it applies to the date of payment at all, must be taken in
the sense of a penalty not actually exigible, but intended to secure
and corroborate the adjusted debt. This plea, it appears to me, has

very great force.

In the deed of adjustment there is no pretence

for saying, and indeed plaintiff does not say, that upon the execution

of it the defendant was liable for any thing but rupees 25,000. By
the terms of the deed interest ran upon what remained unpaid *
moreover for final payment certain landed property was accepted =
security. The recital, therefore, in the deed to the effect that if
the instalments of the debt were not all paid as stipulated, the fe.
amount of the old debt should be revived cannot be taken to *

aside the unqualified acceptance of the lower sum as the on

debt due to plaintiff, but to corroborate that debt itself; and in cass
the necessity should arise to verify the foundation of it. The appe
lant's pleaders argue that the remission of rupees 8,589 by 1-appellant was on his part entirely a voluntary act; that both Paris->
from the first understood the re-inforcement of the payment of tiss
sum to be positively provided for in the deed of adjustment ur-er
the conditions in it recited, and that it is incompetent to tes
courts to substitute a new condition or an interpretation of *

old conditions foreign to the agreement of the parties themselves
Now the question before us is, not whether the remission of rap
8,589 was voluntary on the part of plaintiff, but whether Having

(
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THE 23Rd JANUARY - 1857.
PRESENT:

## £Judges.
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

J. S. TORRENS, Esq., Officiating Judge.
CASE No. 303 of 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. U. Yule, July
of Rungpore, dated 12th September 1855.
GUNGAPERSAUD NUNDEE, (DEFENDANT,). APPELLANT,
versus

RANEE SHURNOMOYEE, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT
Vakeel of Apppellant—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.

Wakeels of Respondent–Baboos Ramapershad Roy and
Shumboonath Pundit.

Suit for arrears of rent from 1233 to 1241, and again from "
£ to 1256, inclusive.
# * : The judge, see his decision at page 146 of the Zillah Dei"
Held by a

#.
this case,

for September 1855, disallowed the claim for the years 1233."
1234, as barred by the limitation laws, and for the years frta

''. 1247 to 1256, as defendant proved payment in them. He ga''
of rent, was decree in favor of plaintiff for arrears from 1235 to 1241 inclu:
£ '' rejecting defendant's plea, that the claim for those years was:
£-barred by the law of limitation, and throwing out certain rece."
'#'
on?”
withstanding, offered in evidence by him, on the ground that they werebeing
*
that his estate paper, whereas they should have been stamped, and not
5 *
":
a
guardian or they could not be pleaded at all.
-

£" This appeal on the part of defendant relates to the years"
'..... 1235 to 1241 inclusive, and he advances both pleas as in the '
e'" below, viz. that the claim for them is barred, and that his re
: ' '. should be received in evidence.
instituted
-

£

The plea of limitation is thus set forth. The

suit was institu"

'' : on 9th April 1851, or 28th Cheyt 1257. Raja. Hurreenath *:
vating through father of plaintiff's husband, who became of age in 1227 B. s:
under-ryote took the management of his estates into his own hands in ".

died in 1239, from which date as stated in the plaint, to the es'.
1246, the estate was under the Court of Wards, but released in 13"

when the plaintiff's husband became of age. On his death in #
tick 1251, the property was again under the Court of Wards. *
judge held that on the general ruling of the Sudder, as well as fix.

-- - - - -

-

\\ .
(

-
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*

claims originated. We therefore uphold the long established opi
nion of the Court on this subject, as being neither contrary to any

written law nor opposed to any recognised principle of law, and de
clare the plaintiff in this case entitled to deduction of time during the

period of minority, and allow the case to proceed on its merits.
MEssRs. A. ScoNCE AND J. S. ToRRENs.—After hearing the
additional arguments addressed to the Court in this matter, we

see no ground to alter the opinion expressed by us in referring- the
point for consideration of a full bench on the 17th December last.
It appears to us that when the management of a minor zemindar's
estate is assumed by the Court of Wards, the management of the

Court, with respect to the realization of the rents of the under-ten
ants is by law a thoroughly effective management, and that in that
respect claims for arrears of rent brought, as this suit is brought, by
the zemindar against a tenant is barred by the law of Himitation as
much as if the possession of the zemindar, by reason of his minority,
had not been interrupted. It is clear to us that all transactions
done under the authority of the Court of Wards, for the determin
ation and realization of the rents of the under tenants, are done with:

the express sanction of the law. The Court is fully competent to
exercise the powers which on behalf of a minor the law assigns to
"it, and necessarily when the minor comes of age and his estate
is restored to him, he is incompetent to repudiate the trust an
the agency which have been exercised on his behalf and in his nar=

under the authority of the law. The degree of efficiency with
which the Court of Wards exercises its trust cannot, we apprehesi.
be brought under the supervision of the civil courts. Whethe
it does what it is appointed to do and what it undertakes to do *-*.
or not well, whether, for example, it re-adjusts by diminishing rents,

whether by express order it actually discharges tenants from *
bility for arrears, or whether it fails to demand on arrear, these =
all administrative acts done in the name of the zemindar

ty =

representative in whom the law has confidence, and whom it has

selected to perform them. Under such circumstances, it cannot. **
think, be said in the language of Section XIV., Regulation XXXVII
of 1793, that by reason of minority, a minor zemindar is precin-e:

from obtaining redress. The Court of Wards may or may r* =
the best possible curator of a minor zemindar, but being s: Ges-nated by the law, our courts, we think, cannot permit the zer

dar, become a major, to disavow the acts of his legal representaur-,
or treat the law as if its declared purposes were illusory and tre
powers expressly created by it were unsubstantial and increr
tive.

Regulation X of 1793, we observe, not only creates the re-s-s
with which it invests the Court of Wards as the representati- - - minor zemindar, but it provides a guarantee for the legitira--

-

--

*-*.

*-

-

* *

*

* * *

- --- -

- -

-

-

-

(
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*

a lease, but he is described as a jotedar a tenant by old occupany.
i

He is not shown to be a middleman cultivating through under-ryu's
The extent of his jote does not necessarily tell against him. A
case decided upon the same principle is to be found at page 709 it

*

Sudder Decisions for 1852, when a kubooleut was held to be vi'

although not on stamped paper, as it did not purport to have te:

taken from a middleman. In this case too, if respondent really
give the receipts as pleaded by appellant, it would be allowing it

*

-

to benefit by her own wrong in rejecting them as she should has

|

given legal ones, but we, as stated above, hold the receipts:
perfectly legal.
We notice that the judge has inaccurately said the estate ".
for the last two and half years of the ten years under the Cour:

|
-

-

Wards. It had then been taken proprietary possession & '
Government under the presumed will of respondent's husban). St.
was then, however, effectively barred from suing.

We remand the case for the judge to pronounce upon the ge."
ness of the receipts rejected by him, and upon the other prw, .
payment put in by appellant, and to decide accordingly.
-)

TIE 23RD JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

#####
•

•

*, *

*/S

• 3

##. £Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

J. S. TORRENS, Esq., Officiating Judge.
CASE No. 305 oE 1856.

special Appeal from the decision of Nuzeeroodder" M.
Principal Sudder Ameen of Hungpore, dated 20th Aus'
reversing a decree of Beneenath Bose, Sudder Moonsiff of
district, dated 17th May 1855.
TARACHUNDER PAL AND DUYALCHUNDER PA!,
(PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
wershus

KHONARAM DASS AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,) Bes' "
IDENTS.

.

Wakeel of Appellants—Moulvee Mahoned Aftabandar.
Vakeel of Respondents—None.

:
*

-

Plaintiffs
advanced to

£"

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 16th June."
-

:

-

-

-

Mess

H. T. E.

under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. H. T. "

repees -l, for and A. Sconce:

~

-
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THE 24th JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT :

E. A. SAMUELLS, Psq., \
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
J Officiating Judges.
PETITION No. 882 OF 1855.
-

- - - -

petition of Baboo Horonath Roy, filed i"
O
£, this Court on the 9th July 1855, praying for the admission cf a
on the '' special appeal from the decision of Mr. R. M. Skinner. judge if
IN the matter of the

Case remanded for

-

-

> - -

-

-

-

--

-

-

•lerical error

-

-

-

-

, - -

-

-

£" Jessore, dated the 7th April 1855, reversing that of Baboo OF--being

consi,

'''

Nyaruttun, principal

dorch under

sudder ameen of that

district,

dated the 13th July 1854, in the case of Baboo IIoronath

Roy,

for a nonsult, plaintiff, versus Mr. D. L. Gilmore, defendant.

Jake's of Petitioner–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Kish"
kishore Ghose.

Iakcel of the Opposite Party–Baboo Sumbhoorat/

Pandit.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:-

|

The plaintiff instituted the suit to recover rupees 2,135-33 prin

-

cipal, and rupees 48.0-0-9 interest, total rupees 2,615-13-9, on re
count of arrears of rent.

The principal suller amoen decreed to the plaintiff rupees 1,423principal out of the amount claimed with interest and Costs.
The judge, on an appeal from this decision, preferred by the I'-till as well as defendant, found the account stated in the ill--t =

|

|

be incorrect and nonsulted the case.

It is ur.
by the plaintiff, in special appeal, that the decis: - -it
is unwarranted by the nature of the error whic. --

to

... "

- and that he should have tried the case upon its merits.

On refer in to the judge's decision, we observe that the 2--gate of arrars to as specified in the plaint, does not ano-tar. --

-

1 111-es

gregate

2.

-

-

7-10. lll . !...t with the addition of interest, t' < would :111,011 lit to rupees 2,725-13-9, and not tú r:

2,617-10-0.
| | | | | | r a cars to us to he merely a clerical error in -: * *
whi in can it in
||| |
| | | | ||
but the plaintiff himself, and af ::s -

sufi

round

\\ . ! ||

| |

f

| ||||

| | || || || || |
-

| | | || > || "... all l

Court.

the judge 111 oricr that be
decide 11 upon its 111er its

('l-

-

-

l, in

appellate

a nonsult in an

| || | | ||||| ||

t ()

-

-

-

---
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THE 28TH JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

-

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No.

120 OF

1854.

s

-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Davidson, Principal

Sudder Ameen of Midnapore, dated 31st January 1854.
BUNMALEE MUNDUL AND OTHERS, (DEFENDAMs)
APPELLANTS,
tersbus

RAMCHUND DUNDOPAT AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs) st
HUREEPREEYA AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANrs) REsfor
DENTS.

-

-

Vakeel of Appellants— Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
In a :*
£r a

SUIT laid at rupees 6,902-14 gs., 1 c., 1 k.

The plaintiffs, Ramchand Dundopat and Ramsudhee Dund"
inookururce, are the sons of the late. Surbessur Dundopat, and bring this * *

£ formá pauperis against the defendants for recovery of posses:
and
the yini a mookururee ayma in mouza Jynarainpore, pergunnah Blv.
dars to luding
£* bhoom, together with mesne profits.
plaintiff's
They allege that their father, Surbessur Dundopat, obtain
-:

£ mookururee ayma lease on the 7th Jeyt 1240 U. S., from J which the

gonath Goen, the sudder aymadar, at an annual jumma of s:

£e rupees 49; that on his death in Assin 1248 U. S. the plan."
w... admitted; Ramchand, was in possession of the property as the elder son***

'''.ir guardian of his minor brother, Ramsudhee Dundopat; that the
in nihilation fendants, Bunmalee Mundul, a mohurir in the Midnapore colle:

: : £ ate, and his sons, Nundolall Mundul

and Dwarkanath Mund."

£ collusion with the aymadars, whose heirs are made defendars.
:awarded.
£ with the aid of Mudoosoodun Ghose and Bacharam Panja, *
.*, *
dants) forcibly dispossessed Ramchand in the month of A:
1249 U. S.; that on the 24th June 1846, he filed a petition for."
. . ."

-

-

mission to sue as a pauper, but that the case was struck of
default on the 24th August 1846; that Bunmalee in order to stree:
en himself in possession, caused the ryots to institute suu:

suits, and afterwards in collusion with the heirs of the original : .

|

were not considered, and a decree was given in favour of the Mun

duls, on the ground that the relinquishment of the lease by Surbes
sur was not proved; they plead that now, whether the right of the

plaintiffs to the property be proved, or the fraud of the defendants

|

be successful, they should still receive the malikana of the lands and
suffer no injury.

The principal sudder ameen finds that the deed of sale was the
ground of action in the suit before the sudder ameen; but that is
the plaintiffs were not parties to that suit, their present claim was

|

not barred under the Regulation quoted by the defendants; moreover,
that the decree of the sudder ameen, even if considered confirmatory
of the deed of sale, could not affect the plaintiffs’ rights, unless it

was proved that they were either overtly or covertly connected
with that suit; that there is no proof to this effect, and that with

regard to the answer of Ramchand in the summary suit as surbura
kar of Dwarkanath, upon which the plaintiffs lay great stress, he

is clearly of opinion, after examining the vakeel, who was employed
in the suit, that Ramchand was never present, and that it must

have been written for him. He considers the kubala a most susta
cious document, and observes, that the date of its execution is tes

Bengalee year, whereas the Velaitee year is always reckoned in the
Midnapore district, and that if this be allowed as a clerical error,
still the deed must have been written the very day on which the
stamp was purchased, and as the stamp was bought in the town-i

Midnapore, and Ramchand's name endorsed on it, he must have gors
from the village, where both he and the defendants resided, a distan-of three coss and back, before the deed was written, and as the wr

nesses depose that this took place between 3 and 4 P.M., he considere:
the transaction highly improbable. He also remarks that only cre
subscribing witness to the deed was produced, and that when he was
called upon to name the attesting witnesses, he omitted to nar

tamchand, though he subsequently, and evidently as an an-r
thought, deposed that he also had signed his name. Upon the
grounds he gave a decree for the plaintiffs.
The defendants, Bunmalee Mundul, Dwarkanath Mundul -

Nundlal Mundul, have appealed from this decision, and it has b

urged in appeal in their behalf by their pleader, Baboo

Kissers

shore Ghose, that there was no proof of forcible dispossession brve
defendants of the lands in dispute; that their title to them is derivs.

from the deed of sale of the 29th Bysakh 1248 U. S.; that -date of the execution is correct, if the Bengalee year is reck
that the summary suits before the collector and the suits in the ex
court, alluded to in the pleadings, show that the plaintiff, Ramcha
sued as the surburakar of Dwarkanath, and obtained decrees ...
|
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There is no contention regarding the original lease of the lands
in dispute to Surbessur Dundopat and Sullajie Panja in perpetuity
by Juggonath Goen, at an annual jumma of sicca rupees 49, on the
7th Jeyt 1240 U.S., nor is it disputed, that in 1242 U. S. Sullajie
Panja relinquished his share in the lease, which was transferred by
Juggonath Goen to Surbessur, who became the sole lessee.
We are to determine, whether Ramchand, as the plaintiffs allege,
on the death of Surbessur, his father, in Assin 1249 U.S., succeed

ed to the property, and was in the month of Aughun of the same

year forcibly ejected by the defendants? or whether the defendants,
who deny the forcible ejectment, obtained rightful possession, as
they contend, of the property under the deed of sale alleged to have
been executed by Surbessur in their favor on the 29th Bysakh
1248 U. S., and continued in possession until they were themselves
dispossessed by the aymadars in 1251 U.S. ?
It is clear from the summary awards, and the fact is not disproved
-

by the opposite party, that the plaintiffs were in possession to the
end of 1248 U. S.

The defendants stand upon the deed of sale of the 29th Bysakh
1248 U. S., which is alleged by the plaintiffs to have been fraudu
lently executed.
If this deed is proved, and if it can be satisfactorily shown, that
the plaintiffs consented to, or acknowledged the conveyance of the
property by any overt or indirect act, during the pendency of the
litigation, to which reference has been made, their case of course
falls to the ground.

We must therefore first attentively examine the deed itself:—
We observe that it is not registered, and it is nearly certain, we
think, if it had been a genuine document, that Dwarkanath, the
alleged purchaser, who was employed as an omla in the collector's
office, and must have been well aware of the value of registration,

would have had it registered. Though the names of several attest
ing witnesses are on the deed, only one was called as a witness

and examined. Three other witnesses state that they were present
at the execution, one of them by mere accident; but their evidence
is not, in our opinion, to be relied on.
The deed was executed on the 29th Bysakh 1248 U. S., and

the stamp upon which it is written, was purchased on the 10th May
1841. All dates, it appears, are reckoned in the Midnapore district,
according to the Velaitee year. If we calculate the date of the deed,
according to that era, it will fall on the 9th May 1841, or one day

previous to the purchase of the stamp. It is alleged, however, by
the defendant's pleader, that through some mistake of the person
who consulted the almanac, the Bengalee year was substituted,

*
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perty in dispute. The kubooleut filed in the former suit was put
in also in this suit, and the case was struck off upon the nazir's re
port that the money had been paid.
There was obviously no necessity in the suit before the moonsiff
to make" Ramchand as well as Dwarkanath a defendant, and the

latter, we find, defended the suit alone, so that no inference unfa
vourable to the plaintiff can be drawn from this case.
We next come to the suits before the sudder ameen and judge.
The deed of sale is now for the first time put forward by Dwarka
nath, who sues the proprietors of the ayma lands for possession
of the lands, alleging that he had purchased them from the plaintiff,
and had been forcibly ousted by the aymadars.
We observe from the decision of the sudder ameen of the 16th

July 1851, and from that of the judge, dated 5th February 1852,
that the defence set up by the proprietors was that Sullajie Panja
and Surbessur were only tenants of the land on a temporary lease,
which

#:

had relinquished in 1241 U. S. This statement was

proved to be false by a reference to the summary suits, and the
suit in the moonsifi's court, in which the validity of the lease in
perpetuity was confirmed and admitted by the proprietors, and as
the alleged transfer of Surbessur's rights to Dwarkanath was not
inpugned by the proprietors, and they did not refute the allegation
and evidence adduced of dispossession, the sudder ameen gave a
decree against them in favour of Dwarkanath, which was affirmed
in appeal by the judge.

The plaintiffs were not parties in these suits, and it is worthy of
remark, as noticed by the plaintiff's counsel in his arguments on this
part of the case, that out of l l witnesses named, Ramchand was the
only witness not examined, and it is still more suspicious and gives
a strong color to the plaintiffs' allegation of collusion between the
defendants and the aymadars; that although the plaintiffs had in
1846 denied the execution of the deed of sale, the aymadars in this
suit took no advantage of this circumstance, and carefully abstaxied

from impugning the validity of this document in any way.
On the 24th June 1846, as we have already remarked, the plain
tiffs preferred a petition to sue as paupers, which was struck off in
August 1846. Their second application was made on the 15th

September 1851, and the present suit was instituted on the 17th
May 1852.

Now the neglect of the plaintiffs to sue between 1842 and 1846,
and a rain between 1846 and 1851, may be partly accounted for ty
the fict of their being paupers, and unwilling to encounter the enmi
ty of their influential opponents, but we can find no valid reason
for the defendants' remissness in suing for redress after their alleged
dispossession by the proprietors.
As an omla of the collectorate and well acquainted with the law,

Dwarkanath Mundul was most unlikely to have submitted in silence

-

*

(
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CASE No. 216 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Lokenauth Bose Row
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, dated
16th February 1854.
PRANNATH CHOWDREE AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANTS,
t"ersats

KALEECHURN

DUTT, (PLAINTIFF,) AND OMESHCHUN
DER CIIUCKEl{BUTTEE AND OTHERS, (DEFENDAN 1s,)

It is PONDENTS.

-

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Ramapersaud Roy.

Vakeels of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo
Shumbhonath Pundit.

The plaintiff,

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 9,346-3-1.
The plaintiff in this case is a shareholder in an ijmalee estate call
'...'" ed Inruff Alumpore, one of the shares in which was held in the name
-

:

the arrears due of Anundchunder Chuckerbuttee.

This share fell into arrears, and

£ in the plaintiff, in order to save the estate from sale, deposited the
the name of arrears in the collector's office, and, on the 19th September 1840,
£" brought an action against Anundchunder Chuckerbuttee, the os
esale.
are He
fromthen tensible proprietor, and Prannath Chowdree, whom he alleged to be
: "'''
the real owner, to recover the amount he had so deposited, viz.
(the latter of rupees 3,614-0-5.
This suit was decided on the 21st March 1843, and resulted in a

:::::::

ral owner of decree against Anundchunder Chuckerbuttee for rupees 3,610-11-2,
£. '... with costs and interest from date of suit, the principal sudder ameen
£ The declining to go into the question of Prannath Chowdree's interest in

'''. the property, but absolving him from liability on the ground that
£a Anundchunder Chuckerbuttee had acknowledged himself to be the
proprietor of the share, and that his name was borne as such on the
£ collector's books. Against this decision no appeal was preferred.
:- The plaintiff, in execution of the decree he had obtained against

'''",
£
male

:

Anundchunder Chuckerbuttee, attached the share of the Alumpore
estate, which stood in the name of that individual with a view of

*****

Pa-ed by fore-

bringing it to sale, but was foiled in his attempt to do so by the

closure of a

opposition of one Koodrutoollah, who had on the 3rd June 1843,
-

-

£,
ty in litigation
at the date
of that decision,
subsequent
transfers
was completely from
£
Anundchunder
to Koodrutoollah,
andthe
from
Koodrutcollah
to
-

-

£.

Prannath Chowdree

: di,

actions or not, and whether, notwithstanding such transfers, the

and others, were fraudulent and

luiased.

property is still liable for the debts of Anundchunder or not.

fictitious trans

In

stead of doing this, however, the principal sudder ameen has re-opened
the question of Prannath Chowdree's ownership and consequent
liability which was disposed of in 1843, and has tried the suit
entirely with reference to these two points. The plaintiff has been
led, by the view which the principal sudder ameen takes of the case,
to adduce evidence to prove that Prannath Chowdree has all along
been in possession of the property, and that neither Anundchurider
Chuckerbuttee, or Koodrutoollah had anything to do with it. The
principal sudder ameen finds that this is so, although, it inay be

remarked, upon very inconclusive evidence.

He assigns jocular

reasons for discrediting the defendants witnesses which should not

have found a place in a grave judicial proceeding, and decrees the
plaintiffs' claim against the Chowdrees alone, meeting the obvious
objection against such a judgment in the following manner:—“It,"
he observes, “it be said that even if the Chowdrees are liable, a de
cree cannot now be passed against them, inasmuch as a competent
court has exonerated Prannath Chowdree and given a decree against
Anundchunder alone, the answer is, that as the defendant alleges
that before the decree in favour of Koodrutoollah Anundehunder,

the debtor of the plaintiff, was in possession of this property and his

rights were transferred to Koodrutoollah, and as it is proved in the
judgment of the court, that Roodrutoollah, had no interest in the
property whatsoever, therefore the defendant Prannath gets no
right by his present purchase, and the mehal can fairly be soil
for the debt of Anundchunder,” that is to say, a mehal which the
principal sudder ameen has just declared to have been throughout
the property of Prannath Chowdree, is to be sold for the debt of
Anundchunder; and Prannath Chowdree is to be held liable for

a debt from which he had been expressly exonerated by a compe
tent court, because he has

":

an assertion regarding

ta

ownership of the mehal which the principal sudder ameen did not
believe; a more inconsistent or a less creditable judgment we have
rarely met with.

-

‘I he decree which passed against Anundchunder Chuckerbuttee
in 1843, was a personal decree, and conveyed to the plaintiff no
lien upon any particular estate. It merely gave him the same
general right, as any other decreeholder would have had, to realize
the amount of his debt from Anundehunder's property whatever

that might be.

It is obvious, therefore, that the only valid ground

uj on which the plaintiff could claim the attachment and sale of

the Alumpore villages, in satisfaction of his decree, was, that these

-

(
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CASE No. 396 OF 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Kassissur Mitter, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, dated 18th July 1853.

DEBNATH BHUTTACHARJ AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)
APPELLANTs,
nersus

-

RAMCOOMAR MOOKERJEA AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellants—Messrs. A. A. Serestre and R. T. Allan.
In a suit by
the proprietors
of a hat re

ceiving com

p: n-ation from
Government
under Section
X ... Regulation
XXVI I. of
1, 9:3, to re
cover posses
sion and re
verse an award
untier Act 1 V.

Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 14,327-10-29. 2 c.
The plaintiff's ancestor, Bulloram Bhuttachraj, was the proprie
tor of a lakhiraj hat called Howreehur in the district of the
24-Pergunnahs. In 1790, the Government determined to secure to
the public the free use of the ground on which hats and bazars were

held, and with this object, a rule was passed on the 6th August of
that year whereby the proprietary right in this ground was declared
to continue vested in the landholders, but the right of appropriating
the ground to any other purpose, or of levying any exactions what
ever from the persons who might in future expose their goods there

or i = 10, in
which the

on for sale, was taken away, and compensation was awarded to the

plaintiff in

land holders for the loss of their collections.

c used in the
valuation of
his suit certain
collection
f on the fre

of the Howreehur hat received a certificate under Section X. of

This rule was after

wards embodied in Regulation XXVII. of 1793, and the proprietor

1, on intimated

that Regulation, whereby he became entitled to receive compensa
tion from Government at the rate of rupees 1,356-11 per annum.
This compensation, he and his descendants, the present plaintiffs,

that the prin
c || || *n foer

appear to have received up to the present time. ' the terms
of Regulation XXVII. of 1793, the plaintiffs were only entitled

qu, inters of the
ba', an opt

nm - n should

have “naured
whether w "h
r" # 1 ce to the

prov I-, m- of
11. " "tion
M \,\ i I. of
1...}, an a tion

by the p, until
for the benefi

while they received compensation from Government to the rents of

any permanent shops or other buildings which existed prior to 1790.
From their plaint however it would appear that they continued to

levy tola (a tax paid in kind) from the persons who frequented the
hat, and disputes regarding the levy of this tax arose between the

plaintiff and defendant, which terminated in a proceeding institute!

c: al pos-e-A.on

by the magistrate under Section 2., Act IV. of 1840, and a decision

of the hat

in favour of the defendants. which was passed on the 7th August

(
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larger of the two areas named, and that this area is in accordance
with the collectorate papers filed in the case. The second objection
which has been taken to the decision of the lower court falls there

fore to the ground.

With regard to the question of limitation, we are of opinion, on re
ferring to the two petitions cited by the principal sudder aneen, that
Degumber Bhuttacharj did not intend to convey any thing further
by the expressions he has used in these papers, than the fact of his
having been disturbed in his possession of the hāt by the defen
dants. The whole tenor of the two petitions is opposed to the idea
that he admitted actual dispossession. We think nevertheless that
the plaintiffs have failed to bring their action within time, for the pre
sumption which arises from the magistrate's decision of the 7th
August 1840, and which has not been rebutted by any trustworthy
evidence on the plaintiffs' part is, that the defendants had been in
possession of the hāt for some time, how long it is not necessary in

this case to determine, previous to the date on which the Act IV.
suit commenced, that is, the 8th of June 1840. The inquiry which
a magistrate institutes under Section II., Act IV. of 1840, is direct
ed to one point, viz. “what party was in possession of the subject
of dispute when the dispute arose,” and it is this party whom his
verdict retains in possession. The plaintiff who seeks to disturb an
award passed under Act IV. of 1840, must therefore date his action

not from the magistrate's decision, which merely confirms the pre
vious status of the parties, but from the actual date of dispossession;
and if he alleges this date to be subsequent to that of the decision,
he must be prepared with unexceptionable evidence to prove that
it is so, for the presumption must necessarily be against him.

In the case before us we have nothing but oral evidence of a very
unsatisfactory description. Now if the plaintiffs were as they aver,
in possession of the hāt and in receipt of collections from the per
sons frequenting the hat, they must have kept accounts of these
collections and were bound to produce them, but they have neither
done this, nor accounted for their non-production, though the person
who is stated to have made the collections is one of their witnesses.

We cannot therefore accept this evidence as sufficient to override

the strong presumption of the defendants' possession prior to the Act
IV. suit, which is afforded by the result of the magistrate's proceed
ings.

We are of opinion that the plaintiffs' suit has been instituted

after the expiration of 12 years from the period at which his cause
of action arose, and we therefore dismiss the appeal, and affirm the
judgment of the lower court with costs.

(
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dant never sued for the reversal of this order, it was final and was
a conclusive proof of his possession at the time and ever since.

The defendant denies the plaintiff's right entirely. The principal
sudder ameen finding the defendant to have been in possession at
the time of the survey and the plaintiff's claim to be unsupported
by any evidence whatever, dismissed the suit.

In appeal the plaintiff's pleader has urged that the line of de
marcation was not correctly laid down during the survey; that the
Rajbandh separates the plaintiff's and defendant's lands, Bhugounee,
the plaintiff's mouza being to the south of it, and Buhoree, the
defendant's mouza, to the north; but instead of this line Purgo

Mullah was taken as the line of separation, and that the boundaries
should have been with reference to the Rajbandh, and not the
Purgo Mullah, and that the plaintiff's title to these lands is establish
ed by the suit brought by the defendant's ancestor under Regulation
XLIX. of 1793, which was dismissed for want of proof on the 6th

July 1810, and by evidence of possession up to the date of the
deputy collector's award.

We are of opinion that the plaintiff has entirely failed to produce
any evidence of possession of the disputed lands at any time prior to
the survey. The decision of the 6th July 1810 only shows that
a claim preferred by Chowdree Chunder Dutt, the defendant's
ancestor, against the proprietors of mouza Bhugounee for possession
of 28 b., 19 c. of land of Bhad Bhedoolea as appertaining to their
village of Buhoree, was dismissed, and it is quite consistent with

that decision passed, we may observe, 47 years ago, that the
defendant may have been in possession even at that period, of the
300 beegas now claimed by the plaintiff. Documentary proof of
the plaintiff's possession there is none, and we can place no reliance

on the oral evidence. The proceedings of the deputy collector of
survey appear to us to have been carefully conducted.

We there

fore affirm the decision of the lower court and dismiss the appeal
with costs.

(
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2} annas portion 12-14-73, kismut Kalmena, Wojanchur, 24

£a annas portion 13-14-10, total 50-14-10, or Company's rupees 54-4-9;
on' to that the original proprietor of this talook was Prankisto Auch:
£ to that subsequently Bejoykisto Roy and others having become the
the land, sued owners thereof, paid in the revenues in the name of the former

'...', proprietors and continued to hold possession of 24 annas of the
"real and

aforesaid mouza Kholabund, containing kismut Bogargope, Cheng

'''. tally, bund Seal Kandy, bund Poitu Beel, bund Dhukin Chuck, bund
der-on of the Burro Beel, Asrubpore, Poorub Chuck and chuck Hyetoollah, and

'''', also a 2% annas portion of Behadurpore, Kulmena, Wojanchur and
dismissed the kismut Seebpore, with river accretions called chur Seebpore; that
'' ... the remaining 13% annas of the aforesaid villages which appertain
wer...

m.ch to another talook called Kistoram Roy, was purchased at auction

£
land

by Ameerooddeen darogah, and both talooks were jointly held b
£d £ him and the said Bejoykisto Roy and others; that on the 26t

'* Assar 1247 B.S., the talook Kistoram Surma No. 11, was sold for
T. costs of arrears of revenue and purchased by one Sreedhur Bose, who, on

: '. ": the 18th Bhadoon, sold his purchase to plaintiff and executed a bill
!' ''. of sale to plaintiff's agent, Buddinath Dass; that since that period
elow to be
£
plaintiffs have paid the Government revenue and have obtaine!
-

•

-

-

-

£ ","

possession of their talook with the exception of the lands they now

1 laintails.

sue for, viz. a 2} annas portion of bund Bogargope, bund Burro
Beel, chuck Hyetoollah and Beehadurpore and kismut Seebpore,
with river accretions forming chur Seebpore, which have been

unjustly retained by Ameerooddeen darogah, the proprietor of the
talook Kistoram Roy; that having no other resource left, plaintiffs
bring the present action.
The defendants, who appear, answer to the effect that the talonks
-

Kistoram Surma and Kistoram Roy possessed by them, are quite
distinct and have never been held jointly by the predecessors of the

plaintiffs, and that the particular lands claimed by plaintiffs have
invariably belonged to them and have never at any time formed a
portion of the talook purchased by plaintiffs. Under these circum
stances, they pray that plaintiffs' claim be dismissed.
The principal sudder ameen, on the merits of the case, was of

opinion that the plaintiffs had not proved their claim to the lands of
Bogargope; in short, from a decision of the Dacca court, dated 11th

December 1838, it appears that in a suit in which Mahomed Ameer
ooddeen, the predecessor of the present defendant, was plaintiff, ani
Bejoy kisto Roy and others, the predecessors of the present plaintiffs,
were defendants, regarding the ownership of kismut Bogargope, the
Court found that there was no proof that the land belonged to the
present plaintiffs, but that they were the property of defendants;
"at decision is strong evidence against the plaintiffs, and as thera
-laintiffs'
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quinqennial papers confirmed by those of the canoongoes, it is clear
that the proprietors of Kistoram Surma are entitled to a portion of
the lands of Seebpore; that these lands having reformed and
become chur Seebpore, plaintiff is entitled to a portion of them;
that as regards Hyetoollah, it is not denied that the lands of this
chuck are joint; that the principal sudder ameen has only given
plaintiff 24 annas of 85 droons, viz. 13-5-9, whereas plaintiff
is entitled to 2} annas of 90 droons, which on measurement by
Greedhur Mookerjea in 1839, the chur was found to contain; that
by any butwarass made by the criminal authorities, plaintiff is
not bound; consequently the decision of the principal sudder ameen
founded on a consideration of it, is incorrect; that altogether (plain
tiff) appellant is entitled to a reversal of that portion of the decree
of the principal sudder ameen, dismissing his claim to 24 annas
share of Bogargope, chur Seebpore, and of 5 droons of chuck
Hyetoollah, and to a drcree for the same.
On the side of the (defendants) respondents, it was urged that
the lands of the two talooks, Kistoram Surma and Kistoram Roy,
are altogether separate and distinct; that the decision of the Dacca
court, dated 11th December 1838, passed in a suit in which the

then owners of estates held by plaintiffs and defendants were parties,
is, if not conclusive evidence, at least evidence of the strongest cha
racter against the claim now advanced by the plaintiffs, and by
that decision, the Court declares that the owners of Kistoram Surma

have no right to lands in Bogargope; that there is no evidence of
any weight to oppose that decision; that plaintiffs' claim to chur
Seebpore is futile; that is an increment to the original beel Seeb
pore, and both it and the original village are a part of their
(defendants',) talooks; that as to Hyetoollah, plaintiff has got what he
is entitled to; and that the remainder of the chuck within certain

limits, belongs to defendants; on the subject of the appeal preferred
by defendants, their pleader urges, that the decision of the principal
sudder ameen decreeing to plaintiff a portion of the lands of bund
Burro Beel was incorrect and opposed to the evidence on the record,

which showed clearly that that bund was a portion of Ameerpore

and entirely belonged to them, and was mainly based upon a sketch
of the locality drawn out by plaintiffs’ themselves; that moreover in

decreeing to plaintiffs, mesne profits upon the lands confessedly in
plaintiffs' possession as a portion of chuck Hyetoollah, the principal
sudder ameen has in effect decreed to plaintiffs mesne profits from
defendants, which profits have never reached them.
In this case, the burden of proving that they are entitled to the
lands in dispute rests with the plaintiffs, as auction-purchasers, the:
must show not only that at the time of the decennial settleinent the

-

lands formed a "-"
portion
of Kistoram Surma, but --in "explanation
al
=’
- -- - - - --

-
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for by them; we therefore dismiss the appeal of the plaintiffs and
affirm the decision of the principal sudder amèen, dismissing plain
tiffs' claim to a 2% annas share af Bogargope, chur Seebpore and of

5 droons of chuck Hyetoollah, and we decree the appeal of the
defendants, and reverse so much of the decision of the principal
sudder ameen as decreed to plaintiff a portion of the lands of

Burro Beel with mesne profits, and dismiss the plaintiffs' claim to the
same. The costs of both the appeals and of the proceedings in the
court below to be borne by plaintiffs.
THE 29TH JANUARY 1857.
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PETITION No. 351 of 1856.
-

-

IN the matter of the petition of Roy Gowreeshunkur and

Case re-

: others, filed in this

Court on the 31st March 1856, praying for
£onception the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D.
£ '; Wilkins, officiating judge of Patna, under date the 31st December
a material
1855, reversing that of Sheik Mowlabuksh, acting sudder ameen

£" of

that district, under date the 13th

September

1854, in the case

£nd of Roy Gowreeshunkur and others, plaintiffs, versus Deendyal
Bhuggut and another, defendants.
could be bound Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Mr. R. T.
by a deed exe
whether
a
rial trol son

-

cuted by his
guardian.

Allan.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party–Baboos Shumbhoonath Pundit,
and Kiskenkishore Ghose and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

It is hereby certified, that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

We have now two petitions before us, from both plaintiffs and
defendants in the suit decided on appeal by the judge of Patna,
on the 31st December 1855.

Plaintiffs sued to set aside a sale of property made ostensibly by
their guardians to defendants, and also to annul two zur-i-pestigee
leases made at different dates previous to the sale of the same
property.

The judge however states the case otherwise. He speaks of the
leases as having been made subsequent to the sale by the vendors,
whereas plaintiffs assert that these leases were illegally entered
into by their guardians (the subsequent vendors) during their
minority. Under this apprehension, while the judge has passed
such a decree as he considered suitable with respect to the sale,
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PETITION No. 388 of 1856.
Order of
nonsuit revers
ed and case
remanded for
trial on its

merits.

IN the matter of the petition of Chundermadhub Dass, filed in this

Court on the 8th April 1856, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Nazeem Khan, prin
cipal sudder ameen of Dacca, under date the 26th January 1856,
reversing that of Baboo Ramcoomar Bose, moonsiff of Roopgunge,
under date the 17th July 1855, in the case of Chundermadhub
Dass, plaintiff, versus Ramtunoo Thakoor, defendant.
Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Poorunchunder Roy.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Baboo Kishensucca Mookerjea.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—

Petitioner was plaintiff in this case. He claimed to recover from
the defendant, Ramtunoo, rupees 60, which he said Ramtunoo had
forcibly taken from him. To this Ramtunoo answered, that plaintiff
owed rent to one Debnath, that Debnath owed rent to a zemindar,

of whom he (defendant) was gomashta, and that he took the money

from plaintiff in liquidation of the arrear owed by Debnath to
his master. The moonsiff decreed plaintiff's claim, but the principal
sudder ameen has nonsuited the case, because by plaintiff, Debnath
had not been made a defendant.

The point taken in special appeal is, that plaintiff owed no rent to
the defendant or to the defendant’s zemindar, and that for the deter

mination of the grounds upon which defendant took the plaintiff's
money, the appearance of Debnath was unnecessary. In this argu
ment we agree. It is sufficient to consider the circumstances under

which the defendant took the plaintiff's money, that is, whether the
payment was made freely by plaintiff, and whether defendant i*
shown good cause for the course taken by him in this matter.
We reverse the judgment of the principal sudder ameen, and re
mand the case for trial by that officer on its merits.
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“We admit the special appeal to try whether the judge's ruling is
correct with reference to the circumstances of special appellant hav

ing obtained a decree upon his deed.
JUDGMENT.

We are of opinion that when the case came before the judge, the
time was past for inquiring into any preferential right, the subse

quent mortgagee may have considered himself entitled to set up
against the previous mortgagee, on the ground of non-registration
of such previous lien on the property.
The order of the judge is therefore set aside, and the exe

cution of the decree passed in favor of the special appellant, must be
allowed to proceed.
THE 22ND JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

*

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., & Judges.
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

*

CASE No. 5 OF 1856.
--~~~~~~~~~.

.

Summary Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Jenkins,
Officiating Judge of Jessore, dated 7th June 1856, reversing a

decree of Baboo Oopenderchunder Nyaruttun Roy Bahadoor,
Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 1st April 1856.
AMEER KHAN, PETITIONER,
versus

BUNGSEEBUDDUN SHAH AND OTHERs, opposite PARTY.
Vakeel of Petitioner—Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahomed.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Baboos Sreenath Sein and Obhoy
churn Bose.
Held by

*

majority of the
Court that a
suit, mary ap

This case was admitted to summary special appeal on the 20th
December 1856, under the following certificate, recorded by
Messrs. B. J. Colvin and J. H. Patton:-

-

jeal to a thru
a sale will ine.
A sale he id

by an ameen,
aster order
to stay

ter-aim

11, but be 're
their rece. It

“Special appellant was judgment-debtor, his property was sold
to satisfy the decree against him. On his subsequent complaint
of irregularities in the sale, it was reversed by the principal sudder
ameen, who had ordered it.

The purchaser then appealed to the

zillah judge, who reversed the principal sudder ameen's order, and

by him, declar affirmed the sale.
ed in and as
he is not an
its lette naiant

“It has been ruled in two decisions of this Court, dated 30th

April and 19th June, pages 357 - and
528 of the Sudder Decisions
*---->
-

-

- -

-

-

-

* -

-

-

-

*-

4.

-* -

-*-attan
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existed, under the necessity imposed upon it of realizing the decree,
the power to hold the sale could not be legally exercised by its
officer, the ameen.
POlnt.
On

We therefore amend this certificate to try this

the point of the certificate thus amended, we hold that the

illegality adverted to in the proceedings of the principal sudder
ameen, in consequence of which he reversed the sale, is fatal to the

validity of the sale, and we therefore reverse the order of the judge
and hold the sale cancelled.

Costs on the special respondents.

MR. B. J. Colvin.—I concur in the reversal of the judge's
order, but on the ground set forth in the certificate, as I consider
the principle
to regular suits also applies to summary

£

cases, arising out of sales in execution of decree. The jurisdiction
given is for the purpose of deciding whether a sale should be re
versed, and therefore the appeals contemplated, appear to me to
refer to those from parties dissatisfied with the sale. Regulation

VII. of 1825 does not provide for affirming, but only for reversing
sales, and therefore when an application to reverse is rejected, an
appeal is admissible, but not otherwise.
THE 22ND JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., X-Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE NO. 20 OF 1857.

sIEIKII KADIRBURSH, Perrrioser.
I aheels of Petitioner–Moonshee Ameer Alee and Moulvee Marha
mut Hossein.
On remand

to lower appel
late court in a
*****

upon **e

c. * appeal, a

*cial appeal
w is again ap

poei for from
the decision
P-d on re
Luand.

field that in

such appeal
it w is nut

me

* -- try to file
a n copy of
th. deci- an of

This case was referred to a full bench on the 20th January 1857,
with the following opinion recorded by Mr. J. S. Torrens:
“I am of opinion that the judge, in rejecting the application, had

the law to support him. The petition of appeal presented to him
was to every purpose a new appeal, and the circumstance of the
petitioner having before preferred a special appeal and then filed
copy of the decision of the lower court of first instance, does not,

under the law, do away with the necessity of his filing a copy when
making his fresh application. The practice, which ought to obtain,
when a case is remanded on special appeal, would be to return the

copy of the decision to the vakeel here, and then the difficulty of

" " the zillah iud's would be removed.

As it would appear that there
art opposed to

(
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THE 23RD JANUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,

Judges.

A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 677 OF 1856.

CHUNDERMUNEE DEBEA, PETITIONER,
tersus

-

MUNMOHEENEE DEBEA AND OTHERS, OPPOSITE PARTY.

Wakeels of Petitioner—Mr. R. T. Allan and Babco
Ramapersaud Roy.
The costs of
translation in a

case appealed
to the Privy

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
THIs case was admitted to summary special appeal on the 16th
January 1857, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. J.
S. Torrens:–

Conucll were,
under the cir
crani-tances,

received

date.

“The report furnished from the serishtah on the point of whether

petitioner is within time according to the practice of the Court to

after

furnish security not being conclusive, and as it appears with refer
ence to the resolution of the Court of the 24th December 1841,

and Section II., Act II. of 1844, that there is no distinct rule as

to whether the period for giving the deposit for £ of transla
tions, required by the latter Section, should be calculated from the
date on which information as to the amount required has been
furnished by the Court, or otherwise, I refer this petition to the
full Court, that the resolution above quoted may be re-considered,
"and th: it may be determined whether petitioner be in time,
or not.’

-

JUDGMENT.

Decision was given against petitioner on 22nd November 1854.
Petition of appeal to Privy Council was presented on 26th May
1855. The security for costs of appeal was approved on 2nd July
1856, and on the 22nd August following, an order to pay in rupees
4,600, for costs of translation, was passed. The pleader of petition

er knew of the order on the 1st September, petitioner was passive
till 1st December 1856, when he asked to be allowed to pay in
instalments, or if not so allowed, offering to give the money at once.

The Act II. of 1844, declares that the Court of Sudder Dewanny
are required to cause the deposit of the necessary sum for making
the copies prescribed “within the time allowed for furnishing secu
rity for costs of appeal," and this period is defined with reference to

(
accounts, but
the adjusted
account which

he produced
was

not

signed by the
defendants,
the Judge,

158 )

“The petitioner's pleas are: first, that an account not signed on
adjustment cannot form legal ground for a suit for a settled balance;
and secondly, that if such be considered a valid ground, then all the
entries in the account books must be severally tested.
“On referring to the judge's decision, we find it no where stated

creed in his

that the account closed after adjustment was ever signed by the
petitioners. We therefore admit the special appeal to try whether,

favor on proof

with reference to the precedent of this Court, dated 21st May

being furnish

1851, the judge's decision should not be reversed.”

however, de

ed of the cor

rectness of the
entries in the
account book,
and of the de

JUDGMENT.

MESSRS. C. B. TREvoR AND E. A. SAMUELLS.-On refer

fendant being
indebted in the
sum claimed

according to
the account
book. Held
that he was

justified in
so doing.

ring to the papers of this case, we find that although the plaintiff
brought his action informally on an adjustment of accounts, which
he stated to have taken place, he produced evidence on the defen
dant's denial of the adjustment to prove the whole account. The

judge was satisfied with this evidence and decreed in favour of the
plaintiff on proof of the correctness of the entries in the account
book, and of the fact that the defendant “was indebted in the sum

claimed according to the account book:” the point referred to in
the certificate does not therefore arise, and we dismiss the appeal
with costs.

-

MR. D. I. MoNEY.—It appears from the judge's decision that
an adjustment of accounts took place on the 27th Maugh 1259, and
a balance was struck in the plaintiff's favour to the amount of rupees
43-9-5, as shown by their khatta-bukee, for the recovery of which
amount this action was brought.
The defendant denied having ever had any dealings with the
plaintiffs, and one of the pleasurged by him in proof of the falsity
of the account was, that the entries were written by one- and the
same person on the same date.
One of the plaintiffs attempts to meet this allegation by a state
ment on oath, which the judge accepts, to the etiect, -" that the
entries were first made in a rough state in a khusra, and then copied
into the account book."

This same party deposes, and he is the only one who does, to the
correctness of the balance struck on the adjustment of the ac
Coll!!!8.

The balance struck ought, in my opinion, to have the attestation
of the defendant before its correctness can be admitted, and the

defendant remiered liable.

This is just one of those cases, to which

the precedent cited by the aimitting judges clearly applies.

1 i.e

Court there ruled in the case of Monohur Dass, appellant, that a suit

on an adjustment of accounts or settled balance would not lie, where
the alleged adjustment be". " .
-**

-

-

-

--! -- of
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ingly be held liable for the debt. The zemindar, against whom a
decree has passed in the court below, has not appealed, and we
cannot therefore enter into the question of his liability. We modify
the decision of the lower court, and decree the full amount claimed

against the respondent with interest and costs.
THE 4TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 204 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. R. M. Skinner, Judge of
Jessore, dated 9th June 1854, confirming a decree of Baboo Open
derchunder Nyaruttun, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district,
dated 27th December 1853.

MUSST. SREEMUTTEE DASSEE, (PLAINTIFF,)
APPELLANT,
tersus

RAJA BURDAKANTH, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT.

Vakeel of Appellant—Mr. R. T. Allan.
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Kishenkishore Ghose.

o'

e lower court

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th April 1856;
-

-

dismissing the under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and
suit on the,

:
:
on *p,
peal.

J. S. Torrens:—

“This case has been dismissed as barred under the law of limita

tion, though
plaintiffs
that made
the land,
is referred
in the
suit,
it declaring
was ostensibly
overwhich
in execution
of ato
decree
to
Raja Burdakanth Roy, has all along been possessed by themselves,
and accordingly, to protect themselves, they sue to quash a summary
order of 7th June 1839, by which the claims set up by them were
summarily disallowed.
“The judge, as we read his decision, has held that the roobakuree
of 7th June 1839 did not apply to the plaintiff petitioner's land at

all, and tracing the dispossession of the plaintiff to the preceding year
1245, he holds this present suit to be barred. But it occurs to
us to remark that the roobakuree of 7th June 1839 either refers

to plaintiff's land and their objections in execution, or it does not;
if it does not, then plaintiff's suit should be dismissed, if it does,
'' ' '

'

" " ' "

'" "

' '

----' action.

(
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THE 4TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:
*

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

}Jud

es

ges.

PETITION No. 1649 OF 1856.

i.'
court which

IN the matter of the petition of Ruthgur Baboo, filed in this
Court on the 29th November 1855, praying for the admission of a

£a special appeal from the decision of junior assistant commissioner of
£
Durrung, first
datedgrade
31st August
of Moulvee Izzut
: Hossein,
moonsiff1855,
of thatreversing
district, that
dated 19th February
versed.

1855, in the case of Ruthgur Baboo, plaintiff, versus Kutu Sanooeen,
defendant.

Petitioner by Certificate.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The assistant commissioner has held the special appellant's claim
subject to nonsuit, in consequence of his filing a supplemental plaint,
which the assistant considered opposed to the Court's Circular Order
No. 23 of the 3rd June 1847, but as Act XXVI. of 1852 has assimi

lated the procedure of moonsiff's courts with that of zillah judge's
in this respect, the Circular alluded must be considered superseded
by the more recent enactment.

The special appeal is therefore admitted, and the case remanded
to the lower appellate court for decision on the merits.

( 164 )
THE 5TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T.,
RAIKES,
Esq.,
A.
SCONCE,
ESQ.,

Jud
uages.

PETITION No. 394 OF 1856.

sold an estate

IN the matter of the petition of Raja Modenarain Singh Baha

to B, an action door, filed in this Court on the 8th April 1856, praying for the
at the instance
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D.
Wilkins, officiating judge of Patna, dated the 10th January 1856,
be indemnified
reversing that of Moulvee Mahomed Haneef Khan Bahadoor,

principal sudder ameen of that district, dated the 11th December
in payment of

1854, in the case of Raja Modenarain Singh Bahadoor, plaintiff,

versus Roy Juswunt Lal, defendant.
Vakeels of Petitioner—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Ramapersaud
Roy.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

The special appellant, Raja Modenarain, having purchased an
estate from Roy Juswunt Lal's father in 1837, held possession
until it was sold for arrears towards the end of 1249 Fuslee.

After this, Modenarain sued one Ramkishen, a ticcadar, for arrears

of rent prior to the Government sale, but the ticcadar proved that
he was a mortgagee in possession on a zur-peshgee lease from
Modenarain's vendor and had a right, under a subsequent bond

from the vendor, to appropriate the rents in satisfaction of the
interest due on the loan. Modenarain's suit against the ticcadars

being dismissed, on the ground of the ticcadars' right to keep the
rents, Modenarain brought this action against the vendor for the

rents prior to Government sale with interest, which had in the
above mode been alienated from him to pay the vendor's debt, and

got a decree in the principal sudder ameen's court, but the judge,
in appeal, rejected the claim, holding that the decree which allowed
the appropriation of the rents by Ramkishen in lieu of interest, had
determined that those rents were subject to the mortgage and
could not again be made the subject of a suit.

We are clearly of opinion that the judge came to an erroneous
conclusion on this point.

The former suit merely determined Ramkishen's right to holi
the rents during his occupancy, irrespective of the sale of the estate
*

> *

-

-

-

*

-

* *

-

-

to Moder.... "

-1 1

-

*----- 1:...
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plough hire, but not actually paid to the parties entitled to it, the
judge considered insufficient to support the allegation of the plaint.
On the next item, viz. rupees 327, the profits of a farming lease for
1256 and 1257 F. S., alleged to have been realized by defendant,

but not credited to the factory, the judge remarks:—“this allegation
is supported by two documents professing to be accounts written by
the factory omla, these accounts are without date, although they
exhibit details of receipt and disbursement and are not signed by the
defendant, as documents, they are worthless.” The tehseeldar, who

made the collections and paid the aenount to the defendant, deposes
to the fact, but states that he took no receipt from the defendant;
this evidence is far from satisfactory. The evidence of the two de

fendants of the plaintiff brought forward to support the next item,
viz. rupees 275, which defendant is alleged to have borrowed and not
repaid, the judge considered insufficient. On the last item of rupees
190 said to have been taken by defendant in excess of his salary, the
judge was of opinion that the evidence was inconclusive. On the
subject of the ikrarnama for the recovery of which the suit was
instituted, the judge thought, that the plaintff had made good his
claim, and, “that it would not be fair to abstain from declaring the
plaintiff's right to recover this paper from the defendant under the
peculiar circumstances of the case, solely in anticipation of a con
tingent perplexity, especially as such a declaration will, should exe
cution fail, be a good basis for a suit for damages, which is perhaps
the only form in which substantial justice could be effectually ad
ministered in such a case.” “The judge consequently dismissed the
plaintiff's claim with costs, save and except as regards the document

above specified, for which he gave him a decree with costs in
proportion.
JUDGMENT.

From the decision passed in this case by the judge of Shahabad.

two appeals have been preferred to this Court, one by the plaintiff
in the court below, complaining of so much of the decision as
dismissed his claim to certain sums alleged by him to have been

embezzled by the defendant, the other by the defendant, who is
dissatisfied with so much of the decision as declares plaintiff's right
to recover from him a paper styled an ikrarnama, or deed of
acknowledgment.

These two appeals we have taken up together and the points
Tequiring our attention :

First.—Is this suit multifarious as urged by (defendant) appellant,
or not?

Secondly.–Is so much of the decision of the judge as dismisses
the plaintiff's claim, conformable with the evidence produced and
with the justice of the

(

170 )

defendant, such an order is inconsistent with the pratice in the Com

pany's Court, in which no process exists by which to compel parties
to give up deeds or documents; the judge himself seems to recognise
the difficulty likely to arise in execution of his decree, for he observ
es, that his declaration of plaintiff's right will, should execution fail,
be a good basis for a suit of damages which is perhaps the only form
in which substantial justice can be effectually administered in such

a case; but though we think that the suit as laid for the recovery of
a document will not lie under the practice of our courts, and conse

quently decline in this suit to give any opinion regarding the fact
of the delivery or non-delivery of the deed by defendant to plaintiff,
together with the other papers of the factory and as regards defen

dant's liability in case of non-delivery, still it is quite competent to
the plaintiff should he be so advised to bring his action for damages
against the defendant, measuring his damages as nearly as possible
by the actual loss which he may conceive himself to have incurred

by the alleged detention of the deed in question.
Under the view of the case expressed above, we dismiss the ap
peal of (plaintiff) appellant, and confirm so much of the decision of

the judge as dismisses the plaintiff's claim, and we decree the appeal
of (defendant) appellant, and reverse so much of the decree of the

judge as declares plaintiff's right to recover possession of a deed of
acknowledgment from the defendant, and dismiss the plaintiff’s

claim as brought in the present action. The costs of both the ap
peals and of the courts below to be borne by the plaintiffs.

( 172 )
plaintiff
filed pondent's pleader has been unable to show any valid ground for
a dustburdaree
£
charging the appellant in this case with costs. We therefore amend
was ready for the judge's order, and direct that the plaintiff shall pay the costs of

''' the defendant with interest from the date of the judge's order.
in
accordance The appellant will receive the costs of this appeal.
with the gene
ral rule that a

THE 7TH FEBRUARY 1857.

plaintiff in
such a case

-

must pay all

PRESENT:

costs.

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Regular Appeal from the decisions of Mr. C. MacDonald, Princi
pal Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore, dated 18th July 1853.
CASE No. 395 OF 1853.

GOVINDCHURN GHOSE AND OTHERs, (THREE of THE
DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANTS,
versus

MUDUN THACOOR, (PLAINTIFF,) AND MAHASHOY
DWARKANATH GHOSE, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellants—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moulvee Syed Mur
hamut Hossein.

Vakeels of Respondents—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboos Sham
bhoonath Pundit and Kishenkishore Ghose.

CASE No. 417 OF 1853.

MOHASHOY DWARKANATH GHOSE, (DEFENDANT,)
APPELLANT,
versus

MUDUN THACOOR, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.
Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeels of Respondent-Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo Sham
bhoonath Pundit.

pecision of SUIT laid at Company's rupees 9,573-2.
the
lower court . The plaintiff in this case is the proprietor of the village of Maha
in a case rela
tive to a dis- debpore.
The defendants are the proprietors of Shunkurpore and
puted bout.

Sutteechowra.

£,

interest in the suit, alleging that the land claimed by the plaintiffs

The owner of Sutteechowra, however, disclaims ail

t'. 'on of the is in the possession of the owners of Shunkurpore, and as the latter
thakbust
admit this and maintain their right to the land, the contest is con
fireasuremen

by the

-

''' fined to the proprietors of Mahadebpore and Shunkurpore. The

(
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again, cannot of course affect the question as to the true bounda
ry for the points at the extremities of the boundary line have re
mained throughout in existence, and the line laid down by the
Sudder Court had no relation to any particular land, but to the
entire villages, one of which it was decided lay to the east and the

other to the west of the line. It was therefore equally binding upon
the parties when the land was submerged and subsequent to its re-ap
pearance as it was before. It is urged by the defendants that the
thakbust measurement was attested as correct by the omla of the

former proprietor, and that the plaintiff is bound by the assent of
his predecessor which must be presumed from the acts of his
servants, but we see no assent on the part of the previous proprie
tor himself, which alone could bind his successor. Nothing has
been shown which could have prevented the former proprietor from

suing to set aside the measurement, and the plaintiff certainly can
not be bound by the acts of his predecessor's servants.

A separate appeal has heen preferred by Dwarkanath Ghose, the
proprietor of the Sutteechowra village, against the order of the
lower court, which saddles him with costs and wasilat.

No reasons

are assigned by the principal sudder ameen for awarding costs

against this defendant, and as it appears that he disclaimed all inter
est in the suit from the first, he certainly ought to have been re

leased by the plaintiff. His costs must, therefore, be borne by the
plaintiff and the order for wasilat must be cancelled. With this
modification, we dismiss the appeal, and affirm the judgment of
the lower court with costs.

(
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THE 7TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
J. H. PATTON,

#}Judge.

CASE No. 15 OF 1856.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. A. Dick, H.
T. Raikes and J. H. Patton, in case No. 564 of 1852, decided
on the 24th December 1855.

GUNGANARAIN CHOWDREE AND HUREENARAIN

CHOWDREE, (RESPONDENTs) PETITIONERs,
versus

KISHENGOBIND SHA AND OTHERs, (APPELLANTs)
OPPositE PARTY.

Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboo Shumbhoonath Pundit and Mr. A.
T. T. Peterson.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party–Baboos Ramapershad Roy and
Kishenkishore Ghose.
Petition for
review of

judgment re

£

there

*111K no cause

shown.

THE applicants state that they have brought certain khatas, which
were in custody of the court below in the summary department,

and will be found sufficient to show that the applicants were the
real owners of the golahs in dispute.

The parties before us have failed to show that these books in any
way refer to the time mentioned in the decree as that of the nikar'e

papers originally filed by them, proof of the genuineness of which

was wanting. We cannot admit this as a ground of review and
reject the application.
THE 9TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

D.
I. MONEY,
Esq., Esq.,
Q
E. A.
SAMUELLS,

}offiting Judges.
-

- -

PETITION No. 878 OF 1855.
Case reman
ded on account
of detective
luvestigation.

In the matter of the petition of Sooqee Chowdree and Toolsee
Chowdree, filed in this Court on the 9th July 1855, praying

for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr.
E. DaCosta, principal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, dated the 14th
April 1855, reversing that of Moulvee Syed Umjad Alee, moon.
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The suit is instituted more than 16 months

after the registry of the deed of sale and no explanation is sought
or given of this delay, which is a point of importance in a case of
this nature. Upon all these grounds, we are of opinion that the
investigation of the principal sudder ameen is defective, and we
therefore admit the special appeal and remand the case to him for

re-trial, with directions that he should consider them fully and give
a distinct finding upon each.
THE 10TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

*}*

Judges.

CASE No. 133 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahomed Sadiq Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 22nd Febru
ary 1854.

BEHAREE LAL, (oNE of THE DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANT,
versats

RAMDYAL MISSER, (PLAINTIFF,) AND DOORGA
PERSAUD, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Moulvee Syed
Murhamut Hossein.

Vakeels of the Respondent Ramdyal Misser–Baboos Kishenkishor
Ghose and Ramapersaud Roy.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 11,504-14-2.

Appellant

''',
co-defendant

Beharee Lal obtained an ex parte decree against Doorgapersaud
in a suit upon a bond alleged to have been executed by Doorga

£ persaud on the 1st Poos 1254,
The plaintiff has instituted this suit against both, in order to

the plulutili

'' £ obtain the reversal of that decree on the ground of fraud, and an
i..', pro-ly injunction to stay the sale, in execution of it, of the property of
saddled with
costs.

Doorgapersaud, against whom he had brought an action, which
-

-

-

*

is still pending, for a debt due on a bond executed by Doorga
persaud on the 10th Assin 1258.

The principal sudder ameen found the bond, alleged to have been

executed by Doorgapersaud on the 1st Poos 1254, in favour of
Beharee Lal to have been fraudulently executed, and the decree

obtained by Beharee Lal, to have been collusively obtained for the
purpose of defrauding the plaintiff, and therefore gave a decree

(
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JUDGMENT.

We find that the fact is as stated in the certificate. The plaintiff
incidentally mentions in his plaint a hibbanama, under which he
holds 1 anna of a certain village, but his claim is for 1* anna of

this village out of 2 annas, which he states that he and the other
plaintiffs inherit from their ancestor, Rugobar Singh, and from
which, he alleges, he has been dispossessed by the defendants.

The

principal sudder ameen has erred in supposing that plaintiffs' claim
was founded on the hibbanama. We accordingly reverse his deci
sion and remand the case, in order that he may re-consider it, and
decide whether the plaintiff has or has not proved his claim to the

1} anna of the village, which he claims by right of inheritance.
THE 10TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 125 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Luke, judge of Midna
pore, dated 26th May 1854, reserving a decree of Mr. A. Darid

son, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 14th July
1853.

CHOWDREE CASHEENATH PUHAREE, (PLAINTIFF,)
APPELLANT,
versus

PREMNARAIN SINGH AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Jugdanund Mookerjea.
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 21st February
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce
and C. B. Trevor:
notarising, the

was affirmed

“In execution of a decree held by this petitioner, he professes to
have caused the sale of a house belonging to the surety of his
judgment debtor, Gopal Sahoo, or so far as Gopal's rights in the
house extended; he states that though only Gopal's interest was

sold, nevertheless after the sale, only one-third of the proceeds was
allowed to himself, while two-thirds were
assigned
* 1 - 1 - * 1 to
- - the
-- - -judgment
**r
--- -

1 * *

*

r*

*

-

t

(
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THE 10TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,

Officiating Judges.

i. i. MöNEY, Es...")
CASE No. 165 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Tarucknath Sein, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Manbhoom, dated 28th August 1854, re
versing a decree of Baboo Brijonath Bose, Moonsiff of Chowkee
Rughoonathpore, dated 22nd July 1853.
HARADHONE MISSER AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
APPELLANTS,
tersus

DASOO BANERJEA AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs.)
RESPONDENTS.

Waheel of Appellants—Baboo Jugdanund Mookerjea.
"keel of Dasoo Banerjea, one of the Respondents—Baboo Gobind
chunder Mookerjea.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 12th March

Point no-

£",
not 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. B. J.

certificate

*

-

arising, the ap- Colvin and C. B. Trevor:
peal was dis“Special appellant urges that
missed.

-

-

- -

he brought his suit under the

- -

-

spe

-

-

cial law of limitation, and that the principal sudder ameen has dis
missed his suit on the ground that the circumstances, which bring
the case under the special rule of limitation, are not set forth with
sufficient distinctness in the plaint; this order, special appellant
urges, is incorrect, and that the order should have been for a non

suit. We find that the principal sudder ameen did not enter upon
the merits of the case, but merely looking to the plaint, dismissed
the case, on the ground set forth by the special appellant. We

admit the special appeal to try whether the order of the principal
sudder ameen for dismissal should not be reversed, and an order
of nonsuit entered up in its stead.”
JUDGMENT.

We find, on looking into the papers of the case, that the plaintiff
sought the benefit of the 60 years' rule of limitation, on the ground
of the defendant's fraudulent possession, and that the principal sudder
ameen went very fully into the question of fraud, and decided that
none had been proved, and that the plaintiff had even failed in his
plaint
to show distinctly what the fraud,
he imputed, was. U... r
-- ~.
i
- 1

-

- -- -

-

*

-

-------

*

-

-

-

(
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arisen, was a fair mercantile one, and one, to which the usury law
(Regulation XV of 1793) is inapplicable. Defendant borrowed the
sum of rupees 250, covenanting to re-pay the amount in cotton at
some time between the date of the loan, in the month of Poos and

the end of the month of Bysakh. This condition he failed to per
form, so the plaintiff, special appellant, brought the present suit for

the price of cotton in Bysakh, when its market price was most
favorable to him.

The transaction seems to us to be a fair and

honest, and therefore a legal one; and defendant not entering into
it took into his calculation the chance of the market.

Under this

view of it, we think that the judge, on finding the execution of the

bond proved, should have given special appellant a decree. We
therefore reverse the decision of the judge, and decree the plaintiff's
claim with costs.

THE 10TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 220 OF 1856.
-

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Davidson, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Midnapore, dated 20th June 1854, affirming
a decree of Moonshee Khyrat Hossein, Moonsiff of Thannah Ka
seegunge, dated 13th September 1853.
KOORARAM CHUCKERBUTTEE, (PLAINTIFF,)
APPELLANT,
versus

SAMASOONDREE

AND

OTHERS,

(DEFENDANTs,)

AND

JUDDOONATH MUNDUL, (THIRD PARTY,) REs Pos
DENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondents—None.
Case remand
ed with orders

to take up and

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 22nd April 1856,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. Torrens

decide amateri

and C. B. Trevor:—

al point which

the principal

“The petitioner brought an action in the moonsiff's court to reco

sudder ameen

ver possession of 6 beegas and 1 cotta of lakhiraj land, from which
had raised but
had not deci he stated he had been forcibly ejected by the defendants. The
moonsiff dismissed the claim. on the grounds that 3 beegas, 14 cottas

(
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THE ll TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:
C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

X-Officiating Judges.

CASE No. 195 OF

1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. D. I. Money, Judge
of Moorshedabad, dated 9th June 1854, reversing a decree of
Moulvee Syud Abdool Wahid Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen
of that district, dated 21st April 1853.
MR. R. WATSON, FoR selP AND As ADMINISTRAToR of MR.

J. WATSON, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
wersus

JUGDANUND BISWAS AND others, (DEFENDANTs) RESPON.
DENTS.

-

Vakeel of Appellant,—Baboo Ramapershaud Roy.
Vakeels of Respondents,—None.
A zemindar

having assign
ed to

''':

lants all his
beneficial in
terest in cer

tain estates,

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 2nd April 1856,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and
J. S. Torrens:

“The petitioners acquired from Kooer Ramchunder and Ranee
Unoopoorna a lease of various estates for 20 years, and in carrying

held that the

proceeds of the
sale of putnee
talooks within
these estates
which were

necessarily
deposited in the
collector's office
in the name of
the zemindar,

did not thereby
become liable

for his debts.

out the objects of that lease, it became necessary to institute an

application for the sale of a putnee talook under Regulation VIII.
of 1819.

It appears, however, that sensible of the difficulties pre

sented by the lessee acting in his own name in this matter, the peti
tion was presented on account of Kooer Ramchunder: and accord
ingly it has been held by the judge that the money paid in by the

putneedar to stay the sale, was the property of the zemindar and
liable to attachment and appropriation in execution of the decree
against him.
“We admit the special appeal to try whether, under the circum
stances, there has been such an assignment of the rent in question
in favour of the petitioners as to give them a profitable lien on the

money deposited by the putneedar.”
JUDGMENT.

MEssRs. C. B. TREvoR AND E. A. SAMUELLs.—We are of opini.
on that all beneficial interest in the estate which Watson and C*
*

*

*

- -

1 -

*

*

1

**

-- - -

"Toonoorna, became west
--- 4p
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THE l l TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 209 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Haneef
Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen of Patna, dated 18th July 1854,
confirming a decree of Moulvee Moheedoddeen, Officiating Addi
tional Moonsiff of that district, dated 29th July 1853.
JOYARAMBHUTT AND ANOTHER (Two OF THE DEFENDANTs,
APPELLANTS,
versus

BHUKLOO, (PLAINTIFF,) AND MUSSAMUT KOONWUR
AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) RESPENDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Vakeel of Respondents-None.
A.

r:

fi

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th April
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S.

decree from

the decree-hol

der and put it
in execution,

while the pro
ceeds were

in deposit in
the judge's
court the va
keel of the de
cree-holder

applied for and
obtained his

fees, which

were paid out
of the proceeds

The purchaser
of the decree
sued the de
cree-holder
and the wakeel
for the amount

so paid and

Torrens and C. B. Trevor:

“One Joyaram Bhutt obtained a decree, and subsequently sold
it to one Gheloo; this person took out execution and sold the

property of the judgment-debtor; whilst the sale proceeds were in
deposit, the vakeel of the party who sold the decree, (Joyaram
Bhutt,) petitioned the judge for his fees amounting to rupees 73-8
from the sum in deposit. This he received, no objection having
been offered at the time by any party.
“Subsequently Gheloo, the purchaser of the decree sued the
seller of the decree, Joyaram, and the wakeel, for the amount paid
away to the vakeel by the judge's order, on the ground that he
purchased the decree alone and not any liabilities of Joyaram incurred
by him in obtaining the same. The lower courts have both given
plaintiff a decree against the party who sold the decree, viz. Joyaram.
“This person has now appealed specially, on the ground that when

obtained a

he sold the decree he sold it with all its incidental liabilities, and

decree against

amongst these are the fees of the vakeel engaged in the case in

the former.

Held, in
affirmation of

this decision,

which the decree was obtained, and consequently that the decree
against him is erroneous.
“We admit the special appeal to try whether in the absence of

( 204 )
THE 11TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT :

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
*

Held that
without sum

moning res

pondent and
without the
assent of res

}Judge.

PETITION No. 440 OF 1856.

IN the matter of the petition of Mohunt Ajoodhea Dass, filed in
this Court on the 16th April 1856, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. M. S. Gilmore, judge of
Cuttuck, dated the 29th December 1855, reversing that of Baboo

Tarakanth Biddyasagur Roy Bahadoor, principal sudder ameen
of
that district, dated the 21st April 1855, in the case of Mohunt
revesal of
decree of Ajoodhea Dass, plaintiff, versus Ajoodhea Dass and others, defen

pondent who
was present,

the
the
the court of
first instance

by the lower
appellate
court, is illegal.

dants.

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Mr. E. Colebrooke.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

The petitioner now before us was plaintiff in this action, and in
his favour, by the principal sudder ameen, a decree was passed.
Defendant appealed to the judge, and for the reasons set forth in

this judgment, this officer reversed the decision of the principal
sudder ameen, and dismissed the suit.

It is now pleaded that the judge's decree is illegal, because it was
passed without summoning the (plaintiff) respondent. It is admitted
that the plaintiff was personally present at the hearing of the appeal;
but it is argued that this was not sufficient, and that the petitioner
relying upon the usual notice being served, was taken by surprise
and not prepared to engage the assistance of a pleader of the Court.
On the other hand, the defendant now before us, cannot show that

the plaintiff, when the case was heard by the judge, took any ste

which amounted to an admission on his part that the appeal should
be brought to a hearing.
For these reasons, we reverse the decision of the judge *d

remand
the case that the appeal may be proceeded with according
to law.

( 206 )

The judge has nonsuited plaintiff in respect to the whole claim,
holding, as it would seem according to the reasons recorded by him,

that that there was an omission or defect in the plaint in not speci
fically stating what orders the suit was preferred to contest, and
that under the circumstances of the case, plaintiff should have the

opportunity of bringing forward an action for recovery of possession
of the lands which might be in an amended form. The special
appellant urges in objection to the decision of the judge as well as
that of the court below:

First.—That when the plaintiffs had got a decree for the 21

beegas, the judge could not properly nonsuit their action in respect
to that portion merely on an appeal from plaintiffs, and on the
grounds recorded in his decision.
Secondly.—That the suit brought was within three years from
the date of the order of the revenue authorities, and even admitting

such orders to constitute an award under the meaning of Act xiii.

of 1848, the action was within time, the orders having been passed
on the 29th December 1849, and the plaint filed on the 30th August
1852.

Looking to the wording of the plaint, we are of opinion that
it must be considered as substantially one to contest the award

which had been given as to the allotment of the land by the survey
officers, though it originated no doubt in the proceedings of the
magistrate under Act IV. of 1840. We find that those latter
orders were the basis of those which were afterwards passed by the
revenue authorities, and that the prayer of the plaint was as much
to reverse the orders of the revenue officers as those of the magis

trate on which they had originated, direct reference being made in
the plaint to the proceeding, in both departments, as being those by
which the plaintiffs alleged they were ousted.

It is also clear that

there is a miscalculation of the time within which the suit was pre
ferred, as instead of being more than three years after the orders of

the revenue officers only 2 years and 8 months had expired.
this view of the case as we find no reasons either for

On

nonsuiting

the plaintiffs on defectiveness of the plaint, or for holding the action
barred under provisions of Act XIII. of 1848, we remand the case
to the lower appellate court for re-trial on the merits.

( 208 )

to give any evidence whatsoever of continuous possession under the
peculiar title he sets up. On the other hand, it is conclusively shown
that the defendant is in fact the owner of tuppeh Doorgapore, who was
ousted by the revenue sale at which plaintiff purchased, that he sued
as such in the commissioner's court in September 1844, and that the

names of his father and uncle appear as owners of the property
in the revenue papers of 1203 and 1209. The revenue papers of
1203, termed athtalees dhava, the authenticity of which is admitted

by the defendant, contain columns for the entry of shikmee talooks
and under-tenures of other kinds, but these columns where they
refer to tuppeh Doorgapore, are blank, From 1206 to 1209, the
estate of Doorgapore was in the hands of Government, and a settle
ment of it was made with defendant's father and uncle and other

persons in the latter year. The doul then executed, and the settle
ment report, which accompanied it, contain no trace of any shikmee
talook. We are satisfied, therefore, that whatever may have been
the case prior to 1203, and of this we have no evidence, there has not
since that year existed any tenure in the Doorgapore estate of the
nature of that with which the defendant seeks to bar the plaintiff's

possession, we accordingly dismiss the appeal and affirm the judg
ment of the court below with costs.

THE 12TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H.
RAIKES,
Esq., Jud
A. T.
SCONCE,
ESQ.,
uages.
PETITION No. 790 OF 1856.

The registry
of a deed of

sale is a valid
cause of action

IN the matter of the petition of Shakir Mahomed and others, filed
in this Court on the 8th July 1856, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. E. S. Pearson, Additional

to plaintiff, the
ostensible

Judge of Dacca, under date the 3rd June 1856, reversing that of

grantor of the
deed, who sues

Baboo Modhoosoodhun Ghose, first grade Moonsiff of Mehdee
gunge, under date the 13th December 1855, in the case of Shakir

to set it aside as

forged.

Mahomed and others, petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Moheshchunder
Roy, defendant.
Vakeel of Petitioner—Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahomed.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Baboo Bhoobunmohun Roy.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—

Petitioners were plaintiffs in this suit, which they instituted to set
aside, as forged, a kubala purporting to have been executed by them
which had been registered in the office of the register of deeds.

The

(
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half of which only are enjoyed by him. This point is not one we
can regard as a ground of review. Application rejected.
THE 14TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
J. H. PATTON,

£}Judge.

CASE No. 54 of 1856.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. A. Dick, H. T.
Raikes and J. H. Patton, in Case No. 199 of 1854, decided on
the 1st March 1856.

BHUGWANLAL SAHOO, (APPELTANT) PETITONNER,
tersus

BEEBEE HYAT JAN AND or HERs, (RESPONDENTs,) OPPosite
PARTY.

Wakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Jugdanund Mookerjea and Ramaper
saud Roy.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
Petition for
review of

THE objections urged by the pleaders refer to an ikranamapleaded

judgment re

on their side before the lower court, which, it is alleged, was not notic

jected, no

ed by the lower court, and to the fact of an attachment having been
issued to prevent alienation of property by Nusrut Alee Khan in
opposition to which the property in suit has been alienated by that

sufficient cause

being shown.

individual.

We find theikrarnama referred to was noticed in the lower court,

and reasons given for holding it of no effect against the arbitration
judgment, relied upon by the lower court. These reasons are, in
our opinion, sound and afford no ground of objection against the
decision passed. The attachment referred to is held to have been
illegal and inefficacious and consequently to form no bar to the
subsequent alienation of the property. We therefore reject the
application.

(
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THE 14TH FEBRUARY 1857.

, PRESENT:
A. SCONCE, Esq., Judge.
J. S. TORRENS, Esq., Officiating Judge.
PETITION No. 740 OF 1856.

IN the matter of the petition of Issurchunder Gope, filed in this
Plea by
petition:
that
Court
on the 27th June 1856, praying for the admission of a special
a suit for
appeal from the decision of Mr. H. W. Bayley, Judge of Hooghly,
enhancement
against him
dated 7th May 1856, reversing that of Baboo Doogapersaud Ghose,
as a khoodkast,
will not lie,

Sudder Moonsiff of that district, dated 20th November 1855, in the

disallowed:

case of Digumber Biswas, plaintiff, versus Issurchunder Gope,

but held
£

defendant.

that
Wils

wound to show
cause for the

enhanced de
mand, and
that it was irre

Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Onadapersaud Banerjea, Dwarknath
Mitter and Sreenath Dass.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.

gular to reserve
the rate of
rent for deter
mination in

execution of

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
This suit was instituted to enhance the rent of 2 khadas and

the decree.

13 chittacks of bast and oodbast land held by the petitioner,
and the claim having been decreed by the judge on appeal, peti
tioner now sets forth two points for the admission of a special
appeal:—
First, it is urged, that as the land held by the petitioner, is of the
nature of a khoodkasht tenure, it is not liable to enhancement

But khoodkasht ryots are by no means exempted by law from suits

for enhancement. It may at any time become a question whether
or no such land is fairly assessed; and it may be held that no higher

rent shall be paid than the tenant professes to have hitherto pail,
but there is no ground for saying that such suit will not lie.

Next, petitioner pleads, that the judge has erroneously thrown
upon him the onus of proving the pergunnah rate, and after having
determined that the rate claimed by the plaintiff was the proper

rate, has erroneously left the question open to re-enquiry, on execu.
tion of the decree. We think that the judge's finding upon this
issue cannot be upheld.

Clearly as

p' comes into Court.

alleging that the rate" claimed by him was a fair rate, he was boss'
to show cause for the enhancement demanded by him. And further,
having accepted the plaintiff's rate, it was irregular to have the r"

to be summarily determined in execution. What should be."
-

eClause 2, Section LX, Regulation VIII, of 17*.

(
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Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Moulvee Syed Murhamut
Hossein.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The petitioner was sued for 1 anna, 6 dams share in the villages of
Harampore, &c., &c., which he had purchased under a deed dated,
in November 1853, from one Poneet Lal, the plaintiff in the suit,

asserting that petitioner's purchase was invalid, under his (plaintiff's)
right of pre-emption, and owing to the necessary notices to ad
vance that right, having been made at the time of the sale. The

defendant, petitioner, pleaded that he had before purchased 4 annas
in the same villages, and that he himself on grounds of such pur
chase, had a right of pre-emption in respect to the 4 annas, 6 dams
now sued for.

The moonsiff, with advertence to a decision which

he had given in a suit instituted by the same plaintiff, regarding

the 4 annas, in which he had dismissed plaintiff's claim, and given
defendants a decree, did the like in the present suit; but the prin
cipal sudder ameen on an appeal from plaintiff in that suit as well
as the present, has reversed the decision of the moonsiff and given
decrees against defendant, petitioner, in recognition of plaintiff's
right of pre-emption. The petitioner now urges that the decision
of the principal sudder ameen in the suit for the 4 annas, has not
been confirmed on a special appeal preferred by him, petitioner, to
this Court, and that the case was remanded for re-trial on the 10th

of the present month.

He urges that if the moonsiff's decision on

the re-hearing of the case respecting the 4 annas, be confirmed, his

(petitioner's) right to the l anna must, as a consequence, be admitted,
and he therefore prays that this case be returned to be re-tried
along with that respecting the previous purchase of the 4 annas
share. As we find that the moonsiff's judgment in this case was as
represented by petitioner, based on the result of the decision in the

case for the 2 annas, and as the validity or otherwise of the pur
chase of that share affects the title set up by petitioner in this case,
as opposed to that advanced by the plaintiff, we remand this case to

the principal sudder ameen, that he may re-try it along with the
one remanded as above.

(
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From this decision the defendant appealed and the judge, being
of opinion that the burden of proof had been wrongly laid by the
principal sudder ameen on the defendants, in the first instance

enquired into plaintiff's title and considering that not to be proved,
he dismissed the plaintiff's claim, reversing the decision of the lower
Court.

Plaintiff now appeals specially, urging that under the pleadings
in this case, the burden of proof in the first instance was imposed

upon the defendants who by the alleged sale to them by Boistab
churn, disturbed the succession of his nephew and heir Kartick
chunder, to the property from whom he (plaintiff) claims.

We are of opinion that the objection raised by the special appel
lant is a valid one, that the burden of proof was on the defendants

to prove their title, and that the case should have been investigated
in the mode and the issues laid down in the order adopted by the
sudder ameen in his decision.

We therefore remit the case to the

judge with instructions that he will re-investigate the case as above
suggested, passing eventually such a decision as the case may
seem to require.

The nominal defendants, Kartickchunder and the mookururee

dars, respondents in the appeal, have been released from the record
for the purposes of this remand.
THE 17TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

*}”

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

Judges.

CASE No. 119 OF 1856.
-

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Trer",
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 309 of 1894,
decided on the 31st July 1856.

MUSST. SAHEBOONNISSA KHATOON, (APPELLANT)
PETITIONER,
tersus

RAMGOPAL SEIN AND OTHERs, (RESPONDENTs,) OPPOs."
PARTY.

Takeels of Petitioner–Moonshee Abbas Alee and Mr. G. Fagan.
Takeel of the Opposite Party–None.

In the application for review of judgment in this case, which

has

was made in a

been argued before us by Mr. Fagan and Moonshee Abbas Alee, an
''''''''' attempt has been made to induce us to take up a plea of the s'

£ petitioner, which was set forth in the certificate of the admi".
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THE 17TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 138 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. Loch, Officiating
Judge of Purneah, dated 21st July 1854, reversing a decree of
Moulvee Alee Ujmul Hossein, Moonsiff of Chokee Sultah, dated
23rd November 1853.

SHEIKH DURABOOLLAH, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

KORBAN ALEE AND ANOTHER, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTs.

on an appli-

Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Lootfoor Ruhman.
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Dwarkanath Mitter.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 23rd February

£,
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce
strike certain and C. B. Trevor:—
£ : * “Plaintiff, petitioner, sued Meer Koorban Alee, defendant, for
£e in-dakhila of rupees 8, rent which he paid, and for which he obtained

£ * no receipts. The moonsiff gave him a decree. The judge reversed
held that as

the moonsiff's decision, thinking the evidence, by which the pay

:

ment of rupees 8 was supported, to be unworthy of credit. The

£ judge then goes on to say ‘it appears to me that plaintiff after his
arising,' ' purchase tried to get possession, firstly, by a summary
suit, and when
.*

the evidence on

the record,

-----

-

-

-

-

-

this was dismissed, he tried to take forcible possession, and on again

£ : being foiled, has instituted this suit in the hope of proving his por
surplusage and Session
must stand.

and right to the land.

“Special appellant urges that his rights are endangered by the

extra-judicial remarks of the judge. We admit the special appeal
try to whether the remarks of the judge above cited, in a suit for
receipts for rent paid, are not surplusage, and if so, whether they
should not be struck out of the judge's decision?”
JUDGMENT.

On referring to the judge's decision, we find that the plaintiff
pleaded that after the death of Nazir Nahi, he purchased the de
ceased's jote, comprising 12 beegas in a 6 annas share of mouza.0"
from his widow, and obtained possession and
paid
rupees 8 sued
rent!"
-'-'...";
it therefore
for
f*

* *

*

*

-

*

*

>

.
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THE 17TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 185 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Syed Fuzl Rubbe:
Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of East Burdwan,
dated 29th May 1854, altering a decree of Baboo Doorgapersaud
Ghose, Moonsiff of Chowkee Suleemabad, dated 23rd September
1853.

BEEKUL MISTREE AND SHEIKH JEETOO, (DEFENDANTs)
APPELLANTS,
versus

MUSST. ZUHOORUN AND others, HEIREsses oF KUFEEL

SOODDEEN MULLICK, DECEASED, (PLAINTIFFs) RESPON
DENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Where the
land sued for
is stated to be
within certain
and

THIs case was admitted to specicial appeal on the 26th March
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce

:

and J. S. Torrens :-

clearly defined
boundaries, ac

This suit was instituted for the recovery of certain land (9 cottas)
which plaintiff had been dispossessed from, subsequent to a decree
which had been previously passed in his favour. The moonsiff per

curacy in the

plaintiff's esti
mate of the
area which the

land comprises
is immaterial.

-

sonally measured the land; and in two portions: he found the south:
ern dagh for 4 c. 15, to represent the land decreed to plaintiff
within the boundaries of old suit, and the second portion now su

for 3 c. 4 to be beyond the old boundaries, he therefore disallowed
this 3 c. 4 second portion; but on appeal the principal sud.
der ameen, apparently misapprehending the grounds of the moonsif"
judgment, has determined that all the lands within the bounds of the
present plaint, should be decreed irrespective of the quantity of lan
contained therein.

-

We admit the special appeal to try whether under these circum"
stances the decree of the principal sudder ameen can be main"
tained.

JUDGMENT.

The point referred to us in the certificate, it is admitted, does not
... the part of the Prin
- arder that
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THE 17TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PEESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

-

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 194 OF 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, Judge of
Tirhoot, dated 19th June 1854, reversing a decree of Syed Amjad
Alee, Moonsiff of Mowah, dated 28th February 1853.

PEAREE LAL, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
-

versus

LUTCHMUN CHOWDREE, (DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT.

Vakeel of Appellant—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondent–None.

:#

Held in as

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 2nd April 1856,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and

cedents that

J. S. Torrens:—

£. “To try whether the decision of the judge should not be revers.
of foreclosure ed as opposed to law, under ruling of this Court of the 21st June
:** 1854, determining that service of notice of foreclesure need not be
-

personal.”
JUDGMENT.

It has been decided in the case cited in the certificate,

and

in

several other cases of later date, that personal service of notice."

foreclosure is not necessary. We therefore reverse the judge's de
cision and remand the case in order that it may be decided on "
merits.
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THE 17TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE NO. 202 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Tayler, Judge of Shahn
bad, dated 20th May 1854, confirming a decree of Roy Shunkur
Lal, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 29th Novem.
Der 1853.

THACOOR SHEOSUHOY, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

UBLUKH PANDAY AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Gobindchunder Mookerjea.
In a suit for

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th April 1856,

recovery of
money, the re
ceipt of which J. S. Torrens:—

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and

was not denied
by the defen
dant, who
leaded that

£

had dis

bursed it on
account of the

purchase of an
estate for the
laintiff, the

judge dismiss

MR. A. ScoNCE.—“This suit was instituted to recover rupees

700 paid by the plaintiff, Sheosuhoy, to Brijmohun, and so far the
payment is not disputed, but plaintiff states that he gave the money
in order that a debt due by Ublakh Panday might be liquidated, and
as Brijmohun, by a separate suit, has recovered this debt from Ub

lakh, plaintiff requires his own money to be refunded to him. On
the other hand, it is pleaded by the heirs of Brijmohun that the

ed the case

sum of rupees 700 now litigated was paid on account of an estate

because plain

£" or to be purchased, (it is not clear which,) on account of

titl had not

proved that

aintiff.

Pl: The judge has affirmed the principal sudder ameen's dismissal

the money had
been given to
defendant for

of plaintiff's claim; he says the payment of rupees 700 was

the purpose he

made on account of a sum admitted by plaintiff to be due; and

stated, ri:... the

again that it was proved that it had been paid to Brijmohun **

payment of a
debt to a third

payment for money due, but I do not find that plaintiff any where

party. Held

admitted his debt to Brijmohun; and further that the judge."
pressly refused to try the only question, that is the purchase of the
village, by reason of which the refund of the money sued for "

that as the de
fendant did

not deny the
receipt of the
monev he was

bound to prove
his special al

resisted. The judge's decree appears to me to be ambiguous
find no clear statement of the reasons for permitting (defendants)

the plaintiff's

respondents to retain the sum sued for without establishing the l,
quidation of a counterpart equivalent. I therefore admit the spect
appeal to try whether the decree of the judge is just under the *

sanction, and

cumstances.”

legation of
having ex

pended it with

(
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THE 17TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
*

CASE NO. 203 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision, Mr. W. T. Taylor judge of
Beerbhoom, dated 8th June 1854, confirming a decree of Moulve
Mujmool Huq, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 31st
March 1853.

MOHUNTSOORJUNPOOREE GOSAIN, (PLAINTIFF),
APPELLANT,
versus

LULLUTNARAIN DEO, soN of LOCHUNNARAIN DEO,
DECEASED, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT.
Vakeel of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
the judge may

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th April 1856,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and

decide the

J. S. Torrens:—

question of li

“The plaintiff sued for possession of certain land, which he claim
ed as lakhiraj, and defendant asserted to be mal. The court of first
instance dismissed the claim, on the ground of the suit being barred
by lapse of time. The judge agreed in the applicability of the statute,

Case re
manded that

mitation which
he had failed

to dispose of.

but amended the order to one of nonsnit.

Petitioner asserts that

the judge has assigned no reasons for holding his suit barred, and
that the nature of the order now passed by the judge, places him in
the predicament of not knowing what course to adopt in respect to
the claim. We admit the special appeal to try whether the deci
sion passed by the judge should be corrected.
JUDGMENT.

The order of the judge is clearly defective and erroneous. If the

statute of limitations applies to the case, he ought to have dismissed
it, but he has given no reason whatever for the opinion he has
expressed on this point. The case is remanded, in order that the
judge may give a clear decision on the point of limitation and p"
such further orders thereafter as may be necessary.
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THE 17th FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE NO. 219 OF 1856.

-Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. H. F. James, Judge of Zillah
East Burdwan, dated 22nd July 1854, affirming a decree of Mr.
J. S. Bell, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 26th May
1854.

MAHARAJA DHEERAJ MUHTABCHUNDFR BAHADOOR,
(PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

RAMDHONE MOOKERJEE AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeel of Respondent–None.
A zemindar

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 22nd April 1856,

having sued
certain put

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. Torrens

needars whose

and C. B. Trevor:—

tenure had

been sold for

arrears, along
with a default

ing bidder, for
balance of

“The estate of Chunderhuttee was let in putnee to Doorgadass

Banerjea and Neelmadhub, defendant; these parties failed to pay
their rent for the second half-year of 1258, so the estate was
brought to sale under Regulation VIII. of 1819, on the 5th Jeyt

rent.

Held in
affirmation of

the decision of
the lower

tourt, that the

defaulting
bidder was

only liable for
the difference
between his
own bid and
the smaller
surn sub-e

1259; the amount then due was rupees 3,135-1-4, and at the time of
sale one Ramdhone Mookerjee purchased the estate for rupees
3,200, but not making good the whole of the purchase-money, the
estate was re-sold on the 14th Jeyt for rupees 2,205 to Ramnath
Mookerjee.
“For the difference between the sum bid at the first sale and that

realized at the second, the defaulting bidder, Ramdhone Mookerjee,
was clearly liable under Section IX., Regulation VIII. of 1819.
“The zemindar did not proceed against him for the difference in

quently realiz
ed at the sale,

the mode laid down by the Section of the law above cited, but

and that he
could not be

brought a suit for the balance of rent due to him for the second
half-year of 1258, against the talookdars, who have been sold out,

compelled to

and the defaulting bidder together.

pay this differ
*nce in a suit

for rent.

“The lower court gave the zemindar a decree against the
former putnee talookdars but relieved the defaulting bidder, inas
-

'

'

' -- * * : *th the mehal during the time the
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The plea set up in special appeal is, that defendant in her answer
having admitted that rupees 12-10-8 were due to plaintiff, and the
principal sudder ameen having held that rupees 180-10-8 had been
paid, he should have decreed to her the difference between the sum
realized and that claimed by her amounting to rupees 28 some frac
tions.

We do not comprehend the principal sudder ameen's decree. He
allows the defence of the defendant to have been proved and then ob
serves that rupees 180-10-8 has been paid, which covers more than
the amount due to plaintiff. As the finding seems to us contradictory
of, and inconsistent with, the defence set up; we remand the case for
explanation from the principal sudder ameen as to calculation
adopted by him, by which he satisfied himself that the whole of the

plaintiff's arrears had been realized from the amount paid by the
defendant.
THE 19TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT :

-

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

|

}Judge.

PETITION No. 483 OF 1856.

In a suit for

#:

IN the matter of the petition of Deenobundoo Bose, filed in this
Court on the 24th

April 1856, praying for the admission of

a spe

£ cial appeal from the decision of Mr. R. G. Scott, officiating judge
defendant, the of Dacca, under date the 29th December 1855, reversing that
Moulvee Mahomed Nazeem Khan Bahadoor, principal sudder ameen
£ of that district, under date the 24th November 1854, in the case of

£

'''. Anundmohun Pal and others, plaintiffs, versus Deenobundoo Bose,
proverty in the defendant.
name

of an

£ Vakels of Petitioner—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Jugdan"
Mookerjea.

from the usufruct.

# that

hi
le
£

Vakeels of the opposite Party–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy "
-

in-

quired into.

Sumbhoonath

-

Pundit.

This suit was instituted to recover possession of certain proper"

ty, under a foreclosed mortgage. The petitioner now before."
was
defendant
and mortgagor;
the principal
by him
in the courts
below, wasand
thatone
theofplaintiff
held aissues
farm r"
of the
mortgaged property in the name of his nephew, Hureedass Koond,
and that he had realized from the surplus proceeds of the property
more than sufficient to cover his claim against the mortgagor,

hisr decree
the judge,
withwasreference
thisa plea,
observesof the
“Hureedass
Koond
or was tonot
dependant
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certain properties and for mutation of name in the register of the

ter reciting the

collector.

distribution

made by him
during his life
time of two
thirds of his
to his
heirs, its

£

receipt by
them and his
reservation of
the remain

ing one-third,
devised this
last one-third

absolutely to

Plaintiff alleges that Colonel Kullub Alee Khan, deceased, father
and ancestor of plaintiff, and defendant did in his life-time, viz. in
1230 F., divide his entire property in zillahs Tirhoot, Patna and
Behar, into 60 shares, and according to Mahomedan law allotted

40 shares amongst his heirs, in this wise; 7 shares to plaintiff;
7 shares to Hosseinee Khanum, the uterine sister of plaintiff
and daughter of Colonel Kullub Alee Khan's first wife; 5 shares
to Musst. Janee Khanum, his second wife; 7 shares to Musst.

Miriumunnissa Khanum, his, daughter; and 14 shares to Tasud
duck Hossein Khan, his son, born to his second wife, Janee

Tusudduck

Hossein Khan,

Khanum; that the remaining 20 shares (that is a one-third shale of

his son, subject

the whole estate) comprising the whole of talooka Putlooka, pergun
nah Tirsut and 4 annas of talooka Daoreea tuppa Butseelah, per

to certain
trusts and a
life interest on

gunna Bisareh, he styled his khas share for charitable purposes and

the part of
Janee Khanum

in the surplus
profits of pro

executed five separate deeds of gift by way of deed of partition, on
the 9th Rubbeeoossanee 1230 Fuslee, in the name of each of the

beneficially

abovementioned heirs, and, as is admitted by all parties, delivered
a separate deed to each of them; that for carrying out the said
charitable purposes appertaining to the said one-third share, Co

interested

lonel Kullub Alee Khan executed a waseutnameh or will, in

in the trusts,
may sue the

favour of Tusudduck Hossein Khan, son of his second wife,

trustee for

under the terms of which, during the minority of Tusudduck

misfeazance.or

£,

rtw.

"'d

also

that parties

of the common

Meer Furzund Alee is to be manager and
assist in carrying out the purposes of the will; that subsequently on
the death of Colonel Kullub Alee Khan in 1233 Fuslee, numerous
disputes arose between Janee Khanum, mother of the aforesaid

ancestor for

Tusudduck and Meer Furzund Alee to such an extent, that matters

malfeazance;
but that a suit

like the pre
sent by an heir
possession of a
share of the
property on

the ground

were brought before the collector, when the 14 shares belonging to

Tusudduck Hossein Khan, were, together with the one-third share."
of

the entire

the property included in the will, in consequence of the minority"

gether unten

Tusudduck Hossein Khan, placed under the management of Sye
Abbas Alee appointed by the collector; that on Tusudduck Hossein

able.

attaining his majority and petitioning that the property might's

failure of the
trusts is alto

The appeal released from the charge of the surburakar, Tusudduck Hosse"
di'
and
the decision of own 14 shares as well as the 20 shares mentioned in the will were
the court be given up to him, and they continued under the management of
low affirmed
with costs.

Tusudduck Hossein, who performed the duties of executor under
the terms of the will, and carried out the charitable intention: ".
his ancestor. Colonel Kullub Alee Khan; that after the death"

Tusudduck Hossein, who departed this life on the 1st April 1*
his widow, mother and sister, all defendants, under a tukseem"

or deed of partition, divided amongst themselves the property "

prised in the one-third share dealt with in the will, 9 annas":
allotted as the share of Tusudduck Hossein's widow, and 7 *
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be considered as property to which the heirs of the common ances

tor have a right to succeed, defendant therefore prays that plaintiff's
claim may be dismissed.
The other defendant, Musst. Jauee Khanum, in her answer at

great length, repeats the argument used by the first defendant as to
invalidity of the claim of plaintiff under Mahomedan law, asserts

her own right, under the will and schedule annexed, to any surplus
remaining after the expenses detailed in the schedule have been car

ried out during her life-time, and denies all knowledge of, and privity
to, any partition of the property left in trust between herself
and Oomatool Fatima, as asserted by plaintiffs. The remaining
defendant, Miriumunnissa, joins Musst. Janee Khanum in the
answer which she has filed.

The principal sudder aimeen in his judgment writes as follows:
“It is evident from a copy of the will and codicil of Colonel Kuk
“lub Alee Khan, bearing date the 16th Rujub 1241 Hijree, or 1233
“Fuslee, corresponding with the 14th February 1826 A.D., and ad
“mitted by the litigants, that the said Kullub Alee Khan divided the
“property in his possession, both real and personal, into 60 shares:

“of these 14 were bestowed upon his son Tusudduck Hossein; 7
“on each of his daughters, Miriamoonnissa, Hosseinee Khanum and
“Fuzzeh Khanum, and 5 on his sencond wife, Janee Khanum; to all
“and each of whom a separate deed of gift was presented by him; the
“remaining part he styled his khas own share, and appropriated it
“to charitable purposes, the proceeds of which he directed should be
“devoted to lighting up the Kurbala shrine to the benefit of his near
“relation and to the annual expenses of the Emambaras; and further
“under all and any circumstances his son, Tusudduck Hossein Khan,
“was to be the mootwullee or superintendent of the Emambara.
“It is admitted by both parties that the family of the litigants
“were Sheea sectaries and as the determination of the controversy

“involved in the case hinged on the tenets of that sect, the law officer
“of this district was called on by me for a futwa, and the exposition

“furnished by him indicates that the property appropriated by Col."
“nel Kullub Alee Khan to pious or charitable purposes, cannot
“termed wuqf, it being a special or khas share of the appropriator

“and comprises his estate, but according to the terms of the will, it
“cannot be alienated from the purposes intended by the testator,"

“therefore is not divisible amongst his heirs. The claim therefore
“of plaintiffs is opposed to the Mahomedan law of inheritance as cur”

“rent amongst the Sheeas and is untenable.” On the strength of this
legal opinion, the principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaintiffs
claim with costs.
JUDGMENT.

-

From the decision passed by the principal sudder ameen in this

case, an appeal has been preferred to the Court by the Plain"

of Tusudduck Hossein, and has given him no power to appoint a
successor, and as moreover the trust is most indefinite, it has failed,

and all the heirs of common ancestors, as in a family trust, are enti
tled to their shares in the property, and defendants are estopped by
their own act of dividing the property amongst themselves as the
heirs of Tusudduck Hossein, from pleading with effect, that the
trust has not failed and that the property is not descendible to heirs;
that in whatever light consequently the document executed by Co
lonel Kullub Alee Khan is regarded, it is invalid and now of no

effect, and that consequently under the special exposition of the law
of inheritance as contained in the Shurya-ool-islam, a work of the

the highest authority amongst them,-Plaintiff is now entitled to a
share of the 20 shares reserved for certain purposes, which purposes
have miscarried either through absence of legal forms, positive ille
galities, or failure on the part of the testator to appoint himself, or
to give to others the power of appointment of persons necessary for
the carrying out of those purposes.
On the part of the defendant, it is urged by Moonshee Ameer
Alee and Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit, that plaintiff's original ground
in this action was, that the document executed by Colonel Kullub
Alee Khan, whatever its character, was a forgery; that she now
changes her ground and questionsit on the ground of invalidity under
the Mahomedan law; that this ground is equally futile with the
other; that the testator had previously, by deed of gift, assigned two
thirds of the property to his legal heirs, which had been accepted
by them, and that he by this will reserved one-third share for cer.
tain purposes; that this disposition is authorized by Mahomelan

law and by the precedent of Razea Begum versus Aga Mahomed
Ibrahim, reported at page 150 of 1st volume of the Select Reports,
and also that of Musst. Soobhanee versus Sheikh Azamallee report

ed at page 346 of the same volume; that the deed as regards the
property reserved is a deed of endowment; that as the property is
wuqf, the heirs of the common ancestor, who have accepted at
received their shares of the heritable property, can have no right
to it, and in short whatever be the nature of the deed with this one
third share of testator's property, he could do whatever he liked, and
no parties as heirs under the law could have any claim to it; that in

the previous case before the Sudder Court in 1846 in which the
present defendant, Musst. Omatool Fatima, widow of Tusudluck
Hossein, appeared anti carried on the suit for possession of the
Emambara and lands attached to the same, as mother and gu"

dian of Esuf Hossein, the minor son of Tusudduck Hossein khu"

without any objection being made by the plaintiff to her #"
ance on the score that the trust was personal to
Tusudduck

* See Sudder Decisions for 1846, page 353.

Hussein
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hereditary pensions to certain parties, on condition that the reci
pients be well wishers of his beloved son, it being clearly under
stood, however, that these pensions are gratuitous donations, and
not recoverable in a court of law; provision is next made for the
reading of the koran at, and lighting of, the tomb of the testator;
the expenses of the Emambara are then provided for; the testator
then appoints his son, Tusuduck Hossein, as executor for the per
formance of all the acts specified in the will, and he authorises

his son, Tusudduck Hossein, either himself to perform the duties
attached to the Emambara of Mehulla Dava in the city of Patna
himself, or to retain the services of Meer Khodabundee Khan naib,

who has hitherto performed them.
The schedule or tukseemnama, bearing the same date with the will,
gives a detailed statement of the two-third share portioned between
the legal heirs of Colonel Kullub Alee Khan, and of the one-third
reserved share; it then details the income and charges on the reserv
ed property and concludes with these words: “the surplus that may
be realized from the talooks appertaining to the one-third share of the
whole property belongs to Musst. Janee Khanum, according to the
ikrarnama, dated 6th Rujub 1241 Hijree; after her demise Tusud
duck Hossein will be entitled to the same.”

On a consideration of the terms of the will, of which an abstract

has been given above, together with the schedule annexed, we are
of opinion that they together constitute an absolute devise in favour
of Tusudduck Hossein, subject to certain trusts and a life interest of

Janee Khanum in the surplus profits of the property; the enjoy
ment by Tusudduck Hossein in the surplus profits of the estateis
postponed until the death of Janee Khanum, but this postponement
of the enjoyment of the usufruct of the property does not hinder
the vesting of the property in him at the present time, such being
the view we take regarding the nature of the will, it is clear that
we do not look upon it as creating wuqf property in the sense in
which that term is used in Mahomedan law, for that term, as rule

by this Court in the case of Mahomed Sadiq versus Mahomed Alee
and others, reported at page 17 of 1st volume of the Select Reports,

imports property in which proprietary right is relinquished, "
which is consecrated in such a manner to the service of God, that

it may be of benefit to men; neither on the other hand can we co"

sider it simply as a trust, which has failed in consequence of the
absence of provision in the deed for succession in the truste

ship; under the view adopted by us of the will, which is a perfectly
legal document both in form and substance, both the right f

ownership and trusteeship for the particular trusts is vested in T"
sudduck Hossein, and after his death in his heirs; doubtless on an'

failure on the part of the present heir of Tusudduck Hossein or "
his mother as his guardian, who, though a female, ca",

(
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THE 21st FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

*}"

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,

Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 33 OF 1856.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Treror,
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 241 of 1854, on
9th August 1856.
RANEE MUNMOHEENEE, (RESPONDENT,) PETITIONER,
versus

JAINARAIN BOSE, (APPELLANT,) OPPosite PARTY.
Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboo Sreenath Dass and
Mr. J. Goodeve.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Kishenkishore Ghose.
The applica
tion for review

was rejected,
inasmuch as
the Court saw

THIS is an application made by Ranee Munmoheenee, mother
and guardian of Roy Mohes Bullub, minor, (defendant) respondent,
for a review of the judgment of this Court, adverse to her, passed
on the 9th August 1856, and reported at pages 697 to 708 of the

no reason to

doubt the cor
rectness of its

Decisions of that year.

former rulings.

ed by Ranee Munmoheenee, by means of which deed she attempted

In cases in

The Court then held that the deed of permission to adopt propound:

which permis

to defeat the succession of the plaintiff to certain property, under

sions to adopt

are propound

the ordinary operation of the Hindoo law of inheritance, was not a

ed, contempo

genuine document for the following reasons: first, inasmuch as it

raniety of ex

was not produced until more than five years after the date of the

ecution and

publication is
the best test

alleged execution; secondly, inasmuch as it was never registered:
thirdly, inasmuch as the probabilities of the case were opposed"

of the genu
ineness of the

deed set up,
and in the
absence of this
test all the

its genuineness; and fourthly, inasmuch as the evidence produce:
to prove the execution of the deed of permission is not in it"
trustworthy.

It has now been contended before us by Mr. Goodeve on the

circumstances

bearing upon
the alieved
deed and all

part of the (plaintiff) respondent, that the finding of the Court's"

non-genuineness of the deed of adoption, is opposed to the evide"
on the record and the probabilities of the case when properly and

the probabili
ties for and
against its
genuineness,

correctly weighed; that looking first to the antecedent probabili:

must be
thoroughly

and lastly to the circumstances of an opposite nature, the gen"

ties next to the facts, by which those probabilities are supported,
- ---------ant

... --- nrged, that

(
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we remand the case to be tried upon its merits.

If, however,

any new facts should appear in the course of the enquiry before
the lower courts, which should lead to the conclusion that the

plaintiff has not been in possession of the particular land for which

he has sued within 12 years previous to the date of suit, it will of
course be competent to the lower courts to apply the statute of
limitations afresh, with reference to these facts. We reject the
application with costs.
THE 21st FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Petitions for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Trevor,
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Cases Nos. 248 and 249 of
1853, decided on the 29th August 1856.
No. 148 of 1856.

MAHARAJA MOHESSUR SINGH, (RESPONDENT,)
PETITIONER,
versus

BABOO HURUCKNARAIN SINGH AND OTHERS,

(APPELLANTs,) OPPositE PARTY,
Vakeels of Petitioner–Messrs. W. Ritchie and R. T. Allan.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
No. 149 of 1856.

MAHARAJA MOHESSUR SINGH, (RESPONDENT,)
PETITIONER,
versus

BABOO MUNORUTH SINGH AND OTHERs, (APPELLANTs)
OPPosite PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioner—Mr. R. T. Allan.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
Application

On the 29th August last, we decided in this case, that under the

"evisions of Section XIV. Act I. of 1845, all estates advert"
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operation, are clearly entitled to demand, that the provisions which

have been enacted for their security, shall be as stringently observed
as those which protect the Government interests.

We cannot con

ceive any ground on which we should be justified in refusing to
enforce them.

It was stated by counsel, we believe, correctly, that the particular
provision of Section XIV, which we have been considering, was

introduced to correct a great abuse, that of surprising intending
purchasers by putting up estates unexpectedly and out of their
order, whereby defaulting proprietors were some times exposed to
great loss; and it was said that this could not have happened in
the present instance, because the purchasers must have been aware,
that according to the practice of the district, estates would be sold

in the order of the notification; from which premises, it was sought
to draw the conclusion that the irregularity complained of could
have had no effect on the sale, and was not so material as absolute

ly to nullify it. But apart from considerations founded on the
very express terms of the law, it is evident, we think, this argu
ment will not bear examination. Purchasers are not necessarily

confined to inhabitants of the district, or persons familar with local
customs. It may be that the intending purchaser is an inhabitant
of Calcutta, or unacquainted with the practice of the collectors
office, and that he either consults his solicitor, or turns to the Act to

ascertain the conditions of the sale, in either of which cases he

would certainly learn, that the estates advertised for sale would be
put up to auction, not in the order of the notification, but according
to their numbers on the towjee, and in this case what do we find
has actually occurred? There were two notifications issued, one in
the Calcutta Gazette, printed in English and Bengalee, the
other in the Agra Gazette, printed in Oordoo, and owing to some
mistake of the printers, the estates were not advertised in the same
order in these two notifications.

Now to which were the pur

chasers to look? Some may have consulted one and some the

other, but the majority probably relied on the Agra Gazette, which
was
published
in sale
the vernacular
of not
the take
Tirhoot
district,
whereto the
the
sale was
held: the
however did
place
according
notification in that Gazette. The estates were sold according to."
order
in whichon they
stoodGazette,
in the (and
Calcutta
all"
who depended
the Agra
they Gazette,
were theand
persons
best
acquainted with the practice of the collectorate) must therefore have

been surprised and misled. We could not have a better exemp'
cation of the confusion which may arise from a disregard of "
plain rule which the law lays down for the conduct of sales, ...
thethan
plaintiff
in thishad
casethere
actually
a smallerinP'
forWhether
his estates
he would,
been obtained
no irregularity
the

sale, is not amatter on which any evidence has been given one ***
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THE 21st FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

CASE No. 150 of 1856.
Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Trevor, E.
A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 442 of 1853, decided
on the 30th August 1856.

OOCHHUBRAM PAL, (RESPONDENT,) PETITIONER,
"ers-s

THE COLLECTOR of SYLHET AND OTHERs, (APPEL
LANTS,) OPPOSITE PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioner—Mr. R. T. Allan.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.

Application

THIS is an application for review of judgment founded on the dis

£ "... " covery of two roobukarees of the deputy collector of Sylhet, which
sufficient cause were not before us at the previous hearing of the suit, and what it
** is said will prove that dakbuhees or register of bids were kept in
the Sylhet collectorate, and that the representation of the plaintiffon
this point was not, as we had concluded, wholly unfounded. These
roobukarees do not amend the plaintiff's case. There was no doubt
that dakbuhees of some kind were in use, and that they were pre
served at least until the confirmation of the sales to which they

related. The only doubt we entertained was whether the record
keeper might not, as the plaintiff alleged, have made a false return

when he stated that these dakbuhees consisted of loose slips ofpaper.
and that it was not the practice to keep them afterthe confirmation

the sale. The roobukarees now produced, do not show us what the
nature of the dakbuhees was, nor do they explain precisely what
practice prevailed with regard to filing them. For the reasons."
before stated, we cannot believe that the collectorate omla.m."
away with these dakbuhees. The collector has recorded distinctly,

after inspection of the dakbuhee, that no higher bid was made than
that of the defendant's mookhtear and the plaintiff's evidence entirely

failed, in our opinion, in proving that this statement was erron"
we reject the application.
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THE 21st FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

CASE No. 299 of 1856.

|

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Latour, Additional
Judge of Behar, dated 22nd December 1854, modifying a decret

of Moultee Sheikh Soojaet Alee Khan, Principal Sudder Ames
of that district, dated 13th September 1853.
SOBHNARAIN OJHA, FoR self AND As GUARDIAN of DEB.

NARAIN OJHA, son of JAHUL OJHA, DECEASED, AND
of HERS, (PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANT,
versus

BHEECHUCK RAM, NEPHEw AND HEIR of SOOKHLAL,
-

(DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo Ramaper
saud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondent—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
Plaintiff
sued to cancel
defendant's in
valid tenure

THIS case was admitted to

special appeal on the 14th June 1856,

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. Torrens
and C. B. Trevor –

-

in consequence
of his default
and for re

entry under
Clause 5,
Section

XVIII., Re
pulation
VIII of 1810,
and Clause 12,
Section 1X.,
Regulation I,
of 1801.

The

moonsiff gave

plaintiff a
decree and the

Judge modified

it, considering
it equitable
to allow

the appellant
seven days'
time for pay
ing the money
into Court in
immediate ea
tisfaction of
the decree.
Held that
the order of

the judge.
whereby he

“Plaintiffs, petitioners, sued defendant to cancel defendant's invalid

tenure in consequence of his default to pay the rent for 1258 F.S.;
plainti's maintained they are entitled to re-enter by Clause 5, Sec
tion XVIII., Regulation VIII of 1819, and Clause 12, Section IX,
Regulation I. of 1804, and defendant maintained that the tenure is

liable to sale and that is the liability subject to which he sold the
lease as per his potta.
-

“The moonsiff gave plaintiff a decree, which on appeal was modi
fied by the judge, the judge considering it equitable so far to modi
fy the order of re-entry as to allow the (defendant) appellant, the
benefit of Clause 5, Section XVIII., Regulation V'. of 1s19,
and to save his tenure by paying the money into court in immediate
satisfaction of the decree within seven days.
-

“Plaintiff now appeals specially, and urges that the judge's deci.
sion, in modification of the law, was not warranted.

“We observe that the judge finds amongst other things that the
holder of invalid lands is a holder in perpetuity of a simple tenancy,

so long as the rent is paid and is on a par with any other tenant."
default, but this party holds his lands specially as per his pott",
under which the tenure is liable to sale in default.

|
|

date, and
offered the
balance 20

days after
wards; and
the defendant
refused it on

the ground
that he did not
want it then,
and subse

qnently gave
the settlement
of one-half the

estate only to

plaintiff,

and

up on or before the 30th Cheyt 1249, corresponding with the
11th April 1843; that he paid rupees 200 into the treasury on the
12th October 1841, and that when his agent offered to pay another
rupees 200, the money was rejected as not being required, and that

subsequently the estate was divided into two shares on conside:
tion of the payment of rupees 839 due on account of revenue, but
that the superintendent refuses to re-pay to him the sum of
200, paid by him on account of the advances.

“The superintendent of Cachar, admitting the above statement
objects that the second sum of rupees 200 was not accepted, because
it was not paid within the period fixed, and that the estate was for

detained the

others.
wards
divided
rupees 200, on and
the plea that
the defendant
had broken
his contract;

held by the

majority of the
Court that the
defendant was

not justified in
so doing as his
own conduct
showed that
he did not
consider time
as of the
essence of

r:

P
and settled upon the terms offered byy the plaintiff

“From the petition of the plaintiff, dated 12th October 1841, and
the order passed thereon by the superintendent of Cachar, it ap

pears that the superintendent agreed to give the plaintiff 'the .
mindaree, provided he would pay up the sum of rupees 2,424.1%
advances made to Tribomunth Singh, and it was

stipulated

that

rupees 400 should be paid within the period of 15 days, and the
balance on the 30th Cheyt 1249,and on the completion 'of the pay

'ents the lease was to be given, though no penal clause was enter.

The plaintiff paid into the treasury the sum of rupees 200 on the
date of agreement, and tendered rupees 200, twenty days afterwards:

the contract;

but the superintendent instead of definitively rejecting the money,"

moreover, held
that as the

the ground that the plaintiff had broken the contract, simply reject.
edit as not wanted at the time, saying that when wanted he woul
demand it. On the 8th February 1842, he held a proceeding *
ting forth the realization of the revenue was uncertain, and ther"
fore he divided the estate into two portions, giving on half to the
plaintiff and Dyabut Singh, and the other half to Nujeet Singh and

plaintiff had
shown a
conscientious

desire to fulfil

his part of the
contract the
Court would
not allow the
defendant to
take advantage

of an unimpor
tant variance

in his perform
ance

of

the

condition, and
that as defend
ant could not
have maintain
ed an action

against plain
titl for deity
in performance
of contract, he
was notentitled

Jadaber
Singh, conditionally that they each paid up half the rev
nue due, on rupees 419-8, and this they did, but no mention at the
time was made of the advances, which were ultimately under "
orders of the Board of Revenue written off as irrecoverable. Und"
these circumstances, the plaintiff is clearly entitled, to recover the
rupees 200, as the contract on account of which they were paid was

mutually abandoned, and no penal engagement was made by which
they can be deemed forfeited.
---

“I accordingly decree the sum of rupees 200 with interest there
on,

from the 12th

October 1841 to the date of realization, and **

of suit against the superintendent of Cachar on behalf of Gover"
Illent .

to claim fertel

ture of depo

JUDGMENT.

-

Messrs. E. A. SAMUELLs, AND D. I. Mosky —The Go"
Luell!

( 26.2 )

itself or for a refund of his money, even though the defendant has
benefitted from plaintiff's act.

Moreover, it does not appear to me, that the superintendent either
by the receipt of the first rupees 200, or by the nature of the remark
written when the second rupees 200 was tendered, has waived the
performance by plaintiff of the conditions precedent, or to use the

language of the judge, abandoned the contract.

He took the first

rupees 200, in part payment of the first instalment, he refused to

take the last rupees 200, because that sum was not paid in time, and
the remark that the money was not then wanted, but if wanted
would be demanded, when coupled with the refusal to accept it, at

most can only be construed as a hint of a possibility of some new
arrangement being entered into.

As the plaintiff, by his own failure to perform his portion of the
contract, has put himself out of Court, I would reverse the decision

of the judge and dismiss his claim with costs.
THE 24TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

-

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judget.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 208 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Tayler, Judge of
Shahabad, dated 25th July 1854, affirming a decree of Roy
Chunder Lal Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district,
dated 27th April 1852.
MUSST. PRAN PEAREE AND MUSST RUNGEA,

(DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANTs,
versus

SHEOLAL SINGH, (PLAINTIFF) RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboo Sumbhoonath Pandit and
Kaleeprosunno Dutt.

Vakeel of Respondent–Moonshee Ameer Alee.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 15th April
The judge
M
J
ha'd 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. *
-

-

-:

-

£ Torrens
and C.
Trevor:h
An action
wasB. brought
against the decreeholder who filed £
£ schedule and the party in whose charge they were
placed, ""
*lle attached in
-

-
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and remand the case with directions that he should summon the

special appellant and all the other respondents and then proceed to
try the appeal and pass a fresh decision.
The 25TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY Esq.,
CASE No. 236 of 1854.
-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahomed Sadiq Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 17th April
1854.

BABOO GUNGAGOBIND, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

BABOO BHUGWAN LAL SAHOO AND OTHERS,

(DEFENDANTs) RESPONDENTs.

Waheels of Appellant—Moulvees. Aftabooddeen Mahomed and Syed
Murhamut Hossein.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Moonske
Ameer Alee.
In a suit for
reversal of a

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 14,952-15-2.

On the second April 1844, the rights and interests of Neem"

decree sale, on

the ground

Buhoo, in the village of Syedpore Kunhurea, were sold in execution

that the pro of a decree, and purchased by the defendant, Bhugwanlal Sahoo.
'':
title
who obtained possession, apparently without opposition. Subsequen”
ad been
assed to
ly
to the sale, the plaintiff applied summarily to the principal sudder
laintiff by the
ameen
to have the sale set aside, on the ground that the propri"
£
debtor,
tary
title
to the village had been passed to him by Neemoo Bub",
held that
although the

previous to the decree, and the principal sudder ameen rever

fact of the set

the sale. On appeal to the judge, this order, which was quite il":

tlement having

gal," was reversed, and the plaintiff took no further steps unt
1852, when he instituted the present suit for reversal of the *
andHis
recovery
of the
property
sold thereat.
allegation
is, that
the village
was the lakhiraj property of his

been made

with plaintiff,
raised a strong
presumption
in favor of the

proprietary

right being
vested in him,
it was balanced

-

relations, Neemoo Buhoo and Jeswunth Buhoo, that it was resu"

by the revenue authorities, and that the Board directed the sett"
ment to be made with the two ladies; but that they delivered over

by other pre
sumptions
against this

the village to him and petitioned the collector on the 29th No"

: fully as
strong, and

*Mahomed Nussurrooddeen, page 604, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, 17th June 15.
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We admit the special appeal to try whether the order for nonsult
on the ground assigned by the judge is correct?
Opinion of the Court.

MR. H. T. RAIKES.–In this suit, it seems to me, that plaintiff
has been properly nonsuited.

He sued both Suffee Paik and Kira

toollah, the former being the ousting party and the latter the
ousted, who, after a lapse of years, procured a decree for possession
of the jote with wasilat during the period of dispossession, the greak

er part of plaintiff's claim covers these years of dispossession, and
for the rent of that period, there is clearly an adjustment to be
made between the ousting and the ousted parties.

The decree for wasilat determines, that whatever profits Suffee
received, he has to account for them to Kiratoollah and Kiratoollah

must allow for any rent paid by Suffee; but this is only for the
period intervening between 1253 B.S. up to 25th Maugh 1256,
whereas the claim is brought indiscriminately against both Suffee
and Kiratoollah for the whole rent from 1252 to 1257 B.S.,

part of this time is not included in the period of Suffee's possession
and part includes the time Kiratoollah was alone in possession.
The claim, therefore, embraces three distinct periods, namely, the
year 1252, when Suffee held unquestioned possession, from 1253 to

26th Maugh 1256, when Suffee held possession disputed by Kiratock
lah; and from 26th Maugh 1256 to end of 1257, when Kiratoollah
held undisturbed possession under his decree. The claim is also
instituted against them both jointly, without any distinction and on
the ground that they are both equally liable.
As, however, a claim founded on a balance of rent is, in fact, a

claim for a personal debt due by the party owing the arrear, this £

tion is really no more nor less than an action against Suffee Paik

|
|

and Kiratoollah for debts due by them arising out of different
transactions, namely, the rents of different years, and affording
different causes of action; the only connection between the indi*

duals during the years alluded to, arising out of a decree under
which one of them has to settle and account for money had and re.
ceived by him on account of the other, and in the adjustment
which plaintiff now claims to have part of his own claim determin

against one or the other of them. This appears to me to involve the
necessity of first determining what sum one defendant has to pay
to the other and the necessity consequently of their interpleading
and shows that the judge was right in nonsuiting the claim or

misjoinder. The misjoinder, in my opinion, extends both to part”
and to grounds of action. I would therefore uphold his decision.
MR. B. J. Colvis.-It is stated in this certificate, that *
suit brought by plaintiff was for the rent of 1252 against Suffee
Paik, the ousting jotedar, and for the remainder against Kiratoollah,
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remained as

satisfaction of the Court executing the decree; that he had pur

:* " chased the property and held possession of it. The special appellant
then sued to have this property sold for his debt on the plea that, as
it was pledged to him some months before it was sold to the present
owner, he had a preferential right over it. The lower courts have

found that no such preferential right is established, because the
decree on the sthitbunduk deed is only a money decree and con
veys no special lien over this property.
“I dissent from Mr. Sconce, on the ground that the lower courts
have decided that special appellant only holds a money decree, and
that the decree does not bind this property in any way norevendecides
that the property pledged belonged to the debtors, such a decree
can only be executed on property belonging to the debtors at the time
of executing it, and long before that debt the Court has found as a
fact that the property in suit was sold to the present owners. The
other point as to Samoo's retaining any rights in the property not
conveyed by the sale by his co-sharers, does not, in my opinion,
arise in this case. The action brought by special appellant was not
to sell the property on the plea that the debtors still retained any
interests in it, but that his bond gave him a preferential right of
sale against all other claimants. No finding has consequently been
recorded on such a point by the lower court, as the one admitted,
and no decision on it can, I think, be given in favour of special ap:

pellant, as it would be foreign to the purport of his action. I would
dismiss the application.”
JUDGMENT.

At the hearing of this case, it was pointed out to us that when
the original action on the sthitbunduknama was brought by the
special appellant now before the Court, the parties claiming to hold

the property pledged, set forth their rights under a kubala and al.
leged that the sthitbunduk was a collusive transaction to defrau

them of the property; that action moreover was not defended by the

original debtors and on a decree being passed for the amount of the
bond without protecting the rights

claimant purchasers,"
appeal was lodged by them before ofthethe
zillah judge, praying that

the judgment might be so recorded as to prevent the holder of th”
decree making use of it against this particular property, and "
judge then held that the decision of the moensiff was in this res"
defective, as the object of the suit was so evidently collusive, and he
accordingly amended the decree so far as to bar its having */
effect on the property pledged.
-

From this decree no special appeal was preferred, and when"
action was brought purposely to make this property liable, the
courtsbelow referred directly to the zillah judge's judgmentasdes"
ing this transaction to have been collusive, and on that ground."

-

fused to bind the property in the manner prayed for.

--------
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:£

his ancestral talook, dehee Sankee Chunder, for the sum of rupees

£he 7,301, of which rupees 3,727 was paid by transfer on account of the
£ : previous debts, rupees 2,920 in 15 banknotes, the numbers of which

£he are entered at the foot of the deed, and the balance in cash. At the
plaintiff being same time the plaintiff's father executed an ikrarnama in the nature

£de of a deed of defeasance, in which he covenanted to release the estate
endant lay

if the loan were re-paid within two years with interest at the rate of

£f

12 percent. thus rendering the sale a conditional instead of an abso

£ing her lute one. On the same day the defendant paid the bank notes she
:"...is had received from plaintiff's father into the collectorate in part pay
£de ment of the arrear due on her husband's estate, and by this and fur
: :" ther payments saved the estate from sale. On the 17th Maugh, or

£- 29th January, the deed of sale and the ikrarnama were registered,

: '. and on the 21st August 1846, no payments having been made by
£" the defendant, the plaintiff's father, under an erroneous impression
covery of the that the terms within which the loan was to be re-paid was 13 years,

£:
£ant on
: č.
£ion....

issued notice of foreclosure. Shortly afterwards the plaintiff's father
died and the plaintiff, as executor under his will, and guardian of
his minor son who inherited 8 annas of the deceased's property,

presented a petition in court notifying the error, which, as she

had

#:
£ discovered, her father had made in the terms of theikrarnama, and
£h the praying that afresh notice of foreclosure might be issued. This
doctrine "... was accordingly done. In the mean time one of the defendants

: '" Radhikapersaud Mookerjee, brought a suit in the name of his wif,
' Doorgamonee, the daughter of Bhugruttee, against the plaintiff and
:' Bhugruttee with other parties, to have the plaintiff's deed of cond
the

#intiff to the tional sale and certain mouroosee pottas granted by Bhugruttee"

£ three other parties set aside, on the ground that Bhugruttee, *.
£g her

childless widow, had no power to alienate her husband's property."

'" the prejudice of his heirs. The plaintiff, on her part, upon the expiry
£
of the notice of foreclosure commenced a suit against the defend"
£
'"
Bhugruttee
for possession
of the mortgaged
but it "
£ed then
discovered
that the property,
although inproperty;
the Kishnaghur
co
lectorate, was within the jurisdiction of the civil court of Jessors
title, and

' '''
that neitherThe
the plaintiff
suit nor the
be carried
£,
she and
Kishnaghur.
wasforeclosure
therefore could
nonsuited
on theout."
14th

:'', January 1847, and on the 21st May of that year, she issued af
£ money she notice of foreclosure in the zillah of Jessore.

On the 1st

Octobe:

:*

1847, the suit which Doorgamonee had brought against the plaintiff
£d to and Bhugruttee, was dismissed, the principal sudder ameen £

£ dering the plaintiff's deed of sale to be established, and the pu .
£" having given a bywusta declaratory of a Hindoo widow's right
made of her alienate a portion of her husband's estate in order to save the wh

*''', from sale." The defendant Bhugruttee had colluded with D*
to a third par-monee in this suit, and repudiated the deed of sale, but she preferred

£

no appeal against this decision; Doorgamonee howeverap
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The 28th February 1857.
Present :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY ESQ.,
CAse No. 418 of 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Captain E. A. Rowlatt.
Principal Assistant Commissioner of Kamroop, dated 9th 4
1853.

ROOPRAM BOORASHUSHTEREA, (DEFENDANr.)
APPELLANT,
versus

SUNTORAM, (PLAINTIFF.) RESPONDENT.
Vakeels of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and
Ramapersaud Roy.

Vakeel of Respondent—Mr. R. T. Allan.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 19,109-4.
Plaintiff's
suit for re-in
statment in the
office of Boora
Shushterea of
the Choomorea
Shuster in
Assam dismiss
ed on the evi

dence. Impres
sion intimated

(though of the
point was not
decided) that
the assent of
the Bhukuts

to the appoint
Inent of -

Boora Shush
terea is as a

general rule
essential.

This is a suit for re-instatement in the office of Boora Shuste

rea of the Choomoreah Shuster, in zillah Kamroop, from which the
plaintiff alleges that he has been ousted by the defendant in concert
with the Soomoo Bhukut of the establishment. A shuster, it *

be necessary to explain, is a religious establishment peculiar to the
Province of Assam. The Boora Shusterea is the superior of the

establishment and the Bhukuts what may be termed the vassals,
persons who cultivate their own lands, but have been attached to
the Shuster by the former Rajas of the country, and are bound by
custom to resort to it whenever they require the performance of
any religious rites or ceremonies. An assembly composed of the
majority of these bhukuts is termed a soomro bhukut,

The plaintiff alleges that the office of Shusterea was acquired by
his grandfather, Ramnath Shusterea, from the then Raja of Assam.
Lukheekanth Singh Soorjanarain, and that it has since his time been.
confined to the lineal descendants of Ramnath, each Shusteres ex

ercising the exclusive power of appointing his successor, limited
only by the necessity of selection from the family of Ramnath.
Thus Ramnath, he says, was succeeded by his son, Dyaram, who
had four sons, Sustbadh, Muntheer, the plaintiff Suntoram, and
Surooram, of whom Sustbadh succeeded Dyaram and was followed

been
first by Muntheer and then by, Surooram, the plaintiff, havingdeath.
lel". On 10

is illn

Muntheer's

(
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“The plaintiff states he derived his title to the office claimed
from his younger brother, who was only appointed Shusterea in
stead of himself on the death of their elder brother, Muntheer, on

account of his having been ill at the time of that brother's death.
and affirms that the manner of his appointment was not opposed to
any custom of the shuster, as the present instance is the first of an
elder brother succeeding to a younger, no precedent exists to guide
the court in coming to decision on this point; but as it appears no
objections were made at the time of plaintiff's inauguration, which

was concurred in by the Bhukuts of the shuster who placed him
on the guddee immediately Sooraram's death was known, it may
be inferred that no illegality did take place in the manner of his

appointment and therefore, that his having been preceded by his
younger brother is no bar to his claim, and being invested by him
with the spot and garland, gives him a sufficient title to claim the
office.

“With regard to the plea that the office is hereditary, it may be
remarked that although in the original deed given by Luckhee
Singh Raja, endowing the Shuster with lands and Bhukuts, it is

mentioned that Ramnath and his heirs for ever are to enjoy the
rights established by that grant, it does not appear that the office
of Shusterea has descended from father to son and so on, as on the

death of Ramnath he was succeded by his son, Dyaram, who was
succeeded by his son Sutoor, who was succeeded by his brother,

Muntheer, who was succeeded by his brother, Surooram, the young
er brother of plaintiff, so that although the office has always re
mained amongst the descendants of Ramnath, and according to the
constitution and custom of the Shuster prevalent for a number of

years can only be held by a member of his family, it does not ap
pear that the office can be claimed merely on the score of being
next of kin to the previous incumbent as such has not been adhered
to on the occurrence of the last three vacancies, so that it wouli

appear that although the only persons eligible to hold the office are

the descendants of Ramnath, any one of this family may do so if
duly nominated to the office, and installed on the guddee after
receiving in due form the investiture of the sacred spot and gar
land.

-

“These pleas having been disposed of I now pass on to the princi
pal issue of fact for the defendant, which does in reality contain the
whole matter on which he (the defendant) rests his claim to retain

possession of the office of Boora Shusterea; it is affirmed by him
that the Soomro Bhukuts, comprising all those attached to the Shus
ter, have the right of electing and dismissing the Shusterea, and
that as they have elected him, he, and not the plaintiff, is entitled
to hold the office of Boora Shusterea.

To decide on this alles--1

"-

1

-

- -

---
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“With regard to the remaining issue that if the office is heredi.
tary, the defendant has also a claim to it from being a descendant
of Ramnath as well as the plaintiff, it is only necessary to say that
if the claims were to determine on the principle of heirship alone,

the plaintiff has a better title than the defendant inasmuch as the
former is nearer of kin to the late incumbent than the latter.
“From the above review of the issues, I am decidedly of opinion

that the facts and arguments all tend to establish the plaintiffs

•right to be put in possession of the office from which he was ousted
by the defendant, and that the claims set up by the defendant cannot
be held to have been proved or to have substantiated a right on his

part to the office. The document and evidence filed in the cas
ilave, I consider, established the following facts, namely, that the
Shuster of Choomoorea has existed from a very long period, and

that during the reign of Lunkhee Singh Raja, when Ramnath was
the Boora Shusterea, a grant was given of certain lands as dhur

mutter with Bhukkuts attach to him and his heirs for the purpose

of performing religious services, and maintaining, the object for
which the Shuster had been originally established, and that since
the year 1693 A. S., or A. D., 1771, the office of Boora Shus
terea has been held exclusively by one of the descendants of Ram

math, but has not passed in a direct line according to primogeni.
ture, but on the contrary has been held by a member of the family

nominated to the office by the last incumbent, who has full power
to invest one of the family with the sacred spot and garland as his
successor, who derives his right and title to the office in conse

quence of such investiture and that the Bhukuts have no right
whatever to exercise the power of election or dismissal of a Shus

terea. It therefore appears to this court, that as all the require
ments, according to the constitution and customs of the Shuster, were
abided by on the nomination and investiture of the plaintiff to the
office claimed, that he is entitled to recover possession of the office
of Boora Shusterea from the defendant, but that as the lands are

dhurmutter, they, as well as all the buildings and appurtenances

and property in the bhander or store house, belong to the Shuster
and cannot be decreed to the plaintiff as his own property; but that
he is from his office entitled to receive charge of them from
the defendant, who will be answerable to him as representative of
the interests of the Shuster, for any misapplication or malver
sation of the funds, &c., £ by him during his tenure of
office.”

The principal assistant commissioner has not, it will be seen, gons
into the question of the appointment of the plaintiff by Surooram.
or his subsequent dispossession at all, yet this is the very founda
tion of plaintiff's suit. If he was not appointed by Surooram. his
claim on his own showing, falls to the ground. The defendant, as
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-

when he found that out of 122 Bhukuts, whose votes were taken

by an officer deputed by the collector, only two voted in his favor.
This fact in itself tells strongly against his own statement of the

Bhukkuts having in obedience to the commands of Sooraram seated
him on the guddee, and still more strongly against the evidence of
his witnesses, who say that he was installed with the consent and

approval of the Bhukuts; for if these persons either consented to
instal him or approved of his instalment in Poos 1252, it is very
unlikely, in the absence of any suggestion, that he had displeased or
offended them, that they should all have turned against him so

completely in the very next year. Then we have not merely no
announcement on his part to the revenue authorities, such as is cus

tomary, of his having succeeded to the guddee, but we absolutely
find him in the month of Maugh, one month after, he says he was
installed as Boorah Shustereah, styling himself in a petition filed in
the collectorate Bhika or deputy, and although he alleges that he

was in undisputed possession of the shuster from Poos 1252, to Assar
1253, that is about a year and a half, he is unable to produce any
documentary proof whatever of his possession during any portion
of that time. With reference to his dispossession by the defendant,

the discrepancies in his case are most glaring. In his first plaint and
in two previous suits, which were nonsuited for informalities, he

assigned the 18th of Assar, as the date of dispossession. In a sup
plemental plaint, without giving any reason for his previous error,
he has shifted the date to the 19th of the same month, but we find
that both of these dates are directly at variance with his previous
statements. In a suit which he instituted in the foujdaree court,

to recover possession of the Shuster, he and his witnesses both as
serted that he had been dispossessed in the month of Bhadoon.

No explanation whatsoever is afforded by this startling contradic
tion, and coming as it does on the back of the other improbabilities
to which we have adverted above, it must be held to be fatal to the

plaintiff's case. We accordingly reverse the judgment of the court
below, and decree the appeal with costs.

(

-

)
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Stir land at Company's rupees 7,868-1-12.
Paintiff Deendyal Paramanik -d womeshehunder Roy, of
Santi-ore, for the sum of rupees 7,868-1-12, Principal and interest,

- - -

due under a kistbundee.
Plaintiff all- that defendant's father, Anundch under

-

Roy,

deceased, in his life-time on the 4th Cheyr 1238 B. S., borrowed

- - - - -

- - - -

from his plaintiff's) grand-father, Sonatan Paramanik, the sum of

- - - -

Sicca rut-e-O, and executed a bond for the same; that defendant

-

after his father's death took an account of the loan with interest

and found that after deducting payments made, there was due a

balance of Sicca rupees 5,000; that being unable to pay this sum at
• race,

defen tant

paid

rupees -, on the 5th

By-kh

2-2, in cash and

Bank notes and executed a listbundee or deed of instalment to plain
tiff's grandfather on the same date, in which he covenanted to

pay

- - -

-

- -

Sicca rur- 750 in Sawun 1242. Company's rupees 1,250 in
1: *akh 1213, another sicca rupees 1,250, in Breakh 1244, and the

-

- - - - - -

-

- - -

(
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the back of the balance of rupees 1,250, in Bysakh 1245: interest at one per cent.

"'

per month or 12 per cent per annum to be charged on the failure

under the

on the part of defendant to pay the instalments as agreed: that after

£" the death of plaintiff's grand father, and during the life of his father,
such acknow- Radhabullub Paramanik, his only son and heir, the defendant, had

'''', from 7th Bysakh 1243, to the 14th Poos 1247, paid in part of Sicca
the nature of rupees 4,
l
,
-o-o:
£
4 £ principal,
and Sicca rupees *1,651-5
'" interest on
*

*

-

£ '', account of the failure of payment at the stipulated time, in cash,
£w deed; that bank notes and drafts, Sicca rupees 1,637-8, as entered on the back
: £ of the deed of instalment; that the balance then would have been

£y Sicca rupees 2,862-8, but defendant has erroneously written Sicca
: £ rupees 2,882-8; that defendant had repeatedly promised to pay the
£" balance, but has failed. Plaintiff therefore, in lieu of his grand
'... father and father, sues for the balance of the principal rupees

£ 2,862-8, with the same amount as interest, and for Sicca rupees
£ ": 1,651-8-6, interest on account of the non-payment of the several
£." instalments, altogether for Sicca rupees 7,876-5-6, or Company's
£ rupees 7,868-1-12, and prays that after summoning the defendant and

£"

hearing the proof of plaintiff's claim, the Court will give him a

no application decree for the some with costs of suit.

# £"

Defendant, in his answer, denies that his father was ever a debtor

founded upon to plaintiff's grand-father, or that he ever executed a deed of
£ instalment to plaintiff's grand-father; he pleads that the suit of

of the original plaintiff is inadmissible, seeing that according to plaintiff's own

£ statement, the date on which the bond was executed by defendant's
£nt of grand-father was the 2nd Cheyt 1238 B. AE, and this suit is
£ instituted 20 years after that date; that again it is instituted,
me'.com. 17 years after the 5th Bysakh 1242 B. A.E., the date of the

:*** execution of the alleged deed of instalment by defendant, and

"'d al., is on that reckoning equally inadmissible; then again it is instituted
£" 14 years after the date on which the last instalment became due, so
'''".e. that granting the deed were a genuine one, plaintiff is now out
count of a.

of court under the provisions of Section XIV., Regulation III.

''', of 1793; that the payments alleged to have been made by defendant
#: d"

are fabricated with a view to prevent the operation of the statute
of limitation, but such a design will not answer the purpose, for
art payment, when defendant has not executed the deed of instalment, it is not

'''.

£ likely that defendant would makea Sult
payments
under
it; instituted
that the
cognizable
when

dorsement of only circumstance that can make

£
beyond the period fixed by law is, that defendant has in a court of
the endorse- justice admitted the justice of the plaintiff's claim; even then if the
''. : payment had been made they could not alone avail plaintiff any
ty operate
as a new pro-

thing; the defendant was guardian of his two brothers after the

T.
•r's d
'''”-father's
death, and consequently had he executed this deed of instal

the case or

'''

-

*X

-

-

-

-

ment he would have executed it for himself and as their guardian,
the three brothers jointly would have executed it; that the

|

|

-

-

" ":* -

-M
- --defendant, bad ---

enmity ha
no
|- D- -

-

T
tau

- see-to
P-7
1st-P- limit-it ****, limitati
-

* E.

- --merits, the principal
in-tal

* * *-fil
compari-fit-it-of

Court; that th-tra
*o
*-i-th Sa- £ |--|-M-C-T-C

evide-B-D-T-Lin it, and that the pay
n-fra-00- of the - ". ---the-lti-in-it- - by the t-R-T-P-,

- -

--fu-ti- with -lly --P|
c-in-it-it- --> - Princip- - ---, -, -,7-- and -el-in-17-, --total r-ol-in-the date of -it -

to the lat-of-the-anting to Company-rap-7-0-10,
total 6
C-in
-

- by defendant,
side-of-mount disallowed to be borne by the

plaintiff.
Juno

From the decision p-ed in this case by the principal sudder
am-n, two appeals have been preferred to this Court, one by the
defendant in the court below, the other by the plaintiff.

The

grounds urged by the (defendant) appellant are: first, that the **
-

|
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as laid by the plaintiff is barred by the statute of limitations; and
secondlythat on the merits the decision of the lower court is unjust and
contrary to the weight of evidence in the case; on the part of the
(plaintiff) appellant it is urged: first, that as the statute of limitations
has been held by the court below not to apply to the main claim,
it follows that it does not apply to the claim of interest; and secondly,
that the lower court has inadvertently made an error in the calcula
tion of the principal and interest which should be now amended.

These appeals, the Court has taken up together, and as the first
objection of both appellants to the finding of the lower court arises
out of the application of the statute of limitations to the claim of
the plaintiff, on the supposition that the deed of instalment with the
endorsements upon it is a genuine document, the arguments urged by
both the appellants we have considered at one and the same time.

-

It was urged by Moonshee Ameer Alee on the part of defen
dant) appellant that from whatever date the statute of limitation be
taken to run, plaintiff on his own showing is out of Court; if the

cause of action be the original bond alleged to have been executed by
defendant's father in Cheyt 1238 B. AE, then from that date to the
31st Assin 1259, the date of the institution of this suit more than 20

years have elapsed; again if the deed of instalment itself be taken
as the cause of action in this case, then from 5th Bysakh 1242, the

date on which it was alleged to have been executed by defendant
to the date of the institution of this suit, 17 years have elapsed, or
again from the date on which the last instalment became due, Bysakh 1245, if then the statute begins to run to the date of the
institution of the suit, 14 years have elapsed; so whatever - reckoning be made the plaintiff's claim is barred; it was subsequent

ly urged by Baboo Ramapersaud on the same side that the four
instalments in the deed created four several debts within :

.

different periods from which the statute of limitation in each would run, and that it was incumbent on plaintiff to have carrie

the payment alleged to have been made amounting to Sicca rap
1,637, to the interest on and the principal of the earliest installa
thus rupees 750, should have been carried to the credit of interest

account of the first instalment, and rupees 750, to the principal
the remaining rupees 137, to the interest of the second instalm
if this course had been followed by plaintiff, and though, not foll

ed by plaintiff, it must be adopted in calculation by the Court,
so called acknowledgment by defendant would turn out to L

acknowledgment at all, or at most would be confined to that de
or instalment on account of which the payment was properly mal
and in the present case it can only be applied to the instalment rupees_1,250, due in Bysakh 1248, and granting that it barred oper
of the statute of limitation as to that demand, it would
the

oper
of the statute

- inor

subsequently,
Which the payment was altogether unconnected.

re as to those instalments which became due

-

(

*91
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It was urged by Bahoo Kishenkish re GM- on the Part of the
"paintiff, at 7-llant, that the sear-o-'-'r-r-t = , = -1 by the defen
dant on the bark of the ,-1 - as *** *** * * *** ***, to the

amount *m arknowledged to be tae, and e-1-1. * * * * bar to
the running of the statute of h"...tat, n - a. s.st the tranra, al
demar i, and that it art-i retress-fire/* * * * *-p alive the
demant in tre present instance for interest 1.- en -- art of the
failure of defendant to 1-aw his 1*** * * * * * * * * * ***.

We are of opinion that - ten a used of instaine t is institute 4
for an old bond, such de-1 of it starrent 1.-- ", , ". . y = ** **,
constitute any new de' t ti, tr. 1, it tri-- *** ***** - - - - - for 1

payments of the old one an 1 -f c ar-, i.e. a... f. r * * * * * *
tion of the statute of limitat, tr. in the *** * *w if *****
the ebirgor under the instainent 1- t , a line-e, -, at time p-r-i of
making a part pawment, the ** * * * * * un era the instalments,
such acknowlerginent has all the effert of a n- - - , , the reneral,

rule of law on the subject-ins to be thes, that a pavinent male
on account of a debt in part pavinent if a larger det due at the

time of the part payment, if ev, * *-1 v the en-lorsement of the
otliger himself, or if the en lor-ment Le made with his privity,
operates as a new promise an I takes the case out of the statute of
limitation.

Aptlying this rule to the matter before n*, we are of efinion that
on the supposits in that the de-1 be renuine, as regards the writer

pal -um, rat-2 *62, acknowl 're-1 to be due by the de frt lant on
the 14th Po- 1247, with interest, the claim of the plaintaif is not
barred, but that as rerar's any claim to interest on any unpati
instalment due under the old instalment bond, the viaintiff's claim
has become extinguistied by the substitution of the acknowledg
ment in its place.

We proceed to the second point raised in the arreal of (defen
dant) appellant, "... the injustice of the decision of the lower court
on the ments.

It has been objected in the present suit by the tileader of the
defendant that nothing at all has been travel regarding the origi
nal bond, it has nei:ler been producesi nor have any paw ments been
proved to have been mate unier it; that the deed of insta-ment it
self has never been registered and though written at Santar-re,

where stamp veniors rest le, was parena-1 on the 8th April 1853,
by one Areen bearer, who- ev, lence has not been taken, at S. Kar
pore some coss distant from that place; that the witnesses to the
execution of the see 1 are men of low caste and not re-rectable; that

the evidence of the tarties thren”, whom the payments entered on
the back of the de-i were male has not been taken; that the evi
dence of Baboo Deben .ernata I a...re, as to the draft of rupees 200.

on the firm of Carr, 1 a...re & Co., drawn by defendant in favour of
Itaúhatullub Paramaux, on tile 4tu Sawun 1247, as entered on
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the back of the deed is not to be relied, the subject being one
with which the Baboo is not conversant, whilst the deposition of
Messrs. Gordon and Stewart, shrewd men of business, show that

they remember nothing on the subject; that the whole case has
arisen out of enmity between the parties and as the plaintiff has
neither proved his case by witnesses, nor by his own account books,
the case of the piaintiff has completely failed.
On the side of the plaintiff it was urged that though registration
is advisable it is not imperative and consequently its absence is not
sufficient to invalidate a deed; that as to the stamp it is for the

borrower to supply it, and as has been held by one judge of this
Court in the case of Mirza Mahomed Mehdee versus Denoonath

toy, reported at page 84, of the decisions of the court for 1848, that
to hold the lender responsible for frauds in the stamp is to overthrow

the security of loan transactions; that the witnesses to the deed,
though not men of high caste, are respectable men residing in

-

or near Santipore, some of them defendants ryots, and their evidence
-

as to the signature being that of defendant is corroborated by a
comparison of that with other acknowledged signatures of the defen

-

dant; that the witnesses to the last two endorsements on the

deed are trustworthy and unassailable, and that the parties through

-

whom the payments were made are dead, and if not dead, as

hey were defendant's onlas, defendant might have summoned
them; that plaintiff produced his books and though not proved
they were not challenged; that Ilaintiff is consequently entitled
to a decree and to a confirmation of the decision of the lower
court.

After an attentive consideration of the evidence produced by and
|

the arguments urged on both sides, we have no doubt left in our
minds as to the truth and justice of the plaintiff's claim; the whole
transaction is one raising, as it is placed before us, a complex

question on the operation on the statute of limitations; now it is in
the last degree improbable that a person instituting a suit against
another merely from enmity would embarrass that suit with

difficult question of law, the case would clearly be brought in the
shape likely w ith the greatest certainty to effect the plaintiff's end,
and on this consideration alone, we think that the case from its
very nature bears internal marks of its truth. On turning more
over to the evidence produced in the case, this impression is con

firmed, the evidence of the witnesses to the deed and those to the
two last endorsements on it prove entirely to our satisfaction that

the deed was executed by the defendant Oneshchunder Roy; that
the payments were male by draft and in cash as entered in the
last two endorsements on the deed, and that the defendant with his
-

|

-

*

|

- - -

-

-

*

1: 1-1-

-
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Again, dower is a necessary concomitant of a contract of mar
riage under Mahomedan law, and the plaintiff states that she re
ceived rupees 50 by way of marriage portion before marriage; but
looking to position in life of Sadut Hossein, we think it most
improbable that he should have so scantily endowed his wife.
Amongst Mahomedans of respectability too, some written document

|

in the shape of a deed of dower, or deed of marriage settlement, is
usually executed at the time of marriage, and the absence of any
paper of this sort in the present instance lends force to the Court's
impression drawn from the oral evidence as to the groundlessness
of the present suit.

Again, there is no written document of any sort executed by
Sadut Hossein produced, in which he acknowledges his marriage
to the plaintiff, neither is any act done by him subsequent to his
marriage and prior to his decease, brought before the Court, from

which it could infer his acknowledgment of his marriage to the
p laintiff.
Altogether we are of opinion that plaintiff has not proved the
fact of her marriage to the deceased, Sadut Hossein, and this being
the case, her whole case falls, and it becomes unnecessary for us to
inquire into the other points put in issue, viz. into the truth or false
hood of plaintiff's divorce by Buxoo Chuprassee, the irreversible
nature of that divorce or otherwise, and if it be reversible, whether,

by any act of her first husband, Buxoo, he has condoned her, and,
either expressly or by implication, annulled that divorce, so as to

make plaintiff's subsequent marriage to Sadut Hossein, even if the
ceremony has been performed, itself a nullity. For the reasons
given above, we affirm the decision of the lower court with costs.

–
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and contingent, we are of opinion, that he has suffered no legal injur
for which this Court can afford redress, and that he has under ot

system of procedure no present right of action.
We therefore vary the decision of the judge and nonsuit th
plaintiffs with costs.
-

THE 28th FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

\
Officiating Judges.

iš i MONEY, Es...")
1854.

CASE No. 354 of

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Na:
Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Dacca, dated 23.
May 1854.
NOORNISSA KHANUM, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

SHEIKII LOOTF ALEE AND or HERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RSEPONDENTS.

Wakeels of Appellant–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Mr.
R.

T. Allan.

Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
SUIT for possession of 4 a., 34 g., share of talooks with mes:
II, a by the
'' '' profits; laid at rupees 9,994-1-1.
''' state- The particulars of the plaint are as follows:–
-

-1, III

'' ''
- Jalnut

-

-

-

-

MESSR.S. C. B. TREvol: AND D. I. MonEY.—Manick Beebe

the wife of Sheikh Bukoomuddeen, on his demise succeeded to

"...be annas share of certain talooks. She conveyed them by deed of gi
part,
- a |

the

to her daughter, Achmutnissa Begum,
-

who

purchased 7+ gund,

share from the owner of the other moiety and died in Bysakh 125
B. S., possessed of the whole 8 a., 7 g., which she left to he
- husband, Syed Jainuddeen Alee Chowdree.
The defendant, Ahmed Alee, half brother of Achmutnissa Begun

brought a suit as heir under the Mahomedan law for possession of
portion of the estate, and obtained a decree for 2 a., 2 g., 2 c., 2

The decree was confirmed by this Court on the 31st August 184
The plaintiff claims a moiety of the estate as purchased from Jail
uddeen under a registered bill of sale, dated 15th Assin 1259 B. :
She also sues for arrears of rent and profits calculated from th
---ronn.
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THE 28th FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

*}*

Judges.

CASE No. 144 of 1856.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Tra.
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, on the 28th August 18%
in Case No. 343 of 1853.
SURUBJEET MAHTOON AND others, (REspoRDENTs)
PETITIONERs,
versus

CHOONEE MAHTOON, (APPELLANT,) OPPosite PARTY.
Vakeel of Petitioners—Baboo Kissensukha Mookerjea.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
Application
for review re

jected, the
Court adher

ing to the opi
nion expressed
by it when the
case was before

it in appeal, to
the effect that
an adverse

THIS is an application on the part of Surubjeet Mahtoon, (plain:
tiff) respondent, for a review of the judgment of this Court

in the case of Choonee Mahtoon, (defendant) appellant, versus S*
rubjeet Mahtoon, plaintiff, and others, respondents, by which he
was declared to be out of court under the statute of limitations.

His pleader, Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea, urges no new?"
but merely repeats the arguments, which were addressed to us."

Sahoo, was set

Ramapersaud Roy when the case was before us in appeal, to
effect that the statute of limitation, as against his client, only beg"

up by Govern

to run from the date on which a permanent settlement of the ch"

title as against
Byjnath

so asserted

was made with Choonee Mahtoon, the defendant in the case, whose
possession then became adverse to him, and that previously to that
time Government only held the lands as trustee for the proper."
er of it and that consequently such possession was adverse to *

by Govern

one claiming the lands as owner.

ment in

1820

A. D.; that it
has never been

abandoned and

that the title,

-

-

ment, has

been assigned
to the (defen

dant) appel
lant, and that
the plaintiff
petitioner who,
in 1852 A. D.
comes into

court as Byj
nath

Sahoo's

representative

by purchase to
uestion that

tle is clearly
- - -

himself by
efflux of time.

When the case was before us in appeal, we expressed an opi"
on the evidence before us, that an adverse title as against By"
Sahoo was set up by Government in 1820 A.D.; that it was"
abandoned; that adverse title has been assigned to the defendant."
this case, and plaintiff, who in 1852 comes into court as By."
Sahoo's representative by purchase, to question that title, is clearly
out of court himself by efflux of time.

-

To the opinion expressed by us, when the case was before **
appeal, we adhere; we therefore reject this application for re'."

( - )
T
|

|-######"...!o
D. L. MONEY, E.
1
- - SAM

-

Special * fre-f Mirza M
-

%." £,
of M-f-f

i-

April 1853.
C- No. - 18

DUREAO ROY AND ora-, (D-pa-ra) Arrl
-

MAHARAJAOODYNARAIN MULL, (Pl
R-O-D

Pai-lef Appella-D-R-R
Wal-l-fift-i-B-A
nath P-lit-M
C- No. -- 1856.

GHUNOO ROY AND ori-, (D-A-,
-

MAHARAJA OODYNARAIN MULL (PL-1
R

Pai-lof Appella-Ba-R-R
V-frt-B-A-G
- P

C- No. 2-7 or 1856.

NUOBED ROY AND orneas, (Dar-soasts,) Are
-

MAMARAJAOODYNARAIN MULL, (Plans rive.)
R

Pai-l of Appellants-bal-Ramap-r-ţ R

Wal-l-firependent-bal-K-r-Gi-, and Sinall
nath Pandit and M-- Al

Tars case was admitted to special appeal on the 28th April 1856,
under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs J. S. Torrens

":
--

and C. B. Trevor:

- -

-

(
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“Petitioner urges that as he claimed only half of one-third, and
denied vendor's right over that portion only and only sued for
possession of it, there was no reason why his suit should have been
valued according to the whole one-third. That under any ci
cumstances such an objection was not tenable in appeal under Act
IX. of 1854. On the second point petitioner adds that the defect

in the decree of the principal sudder ameen in being extended to the
whole one-third could not have formed any ground for nonsulting
his case, as the order could have been amended by the judge.
“We admit the special appeal to try whether the judge's decisit
-

is correct with reference to the above remarks.”
JUDGMENT.

The order of the judge is clearly erroneous. He might with pr:
priety have amended the obvious error in the principal sudder amens
decree, which the special appellant admits, if he considered his fini:

ing otherwise correct, but he ought not to have punished the special
appellant, by an order of nonsuit, for a mistake which originated with
the court, and over which the special appellant could have had to
control.

The case is remanded to the judge with directions to re

place it on his file and to dispose of it on its merits with reference to
the above remarks.

-

THE 28TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., '-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 264 OF 1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. Loch, Judge of P*
nea, dated 11th May 1855.
MR. DAVID SALEM COHEN, (DEFENDANT) APPELLANT,
versus

SYED MAIIOMED REZA AND SYED AHMED REZA,
(PLAINTIFF's) RESPONDENTs.

Iokeels of Appellant–Baboo Kishenkiskore Ghose and Mr.

R.

T. Allan.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Sun"
math Pundit.

Defendant

£"

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 5,250.
Plaintiffs sue Mr. R. S. Cohen, decreeholder and auction-p'"

£iff chaser, his wife, Mrs. M. Cohen and Mr. D. S. Cohen, M*

( 310 )
the review was
admitted and

may be annulled, and plaintiff be put in possession as proprie"

of the same.
eventually
plaintiffs were
The defendant,
released from
the decree
which was

given solely
against the
debtor under

D. S. Cohen, in his answer, avers that the als
and purchase of the houses, which had belonged to plaintiffs, by
Mrs. Mussultope Cohen and D. S. Cohen, were bond fide trans
actions; that notwithstanding the reversing of the decision, orig
nally passed against plaintiff, in review, the sale of the houses."

the bond;
plaintiffs now

not be reversed, as at the time of the sale plaintiffs were liableft

sue for the re
versal of the
sale of their

the amount decreed against them; that the sale itself was ine"
particular regular, and plaintiffs received the surplus proceeds.
the sale, and are now estopped from questioning the sale, but in

property which
was made
under a decree

which has be

only entitled to receive back the sale price of their property min"
the amount of surplus proceeds received by them; defendan

come a nullity
and for posses

then proceeds to answer each and every allegation of plaintiff

sion of the

garding the irregularity of the sale, and prays that plaintiffs?"

stille Ils

sent suit be dismissed.

owlier8.

Mrs. Mussultope Cohen filed an answer similar to the above;

Held that

although the
receipt of the
purchase

R. S. Cohen died without filing any answer; notice was serve
on his heirs, but they did not appear; the other defendants filed
answer denying their responsibility.

money or any

portion of it by
a judgment
debtor might
estop a debtor
from suing for

The judge on the issue, whether the sale ought to be revered
inasmuch as the decree, in execution of which the sale took place

has been reversed on review of judgment, gave judgments."

the reversal of

lows:– “The decree gained by R. S. Cohen against the plaintiffss

a sale on exe
cution on the

“dated 26th May 1848, the decision on re-trial releasing ther".

ground solely
of irregularity,

“tiffs from Cohen's claim and giving a decree against the heirs
“Mahomed Rumzan, is dated 23rd March 1853. On the lith

inasmuch as

such receipt
might be con
sidered to
operate as al
waiver to any

objection

“June 1853, R. S. Cohen, now D. S. Cohen, sued out execution."
“the decree of the 23rd March, and the property of the heirs of
“Mahomed Rumzan was put up for sale on 21st November 1853,

“they paid rupees 1,000, and the decreeholder stopped the sale."
that

“two months; the defendant, D. S. Cohen, urges that the sale of
“the plaintiff's houses cannot be upset, though the decree,
sale took
has the
beenamount
reversed,
fordecree,
at the time
doc “which
“sale thethe
plaintiffs
wereplace,
liable for
of the
and in

the debtor
might have
had to the

sale, the

trine does not

leged that in

“support of his statement he quotes the Decision of the Sudder
“Court, dated 31st January 1852, Musst. Surfoo versus Ma
“Begum, and a Summary Decision of 18th September 1852, Her

consequence
of a subse

“gobind Ghose, petitioner. This last decision cannot bef

quent decision#

“amongst the printed decisions either of regular or summary"

justice, all the

“and the decision first quoted is inapplicable, for in it certain it"
“gularities in the sale proceedings and the non-liability of the

apply to the
present case in
which it is al

of a court o

*:

acts
inst the

*:

of the
laintiffs have

“plaintiff's right and interest to be sold in execution of a deer.
-

agai

-

were the pleas urged for the reversal."
-

are irregularities
in "
-1 of the sale,

-
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with, or in any way obstruct, the paramount right of the plaintiff,
to recover possession of the property, of which, through the error

of a court of justice, they were causelessly deprived; the case might
have been different had any act of plaintiffs been shown subsequent

to the decision passed on review, by which an acquiescence in, or
consent to, the previous sale might be inferred or presumed; no
such act, however, has been pleaded in the present case. Neither
do we think that under the circumstances of this case the receipt by

plaintiff of rupees 229-10-9, the surplus proceeds of the sale,"
date prior to the application for a review of judgment, places them
now in a different position regarding their own property, from that
in which they would otherwise have been, though of course they
are liable for a re-fund of the sum, which they have so received,
|

|

with interest, to the heir of the original purchaser.

This being our view of the main point in this case, we thinkit
unnecessary to notice further the other minor matters that were com:
mented on by the pleaders in their address to the Court, neither do
we consider it necessary to enter upon an examination of the regu.

|

larity or irregularity of a sale, which, whether regular or irregular,
has been set aside on other and graver considerations.

For the above reasons we think the (plaintiffs) respondents ent:
tled to have the sale of it reversed, and to the possession of their

property, and we affirm the decision of the lower court, the costs."
the (plaintiffs) respondents to be borne by David Salem Cohen,
appellant.
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The sale of the houses, on the ground of which the present claim
is based, has this day been set aside by the Court, the present claim
consequently falls.

We reverse the decision of the lower court

with costs.

THE 28TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

CASE No. 450 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Haneef Khan,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Patna, dated 11th April 1854, alter

ing a decree of Mource. Syed Sujaet Aiee Khan, Moonsiff of
Kismut Ghurhee, dated 31st March 1853.

SHEODYAL SINGH, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

MEER ROOSTUM ALEE alias CHUMMUN AND

MEER

RAOSHUN ALEE, (DEFENDANTs,) RESPONDENTs.

Jakeel of Appellant-Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Jakeel of Respondents—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Plaintiff ob
tained a loan
from defen tant

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 15th Angust
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A.

of rupees -0---,

Samuells and D. I. Money :

and defen
dant granted

to plantiff a
lense of certain
property;

plantitlant

"O

“The defendants obtained a loan from the plaintiff of ru
262-8, upon a bond and granted him a lease. The plaintiff appro
priated rupees 13 per annum, rent on account of interest on the
debt. He subsequently sued for the amount of the debt, deducting

priated run
15 of the rent

yearly to the
payment of the
interest of the
debt and sued

subsequently
for the amount
remaining due
on the Lond
and obtained a
decree-the-de
fendant then
brought an
action for rent
against the

plaintiffs, who
pleaded that
the rupe-- 15
*

- In

appropriated to

the rupees 15 rent, which he had taken on account of interest and
oitained a decree. The defendants then brought an action for ren:
against the plaintiff, who pleaded that the rupees 15 Per annurn
should be deducted. The lower courts decided that this could not
be admitted as a set-off in a suit for rent, and gave a decree for the
defendants.

The plaintiff has now sued for the rupees 15

annuit, which he had deducted on account of interest

per

£, suit for

the payment of the original debt. The moonsiff gave him a decree
for the amount with interest upon it, viz. rupees 165. The princi
pal sufter ameen decreed only rupees 81, the amount the plaintiff

had deducted, disallowing interest upon it. The special

appeliant

urges before us that, as the amount he had deducted on account of
interest is due to him, it should be considered as the Principal and
interest should be allowed upon it.

( *

,

“We do not eo-MV
--has been proved t-ll
edit, and been again deprived of it by the has put him to the trouble and - of this -i- to
recover it, he is not fally entitled to the inter-el
-, -ī-

|-

£:

-

Juno-r.

We find on a reference to the papers of the -it-ch
special appellant instituted against the special re
amount of the originall-frap-d--s, and in-hiel
on account of inter- due to him upon the debt rap
rent, which h-ed to them --, that the special re
denied that ther- any agreement between them and the -l
appellant, authorising him to make the deduction, and no proof

whatever-dduced of any-ach agreement b-rt

|

It was therefore an unauthori- set on the part of thes

--

lant. Under these circumstances, we are of opinion that he is not
-titled in this suit to the interest he claims, and - di- the

appeal with cost
- - - - - -

*

- - - - - -

- - -

- - -

-------------

|-

-

Ti- 28 ris F-U- 1857
Parsex r.

#

£
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A. SAMUELLs, Esq., Y offician-J
D. L. MONEY, E-,

Case No. 2 or 1857.

Petition for Re-of Judg-t/-d
M-. C. B. T-,
- E. A. Sa-il-D. I. Money, on the 27th Nore-beria Case
No. 119 of 1854.

ISSURCHUNDER SIRCAR, (Pauren) Resrospest,
Perurioxia,
-

RAMRUTTUN Roy Axe orasas, (Arrellasts.) Orrostre
PAary.

-

Waleel of Petitioner-None.

* of the opposite Party-base. Ramaper-d Rey and
-

Aishenkushore G-.

This is an application made by the (plaintiff) respondent in the
**Ramruttun Roy and others, (defendants) appellants, cers"

- - -

|- - -

-

-

-

*-
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THE 10TH FEBRUARY 1857.
PRESENT:

£)

H. T. RAIKES,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

Jud
wages.

PETITION No. 609 of 1856.
A decree

holder, who
has taken out

process of at
tachment pre

vious to the
sale of his

IN the matter of the petition of Gungapersaud, guardian of Ba
boo Mahtabchand, minor, filed in this Court on the 10th November

1856, praying for the admission of a summary special appeal from
the decision of Mr. G. Loch, judge of Purnea, dated 7th August

1856, reversing that of Moulvee Abdool Uzeez Khan Bahadoor,

£
rty which
ameen of that district, dated 1st April 1856, in the
'h' in principal sudder
execution of a
decree of
another decree
holder, is en
titled to share

in the proceeds

case of petitioner, plaintiff, versus Mrs. M. Cohen, decreedar, second
defenant.

-

Vakeel of Petitioner–Moonshee Ameer Alee.

akeel of the Opposite Party—Moulvees Lootfoor Ruhman and
Aftaboodeen Mahomed.

of sale.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
Petitioner is a decreeholder in the zillah court, and also one Mr.
Cohen is a decreeholder, and both under their decrees having claims

against the same debtor, caused the property of that debtor to be
attached: eventually on the 4th February 1856, the sale of the at
tached property was made in the decree of Mr. Cohen; and on this,
petitioner on the 3rd May specially petitions for a rateable share in
the proceeds of the sale. The judge has disallowed the claim, because
the petition was not presented within 30 days of the date of sale.
The judge supposes that the Circular Order of 26th Jnuary 1844
necessitates an order of this tenor to be passed in the case, but the

express purport of that Circular was that all decreeholders admitted
previously as claimants against the debtors, should share in the sale
proceeds and more particularly the Circular Order of 2nd February
1849, directs that parties shall share rateably in the proceeds of sale
who have taken out process of attachment previous to the sale of the

property.

With this condition the petitioner complied, and we see

no ground to set his claim aside.
We reverse the order of the judge and remand the proceedings,

that the execution may be carried out as above indicated.

(

3.21

)

Tur 10rn FrancAny 1857
Pal-st:

II. T. R. Al KES, E-,
A. SCONCE., H----,

}*

Perinos No. 668 or 1836

In the matter of the petition of Sheikh Sabur Ale" and another... *
-

filed in this Court on the 29th November 1*36, praying for the al

mission of a summary special appeal from the decise n of Mr. D.
Cunliffe, judge of Bhangul; ore, dated 29th August 1896, affirmine
that of Mr. C. MacDonals, princial *n-erameen of that district,

-

-

-

- - - - - - - -

dated 31st May 1856, in the case of Sarika Sabur Alec and another,
plaintiff, rer", Musst. Kalabuttee, wife of Joynarain Singh, de -

-

ceased, defendant.

17akeels of Petitioners-Meenshee A-r Alec and M-le- Leeffer
Ruhaan and Baloo I mel-l-hander M-fra.

Waheel of the Oppeate Party-Mastere Murma-at II*.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The special appellant moved the court below for leave to prove
that one Kalabuttee, the widow of Jynarain Singh, his debtor, was in
possession of Jynarain's property and effects as executrix and guar
dian of Jynarain's infant son, the request was rejected on the ground
that Kalabuttee had been held not to be the legal representative of
Jynarain, deceased, in another case.
This is not the point, the petitioner should be allowed the oppor
tunity of proving that Kalabuttee was in possession of Jynarain's
effects, and then to proceed against those effects or on any lia

bility attaching to Kalabuttee, in furtherance of his decreenow in
course of execution.

The case is remanded with reference to the above remarks.

-

- - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-- - -

*

(
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THE 18TH FEBRUARY - 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

Jud
uages.

PETITION No. 654 of 1856.

An objection

IN the matter of the petition of Gundowree Chowdraine, filed

made to the
sale of certain

in this Court on the 26th November 1856, praying for the admis

property,
should be in
quired into,

sion of a summary special appeal from the decision of the Hon'ble
R. Forbes, judge of Tirhoot, dated 27th August 1856, affirming

though the
objector may

that of Mr. E. DaCosta, principal sudder ameen of that district,
dated 10th June 1856, in the case of Gundowree Chowdraine

not have pre
ferred a claim,

plaintiff, versus Mohunt Baulmokoond Dass and others, defendants.

when, in pur
suance of a

previous and
distinct pro

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Baboos Ashootosh Chatterjea and

cess which was
not carried

through the

Onookoolchunder Mookerjea.

IT is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the

same property

may have been
advertized for
sale.

following grounds:
In this case, it appears, the petitioner presented a claim to the

principal sudder ameen, before whom a decree was being executed,
with respect to certain property advertized for sale. The petition
was presented within the time provided in the advertizement, but
because the advertizement in question had been issued for the
second time, the principal sudder ameen refused to inquire into the
claim submitted to him. On the appeal to the judge, this officer
declined to interfere, because the sale had been made.

Petitioner now pleads that the principal sudder ameen was not

competent to throw out his petition without a hearing.

He shows

that the first notification of sale alluded to by the principal sudder
ameen, was issued under a process of execution entirely different

from the present, that that process was struck off, and that execu
tion being sued out a second time by a new application, a new
notification of the intended sale was published. Under such circum
stances whatever weight may be attached to the petitioner's silence
subsequent to the first advertizement, on an inquiry into the merits
of his claim being instituted, there is clearly no good ground for

refusing to hear him at all. The nature of the claim cannot be
prejudged. The process, in conformity with which the sale proceed
ings were carried through, is distinct from the first attachment and
substantially in itself is an independent step taken for the enforce
ment of the debtor' liability under the decree.

We revere the orders of the judge and of the principal sudder
n. '' direct the inquiry into the petitioner's claim to be pre
| \\ 1111.

-

–

(
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THE 5TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

II. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

J. H. PATTON, ESQ., 'Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 223 OF 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Pundit Sreenath. Biddyabagish,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Backergunge, dated 9th November
1854.

GOLUCKCHUNDUR ROY AND or HERS, (PLAINTIFFs,)
APPELLANTS,
versus

BABOO GOPAL LAL THAKOOR AND or HERs,
(DEFENDANTs) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeels of Appellants—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose,
Sumbhoonath Pundit and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Romapersaud Roy, Poorunch under
Roy and Mr. R. T. Allan.
Decision of
lower court

dismissing suit
under law of
limitation
firmed.

al

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 6,989-6.

The appellant now before the Court, instituted this suit for the
purpose of recovering possession of the land of mouza Chandpore,
as appertaining to the zemindaree talook Aradhun Roy, of which
he professed to be the proprietor of a 12 annas share; the land sued
for he states to have originally belonged to the talook Aradhun
Roy, and to have been possessed by himself till a dispute occurred
between him and Baboo Gopallal Thakoor, which was taken

cognizance of under Act IV. of 1840, and which terminated by
the session judge determining that possession lay with the latter.
Plaintiff's suit, to set aside the order of the sessions judge and to

be re-possessed of the disputed land, has been thrown out by the
lower court, under the law of limitation; and it is to that point
only that in this appeal our attention is directed.
The main ground assigned by the principal sudder ameen for
holding the plaintiffs (appellants') suit to be barred by lapse of time
is, that in execution of a decree made in favour of Baboo Ladlymo
hun Thakoor, by a proceeding of the judge, dated 22nd March
1828, mouza Chandpore was declared to have been delivered over
to the decreeholder, and that, at the same time, a claim preferred

by Rankishore Ghose (who, appellant admits, through his pleader,
represented his father, Kishenchunder Roy) to hold mouza Chand

Pure in opposition to Baboo Ladlymohun Thakoor was for want of

_*

( -

)

proof thereof, expre-ly reject-l. Th-fil-llant
leader- is addre-it-in

*-ion of appellanti-al-li
taken in execution in 1828, -i-hat proof-tha-f
that -erted fact, h-laid-for-

W

what is called three-ammary decre-for rent of 1-52 and 1-3. In

none of the c-any inquiry held by the collector on the merit
of the claims; at the foot of the petition of Plaint, it is simply that the c-re removed from the file, as the petitioner -tt

that he had been paid the rent, which he claimed and though in
two of the orders it is remarked that Gopallal Thakoor had

*:

ed to the claim made and had given no proof to support his objec
tion, the Proceedings in question afford as no reliable evidence
of the petitioner's Po-ion of the land referred to, while it is a p-r

feetly fair presumption that the petitioner desired, by getting his
- di-

of as above described, to avoid a discussion on the

merits of his claim as a landlord in p-ion.

Appellant has also filed-on-jamma-l-bakee papers of differ
ent year-nd five kubo-leat- for 1255 and has adduced witn
to corroborate hi-ertion that he received the rents of mouza

C-ipore. The depositions read to us are inconclusive and to avoid any elucidation of the real matter at issue.

":

yeive no account of the nature of the proceedings taken by the

- who was employed to carry out the the execution of 18*,
nor does the appellant himself attempt to show us that the execu
tion had not the effect it was intended to have or that it applied to
otherland than that now contested. Po-ibly, it is said, many year

* there existed a chur called chur Chandpore, and P-bly it was

churchandpare and not mouza Chandpare, that Baboo Ladlyme
ha-equired in execution of his decree.

But we cannot accept

-led p-ibilities as a substitute for evidence.

The appellant,

it appears to us, has succeeded in presenting no valid ground of ob
jection to the finding of the principal sudder ameen. It is clearly
al-n in the decree of this officer, that mouza Chandpore was tran
ferred to Ladlymohun Thakoor in 1828, in spite of the objection
then made by the appellant's father, that the village belonged to
himself; and further, that before this dispute arose, in a suit institut

ed by Ki-henehunder (appellant's father, against a third party, he

distinctly admitted that Gopallal Thakoor was in po-ion of the
nipore, and that it was his intention to sue for it. We
think, for these re-ne, that appellant has shown no cause to stay

|-f

the operation of the law of limitation, and we dismiss the appeal.
The whole costs to be paid by appellants.
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one existing at the time of the decennial settlement, the onus of prov
ing a right to enhancement of rent must be held to fall on plaintiff,
but this suit, which is to eject the tenant altogether, is clearly

beyond the terms of the law quoted, and we consider this action
must therefore be dismissed.

If plaintiff considers himself able to substantiate a right to in
crease of assessment, the action now dismissed, not having involved

that point, must not be considered as any bar to such a claim.
The present action must be against the plaintiffs with costs of
both courts.

T11E 5TH MARC II 1857.
PRESENT:

II. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., Judges.
A. SCONCE, Esq.,
CASE No. 285 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. MacDonald, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Bhangulpore, dated 30th August 1855, offirm

ing a decreer of Mr. J. D’Costa, Moonsiff of the Sudder Station,
dated 20th July 1854.
IIEERA RAM MISSER AND BABOO BANEEMADHUB

SING II, (PLAIN 1.1FFs,) APPELLANTs,
*ers"/s

A " a re-

MUKIIUN RAOOT, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT.
Jake of Appellants–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Take of Respondent—Moulvee Syed Murhammut Hossein.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 3rd June 1856,

" under the following certificate:–

|

.

".

Mr. A. Scox 1.-- Plaintiffs, petitioners, in this case sue to reco

ver possession of 10 beegas as zemindaree mal land, being at the
at
-

|| ||

1

same time new chur land, but in conformity with the answer of
the defendant, Mukhun Rabot, the lower courts have dismissed the
claim, fining that the land was portion of certain lakhiraj land

in 1 - amounting to beegas 208, which from the year

1799 had

been

assigned by Government to Tantees.
“In this application petitioner takes the main objection that the
***** lower courts have declared the land to be lakhiraj land without ali
equate investigation, and especially have assumed a decision by a
special deputy collector, dated 15th September 1840, to declare the

of

a rent-

land to be lakhirai, whereas on the contrary the deputy collector

->

-

-

|

-

-

(
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THE 5TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., X-Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 291 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Sreenath Biddyalagish
Pundit, Principal Sudder Ameen of Backergunge, dated i8th
June 1855, reversing a decree of Baboo Gourhurree Bose, Moon
siff of Vulchitty, dated 18th December 1854.

CHUNDERKOONWUR SINGH AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs.)
APPELLANTS,
wersus

SHEIKII BHOLAEE AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Moonsiff

having ad
judged arrears
of rent against
two persons,

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Bungseebuddun Mitter.
Vakeels of Suthchurn Ghosal—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Unodapershad Banerjee, and of Sheikh Bholaee,—Baboo Kisken
sukha Mookerjee.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 10th June 1856,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. H. T. Raikes
and A. Sconce:–

tent to the

“The moonsiff in trying plaintiff petitioner's claim for arrears of
rent against Bholaee and Moongaee, founded on a kubooleut execut

appellate court

ed by them, decreed against both in plaintiffs' favour.

it was compe

From that

(holding the
kubooleut

founded upon
not to be

proved and

decision, Bholaee only appealed to the principal sudder ameen, and
on his appeal, the principal sudder ameen reversed the moonsiffs
order against both defendants. At the same time, a second a

not to have

had been preferred by a third party, not a defendant in the

had effect) to

Case.

reverse entire

decision of

moonsiff upon
appeal of one

detendant.

“We admit the special appeal to try whether the moonsiff's deci

sion should not be maintained with respect to Moongaee who did
not appeal against his judgment.”
JUDGMENT.

After hearing the statement of the pleader for special appellant
on the point expressed in the certificate, the pleaders for respondents
refer the Court to two different decisions of this Court, in which it
has been held competent to the appellate court to reverse a decree
passed by the court of first instance against all the defendants in a
suit though these defendants may not personally have been Parties
to the appeal. The first case quoted is that decided on the 10th

"

" -- - *

(
as B had been

kept in posses
sion

of

their

property by
virtue of this
deed for 12
ears before

er death, that
her possession
upon a distinct
title was ad

verse to plain
tiffs; that the
date of the

death of A, the
donor, was
their cause of
action; and
that the limi
tation of 60
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fraudulent. It further appears that according to defendants, Rajes

suree acquired the property by a deed of gift made in her favour
by Joydoorga, in 1225, and it is this deed which the principal sudder
ameen holding to be illegal, declares to keep open the plaintiff's
claim for 60 years.

-

“I admit the special appeal to try-first, whether or no, in con
formity with Clause 2, Section III., Regulation II. of 1805, the plain
tiffs in their plaint or replication so set forth distinctly, the ground

adopted by the principal sudder ameen as to justify that officer in the
decision which he has passed; and secondly, whether, from the ad
mission made by plaintiffs in their plaint of Rajessuree's eccupancy,

they were not bound to sue within 12 years from the death of
Joydoorga in 1236, to whose death, they trace the cause of their
own action.”

years was in

applicable to
their case.

MR. H. T. RAIKEs –“On the first point of admission, I hold

that the tenor of the plaintiffs' plaint entirely absolves them from
challenging the hibbanama, inasmuch as they sue in apparent igno
rance of its existence and aver that after Joydoorga's death, Rash
monee, her daughter, was allowed to have the property in suit as a
means of maintenance, and that their action is brought to oust an

alleged adopted son of her's, whose rights to possession they dispute.
“It was only in the answer that the plea of Rashmonee being held
under the hibbanama was set up, and it is evident, the plaintiffs in

replication denied the deed; as the plaint is laid and the replication
made in support of its prayer, I do not see that plaintiffs were
bound to do more than has been done. Had they come into
court, acknowledging the existence of the hibba and impugning its
legality after so many years, it would have been necessary to con

form to the law, as laid down by my colleague, but the object of
their suit was not this, and the hibba has apparently been pleaded in
defence for the first time to oppose their suit.

“The decision of the first court was that the suit of plaintiffs is
out of time, because plaintiffs have failed to prove that the hibba

was acquired by fraud or violence.

-

“The principal sudder ameen has held that the gift of ancestral
property, by a widow to her daughter, is forbidden by the shasters,
and therefore in itself illegal, any possession under such an illegal
transfer being fraudulent, no action for recovery is maintainable
within 60 years.

-

-

-

“This ruling is in perfect accordance with the doctrine of this
Court as laid down in the decision of the 5th April 1849, page
102; the party to whom this gift was made, was the daughter of
the widow's husband, and must therefore be held as in the

pre

cedent to have been cognizant of the illegality of the transfer, and
that it could convey no permanent rights, the possession under it

has theretore all along been a fraudulent possession, and the prin

-->
*

---
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action sooner than they did; but as this position of Rajessuree is

denied by the defendant, and it is asserted by him, and found as a
fact by the first court below, that her possession was based on the
hibbanama, and that this deed was published and produced in other

cases during the life-time of Rajessuree; indeed she was 12 years
before her death held in possession by virtue of this very deed; we

must hold it to have been proved that the possession of Rajessuree
was not permissive, but on the contrary adverse, and has been of
that character all along since the death of Joydoorga, the date of
her death then must be held to be the date from which limitation

began to run against the plaintiff's ancestors in this matter, and as
that carries us back to 1236, the action of the plaintiffs is long be
yond time.
The cause of action then having been ascertained to have arisen

long before the period assigned to it by the plaintiff's declaration,
and no special plea of fraud being applicable under their statement
of the case to Rajessuree's possession, the special and enlarged
period allowed for actions on such a ground cannot be applicable,
and plaintiff is out of court under the ordinary law of limitation.
The loss of the legal remedy by lapse of time must prevent the
Court from proceeding to determine the validity of the defendant's
title under which possession is held by him, and therefore without

looking beyond the fact that plaintiff is beyond time, we, on that
ground, reverse the decision of the lower court, and dismiss the
original suit with costs on the plaintiff.
THE 5TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., Judge.

J. S. TORRENS, Esq., officiating Judge.
PETITION No. 658 of 1856.

Order of re

mand on appli
cation of speci
al appeal, for

the judge to
try a

plea

which

''

re

fused to con
sider, as it had

IN the matter of the petition of Lokenath Chowdree and others,
filed in this Court, on the 10th June 1856, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. R. G. Scott, add
tional judge of Dacca, dated the 26th March 1856, reversing that cf
Moulvee Mahomed Nazeem Khan Bahadoor, principal sudder ameen

been previous

of that district, dated the 26th June 1855, in the case of Poorun
chunder Roy and others, plaintiffs, versus Lokenath Chowdree and

ly pronounced

others, defendants.

upon before
order of non
suit.

Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboos Govindehunder Mookerjee and
Bungseebuddun Mitter.
Vakeels of the Opposite Party–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Aishenkishore Ghose.

(
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It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The decision of the judge will be found at page 53 of the printed
reports of the month. The suit was on a debt claimed to be due to
the plaintiffs, a previous action on the same having been before
finally nonsuited after an appeal to this court. On the renewal of
the suit defendant put in a plea of limitation, and the judge in ap
peal has refused to try the question, as he states that, in his opinion,
the point having been settled in the non-uited ca- when in app-l

before the additional judge “it was not liable to be re-tried." He then

proceed. to trial of the case on the merits and decrees for plaintiff.
The defendant in special appeal urges that the judge should not
have refused to try his plea on the statute of limitation, as the
former action having been finally non-uited, any intermediate

orders passed during its investigation is not conclusive in the pre
-nt c

The trial of the plea of limitation was undoubtedly necessary
in the present action, as the ruling of the additional judge on the
point in the former case non-uited could not be of any effect in the

present. We therefore remand the case to the judge to try the
question, and dispose of the case according to the result.
The 6th MAncil 1857.
Parsi NT:

J. H. PATTON, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

}*".

No. 1202 or 1856.

In the matter of the petition of Mokunda Dassee and others, filed
in this Court on the 1st September 1856, praying for the admission
of a

: appeal from the decision of Mr. J. E. S. Lallie, official

C
- - t-f
- - -

-.

ing judge of East Burdwan, under date the 8th July 1856, affirm
ing that of Mr. H. M. Reid, officiating collector of that district,

- 1-1
-, 1

under date the 15th December 1855, in case of Bhuggobuttee

- if
*** *-P

Damsea, plaintiff, rersus petitioners, defendants.

h:

Vakeel of Petitioners-Baboo Sreenata Dass.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party-Baboo Jugdanand Mookerjee.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

The plaintiff brought his suit for resumption of 11 b. 10 c. of
*Mirai land held on an invalid title. The collector decreed and

the judge in appeal confirmed the resumption of 9 b. 10 e of this
Portion. Petitioners (defendants) allowed 5 b. 9 c. to be mal, and

|-

-

*

lim- to
ti-t land.

(
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as regards the remainder 4 b. 1 c, they do not show that one por
tion, viz. 2 b. 15c. was held as lakhiraj before 1st December 1790,
while they profess to hold 1 b. 6 c. under a sunnud, dated 1167.
Petitioner pleads that the suit is barred by the rule of limitation,
but as petitioners do not say that 2 b. 15 c. was held before 1st
December 1790, their lakhiraj claim to that portion is, under Sec
tion X., Regulation XIX. of 1793, null and void. But as they as
sert that 1 b. 6 c. was granted in 1167, it appears to us that it is
not sufficient, as the judge has said, to reject the lakhiraj title upon
the ground of the invalidity of the sunnud. If petitioners can prove
the enjoyment of this land as lakhiraj before 1st December 1790,
the lapse of 60 years should bar the claim to resumption.
We also think with reference to the precedent of this Court re

ported at page 501 of the Decisions for 1855; that "petitiners are
entitled to a finding of the judge as to the applicability of that deci
sion to the portion of 1 b. 6 c abovementioned.
Petitioners also objected to pay costs of suit upon the portion of

the plaint admitted to be mal land; but as they did not enter into a
settlement for the same when called upon, we see no ground of spe
cial appeal in this matter. We remand the case with reference to
the remarks made in respect to the lb. 6 c. as above.

-

THE 7TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:
C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
D. A.

SAMUELLS,

E.' Officiating Judges.
-

- -

PETITION No. 298 of 1855.

The decision

of the judge
being worded
ve

ambigu

ously, the case
is remitted to
him with ins
tructions that

either relying
on the evi
dence he has

already taken,
or if necessary
after requiring
the parties to

produce fresh
evidence,

he

will draw up a
clear and dis
tinct decision

on the point in
dispute be
tween the

IN the matter of the petition of Gopallal Tagore, filed in this
Court on the 20th March 1855, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision of Mr. H. W. Bayley, additional judge
of Backergunge, under date the 23rd December 1854, affirmir
that of Pundit Sreenath Biddyabagish, principal sudder

£

that district, under date the 23rd May 1854, in the case of Nubbhye
Sirdar and others, plaintiffs, versus petitioner, defendant.
Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Mr. R. T.
Allan.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

Tumzudeh and others sued Gopallal Tagore, special appellant, for
possession of certain land with mesne profits, and to set aside an or
der passed under Act IV. of 1840. Plaintiffs claimed the lands as

(
and that his
suit is not
barred.
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between the parties relative to the land in question and that it was
attached by the magistrate, with a view to the dispute being termi
nated by civil litigation. Accordingly, as appears, on the 26th Maugh
1251 (is 15,) the present defendant instituted a suit to establish his
right in the share and to be put in possession thereof. On the 9th
March 1847, by the court of first instance,—a decision was passed in
his favour and sometime later he got possession; but eventually on the
15th February 1850, that decision was set. aside, and the then

plaintiff (now defendant's) claim was wholly rejected on the ground
that the share litigated had been purchased and held by Brijnarain
Dhur. Thus it has happened that the present defendant, though
his own suit was dismissed, contrived to acquire and hold posses
sion in spite of the decision which upon the merits of the case was
given against him.
On the 21st May 1855, the present petitioner instituted the suit now
before us, and the principal sudder ameen declares that he is barred
as he has failed to prove possession of the land within 12 years.
But the principal sudder ameen has overlooked one or two circum
stances—first, that from 1845, the land was attached, and second,
that the defendant, who by virtue of the first decision made in his own
case assumed possession of the land, was found to have no legal title
to the right which he asserted and that virtually this decision of 15th
February 1850, in rejecting the defendant's title, affirmed the title
- - -

-

- -

of the petitioner. Further, as the attachment was made in 1845, in
consequence of the inability of the magistrate to determine the fact
of possession and as the decision of 15th February 1850 determined
that possession did not lie with the defendant, the inference, neces
sarily, would seem to follow that it lay with plaintiff, petitioner, or
his brother. Under such circumstances as petitioner has sued with
in five years and a few months subsequent to the decision of 15th

February 1850, we think that the petitioner's suit is not barred.
We reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen and remand
the case to be tried upon the remaining issues.
THE 9TH MARCH

1857.

PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

} officiating Judges.
-

- -

PETITION No. 508 OF 1855.
Case roman
ded, in order

IN the matter of the petition of Hurryhur Chuckerbuttee and

that the Judge
may
inquire

others, filed in this Court on the 24th April 1855, praying for the

into

the vali

dity of the

admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Davidson,

Principal sudder ameen of Midnapore, dated the 31st January 1855,

(

- )

affirming that of Baboo Woom-behunder M-j- of

Baghree, dated the 14th A- 1854, in the e- Harrybar
Chuckerbuttee and others, plaintiffs, e-R-C-r
buttee defendant.

Vakeel of Petti-B-J
Waleel of the opp-Party-Rey Sr
It is hereby certified that the said application is cranted on the
following ground
The suit is for p-ion of property mortgaged by the father of
the plaintiff to the father of the defendant.

moonsiff di-ai-d the suit upon the merit

The principal-udder ameen affirmed his decision, holding that the
rnama or agreement between the contracting parti-f

proved to be correct, contained no clan-binding upon their heirs,
and - therefore inoperative against the defendant.
It is urged by the petitioners in special appeal that the principal
sudder-n's decision was wrong, inasmuch as in transactions of

£ nature the rights and

liabilities of ancestors descend to their

-

We consider the plea a valid one, and, admitting the special ap
peal, rever- the principal sudder ameen-judgment and remand the
ca- to him, with directions that he will inquire into the validity of
theikrarnama and pass upon the merits of the case whatever order
they may seem to require.

(
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THE 9TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

£).

H. T. RAIKES,
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,

A. SCONCE, Esq.,

Judges.

)

-

Regular Appeals from the decision of Mr. H. C. Metealfe, Off
ciating Additional Judge of Zillah Dacca, dated 25th May 1855.
CASE No. 255 OF 1856.

MR. J. STEPHEN, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

MR. G. P. WISE, (PLAINTIFF,) AND ANOTHER, RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose, Sumbkoonath
Pundit and Mr. R. Norris.

|

Jakeels of Respondents—Baboos Jugdanund Mookerjea, Ramaper
saud Roy and Mr. R. T. Allan.
-

SUIT_laid at Company's rupees 1,000.
No. 251 OF 1856.

MR. J. P. WISE, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

MR. J. STEPHEN, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT.

lakels of Appellant–Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Ramapersaud
Roy.

Jakeels of Respondent–Bahoo
R.
In an action
for

libel held

that the publi
cation

in

newspaper by
(defendant)

appellant is
proved.
11 ell that
the right
to
address a

complaint to
the superinten

dent of police
does

not con

Kishenkishore Ghose and Mr.
Norris.

TIIIs appeal has arisen from an action for libel, instituted by the
respondent. The libel, complained of, is contained in two letters
published in the Englishman newspaper, on the 26th September
1851, and purporting to be copies of letters addressed by J. Stephen
to W. Dambier, Esq., superintendent of police, on the 14th April
and 22nd July 1851.
and Mr. Bell

Both Mr. Stephen, the writer of the letters,

iny, printer of the newspaper, have been made defen

dants. By the lower court the latter has been exempted from lia
bility; but, with respect to Mr. Stephen, this appellant, the ju
has held that the writing complained of was defamatory and libel

vey the right

lous; that the appellant caused it to be published; and that making

to publish that

every allowance for the writer's privilege to seek redress for wrongs.

complaint in a

real or fancied, through a legitimate channel, the tenor of tie

newspaper.

-

|

(
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which Mr. Stephen should transmit, might be published, we think
that it is fairly to be inferred that the appellant adopted the advice
which Mr. Christian gave him, and was personally instrumental to

the publication complained of and furnished for publication the
copies of the letters, which he had himself originally written.
Next, it is pleaded for appellant that the letters addressed to the
superintendent of police on subjects within the scope of his official
duty, cannot be taken as a legal ground for the present action.
Stated generally we may assent to this plea. If a crime has been

|

committed, it is clearly competent to the party wronged to lodge
complaint before those who officially are bound to detect and arrest
the criminal. But here it is not the submission of a criminal charge
before the superintendent of police that constitutes the libel set forth

in the plaint; but the publication in a newspaper of the letters in
which the writer's presumed charge is couched: and thus we are

brought to the third issue, which is, that the appellant has proved
that the conduct imputed by him to Mr. Wise is true.
The libellous matter mainly complained of by the plaintiff is to
be found in the letter, dated 14th April 1851, which the later letter
of 22nd July is said to contain and corroborate. The whole tenor

of the letter of 14th April, is asserted to be a libel on the plaintiff;
but the following are some of the expressions more particularly
complained of: the writer speaks of “the oppression or rather de
predations of Mr. Wise and his people,” says that from the time
Mr. Wise acquired possession of a share in an estate of which he
(Mr. Stephen) was also part proprietor, “must be dated the com
mencement of a series of systematical persecutions and tyrannies."
further on, he states that “these parties” meaning Mr. Wise and

others, have “commenced, by intimidation, and, in the majority of
cases, by violence to extort bills of sale (and so on) from the poor
tenants: " and he speaks of the “many atrocities, which Mr. Wise
and his people commit.”
In the issue, which we have now to consider, the appellant justi

fies this language. He says that the offences, imputed by him,
are true, and that they are proved to be true. Now it might be a
sufficient answer to this plea that the charges recited are without

details: that they are general aspersions and that the writer pre
sented them in such a form that neither could proof be demanded
from himself nor could Mr. Wise make answer to the accusation

laid against him. The evidence, referred to by the appellant's plead
ers, is not shewn to be specifically connected with Mr. Stephen, nor
with the time or circumstances under which the libellous letter was

written; some correspondence, that passed in 1847, between the

magistrates of Mymensing and Dacca and the superintendent of

police, is produced relative to the forcible abduction under aggra
vated circumstances of one Gourch under Chuckerbuttee.

This is

|
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THE 13TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 174 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahomed Sadiq Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 19th 4

gust 1854, affirming a decree of Moulvee Huneef Khan, Sudder
Ameen of that district, dated 13th July 1858.
JUTTADHAREE ROY, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

JUMOONA DASSEE, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.
Wakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboo Bungseebuddun Mitter and Moul
Murhamut Hossein.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 19th March

Plaintiff

sued peti
tioner, as far

1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce

mer, for a

and J. S. Torrens:—
MR. A. ScoxcE.—“In a suit for arrears of rent due from this

certain surn

due under a
kubooleut and
for another
sum which he

petitioner as ticcadar of the plaintiff, Jumoona Dassee, village Jelpa
boozoorg, he included a claim for a cess under the name of Band
This cess was claimed by plaintiff as distinct from the

had been con

Bheree.

pelled to pay

jumma determined in the potta granted by him, upon the ground

to the collector
as embank

that the collector had obliged him, plaintiff, (the owner of the vil

ment

lage) to pay the cess, and he required the ticcadar to re-pay what

as-e-8

ment, and
which it

was

customary for
the occupant

to levy from
the ryots.

The lower
courts gave
*

£"

decree on the
round that
th the
kubooleut and
the custom

pleaded were
proved by evi
dence before
them.

Held, that
under the

on this account he had realized from the ryots.

It is shown in the

decisions of the lower courts, that the collector had levied rupeessi
from plaintiff by four dakhilas, and it is held proved that the peti
tioner, defendant, had levied this cess at the rate of 8 annas in the
It is not shown, however, upon what con
ditions the collector enforced this payment from the plaintiff, nor

rupee from the ryots.

that, if that payment was fairly due by him, he was entitled to
reimburse himself by claiming the cess from the ticcadar, or that
the ticcadar was entitled to claim the same from the ryots.

“It is urged by the petitioners, that the claim laid is untenable on
the terms of the settlement, by potta made with him, and I admit

the special appeal to try whether the decree of the lower courts
upon this point does not involve a substantial error in the investi

this case the

gation of the case.”
MR. J. S. ToRRENs.—“It does not appear to me that the

point on which
the special

grounds assigned by the petitioner, for his application, arise on the

pleadings in

-

|
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THE 13TII MARCII 1857.
-

-

PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 173 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahomed Sadiq Khas
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 19th 4

1854, affirming a decree of Moulvee Mahomed Haneef Kiss,
Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 13th July 1853.
JUTTADHAREE ROY, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

JEETMUL, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.

Takeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Jakeels of Respondent–Baboo Bungsheebuddun Mitter and
Moulvee Murhamut

Hossein.

see previous Court
FoRthereon,
groundssee
of case
admission
to special
No. 174
of 1856.appeal and decision of the

Cnse,

THE 13TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A.
SAMUELLS,
D.
I. MONEY,
Esq.,Esq.,

Officiating
9 Judges.
g

|

Case No. 175 of 1856.
Special Appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahomed Sadiq Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 19th 4

1874, affirming a decree of Moulvee Haneef Khan, Sudder

-

of that district, dated 13th July 1853.
JEETMUL AND or HERs, (DEFENDANTs)
APPELLANTs,
versus

JUTTADHAREE, (PLAINTIFF,) Respondesr.
Vakeel of Appellants—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
Vakeel of Respondent--Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Plaintiff in

THIs case was admitted to

special appeal on the 19th March

'',

1896, under the following certificate recorded

(defendan)

Sconce and J. S. Torrens:–

by Messrs.

A.

(
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THE 13 TII MARC II 1857.
PRESENT:

\
i. i. MONEY, i." |

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., . Officiating Judges.
CASL No. 248 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Tarakanth Bhuttachere
Roy Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Cuttack, dated 2L:
October 1854, reversing a decree of Baboo Bishumber Biddya
blowshun, Moonsiff of Dhamnuger, dated 29th May 1854.
DULORAM M A HAIPUTTER AND JUGUBUNDIIOO

MI-VIIAPUTTER, (IPLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
*rs MS

DAMOODU R MAHAPUTTER, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT.
Jakeel of Appellants—Mr. R. T. Allan.
| alcols of Respondent–Baboos Shumbhoonath Pundit and
Poor unch under Roy.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 7th May 1855,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. H. Patton
and J. S. Torrens:

* I'etitioner brought this action to recover the surplus procee's of
sale for arrears of revenue of 2 annas share of the village of Neesee
da, or heli, previous to sale, in possession of the defendant, Dano
du Main utter, also was lat in the same from the date on which

h", planti, alleged he had acquired title to the property by pur
case in execution of decree. The 2 annas of the property had been
originally pledged to plaintiff for a debt by the then owner Sobol: a
1). e. after this she sold the 5 annas share in this village and in two
other villages of her taluk to the defendant, Damoodur, on whose
t the

sale

| r a rears took place. Previous to sale and after
to the plaintill, the mortgagor, Sobodra, had made an ar

|
she made over the whole of the village of
it by which

re, in lieu of , annas in that and the other two villages
to Damondur after her mortgage. The moons:

. . . . . .

. on ground of his prior mortgage and purchase,

..
. . . . . . . to the surplus proceeds of the sale to the ex
tent of 2 " ... lut the principal sudder ameen reversed these

or r-, as he on- or
* ..

...

the plainti's lien both under his purchase

. . .. n

d" 11 li that,
and r circull-tulic-,

an by the in

are could not extend over the rights of Dumoodur,

as he in active them in Neeseedapore separately under the ar
rang-in-ut which he had male with Sobodra. Petitioner urg's

|

(

3-1

||

ameen dismissed the appeal under the provisions of Act xix of
|

|
|

The ground of special appeal is this, that it - irregular to
dismiss the regular appeal upon the failure of appellant to appear
* a witness without summoning him in the mode pre-ril-1 by
-

It is not clear from the statement made in the principal-adder

ameen's decision that it was the purpose of respondent to name and
to summon appellant as a witne-, rather he -m- to have intend

.

•d to give appellant the option of appearing, if being notified through
his pleader, he so thought fit. But if this be so, the provisions of
Act XIX of 1853, were inapplicable, and the principal sudder
ameen should have given his opinion upon the evidence and a
the point disposed of by the moonsiff if however it was the object
of

respondent to summon appellant as a witne-, then it -

illegal to dismiss the appeal under the default created by Act XIX.
of 1853, without duly summoning him to appear. We remand the
- to the principal sudder ameen for re-trial with reference to
th-remar

The 1311. Mancut 1857.
Parsexr.

J. II. PATTON, Esq.,

A. SCONCE, Esq.,

}*

-

Petition No. 1288 or 1856.

In the matter of the petition of Sheikh Saddutoollah, one of the 1
defendants, filed in this Court on the 31st October 1856, raying :
for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. G. C.- ".
the 30th June 1856, reversing that "

Loch, judge of

£

of Moulve-Abdool Uzeez Khan Bahadoor, principal sudder ameen
of that district, dated the 11th August 1855, in the case of Beebee

Suffee Jan, plaintiff, versus Sheikh Suddutoollah and others, de
fendants.

Pakeels of Petitioner–Montre. Murhamut Hassein and Baboo
Dung-buddan Mitter.

Pakeels of the opposite Party-Meuler. Aftabuddern Mahamed
and Baboo Jagdanand Mockerjea.
|

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
-

£
Plaintiff
instituted

this suit to affirm her purchase from three

ividuals of mouza Gougni, and to set aside a summary order of

* judge, dated 10th June 1852, whereby her asserted purchase

-

(
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was held to be fraudulent and to have been made for the purpose
of saving the property from being sold in execution of a decree
passed in favour of the present petitioner, for revenue paid by him
on account of the village in question.

The principal sudder ameen, in his decision, held the execution
of the kubala produced by the plaintiff not to have been proved,
and also that one of the ostensible sellers was a minor.

On appeal from that decision, the judge has not looked to the
evidence recorded in this case on the subject of the validity of the
kubala. He finds simply that the reason assigned in the summary
order above referred to for declaring the sale fraudulent was insuffi
cient, and remarks that “any party will be at liberty to contest the

validity of the plaintiff's purchase.”
The purport of the judge's decree is to declare the plaintiff's
asserted purchase a valid purchase, and though that point was ex
pressly raised in the plaint, and disposed of by the principal sudder
ameen against the plaintiff, the judge has given no opinion on the

matter. The judge's decision is manifestly incomplete and we remand
the case that a clear opinion may be passed regarding the validity
of the plaintiff's title.
THE 13TH MARCH 1857.

90°274. : 30.

PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

*}

Officiating Judges.

CASE No. 51 of 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Bell, Officiating Jadge
of Bhangulpore, under date 19th March 1855, reversing a decree

of Mr. C. MacDonald, Moons if of Moonghyr, under date 13th
December 1852.

JOWAIIUR MISSER, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

LIIAGOO MISSER AND or HERS, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

In a case in

Iakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Jakeel of Il spondents—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein
TIIIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 17th January

which a puro
hit sued, on

1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A.

the express

Samuells and D. I. Money :

->

|
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longer what
the English
law terms a

:
-

legal office or
an incorporeal
hereditament.
The fees re

)

aforesaid, came into possession of a one-third share of the fees re
ceived from the jujmans in six aforesaid mouzas and appropriated to
their own use the income therefrom, without any dispute; that
subsequently Musst. Boota, the widow of the maternal uncle, bes

ceived by

towed on him by deed of gift, dated 15th May 1826 or 3rd Jeyt

and partly

1233 F. S., a 1 anna, 6 gundas, 2 krant share of chuck Kullian
Misser, and one-third share of the fees received from the jujmans in
certain villages and other property and put him in possession of the
same; that he is in possession until the present day; that on the 19th

payment, for

Bhadoon 1258 the defendants who are entitled to two-thirds of the

purohits from
Jujmans are

now partly

voluntary gifts
work and labor

done; and

fees received from the jujmans in certain villages attended the

neither of these

shrād of the mother of Persaud Munder and others, inhabitants of

are the subjects

of partition
under Hindoo
law.
Gratuities
received for

Nyagowur, one of the villages over which their joint rights extend
without giving any notice to plaintiff; that defendants, the jujmans,
gave them money and articles to the value of rupees 24–4}; that

officiating

as plaintiff is entitled to receive from the principal defendants a

at a shrād

one-third share of that sum, he brings his present suit for rupees

were only

8-1-6.

divisible

among heirs
under Hindoo

law, when the

purohit had
the power of
compelling
payment of
fees from

his

The claim of the plaintiff seems to be based on a double title,
that of inheritance as the adopted son of his maternal uncle and of
gift from the wife of his maternal uncle, and to attribute fraud to
the principal defendants in not giving notice to him of the shrād of

the mother of Persaud Munder, whereby they received that portion
of the fees to which plaintiff was entitled and which but for the

jujmans on the fraud he would have
received.
ground of

It would seem from Article 43, Section II., Chapter III. Book 2
of Colebrooke's Digest of Hindoo law, that officiating priests are of
three sorts, first, hereditary priests honored by former generations
the Hindoo
with the employment of officiating priests; second, priests appointed
law does
not recognise by the party or jujman
himself either for a long time or for a par
any ''
hereditary

right. Now
that this power
is withdrawn,

such

ticular purpose; and third, those who officiate on account of pre
vious friendship; it would seem moreover that it is an offence re

Appeal accord
ingly dismiss

quiring atonement under Hindoo law to forsake the first two classes

ed in athrina
tion of the
lower court's

without cause or valid reason; but the very fact of the law recor

right to

grutuities.

decision.

nising priests appointed by a party himself implies that whatever be
the offence of so doing without cause and the consequent atonement,
a party has the power of dismissing them and of employing whom
soever they please; if this be so, the rule laid down by this Court
in the case of Radhakishen and others versus Sham Surma, Ram
deb Surma, Pultahram Sahoo and others, reported at pages 259 to
264 of the 2nd volume of the Select Reports to the effect that a

jujman is “not at liberty to discard an officiating priest be he here
ditary or one appointed by the will of the jujman himself, unless he
be legally disqualified for the performance of sacrifices or other
religious duties,” seems to be too stringent, and the more correct rule

would seem to be than that a jujman is at liberty to dismiss a pries:

(
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right to exercise the functions of this office, and to

share in the emo

luments which attach to it, might no doubt have been the subjects
of inheritance, and enforceable by action. On the 13th May 1852,

however, the question of the legal right of a purohit to claim em
ployment, or to exact fees from particular jujmans, was argued
before a full court of five judges in the case of Ramakanth Surma
versus Gobindchunder Surma, and it was then decided that the ob

ligation which, under the Ilindoo law, lay upon jujmans, to employ
a particular purohit was a mere matter of conscience, and not an

obligation which a court of justice could enforce. The obligation
having thus ceased, the right which depended on it necessarily
ceased also, for there can be no right, as against another party,
without a corresponding obligation.

The purohits therefore from the date of that decision, if not be
fore, ceased to hold any legal office, and their employment, being
entirely dependent on the option of the jujmans, could no longer be
classed among incorporeal hereditaments, or pass as such by inhe
ritance or gift.

This important decision is expressly stated by the Court to have
been passed in conformity with a previous decision of the 13th June
1850 (Hurgobind Surma, versus Bhowaneepersaud Shah and others)
the ruling of which was approved and declared to be just and cor

rect. It is important that we should see what the precise nature of
that suit was, because it appears to me authoritatively to determine
-

the question, which has now been raised, as to whether, although the
legal office of purohit is no longer recognised by our courts, the
right to its incidents can nevertheless form the subject of bequests,
and pass by inheritance. The case is precisely similar in all ma
terial points to the one before us. It is thus described in the certi
ficate under which it was admitted to special appeal. “The plain
“till sued the defendants for possession of a share in the fees due
purohit of a certain village, on the ground of hereditary
“right to the same. The defendants consist of the persons who

“to the

“ have performed the duties of purohit in this village, receiving the
“fees, and the inhabitants of the village under the term of jujtnan

“who have paid them. The lower courts have given an award in
“favour of the plaintill on proof of hereditary right by established
“custom. Of the right of the purohit to certain fees on deaths,
* marriages, sacrifices, &c., I entertain no doubt, but I consider it
“doubtful whether a claim to such fees can be established as here
* clitary right by a party who has not

performed

the

rights

in ques

tion, against the party, who has performed them, at the request
* of the party in whose behalf they were performed; also whether
-

“on such a claim a decree can be given against the party in whose
performed. It is by no means the admitted
“principle of Illuloo law that allindoo shall not choose his own

* behall the rites were

(

3.71

)

declare it to exist the moment payment -le to a member
of the plaintiff's family, that is, we should declar-litary right
to be founded, not on the Po-ion by the -, or

:

the plaintil himself, of any legal interest in the subject matter of
th-uit, antecedent to realization, but on the fortuit-ream

stance of its realization by the defendant -the-of

Personal-rvic
The fees now paid by jujmans to purohits are partly voluntary
eifū, and partly payment for work actually performed. Neither
of these are the subject of partition under Hindoo law, on the

ground of hereditary right, any more than they are under other
-tem-of law. The subjects of partition among heirs are de
in the Dya Bhaga" to be, “what belonged to the paternal
or to the father, and any thing else acquired by

£

ir- through the common
labour."

But

“what a man

by joint personal
£rty, or.."
: -th
hi-

relying on the patrimony," it is expre-ly said, “he shall not

give up to the co-heirs." “what is acquired by the co-pare
ner himself, without detriment to the father's estate, as a pre
- from a friend, or a gift at nuptials, does not appertain to
the co-heirs." And again, in Section II., Chapter 6 among the effects
exempt from partition, we find distinctly laid down “what has been

acquired by officiating as a priest," or “received as a fee or gratuity

from a person employing him to officiate at a sacrifice." “These."
it is said, “are fees, not presents, for they are similar to wages or

hire." The whole of the Sections, which I have quoted, are to the
- purport.

When the office of purohit was a legal office vested

in the common ancestor and devisible amongst his heirs, the Hindoo

law regarded its incidents as fit subjects of partition, because the
right to their depended upon relationship to the common ancestor.
Where the legal and hereditary office did not exist and the purohit's
were self-acquired without reference to the ancestor's title, the

Hindoo law holds most distinctly that they are not divisible among
co-heirs. Now it is indisputable that the only legal ground upon
which a purohit can now claim fees from a jujman is, that they are

self-acquired, that they are due to him as wages or hire for work
performed: he has no hereditary title to them whatsoever. The

claim therefore of a co-heir to share in such fees purely on the
ground of his being a co-heir of the common ancestor, is quite inad
mi-ible under the Hindoo law.

Even were it otherwise, it is a

claim so opposed to public policy, that I think our courts would
hesitate to enforce it; for a verdict in the plaintiff's favourin such a

suit would virtually award him a share, not only in contributions
for
priestly services actually realized, but in all earnings of a simi
|-

• Chapter VI, section I.
-
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lar nature, which the more active and enterprising members of his
family might hereafter acquire by their own exertions, and this,
whether he himself earned one rupee for the common fund or not
Such an award would in effect convert the plaintiff's co-heirs into
his slaves. I have no doubt therefore to use the words of the pre
cedent of the 13th May 1852; that the decision of the court below

in this case is “just and correct,” and I affirm it with costs and dis
miss the appeal.

|

-

MR. D. I. MonEY.—The plaintiff sues for one-third shareer
birt offerings, which two other priests have received in the perform

ance of funeral obsequies, and bases his claim on a deed of
gift and a right of inheritance.
Our Courts, under Section XV., Regulation IV of 1793, have
clearly jurisdiction in all cases of rights relating to Hindoo a

and institutions, which are recognised and protected by the Hind
law, in conformity with which relief should be given. I do not
however, find any authority in the Hindoo law to satisfy me, that
the right claimed by the plaintiff is a legal private right, which can
be inherited or transferred, and which therefore the civil court

would, acting in conformity with that law, proceed to enforce.
“Since all wrong,” says Sir W. Blackstone, in his Commen
taries, volume 3, page 116, “may be considered as merely a

privation of right, the plain natural remedy for every species
wrong is the being put in possession of that right whereof the
party injured is deprived.” If this were a case simply of a part
nership under contracts, or if the fees claimed were attached to a

birt tenure of land, the possession of which was sought to be re
covered by the plaintiff, whether under the plea of inheritance or

gift, there would be no difficulty in entertaining such a suit. But the
offerings made to the priests in the performance of funeral rites, are
for the most part voluntary, and this Court in their Decision, of the

13th June 1850, in the case of Hurgobind Surma, and of the 13th
May 1852, in the case of Ramkanth Surma, has clearly ruled that
a third party has no right to a share of such offerings. If in
sacerdotal fraternity an agreement to share in such fees is under

stood and recognised between the parties composing it, the retention
of them might be the violation of a religious obligation, but it would
not be a civil injury for which this Court could give redress. As the
right to share in such fees under the ruling of this Court has been

declared not to exist, it would be merely a subtle invention to
allow a suit for such purpose to be entertained without enforcing
a remedy.

Though not in a suit of the same nature as this, yet in one in the

general principle somewhat analogous, the case of Poorun Muland
Laloo Sahoo, appellants, of the 28th November 1846, where the
plaintiff sued for the perquisites of the office of Chowdree, it was

(
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J. S. TORRENS, E-,
C. B. TREVOR, E-,
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-

Petitions for Re-ef Judy-t/-l by M-J. s. 7
and C. B. Trevor, in C- Wes. 44 and 45 of 1853, May
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No. 99 or 1856.

RADHAMAD HUB ADHIKAREE AND Ora-,

(R-oxo-be, Partrio-,
-

GOVINDKISITORE ROY, - 111s or Arm MUSST, GO
VINDPREYA CHOWDRAIN AND Orissue, (Arr-,
O-os- Paar".

|-f Petit-Mr. The-ld and Bab-1/- G
Wal-l-ft- Opposite Party -pa - Ramar- " Al-or- Gh

No. 100 or 1856.

RADAHMADHUB ADHIKAREE, Asn Ornens, (Re-rox
D-rs,) Piririo-as,
-

MUSST, JUGGUTTARA, wire or GOURSOONDURGHOSE,
(Arrellaxt.) Orrostra Parry.

* of Petitioners-Mr. The bala and bab - Martal-Ghore.
-

of the Opposite Party-haloo

A-r- (

Trus is an application by the (plaintiff) respondent, in the case,
for a review of the judgment passed by this Court on the 26th

- - - -

May last, and reported at pages 450 to 437 of the Decisions for

-

1856, in the case of Gobindkishore Roy and others, (defendants.)
appellants, *r- Radhamadhub Odhikaree and Chundermadhub,
(plaintiffs) respondents and others.
the main issue in appeal, ris, whether the actual and defacto
ado

- - -

B

tion of Govindkishore by his mother Luckeepreya in 1230
and the position taken under such adoption did not form the

*al cause of action, and if it did, whether the suit was not barred

by the statute of limitation, the majority of the Court amongst other

*arks observed, that in considering the issue we must “keep

-

- -

- -

- - -

of 1-1
|-, - *
- - Party to
pre-n
|--
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clusive appropriation commenced and continued under an openly
avowed claim of right, and with an evident intention of supporting
that appropriation against all claimants; but the learned counsel
further objects that under the Roman law, to which we must refer for

a scientific analysis of the doctrine of prescription, not only possession
for a period of time limited by law is requisite, but the party present
ing must show a just title; undoubtedly not only by Roman but by

regulation law (Regulation II. of 1805) a party in possession prescri

-

ing must show that he has obtained the possession by some title belier
ed to be just and valid; but it is not necessary that he should show
a good title in the ordinary sense of the term, else, as was pertin-ntly
remarked by Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose, no application of the
statute of limitation could be made in case like the present without
a previous inquiry into the whole merits of the case; it is in skirt

sufficient for the prescriber to show a title capable of transferring tí
right of properties, and that a title by virtue of adoption from a
previous owner of the property in suit is such a title as will not.
we think, admit of a doubt, and, if so, the requirement not only of

Roman, but of Regulation law, on this head, is entirely met in the
present instance.
It has been contended moreover by the learned counsel, that the
decision, on which the majority of the Court has relied, did not

support its ruling; this objection is one of minor importance; fr
even if it were valid on the view we have adopted above, we should

still be of opinion that our ruling was correct; but we are of cp.nica
that the case of Byrubchunder Chowdree, (appellant,) plaintiff, rersus

Kaleekiswur Roy, Decisions for 1850, page 369, entirely, on princi',
supports the view which we have already expressed; the learned
judge in that case observes “that the injury, or cause of action,

to the plaintiff" (who was a collateral heir suing to set aside ar.
adoption, and for a possession of a portion of the ancestral property
“was from the date at which proprietary possession, not as by tii

“from the widow, but as by rightful descent from her husbar3.
“was assumed by the alleged son, and it is from that date that I

| ||

|

|| |

-

.

“still remain clearly of opinion, that in such a suit the perio- cf

f

“limitation should be calculated; this conclusion appears the cn'y
“correct one in principle, and were it relaxed in practice, a party

:

“might, for years be assenting tacitly to a succession, and might ye:

“upon any family quarrel revise a claim upon the mere accidi-1,i ...
“a long survival of a widow, who had attempted to make p

“claim for herself in her life-time;” in applying this Princ., P.
which we adopt in the present case, doubtless, as remarked by oc
colleague, Mr. Sconce, in his judgment of the 26th May 1856, an:
as noticed by Mr. Montriou in the course of his remarks, the facts * *
which that principle was supported in that case are not exact."

similar to those, by which it is supported in the present; neither

(
should be
declared next

heir, and

have been set forth at large in the able argument of the learned
counsel, by whom the present petitioner, plaintiff, in the suit, has

second, that

been represented.

The relative position of the parties to the suit, is this:-Pranputtee

should by

Koonwur, a Hindoo widow, holds possession of certain landed pro

injunction be

perty, which originally belonged to her deceased husband, Lalla

ing the pro
perty in her
possession,

having been
dismissed; on

an application
for a review of
that judgment,
the first point
not being

pressed, it was
held as before
with respect
to the second,

that plaintiff's
suit being
founded sim

Koonjbeharee, and which on the death of her infant son, Ishere
nundun, came into her occupancy. Musst. Pranputtee, as already
said, is defendant in the suit; she is in possession of the landed
property indicated in the plaint, and it is no part of the object of
the suit to interrupt her possession, but the original plaintiff, Lalla
Itampertabnarain (now deceased and followed in the action by his
minor son) being the full cousin of the late husband of Must

Pranputtee and being according to his own statement, entitled to
succeed to the property held by the defendant on her death, insti
tuted this action with a two-fold purpose; first, that he might be
declared next heir to Musst. Pranputtee, and second, that Musst
Pranputtee should be restrained by an injunction from encumbering

ply upon the

or alienating the property in question.

illeged inten

Such were the points brought before the Court when the appeal
was first heard. We were asked both to affirm plaintff's right and
by an injunction to require defendant to keep the subject of that right

tions of the
widow defen
dant to alie

nate, and not

|

-

the widow
defendant

restrained
from alienat

-
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upon any act
of alienation
either inchoute

or complete,
will not lie.

entire. Now less is demanded. By our decision we held, that as
Pranputtee alone was defendant in the suit, and as the reversionary
right, which plaintiff asserted, could not arise till her death, there
was no person in the position of a defendant in the suit with whom
plaintiff could be said to hold a legal contest; and that in the al
sence of a party interested in opposing him, it was incompetent to
the plaintiff to claim, as it was to the Court, definitely, to declare that

he should succeed of right, on the decease of Pranputtee, to the
property possessed by her.

This point is no loger pressed.

It has

been said indeed by the Advocate General, that we might take
occasion, from a petition presented by the daughter of Pranpuit
to presume her presence, and converting her into defendant, to try
the question of reversionary right as between her and plaintiff
No doubt, subsequent to the institution of suits, it is sometimes

necessary for a more complete and for a fair adjudication of the
matter at issue, to permit plaintiffs to amend their plaints, and
bring into court defendants, whom they had in the first instance
omitted; but I apprehend that neither at the stage of this case.

at which we have now arrived, nor for the purpose of trying an
issue, which, as the proceedings stand, we have no necessity
try, is it expedient to set aside all that has been done, and co
mence the suit de novo, by requiring the daughter of the defend
to lodge a formal answer to the plaint. Substantially the contest

with Musst. Pranputtee does not hinge on any right which her

(
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alienate some portion of the property to the prejudice of the next
inheritance, prays for an injunction to restrain her from so doing
No authority has been shown to us, by which such an application
can be supported. A somewhat similiar case would be that of a
tenant for life, competent to grant leases for a lesser term, and whe
it might be feared, would grant, or entertained the intentional
granting, leases for a greater term; but it has not been shown to us,
that any such suit has ever been considered admissible. The neces

sary and direct effect of adjudication upon such plaints would be
causelessly to precipitate litigation. Suits of this kind could not
confined to contests with Hindoo widows.

Upon the same princi.

ple any man, who chose to impute to another the conception of an
act, which, if ever done, might eventually be prejudicial to himself
would also have to be heard. Thus mere thought or the possibility
of thought would become accepted as a legitimate cause of action.

It would be very impolitic, it seems to me, to support litigational
this description. It is essential for plaintiffs to bring forward some
clear ground of contest, and not to sue upon the chance of defen
dants, groundlessly brought into court, making some statementor

other, which they might not like. The defendant in the case before
us, it is said, has made no denial of the intention imputed to her,
and has even asserted in her answer the enjoyment of a right more

absolute than the Hindoo law allows to her, or than the plaintil
recognises.

Now supposing we were to enter into the issues raised

expressly by the answer, which from the nature of the plaint
think, we have no call to do; the interest asserted by defendant will
be found upon the whole not to vary from the interpretation put up."

it by Baboo Ramapersaud Roy, at the present hearing in behalf
Pranputtee, namely, that she did not profess to have the power."

alienate absolutely the whole property, but only in conformity with
the sanction of the Hindoo law.

In her answer Musst. Pranpull

unreservedly and repeatedly declared that she and her daughter
living, plaintiff could not inherit; and with reference to the plan.
tiff's statement of her inability to alienate, she expressly said, that
conformably with Hindoo law, females were competent to make
alienations for the performance of religious and other necessar.
acts.

|

No doubt later in the answer defendant seems to assert

larger right of absolute inheritance, but even this she immedia".
qualifies with the remark, that as she and her daughter, who is capable of bearing a son, are alive, plaintiff unjustly and vexatiously brought |
this suit. If, however, we are to transfer our quest of the cause
-

action from the plaint to the defendant's answer, and to found up"

that answer the sole issue upon which the determination of the "
should turn, the case may be said to be intended to partake some"

of the character of a bill of discovery, by which plaintiffseekstop"
into the defendant's title, and to take advantage of any misstate"
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under the bonds executed by himself as for value received accord

ing to the tenor of them, and on this point both parties should be
allowed to adduce such evidence as they may have to offer.
The case is accordingly remanded.
MR. A. Sconce.—This suit is laid to recover the sum of rupees
34,995 principal, besides interest, due on a bond executed in favour
of the (plaintiff) appellant, Mukhun Sahoo, on the 28th June 1855.
In the body of this bond it is recited that on the 26th June 1852,

Raja Runmurdun Singh had borrowed rupees 31,125 from Bhug.

wanlal, and that though the time of payment had not expired, he
wished to discharge that obligation and accordingly had re-paid the
earlier debt from the new loan. The defendant; Raja Runmurdun
Singh, admits the execution of both bonds, but says that on neither
occasion was the expressed consideration paid to him. Defendant

says that Bhugwanlal is the actual creditor in both cases; that

through his aid he was enabled to prosecute an appeal to the Privy
Council and that being dependant on him, he acceded to the request

which Bhugwanlal made to him, that the second bond should be
executed in favour of his uncle, Mukhun Sahoo, the present plaintiff.
The principal sudder ameen has dismissed the suit, mainly, be
cause he believed that plaintiff had not proved the payment of the
loan. He appears to have considered that Bhugwanlal was the
principal party for whose benefit the second as well as the first
bond had been executed; that the object of both transactions was

to provide for the costs of the appeal preferred by defendant to the
Privy Council, and that as the plaintiff repudiated wholly any con
nection with the first bond, it was incompetent to him to order the
re-payment of the sums which (in an indistinct fashion) defendant
admitted the receipt of.

Against this finding the appellant in his appeal to this Court, re
asserts the genuineness of the transaction and the sufficiency of the

proof aduced by him, but particularly maintains that the defendant
cannot be permitted to recede from the admission of payment made
in his own uncontested deed.

The principal sudder ameen, I think, has formed a sound judg:
ment upon the facts before him; clearly plaintiff's witnesses have
not proved that the loan of 28th June 1853 was a substantial tran
action unconnected with the first loan. Bhugwanlal resided, the

witnesses say, about a beega distant from Mukhun Sahoo: is bags"
rupees given by plaintiff to defendant, the latter is said merely to
have looked into and to have taken over to Bugwanlal's house.
and there when the first transaction was adjusted, we are not tal:
how or for what sum, defendant brought back the first bond and
delivered
it to this appellant. If it were possible to look only is
the plaintiff's position in this transaction, the proper course might be

to dismiss the claim. The plaintiff must be held to know that it

* L
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18TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

-

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., -Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 304 OF 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Davidson, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Midnapore, dated 10th December 1855.
SIIEIKH ABDOOR RUHMAN AND OTHERS, (DEFENDaxis)
APPELLANTS,
vers?ts

-

SIIEIRII MAHOMED ABDOOLLAH AND OTHERs,

(PAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baloo
Govindehunder Mookerjea.

Vakeels of Respondents—Moonshee Abbas Alee Khan and Mr. G.
S. Fagan.

The grounds

''
*1.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 8,200.
The subject brought before the Court in this appeal relates."
-

-

-

-

-

'', 'be
to b
the right to exercise the duties of mootawullee over a mosque *
*

'...' ated in mouza Mehtabpore and to administer the endowments (e."
a'''''''''
mosque and

sisting of beegas 619 of lakhiraj land) appropriated for its maint
-

'the nance.

''.
proved by

-

-

-

-

Golaum Yehia had been mootowullee till his death: sub

quently Peer Mahomed, his brother, discharged the duties aft's
trust, and at the time the present litigation was commenced, Sheikh

'' ''. functions
Abdoor Ruhman, the reputed son of Golaum Yehia, exercised.
of mootowullee and managed the endowed lands. Again"

missed.

him, while in this position, two suits were instituted for the purp"

of
displacing him from the trust: in the one case, Musst. Oom
toonissa, a daughter of Golaum Yehia, was plaintiff; in the other,
Mahomed Abdoolla, a reputed son of Peer Mahomed, brother."

Golaum Yehia, was plaintiff. Both of these suits have been"
posed of by the principal sudder ameen in one judgment. Own"
toonissa's claim was dismissed, and as by her, no appeal has *
preferred, her asserted interest in the dispute need not now be
alluded to. The ground of the action of Mahomed Abdoolis."

based on the declaration that he was the legitimate son of Peer
.Mahomed, and that on his father's death he was, with the appro

of the heirs of Golaum Yehia, appointed mootowullee. With *
pect to this claim, in his judgment, the principal sudder*
remarks as follows:– “Abdoor Ruhman, as is natural enough,"

to throw discredit on the legitimacy of Mahomed Abdoula, "

(

-

)
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No. 466 or 1853.

Regular Apr-1 fro-the decisies of Mirza Make-tsadi, AA-,
Principal seller A-r Sar-, dated 16th - 1853.
GOVERDHUN SINGII, (Dar-seas r, Arrellant,
-

SITEOSHUNKUR SING!! Awo ora-, (Plais r-, -,
BUKSHEENARAIN SING11 and orn-a-, (D-resoas",
1

Pakeel of Appellant-ha- "ap-r-ţ has.
*a*-l-fit-at-hot-hung-b-a Mater and M-le
Murkamut 11

Surr laid at Company's rupees 6,710-8-1-6 -

The plaintiff is the guardian of the minors, Nandcoomar Singh, Maddun Gopal Singh and Bash Deo Singh, grand-ons and heirs
of Lachmenarain Singh upon whose death his widow, Rajban
k-ur, under different deeds, alienated a great portion of his
-The-uit is instituted for the reversal of these deeds and the

r-overy of the property. Rajbunsee died without putting in any is
defence. The defendants are the parties in whose ' the deeds
were executed, and the following are the deeds for the cancellation

of which the action is brought: first, a deed of conditional sale in
favour of Goverdhun Singh, dated 9th July 1844; secondly a bill of
absolute-ale, dated 17th March 1845, in favor of Shannarain Singh,
thirdly, a bill of sale, dated 17th November 1844, in favour of Show
mir Singh and others, fourthly, a deed of instalment, dated 22nd

|£

November 1846, in favour of Ramsuhoy Sahoo, &c.; fifthly, a
dated 14th July 1847, in favour of Punchanath Roy,
holders of the deeds, Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5, appeared and

defended the suit.

The principal sudder ameen found that the estate of Luchmenarain Singh devolved upon his grand-ons as his legal heirs, and
that his widow Rajbunsee had unlawfully and wrongfully alienated
the property. He therefore cancelled the deeds as invalid, and

gave the plaintiff as the guardian of the minor grand-sons, a decree
for the property claimed.
Against this decision an appeal is preferred only by the defen
dant Goverdhun Singh, the holder of the conditional deed of sale,

|
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bearing date 9th July 1844, on which the sum of rupees 3,500 was
advanced.

It is contended that this sum was taken for the payment of the
just debts of Luchmenarain Singh, and that a bond has been given
by Luchmenarain, which was in the defendant's possession, but
which was returned when the deed of conditional sale was executed

Three witnesses are produced to support these allegations.
We find that the deed of sale makes no mention of the existence

of the alleged bond.

It only recites that out of the purchase-moner

rupees 1,700 were taken by Rajbunsee to pay off decrees duety
Luchmenarain, and rupees 1,800 carried to the credit of Gover
dhun on account of debts due for malgoozaree, &c., by the same

person. The evidence of the witnesses upon these points is un
satisfactory. There is no proof whatever on the record to show that

the deed was executed on account of the debts due by Luchmenaram
or any other purpose sanctioned by the Hindoo law. Concurrin
therefore with the lower court regarding the invalidity of the deal.
inasmuch as Rajbunsee having only a life-interest in the estate for
her own maintenance, was not under the circumstances empowe

to execute it, we affirm the principal sudder ameen's decision,
dismiss the appeal with costs.
• THE 19TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

|

||

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X Officiating Judges.

-

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 316 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Davidson, Principal
|-

Sudder Ameen of Midnapore, dated 4th July 1854.
LUKIIEENARAIN CHOWDREE, (DEFENDANT)
APPELLANT,

-

*S*s

MOHUNLAL DASS, NAIB MOHAFIZ of THE MIDNA

PORE COLLECTORATE, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT,

Jakeels of Appellant–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Rae Sreenal.
Sein.

Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Jugdanund Mookerjea, and M*
chunder Chowdree and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

I
n a case in

w'","

-

-

-

-

-

-

TIE plaintiff in this case is the naib mohafiz of the Midnan"

£, "lectorate, and the defendant is cash-keeper in the same off
£ The suit is for damages, laid at rupees 10,000 on account of an *
"" by sault, and the disgrace and indignity therefrom resulting
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damage- and - from that adopted by the principal -ller
-ould not on principle have b-r-, b
e-tertain the question of an enha-at of 4-, and
the principal -ndder ameen has in all probability take
of e-payable by the defendant into consideration in-ins the
dam-deer-gainst him, we, acting upon the authoritative

ruling-of this Court, will not interfere-ith his order in - to
co-, the mo-pecially as the plaintiff must be suppo-1 to have
been governed to-one extent in the matter of laying his daa
by the ordinary practice of this Court with regard to the award of
co-in-in-ilar c

We accordingly affirm the decision of the lower court - it

stands, and dismiss the appeal with cost
The 1911. Mancu 1857.
Pas-r:

II. T. RAIKES,

£n

J. H. PATTON, Esq.,

Judges.

A sconce, Esq., "1
Case No. 294 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Swed Ahmed balan, Principal
Sudder A-of"/y-ingh, dated 22nd A-r 1855, affir

a deeree of Moulee I-dad Al-Khan, Sudder 4- or that
district, lated 10th March 1855,

-

BRIJORISHWUR DEY TURRUFDAR, (PLAIN rurr.)
APPELLANT,
-

ANNUNDMOYE DASSEE AND Orakas, (Der Expaxts.)
Respoxo-wrs.

fakel, of Appellant-babee "taper and Banerica and Mr.
R. T. All

Panels of Respondent--Babes Rampersand Rey and Shambhoo
nath Pundit.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 13th June 1856,

T

|under the following certificates recorded by Messrs. H. T. Raikes £".
|

"…"

and A. Sconce:-

Ma. A. Scoxce--"This suit was laid to

£

of £

sundry parcels of land, upon the foreclosure of a
itional mort- - gage. By the principal sudder ameen, from whose decision, the ****
-": application is made, it was held that as the mortgage deed -,
" `
*
lad been executed subsequent to proclamation issued, in suits * * *
-

-
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THE 19th MArch 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 346 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Macdonald. Principal
Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore, dated 29th November 1855, revers
ing a decree of Kishenchunder Chowdree, acting Moonsiff of
Ameerpore, dated 7th July 1854.
JEETNATH SOOKUL, (PLAINTIFF.) APPELLANT,
versus

MUDDUN THAKOOR, (THIRD PARTY,) RESPONDENT.
Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahoned.
Vakeel of Respondent–Moonshee Ameer Alee.

£"

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 3rd July 1856,

''ted under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. H. T. Raikes
to try the con- and C. B. Trevor:—

£, '"

“Jeetnath Sookul, petitioner, sued Toolsseeram, for the value of

mand made by 10 maunds of grain due to him under an engagement entered into

: £ between the parties; a third party Muddun Thakoor, objected
or, as sub-

stating that the land on which the rent had accrued was his, that
he had purchased it from Luchman, who purchased it from Sham
suit has been Chowdree, the party under whom plaintiff claimed to hold the land

£ #.

:
of first
stance.

in-

as an ishtimrardar, and that the present suit was a collusive one.
“The moonsiff decreed in favour of plaintiff the amount of his
claim, paying no attention to the objections of Muddun Thakoor.
“Muddun Thakoor appealed, on the ground that the decision of

the moonsiff was not drawn up in accordance with the original
draft written in his own hand-writing.

“The principal sudder ameen, on the ground urged by Muddun
Thakoor, reversed the decision of the moonsiff, returning it to him
for re-investigation after taking into consideration the objection
offered by Muddun Thakoor. Plaintiff, in the court below, has no
appealed specially against the decision of the principal sudder
allleen.

“We admit the special appeal to try whether under Section
IV., Act XXXIII. of 1854, it was competent to the principal sudder
ameen, to pass an order remanding the case on the first ground

stated by him, and whether the appellant, Muddun Thakoor, in
the present suit between Jeetnath Sookul and his ryot Toolseer
has any locus standi in Court, or not?”

-
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the lower appellate court, and by so doing restore them to the

position they respectively held previous to the institution of the
suit, leaving each party to pay his own costs. In compliance with
this request, and in the presence of the pleaders of both parties,
the Court reverse the order of the lower court, and decree each

party to pay his own costs in this appeal.
THE 20th MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 21 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. Lock, Jadge of
Purneah, dated 27th June 1855, reversing a decree of Baboo
gopaul Bose, Moonsiff of Kusbah, dated 9th September 1853.

RAJA LEELANUND SINGH BAHADOOR, (PLAINTIFF.
APPELLANT,
versals

HUNNESSUR MUNDUL AND OTHERs,(DEFENDAsts.)
RESPONDENTS.

An auction

purchaser en
titled to collect
rents from the

Vakeel of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Vakeel of Hunnessur Mundul-Moulvee Aftabooddeen Malone.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 17th January

1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Dick
and A. Sconce:

14th Poos,

MR. A. DICK.—“I would admit this special appeal to try whether
the judge should not have decided the claim of plaintiff under
Section VII., Act I. of 1845, instead of deciding it with refer
ence
to the village kistbundee.”
to him, but of
which the
MR.
A. ScoNCE.—“It appears to me that the judge has strictly
had accord #
followed Section VII., Act I. of 1845, but that in determining
to establishe
local usage paid what rents were due by the ryots on the last day of payment the greater
had necessarily to consider by what particular distribution the
portion pre
viously to the ryot's kists were regulated, and that with reference to Clauses,
former zemin
Section XXIII., Regulation VII. of 1799, the judge has take
dar, held
that the rvots evidence to establish local usage and decreed accordingly.
A pel
were not li
lant
admits
that
he
gave
no
evidence
to
prove
that
the
ryot's
£
able for their

having sued his
ryots for the 7?

annas of the
annual rent
which was due

-

previous pay

bundee was otherwise than that which their evidence showed, and

ments eithner
under Section

therefore whatever rate of sudder jumma the collector may ha

V11, Regula

claimed from him, he has shown no ground to levy a higher re
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allegation that the defendant has made any payments to the former
zemindar, subsequent to the 15th Poos. Act I. of 1845, has, there
fore, no bearing on the question, nor does there appear to have
been any breach of the provisions of Clause 3, Section XXIII,

Regulation VII. of 1799, which prohibit under-tenants from pay
ing any part of their rents “before the stipulated or usual period
of payment according to the kistbundee or other engagement or
established local usage,” for it is proved that the local usage in the

|

plaintiff's estate is to collect 14 annas of the rent before the close

of the month of Poos, and the judge's decision awards the plaintiff
all that was due to him from the ryots under this usage. The
party, who is responsible to the purchaser, in a case of this nature,
for rents collected in anticipation of the Government kists, is not

the ryot, who has paid, but the zemindar who has received them.
The rents realized by the zemindar in advance for periods subse
quent to the latest date on which he is entitled to collect, must be
considered, we think, to be held by him in trust for the incoming
purchaser to whom he is bound to account for them.

We affirm

the judgment of the lower court and dismiss the appeal with costs.
THE 20th MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

|

Officiating Judges.

CASE No. 22 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. Loch, Judge of
Purneah, dated 27th June 1855, reversing a decree of Baboo Jo

gopaul Bose, Moonsiff of Kushba of that district, dated 9th S
tember 1853.

RAJALEELANUND SINGH BAHADOOR, (PLAINrier.)
APPELLANT,
versus

QUOSUKHEE PUNJEARAH AND OTHERS, (DEFENDAxts.
RESPONDENTS.

Waked of Appellant–Moonshee Ameer Alee.
For grounds of admission to special appeal and the decision of
the Court thereon, see case No. 21 of 1856.

( - )
T-or-MA-7.
P

£:
- SAMUELLs, E-,
D. L. MONEY, E-,

}*

-/

-

CA- No. 23 or 1856.

-

* *-f- or Mr. G. L.-J.-P-127-1855, -/*- M-, M-/ of

A-

|

of that district, dated 9th
-

-.

RAJALEELANUND SINGh BAHADoon, (Planner.)
A-LLANT,
-

AKENANTH MISSER AND GREED11nee MISSER,

(D-Dawrs.) R-roxnext

-

rulerer in-law-it-4-4Fol.
Court

-

nds of admi-ion to special appeal and decision of the , - No. 21 of 1856.
-

The 2011, MAncil 1857.
Paris-Nir,

l

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., . Officiating Judges.

D. i. Mosby, E.,

"1

Case No. 254 or 1856.

Arpeal fre- the decision of Mr. W. Trarers, Judge of
Pataa, dated 20th July 1855, affirming a decree of Ray Datara
-

P-lit, S-of that district, dated 24th March 1854.
DABOO SHUNKUR DUIT, won sele AND As ouardian or

HUREEHURPURSAD SINGH, Mixon, (PLAixture,) Ar
*-T,
-

KISHNARAM and Orhans, (DEFENDANrs.) Respondents.
I arrel of Appellant-Moonshire Ameer Al
Vakeel of Respondents-Mr. R. T. Allan.

Tuts case was admitted to special appeal, on the 14th May 1856,

relaus

under the following-certificater: by Messrs. A. Sconce - "..."
and C. B. Trevor:-

---
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of Dealpore
which he had

purchased
from one Kish

naram, the

)

“Plaintiff, special appellant, sued to obtain possession of a 12
dams share in mouza Dealpore, Dowlut pergunnah Munnare,

which he purchased from Kishnaram, who was proprietor of it

the justice of
plaintiff's

under a deed of sale, dated 15th May 1852.
“The seller, Kishnaram, admitted the justice of plaintiff's claim,
but other defendants holding shares in the estate, denied that Kishna

claim, the *

ram's title ever amounted to more than 8 dams and a fraction.

vendor

ac

knowledged

other defen
dants co-shar

ers in the pro

“The sudder ameen dismissed the claim, and the judge, though
stating that “the extent of the share to which Kishnaram su

rty, pleaded
#
K' from his father, is not disputed, viz. to a third of 1 anna and 6 dams
ram's

share

was only 8
dams and a
fraction.
The sudder
ameen and the

judge dismiss
ed the plain
tiff's claim

entirely. Held
on special ap
al, that the
ower court
should have at
least decreed

to plaintiff

as stated by defendants, nevertheless dismisses the plaintiff's claim
entirely.

-

“Special appellant now urges that as the rights of Kishnaram
were not 12 dams as stated by him in his plaint, but only 8 dams,
as allowed by defendants, the judge should have given him a de
cree for that share in the property, and not have dismissed his claim
altogether.
“We are of opinion that the judge's decision, dismissing the plain
-

tiff's claim, is erroneous, we therefore admit the special appeal to try
whether the judge's decision should not be amended.”
JUDGMENT.

that which

according to

The defendants, and the seller Kishnaram, having both admitted

the admission

of the lands,
Kishnaram
was entitled to

the plaintiff's title to 8 dams of the property sued for, a decree
ought clearly to have passed in his favour for that amount. We a

sell, viz.8 dams

cordingly reverse the judgment of the lower court and give the

of the proper

plaintiff a decree for the 8 dams which the defendants admit that

ty.

Kishnaram was entitled to sell. Under these circumstances of the
case, the whole of the costs of the lower court will be borne by
Kishnaram, whose fraudulent conduct in selling more than he -

The special
appeal was
consequentl
decreed an
the orders of
the lower court
All
reversed.
the cost of the

lower court to

be borne by
Kishnaram,
cost of the de

fendants, who
have unneces

sarily opposed
plaintiff in his
claim to 8 dams

_in-the-court to
be borne by
(defendants)
respondents
themselves.

entitled to, compelled the plaintiff and his (Kishnaram's) co-defen
dants to resort to the civil court.

The other defendants having

unnecessarily opposed the plaintiff in this Court in his claim to the
8 dams, which they had previously admitted, will bear the costs of
this appeal.
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The 20th March 1857.
Present:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

-

CASE No. 301 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Nazeerooddeen Mahoned. Add
tional Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, dated 5th Jae
1855, affirming a decree of Mohunlal Panday, Moonsiff of
Jehanabad, dated 24th June 1854.

BRINDABULLEE DASSEE, (PLAINTIFF,) APPEL last,
versus

MUTHOOR DASS, AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANrs.)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Jugdamund Mookerjea.

Vakeel of Respondents—None.
Held that a THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th June 1856,
moonsiff is under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. Torrens

'''" and C. B. Trevor –
i:' ' '..." The suit was to recover value of bamboos, Plaintiff has come."
£ in objection to her claim having been dismissed both in the moonside
take evidence and principal sudder ameen's courts, on ground of an investigation
in the mofussil held by the moonsiff when the case was before him,
the parties and on evidence of witnesses there taken, and for whose summons no

£ ''

£" list was filed as prescribed in Act XIX of 1853; further, that no
evidence
so
taken.

the moonsiff's intention to
to the parties
had been
noticeinquiry
or given
on theofspot.
take evidence
hold
“We admit the special appeal to try whether the moonsiff was
competent, under the law, to ground his decision on proceedings
held on evidence taken on the spot proprio motu under the circum
stances above stated.”
JUDGMENT,

It would appear from the record that the moonsiff went to the
spot to ascertain the real merits of the case, and there took evidence
upon which he decided.
It is objected by the special appellant that the moonsiff had no
authority to take evidence elsewhere than in his own cutchere.
and that a decision grounded on evidence so taken is not a valid
decision.

We are not aware of any law prohibiting the moonsiff from
instituting and carrying on local inquiry proprio mota, or fro
taking evidence on the spot in presence of the parties, when he may

-
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consider-uch a cour-n-ry in an

icular in-tance for the
elucidation of the merit-ofIt is a common
tie-of-th-hich thi
-netioned, and with-hieh- to interfere. It is

evident that a neo-ity for a local inquiry may oft-ri-biel,
if carefully conducted, would pre-farther litigation, and b
-atisfactory to the parties than a decision upon evidence taken in
-

It is objected by the special appellant's pleader that no notic

£.

£

was given to the
- *:::
to the -pot,
but we observe that there was no appeal before the principal-ider
ameen against the moon-in-proceedings, and we must

wently

presume that due notic-given to the parties or their pleaders
when the local investigation took place, and that every thing was
done in proper legal form.

We reject the appeal.
Tu-20r1. Mancu 1857.
P-ri

C. B. TREVOR, E-,
E. A. SAMUELLs,
D. L. MONEY, E-,

*}^*,

Judges.

No. 353 or 1856.
-

Special-lf-the decision of Mr. E. D’Costa, Principal
S-der-of Tirhoot, dated 2nd December 1854,
- by Mo-free-flool Buriat, Moonsiff of Dar
b-yu, dated 22-February 1853.
-

GOOLLOO KHAN, (Planxtier.) Arrellarr,
-

MUNNOHUR KURMEE AND Oruras, (Derexpants.)
Resrospexts.

Wake-lef Appellant-Moulee Syed Murhammat Hessein.
"all-el-frespondents (M*A* excepted)-bal
Aishansukha Mookerjea.

Tuts case was admitted to special appeal on the 9th July 1856, "A-l
under the following certificate £ by Messrs. E. A. s: *:: ":
and D. L. Money :- * The

ial appellant, a ticeadar in the zillah of Tirhoot, sued £."

|

a ryot for balance of rent. A third party intervened, denying the * £"

special appellant's right to the land. The moonsiff decrees the ":
case in favour of the plaintiff, holding that under the Sudder Court's EO

-

- *

-*

-|

-

-

-
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cial appeal for

for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. E.

decision on a

point overlook
ed by the lower

Jenkins, officiating judge of Jessore, dated 14th April 1856, affirm
ing that of Baboo Oopendurchunder Nyaruttun, principal sudder
ameen of that district, under date the 29th December 1854, in the

case of Raja Pertaupchunder Singh and others, plaintiffs, versuspe
titioner and others, defendants.

Vakeels of Petitioner—Mr. Fagan and Moulvee Lootfur Ruhman.
Vakeels of the opposite party–Baboos Gobindchunder Mookerjea,
Kishenkishore Ghose and Ramapersaud Roy.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—

Petitioner was sued for a balance of rent. He objected that he
was not answerable for the whole sum, as Mr. G. R. French was

|

|

-

in part possession of the tenure.
The putnee tenure, petitioner states, originally belonged to Mr.
Dunlop, and subsequently passed into the occupancy of the peti
tioner and Mr. G. R. French. The judge did not inquire into
the point, because plaintiff denied knowledge of Mr. French's occu
pancy and because the judge held that petitioner should have prov
edit, as he had in a petition admitted his liability for the whole
rent sued for. We think that plaintiff should, after petitioner's de

-

nial of sole occupancy and referring to Mr. Dunlop's name being
still registered as putneedar, have been called on to prove that peti
tioner was alone liable for the rent.

We therefore remand the case

for re-investigation with reference to petitioner's objection.

.

.

( - )
T-M-7.
P

#... #A. SAMUELLS,
£:E-, l-o/
|-ti
D. 1. MONEY, E.,

"1

No. 255 or

*

1854.

-

r-off-P-1 ha-,
- of RJ-, date 16th March 18

flei-

RANEE ORNOOPOORNA and Ora-as, (Plan
A-,
-

MR. J. C. ABBOT AND Oruras, (Darrisoasts.)
R-oxo-r

Wal-lef Appellanta-bal-na-aper and Rey.
Wal-el-for-ite Party-N

Surr laid at Company's rupees 8,127-11-6.
This suit is for the po-ion of 23 beegas of hat land in the vil

lage of Cowgachee, on an allegation of forcible dispo-ion by the
defendants on the 1st of A-in 1257. The plaintiff claims the land
-

'' to

- -

- - -

his permanently -ttled estate of Cowg-che

:*
The defendants deny that the plaintiff was ever in po-sion of the -

#:

property and allege it to be
The principal sudder ameen
awarded the plaintil 15 c. 1 cm., 14 - and dismissed his suit
for the remainder.

|
- - -

From the latter portion of this decision, the plaintiff appeals, con ":
tending that as the defendants set up a lakhiraj title, the burden of |

proof

£ have been thrown on them, and that the principal aud

der ameen had not allowed sufficient weight to the evidence he had

-

adduced in support of his claim.
- The respondent has not appeared.
-This is not a suit for the resumption of an invalid lakhiraj tenure, |- - in which the defendant must prove his special title. The plaintiff has founded his action on the allegation of possession and sub - quent dispossession of certain mallands, and as the defendant is in - - po-ion under an award of the magistrate, the plaintiff must
clearly prove his own case before he can put the defendant to the ":
proof of his title.
|- - With regard to the evidence, the principal sudder ameen, we ob b-l
|- d
serve, proceeded to the spot in person and compared the local land marks with a map of the conoongoe filed by the plaintiff. He has |
-

also gone most fully into the evidence, and after weighing very

(
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defendant, held merely in trust that there had been no such trans
fer by sale as alleged by defendant.
The moonsiff decreed for plaintiff, but the judge, on appeal, has
reversed the decision, holding the case to be barred by the statute
of limitation as the cause of action, in his opinion, arose at the time

the proprietary right was assumed by defendant, which he consi
dered to have been more than 12 years before suit.
In special appeal, it is urged that unless there was clear proof
that defendant had actually acquired proprietary possession and title

at the date alleged, plaintiff's cause of action arose only at the
decease of her mother, and the judge, it is urged, has not tried the
point of when the proprietory title actually accrued to the defen
dant, or whether it accrued as stated.

We consider that the judge, on coming to a decision on the point
of limitation, has not fully tried the question of whether possession
was acquired under the alleged transfers and the title supposed to
be conveyed under them, and we therefore remand the case that
it may be re-tried on the point of limitation with reference to the
above remarks.

THE 23RD MARCH 1857.
PRESENT :

II. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., 'Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 281 OF 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Pundit Sreenath Biddyabagi
/rincipal Sudder Ameen of Backergunge, dated 11th November
| S.54.

1:UBEE0OLLAII QAZEE AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
APPELLANTS,
*7's "S

THE COMMISSIONER of THE SOONDERBUNDS, ON BE

IIA LE OF GOVERNMENT, AND MAHOMED HAFIZ,
(l'At 1:11, D11 EN DANIs.) RESPONDENTs.
lakeels of .1/// tlants—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Kishenkishore
Ghose.

Jake of Respondents—Baboo Romapersaud Roy.

...'

St. It laid at Company's rupees 6,500.

This is a suit brought by Rube.coollah Qazee and others, repre
full 11:1 S. sharers in a Soonderbund
.." in chuck originally cleared and brought into cultivation by Mungul
to it.

on a
to
11, it
lease of son-

* themselves to be the 12

" A

"

"

" - - -
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at full liberty to conclude a settlement with whomsoever the
Government pleased; it was in the exercise of this discretion, and
not on any previously acquired rights, that Government conclude:
a settlement with Mahomed Hafiz, and he was selected on the

ground of being in possession of the lands when Governmentre
sumed them.

Though apparently not so pleaded by the Government advocate
below, it is probable these arguments are derived from Sectice
XIII., Regulation III. of 1828: that Section declares that “the
“uninhabited tract known by the name of the Soonderbunds, has

“ever been, and is hereby declared still to be, the property of the
“State; the same not having been alienated or assigned to zemin
“dars, or included in any way in the arrangements of the perpe
“tual settlement, it shall therefore be competent to the Governor

“General in council to make, as heretofore, grants, assignments
“and leases of any part of the said Soonderbunds, and to take such

“measures for the clearance and cultivation of the tract as he may
“deem proper and expedient. All parties to whom such grants,
“leases or assignments shall have been made or to whom they may
“hereafter be made, shall be entitled to hold or to take possession of
“any tract of Soonderbun jungle so granted or assigned, without
“question or opposition and all public officers shall aid and assist the
“same.”

We are prepared to admit that the terms of the law are

fully sufficient to justify the Government in selecting its own

gran

tee and do not bind it to respect the claims of any party for a settle

ment with itself either on the plea of previous occupamcy or on any
other plea; but looking at the obvious policy of the law, namely the
clearance and cultivation of the Soonderbund jungles and the rights
which all parties acquire in this country through occupancy of the
soil, we think it may be a question whether the law quoted could be
made applicable for the entire dispossession of one, who has expend
ed labor and capital in clearing the lands he occupies, and whether
such acts would not entitle him to retain possession of lands so
cleared under the Government lessee. But however this may be.

the point is not involved in the legal question now before us, and
we only refer to it as contained in the arguments employed by the

plaintiffs' pleader in this case; the case before us takes higher ground
as the plaintiffs seek to participate in the lease granted by the Go
vernment on equal terms with its own lessee, and we feel no hesi
tation in holding, that to such an extent the courts cannot interfere.
As, however, the plaintiffs aver that the Government officers have
recorded their willingness to recognise their rights of occupancy, if
really existing, and that they were influenced in rejecting their
claim solely by the fraud and forgery practised by the defendant,
Mahomed Hafiz, we consider the Court is competent to take up ani

determine that question as between the plaintiffs and Mahoned

(
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THE 23RD MARCII 1857.
PRESENT:

II. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

Judges.

CASE No. 306 of 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Pareemohun Banerjet

Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 28th August
1855.

COLLECTOR OF TIRHOOT, ACTING AS COURT of

WARDS, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versals

JUMMOOHPERSAUD. GUARDIAN of SERBANUND, MIxoE
son of UJHUDEAPERSAUD AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFs,)
IRESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Where notice

by the proper
revenue autho

rity under
Clause 1, Sec
tion III.,

Re

gulation II of
1814, to the
civil court, in
cases where
(, overnment is

a party has not
been inade, the
Court has not

jurisdiction.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 49,500.

-

The appeal is on a point of law, and the case comes up for hear
ing under Section XII., Act XV. of 1853.
Baboo Ramapersaud Roy, for the appellant.—This case was in
stituted in the name of the collector as court of wards and others,

and decided by the principal sudder ameen ex parte. The law point
on which the appeal is founded, is that notice under Section III.,
Regulation II. of 1814, was served on the collector, but as the col
lector did not obtain the Court's (of revenue) sanction to defend

the action, no intimation, as required by Clause 4., Section III. of
the Regulation quoted above, was made to the court of the princ

pal sudder ameen, he was not therefore competent to try the case
and his judgment is consequently defective, the case should be re
manded.

The Circular Order, 6th of August 1830, points out the

proper form of procedure for the courts to follow in cases where
delay occurs, but until the result of the deliberation of the Board is
communicated to the Court, there can be no formal institution or
trial of the suit.

Baboo Aish, whishore Ghose, for the respondent-stated that the
suit was one not involving Government interests, the collector was

not therefore a necessary party and the case was pending two years
before it was decided, these circumstances ought to be held suff
cient to justify the trial of the suit.
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nor for any act in which the Government was interested.

The

|

real defendant was a lunatic, whose estates are managed by the

|

court of wards; and to protect his interests, the collector was named

|

as a defendant. I am unable to say therefore that a suit, which on
the face of the plaint, showed that what may be called the personal

|

interests of the State were not concerned and that it did not relate

to the acts of its officers, should be tried under the provisions of

Regulation II. of 1814. But on the other hand, while the real de
fendant is admitted to be a lunatic and while his affairs are managed

|

by the court of wards, it would, I think, be unjust to expose his
interests to loss for the delay or neglect of his official representative
in filing such an answer as the protection of these interests may be
found to merit.
THE 23RD MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

|

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., X-Judges.
A. SCONCE, Esq.,
CASE No. 224 of 1856.
-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Pundit Sreemath Biddyabazi

Principal Sudder Ameen of Backergunge, dated 12th March 1855.

KHOJA ABDOOL GHUNNEE, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLAs.
versus

ANNUNDMOHUN PAL AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)
RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Mr. R. T.
Allan.

Takeels of Respondents—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and

Saal

nath Pundit.

In a suit by
a purchaser

under Act XII.
of 1841, to
©ect an under

tenant, it was

held that the
tenure existed

before the per
manent settle

ment, and that
it was not coul
petent to

plaintiff to sue

simply to eject
the incum
rut.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 43,200.

The plaintiffs in this action are zemindars of a 1 anna and 4

-

das share of the estate, pergunnah Shahazadpore, in which £
right arose from a sale made for arrears of revenue in is 43. |
bring appellant into court as defendant in possession of an under
tenure called a “Zimma,” and their claim is to oust appellant fro
the possession of the land composing that zimma in proportion their share of the parent estate. Plaintiff's statement is this, that al

remote period, which they do not distinctly specify, two notorious
* Mahoned Heyat and Ainodeen, seized the land in dispute
and called it a “zimma," after their own names; that they had paid

(-7

,

Tu-23-M-1857.
P

H. T. RAIKES, E-,

J. H. PATTON, E-, -/
A. SCONCE, E-,
C - No. 308 or 1856.

*** fro-th-decisio-fift-A-Mitter
*-ī-, Principal sadder-fil-late 1200-Mare
1-0.

THAKOORD.ASS GOSSALN, (Plansrier.) Arrellast,
-

PETUMBER ROY, (D-Dawr.) R-roxo-wr.

Pakeel of Appel-bal- Ki-More GA-on-year
B- and Jian-per-ţ Roy.

Wal-effie-bal-Saab-ath Pandit- *
- M-,
Suit laid at Company's rupees 5,122-10-6.
Plaintin
Hutte-ala, at an auction sale in-atisfac

£

tion of a decree obtained against the semindar, Roy Radhagobind
Singh, in Bysakh 1252, but owing to claims preferred to the pro
perty by the mother of the debtor and objections raised
inst it,
the sale was not formally confirmed till Bysakh 1253.
-uit
was brought to recover the rents for 1252, and is laid at Company's

". 5.122-10-6, principal and interest,
fendant holds certain putnee mehals in the remindar- and

resisted plaintiff's claim on the plea of payment to former proprie
tor, who, he contends, was in actual possession of the estate up to
date of confirmation of sale and exercised all the rights of tenancy,

collecting the rents, and when necessary, enforcing their payment
under cover of the law.

The principal sudder ameen, maintaining the principle that plain
tiff-rights accrued to him in confirmation of sale, and not before,

and holding that defendant had no alternative under the circum
stances, than to pay therents to the former proprietor, gave judg
ment against the

#: and dismissed his clam.

Against this award plaintiff appeals and impugns the judgment
lower court, both on the grounds of law and a correct find
ing on the facts on record. He contends that his rights commenced
on the date of sale; that there is no proof of £ having paid

the ex-proprietor; that if he did so, he satisfied the wrong party, as
he well knew that the interests of that party had been sold, and
that there is evidence on the record, that defendant made two pay

- - - -

-

- - - -
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ments of the rent claimed to the collector, and one to the k
sezawul.

This appeal is met by the defendant with the pleas formerly
urged, namely; that he has paid the rents sought to be recover
that the payments were made to the ex-proprietor, because he

in possession and collected the rents, suing all who resisted re
claim and getting decrees under Regulation VIII of 1819: tal
under these circumstances it would have been impolitie on hia

pay to any other party; that he could not pay to plaintiff antill
right to recover the rents was established by confirmation of t
sale, and that he ceased his payments to the former proprietor after
the issue of the collector's prohibitory order to that effect. Defend

further pleads that plaintiff's suit should have been against the ex
proprietor, and not against him, and that consequently his action
has been wrongly laid.
JUDGMENT.

The only point to be determined in this case is the date of the origin

of Plaintiff's right of tenancy, whether from date of sale or date of
confirmation of that sale. The principal sudder ameen has ruled.

that the existence of that right commenced on the latter date, but
we are of opinion, for the following reasons, that his judgment on
the question is erroneous and inconsistent with the dictates of the
law. Section XII., Regulation XLV. of 1793, declares the pull

city with which sales of landed property in satisfaction of £
should be made, and provides amongst other things that the place,
date and hour of the day of sale should be specifically stated int
notice. The publication of these minute particulars in reference the date in question shows the importance which is attached to that
date, and fairly warrants the presumption that the transactions that day are to be considered real and substantial transactions, and
in their course and tendency to have permanent effect upon t

parties engaged. Again Section XV of the same law enacts
purchasers are not to be held responsible for arrears or suspensi
of revenue due anteriorly to the date in which the purchase made, and declares that arrears of rent due to the former propri

tor from his dependant talookdars, under-farmers, &c., up to
date belong to him, and are to be recoverable by him y suit in
the civil court, unless transferred to the purchaser under contract, thus defining and particularising the rights and liabilit
of the former and present proprietor as resulting from the From these premises it is fairly deducible that the legislature in
tended to hold that the legal transfer of the property was co
on the day of sale, and fixed that date as the beginning of the
chaser's responsibility for the public revenue. in this view
question the day of sale is to him emphatically the creation or is

|
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XIX. of 1793,
all grants made
after 1st De
cember 1790,
are null and
void.

given in on the 13th of that month, but the decree, copy of which
was required, was not made out till 18th January following. The
petition of appeal was filed on 12th February.
“As the delay in preparing the decree fully accounts for the delay
in filing this appeal, we consider the special appellant entitled to
have his application admitted.

“The point of special appeal is this. The lower court have found
that the defendant has held the lands in suit as lakhiraj since 1263
Sumbat, corresponding with 1811 A. D., and -on that ground his
dismissed the zemindar plaintiff's claim to oust him from possession.

The povisions of Section X., Regulation XIX. of 1793 are referred
to as entitling plaintiff to dispossess any person holding lands ren:
free under grants subsequent to 1st December 1790. With refer
ence to precedents of this Court lately recorded, we admit the spe
cial

appeal to try whether the judgment of the lower court is

correct.”
JUDGMENT.

The principal assistant commissioner has held that sufficient proof
of the grant having been made by a former proprietor in the year
1811 A.D. is afforded by the uninterrupted possession of the
grantee from that time, he has therefore upheld it and dismissed
the zemindar's suit. But the principal assistant commissioner h"

evidently overlooked the peremptory provisions of Section X, R
gulation XIX. of 1793, which declares all grants made after 1st
December 1790, to be null and void, and that no length of posse"
sion shall be considered to give validity to them.

As therefore

the grant in the suit now before us was made in the year 1811 A.
D., it follows that under the Section quoted the grantee can under
no circumstances retain possession of it, or resist the right of "
zemindar to dispossess him.

We must therefore uphold the zemindar's claim and reverse."
judgment of the lower court, confirming the decision of the first
court with costs on the respondent.
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that Syed Asadoollah alias Myan Buhttoo, the third son of Syed

der ameen was

consequently
confirmed with
C0Sts.

Meer had two sons: first, Myan Dheerun, who died childless, and

Syed Mahomed Meer, father of Syed Asadoollah alias Shah Komar
and grand-father of Syed Shah Inaut Hossein and Musst. Beebee
Kuneez Fatima alias Beebee Myoo, who are living; that after the
death of Syed Meer, the common ancestor, the property sued for

was held jointly from generation to generation, half of it by the
descendants of Syed Meer's second son, Mahomed Hossein alias
Syed Nunnoo, and half by those of Syed Asadoollah alias Buntos,
his third son, and that the name of plaintiff's ancestor in conjunction
with the name of Syed Asadoollah were recorded in the collectorate

as proprietor of some mehals and the names of the ancestors of
Syed Shah Inaut Hossein were recorded as proprietors of others:
that Syed Shah Alee Ahmed under a tumleeknama, or deed of par
tition, dated 18th Assin 1220 Fuslee, put plaintiff and his brother

in possession of their share of the property; that in execution of a
decree for costs due to Government by Shah Asadoollah alias Shah
Nunnoo, the villages situated in zillah Bhaugulpore were attached
and advertised for sale; that objection having been preferred to the
sale by petitioner and his brother, the judge on the 29th December
1839, ordered that only half of the villages should be sold as the

property of Syed Shah Komar, and that within four days, petitioner
and her brother should file proof of their claims; that in the interin

Shurafutoonissa, the wife of Sheikh Inaut Hossein, defendant, being
dissatisfied with the judge's order, appealed to the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut and that Court, on the 31st January 1839, summarily

ordered that the said Shurafutoonissa should retain possession of
all the villages entered in the provincial courts decree, dated 17th
May 1830; that under cover of this order, defendant took posses
sion of the 16 annas of the villages; that plaintiff has frequently
attempted to obtain possession of the share of the property, but having
failed, he brings his present action.
The defendant, Shurafutoonissa alias Beebee Rujun, in her an

swer pleads that the plaintiff's claim is altogether fraudulent, and
avers that the property sued for by plaintiff has been held conti
nuously by the ancestor of her husband, Sheikh Inaut Hossein:
and that on the 25th November 1811 or in 1219 Fuslee, her father
in-law, Syed Asadoollah in virtue of his possession and Proprietary

right, assigned the property to her husband, Sheikh Inaut Hossein,
under a tumleekmana; that subsequently on the 29th Cheyt 12:0
Fuslee, her husband made this over to her under a deed of sale in be a

of dower; that subsequently in 1830, the provincial court of appeal
has upheld this deed; and that defendant has been under that decree
ever since in possession; that plaintiff's claim is therefore out of
court under the statute of limitation.

The defendant then Procee is

to answer seriatim the several allegations made by the Plaintail.
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sued for at and before the date of the passing of the summary order
of this Court, dated 31st January 1839, he is clearly within time in
bringing his present action.

We are entirely, however, of opinion with the principal sudder
ameen, that (plaintiff,) appellant has altogether failed to make out
that he is within time; he has not shown us by any trustworthy
evidence, documentary or oral, that he or his ancestors were at the
time of, or previous to, the summary order of this Court, dated 31st
January 1839, in possession of the property now sued for, and that
order is based upon the fact, that the (defendants) respondents have
been in possession of the property by the order of a competent
court for a considerable number of years.

Under these circum

stances, we affirm the decision of the lower court with costs.
THE 25TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

-

CASE No. 33 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. F. Skipwith, Judae f
Sylhet, dated 24th June 1854, reversing a decree of Moulree Sad"
Alce Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 27th
March 1854.

MAHOMED HOSSEIN, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
tersus

ABWUL ABBAS MAHOMED AND OTHERs,

(Derestasis

RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Moult
Mahomed Ismael.

The plain

Vakeel of Respondents— Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 24th January

ti'" 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs J. *
£ Torrens and C. B. Trevor:—
of a GovernMR. C. B. TREvoR.—“Plaintiff, petitioner, objects to the order
mentallowance of the judge of Sylhet, dated 14th June 1854, in the case of A

£x. Ezaz Mahomed and Ahmed Surcour, (defendants) appellants, rer"
elusive posses- Moulvee Mahomed Hossein, (plaintiff,) respondent, reversing
£
decision of Moulvee Sadut Alee Khan Bahadoor, principal sui"
offeringsthere ameen of Sylhet, dated 27th March 1854, on two grounds, first,

£, that the judge has dismissed his claim to a pensionary allow"
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With regard to the plaintiff's right to sue for a payment from
the pensionary allowance of the defendant, a preliminary objection
has been taken to this question being entertained, in consequence of
the admitting judge having refused to admit the appeal on that

ground, and having intimated his opinion that the ruling of the
court below on this point was correct. We have carefully consi
dered this objection, which derives considerable force from the ge
neral practice of the Court, but we are satisfied that it is untenable.
Under the former special appeal law (3 of 1843) the judge, who
admitted the special appeal, was vested with the power of selecting

the points which should be decided by the bench before which the
special appeal went. He was directed to reduce them to writing
in the form of a certificate, and the Court was strictly prohibited

from considering any other points or parts of a case than those so
certified.

Act XVI. of 1853, however abolished this certificate, and with

it the power of the admitting judge to determine the points which
should be taken up in special appeal. The judge is still to specify
the grounds on which he admits" the appeal, but this is simply “for
the information of the Court” not necessarily for that of the parties,
and it is expressly declared that “neither the Court nor the parties
shall be confined to those grounds upon the hearing.” If there could
be any doubt upon this point it would be removed, we think, by a
reference to Section III. which provides for cases admitted under

certificates prior to the passing of the Act. These cases, it is said,
are to be governed by the old law except on one point, and that is
“that the Sudder Court shall determine the appeal without refer

ence to the points certified, and may call for or refer to any part

of

the proceedings which may be necessary;” that being the procedure
introduced in Section X. of the new Act, where it is declared that

“the hearing and determination (of an appeal) shall be upon all the

grounds whereon a special appeal will lie.” In practice the judges
have no doubt continued to state the grounds on which they admit

special appeals in the form of points certified for the determination
of the Court, but as this form is not recognised by the new Act, the
practice clearly cannot bind the Court or override the law. The
difference between a “point certified for determination” under Act

III. of 1843, and a ground of admission under Act XVI. of 1853,
is obvious. The former is a determinate issue which the parties

are to argue and the Court are to decide; the latter is a mere
statement explanatory of the reasons for admitting the appeal, on
which the Court and the parties may found their issues or not as

they think fit.
* Clause 2, Section VIII.

(
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which declares the pensions specified in Section IX, to be gratuitous
and enacts that claims to such pensions shall not be cognizable in
any court of justice.

On this point, therefore, we affirm the judge's decision, but with
reference to our remarks on the first point raised in this appeal,
we remand the case to the judge, in order that he may investigate
and decide the plaintiff's claim to possession of the astana for a
certain portion of each month, and to the offerings received during
such period from the frequenters of the shrine.
MR. C. B. TREvoR.—I agree entirely with the decision at which
my colleagues have arrived on the special appeal itself. I desire
however to record a few remarks on the point of the construction of
Act XVI. of 1853, which has been raised before us.

It was contended that inasmuch as two judges have rejected the
special appeal on the point connected with the pensionary allowance,
that it is not now competent to the full Court of three judges to re
open that point which has been definitively settled in accordance
with Clause 4, Section VIII., Act XVI. of 1853.
The words of Clause 4, Section VIII., Act XVI. of 1853, are as

follows.—“If an order for rejecting a special appeal or for remanding
a case be made by one judge only, such order shall not be final but
it shall be laid before another judge of the same court, who shall

hear the application for the appeal in the presence of the appellant or
his pleader and also of the respondent or his pleader or such of
them as shall attend. If the second judge be of opinion that the
appeal ought to be rejected or the case remanded, he shall pass a
final order to that effect.”

If this Section of the Act were to be read alone and irrespectively
of the remaining portion of the law, there would, I conceive, be some
ground for the position advanced; if two judges can, it might be
urged, reject an appeal altogether afortiori they can reject a portion
of the appeal; the greater contains the less and the law which enables
them to do the greater act, by implication, allows them to Perform
the lesser act of exactly the same nature.

This position however logical, looking only to the particular Sec
tion of the law, is not, I think, legally tenable when regard is had

both to intention of the legislature in passing Act XVI. of 1853
and to the terms in which that intent has been carried out.

The main intention of the legislature in passing Act XVI. of 1853
was to enable the Sudder Courts on a special appeal being admitted.

to do justice between the parties in suit on all the grounds on tràica
a special appeal could lie, and not simply on those points on which
the special appeal had been admitted, to which point the Court was
restricted by the old special appeal law Act III. of 1843, and it
enacted, with a view of carrying out that intent by Clause 1, Se
tion X. of the Act, that “when any special appeal shall be admitted

(
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THE 25TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ., Judge.

J. S. TORRENS, Esq., Officiating Judge.
PETITION No. 255 OF 1856.
Case re
manded to the

IN the matter of the petition of Kasheechunder Sein and others,
filed in this Court on the 17th March 1856, praying for the admis
trial, as he
omitted to de sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. C. Metcalfe,
on a plea judge of Tipperah, dated the 17th December 1855, reversing that
cide
of limitation
of Moulvee Abdool Khaer Mahomed Alee Khan, Principal Sudder
raised and

judge for re

went into the
merits without

having done
80.

Ameen of that district, under date 28th August 1852, in the case

of Musst. Ibrah Jha, plaintiff, versus Kasheechunder Sein and
others, defendants.

Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose, Onohoolekander
Mookerjea and Ashootosh Chatterjea.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

The decision from which this appeal is preferred will be found
at page 192 of the Zillah Printed Reports for the month. The
plaintiff sued to recover possession of an under-tenure in pergunnah
1}uldakhal. In defence the plea of limitation having been put for
ward, the Court of first instance in the original trial, came to no de

cision upon it, as the action was held liable to nonsuit owing to a
defect in the statement of the boundaries as given in the plaint.
This order was overruled on an appeal to this Court, and, on re

trial, the principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit.

The judge,

however, finding this decision defective again remanded the case
with instructions, with advertence to the plea of limitation, that
evidence should be taken as to the date at which plaintiffs had
been dispossessed from the property before their suit had been
brought and a decision given according to the result. On this the

principal sudder ameen has decided that plaintiff's suit according to
the date of dispossession was barred. In appeal the judge, by his
present decision, has set aside the judgment of the lower court
on the merits, and this application by defendant is preferred va
three grounds:

First.—That there has been no decision by the judge on the
question of limitation.
Secondly—That the under-tenure, of which plaintiffs seek to
recover possession, was one which was created less than 12 years
anterior to the decennial settlement, and that the Government on

"----

"* -
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making a re-settlement of the estate after a purchase at a sale for
arrears of revenue had the Power to settle with any Party who
might be preferred.
Thirdly.- That in determining the claim of the plaintiff against
certain khanadaree ryots, who were sued with the other defendants,

the judge has omitted to investigate whether they were in Posses
sion as heirs of Naim Beebec or of another party.

It appears that the milah court in passing the present judgment,
in reversal of the decision of the principal sudder amoen, has alto
gether omitted to take into consideration the question raised on the
plea of limitation, or to state why he differed on the point from the
finding of the court below. It is necessary that there should be a
finding by the judge on this plea, and we therefore remand the case
to him for re-trial with reference to it, reserving any decision on
the other Points.
THE 251H MARCH 1857.
Parsk NT:

|

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.

|

I). I. MONEY, Esq.,

CASE No. 257 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moonshee Naseerudders Maho
med Khan Bahadoor, Additional Principal Sudder Amers of
Hooghly, dated 8th March 1855, rerersing a decree of Moulree
Mahoned Monaim, Moonsiff of Durarhatta, dated 24th June 1874.

MUDUNMOHUN KOONDOO AND Orukas, (DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANTs.
ters M*

,

JUGGESHUR MOOKERJEA, (PLAINT1FF.) REsrospex.T.
Pakrel of Appellant-Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th May 1856,

The primei
pal *-ij

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and £.
C. B. Trevor:::::::
“Petitioners, defendants, in this case, are under-tenants in a dur- ". . . . .
utnee, and are sued by the dur-putneedar for enhanced rent. £,
They plead that they have paid a fixed rent, though without an ex-C. "...:
-

-

*** * *

-

*

press engagement, for more than 12 years, and that accordingly by *.*.*
crier , thus ap
-

the law of limitation, the plaintiff's claim is barred.
“As several other cases similar to the present, had been admitted

peal was

£”

as special appeals, we admit this also to try whether the law of £1.

/*
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er of special
appellant de
sired to take

limitation be applicable to the payment of an invariable rent for
more than 12 years”.
JUDGMENT.

up a new point
on which the
decision of the
lower court

was defective.
Held that
as the whole
cause is now

open before
the moonsiff, it
is competent to
special appel
lant to urge
his whole case
before that
officer, and no

When this case was called on for hearing, the vakeel of the spe
cial appellant intimated, that as the point on which the special ap
peal had been admitted had been repeatedly ruled adversely to his
client he gave it up; he moved however the Court on a new point
not even noticed by him in his reasons for special appeal, to the
effect that the decision of the lower court was defective, inasmuch

as the principal sudder ameen, when remanding the case to the
moonsiff, had not instructed that officer to inquire as to whether

order in spe
cial appeal is

notice had been issued upon his client, under Regulation V. of 1812
or not, a point on which a clear denial was pleaded in his answer.
The whole case is now open before the moonsiff, and it is compe

requisite, or

tent to special appellant to urge his whole case before that officer.

under the
circumstances
admissible.

Special ap
peal dismissed.

We see no reason for issuing any order on the point noticed by the
wakeel of the special appellant, but dismiss the special appeal.
THE 25TH MARCH 1857."
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 295 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackintosh, off
ating Judge of Hooghly, dated 19th June 1854, affirming a
decree of Baboo Lokenath, Bose, Principal Sudder Ameen of £at
district, dated 8th January 1853.

-

TARUKCHUNDER CHATTERJEE, (oNE OF THE
DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANT,
vers? Is

RAM KISHEN SIRCAR, (PLAINTIFF,) AND GUNGASHAGUR
SIRCAR AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENIs.
Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Hurkalee Ghose.

Vakeel of the Respondent Ramkishen Sircar—Baboo. Kishes
kishore Ghose.
Special ap
peal dismissed,
as the point of
limitation

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 13th June 1856,

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. Torrens
and C. B. Trevor:

THE 25TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 300 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. H. V. Bayley, Additi"
Judge of Backergunge, dated 13th November 1854, affirming"
decree of Sreenath Biddyabagish, Principal Sudder Ameen of tial
district, dated 29th March 1854.

HAKIMMOODEEN BHOOYA, (PLAINTIFF.) APPELLANI,
tersus

ZUHIROODEEN BHOOYA AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
Vakeels of the Respondent, Moonshee Khodabuksh Putware-Bak"

Shumbhoonath Pundit and Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahonal
Held by the
majority of the
Court in
accordance
with a futwa
of the Cazee

ool-Coozat,

generally, that
in claiming

the right of
pre-emption

of property, if
a party in due
legal form
makes the

tulub-i-moasi

bat, or imme
diate demand,
some delay
in making
the tulub-i

ishhad, or

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th June 18%
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs J. S. Torr"
and C. B. Trevor:—

MR. C. B. TREvoR.—“Plaintiff (petitioner,) sued for 8 am."
of a talook by right of pre-emption.
“The lower court decided that the tulub-i-moasibat his "
duly made, but not so the tulub-i-ishhad.
“The judge in appeal finds that the tulub-i-moasibat was made

on the 2nd and the tulub-i-ishhad on the 3rd Bysakh. Mor"
he states as follows. “I find no such plea as to the night closing"

and fear of tigers and buffaloes preventing the ishhad till nest''
which is stated in appeal. Again whilst this excuse is pleaded #
one night's delay, it is also urged that certain delay is admitted a
ishhad which is contradictory.

But there is no such reason

leged in evidence for the delay, on the contrary that the

c:

affirmation

for pre-emption had business at home. Further, the vendors"

by withesses,
prior to the

was in the same village and close, and the law gave the appell"

tulub-i-khaso
mut or claim

by litigation
is not mate

rial, and does

the option of making the tulub-i-ishhad there, which he did "
Appeal dismissed.’

th

“Plaintiff now appeals specially and urges that accepting "".
above facts, there is no such delay as would, under the opera"

not under

Mahomedan
law bar the
claim to the

right of pre

Mahomedan law, annul the right of pre-emption.

id

“The tulub-i-moasibat was it is found by the lower court. " :
in correct form and time on the 2nd Bysakh, and on the 3rd I
tulub-i-islihad was made. I admit the special appeal to try whe

emptuou.

"4 I.
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called in the Cazee-ool Cozat for the purpose of having his gri.
nion on the point of Mahomedan law, arising out of the fict
found by the lower courts. After hearing the proceedings of the
lower court, the Cazee-ool Cozat handed in a futwa, the translims
of which is as follows.—“In order to make the claim of she

“(right of pre-emption) valid, tulub-i-moasibat (immediate demu)
“on being apprised of the sale is necessary, and in order to givefore
“to that claim tulub-i-ishhad (affirmation by witnesses) is requis"
“as the claimant of shuffee will have to prove his demand ofshuis
“before the judge, and this cannot be accomplished without witness
“consequently tulub-i-ishhad is requisite prior to tulub-i-khusmat
“(claim by litigation) so that tulub-i-moasibat on the part of the
“claimant may be established before the judge.
“Hence the right of shuffee is not invalidated, if there occur adds
“in the performance of the tulub-i-ishhad subsequent to the tulub."
“moasibat and prior to the tulub-i-khusomut.”

This opinion gives greater latitude to the claimant than does the
rule above cited laid down by Sir W. Macnaghten; reading then
both together, however, we are of opinion that the delay in making
affirmation
by witness,
whichis isnotapparent
the aspresent
case from
the 2nd to the
3rd Bysakh,
such a in
delay
to interfere
with
plaintiff's right to pre-emption, under Mahomedan law; the “im:
diate demand” having been made in correct form and time. "
therefore decree the appeal, declare special appellant on payment"
the purchase money to the first purchaser entitled to possession"
the property sued for, and reverse the decision of the lower cour*
with costs.

-

MR. E. A. SAMUELLs.—“The right of shuffee" it is stated"
Hidaya (book 38, page 568)“is not established until the dem"
regularly made in the presence of witnesses (tulub-i-ishhad, and it

is requisite that it be made as soon as possible after the *.”
known; for the right of shuffee is but a feeble right, as it is the dis
seizing another of his property merely in order to prevent *
hended inconveniences. It is therefore requisite that the shuffee".

out delay discover his intentions by making the demand which *
be done in the presence of witnesses, otherwise it cannot be *.
wards proved before the Kazee. In like manner, the futwaq"
by Macnaghten at page 182 of his precedents of pre-emption,

indeed all the futwas on this subject which are cited throughout :

naghten's work connect tulub-i-moasibat and tulub-i-ishhad."

together, and Macnaghten, in his principles of Mahomedania":"'
it down that “the person claiming the right of pre-emption *
declare his intention of becoming the purchaser immediately "

hearing of the sale, and that he should, with the least pract n
delay make affirmation by witness of such his intention either *

presence of the seller or of the purchaser or on the Pre"

* * I A
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THE 25TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 304 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Sconce, Judge #
Muddea, dated 21st June 1854, affirming a decree of Ramloci"

Ghose Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, data
19th April 1853.
SHUMBHOONATH BISWAS, GUARDIAN of KYBUL–
NATH BISWAS, MINOR, (ONE OF THE DEFENDANTS,)
APPELLANT,
tersus

MR. ROBT. LARMOUR, MANAGER of AN INDIGo Factor
AT MOOLLAHUTTEE, (PLAINTIFF,) AND MUSST. URN0.
POORNA DABEA AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,) RESPOs.
DENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant-Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of the Respondent Mr. Larmour—Baboo Bungsheebud"
Mitter and Mr. R. T. Allan.
Plaintiff as

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 16th June 18%

putneedar of

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. Torre"

the estate, paid
into the collec
torate rupees
71-11-4,
hich he states

and C. B. Trevor:—

in his plaint to

a mehal, to save which, from a sale for arrears of Government *

have remained

due on the 3
annas share of

the property of
Urnopoorna
Debea, and
brings his suit
to recover the
amount under

Section IX.,

Act I. of 1845,
from all the
proprietors.

Held on spe
cial appeal,
that as the

-

“The decision of the judge will be found at page 39 of the all"
reports for 1854. Plaintiff's suit was against all the proprietors
venue, he paid to the collector rupees 2,371-11-4, which he stated

in
his plaint to have remained due on the 3 annas share of U"
poorna Debia. He therefore sued to recover the amount, under

provisions of Section IX, Act I. of 1845. The principal *
ameen decreed the suit jointly against all the proprietors as."
estate was a joint undivided one in the collector's books.
judge
in appeal
from one
of the co-parceners,
Triposoonderee
and from
the present
petitioner
who was cited
as defendant, D'
* the
guardian of the minor, Kybulnath Biswas, confirmed the ordero
the lower court on the principle that the whole proprietary ".

plaintiff as

jointly liable to make good to plaintiff the deposit which he

putneedar, had

made to save their estate.

an interest in

“Petitioner
admission
of special
appeal
on the gro"
that
the share ofapplies
1 annafor
which
he admits
he holds
as guardian
of the

the property,
and that pay
ment was made

!

above minor, was not in default, the revenue due on it having"

(
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THE 25TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., '-Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 332 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. U. Yule, Jud; i.
Rungpore, dated 10th September 1855, reversing a decre &
Nuzeebooddeen Mahomed, Principal Sudder Ameen of that distria.
dated 31st January 1855.
RADHAMOHUN GHOSAL, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

GIRDHAREELAL ROY, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT
Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeels of Respondent—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Moulree
Murhammut Hossein.
In an action

on a bond for a
rsonal debt

THIS case was admitted to special ppeal on the 24th June 18%.
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. H. T. Raikes

incurred by a and J. S. Torrens:—
widow to

de

fray Govern

MR. H. T. RAIKEs.—“The plaintiff in this case sued for."

ment revenue

debt on bond incurred by the widow of one Hurromohun while in

of estate of her

possession of her husband's estate, seeking to make the esta!"
liable for the debt, on the ground that the money so lent * to
pay off an arrear of revenue.

deceased hus

band, case re
manded to the
lower court to

try whether

“The special appellant, who was made a defendant, had been

she was under

a necessity to
incur such debt
from causes

appointed by the Court guardian of the property of Hurrum".
and he pleaded that the widow could not burthen the estate"

beyond her

husband with this debt, as the assets of the property were "#"

control.

and obviated the necessity of borrowing money to liquidate"
Government claims.

.

. ."

“The principal sudder ameen decreed the amount agains"
widow, as a personal debt due from her alone.

!

“In appeal, the judge has held the estate liable on the ".
that
the widows
of refusal
Hurromohun
on the failure
of direct
husband,
and the
of the executors
appointed
byheirs'
his wil to
act, procured their own names to be registered in the colle:
office and proceeded to manage the property; that while so man"
the money was borrowed, and as the widows, names were register"
and the plaintiff showed that the money was paid into the
tor's treasury, plaintiff was relieved from the burthen of protas

to there existing a necessity for the loan to preserve the proper:

(
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THE 26111 MARC II 1857.

PE1a*NT:
C. B. TREVOR. F-Q.,

E. A. SAMU 1.L.I.S., Esq.,

Oftriating Jadyrs.

D. I. MONEY, E-Q,
CASE No. 371 or 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackaw, Principal
Sudder Amers of Dacca, date 14th July 1853.
II URROSIIUNKUR MU"JOOMIDAR AND Orukus, (PLAIN
T1F, s,) APPELLANTs,
******

MR. I. RAINEY Axt () r11E1:4, (DEri.N.D.A.N.T.s,)
R*.*roxtrors.

Vakeels of Appellants—h "--, Krs' entish re G* and Bangshe
Muddus

Matt -r,

Takeel, of Respondents—ha! - St. m!'...nath

Pundit and

Mr. R. .N.-ris.

St. It laid at Company's rupees 9,914-12-9-3.

Prasatisf-1

- Plaintiff, Hurrushunker Mujeondar and others, on 28th February ..."-1852, sued Lewis Rainey and others for possession of 152 bec, as, :

10 c. of land appertaining to chur Gungapersaud, turruf Doorgare, per-innah Bessanitial-ore.

.

"...".
* ** *

* : ":

Plaint.:f alie.:es that at the time Government resumed certain £:
****
lands under the designation of chur “Puncha, Huzzaree," the land. ". .''.
**,

now in suit, were amongst those resumed; that on appeal to the "... --

special commiss her on 30th November 1841, they were released "..." :
to plaintiffs as forming a portion of their chur Gurgapersaud; that '. 's-ite"
in 1252 B. S., Mr. Raincy, defendant, the farmer of chur “Pun- £"
chas Huzzaree," set up a claim to 60 tee: 18, 18 of the lan's apper-cia, s.r.sa.
taining to chur Gung iters sui; that the matter was brought unier ", is that
Act IV. of 1840, an 1 Mr. Rainey's possession was uphel 1 in 1847 th: ::

A. D., both by the magistrate and session judge; that subsequently ". :
another dispute arose regarding other lar is between plaintiff and : ''.
Mahome-i Saael an i Ismael, an i possession was awarded to the *-* * *ir

latter unier Act IV of 1810; that on these last persons taking £
decree i to them they took possession of 16 --- " of
£:ion of the lan is which
had been leased to . tainey, leaving ***
out . I

tit). 18

44-10 of pianit.ti's and in Rainey's possession; that in Bysakh 1254, p." . "

Rainey with others to k possession of 107 b. of chur Gungapersaud :'''''.
in addition to taose of which he had previously obtained; that thus * by

plaintil has been disi assessed altogether by Rainey of 132 b., 10 c. * *
U
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1st July 1843, and a report of a police darogah, dated 14th Decem

ber 1843. These documents however prove not...ing regarding
the particular land now in dispute, and as the title of plaintiff gene

rally to chur Gungapersaud is not questioned but only his title to
the land now sued for, as forming a portion of that chur, it is clear
that any documents which prove the former and not the latter

Point are totally insufficient to substantiate the point now beforo
us.

The documentary evalence then produced by plaintiff in this

case being of the former nature, does not in the least assist his
claim.

Ten witnesses are produced by plainti" who steak to plaintiff's
dispossession and to their possession at and previous to the date of
dispossession, but as remarked by the principal suicier ameen, such

evidence unsupported by any documentary proof is not to be relied
on, and is quite insufficient to prove the title set up by the plain
tiff. On the view of the evidence expressed above, we think that
the plaintiff has altogether failed to prove his claim, we therefore
affirm the decision of the lower court with costs against the appel
lants.
THE 26TH MARCH 1857.
PR1 = 1.x r:

II. T. RAIKES, E-Q.,

t

J. H. PATTON, E-Q, Judges.
A. SCONCE, Esq.,
CASE No. 289 of 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baloo Parce" han Banerjea,
Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 30th July
1855.

MUSST. KIIEDUN KOWER, THE MOTHER AND G1'ARDIAN
or ROOPNARAIN SINGH AND LALNARAIN SING II,

MINORs, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
****

AMRITRAM AND ANorhea, (PLAINTIFFs,) AND BABOO
MODENARAIN AND OF HERs, (DEFENDAN rs,) RES
Poster. NT8.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeels of Respondents—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo
Ramapersaud Roy.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 13,496-14-3.

field that

The original plaintiff in this action was Baboo Sheo Golam Sahoo, :*

who stated that he purchased the bond in suit from Bhagio Sahoo "... "...
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THE 27TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 65 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Lieutenant T. Lamb, Off:
ating Assistant Principal Commissioner of Kamroop, dated 30th
July 1855, affirming a decree of Baboo Goorgram Burooa Roy,
Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 27th April 1855.

NAYPO TALOOKDAR, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
wersus

KHUGGEERAM KALEETA, (PLAINTIFF.) Resposors.
Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Bungsheebuddun Mitter.
Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Poorunchunder Roy.

In an action

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 6th February

# £of 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Dick
an assault in

''':

sault consisted

and J. H. Patton:—

“The plea on which the petition is preferred is whether the suit

in being seized for damages, on the ground being abused by being called “a

''' coolie” and turned out of the house by being seized by the hand,
ofana:mbly, ought not to have been dismissed, the alleged offence being an

£
Coolie,

assault cognizable by the criminal courts.
-

“On perusal of the decree, we find the facts stated by the pet
£me time, ap-tioner to be correct, and admit the special appeal to try whether
being at the

'm

the judgment should not be reversed and the suit dismissed.”

a former ru

JUDGMENT.

ling of two

£ £ . The special appeal in this case is founded on the assumption that
£ the civil courts are precluded by the terms of Section XVIII, R
£,
1852,) that

gulation III. of 1793, from entertaining an action for damages
on
d
iress
-

-

-

-

- -

-

such an action account of an injury for which the plaintiff might have had red
is cognizable in the criminal courts. We have recently ruled in the case o
£". Lukheenarain Chowdree, (19th March 1857) that the Section quo"

not barred by ed, is no bar to an action of this nature. The assault of which "

£" criminal courts take cognizance is a wrong done to the public.
xviii., Re- The injury for which the plaintiff in a civil action seeks redress."
# * violation of a private right.
The object of the prosecution in the former case is to punish the
offence committed against the public. The object of the plaintil
on the latter is to obtain compensation for the injury sustained. I
cannot be said with any show of reason that by entertaining a "

(
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-

land previous
to the execu

tion sale, the

Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Kishan
sukha Mookerjee

case is re
manded to the
sud
er ameen that

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Moulvee Syed Murhammnt Hossein.

he may try the
latter point,

following grounds:—

£

the execution

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
The two suits now brought before us were instituted to set aside

sale being ad
mitted to be
valid.

a sale made in execution of a decree by the collector of zillah Dacca,
of an estate on his rent roll; both plaintiffs were joint debtors; and

besides the annulment of this sale, the first petitioner's sought also
to set aside the private sale which had been made on the 20th
Jeyt 1239, by or in the names of Ramchunder Dass, (their father)

and Sursotee to Dhunnunjye, Kistokinkur and Neyanund.
By both petitioners objections have been taken to the principal
sudder ameen's judgment, whereby he upholds the validity of the
execution sale. First, it is pleaded that while the lands of themehal
sold are situated in the district of Backergunge as well as in the
district of Dacca, a proclamation of sale should have been made in
the civil court of the judge of Backergunge as well as of Dacca.

But this appears not to be required by the law, which runs to the
effect that the proclamation should be made in the civil court of
the district in which the sale takes place.
Next it is said that as one out of several decreeholders had
died before the sale occurred, execution should have been stayed.

But we see no reason why the other decreeholders should suffer
because one of their number happened to die; and though there *

no analogy between this case and that of Gunput Lal, decided on
1st August 1850, (Summary Reports) in which one out of t”
decreeholders had withdrawn from the execution, the effect of

that order is superseded by the decision of five judges reported *
page 130 of the cases for 1853.

Lastly, we see no ground of invalidity in the circumstance of one
of the judgment-debtors having died, all the formalities of the sale
being complete.
-

In that part of the principal sudder ameen's judgment, which
holds to the validity of the execution sale, we find no ground 0.
speeiak appeal, '' in that respect we do not touch the princip

sudder ameen's judgment, but with respect to the private *
which
formed part of the principal sudder ameen's judgment."
finding is incomplete. The principal sudder ameen appears to have
been of opinion that this sale was invalid, but that as whatever
rights
the plaintifftopossessed
had been
sold inupon
execution
of dec",
it
was unnecessary
pass a definite
opinion
that portion
u!

the claim. This is true against the execution sale purchaser; but
plaintiffs seek to establish their rights as against their co-debtors,

and to recover wasilat for the land held by them prior to the ex"

(
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cution sale. Irrespective of that sale, therefore, it is essential to
determine whether or no plaintiffs or the present representatives of
Dhunnunjyo and others, (to whom the land was privately sold,)
were the rightful owners of this portion of the property.
A separate and third petition of appeal has been preferred by
Shamachurn and others, defendants, with reference to the last por
tion of the plaint above adverted to. They show that the sale
occurred (as above said) on the 20th Jeyt 1239, and that the suit
was not instituted till 1269. They pleaded that the plaintiffs
were barred by limitation, and the sudder ameen on this ground
dismissed the claim of plaintiffs. The principal sudder ameen

however, while he pronounces an unfavourable (though inconclu
sive) opinion upon the merits of the private purchase, takes no
notice of the plea that the plaintiffs were barred by lapse of time

from objecting to the private sale.

Upon this ground, therefore,

as well as upon that just recited, we remand the case to the prin
sudder ameen for further hearing and reconsideration. 8',

:

of the purchaser, special respondent, will be paid by the Petitioner
in the two cases.

THE 271 if MARC11 1857.
PREs ENT:

J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

}*

PETITION No. 1227 OF 1856.

In the matter of the petition of Shamachurn Mitter and others,
- above.

filed in this Court on the 1st September 1856, praying for the

admission of a special appeal from the decision of Pundit Sree
nath Biddyabagish, principal sudder ameen of Backergunge, dated
28th July 1856, affirming that of Nobeenkishen Paulit, sudder
ameen of that district, dated 20th June 1854, in the case of

Shamachurn Mitter and others, plaintiffs, versus Juggutchunder
Dass and others, defendants.

Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Mr. R.
T. Allan.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party–Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit and
Moulree Murhammut Hossein.

For grounds of admission to special appeal, and decision of the
Court thereon, see case No. 1236 of 1856.

A

(
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THE 27TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

}Judges.

PETITION No. 1325 OF 1856.

Remanded
as above.

IN the matter of the petition of Shamachurn Mitter and others,
filed in this Court on the 31st October 1856, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Pundit Sreenath
Biddyabagish, principal sudder ameen of Backergunge, under date
20th July 1856, amending that of Baboo Nubeenkishen Pauli,
sudder ameen of that district, under date 10th January 1855, in
the case of Kishenmohun Dass and others, plaintiffs, versus Pet
tioners, defendants.

Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboo Bungseebuddun Mitter and Moors"
Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party—Moulvee Murhammut Hossein and
Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

We have admitted this special appeal, and remanded the case for
the reasons given under Nos. 1256 and 1227.
THE 29TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

#

B. TREVOR, Esq.,
SAMUELLS,
D.. A.
I. MONEY,
Esq., Esq., X-Officiating
lific
9 Judges.
Judg

}

CASE No. 349 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackintosh, Jud;"

of Hooghly, dated 12th September 1854, modifying a dea."
of Baboo Doorgapersaud Ghose, Sudder Ameen of that distria,
dated 27th February 1854.

JOYKISHEN MOOKERJEA, (PLAINTIFF) APPELLANT,
versus

SHEEBCHUNDER BANERJEA, (DEFENDANT)REsposors:
Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
A zemindar
sued a putnee
dar for balance
of rent due

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on 9th July 18%
under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samuel"
and D. I. Money:
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claim may or may not be a just one, but it is one involving ques
tions quite foreign from the present suit, and it is one moreover with
which arbitration under Regulation I. of 1824 could not deal, but
on which it is the peculiar province of the civil courts to adjudicate.
Under this view, we think that the lower courts were in error in

allowing the defendant in the suit before them the deduction
claimed by him. We therefore reverse their order to that effect
and decree the appeal with costs.
THE 29TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 350 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackintosh, Judge
of Hooghly, dated 13th September 1854, modifying a decree
of Baboo Doorgapersaud Ghose, Sudder Ameen of that district,
dated 27th February 1854.

JOYKISHEN MOOKERJEA, (oNE of THE PLAINTIFFs)
APPELLANT,
tersus

SHEEBCHUNDER BANERJEA, (DEFENDANT) AND RAJ
KISHEN MOOKERJEA, (PLAINTIFF) RESPONDENT.
Vakeel of Appellant—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeels of the Respondent, Baboo Sheebchunder Banerjea—Kisken
kishore Ghose and Sumbhoonath Pundit.
See preceding case.

*

FoR grounds of admission to special appeal and decision of the
Court thereon, see case No. 349 of 1856.

"

(
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THE 291 II MARCII 1857,
PREs, NT:

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q,

l

E. A. SAMUELLS, E-, }. Officiating J. ge.
D. L. MONEY, E-Q.,

|

CAs E. No. 331 or 1836.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackintosh, Jatre
of Hooghly, dated 12th September 1854, "difying a decree
of Haboo Doorgapersand Ghose, Sudder Amera of that district,

dated 27th February 1854.
JOYKISHEN MOOKERJEA, (PLAINTI, r) ArrellANT,
*****

SHEEBCHUNDER BANERJEA, (DEFENDANT)
R*.*rox DENr.

Vakeel of Appellant- Ba'ao Ramapersaud Roy.

Vakeels of Respondent–Babeos Kishenklahore Ghose and
Sambhoonath Pandit.

Fon grounds of admission to special appeal and decision of the , = **
Court thereon, see case No. 349 of 1856.

* -.

THE 291 II MARCH 1857.
PREs ENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A.
SAMUELLS,
Judges.
D.
I. MONEY,
Esq.,Esq.,
"y. Officiating
Mficiating Judy
CASE No. 352 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackintosh, Judge
%.'": dated 12th September 1854, modifying a decree of
boo Doorgapersand Ghose, Sudder Ameen of that district,
dated 27th February 1854.

JOYKISHEN MOOKERJEA, (PLAINTIFF) APPELLANT,
rersus

sHEEBCHUNDER BANERJEA, (Dr.respast) Resros.
Dixit.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondent–Bahoo Kishenkishore Ghose.

Forthereon,
groundsseeofcase
admission
Court
No. 349toofspecial
1856. appeal

and decision of the "..."
ing case.

(

)
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THE 30TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 148 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. DaCosta, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, dated 27th February 1854.
FUQUEER MISSER, UNCLE AND GUARDIAN OF NURSING
NARAIN, MINOR HEIR AND UTERINE YOUNGER BROTHER

OF BYJNATHNARAIN, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
ters?us

MUSST. CHUNDRABUTTEE BUHUREA, (PLAINTIFF,)
RESPONDENT.

Vakeel of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.

The plaintiff

SUIT by right of inheritance for registration in the collector's

a Hindoo wi- office of her name as proprietor of certain estates left by her hus

#:
9f her hus:
£,

band; laid at rupees 37,121-10.

The plaintiff's allegation is that her husband Manicknarain was

one of three brothers whose estates were separate and divided; that
of 30 years be- on her husband's decease in 1234 F. S., she succeeded to his estate,

# '' * and has been in possession ever since; that soon after his death she
brought this preferred a petition to the collector, praying that her name might
be registered in his office as proprietor of her husband's estate,
£"
her
name rewhereupon other parties, who are now represented by the defendants,
£ as
objected, claiming the succession, and the collector, finding the dis
£"
e Q.
£s pute to involve a question of succession, refused to record her name
£. until the question was decided by a civil court or amicably settled
£d between the parties, stating at the same time that, as she was in
£ possession, her right could not be affected by such an order. She
£ therefore brings this suit in order to have her name registered upon
#, the trial of her right against the adverse title of the opposite
£'of pparties.
The defendant in the lower court pleaded the statute of limitation
£
-

-

-

-

£ as barring the suit, the collector's order disallowing the plaintiff's
was
# £e

''

££

'

*''''''"

the plea
1827,
the
claim, being
overruled by the principal sudder ameen on the ground, that the

'. 'im.

plaintiff £

£, husband's estate in # year

upon his

£ £ demise and was still in possession. He held that her husband's
mo such thing property had been divided and was separate; that she succeeded to
£f the whole on his demise by right of inheritance and had been in

ous Caust 0
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possession of it for 24 years, and was entitled to have her name re
as proprietor of the estate and gave a decree therefore in

£
her favour.

The principal pleas urged by the defendant in appeal from this
decision are, that the property of the plaintiff's husband and brothers
were joint and not divided, and that she has therefore no separate
title to it, and that even if her possession is proved, she would only
be entitled to a life interest by way of maintenance.
While the case was being argued, the Court requested the re

*** * *
- * *

******, *
** * * *** * * * * *
* ******

-

* ***
***** *
|- - - * *** *

*** - fre
***

-t- - -

pondent's pleader to point out his cause of action, upon which it

- * * *-* *- **
** *** * * *
th- *re-,

was contended that although the collector's order of the 27th Sep

*** * * - as

tember 1827 might be regarded is the apparent cause of action, still
as an adverse title was raised by the opposite party, when her
claim to registration was disputed, which threatened her right, and as

*

that threat still continued, there was a continuous cause of action,

and a suit for a declaratory title, might at any time be brought even
where no injury had been sustained.

We are of opinion that the plaintiff in this suit has no cause of ac
tion against the defendants. The suit was evidently instituted, under
cover of a claim to registration to obtain a declaratory title, not for
herself only but for her daughter and her grand-sons, for as accor
ding to her own showing she has been in uninterrupted possession
of her husband's property for more than 12 years, it does not appear
that her limited interest could now be successfully assailed by the
defendants. If we take the date of the collector's order refusing to re

gister her name as proprietor of the estate and referring her to a civil
court, she is clearly out of time. If again we take the period when
adverse title to her's was first set up, it would be the time when the

opposite party disputed her claim to the registration which would
equally put her out of court. We cannot recognise the doctrine of
a continuous cause of action such as that for which the appellant's

£: has contended.

Even supposing that any threatened injury

as been established, we should still consider it necessary that she

should bring her action within 12 years from the period when her
title was first openly assailed. This the plaintiff has not done. With
reference to her prayer to have her name registered as proprietor
of the estate she is entitled, we observe, on the mere ground of pos
session to such registration by the collector and might, had she so

pleased, have preferred a fresh claim to that officer for such pur
pose before she came into the civil court, the collector's previous
order of rejection having been grounded on the fact of her posses
sion as well as title being disputed by other parties. For these

reasons we reverse the principal sudder ameen's order and decree
the appeal with costs.

*-- - *** ** *** • *-*
b- ********
* * * *
** *** **** *

** ***** *
date on
**

* *

***** - first
***", thr
t-l.

\
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THE 30TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREWOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 178 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Luke, Judge of
Midnapore, dated 24th March 1854.
CHOWDREE LUKHENARAIN DASS MAHAPATUR,

(DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
tnersus

TARAPERSAUD PAHAREE AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)
RESPONDENTS.

MUSST. BRIJISSUREE DEBBA CHOWDRAIN, MoTHER
OF BABOO SHEEBNARAIN DASS MAHAPATUR, (MI

NoR) AND wiFE oE LUCKENARAIN CHOWDREE, CLAI
MANT, PETITIONER.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Mr.
R. T. Allan.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Sumbhoonath Pundit.
Case re-

manded for the
examination of

certain ma-

Vakeel of Musst. Brijissuree Debba, Petitioner—Moulvee
Aftabooddeen Mahomed.
SUIT for possession of land with mesne profits and interest from
-

-

£, date of foreclosure to date of possession; laid at rupees 9,129-8-34.
the judge had . The plaint states that the defendant had mortgaged 10 a.,79.
£ # £, share of certain talooks in his zemindarees of mehal Nugwa, &c.,"
''A Ranee Kishenpreeah on the 19th Cheyt 1256, for the consideration

£ rupees 9,545, and that upon the Ranee's proceeding to foreclosure"
£"
defendant on the 23rd Assar 1257, borrowed from the plaintiffs the
moned.
sum of rupees 11,700, in
order to re-pay the debt and meet other

expenses, and executed in their favour a conditional mortgage of *
veral shares of his estates, limiting the period of payment to on.

month; that he received in cash and notes the whole of the sum of
rupees 11,700 from the plaintiff's agent Joynarain Panda, and Jug
gobundhoo Dass, at the lodging house of Chowdree Kasheenath Ps
haree at Soojagunge in the town of Midnapore, for which he delivet.
ed on the same day a receipt upon stamped paper; that it was a st:

pulation in the deed of mortgage that he should pay the princip"
with interest at the rate of 1 per cent. per mensem within the fir

period; that the defendant retained in his own hands rupees 68%

-

-

-----

- - - --"
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THE 30TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT :

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., 'Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

Regular Appeals from the decisions of Mr. E. DaCosta, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, dated 13th June 1855.
CASE No. 13 OF 1856.

BABOO RUGHOONATH SUHAY, (DEFENDANT,)
APPELLANT,
versus

BRIJBEHAREE LAL, (PLAINTIFF,) AND OTHERs,
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo Kisken
kishore Ghose.

-

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Meherchwader
Chowdree, Mr. A. W.

Montriou and Baboos Onookoolchander

Mookerjea and Ashotoshchunder Chatterjea.
CASE No. 14 OF 1856.

MUNORUTH ROY AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANTS,
versus

BRIJBEHAREE LAL, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboo Bungseebuddun Mitter and Mr.
A. W. Montriou.

Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
CASE No. 15 OF 1856.

BRIJBEHAREE LAL, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

GOODREE SINGH AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs.)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Onookoolehunder Mookerjea, Ask
toshchunder Chatterjea, Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo Kisken
kishore Ghose.
Plaintiff

purchased at

£"

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 11,255-6.

The principal question raised in these appeals is the validity of

a sale made in execution of a decree on the 13th December is 15.

( 490 )
court do not
form the basis
of some direc
tion.
Held also

that the Sud
der Court will
not allow a

question, even
of law to be re

opened when
it has already
been disposed
of by the judg
ment of a com

petent court

and the period
allowed for ap

peal against
that judgment

The question of limitation or no limitation was put in issue before
him and formally decided in plaintiff's favour. The defendant (spe
cial appellant) neither appealed against this order nor applied for a
review of judgment, and consequently under the law it became
final. The point in issue before the principal sudder ameen having
thus been disposed of, the case was sent back to the moonsiff with
directions to try it on its merits, which was accordingly done; the
moonsiff refusing to consider the plea of limitation again urged by
the defendant, on the ground that it was res judicata. It is now

contended by the special appellant's counsel that this was wrong, and
that, on a remand, the whole case, not even excepting the decretal
order of the appellate court, is, according to the practice of our
courts, re-opened. If this were so, the litigation in this particular

has been
suffered to ex

suit, might go on as long as the two courts concerned existed, the
moonsiff continuing to allow the plea of limitation and to dismiss the

pire.

suit, the principal sudder ameen on appeal disallowing the plea and
remanding the case to be tried on its merits. It is hardly necessary
to say that the authority of the appellate court cannot thus be
trifled with, and that the whole case is only open to the revision of

the lower court on a remand, when the order of remand is general
and not restricted, and when the opinions expressed by the appel
late court, to use the words of Macpherson in his valuable work on
civil procedure, “do not form the basis of some direction.” This
has been repeatedly ruled by this Court" and is not, we conceive,
open to doubt. The orders of the principal sudder ameen in the
suit now before us, restricted the moonsiff to the trial of the merits

of the case, and wholly debarred him from re-considering the plea in
bar on which the appellate court had decided.

But, it is said, admitting this to be true, the zillah judge presiding
in a court of co-ordinate jurisdiction with that of the principal sud
der ameen, might have taken up the question on appeal, and the case

quoted in the certificate is referred to in order to prove that he was
at liberty to do so.

That case however, we observe, is not in

point. The suit had there been remanded by this Court on the 6th
April 1848, with general instructions that the judge “should go

fully into the merits and pass such decision thereon as he may
deem just and proper.” No plea in bar was argued or decided;
the reversal of the judge's order proceeding wholly on the ground

that a decree of this court on which he had relied in dismissing the
plaintifi's claim had, previous to the date of his decision, been re
versed on a review of judgment. On a second appeal to this Court
from the judge's decision on the merits, the suit was dismissed on

the ground that it was inadmissible in its present form, a point
* Construction No. 1073, Zeenuth Begum, 12th September 1849. Jug i
-

Cane, 6th September 1802.

Dass rerra
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not re-open even questions of law, we apprehend, (and limitation is
quite as much a question of fact as of law,) when they have been
disposed of by the judgment of a competent court, and the period
allowed for appeal against that judgment has been wilfully suffere!
to expire. This case is before us in special appeal upon the single
point of the correctness or otherwise of the judge's refusal to revive
the question of limitation decided by the principal sudder ameen.
Now if it be admitted that the moonsiff was right in declining to set
at nought the order of the appellate court, which cannot, we think,
be disputed, then the judge must also have been right in dismissing
the appeal preferred to him on that point, and it follows as a neces
sary consequence, that there is no error in the judge's decision on
which we could reverse his judgment under the special appeal law.

As to the judgment of the principal sudder ameen we cannot look
at that, for the period for an appeal to this Court against the deci
sion of that officer has long passed, and no cause has been assigned
for the appellant's failure to prefer an appeal in proper time. Un
der these circumstances we have no warrant either of law or pre
cedent for noticing the plea of limitation on which the special ap
peal is based. We accordingly dismiss the appeal with costs.
THE 30TH MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE NO. 239 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Steer, Judge of Bacier
gunge, dated 12th June 1854, reversing a decree of Sreenath Bid
dyabagish Pundit, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated
17th January 1854.

SONAOOLLAH AND MAHOMED ASGUR, (PLAINTIFFs.)
APPELLANTS,
verstas

RANEE RAJESHURREE AND OTHERS, (DFENDANTs) RFs
PONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of the Respondent Ranee Rajeshurree—Baboo Kishenkishers
Ghose.
A zemindar
is not bound
in a suit for

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 7th May 1856,
under the following certificates recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and

rent to include C. B. Trevor:

--

- -

------

(
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the petitioner's talook in the zemin lar's books, and the chelans of
rent must necessarily also have borne his name.

Had the semin-lar

•ued A*gur and Sonaoollah jointly, as it is contended he ought to
have done, Asgur would only have had to plead these facts to

£

and it is manifestly out of the
question, under these circumstances, to say that the semin lar should

secure his discharge from

nevertheless have made him a party to the suit. We affirm the
judgment of the lower court and dismiss the appeal with costs.
THE 30r11 MARC 11 1857.
PREs ENT :

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

E. A. SAMTELLS, E-Q,

D. L. MONEY, i...,

Off inting Jales.

,

CA-1. No. 270 or

1876.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. T. Trotter, Judge of
Mymensing, dated 8th March 1855, affirming a decree of Montree

Syed Ahmed Buksh Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen of that
district, dated 23rd August 1854.

CHUNDRABULLEE DEBEA, (oNE or THE DErr NDANTs,)
APPELLANT,
-

BANEEPERSAUD BA.JPAE, (PLAINTIFF,) AND BIIOOWUN

MOY DEBEA CHOWDRAIN, (DEFENDANT,) REsrox
Dr. NT8.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Wakeels of Unada Debra, trife of the Respondent, Banerpersaud

Bajpae-Baboos Sumbhoonath Pundit and Unnodapersaud
Banerjea

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 21st May 1856, ..''':
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and to £

£

C. B. Trevor:-

-

“This suit was instituted against Bhowunmoy and Chundrabul- "h": "...
lee, to recover rupees 2,480, principal and interest due under a bond. * *
It has been held by both the lower courts that plaintiff had failed £,
to prove his claim against Bhowunmoy, but that Chundrabullee's " ": ".

admission of the execution of the bond justified the passing of a £' "
decree against her.

It appears then in an answer tendered by £4 in

Chundraballee, but which, from the delay with which it was ten- '.'
dered, was rejected, she allowed having executed the bond but that
his was
manifestly

denied having received any portion of the loan.

irregular

__-----

(
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THE 31.41 MAR-11 1877.
Parai, Nr.;

(". B. TREVOR. I.- .

P. A. SAMUELLS, E-Q,

Officiating Judges.

I). I. MONEY, Esq.,

Regular Appeal. fro- the decisions of "...o Rash-hun (*,
Principal Sadder A*s of Madded, dated 31st January 1453.
C as: No. 87 or 1853.

NOBOKISHEN MOOKERJEA AND OTHER", (DEFENDAN14,)
Arr1.1.1.ANIs,
******

SUKEEMOYE DEBEA AND Orlikus, (PLAINTIrrs,)
Re-rox 1.1.x 1 a.

Vakeels of Appellants-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Kūhen
Mushare (, aese.

Vakeels of Respondents-Babes Sumbheonath Pundit and Gobind
chunder

Mooker/ra.

CAs E. No. 96 of 1853.

SU"KEEMOYE DEBEA, winow or HARADHUN

MOOKERJEA, DECEAskD, (PLAIN 11FF,) Arri.K.LANT,
rers"

NOBOKISHEN MOOKERJEA AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
REs PONDENTs.

HURCHU'NDER BIS WAS, AT TORNEY ON n En ALF OF
BHUGGOBUTTEE DASSEE, PET11 10NER.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Roy Sreenath Sein and Sumbhoonath
Pundit.

Vakeel of Respondent-Baboo Kishenkushore Ghose.
Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Bhungsheebuddun Mitter.
Scit laid at Company's rupees 1,57,345-12-6 g., 1 c. 3 k.
Plaintiffs, Juggutch under Mookerjea, Prannath Banerjea and
Chundernath Banerjea, guardians of fi'i' Mookerjea, minor,

the adopted son of Ghunsam Mookerjea, deceased, sued on the 27th

Plaintiff
*** *
ruardians of
the marrier
**ted -a of
(*hut-am

October 1825 A.D., Goluckchunder Mookerjea, Rusanund Mooker

Mookeries, for

jea and Unoopnarain Mookerjea, on behalf of the minor, for posses
sion of the share of the deceased Ghunsam Mookerjea, in certain
estates, the joint property of the deceased and the defendants, and
for the talook dehee Bullohar, the sole self-acquired property of

p-son of
the share of
the deceased
Ghan-arm

Mosskeraea in
certain estates

( 498
and for the

talook dehee

the deceased, and for certain personal property appertaining to

Bullohar
the sole self

estate of the aforementioned deceased person.

acquired pro

£

of the
eceased

Ghunsam and
for certain

personal pro
perty apper
taining to
estate of

)

Plaintiff alleges that Ghunsam Mookerjea had four brothe
Gobindram Mookerjea, Goluckchunder Mookerjea, Rushanu
Mookerjea and Unoopnarain Mookerjea, and a half brother, Beet
hun Mookerjea; that he was twice married, but having no child
either of his wives, and being advanced in years himself, and his wi.

the being advanced in age, and it being consequently improbable that
would have issue from them, adopted as his son, Benemadhob M.

Ghunsam

kerjea, the son of his brother, Goluckchunder Mookerjea, a def

Mookerjea.
The Privy

dant in the case; that Benemadhobhaving died, Ghunsam Mook

Council

determined

jea was minded to adopt Haradhun Mookerjea, the son of his b

that the adop
tion was a valid
one and re
turned the
case to the
lower court

with that de
claration and
with directions

to give effect
to the appel
lants claim in

this suit, which
may be
consequential
upon that de
claration; the
record was in

consequence of
the abolition

ther Rashanund Mookerjea;

that in consequence of excess

sickness, he, in Assar 1231, or 1824 A.D., executed a deed of p
mission to adopt in favour of his second wife, Lalmonee, and ti
subsequently recovering from his sickness, he, with all the acci
tomed ceremonies, adopted the boy Haradhun, and died on the 19
Maugh 1231 B.S., or 30th January 1825, having, by a will,
pointed the plaintiff's guardians of his adopted son; that on 1
plaintiff's attempting to carry into effect the intention of the w
they were opposed by the defendant, Goluckchunder Mookerje
that disputes arose, and the matter having been brought before t
magistrate of Nuddea, that authority, on the ground that Golu:
chunder and Ghunsam Mookerjea had lived in commensality a
joint partnership, directed, on the 23rd May 1828, that Golu:
chunder should hold possession of the deceased Ghunsam Mook

of the Provin
cial

Court

transmitted,
on its return, to

the principal
sudder ameen

of Nuddea

who passed a
final order in

the case by
the Sudder

Dewanny
Adawlut.

Held on ap
peal that not
withstanding

jea's property, until the question of adoption might be settled in :
civil court; that as the wives of Ghunsam became suttees, and
the widow of Beneemadhob Mookerjea, the first adopted son

Ghunsam, in consequence of the death of her husband during
life-time of his adoptive father, is only entitled to maintenan
Haradhun Mookerjea, the second adopted son, is the sole heir

the property, real and personal, of the deceased Ghunsam Mook
jea. Plaintiffs therefore pray, that on proof of plaintiff's adopti.
they may be put in possession of the estate of the deceased.
The defendant, Goluckchunder Mookerjea, in his answer t.
versed the adoption of the minor, Huradhun, denied the executi

that the pro

perty sued for
is situated in
four different
districts and
that this Court

issued no spe
cific instruc.
tions on the

subject still
this Court must

be presumed to
have been cog
nizant of that

of the will by Ghunsam Mookerjea, and claimed possession
Ghunsam's property by virtue of a deed of gift executed by 1

deceased in his favor on the 30th January 1825, and also by virt
of their having lived in commensality and joint partnership to
ther, and possessing interest in their estate and goods in comm
He denied moreover that his co-defendants, Rashanund Mooker

and Unoopnarain Mookerjea, had any right to articipate in i

estate of the deceased, and insisted that they £

imprope.

been made parties to the suit. Ile pleaded moreover that in

(
wrongly and
fraudulently

kept out of his
roperty, is

500
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below with this declaration and with direction to give effect to the
appellant's claim in this suit, which may be consequential upon that
declaration.

justly entitled

The record having been returned to this Court, was remitted to
the judge of Nuddea, and by him, with the sanction of the Court
parties in pos forwarded to the principal sudder ameen of that district, in orde:
session from
the date of
that the disputes regarding the property, to which the appellant, as
suit.
The order # adopted son of Ghunsam Mookerjea, was entitled, might be inves
the principa tigated and determined.
sudder
On the 23rd January 1853, the principal sudder ameen, afte:
ameen with
one slight va considering the pleadings and the evidence in the case, was of opi
to mesne pro

fits from the

riation caused

by an error of
calculation,
affirmed with
costS.

nion that the defendant in the case had not proved that the share

of Goluckchunder and Ghunsam Mookerjea in the property, whic
confessedly had been held in joint tenancy, were respectively 10 an
6 annas; that consequently the widow of the plaintiff Huradhu
Mookerjea, who in consequence of his death had been substituted i
his place, was entitled to her husband's share under Hindoo law
viz., a one-half share in all the properties covered by the deed c

partition, dated 1223 B. CE.; that plaintiff had not proved to his sa
tisfaction, that the 16 annas of dehee Bulohar was the self-acquire
property of Ghunsam, and that the evidence lead inevitably to th
inference, that the two brothers held the property in joint tenane
in equal shares. As to the remaining property, regarding whic

no question has arisen, the principal sudder ameen decreed to plain
tiff according to the claim as laid in the plaint. As to the value c
indigo and paddy, as plaintiff had failed altogether in proving it
value, no decree passed on this head. On the property decree

mesne profits were given from the date of the institution of the suit
from the defendants in possession, and costs of suit were awarded t

plaintiff in proportion to the amount decreed.
JUDGMENT.

From the decision passed by the principal sudder ameen, two ap
peals have been preferred to this Court, one by the defendant in th
court below, the other by the plaintiff. The objections urged by th
(defendants,) appellants, to the judgment of the lower court are: fire
that that judgment was passed without jurisdiction, the property i.

litigation being situated in four districts, and no specific instructis
having been issued by the Sudder Court on the point, empowerin,
the principal sudder ameen, under the circumstances, to hear th
case, and that the decision is consequently a nullity; secondly, the
under the restrictive terms of the permission to adopt, the widowe
the adopted son has no right to enjoy the property, which was he
husband's, but that on his death without issue, it has descended t

the general heirs under IIindoo law; thirdly, that the decision .

the principal sudder ameen is contrary to evideuce in various part

necessary for us to inquire whether, if it had been made, and the
permission to adopt granted by the adoptive father to his second
wife, any restrictive terms used in the permission could bar the
right of the widow of the adopted son, for it must be clear that
whether they could or could not, they cannot affect the right of the
widow under the adoption held to be valid by the Privy Council.
On the third objection raised by the (defendant,) appellant, we are

entirely of opinion with the principal sudder ameen that the defen
dants have failed to prove the special plea put forth by them as to

the division of each property into 10 annas and 6 annas, and we
think from the evidence before us, that the property held by Ghun
sam and Goluckchunder jointly was held in equal shares; we
think also, and here we look to the objection made by (plaintiff,

appellant, to the judgment of the court below, that (plaintiff.) appel
lant has altogether failed to show that 16 annas of dehee Bulohar was
the self-acquired property of Ghunsam Mookerjea and in his sole
possession, and we are of opinion that the possession of that property
was held as was the other property jointly in equal shares, (plaintiff.)
appellant would therefore be entitled to 8 annas of that property
and as she allows that 4 annas has been sold, 4 annas is the share

due to her, and not 6 annas as decreed by the principal sudder
anneell,

Under the fourth head of objections we do not think that the (de

fendants,) appellants have any real ground for complaint, they plead
ed a deed of gift, which has been pronounced by the Privy Council
to be “a forgery” and a “mere fabrication,” and under color of this
fraudulent instrument the original defendant, Goluckchunder Moo

kerjea and his heirs, the present (defendants,) appellants, have con
trived to keep the adopted son and his widow out of possession of
their rights during a period of 30 years. Under these circum
stances we think that the plaintiff in the suit, on attaining a decree

for the property of his adoptive father from the heirs of the original
wrong-doer, is justly entitled, whether he asks for them in words
or not, to mesne profits from them from the date of suit, and that

the words used by the principal sudder ameen in his judgment,
ordering that the mesne profits should be taken from the defendants
in possession, though injurious to other.parties, who may have be
come possessed of portion of the property subsequent to the com
mencement of this litigation, and therefore affording a ground of

appeal for them, though they have not in fact appealed, are higuly
advantageous to the (defendants,) appellants, and leave no valid
ground of objection open to them.

On the view of the case expressed above, with the exception of
that portion of it declaring plaintiff entitled to 6 annas of dehes
Bulohar, and not to 4 annas, as the decree should have been, we

think that the decision of the principal sudder ameen is quite cur

(
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rect, we ther fore, with this slight var, ten, firm the i-ci-in of
the lower court.

The costs of the 1-ser court will be terne by the

parties in prot-ortion to the amount decret an :

dismissed.

Inc.

costs of b-st', the arreals, which are ...sinistri, with the *.icut varia
tion noted above, will be bornely tie -; ; , i.ants.

T11: 31st MA11t 11 1-77.
I'lú -1.N1 :

(". B. TREVOR, I'-Q.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, 1.-3,
1). I. M.O.N.E.Y. 1.-Q.,

('''.i.at ,

Jef. ".

y

("Ask No. 234 or 18, 4.

Royalir Appeal from the decisi. " of Mou're M*::" Al-Khas
11.Madoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of 11% in ru're, dated

9th

S.ptzin'er 1872.
MI.1.1, KHYIRAT ALIEE ANI, SYEI) MUN WI"R ALI.E,
l'Aur". Its, (l'LAIN firls, Ari's LLAN is,
*****

GOWHURRUNNISSA AND OTHERs, (DEFEN DANTs,)
R*.*1'0N 1.1.x 18.

Wakeels of Appellant–Mource Murhamut II* in and I.'"
Ashenkish are Ghose.

I akeels of Respondents—Moonshee Ameer Alec and IBabeo
Sumbhoonath Pandit.

Srir laid at Company's rupees 5,281-12-3-8.
Plaintiffs Meer Khyrat Alec and Syed Munwur Alec, sued Syed
Inact Alee, defendant, for possession of 35 beegas of lakhiraj land
mortgage 1 to him and for Sicca rupees 2,419, surplus proceeds
received by defendant over and above the principal debt and inter

**** ****
A*, the -*** * * * *
f** * * * *t

to psa-ra-ti
fa're r * *
of a ru;-*.*, * * * ****

est during the period that the mortgaged land was in his possession
from 1238 to 1276.

Plaintiffs allege that their father, Meer Hossein Alee, died leavin

as his heirs themselves and their mother Musst. Beebee Mohun,
that they were in possession of this estate and that the management

**** in re
t” - * *** *
tes are ess ---

t-seal des 1 of
* , thes terra
** *** *
tae dest haw -

of all affairs devolved on Khyrat Alce, who in time of necessity

**

took Sicca rupees 650, and on the 3rd Maugh 1258 B. (E., executed

def triar,ts

in favour of Syed Inaet Alee, a conditional sale of 35 beegas of land,
and that the said Inaet Alee, delivered to plaintiff Khyrat Alee, on
the same date an ikrarnama attest i by witnesses and bearing the
cazee's seal and to the following effect: that if the plaintiff or their

heirs pay me or my heirs by the end of Bhadoon 1214 B. CE., the

**pire si

-r- i spots
P. t. i. i*
ts - is: fs re
*****

**** * * *

-- *n \ 11 I.,
H.

... * *

M \, it -ti-se, .
Psalts' sise tarasi

(
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a petition

principal sum specified in the deed of conditional sale, then I or my

within the

heirs will without pretext or objection immediately return the afore

year stating
that the prin
cipal and in

said deed; that the defendant according to the terms of the deed

terest had
been realized
from the usu

took possession of the property from the year 1238 B. CE., and ap
propriated the proceeds thereof and subsequently presented a petition

fruct of the

of foreclosure before the judge of the zillah; that this petition was

roperty in

transferred for disposal to the principal sudder ameen, who struck

'it':
possession, but

the case off the file, directing any party who might have a claim

made no de

to prefer to bring a regular action; that on the death of plaintiffs'

posit; the

mother, leaving them her heirs, they accordingly brought a suit
before the sudder ameen of Monghyr for the recovery of rupee

rincipal sud
der ameen re

ferred the

991-10-6, the principal receivable by us after deducting the prin

parties to a
regular suit

cipal and interest receivable by defendant, but that not having
sued for possession, the said officer nonsuited our claim on the 25th
August 1843; that on the 15th September 1840, plaintiffs filed a
petition before the judge of Bhaugulpore, praying to be allowed to
sue in formá pauperis for possession of the mortgaged land and for
recovery of the sum received by defendant over and above the
principal and legal interest; that after various failures plaintiff's
petition was on the 22nd February admitted, plaintiff therefore
sues for possession of the aforesaid land with mesne profits by the

for the settle
ment of their
differences;

the year of
grace has

expired; defen
dants

be

ing in posses
sion, brought
no suit to be
confirmed in

possession, but

plaintiff insti reversal of the said deed of conditional sale.
tuted the pre
sent action for
an account to

be taken, and

for possession
to be awarded
to them as the

principal and
interest of the
debt has been

paid off pre
viously to the
expiry of the
year of grace
from the usu
fruct of the

property. The
principal sud
der ameen
without inves

Defendant in his answer admits the facts relating to the mort

gage as stated by the plaintiff, but pleads that plaintiff did not pay
the entire mortgage debt within the stipulated period; that he
defendant consequently in accordance with the provisions of Section
VIII., Regulation XVII. of 1806, presented a petition for foreclosure

on the 6th January 1841; that the plaintiff did not deposit the
consideration money, but merely made an exceptive application
stating that the principal and interest had been already real:
from the property; that the sale has consequently become absolute
and the plaintiff's present suit is untenable.

The principal sudder ameen was of opinion that as the mort
gagees have issued the notice of foreclosure under Section VIII.
Regulation XVII. of 1806, as the year of grace has expired £i

the plaintiffs have not in accordance with Section II.,

Regulation

I.

tigation dis

missed plain

of 1798, and Section VII., Regulation XVII. of 1806, deposited

tills' claim.
Held that
under the cir
cumstances of

the amount of the principal of the debt within the year of grace
which they are required to do, as the mortgagee is in possession £
sale has become absolute and the present suit is too late and

will

this case plain
tills have a

not lie; the claim of plaintiff was accordingly dismissed.

full right to
demand in a

regular suit for
redemption, an

JUDGMENT.

adjustment of

From the decision passed in this case by the principal su!!er

accounts, and

ameen an appeal has been preferred by the plaintiffs in the court

restoration of

below, on the ground that that decision is opposed to law.

the property

call on the mortgagee to deliver an account of the gro" receipts from
the property mortgaged and also of his expenditure for the management and preservation of it, and that he will ascertain whether the
whole of the mortgage debt with interest, had, previous to the ex

|

piry of the year of grace, been paid from the usufruct of the pro
perty in the possession of the mortgagees or not, and dec, is even

tually in accordance with the evidence which may be prelucci
before him and with the view of the law expressed above by the
Court.

THE 31sr MARC. It 1857.
Pl: "...si:NT :

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q,
E. A. SAMUELLS, I-4,

i. i. MONEY, E.

-

Officiating Judges.

'

CAsk No. 243 or 1834.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Pundit Sernath bull, abayish,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Buckeryunge, dated 22nd March
1854.

R. W. SCOTT, at Rat RAKAR OF THE ENTATE OF PROSUN

NOCOOMAR SEN, MINoR, (DE1 ENDANT,) ArrellANr,
rersus

CIl UNDERCOOMAR SEIN, (PLAINTIFF.) REspoNDENr.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkushore Ghose and Mr. R. T.
Allan.

Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Sumbhoonath Pundit.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 98,750-1 a. 29, 13 k.
-

-

-

A party,

* -- *** Pro

The common ancestor of the parties in this suit (Raja Ram Sein) - , . "
had two sons, Nubokishen Sein and Kalachand Sein.

The latter "" " -: *d
through three

died in the year 1228, leaving a widow, Tarinee, with a power to £
adopt, which she exercised on the 2nd Assar 1229 (1822, in favour * * *
of arts * arr-,

of the plaintiff. After the death of Kalachand, there were various £;
disputes between his widow and Nobokishen, the latter of whom ***.*
*-*n of mas

claimed 9 annas of the property as his ancestral inheritance, and £,
3+ annas of the 7 annas which he said was the inheritance of the "rat"

Kalachand, as a gift from Kalachand to his (Nubokishen's) son £.
Kaleecoomar.

These disputes were settled by two solanamas, one l. ::

pro

dated the 13th February 1823 (1229, the other the 19th August '...'...'"
1824 (1231.) whereby 10 annas of the estate was secured to Nubo- ...' ':
*

/*

-

****

kishen and 6 annas remained in the possession of Tarinee, as £
A.

--

from the ordi
nary law of
limitation.
Plaintiffs evi
dence on this
Yoint being
ull of doubt

and suspicion
his case was
dismissed. A

--

mother and guardian of the plaintiff. Nubokishen died in 1233
and was succeeded by his son Kaleecomar Sein who died in 1235.
He again was succeeded by an adopted son Rajcoomar Sein, the
father of the principal defendant in this suit, Prosunnocoomar 'sein
who is thus the great grandson of Nubokishen. Tarinee, the adop
tive mother of the plaintiff, died in 1250, and on the 19th Assin

1254, corresponding with the 4th October 1847, the plaintiff insti

discrepancy

tuted this suit to set aside the solanamas of 1823 and 1824, and to
dates given in recover 2 annas of the property which he alleged to be his ances
the junum
utro and the tral inheritance, unlawfully alienated by his guardian Tarinee, with
£ Court's mesne profits from the date of dispossession. He obtained a decree
almanac hav
from the principal sudder ameen who considered the suit to have
ing been plead
between the

|

ed, the plea
was overruled

on the ground
that the Saca
era used in as

trological cal
culations fre

uently differs

been brought within time, but the case was on appeal to this Court

remanded upon a point of form and is now a second time before us
in appeal, in consequence of the principal sudder ameen having
adhered to his former judgment.

It is unnecessary to enter into the pleadings of the parties on the
merits of the case, as the argument in this Court has been confined

rom civil time

their computa

to one point, that of limitation. It is contended by the (defendants)
appellants that the plaintiff was upwards of five years of age
when he was adopted in 1229; that according to the shasters a
Hindoo attains majority at the expiration of the 15th year; that the
plaintiff was consequently of age in 1238 and was bound, his cause

tions of the as

of action having arisen in 1229 and 1231, to institute this suit in

trological

1250, whereas his plaint was not filed until 1254. As the plaintiff
however is the proprietor of an estate paying revenue to Govern
ment, there is no doubt that his minority under the provisions of
Regulation XXVI. of 1793, extends to the close of his 18th year
According to the defendant's estimate of plaintiff's age in 1229. th.

by one or two
days, and that
there are three
almanacs in

use in Bengal
which differ in

year.

latter is still however out of time, and it remains for him therefore
to prove that his suit is not barred by the statute of limitations.
This he attempts to do by the production of a junum-putro or horos.
cope which, if it be genuine, establishes the date of his birth to
have been the 21st Aughun 1227. His minority therefore he as:
serts extended to the 21st Aughun 1245, and his suit was brough

within 9 * years from that date. The whole case therefore turn
on the authenticity of this junum-putro and the proof which, inde
pendent of that document, the plaintiff may be able to adduce c.
the correctness of the date which it assigns to his birth.

The only

direct evidence in support of the junum-putro is that of the plain.
tiff's natural father Ramlochun Sein, who admits that he lives of

the bounty of his son, and whose memory appears to be very defee
tive on all other points than that to which he appears in Court t
testify.

His evidence, valuable no doubt if corroborated, is there
* 8 years, 9 months, 28 days.

he stated his age to be 21. This it is said for the plaintiff was
manifest falsehood, having for its object the establishment of th
fact that he was a minor when the offence was committed.

Thi

is very possibly the case, but the damaging fact remains that on th
only occasion on which the plaintiff was publicly called on to stal
his age, his statement was wholly irreconcileable with the case h

now sets up. Then if we turn for information on the subject :
plaintiff's age to the date on which he assumed charge of his estate

we are met by the further difficulty that he did not apply to b
recognised as a proprietor of his ancestral zemindaree until afts
his mother's death in 1844, so that nothing can be founded upo
that.

The evidence of the plaintiff's witnesses apart from that

his father, is confined to statements of what they heard at the tim
of the adoption and their impressions of the child's age at th:
period. This is met by counter-evidence on the part of th
defendants and we can place no reliance upon it. Nor does ti
deed of adoption help us, for although the fact of adoption on ti
date specified is admitted by the defendants the particular dee
produced is alleged to be a forgery; and the recital of the child
age in such a document is certainly unusual and suspicious.
is said for the plaintiff that it is not the practice to adopt childre
of the age which the defendants contend for, that is 5+, but a
Baboo Kishenkishore remarked in his reply on this point, it is b
no means uncommon in the case of a child such as this plaintil
who was not related to the family and was brought from a distan
part of the country. We certainly cannot infer the truth of th
plaintiff's statement from any inherent improbability in that of th
defendants.

The plaintiff comes before us, claiming property which has des
cended since his cause of action arose, through three generation.
to the hands which now hold it, and impugning an act of his guar
dian which, according to his own showing, he did not seek to dis

turb for nearly nine years after he had attained his majority. I
order to enable him to do this, he claims a special exemption from
the statute of limitations on the ground of minority. This is ur
questionably a case in which no weak or doubtful evidence of th
plaintiff's title to exemption, up to the date of suit, will suffice. Th
roof he tenders upon this point must be clear and decisive.

£ however from this being the case, the plaintiff's

S

evidence is fa
of doubt and suspicion. He has not succeeded in satisfying u
what his actual age is, or that he has brought his action within i
years from the date on which he attained his majority. We ther.
fore reverse the decision of the principal sudder ameen and decre
the appeal with costs.

{
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PREssix 1 :

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q, ,

is

Mösky."...."; "-" "
PE11 rios No. 1103 or 1855.

**

In the matter of the petition of Joyki-hen Monkerjea and others,

* *

- -

filed in this Court on the 14th August 1855, Praving for the a-i
mission of a special appeal from the “ecision of Baboo Kassassur

Mitter, principal sud.er am.. n of II* ly, dated the 2nd June
1855, reversing that of Bal-- Mu dung";aul Shome, moonsiff of

Kheerpoy, dated the 15th April 1855, in the case of Guitaihur
Tewarree and others, plaint's, rersus Petitioners, defendants.
Vakeels of Ptitioners-Mons'-- Ameer Alce and Baboo Kuhen

-

**

**

- -

* *

1 ** *
*

: **
**

1

-

*** ** ** * * *
* *
* * * *
th- *- :
****
* *

***

*

*

ls - - - 1 - 1.

h.

** * * r * * * *
ta. --> *
*

**

* * *

Aashore (,hose.

Vakel of the Opposite Ports – Syd Murhammat Hoss-is.
It is hereby certified that the said ap, lication is granted on the
following grounds:

The suit is for possession of a jukur. The defendants pleaded
that the julkur was included within the boundaries of certain

* * * * ** *
* * * * **
*
* * * * * *** *
*** * *

** *

th- 1 - - 1

* *
re,
*

--

*
*

** *

*
**

*
* *

- -- -

-

* *
*

** **

*** * * * ***

lands, of which they had obtained possession unier a decree of *
court, in a suit which they had brought against the plaintiffs. The
moonsiff decided, with reference to the measurement an I report of

an ameen, whom he deputed to the spot, that the juikur was in
cluded within the boundaries of the lands decreed, and dismissed

* * ** *
** * * * * *
** are a s " " lar se - - - - *******

:

the plaint as being barred under the provisions of Section XVI., i.
Regulation III. of 1793.

The plaintiffs appealed against this decision to the principal
sudder ameen and urged in appeal, that only land and no julkur
was specified as being within the area decreed to the defendants
in the former suit.

"it - primei

pal sus, ser

The principal sudder ameen considered the previous suit to be

*****

***

the re
distinct from the present one, inasmuch as that was for the pos dered
* * *ust d session of land and this was brought for possession of a Julkur, and tatset frt in the
that
with reference to the Precedent of this Court, which he cites, in the £
.* for then
case of Raja Rajnarain Roy, appellant, of the 21st March 1853, |- - -n of

reversed the moonsiff's decision and remanded the case to him for

man-i, tries for

re-trial upon the merits.

the 1- -- a
of a " a "r, he

re
The petitioners urge in special appeal that the suit is barred **** * ** *w* the
under the provisions of Section XVI., Regulation III. of 1793, the eato "--

n = **-tt for re
matter in dispute being a res adjudicata in the previous suit tral
between the same parties, and that the distinction drawn by the 11 * * by the
t"vurt that the
Princial suicict amen is erroneous.

(
main point at
issue between

the parties is
whether the

julkur is in
cluded

within

the lands for

merly decreed
to defendant or

not; that in the
present case

seeing that
both parties
claim as zemin
dars, it is im
material
whether the
nd is co
vered with

water or dry,
if it turn out
to be included
within the
area of the land

formerly de
creed : case

consequently
remanded to
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We are clearly of opinion that the main point at issue between
the parties, and which the principal sudder ameen should have
determined, was, whether the julkur was included or not within the
boundaries of the lands previously decreed to the defandants. It
matters not, the parties on both sides being zemindars, whether
the spot is covered with water or is dry land, so long as it is in

cluded within the area of the lands formerly decreed. The pre
cedent quoted by him is inapplicable. The suit in that case was
essentially between different parties, from those engaged in the

previous case though it turned on the same fact in evidence and on
the same point of title.

We reverse the principal sudder ameen's

decision and remand the case to him for re-trial with instructions

that he should take up and decide the point which he failed to
determine, whether the julkur was included within the area of the
lands formerly decreed, and if so, looking to the position of the
parties in the suit, whether the provisions of Section XVI., Re
gulation III. of 1793, are applicable, and pass whatever orders

the nature of the case may seem to require. The principal sudder
ameen will take up this case without reference to its number on the

principal sud file.
der ameen for

re-investiga
tion.

The 31st March 1857.
PRESENT:

J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,
PETITION No.

} Officiating
-

- -

Judges.

1315 OF 1855.

Case re
manded on ac
count of defec

IN the matter of the petition of Soobhanee Mullick, filed in this
Court on the 11th September 1855, praying for the admission of a

tive investiga

special appeal from the decision of Baboo Kassissur Mitter, prin
cipal sudder ameen of Hooghly, under date the 21st June is55,
reversing that of Mr. H. S. Bell, moonsiff of Serampore, under
date the 20th May 1854, in the case of petitioner, plaintiff, rers as

tion.

Gocoolchundur Sein and others, defendants.

Vakeel of Petitioner–Moonshee Abbass Alee Khan.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party-Baboo Kishensucka Mookeriea.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
. The (plaintiff) petitioner brought an action to set aside an illegal
distraint and sale under Regulation V. of 1812, and at the same

time to recover damages for the plunder of his property effected,
lie alleged, under cover of the distraint. He obtained a decree from

the moonsiff. The principal sudder ameen discredited the £

(
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he states that this detail of the lands was given in mistake by hi
mookhtear, and that he is in possession of the amount now sued fo
in addition to the 24 b., 5 c., the deputy collector however havin,
measured the excess in the name of defendants.

The lower courts have nonsuited the action, assuming it to b

similar to one decided in this Court on the 4th of May 1854, whic
ruled that a party living in Chittagong, giving a receipt c.

“jaidad” for land received by him from the revenue authorities
could not sue on a claim counter thereto.

The present application is preferred on the ground that th
circumstances of this case do not accord with those referred to i:

the decision in the Chittagong case. This we find obviously to b
so, the mere fact of the plaintiff having given in the statement

which he did, did not necessarily bar his action, however it migh
weigh against him in evidence on the claim, or in showing that h
had not such possession of the lands in suit, as would enable hit
to sue on an action for confirmation of title, as the present has bee

laid. The case is remanded to the lower courts that it may b
re-tried with advertence to the above remarks, and, with due cons

deration, of whether, if holding possession as alleged, there ha

been any injury actual or threatened done the plaintiff, by th
mere measurement of the deputy collector.
THE 31st MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,

#.) Officiating Judges.
-

- -

PETITION No. 1333 OF 1855.
-

It is the or

dinary rule

IN the matter of the petition of Doonda Roy, one of the defen
dants, filed in this Court on the 12th September 1855, praying f.

that mesne

profits should
only be award

the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. F
D'Costa, first principal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date th

ed from date of
suit and
whenever such

profits are
awarded for a

prior period
the special
reasons for
such award
must be dis

tinctly stated.

11th July 1855, affirming that of Moonshee Mahomed Taleb Kul
reem, moonsiff of Kolee, under date the 29th May 1854, in the cas
of Tagho Roy, plaintiff, versus petitioner and another, defendants.
Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundia.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on th
following grounds:
The suit is for possession of certain lands under a deed of sals

The principal sudder ameen has awarded mesne profits with interes

from the date of the deed up to the date on which the plaintiff ma

__----

(
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receive possession; from this decision the petitioner appeals, urring
that interest on the mesne profits should only have been awarded
from date of suit. This is no doubt the ordinary rule, and it was
directed in the summary case of Rungwala Chowdrain, 1st October
1830, which was tried of re a full Court, that whenever the lower

courts awarded interest on meane profits for a period prior to the
date of suit, they should ustinctly state the special reasons which
led them to do so. We accorangly remand the case to the princi
sudder ameen in order that he may re-consider this portion of
his judgment, and shouli hc still conceive it projer to award in

£

terest from the date of the deci of sale, that he will state his spe
cial grounds for pursuing this course.
THE 31-1 MARCH 1857.
Pulse. N1 :

J S TORRENS. I'-Q,
E. A. SAMU H.I.L.S., Esq.,

| Officiating
-

Judges.

I'E 1111ox No. 1334 or 1855.

Is the matter of the petition of Bhugwan Roy, one of the defen- vel. No. 13".
dants filed in this Court on the 12th September 1855, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. E.
ID'Costa, first principal su ider ameen of Tirhoot, unier date the
11th July 1855, affirming that of Moonshee Mahomed Taleb Kur
reem, moonsiff of Koelee, under date the 29th May 1854, in the case
of Tagho Roy, plaintiff, persus petitioner and another, defendants.
Vakeel of Petitioner–Mr. R. E. Tiridale.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Baloo Sumbhoonath Pandit.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
The petitioner in this case is a co-defendant of the petitioner in
the petition No. 1333, this day disposed of His case will be re
manded with the same orders relative to interest on mesne profits
as have been given in that case. In addition to this, the principal
sudder ameen will consider and decide upon the plea of the peti

tioner, that his co-defendant signed his '1-titioner's) name upon the
deed of sale without being authorized to do so by him, a plea, which

it appears he has not noticed, although urged before him.

*

b

(
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THE 31ST MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

-

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 221 OF

1856.

-

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Dacca, dated 31st July 1854, reversing a
decreee of Baboo Rashbeharee Ghose, Moonsiff of Furreedpore,
dated 6th December 1853.

CHUNDERMONEE DEBEA, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

RIRTEECHUNDER ROY AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,)
-

RESPONDENTS.

Wakeel of Appellant—Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeel of the Respondent Kirteechunder Roy—Baboo Thakoordass
Mookerjea.
Held by the
majority of the

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 24th April
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S.

Court that in

cases in which
a party sues
setting up a
title of actual

Torrens and C. B. Trevor:

“Special appellant, Chundermonee Debea, urges that she is the
widow of Gooroopersaud Roy, who died, leaving four sons, minors:

that of these sons, three died in their minority, and she succeeded
to their shares of their father's property; that the fourth so died
sequent dis
possession and also a minor; that Kirteechunder Roy and others, defendants, on
possession un

der it and sub

the opposite
side pleads
adverse title

the strength of a mouroosee potta, said to have been obtained from
her fourth son, Juggutchunder, dispossessed her of her property:

and continued
actual and ad

that she sued for possession of the same, and obtained a decision

verse posses

from the moonsiff, on the ground of right; that the principal sudder

sion under that
title, the dis
possession

pleaded being
the cause of
action to the

plaintiff, and
therefore most

essential, must
be proved by
him; secondly,
that in cases
in which a
title of actual

possession un

ameen without inquiry into the question of her right to succeed to

her minor sons, deceased, and into the objection taken by her to
the power of Juggutchunder to grant a potta of the nature of that

put forth by the defendant, reversed the decision of the moons:
and dismissed her claim, because she was unable to prove disposses
S1011.

“We admit the special appeal to try, whether the decision of the
principal sudder ameen is not, under the foregoing circumstances,
defective in material points.”
JUDGMENT.

der it and dis

possession is
alleged on one
side and in

MR. C. B. TREvoR.–On reverting to the pleadings in this case,
I find that, omitting all irrelevancies, plaintiff alleges that eighth

(

; 17

)
**

of a kharija tal-lt, mehal Jarrond, persunnah Jula"pore, with a

* *-* * *
* *

-

jumma of Sacca ru: -es 144-4-4, a pertains to her co-sharers, Kirt, e
chunder Sin-h, deter, 'ant, an i ot!.ers, who are in

|****** * * of

their respective shares arror in: to the chittas of partit. n : that of
the reunaining 8 annas when convert i into 16 arras, a 41 annas
share of 9 annas is held by the 1, fendant an i a 35 at nas share
of the remaining 7 annas was held by petitioner's late h is an i,

Gooro persaud Roy, as his ancestral pro city; and after his death
by his "ns born of plaintiff, an 1 atter their death by plaint', who
is entitled to the share in question by 11.ht of inheritance; that
certain lands amounting in all to 1 b. 2 c. 3, which ap" crt in to feti
tioner's right, were in her possession, but since the month of P al
goon 1252, the defendants have taken p * in of the afores ari
parcels and have as:-seased plaint", she therefore brings the
resent suit for recovery of possession of the lan is ai'i-ortant in, to

'.

share of the property of which she has been dis, ossessed with

*

- **

*

*

-

* * ***
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*

*
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*** * * * *
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*

*

*
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*
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*
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* *

*
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*

*

*

***

gutchunder, the plaintiff's son, who alone succee-ied his father, his
other three sons, have pre-deceased him; that they did not forcibly

*

* * * * * * **

**

they have taken in lease from Anun inchun and Mullunin hun
Roy, the owners of a share in the property, and 14 cottas from Ju

*
-

***

* * ** * *
* *.
*** * * *
* *** * *
*
*
* * * **
* * *
** *

* -

Defendants answer that within the boundaries given by plaintiff

-

*
,
*** *

mesne profits and for the value of certain trees which defendants
there are i M. 12 cottas of lani an inot l b. 2; that of this 1 b. 12 c is

*

*

-

--

have cut down.

* * *

1 * - -- - -***
* * * * *
*
*
* *

*

*

*
*

*

***

* ** *

* * * * * **
* * * * *
*** * * * * **, *

dispossess plaintif as allegel by her in Phalgaon 1252, but in the *** * *- : *
- *** * *
month of Cheyt obtained quiet possession under the lease obtained [..."
* * **,
from her son, Jurgutchunier.
a re n-t = a
In her replication, the plaintif denies the truth of the defendant's *** with refer
statements an i repeats her claim of right to the whole lani sued
for; as to the defendant's statement that they had on the 27th Chey

1232 B. CE, taken a potta from her son, Jurgutch under, for 14
cottas, that she alleges is false, the potta itself is a frcery and is
not registered and as accor iing to defendants' own statement, enmity

existed in the family before 1252, it is not likely that a rotta would
be granted to an enemy, moreover, plaintifi's husband, the late
Gooroopersaud Roy, died, leaving as his heirs four sons, Ju: ut
chunder, Mohimacuunier, Kylaschunder an i Ramchunder; that
Mohimachunder and the two youngest died unmarried, leaving
laintiff and Juggutchunder heirs; that plaintiff was consequently
£ to her deceased sons and Juggutch under alone had no power
to give a mourouse potta to any one; that the statement of defen
dant that her three sons died before their father and that Juggut

chunder was his sole heir and had therefore full power to grant the
lease, is false, she therefore prays that justice may be done to her.
The sharers in the property from whom defendants aver that
they obtained is cottas of the land within the disputed boundaries

*** *** ***

rais - ||

1

• * * by the
(* ** * *
*** * * * *
* * *, *.de

* * * praes
** * * * *
*

**
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on lease, viz., Anundmohun and Muddunmohun Roy denied the
fact, they allege that the property, 18 cottas is their's, not plaintiffs,
and that they are about to sue defendants for it.
It appears to me that on these pleadings, plaintiff sues for the
land in dispute on her title as heir to her sons, who have deceased
and on her possession and subsequent dispossession of the land, the
defendants set up no title of ownership in themselves adverse to the

plaintiff, but allege that they obtained on lease a portion of the
land sued for from certain parties who deny the fact, and the re

mainder from the son of the plaintiff and that they are in possession
under the lease.

The principal sudder ameen simply on the ground that plaintiff
could not prove the fact of her dispossession by defendant in Jeyt
1252 B., dismissed her claim.

The present special appeal has been admitted to try whether
upon the pleadings in this case, the decision of the principal sudder
ameen is materially defective, or not.
This Court has laid down with great distinctness the three fol
lowing points:

First.—That if a party on the ground of being in possession and
of being actually, or inchoately disturbed in that possession, or of
being threatened with dispossession, bring a suit for a declaration
of his right to possession founded on such fact of possession, in such
a case as the right of possession for a declaration of which he sues
is based on the fact of possession, the proof of actual possession is
material and necessary.

-

Secondly.—That in case in which a party sues setting up a title,
actual possession under it and subsequent dispossession, and the
opposite side pleads an adverse title and continued actual and ad
verse possession under that title, the dispossession pleaded being
the cause of action to the plaintiff and therefore most essential, must

be proved by him.
Thirdly.--That in case in which a title, actual possession under
it and dispossession is alleged on one side and in which by the
other side the present title of the plaintiff is not denied, neither is
an adverse possession set up, in which case consequently no ques
tion regarding the statute of limitations can arise, the facts of

possession and dispossession though asserted in the plaint together
with the general plea of title are not material and need not be
inquired into.
The first point is clearly enunciated by the Court in its decision,
dated 10th March 1851, passed in the case of Baboo Juggutputtee
Singh, versus Tilukdharee Saho and others, and
See Reports for
even were there no precedents on the point, the
1851, page 131.
justice of the rule would, from the very nature
of the case, at once commend itself to the reason.

*
(
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Under this view of the pleadings, it appears to me that the deci
sion of the principal sudder ameen is not only defective but erro
neous. I would consequently remit the case to him with directions
that he draw up fresh issues and investigate the inerits of the case
with reference to the remarks which I have made above.

MR. D. I. MoNEY.—The plaintiff sues for possession of 1 b, 2
c., 15 d. of land with mesne profits, alleging that she had inherited

the property and that it formed a portion of her share of a kharija
talook, of which the defendant had dispossessed her.
The defendant in his answer denies that he dispossessed the plain
tiff on the date alleged, stating at the same time that a part of the
disputed land belongs to other parties, co-sharers with the plaintiff,
which they have leased to him, and that of the remainder 14 cottas,
he obtained possession under a lease from her son, Juggutch under,
in the month following that in which she alleges she was dispossessed.
Although I do not find that there is any assertion in her plaint or
replication of the minority of her sons, still she distinctly in her

plaint claims the property by right of inheritance, declaring that
she had succeeded to it upon the decease of her husband and four
SOD1S.

If I looked upon this suit in the light of an Act IV. case, merely

to try the fact of possession or dispossession, the plaintiff's previous
possession would have been a sufficient title for her to declare, and
the dispossession on the date alleged, as being her cause of action,

would have been the point which she would have had to prove, and
failing in the proof, her case would of course have been dismissed.
But as I consider this suit, like the English action of ejectment,
merely regards dispossession as the means of trying the right to
possession, I think the real question to be tried was the claim she

put forth by title of inheritance from her husband and her sons.
Moreover, as in his answer the defendant did not deny her title
of inheritance, but confessed and avoided it by setting up a lease
from one of her sons, Juggutchunder, and as in her replication the
plaintiff declared that her own and Juggutchunder's share of the
property was 1 b, 2 c., 3} d. and that her other three sons had died
unmarried and she was their heir, and as she denied the right or the

power of Juggutchunder to make the lease, the defendant should
have joined issue upon this replication, which at all events raised
the real issue. He put in however no rejoinder. The issue raised
on the pleadings was whether the lease entitled the defendant to
hold as against the plaintiff and not merely whether in fact he had
dispossessed the plaintiff.
The question whether the lease was a valid one or not would de

pend upon whether the son, Juggutchunder, was of age, but whe
ther valid or not, it would extend only to his own share, if made
without the consent of the plaintiff.
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from the date of that dispossession, and damages for injury inflicted
by the wrongous act of the defendants.
The defendants deny that the plaintiff was in possession of the

property in suit prior to the period which she assigns as that of her
dispossession, or that she has ever been dispossessed. They say that
18 cottas of the property sued for belongs to Muddunmohun Roy

and Anundmohun Roy, co-sharers of the plaintiff, from whom they
obtained a lease in the month of Phalgoon 1252, and that they hold
14 cottas under a potta from plaintiff's son, Juggutch under, since
deceased, dated in Cheyt of the same year. To this the plaintiff

rejoins that defendants hold on lease from

Muddunmohun Roy, that

three of her sons died before Juggutchunder, that she had succeed
ed to their shares and held jointly with Juggutchunder, and that he
was not therefore authorised to grant a potta in his own name, and
she denounced the potta as a forgery. She thus, it will be observed,

sets up in her replication a case quite at variance with that in her

plaint. There she had represented herself as having succeeded to
Juggutchunder and being in sole possession Here she admits that
Juggutchunder was alive at the date of her alleged dispossession
and in joint possession with herself.
The moonsiff decreed the case in plaintiff's favour, considering her

possession and subsequent forcible dispossession by the plaintiff to
be proved by the evidence of her witnesses and by a measurement
chitta which she filed, and discrediting the potta and the oral evi

dence produced by the defendants.
The principal sudder ameen on the contrary discredits the plain
tiff's witnesses, considering it highly improbable that if she had been

ousted, as she states, she and Juggutchunder should have slept over

the injury for so many years, and dismisses the case on failure of
proof of dispossession.
It does not appear that the plaintiff adduced any evidence of title

independent of the witnesses who were brought to speak to the fact
of possession, and whose testimony the principal sudder ameen dis
believed. The parties joined issue before the principal sudder
ameen on two points only: first, the dispossession alleged by the
plaintiff which of course included her previous possession: and *
condly, the validity of the defendants' potta. The first point covers

the whole of the plaintiff's case as contained in her plaint, the second
is the defendants' case which it would have been necessary to go into
if the plaintiff had established her allegations. As she £ how
ever to prove her own case, the principal sudder ameen considered

it unnecessary to go into that of the defendant.
In special appeal, it is contended that this was an error on the
part of the principal sudder ameen, and that although the plaintiffs
averment of possession and dispossession has failed, she is entitled
to a decision on her general claim of inheritance, as opposed to the

JUDGMENT.

tioned and until the possession adverse

•

-

-

-

We think that a party with a title to a share in a property

£'

though not in possession of his rights, has a right to pre-emption on
decree of the the ground of co-parcenary and can perform the acts necessary
"', by Mahomedan law, as preliminary conditions to the assertion of
that onlooking his right in a court of justice, but we think that he cannot sue for

£ * the enforcement of that right, until his original title, which is the
£rt ground of his right to pre-emption be itself unquestioned and until
£

the possession adverse to that title be removed by the decree of a

Mahomedan

civil court.

''. . In looking to the right of pre-emption itself, we must of course
£" be guided entirely by Mahomedan law, but in considering ques
£,
tions regarding the mode and time at which that right is to be
d ti
-

£ demanded and enforced, the regulation law of procedure must be
£ followed by us, and under this law we think that a derivative right

£" cannot be asserted until the original title whence it flows is itself
regulation law clear and unquestioned.
of procedure

-

£.

-

-

-

---

-

Under this view of the case, we think that the decision at which

£ and under the judge arrived in this case was quite correct; we therefore dis
this law a dei
£
miss the special appeal with
costs.
-

-

cannot be as
serted until

the original
title whence it

flows, is itself
clear and un

questioned.

The special
appeal dismiss
ed with costs.

-
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talook and follows the talook after sale; that in fact the talook was

sold subject to the asserted mortgage. This may or may not be a
proper view of the plaintiff's case, but it appears to us to be prema
ture to express that opinion at the present stage of the proceedings.
We think that the judge should confine himself solely to the inter
mediate order of attachment and consider whether, with reference

to the provisions of Regulation II. of 1806, that order has been by
the principal sudder ameen legally passed. We accordingly re
mand the case to the judge that he may re-dispose of the appeal
with reference to these remarks.
THE 21ST MARCH 1857.
PRESENT:

J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

}Judge.

PETITION No. 36 OF 1857.

In a wasilat

account, objec
tion taken be
fore the lower

appellate court

IN the matter of the petition of Nufeeza Khatoon, filed in this
Court on the 28th January 1857, praying for the admission of a

summary special appeal from the decision of Mr. E. S. Pearson,
officiating judge of Dacca, dated the 5th November 1856, affirming

that from the

gross collec
tions no de
duction was
made on ac
count of sud

der jumma or
expences of
collection, not
having been
considered,
case remand
ed.

that of Moulvee Mahomed Nazim, principal sudder ameen of that
district, dated the 7th September 1855, in the case of Nufeeza
Khatoon, versus Shamchand Bysack, defendant.

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Kaleeprosonno Dutt.
Vakeels of the Opposite Party-Baboos Bungsheebuddun Mitter and
Gobindchunder Mookerjea.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—

The petitioner is judgment-debtor in the case brought before us,
and the question which she now raises, relates to the amount of
wasilat due by her.

The first point pleaded is that the judge has erroneously accepted
an amount stated by an ameen to be due, not from receipts, but
from the statements of the ryots. The judge's remarks in this mat
ter are as follow, “it is clear that as the ryots would not produce
their dakhilas, the ameen was reduced to this mode of ascertaining
the collections, and it is not alleged by appellant that the amounts
* "ous, or that they do not agree with his “steet” or that he

the ameen with a “steet.” The judge seems to us from

'nished
"guage to
:
Illll.

have taken a sensible view of

the matter before
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if instead of that date, they had sued at the close of Sawun 1263,
upon a principal debt of rupees 15,000, they would have claimed
on their deed interest amounting to rupees 32,432.

In the suit before us, plaintiffs represent the principal debt due
to the 13th Poos 1259, to be rupees 19,722; and upon that they
claim also interest to the same date amounting to rupees 6,057-12-7.
Now this last item is calculated at 12 per cent. and the first item

called principal comprises only a portion of the original debt for
rupees 15,000, while all the balance of that sum of rupees 19,722 is
also interest. Not only so; plaintiffs admit the receipt of rupees
7,358-12-6; of which they apportion rupees 5,376-2-3, to principal,

(meaning thereby both the original debt of rupees 15,000 and the
interest of rupees 12,653-3-6, consolidated therewith) and rupees
2,022-9-9, to subsequent interest. That this is the exact character
of the suit is no matter of opinion, it is a matter of fact and figures:

the transaction into which plaintiffs entered was clearly a transac
tion intended to evade the law, and we have no alternative under
the law but to dismiss the suit.

Baboo Ramapersaud Roy has desired to bring the case within the
provisions of Section VII., Regulation XV. of 1793, as if it were

a case of adjusted accounts in which a new engagement had been
taken for the aggregate amount of the I': aud legal interest
remaining due at the date of the adjustment. The present case is
of a totally different character, that is the whole interest set forth
was prospective interest and the engagement was that it should be
levied by a double calculation, which we find to largely exceed in
amount the rate allowed by law.

We reverse the judgment of the lower court, and dismiss the suit
with costs.

–"I'
-

mT

- -

—-
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TIME 2ND Arni L 1857.
-

PRE-ENT:

l

C. B. TREVOR, H.Q.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

i. i. MONEY, E.,

Officiating Judy".

",

CAsk No. 34 or 1836.

special Appeal from the decision of Syrit Ahmed bath, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Mymensing, dated 15th May 1854, amend

ing a decree of Monirer India Alce Khan, Sudder .imren of
that district, dated 7th July 1853.
PRANKISHORE ACHARJ CHOWDREE (ow E or T 11 r I):

1 *.NDAN 18, Ayr, it 1114 Dr. At 11 COMU, LMONE.E. I.) 1.1.1.A,
RAMSOONDREE DEBEA ANP JUYSOONDREE DLLEA,
11:11s or 111E DEc-Asian, Arrill. AN 18,
*****

RAMSOONDER ACHARJ CHOW DIREE, AFTER 111s DEATH
ISIIANCHUNIDER ACHA RJ CHOWI) REE AND Or 11 kms,

(DEFEN DANrs, AND LEGUMBUREE DEBEA, (PLAIN 111 r.)
RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellants—Absent.
Vakeels of Respondents—Bubo's Ashevtosh Chatterjea and Onooku
chunder Mookerjea.

Vakeel of Deyumbure Debra-Baboo Bungseeluddun Mitter.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 24th January

se...al ap

1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. "al." "
Torrens and C. B. Trevor:£".
“The suit was to recover the amount of Government revenue pre-stative

paid to the collector on account of the shares of co-sharers in the £.”
estate with petitioner. The sudder ameen decreed to the full having ap
amount against all the co-sharers sued, including the petitioner. £ the
On an appeal to the principal sudder ameen, he released the co- usual net

sharer, Ramchunder, from his portion of the arrears on ground that £".
he had before paid in excess on a decree taken out by one Joogul-[..."
kishore, another co-sharer, on account of the same year's revenue."

::

“We admit the special appeal therefore, to try whether it was :
competent in the lower appellate court to make an adjustment of """

accounts between two co-defendants in a suit brought by a third"
party."
JUDGMENT.

The special appellant having deceased, notice was issued for his
heirs or representatives to appear on 7th February 1836, but they
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have not yet, although more than six weeks have elapsed, entered
up an appearance; under these circumstances the special appeal is
struck off the file with costs.

THE 2ND APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 268 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Sreenath Biddyabagish, Princi
pal Sudder Ameen of Backergunge, dated 27th November 1854,
reversing a decree of Moonshee Mofeezooddeen Mahoned, Moons/f
of Chowkee Mendigunge, dated 19th May 1854.
SUMBHOONATH MAJHEE (ONE OF THE PLAINTIFFs,)
APPELLANT,
vers?/s

AMEEROODDEEN, (DEFENDANT,) AND GOURHUREE DEO
AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs) RESPONDENTs.

Case remit

ted to the prin.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Vakeel of Respondents—None.
THIs case was admitted to special appealen the 19th May 1856

'... under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and
der that he

C. B. Trevor:

“Plaintiff, special appellant, was sued by the defendant, Ameer
£ ooddeen, for arrears of rent, and a decree was given against him;
and notice the he then brought the present suit to reverse the same on the ground
# ' that he had never given any kubooleut to the defendant in the suit.
plaintiff in the The moonsiff, after looking at the kubooleut and hearing the wit
£, "nesses brought forward by the plaintiff, decreed the case in his

may supply.

...the deficiencies

overlooked

-

favor.

-

-

The defendant then appealed to the principal sudder ameen,

who, under the impression that neither party had produced any
evidence at all, dismissed the suit.

“Plaintiff now appeals specially; he urges that the principal sud
der ameen has altogether erred in citing the matter of Hureenohun
Mujoomdar, reported at page 176, of summary cases, inasmuch
as he before the moonsiff had produced evidence of which the Prin
cipal sudder ameen has taken no notice at all.
“We find that in the Court below, the special appellant produced
evidence to substantiate the allegation of his plaint, and that the

principal sudder ameen has altogether ignored.

Under these cir

(
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cumstances, we admit the special appeal to try whether the deci
*ion of the principal sudder ameen should not be reversed."
Jrpo Mr.N. r.
On

referring to the record, wo

fin i that the

plaintiff

o'ered evi

dence which was duly taken into consideration by the moonsaff,
and entirely overlooked by the principal audier ameen.
Under these circumstances, the decision of the Principal sudder
ameen is defective.

We therefore remit the case to him with ui

rections that he will take into consideration all the evidence pro
duced by the plaintiff in the case, and pass whatever judgment may

-

eventually seem necessary.
THE 4TH APRIL 1857.
PREsix r :

£"

II. T. RAIKES,
J. H. PAT 1 (DN, E-Q.,

A. scosół, E.g.,
CARE No. 300 of

Judges.

)
1855,

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Ourendurchandur Vya
ruttun, '' incipal Sudder Ameen of Jessure, dated 10th September
1877,

RAMRUTTUN ROY AND Orhans, (DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANTS,
*rs

MUSST. POORNAMYE DASSEE, (PAUPER PLAINTIFF,)
REsroxDENr.

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Rama
persaud Roy.

-

Vakeels of Respondent–Moonshee Ameer Alee and Moulvee Mur
hamut Hossein.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 5,530-12-5-2.

claim to re

This was an action to recover possession of 150 beegas of lakhi- £
raj land with mesne profits. The plaint sets forth that plaintiff's land, an is.

ancestors held the lands in suit situate in mouza Narkilbaria and £.
other mouzas from past generations, and that attached to these . . . "

lands was an ancestral, or mouroosee kudeemee jote jumna. This *-*.
holding was sold for arrears of rent in 1245, and purchased by the
defendants at the sale in execution of the decree obtained by the
Putneedar. The allegation of the plaintiff is that the defendants, on
assuming charge of their purchase of the jote jumma, forcibly ejected
her and her co-sharers from the lakhiraj possessions in Maugh 1247.

Hence this suit to recover an 8 anna share of those possessions.

(
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The defendants, after urging several pleas in bar of the hearing
of the suit, deny plaintiff's possession of the lands in suit and their
forcible dispossession of her, and aver that the lands in dispute

are rent-paying lands attached to their purchased jote.
The principal sudder ameen over-ruled the issues in bar, con
sisting of incorrect valuation of suit, non-statement of the date of
dispossession and defective boundaries, and holding that the plain
tiff's right and title to the lands claimed by her had been established
by the evidence adduced by her, corroborated by the judgment of
the court of appeal, dated 1802, and the measurement chittas and

ameen's report attached thereto filed in suit No. 12, instituted by
her co-sharer, relative to the adjustment of the rents of the jote in

question, gave judgment for her ruling that her previous long
possession and forcible dispossession by the defendants had been
proved. Against this judgment the defendants have appealed.
After hearing the argument of the pleaders on both sides, and on

a due consideration of the proofs and facts disclosed in the record,
we are not disposed to adopt the view taken of this case by the
lower court.

The plaintiff sought to recover possession of certain

lakhiraj lands comprised within several villages, and her claim was
resisted by an allegation that the lands in dispute were mal lands
attached to a certain mourdosee jote or holding. Under these cir
cumstances the issue to be tried was clearly one of title, and the

plaintiff should have laid before the Court proof that she held, and
was entitled to recover, the land in suit independent of the jet
jumma purchased by the defendants.
This proof is utterly wanting, and the only grounds upon which
the principal sudder ameen decrees in the plaintiff's favor is long
possession as evidenced by the statements of some witnesses. It is

true he makes mention in his decision of a certain decree passed
by the late provincial court of appeal in 1802, wherein an ameen
was deputed, who reported that the lands appertaining to the jote
in question amounted to 1189 beegas, and that besides these lands
were about 150 beegas which were lakhiraj, but there is not a tittle
of evidence to show that the latter lands are identical with the

lands in suit, or were held, as alleged, by the plaintiff's ancestors
and remained in their possession from that period up to the date
of ouster.

The principal sudder ameen was wrong moreover, in recording
as a ground of his decision, his reliance upon documents which do
not appear on the file, for neither do we find the decree of 1802, or
the chittas to which they refer annexed to the papers, or their
transcripts. One or other of these should have been placed in the
record to make the trial complete. It was not enough for him

merely to make allusion to the documents in his judgment as bear
ing upon the merits of the controversy.
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The proof thus relied upon by the principal sudder ameen as
warranting a decree in the plaintiff's favor, we regard as wholly

inadequate. The evidence of the witnesses examined is utterly un
trustworthy, and the chattas of 1802 prove nothing.

Hall the

plaintiff's asserted possession been true, she could have had no
difficulty in producing documentary proof in some shape in support
of it, for her allegation is that it extended at least over a period of
40 years.

Another feature in this case must also be viewed as operating

hostilely to the truth and genuineness of the plaintiff's claim.
that she allowed nearly 11 years to elapse

£

It is

she brought this

suit to recover her rights, and remained all that time out of posses
sion without making the slightest effort to regain it by an appeal
to law. Under these circumstances, we reverse the judgment of

the lower court and decree for the appellant, saddling respondents
with the costs of his appeal.
*

T11E 4 r" APu11, 1837.
l’I: 1.81.NT :

'. B. TIREVOR, E-Q.,

l
"|

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., W. Officiating Judges

D. 1 MONEY, E.,

CASE No. 266 or

1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, Additional
Judge of Tirhoot, dated 2nd I) cember 1854, rerersing a decree of
AMoulvee Amjad Alee, Aloonsiff of Chowkee Muhoorah, dated 17th
August 1833.

PHOOKUN SINGH AND Oraklis, (PLAINTIFFs)
APPELLANTs,
tersets

SHEOSUHAY SINGH alia, SUHA SINGII, (DEFEN
DANT,) RESPON1, ENT.

Wakeel of Appellants-Moulvee Murhamut Hassein.

Tahzel, of Respondent–Baboos Onohenlehunder Mook"jra and
A shootosh Chatterjea.

This
case was admitted to special
appeal
onle the 14th May 1856, peal"p,
ler the following certifi
!cord
b
admitted
under
the
following
certificate
recorded
by
Messrs.
A. Sconce and £,
C B. Trevor:in a suit for
-

-

-

-

-

he

-

“Plaintiffs, special appellants, brought an action to recover from £ :
Sheoshohye Singh rupees 92-2 due to them for rent. Defendant farmer holding

denied the claim, and a third party claimed the land as his property, £:
*

( 542
therefore, to
have allowed
the suit to pro
ceed without

calling for and
obtaining a
full and clear
report.

)

“I admit the special appeal to try, whether, under the circumstances
of the case, the judge's rejection of the plea of limitation respecting
a registered lakhiraj grant was authorised by law, when the zemin
daree had been held by plaintiff as alleged by the appellant. Next
whether the judge was competent to give a

£ on

the validity

of the lakhiraj without having the report of the collector before
him.”

MR. C. B. TREvoR.—“I would admit this on the second ground
alone. It appears to me that as the special appellant questions the
proceedings which formerly took place before the collector under
Regulation II. of 1819, they must for the present be entirely
disregarded and not be considered sufficient to establish the fact of
the grant being registered and insufficient for all other purposes."
JUDGMENT.

MEssRs. C. B. TREvoR AND E. A. SAMUELLs.—We find

that the reference to the collector under Section XXX., Regulation
II. of 1819, took place in a suit between the present parties for the
land now in dispute, which was nonsuited, and of which the present
case is a revival.

Had the collector's inquiry been conducted in

conformity with the provisions of the regulation which we have
cited, there would therefore have been no impropriety in the judge

allowing the suit to proceed on the basis of that inquiry. We
observe however that instead of investigating the case fully as he
was bound, by Clauses 2, 3 and 4, Section II., Regulation II. of
1819, to do, and deciding whether the land was lakhiraj or not,
the collector contented himself with calling for a kyfeeut from his

mohafiz and forwarding that to the judge without any expression
of his own opinion. This kyfeeut of the mohafiz too merely states
that there is a taidad in the name of Oodwunt Singh numbered

1056 in the registry, but that owing to the leaves having become

glued together with the oil used to protect the register from insects,
it was impossible to tell to what land it referred.

Neither of the

points in the certificate therefore arise in the precise form in which
they are put, but as it is clear from the proceedings that the judge
had no such report of the collector before him as the law requires,
we reverse the judge's decision and remand the case to him on the
second point, with instructions that he will call on the collector for a
full and clear report, drawn up in conformity with the provisions

of Section XXX., Regulation II. of 1819, and that he will then make

such application of the statute of limitation and pass such orders
on the case, as the facts disclosed may appear to require.
MR. D. I. MONEY.—This suit was instituted on the 15th July

1848. The plaintiffs claimed a right to assess the lands comprising
56 b. 12 c., as a portion of their ancestral property held by the

defendants upon an alleged invalid tenure. The defendants plead

ed that the lands were rent-free, that they fur, i.e. i ti - in as su-i,
that they contained a garden call. 1 Woo-imunt 1:...', with a liri, k

built ditch in it, and walls rouni it, and they produced a sunnud of
sale which specified the garden and the ditch.
The case was sent to the collector for report under Section

XXX., Regulation II. of 1819; the collector submitted a report
founded on the statement of the record-keeper, showing that a
certain number on his rent-free register at-i against the name of
Itaja Woodmunt Singh, but that it was blotted and illeg"le, an i that

it could not be ascertained to what estate or village the registered
Nankur belonged.

The principal sudder ameen made a careful inquiry on the spot
and measured the lands, he held that it was proved from evilence

filed by the defendants that Woodmunt Bag was a rent-free tenure,
and finding by measurement that the garden and the ditch within
the walls contained 15 b 19 c. 18; 9... he released this quantity to
the defendants and decreed to the plaintiffs 23 b. 6 c. 16.2. out…te
the enclosure, as liable to assessment.

The case was appealed to the judge, and remanded to the prin
cipal sudder ameen for the trial of a plea of lunitation '' he
had failed to determine.

The principal sudder ameen again decreed in favour of the
plaintiffs, and an appeal was again preferred to the judge, who on
the 22nd November 1854 confirmed his decision, stating that the

validity of the rent free title was unsupported by any of the docu
ments or proofs which the law requires for such a purpose.
The plea has now for the first time been urged that the collector's
proceedings were not in accordance with the provisions of Section
XXX., Regulation II of 1819.
Although from the partial record before us, it does not appear
that the collector conducted the investigation of the case when re

ferred to him, under the strict provisions of Section XXX., Regu
lation II. of 1819, still as no petition of objection was preferred to
the civil court against that investigation, and as no plea upon
this point was ever raised before the principal sudder ameen or

judge during the long period the case was pending in their res
pective courts, and as the case moreover upon its merits was care
fully tried, after local investigation by the principal sudder ameen,

and as the judge found in regular appeal that the alleged rent-free
title was not supported by any documentary evidence, it would, I
think, under the circumstances, put the parties to unnecessary ex

pense and inconvenience to send the case back again for re-trial
upon the ground of the insufficiency of the collector's investigation

: the law above cited, and I would therefore dismiss the special
appeal.

(

)
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THE 4TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
IB.

A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 320 OF 1856.
-

Special Appeal from the decision of Captain J. Butler, Officiating
Deputy Commissioner of Assam, dated 19th May 1854, offirming a
decree of Mr. W. S. Hudson, acting Junior Assistant Con
missioner of Kamroop, dated 31st August 1853.
KISIIENPERSAUD AND MUSST MALOOTEE DEBEA,

(DEFENDANTs) APPELLANTS,
*ersus

MUSST. DWARKY BEWAH, (PLAINTIFF,) REsrox DENT.

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
Plaintiff

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 20th June

''' '. 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S.
tain head of

Torrens and C. B. Trevor:

“Musst. Dwarky, widow of Roopun Sipahee, deceased, and Musst.
d'c' in- Jointee and Musst. Deenath Assee, daughters of Nunkoo Sipahee,
£" sue Musst. Mehootee, widow of Neeloo Sirdar, and Kistopersani
£were Bhuttacharj, for possession of a farm called Khedapore, with mesne
£ profits, and for rupees 1,308-4, as the value of 39 head of cattle
£" and various articles of moveable property of the value of rupees

'' '.s

'' 2,588-4; plaintiffs state in their plaint, that the farm sued for was
'''" acquired by the late Neeloo Sirdar and his deceased brothers
...' Nunkoo and Roopun, whilst they were living in coparcenery;
w'ot, that when Meloo died Nunkoo succeeded to the charge of the
and the case estate, and after his death, the defendant Malootee, the widow
'' of Neeloo Sirdar, was enticed away with a portion of the pro
court in order perty by a Mahomedan, who married her and deprived her of
'' her caste; that Roopun, the next brother, laid a complaint against

value'"the" Malootee in the criminal court and recovered the property from

£" her; he however

having died, the defendant Malootee, took ad

was entitled" vantage of the absence of plaintiffs from home, to take possession

and she afterwards
£y, of all the moveable and immoveable property Bhuttacharj.
£ gave a deed of sale of the farm to Kistopersaud

“The junior assistant commissioner decreed to the plaintiff a two
£ither third share of the land of the farm and the implement of husbandry
£ and 28 head of cattle, together with their costs in the suit and

###".

£ mesne profits, and on appeal to the officiating deputy commissioner,
only to the

that officer confirmed the decision of the lower court.
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THE 4TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE NO. 342 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Tayler, Judge of Sia
habad, dated 20th July 1854, affirming a decree of Montree
Mahomed Rooknooddeen, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district,
dated 21st February 1854.

BHYA ROY AND SUKHEE ROY, (PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
versus

LALLA JANKEE RAM, (PLAINTIFF,) AND MUSST.
BHUG WANNY AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs) RESPONDENTs.

Plaintiff
sued for
session of cer

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Govindchunder Mookerjea.
Vakeel of Respondents.—Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 30th June 1856,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. Torrens

tain lands and

and C. B. Trevor:

for the cancel
ment of certain
documents in
the hands of
the defen
dants.
Held that
the action is

“This suit was brought to obtain possession of property formerly
belonging to Rampertab Dass and stated to have been soli to
plaintiff by Rampertab and his co-sharer Musst. Bhugwanny.
Defendants, Sahee Roy and Tego Roy, asserted that they were in
possession under a zurpeshgee lease from Rampertab. The

-

premature in
asmuch as the
deeds for the

principal sudder ameen gave plaintiff a decree, admitting at the
same time, the zurpeshgee lease of defendants, and providing

cancelling of

that entry of plaintiff on the property was subject to this liabilty.

which plaintiff

The judge has upheld the principal sudder ameen's decision, and

sues have not

yet been acted
upon.

their application is preferred on the ground that certain deeds
filed by defendants, have been determined by the judge not to
partake of the nature of £ leases, binding the lands in
ssession of defendants, but to be simple bonds, whilst it is con

tended that this confined meaning properly cannot be placed on
them, as they distinctly state that the money borrowed under them
was to be realized along with the zurpeshgee.
“On referring to the copies of the documents mentioned. as it

appears doubtful to what extent the liability under them should
properly be held involved with the zurpeshgee deed formerly
given, we admit the special appeal to try the question.”
-

JUDGMENT.

The suit is for possession of certain lands and the annulment of
certain documents in the hands of the defendants.

On referring to the

£ on

the record, we are of opinion that

the action, as laid by the plaintiffs, for the cancelment

£

not

yet acted upon was premature.
The defendants being in possession under the rurpeshgoe deed,
and claiming to hold the land under it, it is not necessary to ascertain
whether the other deeds, upon which they have not yet acted, con
tinue the lien originally acquired under the above instrument. It
will be sufficient to inquire into this point whenever the defendants

may take any steps towards the assertion of their rights under these
deeds; we therefore affirm the judge's decision, and dismiss the

special appeal with costs.
THE 4TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, E-Q.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 8 or

}*.

Judges.

1857.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Treror,
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 24 of 1836, on
the 10th November 1856.

RAJAOSMAN SINGH, (Arrel LANT,) PETITIONER,
*****

OOTHOOM SUHAEE MUNKEE, (REsposdent,)
OPPOSITE PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioner-Ray Sreenath Sein.
Vakeel of Opposite Party–None.
A REVIEw of the judgment passed by this Court on the 10th forApplication
review of
November 1856, and reported at page 815, of the Decisions for Juignment
re
1856, was moved for on the part of the defendant,) appellant, Raja £".
(*rt adhere
Osman Singh, on the ground that the deputy commissioner of Chota in to its pre
Nagpore had not in sufficiently explicit terms determined the plea viously ex
of limitation raised before him.

The ground on which the present application is made, is iden
tical with that on which the special appeal was originally admitted
when the case was before us; we, after quoting the words used by

pre-ed opt
nven that al
thaswarh the de
risson of the

density coa
****r

the deputy commissioner, remarked, that although the decision

might have
been more

of that officer might have been more explicit, we did not think it

explicit, it did

defective on the point on which the special appeal had been

not appear
defective on

admitted.

the Point ou
d

(
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As no arguments have been used before us at all tending to

:appea
£re. show that our previous decision was incorrect, we see no reason
Citi

had been ad
mitted.

to disturb it, but reject this application.
THE 6TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

OR,ESQ.,
TREVY,
C.
Esq.,
D. B.
I. MONE

}officiating Judges.
-

--

PETITION N.O. 1179 OF 1855.
-

IN the matter of the petition of Kaleedass Roy and others,
Special ap
pellants sued

filed in this Court on the 23rd August 1855, praying for the ad

defendants for

mission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. F. B. Kemp,
judge of Backergunge, under date the 14th May 1855, reversing
that of Baboo Thakoordass Mookerjea, moonsiff of Madareepore,
under date the 5th February 1855, in the case of petitioners, plain

possession
with mesne

profits of a
share of a ta

look, the moon
siff decreed the
claim and the

judge on ap
peal nonsuited
the case, hold
ing that as a

specificamount
of wasilat was
sued for the

stamp must be

tiffs, versus Gourchunder Roy and others, defendants.

Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Kissen
succa Mookerjea.
Vakeels of the Opposite Party–None.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

sufficient to co

Special appellants sued Gourchunder Roy and others, for pos

ver the claim,
which in the

session with mesne profits of 2 annas share in a kharija talock

present case it

by name Ramdeb Roy, situated in pergunnah Katwaleeparah.
The moonsiff gave plaintiff a decree, the judge, on the

nd
stamp

was not.
Held that as
the lower court

that a specific amount of wasilat was sued for, and that the

had inquired

must be sufficient to cover the claim of wasilat, whereas in the

into the merits

sent case it was insufficient for that purpose, nonsuited the claim of

of the case, it

judge under

the plaintiffs. They now appeal specially, urging that as the lower
court had inquired into the merits of the case, it was not compe

Act

tent to the judge, under Act IX. of 1854, on a matter which affect

was not com
etent to the
IX.

of

1854, on a
matter

affect

ing the stamp
revenue alone,
to nonsuit the

special appel
lant.
Case re
manded for in

vestigation on
the merits.

ed the stamp revenue alone to nonsuit them.
We think the objection urged by the special appellants a valid
one and that it was incumbent on the judge, under the circum
stance above stated, to have entered upon the merits of the case.

We therefore remand the case to him for that purpose.
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Plaintiff has now appealed specially, urging that in the absence
of any sunnud on the facts found by the judge, the defendants'
alleged lakhiraj is legally invalid and that even if valid, it was so
only to the extent of 1 pora, 2 arrahs, 94 cottas of land, whereas
the judge has released to defendants 2 poras, 6 arrahs, 10 cottas,
14 powahs of land.

We are of opinion that had the judge in his decision really noted
every plea of the defendant, they would, without a sunnud, as ob
served by the pleader of special appellant, be insufficient to esta
blish the validity of the defendant's tenure, but on referring to the
pleadings we find that the inquiry of the judge is very defective,
and that the main plea of the defendant has been unnoticed by him.
We therefore remit the case to the judge with instructions that he
will inquire whether defendants have, as pleaded by them, held
uninterrupted hereditary possession from a period antecedent to
1765, or not, and that he will pass whatever orders may seem to

him necessary, and in case the judge should determine any portion
of the land involved in the present claim to be valid lakhiraj, that
he will distinctly state the quantity of land that may, in his judg
ment, be proved to be such.

-

THE 7TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

Judges.

NO. 293 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal

from the decision of Baboo Gobindchunder Bid

dyaruttun, Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of Chittagong,

datad 21st February 1854.
NOORSHAH FUQUEER, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

MUSST. FATIMAH KHANUM, (DEFENDANT,)
RESPONDENT.

Vakeel of Appellant-Moulvee Syed Murhamut Hossein.

Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Moonshe
Ameer Alee.

inquiries as to

SUIT laid at rupees 12,016.
Plaintiff sued for possession of land on which a håt stands as

belonging to a certain mosque. The lower court has decided that
the claim is barred by the law of limitation.

(
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Moulee Marhamut Horsen, for the appellanti-Plaintiff sued £:
as a pauper for possession and profits, the claim was dismissed for ..........
lapse of time. An appeal was allowed as £: by a judge of the . .''.
Sudder, on the plea set forth by plaintiff that he had pleaded in his "", ".
replication fraud, and the special tune allowed by Regulation II of £. £.
1805. The date of dispossession is said to be 25th Maugh 1200 : * *

Muggee. The Period of 12 years will expire on the 25th Maugh "...".
1212 Muggee, corresponding with 6th February 1851. Plaintiff is " . . --r

filed a petition for leave to sue as pauper on the 12th March 1830.

"'. -

On the 1st February 1851 he petitioned the judge to receive his ;... . . . . ".

laint as the period for suing was expiring, and the judge ordered "**

£ to file his plaint.

On the 4th February 1851 plaintiff filed his

plaint; but the judge cautioned him that the point would be con
sidered as to whether his plaint could so be filed. The pauperism
was proved on the 7th January 1852. The principal sudder ameen
has held that this date is to be considered the date on which the

suit was instituted, and that plaintiff consequently is beyond time.
The case was actually brought on the file on the 21st December

1852, by numbering the plaint filed on the 4th February 1851.
The first point for consideration by the Court is, that the plaint
which was received and considered ultimately, was the one filed on
the 4th February 1851; if there was any neglect or delay in decid

ing the matter of plaintiff's pauperism, he should not be made to
suffer for it. Plaintiff did all that was required of him and moved
the Court to act and filed his plaint; it cannot be the intention of

the law that his claim should be dismissed for no fault on his part.
Plaintiff, in his replication, when limitation was pleaded against
him, pleaded fraud on the part of the defendant, according to Re

gulation II. of 1805. When plaintiff pleaded in the Sudder on this
point, the copy of the replication was called for and the mohurir
reported that no copy had come nor did the list speak of any re
plication. The pleader reads the rejoinder filed by the defendant
to show that it refers to plaintiff's replication which must have
been therefore filed. This paper refers to a plea made by plaintiff

in replication of fraud. If then plaintiff filed a replication raising
this special plea against ordinary limitation, it is only necessary to
show it that the point was necessary to be taken into consideration

by the court below.

Neither issue nor decision on the point was

recorded in the lower court.

-

Moonshee Ameer Alee, in reply.–It is admitted that the suit

was not regularly on the file till after the expiry of 12 years. The
pauperism was admitted on the 7th January 1852, and customary
order passed.

All that preceded the 21st December 1852 was

miscellaneous. The filing the petition, &c., on the 4th February
was on paper without stamp, such a plaint before pauperism was
sanctioned was informal, and cannot be regarded as a filing of the

--------mir rift. A -

(
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plaint. All that was done in the miscellaneous side of the Court
cannot be regarded as enlarging the period of limitation. See Pre
cedent, 14th June 1842, vol. 7, page 96, again, 30th January 1838,

vol. 6, page 8, and Construction No. 813, also Precedent of 19th
June 1854, Raja Pokraj Singh, appellant. These all show that
inquiry into pauperism is not a preferring of the claim which forms
any bar to the run of limitation. In fact the Court cannot give
permission to file a plaint as such until the pauperism has been decid
ed on. The principal sudder ameen therefore has decided this case
correctly.

There has been no mistake below regarding the special plea of
limitation adverted to by the appellant. There was no allusion to
it or to limitation in the plaint, and the replication was therefore

opposed to the plaint in raising it.
Moulvee Murhamut Hossein, in reply to the above.—As to the

miscellaneous nature of the proceedings before plaint was filed by
Act I. of 1849, the petition regarding cause of action is on 8 annas
stamp, and pleader will at once admit that under the Precedents
cited above, all the proceedings on that matter are miscelianeous,
and do not stop the run of limitation. As the pauperism was allowed
to be proved, the plaint filed originally was sufficient, on it the
trial took place. The case does not confirm a special plea, such as
that under Regulation II. of 1805, to the plaint if not made then
in the first instance.
JUDGMENT.

Under the Precedent of this Court of Rubee Khan and others,

appellants, versus Bikram Sahee and others, respondents, 14th June
1842, and Sheikh Sufdur Alee, versus Dutnarain alluded to therein,

no allowance can be made for the time; application for permission
to sue in formá pauperis was pending in Court; the plea there:ere
raised in this appeal that the course of limitation was stopped ty
the inquiry having caused a delay in the institution of plaintiff's
suit, cannot be admitted. On the second point however that Plain
tiff having pleaded fraud in his replication, was entitled to have that
matter considered by the lower court, we are of opinion that the
case must be remanded, respondent's pleader has only objected on the
ground that this special plea in bar of the ordinary law of limita
tion should-have been raised in the plaint and cannot be made use

of in the replication only, it is therefore to be presumed that be
cannot rebut the fact of such plea having been made in the idea:
ings, though it is only brought to our notice through the rejoin-er
of the defendant, the replication itself having been lost or mislaii.
We consider the respondent's pleader is wrong in his argument
on this point; the law, Clause 2, Section III., Regulation II. of 1805,

prescribes that if the plaintiff seeks to enlarge the period of limita

(
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make any ap
plication of the

nothing and which in no ways interfered with their possession,

statute of limi
tation that

cannot be considered as the period at which their cause of action

the facts found

arose, and that the date of their actual dispossession, should be

by him may

£ as the time from which the statute of

seem to re

them.

limitation runs against

uire; should

We are of opinion that it was incumbent on the principal sudder

the statute of
limitation be

ameen to have, from the evidence before him, ascertained the

inapplicable,
the principal

on which the plaintiffs were actually dispossessed, and from that date,

sudder ameen
is directed to

if from any, to have considered that the statute of limitation runs

investigate
the case on its
merits.

against the plaintiffs; the mere measurement of an ameen, if not
accompanied by dispossession cannot be considered the cause
of action to the plaintiffs. Under this view we remit the case to

the principal sudder ameen with instructions that he will determine
the date on which plaintiffs were actually dispossessed and make
any application of the statute of limitation, that the fact found by
him may seem to require; should the statute of limitation be inap
plicable, the principal sudder ameen will proceed to investigate the
case on its merits and pass whatever order the nature of the case
may seem to require.
THE 7TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

} Officiating Judges.
-

--

PETITION No. 777 OF 1855.
-

Held by the

Court general
ly that it is
necessary to
determine,

IN the matter of the petition of Muddunmohun Banerjea and
others, filed in this Court on the 19th June 1855, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. W. Baj

ley, additional judge of Dacca, dated 21st March 1855, rever:

whether a

suit is before
the Court in

roper legal
£
before
any pleas
either in bar
or on the
merits are

ing that of Moonshee Nyemoodeen Mahomed, sudder ameen of
that district, dated 12th December 1853, in the case of Sum

bhoochunder Ghuttuck and others, plaintiffs, versus Muddunmohua
Banerjea and others, defendants.
Wakeels of Petitioners—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Kishenkish."
Ghose.

taken up.
Case re
manded in or

Vakeels of the Opposite Party—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Obhoychurn Bose.

der that the

judge may de
termine
whether the
lower court
was correct in

nonsuiting

plaintiff on the

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on

the

following grounds:–

Plaintiff sued defendant, special appellant, for possession of cer.
tain lands with mesne profits, and to set aside a deed of sale.

The lower court held that plaintiff was out of court under the £:
statute of limitations, and that the plaint exhibited a defect of par- £: ; :
ties, and on these two grounds it nonsuited the plaintif. On a ral * . ', '

the judge held that though the first court had incorrect'y non-ut-i

---.

the plaintiff on both groun is, ris, limitations and defect of parties, * * * *

seeing that if the statute of limitation applied, the suit shou; I have

" ''.
been dismissed, and if there were simply a defect of parties, it ... • * *
should have been nonsuited, still it is not such an error as, unier . . . . . ."

Act IX of 1854, bars the further hearing of the appeal; the juice then proceeded to enquire into the point of limitation and eventual. v . .
declared that the suit was not barred by limitation, and arret. i - - - - -

the sudder ameen to re-try the case, first decling on the defect of ... :
parties, and then on the merits.

Defendants have now appealed specially, urging that when the lower court had nonsuited plaintiff, partly on the ground of defect - - - of parties, the judge should first have given an opinion on that "...

point; Act IX of 1854 being inapplicable; and that not having done
so, the enquiry by the judge on the point of limitation is prema
ture,

We are of opinion that it was incumbent on the judge first to
have determined whether the lower court was right in non-uiting

plaintiff on the ground of defect of parties or not; if the judge const
dered that it was, he should, on that ground, have upheld the
order of nonsuit and cancelled that portion of the order of the lower
court, which looks to the point of limitation; if he considered that

the plaint was good in form, he might then himself, as he has already
done, have gone into the question of limitation; it is, we observe,
necessary to determine that a suit is before the Court in proper
legal form, before any pleas either in bar or on the merits, are taken

up. We remand the case to the judge with instructions that he
will now act in the mode suggested above.
THE 7TH APRIL 1857.
-

PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
D. I. MONEY,

£ }officiating Judges.
-

*

PETITION No. 908 OF 1855.

In the matter of the petition of Mr. R. Solano, one of the defen- ...'.
dants, filed in this Court on the 12th July 1855, praying for the cipal sudder

admission of a special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Maho- ...","...”
med Rafiq Khan, principal sudder ameen of Behar, dated 14th in , " up
April 1855, affirming that of Sheikh Sukhawut Alee Khan, sudder

* ...:"

ameen of that district, dated 28th July 1854, in the case of with the plead

(
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: #. Sheikh Hoormut Alee and others, plaintiffs, versus Mr. R. Solano
eventual'

and others, defendants.

such order as

£
the case may
Seem to re-

Vakeels of Petitioners—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Mr. R. Norris.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

quire,

Defendant, special appellant, urged that the decision of the
principal sudder ameen adverse to him was incorrect:
First.—Inasmuch as he had decided the case on wrong issues.

Secondly.—Inasmuch as he had failed to answer all the issues
raised by him in his pleadings.

On reverting to the abstract of the pleadings, we find that the
plaintiff sued defendant for possession of 39-3-18 as within a
jagheer mehal Tarab which had been resumed and settled by
Government. Defendant answered that the land was at the time of
settlement attached to the factory; that it was amongst the assets
of the settlement, and that subsequently by sale it had come into

his, defendant's possession, and that it was not in the power of the
plaintiff to dispossess him, but only to enhance his rent.
The sudder ameen gave plaintiff a decree on the ground, amongst
other reasons, that plaintiff was an auction-purchaser, and has,

under the law, full power to dispossess defendant.
The principal sudder ameen, on appeal, upheld the decision of the
lower court, on the ground that defendant had not proved that the
land was without the estate purchased by plaintiff.

We are of opinion that the issue, upon which the principal sud
der ameen had decided the case, does not arise on the pleadings; we
therefore remit the case to him, with directions that he will draw up
fresh issues in accordance with the pleadings in the case, and after
having taken evidence on the points at issue, pass eventually, on

each and every issue, whatever orders in the case may seem to him
to be just and proper.
THE 7TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.
D. I. MONEY,

-

£"}officiating Judges.
-

- -

PETITION No. 1380 OF 1855.
-

"'

Or-

IN the matter of the petition of the Collector of Bancoorah, filed

in this Court on the 13th September 1855, praying for the admis
£- : a special appeal from the decision of Mr. J. Reiley, principal
der that the

'', '

sudder ameen of Dinagepore, dated 7th July 1855, reversing

(
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that of Moulvee Itrut Hossein Khan, and der ameen of that district,

:

dated 18th July 1854, in the case of Kishenundur Roy Chow.iree t" *
and others, plaintiffs, rersus the Collector of Bancoorah, defendant.

Vakeel of Petitioner-Boboo Ramaper and Roy.
I aheels of the Opposite Party-Bab, " Drurkanath Mitter
and Unnodapersaud Banerjea.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

Defendant, special appellant, urges that the principal sudder
ameen, though he notices the plea advanced arising out of the statuto

of limitation, yet he gives no decided and clear opinion on the point
himself.

The special appellant in this case, and in that to which petition No.
1305 of 1855 refers, are co-defendants in the same case; the objec
tions taken by both special appellants are the same, and in the case

just alluded to, the record has been remitted to the principal sudder
ameen, in order that he may give a clear finuing on the point of
limitation.

We remand this case to him also, and direct that he will take up

both cases together and pass whatever order may seem to him ne
cessary.
THE 8TH APRIL 1857.
PREs ENT:

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,

J. H. PATION,

£}".

PET11 10 N No. 3 OF

1856.

Is the matter of the petition of Ramnath Singh and others, filed

Pe"ener's

in this Court on the 5th January 1856, praving for the admission :"..."
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. G. L. Martin, additional the aire hav

judge of Tirhoot, dated the 18th July 1855, affirming that of Mr. J. £,
Weston,
sudder
ameen
of and
thatothers,
district,
dated i.'"
a t-s,heşiwas
23rd
Junesecond
1854, inprincipal
the case of
Ramnath
Singh
plaintiffs,
-

-

-

-

head compe
:
to re-file

-

versus Huruknarain Suhay and others, defendants.
-

- -

*
-

Vakeel of Petitioners-Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
-

-

-

Vakeels of the Opposite Party–None.

the sans.

*-

:
*u tier ( , irt
£

It is hereby certified that the said application was granted on the vil'
3rd July 1856, by Messrs. H. T. Raikes and C. B. Trevor, and XVI. of isos.

referred to a full bench with the following order:
“Petitioner was plaintiff in a suit, which was decided in part ad
versely to him on the 18th July 1855. The defendants in that case

(
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appealed specially to this Court on the 12th November 1855, and
plaintiff, petitioner, appealed specially on the 26th of the same
month. The judge rejected the special appeal of the petitioner, in
asmuch as with every allowance for the closing of the courts on ac

count of the Dusserah vacation, the petition was not presented in
time—the petition of the defendants in the case was within time and
was forwarded by the judge to this Court, in accordance with Claus
2, Section W., Act XVI. of 1853.

“The date of the despatch of the extract referring to the appeal of
the defendants in the court below was the 31st December 1855, and

on the 5th January 1856, the (plaintiff) respondent, under Clause
2, Section VII., Act XVI. of 1853, presented a separate petition
of special appeal in the Sudder Court on exactly the same grounds
as those which were entered in the special appeal petition rejected
by the judge on the 26th November as being out of time.
“Special appellant urges that notwithstanding the rejection of his
petition by the judge on the 26th November 1855, he is now with:
-

in time under Clause 2, Section VII., Act XVI. of 1853.

“The words of the law cited are, ‘the respondents may presenta

separate petition of special appeal in the Sudder Court upon any
of the grounds upon which a special appeal will lie against any part
of the decision of the lower courts not involved in the appeal of the
opposite party, provided the respondent shall not previously have pre
sented a special appeal in the cause.’

“We admit a special appeal application to try whether the press.
tation of a petition of special appeal by petitioner on the 26th November
1855 to the judge, which was rejected by the judge as out of time,
estops petitioner from refiling the same petition under Clause 2, Sec
tion VII, Act XVI of 1853.

“Should this point be decided in petitioner's favor, the application
of special appeal must be refiled for consideration in the usual course.

Opinion of the full bench, Messrs. H. T. Raikes, J. H. Patton,
and A. Sconce, dated 19th March 1857.

“We are of opinion that there is nothing in the law referred to

which can be held to bar the presentation of a special appeal on the
part of a respondent under Clause 2, Section VII., Act XVI. "
1853, on the ground that he had previously presented an applics:
tion beyond time; all that the proviso in the law seems to gu
against, is "the consideration of two such applications on the part
of a respondent, that is to say, that should the respondent have
already filed a special appeal previous to receipt by the lower court
of the extracts referred to in Clause 1, Section VII., he cannot, by *

fresh application, amend or add to his previous petition matters
which were not contained in it.

The admission of such matter

must be dependent on the rules laid down in Clause 2, Section X.

of the Act. This application will now be filed for hearing indus
course.”

(
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Final order passed by the presiding judges (Messrs. B. J. Colvin
and J. H. Patton) on the 8th April 1837.
Petitioner was plaintiff in a suit for the recovery of, amongst
other sums, rupees 491-12, due from ryots for 1232 F. The
special appeal relates to this particular sum. The lower attellate
court considered petitioner not entitled to it, because the conditions
of his lease were that he should prove, to the satisfaction of the
maliks, the outstanding balances of the last year of occupation,
which he had failed to d.

The special appeal is on the ground that petitioner had been
dispossessed by the maliks during that last year, so that he could not

fulfil the conditions of the lease, and that this point has been over
looked by the lower appeliate court.

We do not think that the point has been overlooked; for, on
referring to the original judgment in the case at page 70 of the
zillah decisions for March 1849, we find that the petitioner's claim

to these balances was expressly considered and disallowed, and,
on appeal, the claim was again advanced, and as it was disallowed,
it is quite presumable that his
plea was taken into consi
deration. We reject the application.

£

-

T11E 81 11 APRIL 1857.
l'RESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

\

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.

i. i. MONEY, Esq., "J
CASE No. 319 OF

Special

£: the decision of Mr.

1856.

H. S. Thompson, Acting

Principal Sudder Ameen of Nuddea, dated 17th June 1854,
rerersing a decree of Baboo Gourchunder Mujoomdar, Moonsiff
of Hanra, dated 14th February 1852.
BRIJONATII BANERJEA AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
APPELLANTs,
******

HURGOVIND CHATTERJEA AND RAMANATH BANER

JEA, (DEFENDANTs,) REsron DENTs.
Vakeel of Appellants-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
I alrel of Respondents—Baboo Roy Sreenath Sein.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 20th June 1856,

Special ap

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S. Torrens [.al
en
and C. B. Trevor:-

to

having
admitted

try whether

( 560
the decision of
the lower court
was not defec

)

MR. C. B. TREvoR.—“Plaintiff, special appellant, sued for the
recovery of possession of 5 cottas of breemootur land, of which he

was dismissed

had been dispossessed by the defendants. Defendants acknowledge
that the land belonged to plaintiffs’ ancestors, but allege that 2 bee

as that point

gas was granted to them by plaintiffs ancestors in gift. They deny

did not arise.

the dispossession in toto as alleged by plaintiff.
“The moonsiff gave plaintiff a decree, he being of opinion that

tive on a parti
cular point,

the gift was not proved, neither was possession of defendants, as al
leged by them, proved to his satisfaction.
“On appeal, the principal sudder ameen was of opinion, that the
dispossession alleged by plaintiff was not proved; and regarding the

validity of the gift to defendants or not, he refused to give any
opinion in the present case.
“Plaintiff now appeals specially and urges, that his present suit

has been instituted to try his title as well as his right to possession
of the land claimed, and consequently that the principal suilier

ameen should have entered into the question of the validity of the
gift pleaded by the defendants in the present suit.
“I am of opinion that the objection raised by special appellant is a
valid one, I therefore admit the special appeal to try whether the
case should not be remanded to the principal sudder ameen for re
investigation, on a point on which his decision is now defective."

M. R. J. S. To RRENS.—“The suit was for recovering possession of
5 cottas of land which plaintiffs alleged they had been dispossessed
from by the two defendants.

The defendants pleaded that they and

their co-parceners, not sued, had been long in possession of the 5
cottas under a grant of 2 beegas in all, which had been made to

them by the ancestors of the plaintiff. The moonsiff gave plaintiffs
a decree, but on appeal before the principal sudder ameen, he revers
ed the orders as he held that the evidence documentary and other
wise including some chittas of 1208 B.S., proved that defendants had

been in possession as pleaded. After having given this judgment, he
adds that it appeared that the object of plaintiffs' action was against
the deed of gift, and that until all the co-parceners claiming under it
were included, and the action brought for the full quantity of land
which it covered, an action with such an object could not lie, but
that the orders passed by him should not bar such action. Petitioner in
special appeal urges that the orders of the principal sudder ame=n
are inconsistent and informal, as according to the view he had taken,

the proper order would have been for nonsuit, and that he lad
by the investigation only, which he held, avoided trial of the merits.
It does not appear from the wording of the principal sudder ameen's
decision that he has omitted trial of the real question at issue, which
as the suit was on ground of a specific act of dispossession by the

defendants, was whether that dispossession had taken place or not.
The other words introduced in the principal sudder ameen's decision,

(
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THE 8TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., '-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 333 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Opendurchander Nyaruth"
Principal Sudder Ameen of Jessore, dated 21st August 1854,

modifying a decree of Anundchunder Benerjea, Acting Sud"
Moonsiff of that district, dated 27th December 1853.

BISHENCHURN CHATTERJEA, (DEFENDANT,)
APPELLANT,
ters?ts

SHUMBHOOCHUNDER SANDYAL, (PLAINTIFF,)
RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboo Dwarkanath Mitter.

Vakeel of Respondent–Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Bhoobunmohun Ray.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 25th June 1855.
£ under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce *
£" J. S. Torrens:—
plaintiff
eila

r

-

XXX:
lation XXVII.

“Petitioner comes up in this case to oppose the :...:#
amount
of f*
Smmbhog
-

-

£” decreed
be payable
him, in favour
of the suit
plaintiff,
Sumb"In
half the df
chunder, to
whom
he had by
entertained
in a former
as pleader.

£ that old suit, the petitioner had entertained several (five) ple."
case in which and his plea is, that inconformity with Section XXX., Regula"
£. XXVII. of 1814, the plaintiff is not entitled to an exclusive decre

pleaders hav- for the whole fee payable but only to a proportionate share of *

£ whole fee. As it is, the principal sudder ameen has decreed r"
tion' on 36 to plaintiff without regard to the possible rights of his co-p'"
tertained in

*

the suit. De. CFS.
fendant

-

-

d

-

f

“We admit this special appeal to try, first, whether the order."

£" the principal sudder ameen can be legally maintained; and
**
include
""
plaintiff was

£,
as five plea-

- -

-

-

*...

.".

- - - -

whether the suit is defective by plaintiff omitting to include"
•y

-

£, co-pleaders as defendants.
employed by
him, that

JUDGMENT.
-

*...*

From the record it appears, that Sumbhoochunder, the plain";
£, claimed under Section XXX., Regulation XXVII. of 1814, h":
£ the authorized fee allowed in the case in which he had been £
£ £- two pleaders having, according to his allegation, been entert"
tiff, whereby in the suit. The defendant in his answer asserted that five plead.
moreover, a
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between the
Tirhoot and
Sarun districts
had been at
tached for 13
ears to the
istrict of Tir
hoot. The
river subse

“A certain chur situated on the river Gunduk, which forms the

boundary between the districts of Sarun and Tirhoot, was settled
with the defendant by the revenue authorities of Tirhoot in 1837,

subsequently the river changed its course and forced its way between
this chur and the main land of the Tirhoot district, but not so as to

destroy the identity of the chur. The plaintiffs, whose lands are on

between the
chur and the

the Sarun side and now owing to the desertion by the river of its
former bed adjoin the chur, commenced this suit in the Sarun court

Tirhoot bank,

to obtain possession of it on the 31st July 1850.

but not so as

decided in the plaintiff's favour on the ground that the land in dis

quently cut in

to destroy the
identity of the
land
Held that
under these
circumstances
the chur con

tinued attach
ed to the dis
trict of Tirhoot,

and that the

The judge has

pute had never formed any portion of defendant's decennially settled
estate, that it could not therefore be claimed by them under

Section IV., Regulation XI. of 1825, and that as it had formerly
been settled with the defendants, because it adjoined their lands in

Tirhoot, so it ought now to be awarded to the plaintiffs on whose
side of the river it at present is.
“We admit the special appeal to try:

diction in a

First.— Whether the judge of Sarun had any jurisdiction over
lands which in his own showing formed for many years a portion

case brought

of the district of Tirhoot, and which it is not stated have since been

to obtain pos
session of it.

transferred to Sarun by any competent authority?
Secondly.—Whether the defendant having been in

judge of Sarun
had no juris

ion

since 1837, and the suit having only been commenced on the 31st

July 1850, it is not barred by the law of limitation?
Thirdly.—Whether as the judge finds that the land was the
same as that settled with the defendant by the collector of Tirhoot

in 1837, he was justified by the mere fact of the river having
passed to the other side of it, in annulling the settlement and
awarding the lands to another party? and

Fourthly.—Whether his decision in this respect is not contrary
to the provisions of Clause 2, Section IV., Regulation XI. of
1825 P”
JUDGMENT.

We find that the respondent distinctly admitted in the lower
court, in reply to a question put to him by the judge, that the iden
tity of the land had not been destroyed by the change in the course

of the river, and it is not denied that this land had been attached to
the Tirhoot district for 13 years before the date of suit. It is clear
therefore that the judge of Sarun had no jurisdiction in the case.
We reverse the judge's decision and decree the appeal with costs.

F-
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-

-

-
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THE 8TH APR11, 1857.
PRE-1, Nr.;

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.

i. i. MONEY, E.,

"1

CAsk No. 390 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. H. Atherton, Officiating
Judge of Sarun, dated 6th September 1854, rerersing a decree of
Mirza Mahoned Sadiq Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder
Ameen of that district, '..." 24th July 1852.

HURNUNDUNLAL SAHOO AND Oraklis, (DEFENDANrs,)
APPELLANTs,
rers"

TAKIIOOR SUHYE AND Ormrits, (PLAINrirrs,)
RksroNDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellants-Baboo Ashenkishore Ghose.
Waheel of Respondents-Baboo Sumbheonath Pandit.

For grounds of admission of special appeal and decision of the
Court thereon, see case No. 389 of 1836.

s- preced.
* -.

THE 8TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 391 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. II. Atherton, Officiating
Judge of Sarun, dated 6th September 1854, rerersing a decree of
Mirza Mahoned Sadiq Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder
Ameen of that district, dated 24th July 1852.

HURNUNDUNLAL SAHOO AND OTHERs, (DEFEN
DANTs,) APPELLANTs,
terstis

GOSAIN RUSMUN PUNDIT AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Waheel of Appellants-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit.
FoR grounds of admission of special appeal and decision of the
Court thereon, see case No. 389 of 1856.

see preced.
ins ca-.

(
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THE 8TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

II. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,
J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,

Judges.

CASE No. 529 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Roy Sreenath Biddyalagiri
Principal Sudder Ameen of Backergunge, dated 4th Decemki
1855, reversing a decree of Mofeezooddeen Mahomed, Moons:
of Mehdeegunge, dated 12th June 1855.
SHUDDUM SHAII, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
tersus

KIIUDERUNNISSA BEEBEE, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDEst.
Vakeels of Appellant–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Moul"
Murhamut Hossein.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Sumbhoonath

Decision of

Pundit.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 10th Novem:

£. 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs
£a Sconce and J. S. Torrens:: “This is a claim for arrears of rent which has been £
ff, the
zemind
£
plainti
by the
ff and
usly of
tor lower
both byofthe
case is,
re- favour
moonsi
previocourt
theappea
thear,collec
claiml,"
hid
-

manded.

been dismissed. Two points are submitted by the petition*
defendant, for the admission of a special appeal, first, that the prin

cipal sudder ameen did not discuss the grounds assigned by
court, who tried the case before himself; but we find no cause #
the admission of the special appeal in this particular. Petiti".

second ground, however, seems to necessitate a further hearing:
the case; he shows that the principal sudder ameen's sole g"
for decreeing the zemindar's claim was that a dakhila presented #
-

the ryot, the petitioner, had been declared to be not a genuin'.
khila, while both the ryot, petitioner himself, and them"
admitting the dakhila to have been fraudulently executed, :
that the payment of rent, pleaded by petitioner, was cap"
ise, proved. We therefore admit the *
being, and was otherwer
appeal to try wheth the judgment of the principal sudder amt"
should not be set
aside.”
t's
onden

1
Aote—“Resp
pleader not appearing, we have not thoug"
it necessary to defer the hearing of the case.”
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THE 8TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

Judges.

CASE No. 569 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Baneemadhub.S."
Roy Bahadoor, Officiating Principal Sudder Ameen of B"
bhoom, dated 26th January 1856, reversing a decree of W*
hooddeen Mahomed, Moonsiff of Aosgaon, dated 3rd 4"/"
1854.

JUGGOBUNDOO BAGCHEE AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANT*.
APPELLANTS,
versus

SHEIKH TABARUCKOOLLAH, (PLAINTIFF,) AND ANNUA:
LAL AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Gobindchunder Mookerjea.

Vakeel of the Respondent Tabaruckoollah—Baboo Jugda"
Mookerjea.
Special ap
peal dismissed,
as it was found
with the assent

of appellant's
pleader that
the ground of
admission
could not be

sustained by
the record.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th Novem'
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. J.
Patton and D. I. Money:

“The plaintiff in this suit is a ryot, and the defendant, the:
mindar. The plaintiff sued for possession of a garden with
fruit trees, which he had purchased at a sale in execution of **
cree under a certificate. The certificate declared that of the in"
or produce of the trees, the zemindar was entitled to two out"
three shares. The moonsiff dismissed the plaint. The princip:
sudder ameen reversed his decision and gave the plaintiff a decre
The
plea
urged by tothe
is, that the
ameen,
in decreeing
thepetitioner
plaintiffs possession
of principal
the gardensu'.
with
the 130 trees, has made no exemption in favor of the zemindir,"
account
of the fruit,
decision
is contrary
to the cus"
of the country,
whichand
hasthat
the his
sanction
of law.
The principal
5ul
der ameen has given reasons for considering the plaintiff entitledt,
the possession of the garden without being liable to the payment
of two-thirds of the produce of the fruit to the zemindar. We al"
the special appeal to try, whether he could, under the circums"

and for the reasons given, decree to the plaintiff more than is "
self had purchased under the sale certificate.”

JUDGMENT.

The certificate is recorded on the understanding that the ryot's
certificate unier the sale only entitled him to one-third of the pro
duce of the trees, leaving two-thirds for the land-lord. The plea ler
of special appellant aimits that the record will not sustain this point,
but wishes to raise another, namely, that the remindar, his client, is
entitled to two-thirds of the produce or fruit of the trees by local and

general custom.

We find this plea was also raised below and the

court decided that the zemindar, special appellant, had failed to

prove his right to this proportion of the produce of the trees, posses
sion of which were adjudged to the plaintiff. No special appeal,
therefore, can now be allowed on the lower court's finding, on this
question. The special appeal is therefore dismissed.
T11E 81 II APRIL 1857.
PREs ENT :

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

l

A. SCONCE, Esq.,

Judges.

J. S. Tokiti NS, E-Q, ,
CASE No. 586 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Luke, Judge of Mid
napore, dated 5th December 1855, confirming a decree of Baboo
Qomeshchander Mookerjea, Moonsiff of Gurkheta, dated 30th
June

1855.

MUSST. SURBANEE DASSEE AND Orliers, (DEFENDANTs)
APPELLAN rs,
******

MR. ROBERT WATSON, (PLAINTIFF,) REspox DENT.
I akeel of Appellant-Baboo Jugdanand Mookerjea.

Vakeels of Respondent— haboo Ramapersaud Roy and Mr.
R. T. Allan.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 28th November
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. A.
Sconce and J. S. Torrens:

“This action was brought to enhance rents on certain lands,
which defendants claimed to hold on mookururee jumma. The

judge in his decision in appeal from defendants sets aside their
claim to mookururee, as he finds that the sunnud put forward was

that of a former zemindar, whose acts were not binding on the
plaintiff, who had acquired rights as auction-purchaser.
G

C- re
manded to the
Jr. we to en

*...re uses, the
was 1 "w

of a

*** *****

grant put fer
ward by the
defendant, as
he had de

cres d paint."
r-- ht to en

hauce the Jum
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THE 14TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., X-Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 133 OF 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Sadi
Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 9th
February 1855.
MUSST. BEEBEE KHYRONISSA AND OTHERS,

(PLAINTIFFS,) APPELLANTs,
versus

BABOO DELBUKSHNARAIN SINGH AND OTHERS,

(DEFENDANTs,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo
Ramapersaud Roy.

Waheels of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Aishan
kishore Ghose.
Held in con

formity with
former pre
cedents, that a

purchaser at a
revenue

sale,

suing within
12 years of the
date of

his

SUIT laid Company's rupees 7,830-6-1.

The (plaintiff) appellant in this suit, is proprietor of 8 annas shire
of mouza Ramgurh, the estate having been acquired by him

from

Moonshee Jowad Hossein, by whom it had been purchased at a *
for arrears of revenue on the 17th June 1840, and the object of the
suit is to be put in possession of beegas 97-17, and also three-seventh

longing to his
estate, at the

share of a tank which he asserts to belong to his village. In the
lower court, no decision has been passed on the merits of the appe:
lants' claim. For the purpose of the issue before him, the princip"

permanent set
tlement, is not

sudder ameen takes the land as distributed into three portions, and

barred by the

according to this distribution his decision has been made.

adverse posses
sion of the

The principal sudder ameen has found, and it is not denied by
the (defendants) respondents, in this Court, that with respect."

purchase to re
cover land be

defendant for
more than 12

ears: also held

in conformity
with a former

precedent,
that plaintiff
is not

bound

bv past litiga

£
would have
bound a for

two of these portions a claim had been preferred by one who held."
conditional
sale of the village
a formerforproprietor
Ramg"
against the predecessors
of thefrom
defendant
the sameof land,
and
that this claim in the year 1804 was definitely dismissed; ace"
ingly the principal sudder ameen has held that a second act"
by the present plaintiff was not legally admissible. With respe"
to the third portion, no litigation has before occurred, but as tle

mer proprietor

plaintiff has not proved that the land in question had been attached

or those deriv

to his estate within 12 years, the principal sudder ameen conside:

ing title from
him.

ed his claim to be barred by the law of limitation.

)
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THE 14TH

APRIL

1857.

PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., & Judges.
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
CASE No. 279 OF 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. McDonald, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore, dated 9th July 1855.
RAJANEELANUND SINGH, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
wersus

MAHARAJA MOHESSUR SINGH AND OTHERs, INCLUDING
THE GOVERNMENT, (DEFENDANTs,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee, Baboos Samboanati
Pundit and Kishenkishore Ghose and Messrs. Ritchie and A. T.
T.

Peterson.

Vakeels of Respondent, Maharaja Mohessur Singh—Baboo Rama
persaud Roy, Mr. R. T. Allan, Moulvee Murkamat

Hosseis

and Moonshee Abbas Alee Khan.

Vakeels of Government-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Goliad
chunder Mookerjea.

Vakeel of Peer Khan Soobadar-Moulvee Aftabooddeen.
Vakeel of Oma Misser-Baboo Kaleeprossunno Dutt.
Vakeel of Maharanee Ameer Buksh—Baboo Kiskensukha
Mookerjea.
Vakeels of Maharanee Ruheemunnissa—Baboos Mekerchander
Chowdree and Onookoolchunder Mookerjea.
On a con

sideration of

SUIT laid at rupees 17,75,000 for possession of 1,75,000 beegas

' £ l of land, and rupees 25,000 mesne profits of the same.
£" MessRs. H. T. RAIKES AND J. H. PATToN.—The plaint sets
'urt forth that the ancestor of Ruhmut Alee Khan, the late proprietor
low:
P
confirmed
>

-

£iss. of Khurrukpore, possessed the estate of Khurrukpore together with
held by5 .the
el
plaintiff's the lakhiraj estatef of havellee
.
|
dd d Khurrukpore,
l
; th which was
claim to a
-

-

-

-

£ £ of family as a rent-free muddudmash grant; that at the time of the
hill and forest, decennial settlement a list of the rent-paying villages and of t.

|

-

£

rent-free villages was given in by the then proprietor and in accord

ancestral es-

ance with the former a settlement was concluded with the Govern

tate from a

-

M-

-

-

-

-

-

'', ment in 1796, the rent-free lands continuing as heretofore in his
to the decennial settle

£d

pessession.

These lands under the denomination of Kujra pergunnah and per

by defendant gunnah havellee Khurrukpore, was resumed in 1836, and on the
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pore as surveyed by Captain Ellis in 1839, and by pergunnah Sark
rabadee, belonging to the plaintiff. On the west, by pergunnah
Kujra, another lakhiraj estate of the old proprietor. On the north,
by tuppehs Sodoowah and Simraon, and on the south by Pergun
nah Purbutpara. The two tuppehs and pergunnah Purbutpar=
belong to the plaintiff as part of Khurrukpore, while the dispate:
lands intervening extend over a distance of some 12 or 14 miles
(according to the scale given) by 3 to 5 miles in breadth, connecting
the two tuppehs on the north with the main pergunnahs, on the
south forming altogether (it is alleged by plaintiff) his entire Per
punnah of Purbutpara.
It is admitted that the defendant, Maharaja Mohessur Sing:
has possession, and he accounts for his possession as acquired from
the old proprietor, who held originally both Khurrukpore, the re
venue-paying estate and havellee Khurrukpore, a distinct lakkira:
property, within which (it is alleged by defendant) their junge
lands were included, and for which the old proprietor entered in:
settlement in 1841 and 1844 after the sale of his nizamut estate

and purchase of it by the plaintiff.
It has been already stated that previous to the settlement of

havellee Khurrukpore, a professional survey was made by Captain
Ellis and a map drawn up by him in 1839. It has been the objec:
of the plaintiff in this suit to show that the boundaries of have lee
Khurrukpore must be confined to the area assigned to that pergun
nah by Captain Ellis in 1839, and that the lands now sued for
belong to 15 villages named and situated in pergunnah Purbutpara,
and comprised in the permanent settlement of Khurrukpore in
1796.

As there is no dispute regarding the extent and area of

havellee Khurrukpore as delineated by the survey and map of
Captain Ellis in 1839, or that the disputed lands were not included
by him in his survey, a strong presumption would arise in Plaintiffs
favour as general proprietor of all but the lakhiraj lands in Khur
rukpore, if it be shown that defendant's estate was always confine!

and restricted to the lands so demarcated. The first point, ther
fore, for our consideration, seemed to be whether the Government

officers by whose direction and under whose superintendence both
survey and settlement were made, did really restrict the settlemet:
of havellee Khurrukpore to the lands so surveyed and recorded by
Captain Ellis, or not; and second, if the settlement did

appear

:

have comprised the tract of country now in dispute, whether Plain
tiff
had proved that the land claimed by him really appertained to
the Particular villages specified, and consequently formed part and
Parcel of his permanent settled estate.
showed
On the first point, we found that the record before us The
re
that havellee was resumed as a distinct mehal in 1836.

"Ption was confirmed in 1837, and the property so resumed was
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now form part of the disputed lands. It is impossible then to n
concile these proceedings of the revenue officers, with any belief that
they then considered Captain Elli's survey as comprising the whole
of the property they were entitled to bring under assessment in
havellee Khurrukpore. There may have been obvious reasons:
not carrying his survey beyond the foot of these jungle hills; b.
be that as it may, whatever the cause may have been which st"
£ Captain Ellis' operations in that direction, it could not"
een that the settlement terminated there also, for those proceedra

clearly indicate the contrary, and it is to them we must look aste
proceedings of officers, who dealt immediately with the propries.
and whose duty it was to ascertain the assets and extent of the Fr.
perty as when possessed by him.
* -

As then the taxes or several of these hills were incorporated"
the settlement of havellee Khurrukpore, it necessarily follows the
the area of that pergunnah, as given in the survey of 1839, which
does not include those hills, cannot be regarded as defining the "

and total area of the lands of that pergunnah as settled in 1844, " |
the defendant as the recipient of those taxes, must be held " |
have been restricted by the settlement to the possession only of "
lands
so surveyed.
The
survey map
of 1839possession
cannot thenof be?"
as
conclusive
proof of
defendant's
wrongful
the lands
in suit, and as he holds under possessory awards, both of tea
minal authorities and the officers of survey, he is entitled to come

in possession until the plaintiff has proved his own undoubted rig"
to the whole or any part of the land in question.
- ". .
How then has plaintiff supported his case in this respect? H.

claims the entire lands in dispute as belonging to 15 villags “
his decennial estate of Khurrukpore. The villages, he alludes”
are, with the exception of one, named Ghorakhore, entered in.'”
list filed by the proprietor in 1188, and subsequent dates as "
ges of pergunnah Purbutpara. The names of the villages and the
extent of the lands now claimed for each are the following:

In tuppeh Lodawah.—

Bikrampoora, ................................ Beegas 17."
Markoot, ..........

**

**

Bhaugulpore, .................................
Entire village of Barramasseea,.......... • *

"

* ----

- - --

Itwa,.........
Baroana, ..............................
Rajpore, ...... ****** * * *-******** * * * * * *
* - ** * ** -

*

- - - - --- -

**

********

**

* * * * *-* *

*

Bussunpore.............................. ******

**

Titroon, ......................................

,

500
500

14,000
10,000
12,000
500
500

15"
-

Total,

---

Beegas 70,000

In tuppeh Sumraon.
Entire village of Dhurumpore, ...... ...... Beegas
-

Suttah.......................... .............."

**

Burrapore, ...................................
Arzeenigunge,.....

"

-

- -

**

15,000
15,000
15,000
25,000

Total, ................. Beegas 70,000
In Parbutpora:
Entire village of Choribindaree, ...... ... Beegas

In Sukrabauce, Pergunnah Ghorakhore... "

33,784
1,216

The mouzawaree papers, which record the names of these villages,
assign neither area nor boundaries to any of them, nor do those

apers afford any data by which the lands belonging to them can

|:

identified. The only record they a!!ord beyond the name and
Pergunnah is an insignificant jumma attached to each and their
respective descriptions as abader or rerun.

The decennial settlement having included these villages without
specifications of lands or boundaries, plaintiff has arbitrarily assumed
such boundaries as in the aggregate include all the lands in suit,

and we must now proceed to consider the data plaintiff has sub
mitted to the Court, as proof that the lands claimed by him are the
sites of the village lands he is entitled to hold.

As it is not denied by defendant that the list of 1188, contains the
names of the villages given, but that the lands of those villages are

comprised in the disputed tract, it becomes necessary that plaintiff
should identify the lands in suit as originally attached to the vil
lages named. The evidence, however, which he has been able to

produce, relates to four only of the villages marked, namely Barra
masseea, Bhoribindaree, Bhaugulpora and Ghorakhore. We pro
pose to consider each of the villages separately.
First-Barramasseea is recorded in the decennial and other

lists of plaintiff's estate as abadee or cultivated, with a hustabood
jumma of rupees 15-13, and paying rupees 2-6 Government reve
nue. Further 14,000 beegas of the disputed lands are claimed as

belonging to this mouza, and it is alleged that in 1842, proceedings
were had before the revenue authorities to resume and assess a

ghatwallee tenure of this name, but the lands, as pointed out for
resumption, were released on the ground that Burramasseea village
was recorded in the village list of the permanent settlement, and
lands appertaining to it could not be brought again under assess

ment. This plaintiff argues shows that Barramasseea village had
existence at the time of the decennial settlement; he also shows

that it was a village of tuppeh Lodowah which tuppeh lies accord
ing to recent survey maps, on the north of and adjoining to the dis
puted tract; that there is also in the survey map a place marked

(
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assigned to Ghorakhore, in Captain Sherwill's survey: the plaintii
claims the land in suit.

This, of course, assumes that the lands re

leased and those claimed are identical, but plaintiff has supported
his assertion by no reliable evidence.

He has not proved that he

was in possession or dispossessed at any time, or that the position
of any party with regard to these lands has been changed by any
act of the defendant, the inference therefore remains that wherever

those lands may lie in the settled portion of the estate, nothing his
been laid before us to intimate that they are involved in the presert
COInteSt.

Regarding the remaining lands and villages plaintiff has not been
able to adduce any proof. To some of the villages sites have been as:
signed within Lodowah and Simraon as now defined by the survey
and nothing has been adduced to show that those sites are not g

nerally correct. To Hussunpore, Markool and Rajpore no per
tion is apparently given in the survey maps, but it is impossible
for the Court to say where those localities should be placed when
no authenticated boundaries have been recorded, and it was for the

plaintiff to prove that the boundaries now assigned by him

:* existence in time past, which

were of

he has entirely failed "

O.

On a general review of the merits and hearing of this cis in
summing up our opinion upon it, we would observe that the *

tlement of havellee Khurrukpore must not be regarded as ex"
ing only over lands surveyed and mapped by Captain Ellis "
1839. The direct incorporation of taxes derived from localitia
lying beyond the survey lands and the orders of the superinter.
dent of khas mehals to include Barkun and Goormoha as kittas"

Bheem-bun notoriously beyond the survey, indicate that the "
sumption and settlement of havellee extended beyond the lands
demarcated by survey in 1839. While no well authenticated *
position is shown to have been offered by the plaintiff in 1841 an:
1844, when the settlements of those years, embracing these disp"
items, were concluded and afterwards accepted, by the old prop"

tor, the argument that it was the old proprietor's interest then"
aggrandise the lakhiraj estates at the expense of the decennial.”
mindaree then purchased by the plaintiff, and that with this "
in view he led the settlement officers to encroach upon the ".
mut or rent-paying territory, has nothing but conjecture to sup:
it.

The fact then that certain well known localities in the disput

tract were comprised in the settlement of the lakhiraj lands, *
to fix those localities primá facie as appertaining to that estate, :
as the plaintiff claims them as well as the rest of the country in".

pute
belonging
to specific
villages
to which
he assigns
s'
areasas
and
boundaries
over which
defendant's
possession
extend,
the

full responsibility of producing proof on this point falls upon hu"
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to form portion of it till the estate was sold for arrears of revenuein
January 1840; on the other hand defendant states with such
-

qualification as I shall afterwards notice, that the land claimed " |
plaintiff, formed portion of the resumed lakhiraj havellee Khurruk.
pore and was guaranteed to him by the terms of the settlement d
that estate.

Plaintiff to some extent admits defendant's statemental

facts upon this point: he denies indeed either that the disputed land
was resumed together with what constituted havellee Khurrukpore

or that the settlement of the latter did convey also the settle
ment of the disputed land; but he allows that the effect of the
s

-

settlement and of the demarcation of boundaries subsequently made
by the survey of the two estates in 1847, has been to sever the land
now sued for from his property, the Nizamut Khurrukpore, and
accordingly he challenges the correctness of these proceedings.

.

Appellant's estate Nizamut Khurrukpore, at the settlement."
1790, 1791, was composed of 21 pergunnahs, each pergunnah being
subdivided into villages. For the purpose of the present suit, "
pergunnahs only out of the 21 are brought specially into discussian,

that is, pergunnah Purbutpara and pergunnah Sukrabadee. In"
appellant claims wholly or in part 15 villages of which he ass"
14 to the former pergunnah Purbutpara and one (Ghorakhor" "

the latter. Again, he shows that of the 14 villages belonging"
butpara, one village Bhorebundaree is immediately subordin"
that pergunnah, while the remaining 13 are distributed into"
local subdivisions called tuppehs, nine being attached to ture
Loodwah and four to tuppeh Sumraon. This was the constitut"
"of the estate at the time of the permanent settlement, which (e."
ing Ghorakhore) recognised the distribution of villages and tupp"
now mentioned as under pergunnah Purbutpara, and it is upon."

constituted distribution and upon the uncontested geographical”
sition of pergunnah Purbutpara with its tuppehs Loodwah,”

Sumraon that appellant grounds the title now preferred by *
In the engagement taken from Maharaja Kadir Alee Khan * *
settlement of 1790, 1791, in the whole 26 mehals were specified :*
from this number, five mehals were deducted, that is, five laihing

tenures havellee Khurrukpore and four" others, of which no"
on this occasion is necessary, leaving 21 mehals or pergus":
form the assessed estate. Appellant, therefore, infers, and I think he

fairly infers, that from the circumstance of the settlement embol:
ing 26 mehals, the assessed estate should be taken to include ":

everland fell within the limits of these mehals, excepting the"
the five mehals that were especially deducted. How the di"

land lies with respect to the resumption havellee Khurruk"
pergunnah Purbutpara and other portions of Nizamut Khurt"
–"
* Kujuroo, Rajgunge, Afzoogunge and Kumurgunge.

(
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ceases to be a terra incognita. On the site of the village, we find
the seal of the pergunnah. I have already said that as every body
allows, pergunnah Purbutpara reached from the south up to tux

peh Sumraon and to tuppeh Loodwah, and now I am also able:
say that the same pergunnah, after having traversed the forests d .
Bhorebundaree, embraces also the forest of ghaut Barramasseea.
But in the settlement of 1790 and 1791, pergunnah Purbutpin
included other ghauts besides Barramasseea: two of those were as
attached to tuppeh Loodwah, namely, ghaut Hosungpore at a rena
of rupees 18-12-3, and ghaut Tetroon, at a rental of rupees 7-8, at:
in both instances the ghaut villages were distinct from, though as:

juncts to the culturable villages. The survey map of 1847, da
not exhibit either name within the disputed tract, and only the

name of Tetroon is found within tuppeh Loodwah outside of the
tract. But the settlement papers of 1790 and 1791, are fort.

purpose to which I now apply them an irreversible muniment,"
they unquestionably prove that when the estate, Nizamut Khurri.
pore was permanently settled, certain hills and forests, of an und
fined, and so far of an unlimited area, under the names of Hoosung

pore and Tetroon, were held to be adjoined to tuppeh Lood".
within the pergunnah Purbutpara of that estate.

-

On the part of appellant then, we have so much positive evile"
that the mouzas Barramasseea, Hoshungpore and Tetroon, **
settlement of 1790 and 1791, lay within the hills and forests."

litigated, and I apprehend that indirect evidence of great val"
derived from this circumstance that though at the same period *
villages which constituted the havellee lakhiraj were also detail”
in this list, none of these three ghâtwal villages, and indeed * *

as we have been shown, no ghâtwal village at all was entered."
similar remark applies to the mouza Bhorebundaree, it was include:
in the papers of the Nizamut estate for 1790 and 1791; it occup"
a well known and a permanent position in the south of the dispu

territory, and it is not found in the list of havellee villages enu"
rated in 1790.

There remains ten villages of the appellant's plaint placed under
pergnnnah Purbutpara, of which I have not yet spoken; of thes."
belong to tuppeh Loodwah, and are thus accounted for: Two
Moorkut and Rajpore are traced only in the disputed tract, while
the
other
Etooa, Buroona
pellant
says,four
are Bikrampore,
extensions within
the hill and
tractBhaugulPor"
of lands o: the
tuppeh lying outside of that tract. The four villages of tuppeh Sun"
raon, namely, Dhurumpore, Lehta, Burehpoora and Azumg"
are also extensions, in the disputed hills of villages within the ful"
peh and of those hills. It is no doubt impossible to say that *
boundaries assigned to the (plaintiff) appellant, to these villages"

*gnised as the boundaries of the same villages in 1790 and 1791.

|
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-

appears, volunteered to enter into this settlement, because helial
got
the Maharaja.
washase
"
date aofsix
thisyears'
lease? lease
If it from
had commenced
before Now
1839,what
it might
caused us to inquire whether the basis of the lease did not in *.

degree affect the present appellant's claim, but Ruijub Alee"
admitted that the term of his farm commenced with 1249 F

or 1840 and 1841, that is, some months after the sale, by which "
Ruhmut Alee Khan ceased to be proprietor of the Nizamut Kh:
rukpore, had occurred. Such was the settlement of the ghaus.
1841 which was followed by the settlement of 1864. The farmen

speculated upon the permission given to them to levy the ghs
cesses, but this permission was necessarily limited to the rig"

inherent in the estate then under settlement, and cannot be “”
valent to a roaming commission to trespass where they "s:
beyond the proper frontier of havellee Khurrukpore. The tra"
this action litigated was not resumed in 1836.

It was not sur".

or measured in 1839. Ruijub Alee said that Raja Ruhnu'"
Khan gave him an under-lease from 1840-41 of the ghauts of Mr
ruk and other hills. Raja Ruhmut Alee Khan himself age.
that the rent so spoken to by Rujjub Alee should form an * *
his bwn settlement. Possibly the Rajah expected that under es
of the assessment of the ghauts within his own estate he :a:
assume the right of encouraging his lessee to extend ther"
ference six miles across his boundary, but undoubtedly the set
ment thus made, did not transfer, and by the settlement offic:
not intended to transfer, the right of property over the 1,75."
beegas which (plaintiff) appellant now sues for.

Finally, of the opposing arguments and claims which have te
addressed
to ustheir
thisestates
is the by
sum.
appellantatand
themade
princi."
defendant held
rightThe
of purchase
sales
f:
arrears of public revenue, and each by virtue of that righti:
titled to acquire and to hold whatever land was comprised in
respective estates at the time of settlement, nothing les
nothing more. Subsequent to the sale of the respondents":
in 1845, a professional survey of the neighbouring land was *
**

taken; the discovery was then supposed to be made that the dispu"
ed territory was new territory; it was known not to have

included in the survey of the havellee estate made in 1***
the survey officers have concluded that it was not included it."
settlement of the nizamut estate made in 1790 and 1791.
whatever demarcation was laid down by the survey in 1847,"

appellant recalls us and is by law entitled to recall us to de:
whether by thedidconditions
ofembrace
the permanent
settlement,
\":
Khurrukpore
or did not
the boundaries
which"
this
plaint he assigns to it. I think, for the reasons above give" al
appellant has made good this issue, and I would give judgme"
his favour.

A”
Ar." As 4áenz,

Bn. •endôhunt"

/£

Bheemdern-

Purduzzara

Pe. Tyanna/
-

-17 rar”

A harrúper

/
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THE 14TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

-

- -

#' 'E' }officiating Jwir.

|

PETITION No. 739 of 1855.

Plaintiff
sued to reverse
a summary

suit and the
sale of his

tenure, made

IN the matter of the petition of Dwarkanath Shaha and other
filed in this Court on the 12th June 1855, praying for the admi
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Baboo Gobindchun”
Chowdree, principal sudder ameen of Moorshedabad, dated the *
March 1855, reversing that of Baboo Gooroopersaud Bose, m*

in execution of
that award.
The moonsiff

of Gowas, dated the 27th December 1853, in the case of Dwark"

decreed for the

nath Shaha and others, plaintiffs, versus Ruttunkishen and ot"

plaintiffs, the defendants.
principal Sud
der ameen

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Jugdanund Mookerjea.

nonsuited the

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mal

plaintiffs,
inasmuch as

the plaint was
multifarious,
involving two
distinct claims,

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on."
following grounds:—

-

*

one for the re
versal of the

The suit is for the reversal of a summary award for rent irts
collector and a sale in execution of it. The plaintiffs were "*

summary

fendants in the summary suit, against whom the award was?"

-

award, and the
other for the
reversal of the
sale.

Held by the
Court

spe

cial appeal,

The moonsiff decreed, for the plaintiffs upon the merits, "
ing the collector's decision and the sale.

**

*

The principal sudder ameen considered the plaint multifa"
involving two distinct claims, one for the reversal of the sun"
award, and the other for the reversal of the sale, and nonsulted "

that the suit of

plaintiffs

was

not multifa

rious, the sale
being only a
consequence

of the decree,
to revise which
the suit was

instituted; the
case

plaintiffs, citing as his authority the ruling of this Court on the P*
tion of Mungoreemonee, 23rd January 1851.

*

-

It is now urged by the plaintiffs specially, that this decision *
wrong, inasmuch as the two claims were not distinct and *
form the subject of the same suit, and the plaint therefore "*"
multifarious.
The decision quoted by the principal sudder ameen is not s
•

* :

conse

quently was
remanded to

point.
plaintiff
in that
suitruled
included
three separate
totally differen:
distinct The
claims,
and the
Court
that three
suits show."

the principal
sudder ameen

have been instituted.

for trial upon

In the case before us, the two claims arise out of the same *
of action, the sale in execution of the summary award being a "
ceeding arising out of and consequent on the award itself
therefore admit the special appeal, and, reversing the principal'
der ameen's decision, remand the case to him for re-trial "I"

its merits.

ImerltS.

(
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T11: 141 11 APRIL 1837.
Púks EN 1 :

( B, TREVOR, E-Q.,
D. L. MONEY, E-Q.,

}* Judges.

Pi.1111ox No. 740 or 1855.

IN the matter of the petition of Birmomoyee Dassee and others,

*- or-***
*
- -

filed in this Court on the 12th June 1855, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Baboo Gobindchunder

Chowdree, principal sudder ameen of Moorshedabad, dated the 8th
March 1855, reversing that of Baboo Gooroopersaud Bose, moon
sitt of Gowas, dated the 27th Decemb-1853, in the case of Birino

moyee Dassee and others, Plaintiffs, rersus Ruttunkishen and others,
defendants.

Vakeel of Petitioners-Baboo Jugdanund Mookerjea.
Vakeel of the Oposite Party—Moulee. Aftaboodden Mahemed.
For grounts of admission to special appeal, and the Court's deci
sion thereon, see petition No. 739 of 1833.
THE 141. It APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

-

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

}ogicating Judges.
-------

PETITION No. 1075 OF 1855.

In the matter of the petition of Shusteedhur Kytha and others,
filed in this Court on the 11th August 1855, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Baboo Lokeenath Bose,
principal sudder ame" of 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 18th May
1855, amending that of Raboo Rajmohun Mitter, moonsiff of Bishen
pore, under date the 27th May 1854, in the case of Goburdhun
Ghaeen and others, plaintiffs, rersus petitioners, defendants.
Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit.

C- re
manded to the

principal sud
der ameen, in

of inve-tra
tion, with di
re-ti-

that

the principal
-lder ame-n
enquire into

the title of the

|'' to the
Vakeel of the Oposite Party–Baboo Bhoobunmohun Roy.
nd no- in
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the dispute before
following grounds:

him, and P
enventually

Plaintiffs sued defendant, special appellant, for possession of cer
tain land of which he had been dispossessed, and for the breaking

orders may

down of the portion of the plaintiff's house, which had encroached on

sary.

whatever
-

a portion of his land which formed a road; the defendant answers that

-

(
©

-

-

-
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-

-

-

the land on which his house is built, &c., is his own, and cover.
by his own deed of purchase.
-

The lower court looking upon the question as one of title,"
missed the suit, the principal sudder ameen on appeal, consider
that the case was not one of title, but simply whether there *
been an encroachment on a road or not; he, for reasons given, termined that there had been an encroachment, and reversed:
decision of the lower court.

-

Defendant now appeals specially, urging that the allegati".
encroachment on a road was not the essential matter in plain:
plaint, it was a mere subordinate allegation, the main grou"
plaintiff's suit was the dispossession by defendant of land belo"
to him, which the
in his answer, claimed as within :
purchased land; that the case was one of title and title only;"
consequently the investigation of the principal sudder ameen."
defective, and on a wrong issue and the case should be reman"
We think that as the pleadings are drawn in this case, the in"
gation of the principal sudder ameen is clearly defective, wether

't

fore remand the case to him with instruction that he will it"

whether the land on which the encroachment is alleged to "

taken place is, within plaintiff's land, or within that cove"
defendant's purchase, and pass whatever orders the case *
eventually seem to require.
THE 15TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

Judges.

J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,
CASE No. 31 OF 1855.

Rqilar
fromPrincipal
the decision,
Move,'...'
Khan #ppeal
Bahadoor,
SudderofAmeen
of Bheerboom, ""
30th November 1854.

KHOOBUNNISSA, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

MUSST MULIKUNNISSA AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIrrs'
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Jugdanund Moo"
Vakeel of Respondents—Moonshee Ameer Alec.
An appeal

£

SUIT laid at rupees 5,197-9.

'm jection against the hearing of the appeal. He states that *

only of the sum

n>

Moonshee Ameer Alee, on the part of respondent, urg" :

(
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T11 E 15 r11 APR11, 1837.
Pit E" ENT :

II. T. RAIKES, E-Q.,
A. SCO)N("E., E-Q ,
J. S. TORRENS. I.-Q ,

Judges.

CAsk No. 263 or 1833.

Regular Agnal from the decision of Montre. Syed Tuffuz-ul
Hossein Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Amern of Behar,
dated 21st June 1855.

RANEE SOOKMONEE AND OT 11 Elis, (PLAINTIE **,)
APP1.1.1.A.N.T.s,
*****

THAKOORDYAL SING II AND Or HERs, (DEF ENDAN is,
R*sroN DENTs.

Vakeels of Appellanti-Baboo Ashenkushore Ghose and Mr.
R.

T.

Allan.

Vakeels of Respondents-Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo
Ramapersaud Roy.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 6,585-0-8-8 kts.

Dre-on of
the lower

This suit was brought for possession of mouzas Deelnee, Imampore

court swatira

and Pemawan, pergunnah Seerees, together with Company's rupees

**, *, * had

3,158-6-5, surplus profits collected by defendants. The plaint set

suit for p--

***

forth that Raja Ram Singh, on the 25th of Sawun 1208 Fuslee,
mortgaged the property to Bundoo Singh, in consideration of a
loan of rupees 3,630, it being stipulated in the krarnama taken from

Bundoo Singh, that if the loan was re-paid within 50 years from
date of the deed, the property was to be given up. In Assin
1209 F., Raja Ram Singh, it is stated, presented the mortgaged
villages in certain shares to his two daughters-in-law, Ranee Sook
monee, now plaintiff, and Bihooriajessee Kooer, whose heirs are
also plaintiffs, being likewise it direct descent from Raja Ram
Singh. The gift above referred to, is stated to have been merely
verbal and to have been made on the occasion of the ceremony
of “roonamále" or unveiling, which it is alleged takes place
between fathers and their sons' wives in the family in question.
The parties sued are the heirs of Bundoo Singh and others, in
possession of the villages under purchase, and whose names stand
recorded as proprietors on the collector's books. The kubala and

ikrarnama of 1208 Fuslee, are admitted, but it is pleaded that Raja
Ram Singh

had male an absolute transfer of the mouzas to

Bundoo Singh, and had joined in an application to the collector to
have the name of the latt
gistered as proprietor. Further, that
1.

-

*

-****

brusaght by
parties claia
* to have re
ceived a rift of

the property
in dispute
from the ori
ginal
Prie
túr, w

-

alieved to
have nort

gaged the pro
perty, the gift
not being

proved.

(
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ent averment than that which they had themselves preferrel.
recognizing their suit as a suit by direct heirs.
To admit such a principle would be most repugnant to all rule
and practise hitherto observed. The Court admitting it would “
deciding altogether in the dark, could not be assured what late
rights or circumstances might not become involved by its decisis.
or that the pleas taken in defence would not have been wed:
different. We have no knowledge that all the heirs of Ram Sir:
are now before us, we have no knowledge what other transacti"
which would have been disclosed, had plaintiffs sued as heirs. *
which would intervene their right to entry on the Inehal or to eer
the defendants.

We must confine them to the

averment whi's

they themselves put forward as the main ground of their title, as:
as this has been wholly left unproved, we cannot allow that *

admission of Ram Singh's heirs to the fact of the gift having be:
made can create any presumption favorable to the plaintiffs on tie
point. We affirm the judgment of the lower court on this groux:
Appellants being liable to costs.

-

THE 15TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,
J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,

}*.

CASE No. 295 OF 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. F. B. Kemp, Judged
Backergunge, dated 27th December 1854.
NEELMADHUB BHUTTACHARJ AND OTHERs,
(PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
ther's?us

SHAMCHAND BANERJEA AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs.
RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Balao
Sumbhoonath Pundit.

Vakeels of Respondents-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Kishenkishore Ghose.
Right of
(plaintiffs)
appellants, to

-

SUIT laid at rupees 7,898.
Plaintiffs, (appellants,) hold an ousuttalook under a talook des.
cribed as No. 1070, and the object of their suit is to recover 10

recover land

ield not to be droons of land, which they declared that respondents proprietors
-

(
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*

distinguish the exact limits of the two estates.

In truth, these dagas

furnish no authoritative exposition of the constitution of the estate

under which the appellants ousuttalook is situated. Appellants give
us no information at all as to the land comprised within the estate
or within their own sub-tenure. They say they have been disposses.
ed of 10 droons, but they have offered no data by which this state

ment can be verified. They neither set forth the bounded area."
their busuttalook, nor do they show how much land was originally
leased to them, and how much they hold now in consequence of the

dispossession, which they assert the respondents have effected. Us.
der such circumstances we see no tangible ground of contest, and *

dismiss the appeal with costs.
THE 16TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

Judges.

NO. 528 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. R. M., Skinner, Jade:
of Nuddea, dated 12th September 1855, reversing a decree of
Roy Ramlochun Ghose, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district,
dated 17th December 1849.

RAMLAL BANERJEA AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs.)
APPELLANTS,
terstas

MR. EUGENE DUBOIS DESARUN AND OTHERs,
(PLAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondent— Mr. R. T. Allan.
In a suit for
damages on
account of the

illegal seizure
of cattle, the

lower appellate
court awarded
interest

upon

damages de
creed from the

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 8th November

1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Scone
and J. S. Torrens:

“This suit relates to the alleged forcible seizure of bullocks, buff,

loes and other cattle, which the plaintiff professes to have legal:
acquired possession of, on the part of the official assignee, on accoun
of the insolvent estate of Mr. Deverel of Kootooreah factory, and bj

date of the

the plaintiff, the suit was laid to recover the value of the cattle

seizure of the

which as he stated Baneemadhub Banerjee, whom the defendant
titioner represents, so forcibly took.

cattle.

Pe

-

-

=

—"

-

*-

(
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defendants with-held the rent which was due to them under the

Pretence that the land was lakhiraj land. But clearly plaintiffs
cannot be held to have recognised the existence of '. lak/ural
t

We think in conformity with the

ent above quoted, that

the judge was bound to decide as to the existence of the lakhiraj
tenure before 1st December 1790 previous to disposing of the
£
of limitation; we therefore reverse his decree of the 28th

ay 1856, and remand the case to be disposed of, with reference
to these remarks.

THE 181 H APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 475 OF 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Syed Mahoned Ra
Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Behar, dated 20
August 1853.
BABOO BHOWANEEPERTAB SINGH, Fort set.P AND As

GUARDIAN or BABOO JOOBRAJ SINGH, MINon son,
(oNE or THE DEFENDANTs,) ArreLLANT,
tersus

MUSST. RANEE COMULBASS KOOUR, (PLAINTIFF,) AND

BABOO LAL BAHADOOR SINGH, (DEFENDANTs,) REs
Poxide Nts.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeels of Respondents-Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit, Mr. R. T.
*

Allan and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

*

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 22,500.

the four
sons of the

The common ancestor of the parties to this suit (Jynath Singh)
had four sons, who by a deed of partition, dated 6th Kartick 1252,

*** **

divided amongst themselves in equal shares the property, which

parties to this
suit, by deed

they had jointly inherited. This deed of partition contained a
d: effect that “if it should be necessary on account of

of

clause to

ce-tor of the

**

tion di
*

themselve-

|

expenses, the payment of Government revenue or of private debts,
M

*

A

:

equal shares,
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the property

&c., and their not being themselves in possession of the requists

which they

funds to meet such demands, each of the four brothers should

had jointly in
herited; the
deed contained

a power enabl
ing each party,
on necessity

arising to sell,

have authority to sell, mortgage, or lease, his own share of the
estate in any way he thought proper” and the document conclude:
with a general provision that any infringement or violation of is
conditions, should, under the agreement, be null and void. On the

mortgage or
lease his share

of the proper
ty; one of the
sons passed his

12th of Assin 1256, one of the sons, Lal Bahadoor Singh, executed

a deed of sale whereby he passed his entire share in the ancestra
property to his daughter, Ranee Komulbas, the plaintiff in this
Shortly afterwards the

entire share

action, for the sum of rupees 75,501.

for the sum of

plaintiff applied to the collector of Behar to substitute her name *

rupees 75,501,
to his daugh
ter the plain

that of her father in the office registry, as proprietor of that pot
tion of the property which was situated in the Behar district, *

tiff

her father joined in the application and admitted the transfe
Objections however were preferred to the mutation of namese:

in the

present suit;
she petitioned
the collector of
Behar to have
her name re

gistered, the
application
was opposed
by the uncle

Baboo Bhowaneepersaud Singh, a brother of Lal Bahadoor's, on the

ground that the whole transaction was fictitious; that the propert:
still continued in the hands of Lal Bahadoor; that he had no ant*

rity, under the deed of partition, to sell, except in circumstancess
absolute necessity, and that the object of the pretended deed of sax

#the petition was to convert the life-interest, which the daughter would acquire
er, on the
ground that Qn the demise of Lal Bahadoor and his widow into an absolute =
the sale was
that its object

tate and thus to defeat the rights of himself and his minor son who
were the nearest heirs of Lal Bahadoor. The result of this opposi

was to convert
the life-inter
est which the

tion was that the commissioner of revenue, on the 23rd June 1851,
refused to sanction the mutation of names and referred the Parties

£
would acquire

to the civil court.

fraudulent and

on the death
of her father
and his widow
into an abso
lute estate

and thus defeat
the rights of
himself and
his minor son,
who are the
nearest heirs
under Hindoo
law of her
father Lal Ba

hadoor; the
commissioner
refused to

sanction the
mutation of

names, hence
the present
suit.

Held that

the objection
taken to the
valuation of

the present
suit being a

The present action is now brought by the plaintiff “to have her

title to the lands in dispute recognised" by the revocation of
the commissioner's order, and to obtain the mutation of names

in the collector's registry, which the commissioner refused to permit
The principal sudder ameen tried the case upon two issues; fire.
whether the vendor had or had not a right to sell the propert:
claimed; and secondly, whether the plaintiff was in possession *
not, and decided in favour of the plaintiff on both points.
In appeal a preliminary objection was taken by the appellant to

the entertainment of the suit on the ground that the real object of
the action was to establish the validity of the deed of sale, and that

the greater part of the property covered by the deed was situated
in the district of Shahabad and had not been included in the plain.
tiff's valuation.

This plea however was overruled, the Court being

of opinion that the suit was rightly laid with reference to the phi
tiffs cause of action, and that the objection as to valuation was a
technical one, which did not affect the merits of the case, and as
---------"
court under the Provisions
in an appellate
wasofinadmissible
such
of
ppe
Act IX.
1854.

--------

(
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On the merits, it was argued by the appellant that the clause of *** *

the deed of partition which we have quoted above, was restrictive : :*.
and that the plaintiff's father was only empowered to sell under *,*, *

circumstances of urgent necessity, which he was bound to prove. :...
The sale moreover it was contended was manifestly fictitious, no * *

£ of the payment of the consideration,

which the deed alleged, "..." "

aving been given and the whole circumstances of the case showing

ii-la as:

:: :

the transfer of the property to have been merely nominal.

For the respondent it was contended that these were not pleas -u- which the appellant who had no immediate interest in the property :

was competent to raise, that the plaintiff's suit was merely for re--" ":
:
transfer by the vendor, and proof of possession of the estate, which £a.

gistration to which she was entitled on the acknowledgment of the

it was maintained she had given, that she had not sued to establish P*.*.*.*
the
-

-

-

-

her title, and that under the provisions of the registration law (VIII. :,":
of 1800) it was unnecessary for her to do so.
We entertain no doubt of the defendant's competence to raise the

which they --

:":

question of the bond files of the sale in this action. His rights as the * *

nearest or one of the nearest heirs, who can take absolutely after '":
the death of Lal Bahadoor Singh, are clearly attacked by the a-sty."

sale, and the recognition of her title as purchaser and absolute pro- "..."
prietor under the purchase which the plaintiff seeks to obtain, would

held also

altogether destroy the reversionary interest which in the absence £
of a sale the defendant possesses in the property.

the sale upon

We are not of opinion that the terms of the deed of partition are not '',":
restrictive to the extent of compelling the shareholder who may part --! ..."

with his share to prove the necessity under which he acted. On :
the contrary while recognising the abstract impropriety of part- £.
ing with ancestral property except under the pressure of necessity, : by t
the deed clearly constitutes each shareholder, the judge of that ne- 'er

cessity in his own particular case, and the particular clause quoted "

:
has, we think, been inserted to obviate any objection which £

might otherwise have arisen under the Mithila law, to sales proved to the

effected by any one of the shareholders without the consent of his :
brethren.

The decision

But we see no evidence in the case before us that any bond fide £":
sale has taken place, nor do we consider that the plaintiff has estab-in favour of

lished the material averments on this head which her plaint con- '':"
tains. Her averments are that her father being in want of money wered with all
sold to her the whole of his landed property for the sum of rupees *
75,501, and put the plaintiff in possession on receiving the full
amount of the consideration money.

Now no evidence as to the

payment of this large sum is tendered, only one witness to the deed
of sale is examined and he expressly says that no consideration
passed in his presence when the deed was executed. It is not even
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suggested from what source the daughter of the vendor, who isn'.
presented as being himself in want of money, could have obtained
the necessary funds nor is any proof furnished that the vendor wa
in want. The evidence as to the plaintiff's possession of the pro

perty goes merely to show that notice of the transfer was give
to the tenants and that they paid their rents in to her account, but

this is quite consistent with the supposition of the transfer being:
benamee one and it is not shown that the money thus received, was

applied separately for the daughter's benefit or indeed that she had
any establishment distinct from that of her father. Under ties
circumstances, we cannot but regard the sale to the plaintiff and her
possession under that sale as alike fictitious, and we accordingly re.
verse the decision of the principal sudder ameen and decree the * ,
peal with costs.

THE 187H APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B TREVOR, ESQ.,

}

E.
SAMUELLS,
D. A.
I. MONEY,
ESQ., ESQ., X-Officiating Judges.
ges
CASE NO. 25 OF 1854.
-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. J. Reiley, Priscip"
Sudder Ameen of Dinagepore, dated 12th December 1853.
SREENARAIN GHOSE AND LUCKINARAIN GHOSE,

(PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
versus

KOMULLOCHUN ROY AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANIs.)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellants-Baboos

Kishenkishore Ghose and

Baneemadhub Benerjea.

Vakeel of Respondents—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Held that, SUIT for possession of 8 annas share of zemindare and
much of plain istumraree-lands by reversal of deeds of sale; laid at rup"
tiff's claim as
*

is for the pos-

7,141-9-7-3-2.

|

(

The following
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£ given

weirs of Kishtochunder G

J

in the plaint to

show all the

-ion of an
* - * - *

-

dih-, *r

"I

-

nah

Kishteel-der Gh-.

M-n

Pere, is barred
under t

-

|-

:
-

_I_

––

––

Brijodoolal

Kishtodoolal.

ef
**tate of
himseatien.
field al
that * * ****
*

Gobind doolal.

b- prefer

–L

––

-T-

r-i by -ber of an
****

Hand-of-ly
*

******

-

*** - if -e

4uired, with
eat the aid of

Gourhurree.

Rammohan.

£"
funds, by
* exci
*-try, the

–

–

:- haree.

Jug-obandoo.

Denobandoo.

-T

bardea of proof
r-ts with the

y-el
":
that
- in the pre
-** ****

-––

---

~

nature

h- been offer

––
-

no proof of
this

(Defendants.)

––

-

-

ed by the
(defendants)
r-pondents,
the pre-amp
tion is in favour

of the plain
Luckinarain.

tiffs claim to a

portion of the
y as

wing been
purchased by

(Plaintiff.)

fund
The plaint states that after the death of Kishtodoolal without £
of the family.
issue, Brijodoolal and Gobinddoolal, had joint possession, living to The deeree

gether in the same house, and purchased mouzas Sadhun, &c., per
gunnah Rokunpore, in zillah Dinagepore, at a sudder jumma of

rupees 1,761-1-5, and mouzas Wabky, &c., pergunnah Pajrub, at a
sudder jumma of rupees 1,524-6-2, in the name of Brijodoolal,
they enjoyed the property in equal shares till 1209 B.S., when
Brijodoolal died without issue. Subsequently Gourhtfree had the
perty registered in his name, and he and his brother Rammohun
eld it jointly. In 1211 B. S. Kishtomohun, plaintiff's father, was
born and in 1212 B. S. Rammohun died.

of the

-

sing the plain
tiff's suit as far

as regards the
istemrare
tenure of Sul

tanpore is
amended and
that sale is re
ver-ed with

Plaintiff Sreenarain costs in pro

was born 25th Kartick 1229 B. S., and plaintiff Luckinarain
28th Bhadoon 1231 B.S. In Bhadoon 1232 B. S. Kishtomohun died,

portion to the

the property was held by the plaintiffs in joint
ion with
Gourhurree, who on the 7th Jeyt 1235 B. S., during *: infancy,
sold mouzas Sadhun, &c., pergunnah Rokunpore to Komullochun

claim dismissed
and decreed.

amount of

plaintiff's

(
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Roy, (defendant) for rupees 6,500, and died in 1238 B. S. The
plaintiffs then held joint possession with Rasbeharee, Juggabunda
and Deenobundoo, defendants,) sons of Gourhuree, and from the

profits of the zemindaree purchased mouzas Sooltanpore, Mahaj
sanee and Ghoramee, in pergunnah Lalbaree, on an istemrares

jumma of rupees 956-9-2, which was registered in the name of R=
bebaree.

On the 24th Kartick 1247, B.S. the plaintiff Sreenaraia

was of age. On the 30th Cheyt 1248 B. S. Rasbeharee fraud
lently sold by deeds of sale one-half of the istumraree talook to
Matoo Mundul for rupees 3,250, and the other half to Chow Mah
med, deceased. On the 26th Bhadoon 1249 B.S., the plaintiff Lac

kinarain came of age, and in 1258 B. S., lived separately, taking
his 8, annas share of the remaining zemindaree. The defendant Ras
beharee in his answer maintains that the sale of the property by
his father Gourhurree to Komullochun Roy was in every way

a good and valid sale. He states that of the three brothers,

Kisht

doolal, Brijodoolal and Gobinddoolal, Kishtodoolal died in infancy,
and Gobinddoolal in Maugh 1193 B. S. went on a pilgrimage,
leaving his sons, Gourhurree, who had attained his majority, - 1
Rammohun an infant; that Brijodoolal and Gourhurree managed

the family property while employed as omla, in the collectors
office at Dinagepore; that Gourhurree from his savings purchased
zemindarees in Dinagepore in the name of Brijodoolal's that on the
death of Brijodoolal in 1209 B.S., Gourhurree had the estate
registered in his own name in the collector's office, and Ramms
hun who was then of age made no objection to the transfer, that
when Rammohun died the plaintiff's father was an infant, and
Gourhrree educated him, and had entire management of the fami

ly affairs; that being involved in expenses, for the family residence
and on other accounts, he mortgaged his zemindaree mouza Sadhur.
&c., during the life-time of the plaintiff's father in 1224 B. S., and
again in 1226 B. S., and subsequently with his knowledge in
1231 B. S. mortgaged them to Komullochun Roy, and being

unable to liquidate the debt, sold the property to him and trans
ferred it to his name in the collector's office; that he has continued

in undisputed possession of it up to this time, and that plaintif:
father never made any objection to the mortgage or sale from
1224 to 1231 B. S.

Regarding the istemraree mouzas Sultanpore &c., the defendant
states that he purchased them out of his own funds, and sold them to

pay debts, that when the plaintiffs separated, he made an equal
division of the property and that they have no claim against him.
The defendant Komullochun Roy, supports this defence and

contends -at the sale to him was a valid sale, and that the plain
tiff's claim is barred by the statute of limitation, as he the defen
dant has had undisturbed possession of the property for 24 years
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the plaintiffs in proof of their age, were from their appearances:
cious documents, and that the failure of the plaintiffs to summon =
a witness the son of Kishtomohun, deceased, who wrote the b

scopes, might be taken as almost conclusive evidence against th=
The principal sudder ameen therefore decided that inasmuch."
the exact date of the plaintiff's birth was not proved, the witn=
who gave their evidence upon this point referring to two differs
periods and speaking only from memory, and as the difference **
year would be fatal to the interests of one or the other party, ,
claim to the property purchased by Komullochun Roy was bar
by the statute of limitation.

. With regard to the istemraree tenure, the principal sudder ame"
held that as it was purchased by the defendants on the 3:

Cheyt 1248 B. S., the suit instituted on the 19th Sawun 125° 5.
S. was in time, but being of opinion that Rasbeharee had purch"
the tenure from his own funds and was alone in actual possession."

the lands, as evidenced by the fact distinctly admitted by the Pis
tiffs, that neither they nor their ancestors ever came to the distrid

of Dinagpore, and that the plaintiff's allegation of joint partners"
with Rasbeharee was not established, as they did not prove *
they shared in the profits of the estate or that it was purchased.*
the profits of their joint zemindarees, he considered the entire clair
was unfounded and dismissed the suit with costs.

-

|

The plaintiffs have appealed from this decision and the Pot."

which have been argued before us by the pleaders on either *
and which we are to determine, are; first, whether the statute."
limitation applies to the claim for possession of 8 annas share."
mouza Sadhun, &c., pergunnah Rokunpore; and secondly, whet"
the istemraree tenure of Sultanpore, &c., pergunnah of Lall"
was the joint property of Rasbeharee and the plaintiffs, or wheth"
Rasbeharee was the sole proprietor, having purchased it from *
own funds, and subsequently disposed of it on his own account
On the first point of limitation, Baboo Kishenkisore Ghose is
argued on behalf of the plaintiffs that their suit is in time, if *
period of their minority be deducted, that Sreenarain was born."
the 25th Kartick 1229 B. S. and Luckinarain

on the *

Bhadoon 1231 B. S., and that as the suit was instituted on."

19th Sawun 1259 B. S., if 18 years the time when they atta"
their majority be taken from the dates of their births, Sreenar"
was of age on the 25th Kartick 1247 B. S., and Luckini"

on the 28th Bhadoon 1249 B. S. and that consequently the *
was brought by Sreenarain 11 years, 8 months and 24 d"
and by Luckinarain 9 years, 10 months and 21 days *

they had Jespectively attained their majority. In corrobor."
of this statement the horoscope of each was produced and orale"
dence in support of them.

|
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til the year 1256 B. S., being the chief manager in his own ml |
their behalf, and this fact has never been disputed by any of the
defendants.

We find moreover from the proceedings of the magistrate, date:
14th May 1847, and the proceedings of the sessions judge, date:

5th June 1847, in an Act IV. case brought by the plaintiffs and
Juggobundoo and Deenobundoo, the defendants brothers, that the

plaintiffs in the year 1254 B. S. disputed the sale of that portius
of the istemraree tenure which was sold to Chow Mahomed *.

asserted their rights as joint proprietors upwards of five years 1
fore the institution of the present suit, under circumstances which

preclude the possibility of any collusion with Rasbeharee.
It is a rule of the Hindoo law that if property be acquired with:
out the aid of joint funds, by the exclusive industry of one member
of an undivided Hindoo family, the other members of the family,

though living at the time in commensality, have no title to share
in such acquisitions.

But it has been ruled in the case of Rajkishore Roy, &c., persal
widow of Sartoo Dass, 26th August 1796, Gourch under Roy, &c.,

versus Hurreeschunder Roy and others, 20th June 1826, that
the onus probandi in all such cases rests with the party claiming an
exclusive right, and the acquisitions will be presumed to be joint
unless the contrary be proved. The principal sudder ameen has
thrown the burden of proof upon the wrong party.

No evidence whatever has been adduced by the defendants is
show that the istemraree tenure was acquired without the aid of

joint funds and by the exclusive industry of Rasbeharee; the pre
sumptions are all the other way. There is nothing therefore before
us, which under the ruling of the Court above cited, would disent

tle the plaintiffs, as members of an undivided family living conjoin:

ly with him, to their share in the acquisition. The sale by Raste
haree alone is clearly invalid.
We accordingly amend the principal sudder ameen's decision aste

the sale of the istemraree property to which we have referred, and
reversing these sales, decree the appeal with mesne profits agains
the parties in possession, from the date of purchase, to be ascer
tained in execution of the decree. The plaintiffs will pay the costs of

Komullochun Roy, and Rasbeharee will pay the costs proportione

to the claim to the istemraree which has been decreed to the plain.
tiffs.

( 622
tain Ellis in 1839.

)

The lands now in suit lie on

the eastern ex

tremity of havellee Khurrukpore and the point for determination
is whether the lands appertain to Jutwarpore, a recognised village -f
havellee Khurrukpore, or to those named villages of Pergunnah
Surooee, representing the nizamut estate of the plaintiffs.
Whatever causes may have prevented the survey of havelle

Khurrukpore extending beyond the hills and jungle which form
the western boundary assigned by Captain Ellis to this estate in
1839, nothing has been shown or pleaded to lead to the conclusia
that the settlement of havellee was not co-terminous with the sur.

vey on the eastern line of demarcation, or that the settlement was
ever intended to include an acre of ground beyond or to the
west of the boundary assigned to the estate by the survey on that
side. As then the lands in suit are clearly ascertained to lie on the

east side of the eastern boundary of havellee Khurrukpore ard
are held by the lower court to have never been brought under set
tlement, the proprietor of the Khurrukpore nizamut estate must be
held to have a primá facie right to possess them as appertaining to
the pergunnah which is divided from the havellee by the boundary
line of demarcation drawn by Captain Ellis between the two estates
in 1839, unless the defendant can account for his possession as on
some right independent of the settlement under which he holds his
estate. This then is the material issue to be tried in this suit, and
as it has been wholly overlooked by the lower court, the case
must be remanded for a fresh trial thereon; the case is remance!

accordingly.

(
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THE 18111 APRIL 1857.
PREs). NT:

II. T. RAIKES, E-Q.,
J. H. PATTON, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

| Judges.

No. 423 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. J. S. Torrens, Judge of
24-Pergunnahs, dated 18th December 1855, amending a decree
of Baboo Lohenath Bose Roy Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameca

of that district, dated 18th April 1854.
JOYNARAIN BOSE, (PLAINTIFF,) Arri. LLANT,
rer

MUSST RADHAMONFE, wiFE AND ar Infss of ANU.N.T.
RAM BANERJEA, DECE Asko, (DEFEN DANT) REsrox DENT.
Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Aish nkashore Ghose.
I akeel of Respondent-Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
P'a ntuff pur.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 2nd Angust
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. II. T.

** ** * *
* ** * * *

Raikes and J. H. Patton :

h - a rye's

*** *

* ****

as d as
the lower ap
** ,

“In this case there are cross special appeals from the judges' deci

eotart
sion. The suit was originally brought to enhance rent. The [..isate
determined
right to enhance has been declared by the lower court, but the from the e-1
judge has ruled that the zemindar can only enhance to the extent dense that the
ot had no
of the pergunnah rates, and in determining those rates he has taken ry
waiisi i- for
the rates of a neighbouring estate belonging to Government, any portion of
and finding those rates to be more than one-half less than plaintiff the land and
has procured from the lower court, has assessed them in the propor *hoodkhast
ryot, it was
tion of two-thirds of the rates decreed by the lower court.
held in special
-

“The special appeals are first on the part of the zemindar that he
is not bound by pergunnah rates at all, his right to enhance being
discretionary as declared by Section XXVI., Act I. of 1845, he can
raise the rates to any amount. The other plea is raised by the
ryot, eiz., that the judge while declaring the rates cannot be raised

***

-

appeal, that the
ry of not having
a right of pre
scriptive occu

pancy, the
paintiff was
entitled at lar

beyond the pergunnah rates, has found those rates to be as existing

di-ra-ti-su to
enhance retat

in a neighbouring estate and has in excess thereof fixed an arbitra
ry rate of his own.

':

“As both these points are new, we admit the special appeal to de
termine them."

by
im, and that

it was not restri

tent to the

ower appeliate

JUDGMENT.

rotart, up-on an

appeal by the

For the determination of the issues which this certificate presents
to us, it is in the first instance, necessary to distinguish clearly the

ryot as to tise

quantum of
rent, to reduce

--

---
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THE 18TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 59 OF 1857.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Tree:
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 68 of 1856.
the 12th November 1856.

DEBNATH ROY CHOWDREE AND OTHERs, (REsposers:
PETITIONERS,

,

versus

TARNEECHURN AND OTHERs, (APPELLANTs,) OPPosits
PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioners—Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
Application
Kishensukha Mookerjea appears this day as vakeel on the far
for
Debnath} Roy dChowdree,
the
re-inof
with ta request,
that the *petition
for "
statement on
f l
C
l
!----|-£"r', review of the order of the Court passed on the 12th Novem:
application
for 1856, in the case of Debnath Roy Chowdree and others, plaint",
view of iudg-

-

-

''” versus Parbutteechurn Roy Chowdree and others which was stre+
has been.

off the file on the 14th February 1857, in consequence of the a

£f
the non-atten.
#:

attendance of any party, might be reinstated on the file.
The vakeel is unable to assign any valid ground for the reques

*

no vali

ground for the
application
having been
showu.

made by him; the Court therefore sees no reason for acceding."
the application and accordingly reject it.
-

-

-

-

-

(
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THE 2011, APRIL 1857.
PREs ENT.

C. B. TREVOR. I.Q.,
E. A. S.AMUELLS, Esq.,

} Officiating Judges.

PET11 10N No. 212 OF 1855.

IN the matter of the petition of Wuheedoodeen, filed in this Court
on the 6th March 1855, praying for tie admission of a special ap
peal from the decision of Pundit Sreenath Biddyabagish, principal
su-ider ameen of Backergunge, dated 9th December 1854, reversing
that of Baboo Umbiccaenurn Mitter, moonsiff of Cowkhally, dated
21st April 1834, in the case of Wuheedoodeen, petitioner, plaintiff
versus Shonamonee Detea and others, defendants.

Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Ashootosh
Chatterjea and Onocoolchunder Mookerjea.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

The piaintiff brought this suit to set aside a summary decree
which the defendant had obtained against him in the collector's

court. He repudiated the character of ryot in which he had been
sued, and declared himself to be a howaladar, holding under a
howala potta, the entire rent due on which he had discharged.
The moonsiff considering that no balance was due from him, gave
him a decree. In appeal, this order is reversed by the principal

sudder ameen, on the sole ground that the plaintiff has not proved
his howala potta.

The real issue in a case brought to set aside a

summary award for rent obviously is, whether there is or is not a
balance of rent due under the kubooleut on which the land-lord
sued.

The principal sudder ameen has not looked at this point, we re
verse his decision and remand the case, in order that he may draw

a correct issue and decide the question of the plaintiff's liability.

Case re-nan.
de-1 to t
** * * * ***
*** * * *

*

or fer tast tree
real 1-se in
*** **, r*.
**** a t
la - of rent
***

*

**

next dele we ser
the * * * *t
* **

* **

la-' rei - 1
* 1st be tr et
and a 4-c.....a
der: ara's rv of
-** * *
**

*

* **

labs, ty n. *...t
be passed by
hua.
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| THE 20th APRIL 1857.

PRESENT:
C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,

#...}officiating Judges.
-

- -

PETITION No. 781 OF 1855.
Case remit
ted to the

judge, in order
that the wit

IN the matter of the petition of Ramchunder Banerjee, filed in
this Court on the 19th June 1855, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. J. S. Torrens, judge of

nesses to the

deed of sale

may be per
sonally exa
mined by him;
a copy of their
depositions
givenin another
case to which

the persons
now before the

24-Pergunnahs, dated the 26th March 1855, affirming that of Baboo
Ramlal Chuckerbuttee, moonsiff of Lubshaw, dated 12th July 1854,

in the case of Sreeram Mookerjee and others, plaintiffs, versus Ram
chunder Banerjee, defendant.
Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Bhoobunmohun Roy and Poorno
chunder Roy.
Wakeel of the Opposite Party—Baboo Obhoychurn Bose.

court were not

£

is not

egal evidence,
the witnesses
themselves be

ing still alive
and no diffi

culty existing

to their being
produced in
court when an

opportunity

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
Plaintiffs instituted this suit for possession with mesne profits
of 33-18-3 of assessed land in mouza Roodhrua, which they
had purchased under a kubala dated 12th Bysakh 1259, from
Byrub Chung.

-

The defendant, Bhyrub Ghung, denied the deed of sale; alleged

for cross-exa

that he had given the lands in security to Debnarain Banerjee for

mination would

a loan advanced to him; that the latter had sued him before the

be afforded to

moonsiff and that he had agreed to pay the money; that the plaintiff
Hurnath and Debnarain are partners, and having quarrelled amongst

special appel
lant.

themselves, the latter had applied to defendant to pay the debt to

him, on his having declined to do which, the present suit was
brought.
It appears that execution of the decrees obtained by Debnarain

Roy in the ex parte suit before the moonsiff was taken out, and that
the rights of defendant were sold whilst the case was pending;

plaintiff therefore made the purchaser, at the decree sale, Ram
chunder Banerjee, a defendant.

The moonsiff decreed the case in favor of plaintiff, and the judge
upheld the moonsiff's decision.
The purchaser now appeals specially, urging: first, that possession
cannot be awarded to the plaintiff in the present suit until a sepa
rate suit to set aside the sale in execution be brought; and secondly,

that the judge has decreed in favor of the deed of sale though no
witness to its execution had been produced.

( 629 )
The first point of objection we think of no weight. If the document
t up by plaintiff be proved and that under which the purchaser
is obtained his title be rejected, possession wiil follow to the plain
li as a matter of course; the second point raised by special
pellant is a valid one, the judge we observe has had before him

pies of the evidence given by the witness to the decree of sale
another case to which the persons now before the Court were
ut parties, but it would seem that the witnesses are still alive and
heir evidence then should have been taken in this case, and the

-

pecial appellant had no opportunity of cross examining them.
'nder this view we consider the Judge's investigation defective
ind remit to him in order that the witness to the deed of sale may

* examined before him, and that whatever order may eventually
eem necessary be passed in the case.
THE 2011. APRIL 1857.
PREs). Nr.

I. : '...", " Judges.

A. SCONCE, E-Q.,

i. s. Iokki:Ns, iso, 3
No. 558 or

1836.

-----

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. J. S. Bell, Additional
Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, dated 16th May

1856, rerersing a decree of Baboo Obhoycoomar Dutt, Sudder
Ameen of that district, dated 9th August 1853.
HIDAYETOOLLAH MUNDUL, (PLAINTIFF,) Arrel LANT,
******

GYARAM HALDAR, (DEFENDANT,) Respondent.
Vakeels of Appellant—Moulvee Aftab ddeon Mahoned and
Baboo Ashenkishore Ghose.

Vakeels of Respondent--Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Sreekant

Singh.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 22nd November ...","...:
1856, under the following certificate recorded dy Messrs. A. Sconce been
in"."
re's rred
-

-

*

and J. S. Torrens.

by

the first

“This suit was instituted to recover money lent on a bond, and re." to ar".

the case with apparent consent of the parties, having been referred £,'...,
under Regulation XVI. of 1793 to arbitration by the sudder ameen, Section. Iv.

this officer eventually passed a decree in favor of plaintiff, con- ''x'',
formally to the arbitrators award.

1793, it was held

(
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THE 22ND APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 433 OF 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Taylor, Judge of
Shahabad, dated 30th July 1853.
SHEOGOBIND SUHAEE AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFs,)
APPELLANTS,
versus

JEEWUNLAL AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeels of Appellants—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Mr.
R.

Certain allu
vial lands ac
creted to the

estate of Koil

T.

Allan.

Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 10,876.
This is a suit for possession of a moiety of certain alluvial lands,
and for the malikana thereof, from the 7th Jeyt 1254 to the 23rd

ur, a moiety
of which was

formerly the
roperty of one
oodnarain;

Bysakh 1258. The alluvial lands in question are an increment
to the estate of Koilwur, a moiety of which was formerly the property
of one Doodnarain.

This Doodnarain it appears refused to enter

this person re
fused to enter

into engagements for them with Government, and temporary settle

into engage

ments were in consequence made with other parties, the malikana

ment for them
with Govern

ment,they were

consequently
temporarily set
tled with other

parties, and the
malikana was

held in deposit

being held in deposit in the collector's office, first as the plaintiff
alleges on account of Doodnarain and the other maliks, and subse
quently on account of Jeewun Lal and others to whom in 1249 they
sold conditionally their rights and interests in the land. On the
2nd of July 1845 (1252) the parent estate of Koilwur was sold for
arrears of revenue and purchased by the defendants. The alluvial

according to

lands were at this time in farm, but on the termination of the lease

plaintiff's

in 1846, were settled with the defendants, the objections of Jeewun
Lal being overruled by the revenue authorities. In the same year

statements:

first, on ac
count of
Doodnarain

Jeewun Lal brought an action against Government, Doodnarain

and the pro
prietor; and
secondly, on

and the auction-purchaser, for confirmation of the deed of sale

account of Jee
wun Lal and

others, to
whom in 1249,
they sold con

ditionally their

which he had obtained from Doodnarain and for the malikana of

the alluvial lands due from the collector up to the end of 1252

Fuslee (September 1845). On the 27th November 1846, a decree
was passed in his favor by the principal sudder ameen. In 1847,
he brought another suit against the auction-purchasers for the

rights and

malikana of 1253, and obtained a decree from the moonsiff which

interest in the

was confirmed by the judge on the 8th June 1849. The moonsitf
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suit instituted

by Jeewun Lal
it has been
determined
that the allu
vial lands are

separate from
the parent
estate of Koil
wur and that

advertisement of 1845 specified the former jumma alone, and made
no allusion to the alluvion.

The claim of the plaintiff appears to us to be so completely un
tenable that we have not thought it necessary to call upon the
other side. It is not denied that the lands in suit were joined to
talooka Koilwur by gradual accession from the recess of the river.
Such lands it is declaréd by Clause 1, Section IV., Regulation

the right to
malikana is
vested in Jee

wun Lal,

whose repre
sentatives

XI. of 1825 “shall be considered an increment to the tenure of

the person to whose estate they are annexed,” but it is expressly
provied that “the increment of land thus obtained shall not entitle
the person in possession of the estate or tenure to which the land

they are.

Held by the
Court that the

previous deci
sions of the
civil courts in
Shahabad do
not estop

the plaintiffs
from bringing
the present
action;

the

precise point
now in

Issue,

not having
been put in

may be annexed to a right of property, or permanent interest therein
beyond that possessed by him in the estate or tenure to which the
land may be annexed.” “The right of Government to assess the
increment is reserved by the same Clause and by Section V., Re
gulation VII. of 1822, if the proprietor of the estate refuses to
engage for the mehal at the rate of assessment fixed by the revenue
authorities, and it consequently remainsein their hands or is farmed
by them he is entitled to recover from them an allowance of mali

kana; in other words a percentage on the rent of the mehal
representing or assumed to represent the net profit resulting to the

issue in those

proprietor after the payment of the Government revenue and

cases

certain customary deductions for the expenses of collection, risk of

Held also
that the claim
of the present

plaintiff for
malikana is

altogether un
tenable; the
lands which
accreted to the
estate of Koil

loss, &c. It is distinctly enacted however in that Section, that this
allowance shall not be claimable by any except actual proprietors
or persons having the right of property in the lands, and this would
necessarily be so even in the absence of any enactment, as mali

kana is clearly nothing more or less than a particular species of
rent. It is an asset of the zemindaree which the defaulting pro

#. ..form prietor has no power either to alienate or reserve and which passes
lan, a por with the estate to the auction-purchaser. Now it is admitted that
'
of that
the rights and interests of Doodnarain and of his vendee, Jeewun
estate and the
proprietor was
entitled to ma
likana if he
would not en

gage for them;
on the sale of
the estate for
arrears of re
venue the

right to pos.
session of the

Lal in the parent estate of Koilwur, ceased and determined on the
2nd of July 1845 when the estate was passed at a revenue sale to
the defendants, and it is quite clear that under the law the rights

of these persons whatever they were, to the alluvial increment of
the talook and the malikana due therefrom passed at the same time.

The proceeding of the revenue authorities in this case could not
affect the civil rights of the defendants even if they bore the in
terpretation which the appellants have put upon them, but the fact

lands or to ma
likana or both
became vested
in the auction

purchaser and
the rights of
any parties
previous to
that date then

appears to be that the land in suit was not lotted for sale with the
parent estate on the two occasions alluded to, merely because it
had been temporarily settled with other parties and the proprietor
had no right of entry until the expiry of the farming engagements.
As to the effect of the former decisions of the civil courts in

Shahabad on the question of malikana, we are of opinion that
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THE 22ND APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Tayler, Judge of
Shahabad, dated 31st August 1853.
CASE No. 497 OF 1853.

CHOONEELAL, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
tersus

SUMBHOONATH AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Wakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahomed.
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 2,265.

CASE NO. 498 OF 1853.

MUSST. NUZZEERUN, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
ters?ts

BHOOTHNARAIN MAHTOON, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Mr.
R. T. Allan.

Vakeel of Respondent-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 1,014-6}.
CASE No. 500 OF 1853.

SHUMBHOONATH, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

PUDDOMUN DASS AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahomed.
Vakeel of Respondents-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
see preced-

£'.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 706.

The plaintiffs in these suits all purchased their shares in the

judgeis affirm other moiety of the alluvial lands referred to in No. 433, prior to
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the auction purchase. Their 'rounds of acts - are the *** * * * *
these which have been noticed in that rate it." " : * * * : . . . .
interests in the alluvion of tal.--K Koll-ur, whatever * * * ****, ceased and determined on the date of the rever." - in 1* * *

The judge's decision in these cases is affirmed, at-i ta's aii-ais are
disuniased with costs.

TIME 22ND Arni L 1857.
Parsax1 :

C. R. Titty', i.e.

)

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judy".

D. I. Mosky, E-,

}

CAsk No. 105 or 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Roy Sealerial Bahader,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Putna, dated 7th March 1831.
INDURJEET SINGH AND Orakas, (r.AUrFRs) (PLAIN
T1FFs,) Arri-LLANTs,
*****

MUSST HURKOONWUR AND Orakas, (DEFENDANrs.)
R*.sroNDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellanta-Daboo Auhenkishore Ghase,
Waheels of Respondents—Moonshee Abbas Alee Khan and Baboo
Ramapersaud Roy.
Suir laid at Company's rupees 13,018-7-10-6 k.

Pasat-,

The plaintiffs alleging themselves to be the reversionary heirs of *.*.*.*.
the late Doosht Doun Singh, sue to set aside two deeds of sale exe-

*:::::...

cuted by Musst. Hurkoenwur, the chilliess widow of Rambuksh :::::
Singh, and who is in present possession of the property in favour of :
her uterine brothers, Oma Dutt and Gouree Dutt, and to obtain

:"... . .

possession of the entire property of Doosht Doun Singh, on the : : "...#
ground that the widow has abused her trust, and has in consequence

| :****,

forfeited her right to everything beyond maintenance.

the e-el

---

**
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The following is the genealogical table of the family which the

widow of Rann
buksh, who is
in present

plaintiffs put in, and which the principal sudder ameen finds to be

possession of

COrrect :

the property,
in favour o
her uterine

Chaim Sing.

brothers, Oma
Dutt and
Gouree Dutt,

on the ground
that the widow
has abused her
trust and has

Asa Ram.

Munsa Ram.

in consequence

—"

-

forfeited her

right to every
thing beyond

|

|

|

|

Munear Singh.

maintenance.

The principal

Ramdial died | | Sheosuhaie died | | Rambuksh died | TI

sudder ameen

without issue.

found that the
defendants in
tervenors, as

without issue.

without issue,

-

–

leaving a widow,

Hur Koonwur, |Indurjeet Singh.
&c., plaintiffs.
the defendant.
––

-

descendants of
Munsaram,
have a better
title to the

property, than
the plaintiffs

|

who are direct

-

descendants of
Asaram, he

Doosht Doun

Singh died un
married.

consequentl
dismisses

le

plaintiffs'

Rambuksh and his brothers died, it is admitted, before Doosht

claim.

Held by the
Court that ac

cording to the
law of Mithila,
the decision of

the principal
sudder ameen

is erroneous,

for granting
that the inter
venors are the
sons of a sister
of Munsaram

and Asaram,
the sons of

Chaim Singh ;
the father's sis

ter's son, who

Doun, and the latter was consequently succeeded by his mother,
Hurkoonwur.

The widow, who is supported in her statements by the purchasers,
alleges that Chaim Singh had only one son, Munsaram; that the
plaintiffs consequently are not the heirs of Doosht Doun; that the
property vests absolutely in her, and that she had disposed of some
rtion of it for the purpose of effecting the marriage of a grand
daughter of Munsaram, for the payment of the ancestor's debts and
for religious purposes. The principal sudder ameen finds that
Asaram was the son of Chaim Singh, and that the plaintiffs are the
direct descendants of Asaram; but certain parties having intervened
and declared themselves to be sons of a daughter of Munsaram, he

is classed
amongst the
bundhoos or
cognates can
not succeed so

considers that they have a better title to the property than the plain
tiffs; that the possession of the widow cannot, under any circum
stances, be disturbed during her life time, and that her alienations
are valid under the shasters. He consequently dismisses the plain

long as there
exist a gotraja
or gentile,

the property, which the widow alleges, and bases his opinion as to

which term in
cludes all those
descended from

the same pri

tiff's claim.

He makes no enquiry into the necessity for alienating

the preferable title of the intervenors and the propriety of the alie
nations wholly on certain bywustas which he has obtained from the

.7za 2-6-8: /47,
(
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THE 22ND ADRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

-

CASE No. 240 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Lokenath Bose Roy
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, dated 26th July
1853.

AGHA MAHOMED EUSOOF MOOSHADEE, (PAUPER)
(PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

ABOOL HOSSEIN KHAN AND MIRZA WAHID ALEE,
(DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTS.
Vakeel of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee."
Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 18,421-1-4.

Held that

the power of . Plaintiff, Agha Mahomed Eusoof Mooshadee, pauper, sued Abool

: '" Hossein Khan and Mirza Wahid Alee, for possession of the office
superintendent of superintendent, and also of the endowed property of the late

'#'" Musrutoollah Khan.
Plaintiff alleges that Nusrutoollah dedicated all the property
and possessed by him, to pious purposes and personally
of
endow,
attended
to and fulfilled
thewill
requirements
of ill
theand
endowment
and
ment must be superintendency.
By the
of God he fell
died in Cheyt
d b
£ i240, having appointed Nowab Alee Ukbar Khan to be adminis
rovided for

£ owned

£. trator;

that the said administrator, agreeably to the order of the

under which, civil court, appointed Hadee Alee Khan and Abool Hossein Khan,

'" the sons of the endower, to the office of superintendent, and Hajee

sence of all

*

-

£ on Syed Khan to the office of ameen of the property endowed, and

£" gave the superintendent aforesaid a sunnud of appointment; that
ee

-

-

-

-

-

£nt, a Abool Hossein Khan fraudulently and in collusion with the ameen,

£ misappropriated much of the property; that Hadee Alee Khan
. '. having fallen ill, appointed plaintiff to act as mutwullee in his stead
bed to appoint and gave intimation of the same to the local agents; that subse

£

quently when Hadee Alee Khan fell ill of his last sickness, he

#ppropriator

having no children and being solicitous for the perpetuation of the

#. ": endowment, knowing at the same time that the ameen, Abool
permission.

Hossein Khan, and the manager of the endowment were dishonest,

a'. and plaintiff upright, appointed plaintiff mutwullee in his own
terms of the stead on the1*) 3rd
Maugh
1248 B.S., corresponding with the 15th
.
... v .
£e. January 1842, and having executed a tawleeutnama which he

deed of en-

-

-

–4N

** *

-

-- -

-

-l.
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On the part of the defendant, it was urged by Baboo Kishenki
shore Ghose, that the construction of the 15th Section of the deed

of endowment contended for by Moonshee Ameer Alee, is opposed
to the idiom of the Persian language; and is moreover absurd, that
the mutwullee, the endower, should contemplate embezzlement by
himself and determine the steps to be taken in case of such mal

feasance on his part is not a probable mode of proceeding; that in
the deed of endowment the endower appoints himself as the first

superintendent under the trust, and then in the Section upon which
the discussion has arisen lays down the rule to be followed in the

appointment of subsequent superintendents; that this rule is quite
inconsistent with the claim set up by the plaintiff, and that conse

quently the decision of the principal sudder ameen should be
confirmed.

We entirely assent to the position taken up by the vakeel for
the appellant to the effect, that the power of the appointment of a
successor in the present instance, if not provided for by some

special rule in the deed of endowment, must be governed by the
ordinary rules of Mahomedan law, and we assent also to the
doctrine laid down by the Court in the case of
Select Reports, vol.
I., page 17.

Mahomed Sadik versus Mahomed Alee; that

in the absence of all provision on the subject
in the deed of endowment, a superintendent is authorised under

Mahomedan law on his death-bed to appoint a successor, though
the appropriator has not given him a general permission; with a
view therefore of determining the validity of the claim set up by
plaintiff, we must first refer to the deed of endowment itself.
The deed, which is dated the 1st Ramzan 1244 Hijree, correspond
ing with the 30th Poos 1240 B. S., first recites that he, the appro
priator, Nusrutoollah Khan, in perfect health and of sound under
standing, relinquishes as owner and appropriator solely to religious
purposes, certain therein mentioned properties in perpetual endow
ment, for a certain mosque and Imambarah and for the purpose of
repairing the tombs of his ancestors; the appropriator then resumes
charge of the same properties in the capacity of superintendent, as
suming himself the duties of that office so long as he may enjoy per
fect health and sound understanding; he then, considering that the
appointment of faithful ameens and superintendents rests with him,
lays down certain rules regarding them, one of which the 15th is
to the following effect:—
“In the event of the death of the mutwullee, or of gross breach
of trust on his part, his son shall be appointed in his place according
to the Mahomedan law, provided that the ameen and other officials

of the endowed properties, under the advice of pious people, agree
to appoint him to such trust, otherwise the ameen shall be appoint
ed in the place of the mutwullee and the son of the latter or that

(
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TIE 22ND APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

}

Officiating Judges.

CASE NO. 254 OF 1854.
-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. DaCosta, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, dated 18th May 1854.
MAHARANEE CHUTTER LUTTA, THIRD widow of THE

LATE MAHARAJAH CHUTTER SINGH, (PLAINTIFF,)
APPELLANT,
versus

KENNAH MUNDER AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,) MAHA
RAJAH MOHESSHUR SINGH, (THIRD PARTY,) RESPON
DENTS.

Vakeels of Appellant—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Kishen
kishore Ghose.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboo Shumboonath Pundit and Moulvee
Syed Murhamut Hossein.
Vakeel of Third Party—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Held upon
the circum

stances disclos
ed on the re

cord, that the

plaintiff ob
tained from

Raja Mohessur
Buksh Singh,
on a date sub

sequent to the
engagement
entered into

by the Raja

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 5,976-0-18.
Plaintiff, Maharanee Chutter Lutta, third widow of the late Maha

raja Chutter Singh, plaintiff, sues Babooram Mundur, ticcadar, for
the sum of rupees 5,976-0-18, on account of the rents of mouza
Chuttaputtee, due by him under an engagement executed by him.
Plaintiff alleges that the late Maharaja Rooder Singh Baha

door, gave to her as the third widow of the late Maharaja Chut
ter Singh Bahadoor, for her maintenance the village of Chutterput
tee, pergunnah Gopalpore; that according to the gift of the late
Maharaja she has been holding the mouza and enjoying the pro

with the defen

dant, in the

relative posi

duce thereof; that the village in question has been granted to
the defendant in farm at an annual rent of Sicca rupees 1,851, from

tion of land
lord and ten

1251 to 1529, by a potta, dated 8th Assar 1250 F. AE, drawn out

ant, an assign

in the name of Maharaja Rooder Singh Behadoor; that the de

ment of the
rent of the vil

lage of Chut
terputee as
;
as

Inuintenance

that this

signment car
ried with it no

right to owner

fendant, though in possession of the property leased, does not pay
the rents of , the same; that plaintiff, therefore, in conformity with
the kubooleut executed by the defendant and delivered by the
aforesaid Maharaja Rooder Singh to her, sues the defendant for
the sum of rupees 5,976-0-18, principal and interest, still due
under the kubooleut executed by him.

( 650 )
decree

cannot

as a general
rule be amend

ed in his favor
and to the

“Special appellant urges that the decision of the judge, dated
23rd June 1854, is erroneous, inasmuch as on his appealing simply

on the point of costs, the judge has not restricted himself to that
point, but has given a substantive decree jointly against him with

detriment of a
defendant ap the other defendants.
pealing against
the decision of
the lower court,
and that from

the silence of

the plaintiff in
appeal it is to
be presumed
that he is sa
tisfied with the
decree as it

“We observe that the judge has acted as alleged by special
appellant. We therefore admit the special appeal to try whether
the jndge's decision is not erroneous. This special appeal should
be called up with No. 1195, admitted this day.”
JUDGMENT.

MESSRs. E. A. SAMUELLs AND D. I. MoMEY.—Had this

case stood alone, we should have thought it sufficient to reverse the

stands.

Held also by

judge's decision on the precedents in the cases of Juga Dass rersus
Cave, (20th February 1851,) and Lalahunnissa Khatoon, (31st July
general rule
and subject to 1851,) which rule that a judge is bound to confine his judgment
exception in
to the points on which an appeal has been preferred. It appears
the case of de
fendants whose however that although the special appellant having been released
interests are
from liability in the lower court, only appealed on the question of
the whole

Court as a

identical, and
in that of par
ties deriving
their titles from

appealing de
fendants and in
that of parties

costs, which had not been allowed him, his co-defendants preferred

two separate appeals on the general merits of the case against the

whole decision as far as it affected them, and the judge took up all
the three appeals together, and disposed of them in one and the
same judgment.

who are co

sharers in the
same property
under the same

title; that the
interference of
the appellate
courtin favour
of

parties,

#.
should be con
fined to the
interest of
those alone

who prefer

the

appeal.

'i by

the

It has been argued therefore by the respondent's counsel, that
the whole case was in this way opened up, and that although the
plaintiff did not appeal against the decree in favour of the special
appellant, the judge was nevertheless justified in deciding on the
liability of this person, because otherwise his co-defendants might
have been made responsible for a larger share of the amount claim
ed by the plaintiff than was justly due from them.
We are of opinion, however, that this plea cannot stand. Con
struction No. 997, it is true, laid down the vague rule, “that where

requisite for the ends of justice, the jurisdiction of the appellate
court may extend to all interests affected by the decree;” but the

whole Court as

soundness of this rule was doubted from the commencement, and

a general rule,

on the 9th September 1851, it was decided by a full Court in the

that the inter

ference of the

case of Neelmadhub Pallit, that the construction should be rescind

appellate court
detri

:

ed. “We held,” said the Court on that occasion, “that private

ment of defen

rights must be claimed by individuals before they can be enforced
by courts of justice, and that when no such claim is preferred, be it

dants should
be confined to

those parties
alone who pre
fer an appeal.
Held

'

the

majority of the
Court, the

third judge

in an original suit or in an appeal, the courts should refrain from
interfering in any way. A party, who does not appeal against a
judgment of the lower court, must be presumed to have been satis
fied with the justice of that decision, and the party who holds the
judgment of the lower court in his favour, has acquired a right, of

©
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court have certainly authorised the lower courts in this case to

re-investigate the liability of parties who had been released by the
Court of first instance, but upon what ground? not that the appeal
of a defendant, who had been cast, could, in the absence of an ap
peal from the plaintiff, enable the appellate court to give a decree

against another defendant, who had been exonerated in the court
below, but simply that the lower court had miscarried in framing
its issues; that it had decided on a point not raised by the plead
ings, and that its whole proceedings were consequently void ab
initio.

There is, we believe, no case in the reports, in which a defen
dant, who had obtained a favorable verdict in the lower court,

was, in the absence of an appeal from the plaintiff, cast in the
appellate court, on the appeal of his co-defendants. On the other
hand, in the case of Chundernath Dutt, (13th December 1849,) it
was ruled that “no beneficial award can be given in favour of a res

pondent not responding or appealing separately,” and a similar prin
ciple was laid down in the case of Rughoonath Dass, (23rd June
1852). This we hold, upon general principles, to be the correct rul
ing in cases of this description, for the defendant is in court to answer
the suit of the plaintiff, not that of his co-defendants; and if the plain
tiff acquiesces in the decision passed in the defendant's favour in the
court below, and refrains from exercising his right of appeal, nei
ther the co-defendants nor any other parties are at liberty in that
suit, to question the propriety of the defendant's exemption from
liability. He is not there to account with them, and they have no
more right to complain of his release, than they would have had,
if the plaintiff had entered a ladavee or nolle prosequi in respect
to the defendant in the court of first instance.

The object of the defendant, who appeals, is to establish his own
non-liability, and it is not easy to see in what way, he can be pre
vented from doing this by the discharge of his co-defendant. If the
appellate court considers that the whole or any part of the debt
claimed should have been borne by the defendant, who has been

released below, it will of course dismiss the claim against the appel
lant either in whole or in part as the case may be.

The relief

afforded to him will be just as effectual as if a decree were passed

against the other defendant for the amount which, the appellate
court are of opinion, he ought to have paid, and if the case be that
of a joint debt, the liability of any one defendant to his creditor
will not be increased by the discharge of his co-debtor, for he was
from the first liable to him for the whole debt, and his right of com

pelling his co-debtor in a separate action, to contribute his share
of the debt, will be in no wise impaired. Be this, however, as it
may, the defendant manifestly cannot be allowed to appear in the
appellate court, as the self-constituted representative of the plaintiff,

( 656 )

from that of special appellant, and as the judge consequently in in
cluding him in his decree amongst the parties liable acted upon its
own motion alone, I am of opinion that the order of the judge to
that effect is erroneous, and cannot be supported, but should be
reversed.

.

As to the order of the lower court's making special appellant
liable for his costs, though it released him from liability, no reason

is given for making his case an exception from the ordinary law of
costs, I am of opinion therefore that on this ground also, the judg
ment of the lower court should be reversed, and the costs of the

special appellant below and in this Court to be borne by the
plaintiff.
THE 23RD APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Saadut Alee Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sylhet, dated 20th May
1854.

CASE No. 358 OF 1854.

SHEEBPERSAUD DASS, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
tersus

GUNGAGOBIND DHUR AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeels of Respondents-Baboo Sumbhoonath Pandit,
Mr. R. T. Allan and Moulvee Mahomed Ismail.
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price of each
elephant at
rupees 350, a
mean between
the valuation

of the pun
chayat and the
plaintiff's claim
and less than
the valuation
of the defen
dant himself.

The princi
pal sudder
ameen's deci
sion is conse

quently
amended and

rupees 87.50, is
£
to
plaintiff with
costs and in
terest.

)

plaintiff's right to the elephants; that they were ever surrounded
and enclosed by his people, or that he has any interest in the locality
of the khadah, contending that the ground where the khadah was
prepared, is their property; that the elephants were hunted and en
closed by people whom they employed; that the plaintiff's brothers,
Gungapersaud Dass and Ramshunker Dass, were the aggressors and
made the attack upon their khadah; that there were 24 elephants
when the defendant, Bykantnath Mujoomdar, took charge of them
under the orders of the magistrate; that five of the elephants died,
and the defendant, Bykantnath, fearing the others would also die,
gave them over in charge, being 19 in number, to the other defen
dants on proper security; that two more subsequently died, and
lastly, the defendant's object to the plaintiff's valuation of the ele
phants on the ground that the 24 elephants when removed from the
hadah were priced by umpires, selected by the defendant, By
kantnath, at rupees 3,775, and that after the death of three of the
elephants, the remaining 21 elephants were valued by a pun
chayet at rupees 2,780.
f

The defendant, Mozuffur Alee Chowdree, supports this de

ence.

The defendant, Bykantnath Mujoomdar, pleads in his defence,
that during the dispute between the plaintiff and the other defen
dants, the magistrate, with the consent of both parties, placed the
elephants under his custody; that with the help of tame elephants
belonging to both parties, he brought out from the khadah 25 ele
phants, and on the 25th Phalgoon 1260 had them valued; that in
consequence of the dispute between the parties, the elephants were

kept in the khadah for nearly 24 months without food; that one of
them died on the 25th Phalgoon, and the rest were worn out for

want of food; that on the 10th March 1853, he petitioned the
magistrate to be relieved of his charge; that two elephants died on

the 1st Cheyt, that on the 6th Cheyt, Kasheenath darogah, and Ba.
seir Moung, on the part of the plaintiff, gave up taking care of the
elephants and left the place; that the elephants were again valued
by a punchayet on the 21st March, and that subsequently on the
12th Cheyt, two more died, and as he, the defendant, found himself
unequal to the task of taking care of the elephants, he, on the 21st
Cheyt, after taking good security from them, made over 19 elephants
with four tusks to Mozuffur Alee Chowdree, &c., defendants.

The principal sudder ameen considered the evidence produc
by the plaintiff, sufficiently established his right to the elephants, *

it proved that they had been hunted and enclosed on his account
by his own people, and that as by mutual consent of the parties,

the magistrate had placed them under the custody of the defen
dant Bykantnath, and as he without authority had made them over

to the other defendants, he could not be exempted from liability.

-TM.
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appear to have been hunted and caught. It is stated by the plain
tiffs pleader that these hills were settled in 1851, with different

parties; that there is no document filed in support of this statement,
and there is no evidence before us to show how or with whom the

settlement was made.

We must presume therefore that both par

ties had equal liberty to hunt the elephants, and it is only neces.
sary to ascertain by which party they were tracked and ultimately
by means of the khadeh, which was constructed, enclosed and cap
tured. It is a question purely of evidence; a large number of wit.
nesses as usual, depose in favour of the respective parties in whom
they are interested. They all state the 25 elephants were caught;
but from the whole evidence, the proceedings held before the ma

gistrate consequent on the dispute between the parties, and the
report of the putwaree of Rajnaggur, who was deputed to the spot
to make a local investigation, we have no doubt upon our minds
that the elephants were tracked by men in the employ of the plain
tiff, and that the khadah into which they were subsequently driven
and captured was constructed by them. It is clear that the aggres
sive conduct of the defendants prevented the plaintiff from remov

ing the elephants; that they were by order of the magistrate deli
vered over to the custody of the defendant Bykantnath, who, with
out his authority, made them over subsequently to the other de
fendants, who appropriated them to their own use.

The only point therefore remaining to be determined is the price
which should be put upon the elephants. We consider the valua
tion of the punchayet much too low, and it was evidently made
by men, some of whom were from relationship, in the defendants'

interest, and all of whom gave their opinion at the defendants' pri
vate request.

Although, generally, in a case of this nature, any estimate proved
to have been made by one of the parties prior to the dispute, might
with justice be held to be binding upon that party, the valuation
put by the defendant, Gungagobind Dhur, upon the elephants in his
petition to the magistrate was so evidently a random assertion made
on an occasion when it was his interest to represent the value of the
animals to be as high as possible, that we think it would not be
right, under this circumstance, to bind him to it. It is entirely

wanting in precision, and is as much too high as the valuation of
the punchayet is too low.

Looking to the usual price of elephants in the east of Bengal, we
think rupees 350 for each elephant will be a fair average price,
and it will be nearly a mean between the valuation of the pun

chayet and the plaintiff's claim and less than the valuation of the
defendant himself.

Taking therefore this average and declining to allow any deduc
tion on account of the death of the four elephants as we conceive the
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circumstances,
and irrespec
tive of the

subsequent
payment of the

the money looked for re-payment to the party to whom he paid it on
loan, and whose name was duly signed on the bond.

“Secondly.—The principal sudder ameen has refused to decree

consideration

interest because the lender had intentionally delayed to sue for six

to the husband,

or seven years. This I consider to be of itself alone no valid reason
for refusing interest. The plaintiff had a legal right to sue within

£ #

Was
clearly respon

sible

%: '

12 years.”

sum due under

the bond, and
with interest.

The decree
of the princi
pal sudder
tanleen

revers

ed, and plain
tiffs' claim with
interest de

creed; the

MR. A. ScoNCE.—As to the first point it seems to me that the
principal sudder ameen held absolutely that though the bond was
written in Meheroonnissa's name, the loan was contracted by her
hushand, Khuleeka Ruhman, and that the matter (whatever be the

soundness or unsoundness of the principal sudder ameen's judgment)
cannot be heard in special appeal.

“I concur however that the question of interest should be fur
ther heard.”

decree to

be executed
"gainst any

£y

be

onging to
the decased
Meheroonnissa
found in the
possession of

defendants, her
heirs.

JUDGMENT.

The suit is for a debt upon a bond executed in favour of the plain
tiff by Meheroonnissa, whose name was written for her by her hus
band, Khuleeka Ruhman.

The principal sudder ameen finds that the wife voluntarily exe
cuted the bond through her husband and received the money; but
as some of the witnesses deposed that the money was afterwards

given to the husband he considered him liable for the debt and
gave a decree against him, releasing the wife.
We are of opinion that inasmuch as the name of Meheroonnissa
was written upon the bond with her express consent and she ac
knowledges to have received the consideration, she was liable for
the debt, and the legal liability was not on the husband whether or
not he received the money, and as we see no good reason on account
of the delay which has occurred in the prosecution of the suit, for
refusing interest to the plaintiff, the payment of which was special
ly stipulated in the bond; we reverse the principal sudder ameen's
decision and decree the plaintiff's claim with interest against such
property appertaining to Meheroonnissa, deceased, as may in execu
tion of the decree be found in possession of the defendants, her
heirs.
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difficulty in realizing the sum of rupees 8,070, he would himself
pay that amount with interest; that Ramsahoo Singh however only
paid plaintiff rupees 500, and when requested to pay the balance, he
made excuses; that it subsequently came to the knowledge of plaintiff
that Ramsahoo Singh had dishonestly fabricated a deed of co-part
nership, whereby it appeared rupees 6,052-8 out of the rupees 8,070,
due under the bond belonged to Musst. Rampearee Koonwur, his
wife; that for the cancelment of the said deed, plaintiff has insti
tuted a separate deed, plaintiff therefore brings the present suit for
the sum due under the bond with interest against the heirs of Raj
bunsee Koonwur who succeeded to her estate after her death,

against certain parties who have had a deed of absolute sale of her
property executed in their favour on the 20th August 1852. Plain
tiff also makes Juggutlal, defendant, inasmuch as by the deeds of sale,
dated severally the 11th and 20th September 1852, the whole vil

lage of Chundwa was sold to her by the first purchaser for rupees
30,000, and rupees 8,070 were again deposited with her for payment
to plaintiff, a payment which has just been made. The defendant,
Juggutlal, acknowledged the sale to him of the village of Chundwa
for rupees 30,000, as stated by plaintiff and the receipt by him of ru
pees 14,222, for the purpose of being paid to Ramsahoo Singh and
others and to plaintiff and his shareholder, Rampearee Koonwur;
that if the vendors to her had deposited the sum of rupees 8,070 for
the plaintiff alone, defendant would have paid it over without demur;
as however the name of Ramsahoo's wife, Rampearee Koonwur, is

entered in the deed of sale executed in favour of defendant as jointly
entitled with plaintiff to the sum of rupees 8,070, defendant could
not in justice to himself pay it over to plaintiff alone, but that if the
Court order, defendant has no objection.

It appears that when the case was before the principal sudder
ameen, the plaintiff by petition prayed that all the defendants, with
the exception of Juggutlal, might be exonerated from the suit, and
that the sum of rupees 9,540-5-3, with interest might alone be de
creed to him; it appears, moreover, that Rampearee Koonwur, the
wife of Ramsahoo Singh, who, according to plaintiff's statement,

had set up a claim under a deed of partnership in the money sued
for, and for the cancelment of which alleged deed of partnership, a
separate suit is pending, by petition admitted that the above men

tioned sum was due to plaintiff alone; the defendant, Juggutlal,
also stated that he had no objection to pay that sum to plaintiff, the

principal sudder ameen therefore gave plaintiff a decree for the
above sum with interest to the date of final liquidation; the costs

of plaintiff and Juggutlal to be borne by each severally, inasmuch
as the present suit arose for no fault of Juggutlal, but from the
alleged fraud of Ramsahoo Singh; the costs of the defendants releas
ed from the suit to be borne by them.

_^
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tiff in court, alter or affect the ground upon which the suit has found
its way there; that ground was not the act of defendant so much as
the fraudulent act of Ramsahoo Singh; the defendant received a

certain sum for payment to two undividuals, he refused to make
payment to one, the claim originally made by the second person
was fraudulent, but for this defendant was not liable and he only

refused without authority to make the payment to plaintiff contrary
to the instruction under which he received the money. Under
these circumstances, we think that the principal sudder ameen, in

making each party liable for his own costs in this case, has used a
very sound discretion; it is still open to the plaintiff, if so advised,
to bring an action for damages against Ramsahoo Singh for any
expense that he may have been put to through his fraudulent
acts.

Under the view of the case expressed above, we affirm the decision

of the principal sudder ameen with costs against the appellant.
THE 25TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 73 OF 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Huromohun Neogee,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Rajshahye, dated 14th January 1853.
NUSSUROODEEN AHMED alias CHAND CHOWDREE AND

NUSSIBUNISSA alias TAMEEZUNISSA CHOWDRANEE,
(DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANTs,
tersus

FUQUEEROODDEEN ASHUN CHOWDREE, (PLAINTIFF)
AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellants-Baboo Bungsheebuddun Mitter.
Vakeels of Respondent, Fuqueerooddeen Ahsun Chowdree—Baboos
Ramapershad Roy and Kishenkishore Ghose.
Plaintiff

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 20,473-8.

£

The plaint states that pergunnah Shanabagoo is an ijmalee estate
£ with a recorded sudder jumma of rupees 32,864-13-4, belonging to
£ the plaintiffs and others; that hoodah Kullyanee within this zemin
''f'' daree, with a sudder jumma of rupees 7,162-9-6 is the plaintiff's
reven: due right and share; that in consequence of the estate being ijmalee, he
on a joint es:
tate, over and

has from the year 1244 B.S. to the kist of Aughun 1251 B. S.,

(
dismissed
with costs.
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defendants hold are specific distinct mehals of the joint zemindaree.
On the contrary, from the papers filed, we find that the defendants

though holding different shares, with distinct sudder jummas quoad
themselves, are yet included within the 8 annas share of the estate
which continued ijmalee and was not made the subject of butwara;

so that if the plaintiff had not made good the arrears of his co-sharers
his own property would have been sold for their default.

The third point involves the meirts of the case.
From the receipts and accounts of the collectorate of different
years, as well as the oral evidence which the plaintiff has produced,
we consider his claim to be fully established.
The plaintiff has distinctly set forth his own share, the revenue

payable by him, and the amount which he has paid and has proved
that he paid on account of the shares of the defendants, the surplus
amount which the principal sudder ameen has awarded to him.

The principal sudder ameen, we observe, has very carefully
examined the accounts of the collectorate and the receipts which
have been filed, and the defendants have adduced no evidence, and

urged no argument in appeal, to induce us to disturb his decision
regarding their allegation of the plunder by the plaintiff of the
dakhilas they had received upon payment of the revenue of their
shares, we find no confirmation of such a charge in the proceedings
held by the magistrate on the trial.
It has been ruled in the case of Kaleedass Neoghee, 19th Decem
ber 1850, that in suits of this description the onus probandi lay on
the defendants. The plaintiff has produced all the proof which is
required from him, and we therefore affirm the principal sudder
ameen's decision and dismiss the appeal with costs.

(

*
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Tur 2511t Aran. 1857.
Passax 1 :

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.
E. A. SAMUELLS, H-Q ,
D. I. MONEY, E-Q,

l
Officiati-y J-- *

|

CAs. No. 74 or 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Haloo Hara-Ass V-,
Principal Sudder 4-rea of Rajshakye, dated 14th Jaasa w 1-33.
MUSST, MIRNOMOYE DEBEA, (Dir ExDAxr, Arret-LAN.1,
-

FUQUEEROODDEEN AHMED ASHUN, PLAixtirr,)
REsrox DEN1.

Vakeel of Appellant-Babeo Galindehunder Al-irora.
Vakeels

of Respondent, F-7"errooddeen Asham Ch-free-Dal
Ramapers had Roy and Auhenauhere (, her.

SUrr laid at Company's rupees 20,473-8.

* -4.

This case is identical with that of No. 73. The appei'ant dii "."
not appear and make any defence in the lower court, and can only
be heard now on the record, as it stands.

The decision we have

given in the case No. 73, will hold good in this case also, with the
difference that the appellant will be liable only for whatever amount

may be due from her on account of her share from the date of her

purchase in execution of decree.
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TIE 25TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

J. S. TORRENS, Esq., Judge.
C. B. TREVOR, Esq., Officiating Judge.
CASE No. 50 OF 1856.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by the majority of the
Court, present Messrs J. S. Torrens and C. B. Trevor, in Case
No. 28 of 1855, on the 28th February 1856.
LALA BEHAREELAL, (APPELLANT,) PETITIONER,
versats

CHINTAMUN OPADHYA, (REspoNDENT,) OPPosit E
PARTY.

Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboo Shumboonath Pundit and Messrs. R.
T. Allan and A. G. Macpherson.
Review of

£".
£t
the deed of
£h
the suit arose

-

AN application for a review of the judgment of the majority of
the Court passed in special appeal in the case of Lala Behareelal,
(plaintiff,) appellant, versus Chintamun Opadhya, (defendant,) res
pondent, has been made on the ground that the deed of conveyance
out of which that suit arose, contains an erpress warranty of title
on the part of the vendor; that consequently the ground of special

£ appeal and the judgment founded thereon is erroneous, and a review
ranty of title, of that and a review of judgment should be admitted with a view

either to the correctness of the certificate of special appeal, or to the
:
court
of such a judgment as the circumstances of the case as they
the

in, passing

£" are now presented to the Court, may seem to require.
The action brought by the plaintiff in this case, Lala Behareelal,
for an
purchase-money
return ofthat
paid, bythehim
defendant
the the
oneonforthea ground
£
title under which
estate,
#" Warrú was
on the absence

had sold the land to him, had turned out to be worthless; that

consequently on the failure of defendant to support his title,

plaintiff was entitled to a refund of his purchase-money.
The majority of the Court then ruled, Mr. Sconce being dis
entient, “that after a deed of conveyance has been completely
executed and the purchase-money has been paid and possession
obtained by the purchaser, no action can be sustained by the pur
chaser in the absence of an express warranty of title for a refund of
his purchase-money on his dispossession, in consequence of the title
of the vendor being set aside by a civil court; in such a case the
principle caveat emptor applies.”
On reverting to the deed of sale, we find words used by which,
the responsibility of the vendor for any thing that might happen is
stipulated; the words, it is contended, and we think with reason,

recognized his
principal's pro
perty, and on
enquiry might
be found to be
1n possession
of his princi

pal's funds,
the prin
cipal or a de
fendant in this
suit must be
held answera

Ashruffoonnissa through her agent Fuzlool Kurreem; and it happens
that Fuzlool Kurreem (now deceased) was the husband of the plain

tiff, and also the husband, by a second marriage of Beebee Heya
toonnissa, daughter of Beebee Ashruffoonnissa.
Plaintiff appellant professes to have lent the money now sued
for under the authority of a power of attorney, dated 7th Bhadoon
1258, whereby Beebee Ashruffoonnissa expressly empowered Fuz
lool Kurreem to borrow money on her behalf. What Beebee Ashruf
foonnissa says of this power is this; she states that with interested

ble to the pre motives Fuzlool Kurreem induced her to consent that he should
sent plaintiff
for the acts of

her agent.

marry her daughter, and that after the marriage in Sawun 1258
he took both of them to live with him; that Fuzlool Kurreem per
suaded her to appoint him as agent for the management of her pro
perty and to conduct her law suits; that on the 3rd Bhadoon 1258,
a draft power of attorney to this effect was read to, and was ap
proved of by her; that at the same time her seal was affixed to a
blank stamp, whereon it was intended the draft power should be
engrossed, and that Fuzlool Kurreem caused the power to be en
grossed with the addition of a clause, authorizing him to borrow

money, which was not inserted in the draft which she had accepted.
The principal sudder ameen has held that the condition in question
was introduced without the knowledge of Beebee Ashruffoonnissa,

and we have in this appeal first to consider whether this finding is
sustained by the evidence submitted to us.
The formal acceptance and signature of the power of attorney by
Beebee Ashruffoonnissa is proved by the plaintiff's witnesses, cazee

Nissar Alee and Kadir Buksh. The draft written by one Gopee
mohun, now dead, had in the first instance been agreed to by the
Beebee and afterwards the faired deed. Nissar Alee expressly says
that by her direction he signed her name on the fair power. On
the part of Beebee Ashruffoonnissa, Hurischunder Bose and other
witnesses say, that the draft power only had been read to the Bee
bee, and that a blank stamp for the fair power was sealed with her
seal. Among these witnesses the most important is Baneekanth; it
was he who made the fair deed, and indeed he was named as a

witness by both parties. This person says that he wrote the draft
at the dictation of Fuzlool Kurreem, and that it contained no bor

rowing clause; that some days afterwards Fuzlool Kurreem gave
him a blank stamp and a draft power to be engrossed on it; that
he observed, that this draft was not the draft which he had written,
and in terms differed from it; that he refused to engross it on the

blank stamp, but that being threatened by Fuzlool Kurreem he did
engross it; and afterwards took it to the judge for the purpose of
being attested. Upon this evidence, alone we think that the pre
sumption is clearly in favour of the (plaintiff) appellant's version of
the occurrence. The voluntary sealing of the stamped paper is

A*\
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of her property was put in possession of funds for the re-payment
of these old debts, but except making this assertion, she has not put
on record any evidence calculated to show either that she herself
had made over any cash to Fuzlool Kurreem, or that otherwise he
made this re-payment out of her assets. Further, we would observe
that the true and substantial character of the loan appears to us to

be verified by the circumstance that the bond was registered in the
office of the register of deeds. It is true that the registry was not
effected till April 1852, that is, till three and a half months subse
quent to the date of the bond; but while we do not say that the
registry proves the execution of the bond, it is at all events a pub
lication of the debt, and furnishes an additional instance of the

publicity given by Fuzlool Kurreem to the power of attorney drawn
in his favour. We have already said that in her petition to the
courts in Bhadoon 1259, in which Ashruffoonnissa announced the

withdrawal of her power of attorney, she took no exception to the
terms of the power: and we may also say that in these petitions
she took no exception to the bond.
Again, we remark that while the principal sudder ameen admits

that from certain recorded documents specified by him, it appears
that Moonshee Fuzlool Kurreem had paid off rupees 12,028-2-1 on ac
count of the debts of Beebee Ashruffoonissa, and that the bank notes

inserted in the bond now litigated are stated in these documents, he

argues that as Fuzlool Kurreem exercised the management of her
property, the Beebee cannot be held answerable for the debts in
question, unless it were proved that the income of her property
was insufficient to pay off her debts. But obviously however valid
that argument may be in a suit instituted for the purpose of ad
justing accounts between the principal and attorney, it is out of
place in the present case, in which the plaintiff seeks to recover
money lent to Ashruffoonissa, upon the faith of a power executed in
favour of her attorney. The question is not now whether or no
Fuzlool Kurreem faithfully performed his trust; but whether the

principal should be bound with respect to a third party by the act
of her agent.
We have been shown by Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit for
respondent, a petition presented to the civil court in November

1852, by the plaintiff, for the purpose of foreclosing a mortgage
executed by Beebee Ashruffoonissa on the 12th Bhadoon 1258.
The validity of the mortgage, we are told, is not admitted, but it
is argued that as by the admission of plaintiff, the Beebee, defen
dant personally borrowed from her on the 12th Bhadoon 1258, it
is impossible she should have appointed an agent to act for her on
such matters five days earlier. Now whatever consideration may
be given to this circumstance, it is clear that the appointment of

an agent did not preclude personal action on the part of the princi

*N
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Unoodakanth Mookerjea, and by him lodged as security in the
*

-

•

-

-

case referred to, in which the defendant Omeschunder's sister is
decreeholder.

The defence entered is in entire denial of the money having been
received for the purchase of the papers from the plaintiff, and that
the suit had been brought at instigation of one Bamondass Mooker

jea, to protract execution of the decree in the suit in which the
security had been given. The principal sudder ameen has dismiss
ed the claim in acceptance of the above defence, holding the evi
dence adduced by plaintiff to be insufficient, but also with reference
to their being no stamp on a letter, filed by one of the witnesses on
behalf of plaintiff, and said to have been addressed to her by Omes
chunder from Calcutta, acknowledging that he had purchased the
notes, and that he would make them over to her on his return from
Calcutta.

Appellant objects to the decision, on the ground that the principal
sudder ameen's opinion as to the necessity of a stamp on the letter

in question was erroneous; that if a stamp were requisite, the pro
per order would have been one for nonsuit. The (defendant) res
pondent further, it is urged, had not met the plaintifi's pleadings in
the lower court on the point of where and how he had purchased
the papers, and how and for what consideration they had been en

dorsed over twice in the short interval after their purchase in Sep
tember and when deposited in November, as security, in court.
On the question of the stamp raised in appeal, we do not find that
the judgment of the principal sudder ameen, though erroneous on
that point, has been passed on the ground of the insufficient stamp.

We agree with him in considering that the evidence brought for
ward on the letter itself and on the facts put forward in the plaint,
wholly breaks down.

Two principal witnesses were examined on

part of plaintiff, one a neighbour and another who is represented
as her mohurir. The former was examined by commission in

Mymensingh, the latter before the principal sudder ameen. They
profess to having been present when the defendant came to plaintiff
and received the gold mohurs and rupees from her, to having been
afterwards deputed by her to Calcutta to inquire why there had
been delay in buying and despatching the notes, to their having
then discovered that they were not in plaintiff's name, though de
fendant had acknowledged that they were her property, and had
given them the letter, which is produced, assuring her that he
would make the notes over to plaintiff on his return. Two other
witnesses on the point are “dulals,” or brokers, examined by com

mission in Calcutta, who depose that they heard the defendant
Oineschunder, at his residence there mention the contents of the
letter to the two witnesses first alluded to. The evidence of all

these witnesses is contradictory and inconsistent. If the plaintiff
_

------
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Plaintiff has now appealed specially, urging that the decision o
the principal sudder ameen is defective, and that although the evi
dence as to the endorsement of the stamped paper, may form subsi

diary evidence in the case, it never can legitimately be the chie
evidence, whence the forgery of the whole instrument can be in
ferred.

We are of opinion that the decision of the principal sudder ameel
is at present defective, and that he has laid stress on evidence whic

at best is of a very secondary nature, omitting altogether all notic
of the important evidence as to the execution of the deed and th
payment of money in accordance with its terms, we therefore remi
the case to the principal sudder ameen with instructions that h
will take into his consideration all the evidence on the record, an

after having given it his close attention, pass whatever orde
the case, as it then appears to him, may require.
THE 27TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:
-

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

} officiating Judges.
-

- -

PETITION NO. 389 OF 1855.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhyronauth Chatterjea an

Case re

manded to the

principal sud
der

ameen

with instruc
tions that

moon

siff, at the
same

admission of a special appeal from the decision of Moonshee Nazeel
uddeen Mahomed Khan, additional principal sudder ameen .

he

will return it
to the

others, filed in this Court on the 29th March 1855, praying for th

time

directing that

Hooghly, dated the 13th February 1855, affirming that of Mr. I
C. Bell, moonsiff of Serampore, dated 28th July 1854, in ti
case of Bhyronauth Chatterjee and others, plaintiffs, versus Rool
kunee Dassee and others, defendants.

officer to allow
the

£,

Vakeels of Petitioners—Baboo Jugdanund Mookerjea.

special appel

£

Vakeels of the Opposite Party–None.

to make

certain parties
interested de
fendants in the

case, and then

to proceed and
determine the
case on its
merits.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on ti
following grounds:
The suit is for possession of 5 cottas out of 4 b. 15 c. of lakhi,
land.

The plaintiff claimed the property by purchase from one Dhu
monee. The defendant Rookkunee pleaded that she had derived t
property by gift from her brother Dhurupnarain.

The other defendants were either made precautionary defe
dants or intervened themselves.

... The sudder ameen when the case was first tried by him decid
it upon its merits and dismissed the plaint.

_->
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THE 27TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

}*

Regular Appeals from the decisions of Roy Ramlochun Ghose, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Nuddea, dated 29th February 1856.
CASE No. 171 OF 1856.

MR. JAMES FURLONG, MANAGER on THE PART of MR. J.
HILL, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

CHUNDERMOHUN ROY, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT,

Wakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose, Mr. R. Norris
-

and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

CASE No. 213 OF 1856.

MADHUBCHUNDER LAHOREE, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
wersus

CHUNDERMOHUN ROY, (PLAINTIFF,) AND MR. JAMES
FURLONG, MANAGER on THE PART of MR. J. HILL,
(DEFENDANT) RESPONDENT.
Vakeels of Appellant–Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit and Mr. R.
T. Allan.

Vakeels of Respondent—Mr. R. Norris and Baboo Kishenkishore
Ghose.
In a suit in
which the con

test turned

upon two dur
putnee leases
set up by the
laintiff

and

y the defen
dant as grant
ed to

them

severally by
the same
it was
eld that the

£:

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 9,350.

The plaintiff, Chundermohun Roy, instituted a suit against the
appellants in these two cases of appeal to cancel the potta of a

dur-putnee tenure granted by Madhubchunder Lahooree, to Mr.
Hill, on the ground that Maddubchunder had on a previous date
granted to plaintiff a dur-putnee lease of the same property.
The plaint recites that Madhubchunder holds a putnee of mouza
Tehuttee, &c., and in 1259 gave to plaintiff a farming lease of the
putnee for six years. In Bhadoon 1260, they mutually agreed to
cancel the farming lease, the defendant, Madhubchunder Lahooree,

plaintiff had
not proved the
validity of his
lease, and the

giving the plaintiff a dur-putnee lease of his putnee talook (with
certain, reservations) for a consideration of rupees 3,850, the rent

suit was dis
missed.

of the dur-putnee being fixed at rupees 1,925. After plaintiff had

_
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We propose to consider this part of the case first, as it is only
in the event of plaintiff establishing the authenticity of his potta

that any question as to the applicability of Act XIX of 1843,
Can arise.

The potta filed by the plaintiff is not registered, but it purports
to have been executed on the 19th of Bhadoon 1260 B. S., and
plaintiff in his plaint thus describes the circumstances attendant on

its execution:—“Having prepared the original potta and kuboolent
as well as copies thereof, stating in the dur-putnee byenama and
kubooleut that I had resigned my aforesaid ijaradarship, we both
signed them in the presence of many respectable witnesses at this
place, Gwarhee, on the 19th Bhadoon 1260. On the 21st of the
same month the said Lahooree being in want of money, took from
me through the mookhtear, Isseeram Roy, a sum of Company's
rupees 500 in a bank of Bengal note, No. 5892, out of the said
consideration money, by giving me a receipt for the same on stamped
paper.” “Subsequently on the 28th Bhadoon, the said Lahooree

having presented himself to recover the whole of the remaining
consideration money, and granting me a potta and amulnama, he
received the sum of rupees 3,350, being the whole of the balance

of the dur-putnee fee, in the presence of respectable people, and
having had the same durputnee potta attested by witnesses, he
(the said Lahooree) sealed the said potta and amulnama, and exe

cuted a power of attorney in favor of Prosonochunder Chatterjea
and Chundermohun Moittre for registering the said potta.”
Thus the plaintiff distinctly refers to three specific dates on each

of which something important took place relative to the grant of
the dur-putnee, that is to say, on the 19th Bhadoon the potta and
kubooleut were drawn up, copies of them prepared and the document

signed in the presence of many witnesses. On the 21st a bank
note for rupees 500 as part of the consideration was paid by Issee
ram Roy, mookhtear, to the defendant Lahooree and his stamped re
ceipt taken. On the 28th the whole of the remaining consideration
money was paid, the potta was attested by the subscribing wit
nesses, sealed and delivered by the defendant Lahooree to the plain

tiff, and an amulnama given to him. A power of attorney was also
executed on that date by the defendant Lahooree in favour of two

persons, to procure the proper registry of the document.
The witnesses cited by plaintiff are three of the subscribing wit
nesses and others, who were present when the potta and kubooleut
were drawn up and exchanged, and the remaining consideration
money paid to the defendant; some of them also speaking to the
payment of the rupees 500, by Isseeram Roy, and all of them to
having heard of the payment. The witnesses, however, give an ac
count of the transaction entirely different from that detailed by
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kubooleut remaining in the hands of the defendant Madhubchunder,
which he transferred to Mr. Hill, by whom it was filed in this suit,
while plaintiff has failed to account for the non-registration of his
dur-putnee lease, though he admits a special power was executed by

the defendant for its registration, and he was well aware that the
farming lease had been so recorded, and that the kuboolent given

by him under that engagement remained in possession of the
defendant.

These are the points in the case, which plaintiff has not been
able to displace and form conclusions very unfavourable to the
honesty of plaintiff's claim. Plaintiff then has, in our opinion, fail
ed to establish the authenticity of his dur-putnee lease, and we

accordingly reverse the decision of the principal sudder ameen
with costs of both courts on the plaintiff.
THE 28TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

}".

J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,
CASE No. 94 of 1855.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Lokenath Bose, Princi.
pal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, dated 13th January 1855.
PRINCE MAHOMED JULLAULUDDEEN, (DEFENDANT,)
APPELLANT,
tersus

RAMCOMUL MUNDUL, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.
Vakeels of Appellant–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Kishenkishore
Ghose.

Vakeels of Respondent–Baboo Shumbhoonath Pundit and Moonshee
Ameer Alee.

*:::

Suit laid at Company's rupees 14,893-3.
This is an appeal from a decision of the principal sudder ameen

plaintiff of

£f of 24-Pergunnahs, decreeing to the plaintiff possession of certain
£ property under a deed of mortgage or conditional sale.
firmed.
A wit- : The plaint recites that the defendant had mortgaged the property
ness directed
-

*-

-

£, in suit to one Mungla Debea for rupees 5,800, and after notice of
perjury.

foreclosure had been served on him, be re-mortgaged the same

property to the plaintiff on the 13th of Maugh 1258 B. S., for
rupees 7,500, to pay off the original mortgage and to procure
money for his own expenses.
-

_
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that such unexceptionable witnesses were not cited by the plaintiff
instead of the questionable persons he produced. But as their
names were openly recorded in the peon's return, these parties were
equally available to the defendant as witnesses to refute the evi

dence before us, yet it is remarkable that the defendant never
summoned them for that purpose. We therefore see no reason to
discredit the representation of those witnesses who have spoken
to the due service of plaintiff's notice, and we hold with the lower
court that its publication is satisfactorily proved.

On the second point, the deduction of rupees 230 from the prin
cipal sum lent, the lower court has considered the payment of the
loan in full to be established. The principal sudder ameen remarks
that the evidence of the defendant's witnesses clearly shows that
the deduction formed no part of the original agreement when the
deed was executed, as it was not until after Mungla Dabea's debt
had been discharged by the plaintiff; that according to their state
ments, the plaintiff intimated to the defendant his intention not to.

pay the remaining rupees 230, yet notwithstanding this intimation
defendant allowed the deed of conditional sale to be registered
without opposition or remonstrance, a proceeding apparently quite
inconsistent with the present allegation, and as Mungla's debt was
then discharged, no reasonable cause is assignable for his quietly
submitting to such an imposition, while at the same time giving to the
contract a further recognition of his own assent and satisfaction by
registering the deed through his own mookhtear.

In the conclusive opinion drawn by the lower court from these
circumstances, we fully concur and see no reason to doubt the full
payment of the amount provided for by the mortgage deed.

The last point pleaded is the re-payment of rupees 7,125 by the
defendant.

The witnesses to this deposed below that no receipt was given,
but that plaintiff's nephew, Issurchunder, received the money in
cash and credited the payment by endorsement on the back of the
original deed.

The absence of any legible record of the payment

on the deed itself is accounted for by the defendant's pleader, by the
exhibition of a large ink stain on the back of the deed, which, it is
alleged, must have been intentionally smeared over the spot by the

plaintiff's agency to obliterate the evidence of this payment, which
would have sufficed at once to defend the plaintiff's claim. We
have however examined the deed and can find no trace of any

receipt having been written on the place indicated. Had such
writing ever existed, we could not have failed to detect it in spite

of the ink blot, as by exposing the paper between the eye and a
strong light the existence of any writing would be distinguishable.
As the deed, moreover, when first filed in the judge's office was
received without question, the immediate presumption is that no

-
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the suit be
barred or no

diluvion.

and disposal
accordingly.

On appeal, the principal sudder ameen confirmed his order
upon the merits without saying whether the action could lie
or not.

The moonsiff dismissed it as an inadmissible action.

Petitioner, plaintiff, urges that as the moonsiff did not

try the suit on the merits but held it to be barred, the principal
sudder ameen should have restricted himself to deciding whether
the moonsiff was right or wrong on that point, and if he differed
with him he should have remanded the case for disposal by the
moonsiff on its merits. We, accordingly, in acceptance of this
plea, remand the case to the principal sudder ameen who will dis
tinctly say whether the suit lies or not, and he will, if he thinks it
does lie, remand the case to the moonsiff for trial on the merits.
THE 29TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

Judges.

CASE No. 414 OF 1852.

"

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. DaCosta, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, dated 23rd June 1852.
DURIAO TEWAREE AND ANoTHER, (DEFENDANTs)
APPELLANTS,
tersus

GOPEENATH AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTS.
Vakeel of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
-

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboo Kissenkishore Ghose and Mr. R. T.
Allan.
At

the set

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 5,325-1-94.

tlement of an

This appeal was once before disposed of on the 24th April 1854,

estute, an or

but a review of judgment having been admitted on the 2nd Sep
tember 1854, the case has come up before us for rehearing.
On the 8th March 1839, two resumed villages named Punapoor

der passed by
the settlement
officer affir

ming the pos
session of

cer.

tain land by
sub-tenant
within that

ta

estate, is held

to be an award
within the
meaning of
Act XIII. of
1848.

pepra and Mullikpore pepra were settled with the plaintiffs; and
this suit has by them been instituted to oust defendants from the
possession of 52 beegas, situated within those villages, for which,
on the 12th October 1841, a potta had been by the collector
granted to the defendants, now appellants.

The first issue raised by the appellants declares that the order
made by the collector in their favour is an award within the mean

ing of Act XIII of 1848, and that as the suit was not instituted

->
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This, it is pleaded, allows to the plaintiff an extension of the
period for bringing his suit, equivalent to the time during which
his first suit was pending in the Court until disposed of by an order
of nonsuit.

But we hold that this point has already been rightly determined
both by a majority of this court and by decisions of the north-west
court under similar circumstances, holding that the exceptional plea
of nonsuit allowable by practice under the ordinary law of limita
tion, cannot be so used under the provisions of Act XIII. of 1848,
which warrant no such extension of the period for disputing pos
sessory awards of the revenue courts. We therefore hold the
plaintiff to be beyond time, and on that ground reject his claim,
setting aside the decision of the lower court, with all costs on the
plaintiff.

Mr. A. ScoNCE.—I fully concur with my colleagues that the
possession of the land in dispute by the (defendants) appellants

was affirmed by the award made in their favour on the 8th
March 1839; but upon the whole, it seems to me that the insti
tution of the plaintiffs' first suit before the promulgation of Act
XIII. of 1848, and the order of nonsuit passed in that case, re

lieves plaintiffs from the obligation which, in other cases, Act

XIII. of 1848, imposes. This Act was promulgated on the 10th
June 1848, and the second section declares that after three years
from the passing of the Act, no suit shall be entertained for con

testing the justice of an award made before the passing
I take this to be a simple substitution of three years
dinary period of 12 years laid down in Section XIV.,
III. of 1793, and that in other respects the principle

of the Act.
for the or
Regulation
which re

gulated the administration of the older law remained unaltered.
By Section XIV., Regulation III. of 1793, a limitation of 12
year is not an absolute
limitation, under all circumstances, to be
enforced. It is subject to most important exceptions. To pre
fer a previous claim in a competent court is an admitted exception,
Minority is an admitted exception: may any “other good and
sufficient cause” may be taken to entitle plaintiffs to an extention of
time beyond 12 years. I suppose that it was not the purpose
of the legislature of 1848 to announce, contrary to the express
terms of Regulation III. of 1793; that no possible circumstances
should admit of the extension of the three years limitation fixed in
Act XIII., and that plaintiffs should be bound by what was im:
possible and wholly unreasonable. The first suit of these plaintiffs
was nonsuited on the 26th April 1851; but the order of nonsult

might have been deferred till the 30th June 1851, that is, till
beyond three years from the enactment of Act XIII. of 1848, and
it seems to me that to deny the admissibility of entertaining a

second suit, under such circumstances, is to presume that the

-4 P*
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failed to prove scribed notices not having issued. The respondents title to the

'" talook is stated to be derived from her father Nobokissore Nag,
which she

who died in Jeyt 1241, that is some eight months before the sale.

£ He left a widow, the respondent's

mother, and two daughters, the
the 'peration elder, who died during the life-time of the widow, being by another

£ marriage.

Respondent, it is alleged, was only one month old when
£w's her father died, and thus asserted to have attained majority only
dismissed
in 1255 B. S. (1848.) Her mother is alleged to have died a few

years after the sale. The action was brought in May 1854, (Jeyt
1260) and thus, though barred under the statute of limitation, if the
period be calculated from date of sale, fully within it from the date
of respondent's majority. It was pleaded before the lower court,
and is so now on behalf of appellants, that when respondent's father
died she was seven or eight years of age; further, that her mother
Koronomye died only in the end of 1254 B. S., (1847) she had
therefore survived the sale upwards of 12 years, and should have
sued within time as successor of her husband, the date of whose

death is not disputed. The judge decides that there could be no
doubt that if the period of 12 years from date of sale had run out

before the respondent's mother died, the action would have been
barred on that ground. He does not, however, consider it to be
proved that she died only in 1254 B. S. On the contrary, he
holds Assar 1248 B. S., as asserted on part of respondent, to have
been the period of her mother's death. At that time, he finds that
five years and eleven months remained under the statute of limi
tations for the suit being brought, and as he considered that a
“jonom potro,” or horoscope, filed by respondent, fixed the date of her
birth in Cheyt 1240 B. S., whilst the evidence of appellant's wit:
nesses, either as to the death of the mother, or date of respondents
birth, was not trustworthy, he fixes the period of her attaining

majority accordingly, and as the action had been commenced five
years and one month from that event, determines the statute not to
apply. In the matter of the sale the judge holds it to have been

illegally made, he therefore set it aside and decreed possession to
respondents.

The appeal having been before this Court on the 5th of January

last, it having been urged on part of appellant that the onus of

proof of the statute not applying, rested entirely with plaintiff, and
that there had been in fact no evidence given in this case either as
to the date of her own birth, or that of the death of her mother, the
record of another suit, instituted by the same party and tried by
the judge cotemporaneously with this, and in which evidence on
the
points was said to have been taken, was called for. On the
evidence so adduced and the “jonom potro” adverted to by the
judge, together with a tikea potro, or memorandum, purporting to
have been entered at the exact time of birth, and from which the

-
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THE 29TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

-

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 323 OF

1856.

Special Appealfrom the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, All
tional judge of Tirhoot, dated 1st September 1854, reversing a

decree of Baboo Bishenlal, Moonsiff of Teighra, dated 28th
May 1853.

BUNDHOO SINGH, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
ters/ts

MAHADEO ROY AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs.) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Syed Murhamut Hossein.
Vakeel of Respondent–None.
Held that on

the pleadings

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 21st June
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs

J. S.

and facts found

by the lower Torrens and C. B. Trevor:—
appellate
court, the suit
ought to have

been brought
for

-

“Plaintiff, petitioner, sued to recover rupees 86-0-1, principal and
interest, arrears of rent due by certain defendants for the years
1249 to 1259, on account of 2-19-6, of mouza Jugdespore Hurtal

possession

of the land
with wasilat
and not for
rent; that con

lum, pergunnah Boshaie, of which plaintiff is farmer of a l anna
share belonging to Greedharee Lal. Rampershad and others, defen

sequently the

holds the farm, have any proprietary right at all in the estate; they
mention nothing regarding the party to whom, or the amount of

decision of the

dants, deny that the parties, from whom plaintiff alleges that he

lower appellate
court

dismiss

ing the plain
tiff's

suit

simply for rent
was quite cor
rect.

Special ap
peal dismissed
with costs.

rent which they pay to any person.

“The moonsiff decreed the plaintiff's claim in full; the judge
on appeal reversed the order of the lower court, on the ground that
although the parties from whom plaintiff holds the farm, have a
proprietary right, as stated by plaintiff, still plaintiff has shown no

satisfactory proof that rents were ever paid to the proprietors
previously to the year in which the farm was granted to plaintiff.
“Plaintiff now appeals specially and urges that under the plea
dings in this case, that is, as he has asserted his title to receive
rents from defendants, and as defendants deny this title without

questioning the amount of rent claimed, he is, as he has proved the
title set up by him, entitled, as a matter of course, to the amount
of rent claimed by him, the silence of the defendants on the point

of the amount of rent claimed, leaves them liable to plaintiff's claim
on proof of the title denied by defendants.
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THE 29TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 29 OF 1857.
-

Petition for review of the judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Treror,
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in case No. 303 of 1852, on
the 22nd November 1856.

OBHOYCHURN CHOWDREE, (RESPONDENT) PETITIONER,
versus

CHUNDERKANTH MOOKERJEA, (APPELLANT) Opposite
PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Ashootosh Chatterjea.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party–Baboos Bungsheebuddun Mitter
and Gobindchunder Mookerjea.
Applicati
A PETITION for the review of the judgment of the Court passed
pplication
:
for £- in the case of Chunderkanth Mookerjea versus Obhoychurn Chow.
£
''. dree and others, on the 22nd November last, and reported at page
estimate placed 871, of the decisions of 1856, has been presented on the part of
-

# £" Woodychunder Roy. The application is based on the ground that
'fore" not the decision of the Court was opposed to the evidence in the case.

£" £

We are of opinion that objection to the estimate placed by the
£ ' " Court on the evidence before it is no ground for a review of judg:

judgment

ment, we therefore reject the application.

_ _^
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T11- 29-11 APRIL 1857.
P***** r *

C. B. TREVOR, E-, I
D. L. MONEY, E-, J Officiate- J-ty".
CA** No. 68 or 1857.

Petition for Rerieve of Judgment of the "jarity of the C-rt Pas-d

by Messrs C. H. Trerer, and D. I. Mosey is case Me. 161 of
1833, on the 31st December 1856.
RAJA PURTAB SINGH AND Or HERs, (REsrox Dr. Nrs, 1
PE1.1110x Eas.
-

RAMRUTTUN ROY AND Orurus, (Arr1.1.LANT*) Orrostri,
PARTY.

Waleels of Petitioners, - Baboos Ramapersaud Rey and Kurakas
hore Ghote.

Vakeels of the Opposite party. -Bab- Sumbh-neth Paedit, Bang
seebaddun Mitter and Moonshee Amerr Alee.

A PETITIox for a review of the judgment of the majority of the
court passed in the case of Ramruttun Roy and others, defendants)

appellants, rersus Pertabchunder Singh and others, (Plaintiffs,
respondents, and reported at page 1082 of the decision for 1856,

has been presented by Baboo Ramapersaud Roy on the part of
the plaintiff in that case.

---

** ** - ... • *
-- - - -

*- - -- - -

*** - *--- f'_*-,
** ***-*

The majority of the Court were of opinion when the appeal was

before it, that the plaintiffs had failed to show sufficient ground to
induce the Court to disturb the possession of defendants.

That as

tney, defendants, were in possession under an order passed by the

--- - - --

R----** *** * *
*** - -

criminal authorities, under Regulation XV. of 1824, their title

*- "* * *

could not be looked at until the plaintiffs failed to prove to the
Court's satisfaction their title, their suit must necessarily be dis

-

****** *

missed.

- of that
P-- * *

The grounds for the review of the judgment of the Court put
farth by the vakeels of the petitioners, are: first that as Sunkaree

- - **
- - -

Dassea does not acknowledge the mookururee tenure of the

|- - * *-*.

(defendants) appellants, Ramruttun Roy and others, and did
not appeal against the order of the lower court adverse to her, the
appeal on the petition of Ramruttun Roy alone cannot be heard,

the 1-

and it should have been dismissed; and secondly, that as when the

th- - - -

-

-- of

* - *- - - ***** - -* * *

*** * : * 4

case was before the Court in 1852, and was remanded, one judge
considered the evidence as it stood sufficient to entitle plaintiff to a
verdict in his favor, and as one judge is of that opinion now in
Y

A

- -, ** - *** **
- - -

- -

ti-t- in
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I852, and re
manded, one
judge consi
dered the evi
dence as it
stood sufficient
to entitle

plaintiff to a
verdict in his

, favour and as

one judge is of
that opinion
now in opposi
tion to the ma

jority, the case
should have
been referred

opposition to the majority, the case should have been referred to a
fifth judge for final determination.
We observe that the possession of Ramruttun Roy and others
-

as mookurureedars from a date anterior to the decision under

Regulation XV. of 1824, is clear, and that that decision confirms
his possession as de facto mookurureedar; we observe, moreover,
that Sunkaree Dassea originally, and subsequently, her son, Prannath
Roy, was a defendant in this case, filed an answer in the case claim
ing the lands in dispute as belonging to her zemindaree, though
both she and her son denied that Ramruttun Roy and others are

for final deter
mination.

her rightful mookurureedars; here then we have a claim made
by the zemindar to the lands adverse to the claim of plaintiff, and
the possession of Ramruttun, as de facto mookurureedar, under

Held by the
majority of the

such adverse claims upheld by the order of the criminal authorities.
It is true there is a subordinate disagreement between Ramruttun

to a fifth judge

Court, that as
the criminal
authorities had
confirmed the
ssession of
anruttun

Roy as defacto
mookurureedar
under Sunka

ree Dassea, and
as Sunkaree

Dassea,

though dis
avowing the
tenure set up

by this indivi
dual

was a

defendant in
the suit and
claimed the
lands as a por
tion of her
zemindaree,

it was quite
competent to
Ramruttun

Roy whose in
terests Were

Roy and the zemindar, but with that the issue raised in this case,
which is simply whether the land is within plaintiffs'zemindaree or in
that of the defendants', is totally unconnected. When this case was first
before the Court an objection was made by (plaintiff) respondent that
the suit would not lie as not being between two zemindars, but only
between a zemindar on one side and mookurureedar on the other,
the Court, however, on perceiving that Sunkaree Dassea had been
made a defendant, declared that there was no defect of parties be
fore it; such being the case if, originally, all the proper parties were
before the Court, it is quite competent for any party whose interests
are affected by the decision in the lower court to appeal against it
Ramruttun Roy's interest as de facto mookurureedar was affected
by the decision of the Court of first instance, and he was quite a
liberty to appeal from it, and if the order passed on appeal in his
favour necessarily affects the interest of parties not £ tha

fact cannot deprive him of his right. It has been held that on 1
superior holder appealing the title of parties deriving from him ar.
necessarily affected, on an award in favour of the superior holde,
being passed, the converse also holds and in the case of an inferio

affected by the
decree of the
court of first

instance to ap

peal alone
against that

decision; as on
a superior

holders ap
pealing the ti
tle of parties

holder appealing, if the appeal be favorable to him, the appeal ne
cessarily involves the interest of the party from whom he holds
under this view we are of opinion that the appeal of Ramruttu.
Roy as de facto mookurureedar under Sunkaree Dassee was suffi
cient to raise the whole issue in appeal, and the objection raised L.
the petitioner is of no weight.

-

On the second point, we have only to observe that the opinion

deriving from

iven by the single judge in June 1852, was over-ruled by his col

him are neces

sarily affected

£ and formed no portion of the decision of the Court; but whe

on
in

ther it did or not, on the matter coming up to this Court afresh froxx

an award
favour of

the superior
holder being

the principal sudder ameen, it is the duty of the full bench befor,
which the appeal came, to decide on the point themselves withex,

-*.
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Any reference to the opinions of the judgesformed when the e- - - --- :

first before the Court.

Under this view, we reject the application with costs.

-* *
* *
****

*

*

** *
* *

|-, * -l re- - - - - - - - - - - - , ta- - *-* * *-** * * fast- - - - - - - - - r-h- - - - -

H-14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f'_* - **.
did - far- " -f the -f the *-** * * * * * ***** * * * - - - - -ing up " - a fail "s", "--, it * * **** * * * *-- *-* * *-* * *-* - " th-it-1 re- - - - - by the j- ta- - - - - -**
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THE 3011t Arkul. 1857.
Pazar Nr.

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

|

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
y
CAs E. No. 229 or 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulee Mak-d Kull
Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Buckerguage, dated
24th March 1853.

BYJUNATH MUZOOMDAR, (DEFENDANT,) Arrellax r,
territs

NOBODOORGA DEBEA AND Orakas, (PLAINTIFFs,)
REsroxDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Sambhoonath Pandit.
Vakeel of Respondent-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
SUIT laid at rupees 9,566.
Held that
The plaintiffs sue for possession of certain lands in the talooks f" " ".
Shibdullup Bhuttacharje, Ramlochun Dass and Kalleedass Mujoom- : & ".
dar, belonging to pergunnah Jaffiabad Juffieanagur, and to oust the "ret of as
defendants who claim to hold them as shikimee or under tenants

:

within the talooks under howala, neem howala, and junglebooree * *

tenure. The talooks had been sold for arrears of Government £".
revenue and purchased by one Byrubchunder Sein, who parted with * * ,
his rights and interests in the estate to the plaintiffs.
:::::
The defendants pleaded that the talooks had been resumed by *:::
rane-1, Government, and that after measurement a settlement had been "...'",
effected with them and the heirs of the talookdars by the commis-a-, -iù.
*ioner of the Soonderbuns for a period of 20 years, and that the *

auction-purchaser had succeeded only to such rights as the talook
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dars possessed, and had no power to cancel their dependent tenures.
The principal sudder ameen decreed possession of the talooks to
the plaintiffs.

In appeal to this Court, this decision was reversed, and the case
remanded to the principal sudder ameen for re-trial on the 8th June
1852, upon the ground that the principal sudder ameen's decision
was incomplete, inasmuch as he had decreed to the plaintiffs' pos.
session, without specifying whether he considered the under tenures
of the defendants good or bad, which was the main point at issue,
and he was directed distinctly to record and try the issue,

whether the shikmee tenures claimed by the defendants were good
and valid, or whether the plaintiffs had a right to oust the defendants
and collect direct from the cultivators.

The principal sudder ameen again gave a decree in favour of the
plaintiffs, excepting, however, as far as the present appellant was

concerned, an ousuttalook claimed by him in Tapoorah Joar, which
he considered upon documentary evidence adduced by the appellant
to be a good and valid tenure.

The defendant appeals against that portion of his decree, which
deprives him of the other howalas and neem howalas which he
claimed.

The first plea urged by the appellant's pleader is, that on the day
before the principal sudder ameen passed his judgment, the defen
dant produced a mass of papers, as evidence of his right to the
tenures claimed consisting of dakhilas and other documents, and
that the principal sudder ameen refused to admit them. He re
quests permission of the Court to file them now.
-

There is nothing whatever upon the record to substantiate this
statement. The only document in support of the plea, upon which
the appellant's pleader relies, is a rejected petition preferred to the
magistrate by a mookhtear, in which he states that the appellant's
vakeel in the principal sudder ameen's court had applied for per
mission to file 270 exhibits, but that his application was refused.
There was nothing to prevent the appellant's vakeel in the lower

court from presenting a petition to the principal sudder ameen with
the exhibits, upon which an order upon the subject might

have

been passed. As he did not do so, and as there is no evidence
before us to show that these documents were presented as alleged

before the principal sudder ameen, we consider them inadmissible
and cannot look at them now.

Upon the merits with exception of the oral evidence, there is only
one document upon which the appellant's pleader lays any stress in
support of the defendants’ claim. It is the roobukaree of the Com
missioner of the Soonderbuns, dated 2nd June 1834, with refer
ence to which, as well as a decree of the civil court the defendant's

right to the ousuttalook had been admitted. But this proceeding

–4 =
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CASE No. 266 of

1853.

KALIKINKUR BHUTTACHARJ AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)

APPELLANTs,
versus

THE COMMISSIONER OF SOONDERBUNDS AND OTHERS,

(DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of Respondent, Debnath Roy, -Mr. R. T. Allan,
Vakeel of the Commissioner-Baboo Ramapershad Roy.
CASE No. 267 OF 1853.

DEBNATH ROY, (ONE OF THE DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANT,
tersus

KALIKINKUR ROY AND OTHERs, PLAINTIFFs,) AND COM
MISSIONER of SOONDERBUNDS, (oNE OF THE DEFEN
DANTs) RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant—Baboo Ramapershad Roy.
Vakeel of Respondents, Kalikinkur Bhuttacharj and others, Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.

CASE No. 268 OF 1853.

ROY BYKUNTNATH CHOWDREE, AFTER HIs DEATH, ROY

MOTHOORANATH CHOWDREE AND OTHERs, (DEFEN
DANTs) APPELLANTS,

-

terstus

KALIKINKER BHUTTACHARJAND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)
RESPONDENTS.

The

zemin

dars of pergun
nah Syedpore,
an estate bor

dering on the
Soonderbunds,
usurped a por

: '"
Government
Soonderbund
land and let
it out in under
tenures to the

plaintiffs' an

Waheel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapershad Roy.
Vakeel of Respondents-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghoe.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 6,542-6-1.
Plaintiffs, Kalikinkur Bhuttacharj and others, sued the commis
sioner of the Soonderbunds, Debnath Roy, Boykantnath Roy Chow
dree and others, for recovery of possession of 12 howalas and 5

neem-howalas, of which they have been dispossessed by defendants,
with mesne profits, from the date of dispossession.
Plaintiffs allege that the aforesaid tenures were the ancestral and
rsonally acquired property of Kisenanund Bhuttacharj, their
ather, and that they were situated in the zemindaree of pergunnah
Syedpore, chukla Bhugruthpore, and in the very talook of Takore

–4D.
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Dass Baboo; that their father cultivated these tenares at a great

expense and let them out to cultivating ryots: that **** *
suit was institute! on the part of Government un-let the 1-, *n
of Regulations II. of 1819, and III of 1828, for the re-amption of
certain lands, comprising the above tenures, under the designation
of Abad Tooshkalii, on the ground that they were of recent culti

vation and within the Soonderbunds, and therefore the proverty of
the Government; that a decree was obtained by Government ani
the lands were measured and found to contain beegas 820-0-3 ; that

an assessment at the rate of one rupee per beega was fixed for the
howala, and Sicca rupee 1-8 for the neem-howala tenures after the
deduction of the malikana expenses of cultivation; that a settlement
was ordered to be effected with the holders of the under-tenures, but

these parties objecting both to the measurement and to the rate of

- *****

assessment, did not sign the agreement for settlement, and that

*****

consequently a sewawul was sent to collect, who collected the rents

- * *----,

from the under-tenures, granting receipts for the same ; that in A-n
1246, the ousut talookdars, not having accepted the settlement,

-

* *

- *-***
-***

Government made a farming settlement with the hus' and of the
defendant, Doyamohye, Kaleenath Roy and others, in the name of
Debnath Roy, at 15 annas per beega; that their father *** **ing
to pay rents to the farmer; but the farmers refusing to recognise
laintiffs under-tenures dispossessed him in the month of Po- 1246

-

* -

-

- fe
* - *f
---

*

- *

3. AE, and began to make khas collection; that plaintiff's father

*-* *

then died and they are his heirs, they therefore, in their own and
the name of their infant brother, sue defendant for posse-rf of the

*-* * * *
*-* - * *
- *** *
---

above-mentioned tenure, to which they are entitled by right of cul
tivation with mesne profits, costs and interest.

*

The defendant, Debnath Roy, denies the justness of the plaintiff's
claim, pleads that the lands now sued for have been resumed by
Government as having recently been brought in cultivation, and

-

*** - * - ef

*-*.
- --

-

- - -

being within the Soonderbunds; that a settlement was first offered to
the under-tenants; that on their refusal to settle with Government,

- **
*

- -

-

a farming lease empowering him to cancel the under-tenures and to
make measurement and re-settlement, was granted to him for 20

years from 1246 to 1263 B.A.; that under this power plaintiffs
have been dispossessed; that plaintiffs do not state clearly whether
they claim these under-tenures as having been within the talook

of the zemindar, or by right of cultivation; but under which
ever title they claim, it is equally futile; for when the land was
resumed, the titles obtained from the zemindars fell, and unautho

- * -i
*

-

- *-* *
-** * * *
- ** *
---

- -,
to the ***

of ******-1
which is ass
** *** **

rized cultivation can of itself give no title; defendant therefore prays
that plaintiffs' claim may be dismissed.
The Commissioner of the Soonderbunds first filed an

H-14 al

that p- ****
the pre-at
answer in
- * * *-i

declining, on the part of Government, to interfere in the dispute

*

* *

- tale -affi

between the litigants; subsequently, however, that officer by a
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short the plaintiffs in the cases are as regards Government and a
lessee in their own showing mere squatters; they consequently ca

set up no right as against Government, though they may dou"
have an action against the zemindar for any loss which they m
have incurred by any misrepresentation on his part of his "
in the lands resumed in favour of Government.

It is a clear maxim of law, that a party cannot grant to anot
a greater interest either in extent or duration than that which
grantor himself possesses; now it seems according to plaintiffs'
claration, that the title of the party from whom plaintiffs recei
their potta, ceased and determined at the date of the resumption
cree, which declared that the lands in dispute had been usurpe

the zemindar and had all along been the property of the State;itful
that the title, which plaintiff acquired from the usurping zemi
ceased and determined also at that time, it was of course comp

to Government to confirm plaintiffs’ title, and it is alleged on the

of the plaintiffs, that the receipt of rent by Government thro
surburakar subsequent to the resumption decree amounts to
confirmation; we cannot, however, consider the mere collect

rent by an inferior officer as a solemn confirmation of the title
which the payment is made; in order to establish such con
tion, we require to have an undoubted act evidencing c\ea

intention of the confirming party, and the plaintiffs in their
allege nothing tending to show that any such act has \e
formed by Government. Again, as remarked by Baboo Ra
shad Roy, a title might have been set up by parties in the pos
the plaintiffs' grounded on length of possession; as however
no claim of that nature set up in the present case, it is unus
to follow the point further; it is sufficient to observe that

a date subsequent to 1205 B. AE, the date of the order of V
potta are of themselves insufficient as against Government,
representative of the former zemindar, but the owner from
of the Soonderbund jungle. But it has been contended tha
the titles set up by the plaintiffs are insufficient, still the ot
which those titles were created, viz. the clearance of the |

such as by law to give plaintiff a title; we are unable to
ground for this doctrine in the statute book, and in R
VIII. of 1793, in which jungle-boory lands are alluded t
rity on the part of the grantor to grant them is presumed
the validity of the title set up in a court of justice depends
ly on the power of the grantor to grant it; if that power ex
object, however, praiseworthy or advantageous can by /
up as supplying the deficiency of power in the grantor, an

v doctrine of this nature would be to annul the leg
:

--

rar
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THE 30TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 415 OF 1853.
-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Abdool Alee Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Rajshahye, dated 18th
July 1853.
RAM KISHORE CHOWDREE, FOR SELF AND AS GUARDIAN

oF DOORGADASS CHOWDREE, MINOR, ONE OF THE
(DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANT,
tersus

RANEE LUCHMEE KOONWUREE, GUARDIAN OF KOWUR

OODOYCHUNDER AND ANoTHER, MINORs, AND OTHERs,
(DEFENDANTs,) AND KOWUR RAMCHUNDER AND OTHERs,
(PLAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellant—Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Sumbhoonath Pundit, Kishen
Plaintiffs

kishore Ghose and Ramapershad Roy.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 10,000.

:

Plaintiffs, Raja Kistochunder Bahadoor, and after his decease,
iyebea, guar- Kowur Ramchunder and Ranee Luchmee Koonwuree, mother and
£1.
minor
Gobind- guardian of Kisteechunder and Kowur Uditchurn, sued Ranee
math Roy and Kistomonee Debea, guardian of the minor Gobindnath Roy, adopted
:: son of the deceased, Dey Gobindchunder Roy, Ramkisto Chowdree
£8,000, and others, defendants, for the recovery of rupees 10,000, to be
# # '. realized by the sale of 9 annas of dehee Burrae Chur.
-

*

- -

-

-

£d: Plaintiffs allege that under a decree of the civil court, the sum
hee £,
of rupees 7,086-11-2 as wasilat of dehee Halti with interest, and

£ rupees 32,836-4-2 as wasilat of dehee Mischitpore, with interest.
A suit had some making in all rupees 39,882-15-4 are due to them from the late
'' #" Raja Gobindchunder Roy, adopted son of the deceased, Raja Kishen

£onnon', nath Roy, whose representatives are Ranee Kistomonee Debea, his

# :* mother, and Ranee Surbissurree Debea, his wife; that the afore
appellant. and said Ranees not having paid the monies due under decree, and

: :- Bharutchunder Roy, guardian of the minor, Prosonnonath Roy, an
parties and the other decreeholder against the Ranees having brought to sale some

£" of the estate, which belonged to the late Raja Gobindchunder, plain
the 9 annas

tiffs on petition received a portion of the sum due to them from the

£' proceeds of the sale; that for the remainder, plaintiffs were on the
was the pro- point of bringing to sale the 9 annas share of dehee Binnichara

-->

(
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the plaintiff to

sued for, belonged to the late Raja Gobindchunder, and Matth

any interest

plea of the defendant, Ramkisto Chowdree, that the share in ques

in the same is
fraudulent, he

consequently
gave plaintiff
a decree or

dering at the
same time that
the amount

decreed should
be realized by
the sale of the

tion, viz. the 9 annas of dehee Burrae Chur is his property, amu
neither Raja Gobindchunder Roy nor Ranee Kistomonee have an

interest in the property in question is false, he consequently ga.
plaintiffs a decree ordering that the amount of the decree in the
favour be realized by the sale of 9 annas of dehee Burrae Cu
Costs to be payable by defendant.
JUDGMENT.

above pro

Against the decision arrived at by the principal sudder ameer
rty.
P'id that as this case, an appeal has been preferred to this Court by Ramkis'
the plaintiff in
the former suit Chowdree, one of the defendants. The objection taken to
had, by a deed

decision of the court below is, that it is unsupported by any \

of withdrawal, evidence.

relinquished
have the pro
perty sold as

The main facts of the case are simply these:—Plaintiff obtail
decree against the late Raja Gobindchunder in 1236 B. AE,

belonging to

large sum of money.

the heir of Raja
Gobindchull

der Roy, and

Gobindchunder died in 1243 B. AE, leaving a widow with
mission to adopt; attempts have been made by plaintiff to el

the appeal

the decree against Ranee Kistomonee, the mother of the

his claim

to

of Ramkisto

principal sud

adopted son, Gobindnath Roy, but without effect, hence the l
suit, which is brought for the purpose of bringing to sale a
estate with a view of realizing the amount of the decree ot

der ameen be

by plaintiff against Raja Gobindchunder, and which is met

Chowdree was

decreed, the
decision of the

came a nullity;
it follows that
the decision of

the principal
sudder ameen
in this case

founded upon a

part of the defendant by a claim to the property, the sale o!
is demanded, as his own.

It is urged by Mr. Allan on the part of the (defendant) ap
Ramkisto Chowdree, that the evidence on which the )

decision of his

sudder ameen has declared the property to be only in the

own, which is

the appellant and to belong really to the minor adopt,

null and void,
cannot stand.
The present
case should
have been de
cided after

considering

Gobindchunder Roy, is no evidence at all; that he has be

enced altogether by his former decree; that that decree iv
place is no evidence in this case; that case not having been
both the parties to this suit, though regarding the same
as that now in dispute; that consequently it cannot be loc

both the docu

mentary and

the case at all; that moreover by the filing on the pa

oral evidence

(plaintiff) respondent, and (defendant) appellant in the form

produced in it.
Held further

that had the
Ranevious deci
monee W the

parties and sud
question thbeen
was whether s
the 9 annas
.
share of dehee
Burrae Chur

a razeenama and suffeenama respectively, and by the s

order of this Court, decreeing the appeal of the appellant, th
of the principal sudder ameen has become annulled ; that
so, there is no evidence on the part of the plaintiff, exce
testimony of two witnesses; that it was incumbent on 1
have ascertained the legal effect of the razeenama and :

prand not having done so, and having left their case unpi
was the pro point" suffer the , penalty of their own negligence, an
be dismissed.

(

; 13
- - -

On part of the plaintiff, rest--, ent it *** ***** * " * sam
bh-nath Pun it, that grantir, event at the . ** * f : ..e.

;: * *

-

* *

** *

*

**

al su . .-rameen hat as a J* ... ." *:: *** * * r *

£1

* *

: *, * * *****
-

* * * ***

in it were at i face, at , it " ... its "... . . . * * : *rt for

the purp-se of esta' ishin, thern, an the C at "... t > *, * * *
evidence of the facts found therein; that if tee (*, *t **re . * *

*

-

* - -

** **
*

* *

to accept the decree even to that limite", extent, the rate • * : *

*

dence before the princial sni cranean, who had f-, -n into ta
same error with

14 *intiffs

-

*

= **
*

*

identical with that now before it, es: *t'." " annas share of de'ee

Burrae Chur, the property of the heir of Raja Gobin chunier Roy
or of Raunkisto Chowdree

It is true the

plaintaif ***

**** *** * *

plaintiff now before the Conrt, nevert…eas unier the fore, ****

circumstances, had the decision pa-1 sy

the

princital

** -

*

- - - -

*

** * *

a party as well as Ranee Ki-tornotice to the pre-1 as suit bre", "t by
Pro-ontonath Roy, and that the question then before the C art was

* *

* **

** - - - - 4

themselves.

We observe that the present appel ant, Ramkisto C. - 'ree, was

- - -

* **

*

remanded for the puri- of enabang in airst-ff to ; : - - - me • ***

-

*
as

**

• * *

the

**

*

**

**

* * ** * * *

* * * * * *
* * ** * * *
* **** *
* * * ** * * *
* -- * ** *
** * * * * *
** * * *

*** * *** -n

legal existence, it wou. I have been e, , , enre of a very
high order in favour of the present paint's cann, though of course
*t absolutely conclusive.
We are clearly of opinion that when a
been still in

party whom it is sought to affect by a ju giment, is new her a party
nor privy to the proceetin.s in which it was given, such Ju's ment,
as a general rule, is not receiva'ile in evalence against him, exceptions
there may be to this rule, and we are not prepared to saw that

there may not be cases in which such a judgment may at I not
be admitted and its weight be estimated by the Court; but we

have no doubt that a judgment to which a person now before the
Court was either party or privy, may be a limitted against him as
\uce raleat quantum, though of course the degree of weight

- -*** -- -

*
- -

* - - * - -ry
* ** * -

* * * *
--

* *

- -, -

* * *-

- * *-*

t-1 st.-*** - ***
* *-*-*
*-i- - -

*** *****
* *-i- *||

sched to it as evidence, will depend upon the nature of the
in the previous case as compared with that which is

**** -

4- 4 --** *

rt in the suit requiring determination; for example
n A and B for certain lant, a determination that

as against A will be of little or no weight against
"nt; but in cases like that now before us, in which

**

** *** **
- - *** * *
- **** *
***** -d

previously,

after re

ne is not the plaintiff's direct right to the thing
right to it in consequence of it belonging to a

------ *

's identical with that before the Court

-

:*
*

a debtor of his, a judgment in such a case de

-

le property is the debtor's would be of great weight
at brought by another creditor and raising the very
; in this case consequently, as before observed, had the

*** * * ***
* * * * *
******, **

*****

- ***** * * *
* * ** *

- *-** **
e- - -

to requ-te

sudder ameen's decision being in existence, we should

Jeen prepared to have given it as a piece of evidence very
.4 attention.

2

-

A.

:|
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But it is unnecessary to pursue the subject further, for we are le.
cidedly of opinion that by the proceedings in appeal in the former
case, the decision of the principal sudder ameen has become a nullity,

and that even as to facts the judgment cannot now be looked at, and
that the plaintiff should have proved his whole case; ordinati'
therefore nothing would remain for the Court but to decree the
appeal of the appellant; as however it appears to us not it"W"
bable that the plaintiffs have been misled by the lower court
in regard to their omission to file copies of the documentary
evidence, which has been produced in the previous suit, and as
the circumstances of the case when taken into consideration with

former proceedings, in which the appellant was concerned, are ope

to suspicion, we are induced to make this case an exception for t.
ordinary course of proceedings, and to remand the case for fres

inquiry. We therefore remit the case to the principal sudd
ameen with directions that he will call on the plaintiffs to produ
any further evidence, documentary or oral, that they may wish
offer in substantiation of their claim, and after having given t
and any fresh evidence, the other side may wish to offer, attent
consideration, pass whatever judgment the case may seem
require.
THE 30TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

-

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Regular Appeals from the decisions of Moulvee Abool Kh
homed Alee Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen

perah, dated 30th August 1853.
No. 488 OF 1853.

THE COLLECTOR OF TIPPERAH, (DEFEND ANT,)
LANT,
versus

MUSST. SHAHAZADA BEGUM AND

OTH

(PLAINTIFFs,) RESPoNDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Rampersawa
Vakeel of Respondents-Baboo Kishenkish ore

F.
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£f 3,093. They denied that any thing was due to the plaintiffs an
Circu'dated filed a detailed account, showing the sum due from the shareholder
# £ry and the amount realized.
*

*

£f pe.

The husband of the defendant, Urnoopoorna, (the only shar

halt was not holder
who has appealed, and the only one therefore whose
delen
:
alized
ffro
£en't it:... is
necessary to notice) allege that the collector had realized

remitted, but
Was

-

£

him more than his share of the balance, and that he was not cont

£ quently liable to the plaintiffs.
The principal sudder ameen goes at considerable length into

the Govern-

: £ accounts and rejects the Government claim to a penalty of rup
£eed to sile, 6,771-4-3, which he considers to have been remitted by the Boal
: Circular of the 24th February 1835. He also disallows the
mission of pe. mand from 1st to 23rd Bysakh 1243, amounting to rupees 868-7.

# £:

which the Government themselves now abandon as being

£

under the provisions of Section XXII., Regulation XI. of it

£ from the purchasers, not from the plaintiffs, and reducing thei
dee. The de-est in accordance with these modifications he makes out the acc

£
'
£ ad- for and against Government as follows:
Rs.
As. P.
:''.
Original demand as per lotbundee, ......... 71,753 7 9
vernment
was
-

consequently

Deduct proceeds of sale, ...... ............. 65,066 10

8

Balance, ..........................................

I

reversed with

"had also

£" . Add interest from 10th Chyet 1242 to
'' 23rd Bysakh 1243, ..............................
£
£ #.
lower

Ditto penalty from ditto to ditto, ............
Ditto demand for kists of

Rhalgoon

840 13.
910 14

#

1,966 10

7

24

0

and

"between Cheyt 1242, .......................................
Teelockchun-

6,686 13

*

der Roy and
the plaintiff is

''' is

Ditto interest on ditto, ........................

12

-l

Total principal, .................. 10,429 15
"Add interest on principal as above from

consequently

£ date of sale to 15th Kartick 1244, ............ 1,546
der ameen

1

---,

£ £,

Total sum claimable by Government,....... 11,976

call on the ap

Recovered by Government from share

£: holders,
ăuce evidence

............................................. 19,587

Deduct due as above, ... 11,976

£:
Repaid to shareholders
£he on decree of Gopeenath
£ and others, ..................
accrued on
Due to the heirs of the
''', late Mirza Mahomed who

0

713

2

9 4

o
l

-

3,093

the first "in" have not joined in this

: '. suit,...........................
sequently if

-

_4_P.

1,062

11 1 0
-- 16, 13 l

5
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THE 30TH APRIL 1857.

-

PRESENT:
C. B.
E. A.
D. I.

TREVOR, ESQ.,

SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 125 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Roy Ramlochun Ghose, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Nuddea, dated 14th February 1854.
DWARKANATH MISSER, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

JUGGODUMBA DABEE, MoTHER AND GUARDIAN OF DWAR

KANATH PRODHAN AND OTHERs. (DEFENDANTS,) RES
PONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Kishensukha Mookerjea, Onokool.
chunder Mookerjea and Ashootosh Chatterjea and Mr. R. T.
Allan.

Held that
laintiff has
'ailed to prove

the genuine-

£,

SUIT for recovery of rupees 5,854, principal and interest due
bond
upon a on

-

The plaint states that Dwarkanath Prodhan is the adopted son
of Beerasur Prodhan, deceased; that Beerasur Prodhan on the 6th

£it is " Phalgoon 1246 B. S., borrowed from Ramsoonder Misser the

£ plaintiff's late father the sum of rupees 2927 upon a bond, stipulat.
i:' 'ourt is ing to liquidate the debt in the month of Phalgoon 1247 B. S.;

£.

that he died in Kartick 1249 B. S., but previous to his death

£" directed in his will, wherein he empowered his wife the defendant
Juggodumba Dabee, to adopt a son and bequeathed part of his pro
C0818.

perty to his daughter Prosunno Monee; that she Juggodumba Da
bee should pay off the bond-debt from the profits of his estate; that
she adopted a son and was for some time in possession of the estate;
that she subsequently quarrelled with her husband's executor, and

brought a suit against him for misappropriation of the income of
her estate, which was pending in the court till 1252, when she died
without paying the debt; that in 1253 B. S., the executor Ram
coomar Chatterjee (defendant) was put in possession of the estate
by the foujdaree court; that Prosunnomyee Dabee was of age in

1255 B. S., and obtained from the executor the legacy bequeathed
by the father and enjoyed possession of it; that in Bhadoon 1259,
B. S., the plaintiff's father died, when the plaintiff became sole
heir of his father's property, and on the 28th Bhadoon 1258 B.S.,
brought this action.

_*

(
sum be due or
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them; the next was that the lessees should pay to Moteesoonlet.

not, the Sud
der Court in a
former suit
decided that
for the period

in question,

Dassee a personal allowance of rupees 425 monthly; and the thi
was that the lessees should pay the wages of mookhtears entertain
on behalf of Moteesoonderee Dassee to conduct her law suits,

well as other necessary charges incurred in the same cases. W

the defendants
had not failed

these deductions, the balance of the stipulated rent was to be

in their part of

ried to the liquidation of the debt due by the lessor, and at

the contract.
Held also

conclusion of the deed a general condition was inserted, what it

with respect

lessees failed to perform these conditions, the lessor was empow

to the second
»eriod em
braced in the
claim that de
fendants had
not broken

their contract,
as plaintiff by
the terms of the
above decision
held in her
hands due to

to cause the lease to terminate. The agreement in question em.
other particulars than those now described; for instance

specially declared that the debt of rupees 1,57,401, \we \
lessor to the lessees should be reckoned as security for the pay
of the rent agreed upon; but for the purpose of the presew
we have to deal only with the non-payment, by the lessees,
lessor, plaintiff's maintenance allowance and the wages
mookhtears, and with the condition that on the lessees f

defendants, a
larger sum
than they

perform what they agreed to perform, the lessor should dec
lease at an end and resume possession of the leased propert

owed her.
Held there
fore, that

has been passed.

though a pro

check error and to ascertain interest,” awarded to the

It is upon these points only that the judgment of the low
The judge, “subject to revision of a

per action

might be an

Moteesoonderee Dassee, the sum of rupees 39,102, that

action of ac
count, this suit
founded on a

28,262-8, as her personal allowance at the rate of rupee

breach of cove
nant must be
dismissed.

mensem, and rupees 10,839-8, as salaries of her se
mookhtears at the rate of rupees 163 per mensem, and

plaintiff to be put in possession of the property in t
lessees, in order that the stipulations of the agreement of
1844, should be fulfilled.

These are the terms of ti

brought before us in this appeal. Indeed in the plaint,
deree Dassee asserted that in other respects the lesse
in contravention of their agreement; that they had f
Government revenue; that they had permitted an ei
to be sold in execution of a decree passed against her,

had cut down timber, but it has been fully admitted by
respondent's pleader, Baboo Kishenkishore, that the r
the present action is the non-payment of the maintena
of the plaintiff and of the salaries of her servants.
This suit was instituted on the 1st April 1850,
1257 Fuslee, and the defendants were said to have
payment of the plaintiff's allowance and of her serva
the following periods, that is from Phalgoon 1252
1253, and from the beginning of 1256 to the da
15th Cleyt 1257. The two years, 1254 and
12:55,
Fr....-

* - a

11

-
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in requiring possession of the leased property to be restored to ":
we therefore reverse the decision of the lower court all."
the suit with costs.

THE 30TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

Judges.

CASE No. 147 OF 1855.

-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Lautour, Additi
Judge of Behar, dated 6th March 1855.
PURBHOOCHAND, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
776/"sus

MOTEESOONDEREE DASSEE, (PLAINTIFF) AND

O

(DEFENDANTs,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapershaud Roy.
Vakeels of the Ilespondent, Moteesoonderee Dassee--Baboos
chunder Mookerjea and Kishenkishore Ghose.

The hearing

laid at Company's rupees 19,000.
":" SUIT
The nature of the point at issue in this case is notice
£ £p. separate appeal, No. 146, this day disposed of For ap
of

pellant, the

argument is adduced to us for the purpose of questi.

£ judgment of the lower court, and the appeal is accord
missed with costs.

(
order was

732

)

not personally delivered to him, he urges also that the summons was

passed subse
quently as
intermediately
respondent

not issued by the court under Section XXXV., but at the court's
suggestion, by the vakeel of appellant; that for the above reasons

the penalty
had disap
red, a pro to his case.

of dismissal under Section XXIV., cannot be applied

clamation was

issued for his
attendance,

and on (plain
tiff) respon
dent not at

tending, his
suit was dis
missed under

“We observe that the fact was as stated by special appellant; and
that although the summons was not served personally on special
appellant he petitioned that he might not be compelled to appear in

the case, and that no order was passed on that petition by the prin
cipal sudder ameen. Under these circumstances, we admit the
special appeal application to try whether the principal sudder

Section

XXIV., Act
XIX. of 1853.

ameen has rightly applied Section XXIV., Act XIX. of 1853,

to the petitioner's case, or not.”

-

Held that

personal deli
very of the

JUDGMENT.

summons not

From the record, it appears, that the special appellant, who is the

having been
made, notwith

plaintiff in the case, obtained a decree in the court of first instance:

standing the
knowledge of

on the matter coming in appeal before the principal sudder ameen

(plaintiff)
respondent

on the appeal of the defendant, the principal sudder ameen instruct.

that the sum
mons was out

against him,
he is not li
able
the

i.
£
by
Section

nalties pre

ed the vakeel of the appellant to summon the (plaintiff) respondent;
this was done, the summons was not personally delivered; but the
(plaintiff,) respondent came in and presented a petition that his de
position might not be taken; on this petition no specific order was
passed; subsequently, as intermediately the (plaintiff) respondent

had disappeared, a proclamation was issued for his attendance, and

XXIV., Act
XIX. of 1853.

on plaintiff not attending, his suit was dismissed under Section

Moreover even

XXIV., Act XIX. of 1853.

if personal
delivery had

On these facts there can be no doubt that the (plaintiff) respon.

been made the

dent was cognizant of the summons that was out against him; thi

appeal should

however is not sufficient; under the stringent terms of Section
XXIV., it is necessary that the summons be personally delivered

have been
heard and

decided
though ear

and the Section as against plaintiffs and defendants failing to atten:
is so highly penal, that we think its terms must be strictly construe:
and that nothing but a personal delivery of the summons and su"

parte; the
dismissal of
laintiff's suit

is altogether

sequent failure to attend after such summons will bring a part

incorrect.

within the penalties of this Section of the law. But even had "

Order of the
lower court
reversed and
case remitted
with direction
that if the
sud
er ameen still

£

be of opinion
that the evi
dence of the

plaintiff be
absolutely
- -

-

special appellant rendered himself liable to the penalty of Sect"
XXIV, Act XIX of 1853, he would as respondent, have be"
entitled to have had the appeal heard and decided though er Park.

a dismissal of his case altogether is clearly incorrect Under."
view we reverse the order of the principal sudder ameen and "
mit
the case to
him,(plaintiff,)
with directions
that ifisheabsolutely
still be ofnecessary.
opinion"
the evidence
of the
respondent
he
will, under the power vested in him by Section XXXV., Ac

, - XIX. of 1853. snmmon him- and if after the -- "

1.

-:-adhy

-

(
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of the way, that he will proceed to hear and declie the appeal ~~~~
before him ** Parte.
•
*
:- - -,
* * **
*
* * * * ****

- ***, * if -f- the P- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * * *** - P - of the *** * * *** P- - - - - - - - - - ** P-fe.

THE 301 11 ArkiL 1837.
Parism, r ,

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. L. MONEY, Esq.,

*}

Officiating Judges.

Nos. 373 AND 374 or 1836.

Special Appeals from the decisions of Montre Syed Make-ef Raff,
Khan Bahadoor, P

incipal

Sudder Amern

of Zul. A Hekar,

distrid

9th September 1854, affirming a decree of Montre- Ishfaq Hosses",
Moonsiff in that district, dated 30th August 1852.
CHOTEELAL BHYA GY AWAL. (DEFENDANT,) Arrel LANT,
*****

KANOODHAMFE, (PLAINTIFF,) Respox or Nr.

Waleel of Appellant - Menahre Ameer Alre.
Vakeels of Respondent-Moulree Murhamut Hossein and Baboo
Ashensukha Mooker'ea.
!---

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 17th July 1856, p.": "...
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samuelis . . ... -i-,
and D. I. Money::::::::
“The plaintiff sues for the sum of rupees 61-8, under the following . . .….
circumstances.

The plaintiff is a Daamee, the defendant, a Gva- ". . . . .

wal, and both are attached to the shrines at Gyah. It appears from . ." .*.*:
the statement of the paintiff's counsel to be the practice when pil- - - - **
ims arrive at Gyah, for the Gyawals to escort them round to the "... :

ifferent shrines, and for the Dhamees to perform the necessary - - - -y
religious ceremonies at these shrines. The Gyawals receiving one- : ... ."
fourth of the fees paid by the pilgrims, and the Dhamees the . . as

remainder. The right of collection is enjoyed in turns by different ...","..
Dhamees and Gyawals and these frequently dispose of their rights . . . . . .

in particular pilgrims. In the present case, the plaintiff alleges that '...'...":
he purchased for the sum of rupees 41, a right to three-fourths of the "H.

.*

sums which might be realized from a party of 23 pilgrims who £:
arrived at Gyah on the 3rd Assin 1258. That the defendant, who ... ."
was the Gyawal in attendance on the party, collected from them the '
'..."
for a share
of
-

-

(
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T11: 3011, Armit. 1857
PR-N1 :

C. B. TREVOR, I'-Q.
E. A. S \MU"I.I.I.-, 1-2,

("If *y

J- **.

i, i \to\ly.'...")
No. 392 or 1856.

Special

A.

1 from the decision of Me-Tree **** 1714-1, R fy

Khan Hakado-r, Principal Nadder .4-m of H- ar, d test , ità
September 1874, affirmany a decree of Monroe / 51.17 11. "a,
Moonsiff is that district, dated 17th September 1834.

JUGOMOHUN DUNDER GY AWAI., (1)., is past.)
ArPE1 LANT,
---

KHOOLEE DHAMI.P., (PLA1x11, F, R1 wrox1, Nr.
Vakeel of Appellant-Meulees Aftab-fiers Mahe-ed.
Vakeels

of Respondent-Bab."

Ashenantha

Al-terra

and

Bhe banmohan Hay.

This case was admitted to special actical, on the 23ri July 1876, ..." -->

unler the £owing certificate revor..." by Messrs F. A. Samu..., " ...".
and D. L. Money :-“This appeal is admitted on the same groun’s as the at :-eal in

petitions Nos. 1652 and 1653, a suitted on the 17th instant, and
may be taken up along with them."
JUDGMENT.

This case is similar in its circumstances to those of Nos. 373 and

374, decided this day; the decision therefore passed in those cases

applies to the present. The special apical is dismissed with costs.

-

- -

--

- -- - -

(
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THE 30TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

Judges.

CASE NO. 527 OF 1856.
-

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Opendurchunder Nya.
ruttun Roy Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Jessore, dated
29th August 1855, altering a decree of Roy Unundchunder Baner
jea, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 12th December 1854.
GREESHCHUNDER CHUCRERBUTTEE AND OTHERS,

(DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANTS,
tersus

DEGUMBUREE DEBEA, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.
Wakeel of Appellants—Mr. R. Norris.

Vakeel of Respondent–Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Poorun
chunder Roy.

£ £nd.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 8th November
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs A. Sconce
£ a party and J. S. Torrens :
£ “The special appellants were sued for a moiety of the rents of a

of specia

appeal being

£ie jote held by them in mouza Sateebosha, of which plaintiff claimed
a d'; to be an 8 annas share-holder. They (special appellants) pleaded in
£d- appeal before the principal sudder ameen that they had already
ed
courts,
in thespecial
' paid the whole of the rents to one Prosounochunder, son of plaintiff,
I

as this point

-

-

5.

£
'" as
proprietor of the whole 16 annas; that this payment was made
dismissed.
under a compromise effected in a suit which the latter had brought
against them, and in which the plaintiff in the present action inter
vened. They urge in special; appeal that the principal sudder ameen
has omitted to determine a plea put forward by them that Prosonno
chunder should have been made a party to this suit, as without his

being so, their liability to the payment to plaintiff could not be
fully tried, and that a decree in her favour could not properly have
passed against them in his absence.
“We admit the special appeal to try whether the principal sudder
ameen's decision is correct, in giving a decree against special ap
pellants without Prosonnochunder having been made party to the
Sult.

-

JUDGMENT.

The appeal having come up before both parties, it appears that
the objections that Prosonnochunder was not made a party, was not

*

→

f
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THE 30r11 Arril 1, 1857.
PRE-EN-1

II. T. RAIKES, E-Q.
A. SCO)N( H. H.Q.,

l
-Judges.

J. s. Toiti'i:Ns, E-, }
Casa No. 590 of 1876.

£: the decision of Moule-

Maho-1 * .**** A * *
Bahadoor, Principat Sudder A* of Durca, date: 1-14 12-, ber 1853, rerersing a decree of Baboo Varrotas M-4, 4.- *:1
of Narainguage, dated 26th April 1873.

S-rial

NUBBOODOORG.A. DASSEE, ( PLAIN r1, r, Arri-LLAM r,
*****

MUSST. IIU RREE BEEREE AND (). In Elis, (I)", r*.NDAN 1-.)
R*.*rox Dr. NTs.

Vakeel of Appellant. -Ila'." Kissen"'s M****.
I akeel of R. " "...re it--Vene.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 29th Novem'-r
1856, under the following certilicate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce
and

J. S. Torrens:

“This suit was instituted by the (plaintiffs, petitioners, to recover
possession of kismut Beepood; the ciam was decrees, by the in- "
siff, but by the principal sudder ameen has been dismissed. Plain

tiff's title is a deed of gift by Tumeera Beebee to Nutbool.-area,
and this gift, the principal sudder ameen has rejected for the rea
sons assigned by him. But petitioners show that the defendants
themselves in their answer to this suit, admitted that they were

arties to a ruffanama in which the deed of gift made by Turn-'a
3eebee in favour of Nubboodoorga, was expressly recognized: and
we admit the special appeal to try what effect this admission, which
has been overlooked by the lower appellate court, should have, if
any, upon the merits of the case as pronounced upon by the Prin
cipal sudder ameen."
JUDGMENT.

This case has been brought up to-day for hearing: respondents
have not appeared. In referring both to the answer made by the
defendants in the lower court and to the appeal preferred by them
to the principal sudder ameen, we find what appears to us to be a

distinct recognition of the deed of adjustment into which they or
the parties whom they represent had entered. The principal sud
der ameen says that the ruffanama is not proved; but he appears to
have overlooked the admission made by the appellants.

What

objection they took was, not that the ruffanama had not been exe
cuted, but that the plaintiff's father, who drew it, wrote down in it

what he pleased. It appears to us then that the principal sudder
2

d
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ameen has not duly investigated the case, with respect to the
ruffanama: he should distinctly consider whether or no the appel
lant admitted its execution; and if so, what valid reason is to be

assigned, if any be assigned, for not holding the parties executing
it or their representatives bound by its tenor.
* The case therefore is remanded to the lower appellate court for
re-hearing with reference to these remarks.
THE 30TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,
J. H. PATTON,

#.} Judges.

PETITIONS Nos. 1642 AND 1639 OF 1856.
Order of re

mand, as the

judge had dis
missed the en

tire claim,

whereas by
his own show

ing, there
were good

grounds for
considering,
whether por

IN the matter of the petition of Kishendyal Singh and others, filed
in this Court on the 3rd December 1856, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. R. N. Farquharson,
judge of City Patna, under date the 23rd June 1856, affirming that
of Moulvee Mahomed Haneef Khan, principal sudder ameen of that
district, dated 25th April 1855, in the case of Sheikh Bonyad Alee,
plaintiff, versus Kishendyal Singh and others, defendants.
Waheel of Petitioners—Baboo Jugdanund Mookerjea.

tion should

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Moonshee Ameer Alee.

not be decreed

to petitioner.

It is hereby certified that the said applications are granted on the
following grounds:
Petitioners were plaintiffs in a suit for possession and back rent

fröm 1246 to 1257, of a newly-formed deeara, which had accreted
on a previously existing deeara called Rummutoolla. The zillah

judge, in reversal of the order of the principal sudder ameen, dis
missed petitioner's claim, on the ground that the new deeara, of which

possession and back rents were sought, only had existence from
1250 F., and therefore the claim from the year 1246 was untenable
It is urged in special appeal that as the suit embraced the perio
from 1246 to 1257, petitioners were entitled to have their claim ad

judicated from the time of the formation of the deeara, which of
curred intermediately between those years, i.e. from 1250.

We think the judge was wrong in dismissing the whole claim
He will therefore decide whether plaintiff is entitled to any portio
of his claim from 1250. We remand the case accordingly. Thi
order relates to No. 31 of 1855, on the judge's file.

As he dismissed the appeal No. 30 of 1855, in consequence of hi
order passed in No. 31, he will now pass such orders on No. 30

as he may consider proper with reference to the decision he ma
come to in No. 31.

_^*\
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THE 16TII APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

-

B. J. COIVIN, Esq., Jud
J. H. PATTON, Esq., "9"
PETITION No. 441 OF 1856.

Order of re
mand for con
sideration of

a certain plea
overlooked by
the lower ap
pellate court,

IN the matter of the petition of Anundmyee Dassee Chowdraine,
filed in this Court on the 22nd August 1856, praying for the admis
sion of a summary special appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Jack
son, officiating judge of zillah Jessore, dated the 19th July 1856,
affirming that of Baboo Oopendurchunder Nyaruttun Roy, principal
sudder ameen of that district, dated the 31st May 1856, in the case
of Anundmyee Dassee Chowdraine, plaintiff, versus Sreeram Roy
and others defendants.

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party, Degumber Singh—Baboo Kishensukha
Mookerjee.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
Petitioner, a judgment-debtor, appealed against the sale of his
property, a 4 annas share of a putnee talook, and amongst other
pleas urged that it was situated within the zillah 24-Pergunnahs, and
not in Jessore, where the sale took place.

The special plea is, that this point, although prominently put for
ward, has not been considered by either of the lower courts.
We find this to be the case and reversing the order of the lower

court, remand the case for a new decision after disposing of the
plea in question.

(
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THE 16111 Arkil 1857
Paris Ext:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

Judy".

A. SCO)N("H., F-Q,

J. S. ToRRENs, E-4.)
No. 655

or

1856.

Summary Special Appeal from the decision of the Hon'ble R. Perks,
Judge of Tirhoot, dated 27th Asgust 1836, rererasy a decree

#. AMr. E. DaCosta, first Principal sadder amers of that district,
ated 29th April 1856.
AMEER LAL, PETITIONER,
******

MEETO LAL, Govt.As firA 1x 111E Koor" or SYED ME
HUNDEE ALEE KHAN AND Orukas, Dachalliolberts,

. (OPPost 1E PAR1 Y.)

Vakeel of Petitioner-Moulree Murhamut Hossein.
Wakerls of the Opposite Party-Baboo Kale-pressonno Dutt and
Moons her Amerr Alec.
wa- - -

This case was admitted to summary special sppeal on the 20:h

|- - - - - - -

March 1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. B.

* -

J. Colvin and J. S. Torrens:

**** * * *

“Petitioner was purchaser at a sale in execution of a decree.
The talook sold consisted of five uslee and 20 dakhilee villages, ani

the proclamation was stuck up in one village only. The Principal
sudder ameen upheld the sale, but the judge reversed it, because,
in his opinion, the proclamation of sale should have been affixed
in each uslee village.

We admit the special appeal, as we think

the view taken by the judge to be erroneous, a single proclamation
being according to law and the precedents of this Court, sufficient

*

---

*

*

*

* * * **,

*****

* ** * *

*** *-*

*

* * * * ** *
*

-

-

-

** *** * *
1. ***

****

t-sw-r
* ta- -t-.

when affixed in a principal village in the estate."
JUDGMENT.

The judge has assumed that the law requires that a proclama
tion of sale should be published in all the principal villages of the

estate advertised for sale. But the ruling of the judge is not borne
out by the provisions of Clause 2, Section III., Regulation VII.
of 1825, under which these sales are conducted by Act IV of
1846.

In the present case, it appears the proclamation advertising for
sale the mehal of mouza Khiowa, consisting of 5 uslee and 20
dakhilee villages, and the notice was put up in one of the villages.

This seems sufficient compliance with the law and the fact that

A-\

)
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advertisements were not hung up in all the other uslee villag”
was not sufficient to invalidate the sale. This was held by *
principal sudder ameen, and the judge's decision reversing that
order must be reversed.

-

The costs of this appeal on the respondent.
THE 16TH APRIL 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
J. H. PATTON,

#.}Judge.

PETITION No. 53 OF 1857.
-

In the matter of the petition of Jahtul Huq, filed in this Court
'" on the 5th February 1857, praying for the admission of a summary
by special appeal from the decision of Mr. D. Cunliffe, Officiating

of Bhaugulpore, dated the 5th December 1856, affirming
judge
that of Moulvee Mahomed Rafiq, principal sudder ameen of that
one plea, which

district, dated the 22nd August 1856, in the case of Jantul Hull,

in their opini

plaintiff, versus Musst. Phoolun and others, defendants.
the considera

Wakeels of Petitioner–Moonshee Ameer Alee and Kishensukha
Mookerjee.
Vakeels of the Opposite Party–Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit, and
Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahomed.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:

Petitioner was purchaser at a sale, in execution of decree, of
mouza Nuzeerabad. The judgment-debtor appealed on several
grounds for reversal of the sale. The principal sudder ameen
decided that as one of the reasons was sufficient for its reversal,

it was unnecessary to inquire into the other pleas.

The reason in

question was that the execution of decree case had been struck oil
on 18th March 1854, and restored to the file again on 15th April
following, without renewal of process of attachment and other pre
liminaries of sale, which was finally held on 3rd July of the same
y"ear.
The special plea is that the execution case had not been struck
off the file, and that, consequently, the renewal of the process o
attachment, &c., was not necessary.

.

We find that the lower courts record that although there wa
no roobukaree striking the case off the file, there was an entry i.

the registry book, under the sudder ameen's signature, to the effec
that it had been struck off, and the judge further added that from

the petition of the decreeholders, dated 15th April 1854, it wa

( 746
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It was brought to our notice that the present practice of the
Court on the subject varied, and that in several cases petitions had
been heard notwithstanding that the vakalutnama had not been
filed until expiration of the period referred to. It does not appear
to us when a petitioner has continued in attendance without his
case having been called up for hearing, and when after such attend
ance he files a vakalutnama to carry on his case, which had never
been called up, that any default can be properly held to have oc
curred such as to render the case liable to be struck off under the

Act referred to, but as the precedent quoted by respondent appears
to have ruled to the contrary, we refer this case for consideration of
a full Court.
OPINION OF THE FULL BENCH.

On consideration of the effect of the last sentence of the judgment

in the case of Gungadass Sein versus Seebnath Sein, we are of

opinion that a party cannot be considered to have defaulted, if
having remained personally in attendance, without his case being
called up for hearing; he files a vakalutnama in any time so as to
have a vakeel in attendance when his case does come up for hear
ing. The ruling of the Court on this point above referred to, is
therefore superseded.

( 748
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mer malik or his representative, and it was only when they were
paid to the party holding a decree against the mortgagors that a
cause of action against such party arose and the suit was brought
within 12 years from that date. In reversal of the order of the
principal sudder ameen, we remand the case for trial on its merits.
THE 5TH MAY

857.

PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 433

oF

1856.

-

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Golaum Asgur Khan,
JPrincipal Sudder Ameen of Beerbhoom, dated 18th December

1854, reversing a decree of Roy Gobindchunder Chowdree, Sud
der Ameen of that district, dated 23rd July 1853.
RAMKISIIORE AND PROSONNONATH MOOKERJEAS,
(Two of THE DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANTs,
ters?/S

-

PAUNCHCOWRIE TELIE, (PLAINTIFF.) AND HURREE
KISHEN GHOSE AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) I: EsPON
DENTS.

Vakeels of Appellants-Moulvees Murhamut Hossein and
Ahmed Alee.

Vakeel of the Respondent, Paunchcowrie Telie-Moulvee Aftabood
deen Mahomed.

Held that
under the ac
tual circum
stances of this
case which
were not laid

correctly
before the

admitting
judges, the

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th August
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. B. J.
Colvin and C. B. Trevor:

“Petitioners were formerly putneedars; the talook was sold for
arrears of rent and purchased by Hurreekishen and Kenaram; these

parties distrained the property of one Paunchcowrie Telie for arrears

£ was . The ryot alleged that he had paid all the rent due to
roperiw

the gomashta,

iusti

'' in '' of the former and present putneedars, but the collector gave a deci
all the parties sion adverse to him; he then sued to reverse the summary decision
to the suit, as making the present and also the former putneedars defendants, sars.
it stands, de
fendants, and

to prove the
benamee na
ture of the

alleging that the purchase of the talook was benamee, the form-putheedars being the real talookdars at the present time.
“The sudder ameen was of opinion that no rent was due by ti.

alleged trans

plaintiff before him; that the putnee, purchased by Hurreek isla--

1er of the
talook.

and Kenaram, was benamee, and that the real putneedars were Ita 1 a

(
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THE 7TPI MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,

l

J. H. PATTON, Esq., X-Judges.

J. S. TóRRENS, Esq.,

|

Regular Appeals from the decision of Mr. C. Macdonald, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore, dated 13th March 1855.
No. 173 OF 1855.
as

MAHARAJA MOHESSUR SINGH BAHADOOR AND MA

-

HARAJA KOOUR BABOO BIRESSUR SINGH, (DEFEN
DANTs) APPELLANTS,

*

tersus

MUSST. KALLABUTEE KOONWUREE, (PLAINTIFF,)

|

RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee, Moulvee Murhamut
Hossein and Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Kishen
-

kishore Ghose.

No. 183 OF 1855.

BABOO RAMGOPAL SINGH, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

|

MUSST. KALLABUTTEE, KOONWUREE, (PLAINTIFF,)

|

RESPONDENT.

-

Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Lootfur Ruhman.
Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
I(ishenkishore Ghose.
No. 184 OF 1855.

MUSST CHOORAMUNBUTTEE, (DEFENDANT,)
APPELLANT,
versus

MUSST. KALLABUTTEE KOONWUREE, (PLAINTIFF,)
RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein and Baboo

-

Bungsheebuddun Mitter.

Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Aishenkishore
Suit held to
barred

£

Ghose.

CLAIM laid at Company's rupees 9,518-0-11.

(
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February 1847, while the suit had only been instituted on 8th
September 1851. Against this plea, it was urged that respondent's

petition had only been rejected by the survey department, and that
no order for giving possession of the land to either party had been
passed.
We find by reference to the proceedings of the survey officer,
that respondent formally applied to have the land now sued for
assigned to her village Sirbur, that an answer, objecting to the
claim, was given, and that proofs were filed by both parties, and the
survey officer rejected the claim as respondent acknowledged dis
possession for upwards of a year. This was clearly an “award"
to which the conditions of Act XIII. of 1848 apply, and the suit

brought to cancel that award is therefore barred by lapse of time.
We reverse the decision of the principal sudder ameen with costs.
THE 7TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE NO. 263 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. Edward Latour, Additional
Judge of Behar, dated 8th November 1854, modifying a decree of

Moulvee Soojat Alee Khan, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated
13th December 1854.

MUSST. NUSSEEBUN AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,)

|

APPELLANTS,
t!ersus

MUSST. LUTTEEFUN, (PLAINTIFF,) AND MUSST MUR
RIUM AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Vakeel of the Respondent, Musst. Lutteefun-Moulvee Aftabooddeer.
Mahomed.
Held that
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 15th May 1856.
: : £". under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce anci
opposed inia. C. B. Trevor:—
tiff with :“The question now raised refers to costs only; and petitioners
tillt

on

r

-

£','" urge that though the only point in dispute regarding the subject
£ matter of the plaint was a point which plaintiff himself finding the

£ appeal receded from, the judge has unfairly thrown on them this e
or, and as

£"

heaviest portion of the costs.

Plaintiff sued to procure an order

for a butwara on account of a 4 annas and 6% cowries share of

->

~

(

:
'' of
her having
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“The moonsiff decided that the plaintiffs as land lords are entitled

£a, to occupation in the place of the defendant their tenant, who had
quite
incon:
sistent, with
the dispute

regarding
886-88.1011

£"the
parties and

absconded to another village.
-

-

-

r

*

-

-

“The judge in appeal remarks—"The appellant's vakeel aban
‘dons all the objections in her appeal pleadings, but that which
‘arises on the merits, viz. the right of plaintiffs to oust defendant
‘of building land in her occupation, because she is now residing in

#:

‘another village, and without reference to her willingness to pay
dispute, they ‘rent as before; I know of no such right and reverse order of the

£, “lower court and decree the appeal with costs.'
interference

“Plaintiff now appeals specially and urges that the judge in

£- recording any thing regarding the willingness of defendant to pay
£he rent as before, has entered in his judgment a remark which is
£" borne out by nothing on the record, it appears from the papers
-

simply that defendant has absconded to another village.
“We observe that the fact is as stated by special appellant. We
therefore admit the special appeal to try whether with reference to

the erroneous entry in the judge's decision, that decision should be
reversed, or not ”
JUDGMENT.

MESSRS. E. A. SAMUELLS AND D. I. MoNEY:—We find that

the judge observes that there was no pretence that the defendant
had refused to continue to pay rent, and he also finds that the

magistrate had upheld the defendant's possession. His opinion
clearly was that the charge of having absconded was quite incon
sistent with the dispute regarding possession between the parties
and the magistrate's finding on that dispute. We see no reason,
under these circumstances, to interfere with the judge's decision.
The appeal is consequently dismissed.

MR. C. B. TREvoR.—I cannot discover that the judge has found
any thing in his judgment regarding the absconding of the tenant.
as allged in the plaint. I would therefore reverse the decision of the
judge and remand the case to him, in order that he might give a
clear opinion on that point which was cearly raised in the plaintifis’
declaration and pass eventually whatever decision might seem to
him necessary.

-

*

:,

)
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Pass 1.x 1 :
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C. B. TREVOR, H.Q.

E. A. SAMt H.I.I.S., 1...Q.,

i. i. MöNEY, i...

Off rating Ja-y".

. )

CA-1, No. 371 or 1836.

Special Appeal, from the decision of

Mr. C. Mar Draalf,

p:

cipal Sudder A*s of Bhava", "re. dated 12th Sept" 1altering

decrees

1.

of Syed A/14 met If aheed osi-fera A has, S-1

der Amen of that district, dated stà August 1°3'.
SHEIKII FUZLEH IMAUM, tox" or 111E Dir Ex1, Axis.)
A PP1. LLAN I,
****

TOOF ANEE SAHOO AND Or 111.h4, Pt. At Nr1, r*.) AND

LOCHUN ROY, (I). ENDAN r, Re-rost's ra.
Vakeels of Appellant-Menah's fineer
Aishansukha M. "/".

Alec and Bu'."

Vakeel of the Respondents, Teofane Sahce and ethers, ( Plaintiff, J
– Buboo Sumbheonath l'undit.
-

CAs E No. 372 or 1836.

SHEIKH FUZLEH IMAUM, (oNE or THE DEFENDAN Is.)
APPELLANT,
rer frts

TOOFANEE SAHOO AND Orli Erts, (PLAINT 1 FF",) AND
LOCHUN ROY, (DLF ENDAN r,) REsroNDEN 1s.

Vakeel of Appellant–Moonshee Ameer Aler.
Vakeel of Respondent–None.
Tuks.E cases were admitted to special appeal on the 17th July
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A.
Samuells and D. I. Money:

Plaintaff. ti-dar, -í
ha- -n is r
and two of

his

“The plaintiff, who is a ticcadar, sues the defendants, one of whom

ryots to re-o

is his zemindar and the other two are his ryots, in order to recover
from them the kureef rent for 1252 B. S., which he alleges the

the x-r-f
r" at for 1.”
B. s. ---h
* * * * * the
* * * : *r hast
1 * ~ *-y *i

zernindar had illegally collected from the ryots by the seizure of
their crops. The sudder ameen decrees a portion of the plaintiff's
claim against the zemindar, and the principal sudder ameen, in
appeal, gives a decree against the same party for the whole.
C

wer fres-a

* ** *

treet

*****

the ryots by
tle -aure of
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dents for wasilat on account of certain lands, on the 20th Novem
ber 1851, to the extent of a 7 annas share, and on the 24th January
1852 he instituted this suit against the same parties for wasilat on
account of a 9 annas share of the lands.

The sudder ameen de

creed this present case, but the judge referring to the provisions of
the Circular Order of 30th September 1847, has dismissed the suit,
because instead of being brought as a separate action, the claim
should have been included in the first plaint.
“We admit the special appeal to try, first, whether the Judge has

rightly interpreted the legal effect of the Circular quoted, which re
fers to cases of inheritance, by applying it to a suit not depending on
a claim of inheritance; secondly, whether the plea taken by the judge
is not inadmissible under Act IX. of 1854; and thirdly, whether the

petitioner in this, his second suit, having set forth his title as a pur
chaser from certain ticcadars, the cause of action was not essential

ly different from that set forth in the first case, in which he sued
in his own right.”
-

JUDGMENT.

It appears that petitioner had been plaintiff to reverse a sale in
execution of a decree and recover possession of the property sold.
Having succeeded, he instituted two suits on different dates for the

recovery of wasilat, one for that of 7 annas, first—the other for that of
9 annas, last. As regarded the 7 annas he sued as malik, and for the

9 annas, after acquiring intermediately ticcadaree rights; he had
therefore two distinct causes of action.

For this reason the Circu

lar cited by the judge, does not apply. His order is also erroneous
with reference to Act IX. of 1854, which prohibits reversal of

orders in appeal on account of any error, defect, or irregularity not
productive of injury to either party. We accordingly set aside the
judge's order of rejection of petitioner's appeal and remand the case
for trial on its merits.

THE 7TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

Jud
uages.

PETITION No. 49 of 1857.

IN the matter of the petition of Ramtunoo Lahoory and others,
Finding of
the lower court filed in this Court, on the 3rd February 1857, praying for
that the lakhi

raj land which
plaintiff seeks
to resume ha
been held as

>

the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Ro
Ramlochun Ghose, principal sudder ameen of Nuddea, dated the
26th November 1856, affirming that of Baboo Koolodanund Moo

(
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THE 8TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREWOR, ESQ.,

:

-

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
No. 294 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahómed Sadiq
Khan Bahadoor, Principul Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 14th
June 1854.

RAMYAD SINGH AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
versus

SHEOSUHOY SINGH AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboos Sumbhoonath Pundit and Kisken
kishore Ghose.

-

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Moonshee
Ameer Alee.
Plaintiffssue
as maliks to
establish their

right to a
settlement of

certain villages
which were
settled in 1839

A. D., with
the defendants

who are only
nankardars of
certain lands
with the vil

lages claimed
by the plain
tiffs.
Held that

CLAIM laid at rupees 6,091-2-5-6k.
The plaintiffs sue to establish their right to a settlement of the
village of Tol Poornea, of annas 4 of Chandpoora and of the tolas
of Hirsee Rajgoowa and Korshul, which had been settled with the

defendants in the year 1839. Their allegation was that their an
cestors had been maliks of the entire villages we have mentioned.

as also of the village of Tehuttee, and that, in the year 1172,
900 beegas in Tehuttee and Chandpoora, had been given in nan
kar to the ancéstors of the defendants, but that their own ances

tors had continued in possession of the remaining lands until they
were ousted by the deputy collector, who, after resuming the nan
kar, attached the whole of the villages above referred to, compris
ing 1,974 beegas as appertaining to the nankar, and settled them.

the case of the

plaintiffs is on
their own show

ing untenable,
though they
claim as owner

with the defendants, the nankardars.

The defendants denied the possession of the plaintiffs or their

ancestors, and alleged that the plaintiffs had themselves in 1836,
and again in 1838, distinctly admitted their (defendants') posses

of the village sion as nankardars, and had merely laid claim to
they admit
they have never malikana and towfeer.
paid revenue
The principal sudder ameen considered that
to Government
but have

all

along been in

possession
without settle
ment and that

they have
never regis

tered the title

certain lands as
the plaintiffs ha.

entirely failed to establish their claim, and that the defendants ha.
proved undisturbed possession for upwards of 60 years. He ac,
cordingly dismissed the suit.

Against this decision, the plaintiffs have appealed and have pro
duced two papers, dated in 1819, connected with the establish

(
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the deed of sale had been executed, and that mutation of names

taken place in the collectorate, but it was pleaded in defence
the purchase-money had not been paid, and that petitioner
returned the kubala to the defendant in consequence.

We

that the judge has found that the purchase-money was not paid,
he does not appear to have pronounced upon the point of return
non-return of the kubala. It is urged in special appeal that r

receipt of the purchase-money is insufficient for not performing
conditions of the bill of sale, as defendant could sue for the purch.
money; that defendant having acknowledged to the collector
receipt of the purchase-money he could not deny it afterwa

and that the judge has omitted to decide as to the return of
kubala by plaintiff.

The judge has held the completion of the sale to have been co,
tional on the payment of the money according to mutual agreen
as alleged by defendant; but he does not show that the agreen
to such effect, if ever made, was proved. If proved, it, of cou

invalidates the first plea urged by petitioner. The judge has
failed to decide whether plaintiff returned the kubala to defend

from inability to pay the price. We therefore remand the case
a decision to be pronounced on the two points adverted to.
THE 9TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 418 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. F. Skipwith, Judy
Sylhet, dated 7th November 1854, affirming a decree of Mot.
Nasseerooddeen Hyder, Sudder Moonsiff of that district, d.
24th July 1854.
RAJA RAJENDRO SINGH, (ONE OF THE DEFENDANTs
APPELLANT,
tersus

RAMPERSAUD SURMA (PLAINTIFF,) AND PRANKISH
DUTT, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellant—Mr. R. T. Allan.
Vakeel of Respondents—None.
Plaintiff

sued Raja Raj

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 31st July 1.
under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samt

endro Singh
and his agent

and D, I. Money.

-

(
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*
1. * * * *
* -

“The plaintiff brought an action against the defendant, Raja
Rajendro Singh, and his naub, Prankishen Dutt, for money lent to
the latter on a bond.

“The judge released Prankishen from liability, and gave a de
cree in favour of the plaintiff against the Raja, on the ground that

Prankishen had received special authority from tie Raja to borrow
money on his behalf, and that the money borrowei was enterest in

***

* =
*** - * * *
* * * *** * * * ** *
* * ** * * *
* ** *
*
** *
* * *

his (Prankishen's) accounts, and submitted to the Raja's treasurer.
“We are of opinion that the judge's decision is open to ques",

* *

*

*

*

and weadinut the special apical to try the pleas urged by the

special appellant, vis-first, whether the obilgee can bring an art. "
upon a bond against any other per-in than the obi-gor, that p-r-n
not being a party to the deed; secondly, whether the ob.' r * *
estopped by his own deed from setting up a defence that we had
authority from another person, not being a party to the ucci, to
borrow money in his behall; an i tatrav, whether the letters fire.
in this case as proof of the authority granted by the Raja, being
unstamped, can be received as evidence."

** *

*
* * * * *
** ** - - - - - **

-

•

*

i

JUDGM ENT.

The suit out of which this special appeal has arisen was one, both 1

against the Raja Rajenito Sn:h an 1 his agent, for money lett to
the latter on the Raja's behalf. The lia, a denied that he auti. rised Prankishen to borrow the money, win at the agent a, inittir.
the bond, pleaded that he was authorised by the Itaja to to rea

the amount, and that the amount so borrowed was appropriated to
the Raja's benefit.
The moonsiff declared the Raja alone liable; the judge in his de
cision writes “that several letters admitted by the Raja to te
“genuine are filed in the case, some of a prior, some of a su's 11, it
“date to that of the bond, which satisfactorily proves that P an

“kishen was a confidential servant of the Raja, and was by him

*
*

*
*

* * *
* *

|
*

“generally authorised to borrow money on his behal', for the pan
“ment of the Gorernment rerenue, and the carrying on of certain suits,

*

**

1 * * *- : *
* * *

***

** *** *

* *-f

“and it is also proved that the money, the su j'et of this suit, was

*

“entered in Prankishen's accounts which were su's luently usal

F - -- t < * *

“lowed by the Raja,) and submitted to the Raja's treasurer by

* * * * * *f
** * * * * * * *

“Pranki-hen Dutt.

f** ** *

“As then a principal is liable for the acts of his agent, when such
“acts come within the general powers inve-te-I in him, and are ever
“cised for the benefit of the principal, and there is no ev.ience that

-- * * * * *

*

*

*

*

--- **
-

* **

*

*

“the particular sun was disallowed, the Raja is justly liabie; the
“judge consequently affirmed the moonsiff's decree.

The question now brought before us by Rajendro Singh, as
special appellant is this: are the facts found by the judge sufficient
id

* * *

- " , --

-

THE 9rn May 1837.
PREAENT:

#

B.

'', E-Q.,

l

SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiatingy
i.... i.A. N'Y'...")

Judges.

CAsk No. 468 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Bubo, Pear-okwa Baseries,
Additional

Principal

Sadder A*-

of

Sarwa, dated 21st Vo

rember 1854, affirming a decree of Mahoned Haneef, Moon"/f
of Chaprah, dated 13th June 1853.
BABOO INDURDEONARAIN SINGH,

(DEFENDANr.)

Arrel-LANT,
-

TOOLSEENARAIN SINGH, (PLAINTrry,) AND BABOO GO

JADHURPERSAUD NARAIN SINGH AND Orukas, (DE
FENDANTS,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellant-Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeels of the Respondent, Toolscenarain Singh, -Baboo Pornochun
der Roy, and Moulree Aftabuddern Mahomed.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 20th August
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A.
Samuells and D. I. Money.
“This is a suit to compel the removal of a house erected upon
ijmalee property by a person, who, though not himself a share
holder, has obtained the land from one of the sharers. It is very
similar in its features to the case of Janokee Singh tersus Bubko
ree Singh, which is now before us in special appeal, and we
admit this special appeal to try the same point which has been
raised in that case, viz, whether such a suit will lie, or whether the

plaintiff should not rather have sued for damages."
JUDGMENT.
-*
The plaintiff in this case sued defendant, special appellant, for the [..."
- removal of a house erected without his consent on property in which and *- - re- - he holds a share. The defendant denied that the plaintiff had any for
"g this
right in the property upon which the house was erected.
rixht - p

The lower court found that the plaintiff had a right in the pro
perty, and ordered the removal of the house.
It appears from plaintiff's statement that very little more than
one month previous to the institution of this suit by him, he had
complained to the criminal authorities of the intended erection by

- - - -

train

his eo

*-

-

other- from

bu-ding on the
*-

Perty.

-
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THE 9TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

*}o"

Judges.

CASE No. 90 OF 1857.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Trevor,
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 296 of 1853,
dated 29th January 1857.
-

DEBNATH BHUTTACHARJAND OTHERS, (APPELLANTs,)
PETITIONERS,
tersus

RAMCOOMAR MOOKERJEA, (RESPONDENT,) OPPosLTE
PARTY.

-

Vakeels of Petitioners—Baboo Sreekanth Singh and Mr. W.
Ritchie.

-

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
f A.'
AN application for review of our judgment in this case has bee
£": preferred by Mr. Advocate General Ritchie, and it has been argue
jected,
no
that although the principle on which that case was decided is co
sufficient
•

'',

*

-

-

rect, the effect of the magistrate's decision

-

-

-

in this particular cas

the admission was not absolutely to determine that the plaintiff was not in po

£ £ session on the date of the magistrate's decision, because althoug
brought
for
ward.

dispossessed
the periodpossession
when the before
dispute the
arose,
possibly
haveat regained
casehe
wasmight
finallyvel
di
posed of . We were also asked to look at the precise character
the Act IV, proceeding, in order to ascertain whether the mag
trate had not made the mistake of inquiring into title instead

possession and exception was taken to our treating the plaintil
alteration of the valuation of his suit as an admission of the corre.

ness of the area, which the defendants alleged to be covered by t
hât.

It was further said that as plaintiff was still in possession

what might be termed an annual rent by Government for the t
of this land, the law of limitation would not apply. None of the
objections appears to us of any weight.
We did not treat the magistrate's decision which on re-perusal
find to be strictly founded on evidence of possession as conclusi
on that point: we merely said that it raised a strong presumpti
of the defendant's possession, which the plaintiff was bound to reb
He may very possibly have been in possession between the Peri.
of the institution of the Act IV. suit and its final decision, but

–4×

(
had been dis

inherited by
his father and

had pleaded
such disinheri
tance in bar of

claim against
him.
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alleges that plaintiff's ancestor had seven sons, who inherited his
property in equal shares on his demise and lived in joint tenancy.
Plaintiff's father, Kooldeepnarain Singh, was the second son of the
common ancestor. He had two wives, plaintiff was the issue of
the first marriage, and Sukdeb, the issue of the second. Sukdel
was his father's favorite and lived with him up to his death, whic

occurred during the father's life-time. After Sukdeb's death, plait
tiff's father made the alienations, which form the subject matter
this suit.

-

The defensive pleas set up are that plaintiff voluntarily abando
ed the paternal roof; that his disconnection with the family a
disinheritance hy his father were matters of notoriety; that

gave publicity to these facts by pleading in suits brought agai
him as his father's heir, his complete waiver of all hereditary rig
and non-succession to any portion of the patrimonial estates,
being held free from his father's liabilities in consequence of s

pleas, under decrees of Court and the gross inconsistency after s
relief and the grounds on which it was granted of suing on a
of heirdom or hereditary succession.

The principal sudder ameen after over-ruling several pleas in
of suit and holding that plaintiff's disinheritance by his fathe,
actual and express acquiescence in that disinheritance, his del
heirship, his complete waiver of all hereditary rights and his

succession to any portion of the patrimonial property, wer.
established by the evidence adduced by the defendants, partic
the petition presented on behalf of plaintiff in case of execut

decree No. 80 of 1845, in the court of the principal sudder
and the decision of the principal sudder ameen of Sarun,

18th September 1843, in which Jeanundun Singh was p
and Kooldeepnarain Sing, plaintiff's father, was defendań
which documents he mentioned, contained admissions fatal

validity of his present claim, gave judgment against him.
The issues raised in appeal by the plaintiff are, that the 1
sudder ameen has misapprehended the documents upon
mainly he has decreed against him, namely, the petition be
sented by him in execution case No. 80, and his answ
plaint of Jeanundun Singh; that the admission made in th

ments do not bear the construction that officer has put up.
that the intent and purport of these admissions are not as

court supposes, a denial of his heirship and a relinquishm
hereditary rights, but pleas urged in exemption from the
of his father on the score of indigence and inability to m
in consequence of not having obtained part or parcel of hi

nial possessions. . It is also contended on his behalf in a]
the suit is based on principles of Hindoo law; that by
shara law, the father cannot alienate hereditarv

Droner

(
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THE 11111 MAY 1877,
PREs, Nr.;

B. J. COLV1N. E-Q,

J. H. PATTON, E-Q.,

Judges.

J. S. Tortress, E., )
No. 101 or 1856.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. H. J. Coleis,
J. H. Patton and J. S. Torrens, in the Case No. 137 of 1*23,

dated 2nd July 1856.
GYADEEN PATUK, (Arrell ANT,) Partrioxx",
*****

BABOO JYEKURRUN LAL AND Oruras, (REsrox DENTs,)

-

Orrostry. PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Kishensukha Mackerjea.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party-Moonshee Ameer Alee.

This is an application for review of the Court's decision, dated ...":.
2nd July 1856, in case No. 137 of 1855,

No objection is made to the decision as being an incorrect expo
sition of the law, but it is argued that as defendant admitted the
bond and only opposed the claim on account of illegal interest, it

was not necessary that plaintiff should have filed the bond and he
could have gained his case without its being in Court.

We cannot admit this plea, as the bond having been given in
proof, the Court was bound to see whether it was conformable to
law. Petition rejected with costs.

**.

(
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THE l l TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 229 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackintosh, Off
ating Judge of Hooghly, dated 31st July 1854, reversing " £

of Mr. H. C. Bell, Sudder Moonsiff of that district,

dated .

March 1854.

MUSST. SUKHEE DEBEA, MOHAFZ AND SONAMC
DEBEA, MoTHER AND GUARDIAN of BINDABUNCHUNY
ROY, MINOR, (DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANTS,
tler's?/s

PRANKISHEN ROY, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.
Vakeel of Appellants—Mr. R. T. Allan.
Case struck

off; razeenama
and suffeenama

Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Kishenkishore Glose.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 28th Apri
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. S.

and C. B. Trevor: —
having been
filed, parties to
receive back

half of the
value of the

-

“It appears that Prankishen Roy sued defendant tor a

of the expense of performing the shradd of their common :
The defendants who are the guardians of Bindrabuncúwë

stamp filed.

the great grand-son of the common ancestor, objected to th
inasmuch as the performance of the shradd of a decease

is enjoined only upon two generations, viz. sons and gr
and that the stipulation in the partition deed was likes
effect.

“The moonsiff dismissed the claim on the ground team
dition of the deed of partition do not render the great
of the deceased liable for the expense of his shroda.
reversed the moonsiff's decision, thinking that the pur,
sentence in the first deed of partition which was disbüe
the estate should continue burdened with the expense of

so long as any of the successors upon whom its per
enjoined by the shasters, viz., the second and third gene
survive and that until the allowance shall la Pse by t
none of the shareholders of any degree of relation
absolved from their responsibility.

Defendant (respondent) in the court below, now kars
appeal, that the judge's construction put upon the doc'

|
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severally the 2nd Assin 1242, and 12th Sawan 1243, is erroneous,

inasmuch as it appears clearly from these two documents when
read together; the second as explanatory of the first.
First-That the charge is a personal tie on each of the parties
to the deeds; and secondly, that the judge's reading of the sentence
of the earlier deed whereby he sailies persons in the fourth and
fifth degrees with the payment", so long as one person exists in the
second or third generation from the common ancestor, is opt-i

to the wording of the deed itself and also to the Purport of both
deeds when read together.
“We admit the special appeal to try whether the construction

put upon the deeds by the judge is correct, or not?"
JUDGMENT.

This case is struck off, rarenama and suffecnama having been

filed, parties will receive back half stamps.
The 11111 MAY 1857.
PR's".N r:

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., Y (Th inting Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 368 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackintosh, Jadze
of Hooghly, dated 14th Sptember 1854, affirming a decree
of Bahoo Kashishur Mitter Roy Bahadoor, Principal sudder
Ameen of that district, dated 9th May 1854.
DHUNMONEE DASSEE, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
*****

PETUMBURREE DASSEE, (PLAINTIFF,) REspox DENT,
Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Sreekanth Singh and
Banermadhub Banerjea.

Waheel of Respondent-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 16th July 1856, The -at of
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samu- £.
ells and D. I. Money :-

* 4 pre

“The plaintiff's husband left a will, one of the provisions of £.
which was, that an idol should be set up at his death, a temple T-a- - erected for it, and an annual sum of rupees 265 allowed from the

* ':

profits of the village of Tajpore for its maintenance. The office : * : *.

of Shewait being at the same time bequeathed to the plaintiff. In :"...:
a suit by plaintiff against another widow of the husband for posses- ". . .

(
of the profits
of the village
of Tajpore,
and that the
office of She
wait or trustee
should be exer

cised by plain
tiff; plaintiff
now

sues

an -

other widow of
the husband for

: of
alf of Taipore
which
latter had

'"
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sion of half of Tajpore, which the latter had seized upon, and a
moiety of certain extra expense which she had incurred in erect
ing the temple, the judge held that although no more than the sum
of rupees 265 was provided in the will for the maintenance of the
idol, and the profits of Tajpore were proved to be much larger, yet
as the plaintiff had been put to the expense of providing a house
and ornaments for the idol for which no separate provision was
made, she was on a reasonable construction of the will entitled to

the whole profits of Tajpore, which he has accordingly awarded to
her... We admit the special appeal to try whether the judge's con
struction of the will is correct, or not ”

seized upon
and a moiety

JUDGMENT.

of certain

expenses which
she had incur

We think that the judge has entirely misconstrued the will
the husband of the litigant before the Court.

The will of the testa

red in provid
in: the temple. provides that an idol named Shama Thakoora is to be establis)
he judge
held that on

a reasonable
construction of
the will, consi

dering the ex

penses which
the plaintiff
had incurred
on account of
the idol, she

was fairly
entitled to the
whole of the

profits of Taj
pore, he conse
quently de
creed her poss
sesion of the
8taine.

Held by the
Court that

and maintained at an annual expense of rupees 265, payable ou
the profits of the village of Tajpore, and that the office of she

or trustee of this endowment, should be exercised by the plainti
From these words we gather that it was the intention of

testator that the rents of the village of Tajpore should be burd
with a charge to the amount of rupees 265, and no more, fo
maintenance of the idol. The possession of the remaining re
the villages is in no way affected by this disposition in the wil
Under this view, we think that the plaintiff has no grou
her claim to the exclusive possession of Tajpore, and that f
extra expense that she may have incurred in the service of t

beyond the sum mentioned in the will, viz. rupees 265, s).
is liable.

Under this view, we reverse the order of the lower cov

decree the special appeal with costs.

from the terms
of the will it is

clear that the intention of the testator was that the rents of the village of Tajpore should b.

with a charge to the amount of rupees 265, and no more for the maintenance of the idol a
right to the remaining rents of the village was in no way affected by this disposition in the w
ion of Tajpore;
therefore has no ground for her claim under the will to the exclusive
extra expense that she may have incurred in the service of the idol beyond the sum ment:
will, she alone is liable.
Special appeal decreed with costs.

property to the
plaintiff in this
suit; the mort

that the mortgage was valid, that the notice in bar of alienation
only referred to the costs of Emambandee's decree and not to

gage was fore

the wasilat, and decreed in favour of plaintiff.

closed on the
4th December

preferred to the judge of Patna, one by Hurgobind and the

1851, and

other by Emambandee, and as guardian of Meer Hyder, the son of

Two appeals were

laintiff then

rought the

present suit for
possession. The
principal sud

Syed Meer Alee, and that officer has reversed the principal sudder
ameen's decision, on the ground that the mortgage was invalid in

consequence of the issue of a notice of attachment barring aliena

a decree, the

tion. The special appeal is preferred on the ground which had also
been taken in the lower court that the attachment in bar of alie

judge reversed

nation was void, inasmuch as no previous demand for security had

that decree on

been made in accordance with Section VII., Regulation VII. o
1825, and Clause 1, Section V., Regulation II. of 1806, and als

der ameen

gave plaintiff

the ground
that the mort

inva that the attachment in question referred to the costs of the
suit an
#geaswasnot
withstanding
that no Secu

not to wasilat.

“We admit the special appeal to try these points.”

rity had been

previously, de
manded the
notices of at

tachment bar

JUDGMENT.
-

MEssRs. E. A. SAMUELLs AND D. I. MoNEY.—The plain

ring alienation

in this case comes into Court to obtain possession of cert
was legal and
property under a mortgage and foreclosure, which have been f.
valid.
Held by the proved. The defendants set up as a bar to her title, an order of
majority of the
Court that the district judge, attaching the property as security for the satisfac
judge in issu of a decree and prohibiting its alienation. This order, it is ad
ing an order
for attachment

ted, was issued without any previous demand of security.

without a de

question submitted to us is, whether an order of attachmen

'

mand
his
rt and a
on that

£

of Hurgobind
Ghose to give
security acted
in excess of his

jurisdiction,
and his notice
of attachment

is consequently
a nullity and
absolutely void
and

cannot

affect the right
of any parties.
The decision

of the judge
was by the
whole Court

reversed, and

the special ap.
peal decreed
with costs.

issued, has not the legal effect, ascribed to it by the plaintiff.
We are of opinion that the attachment in this case was i
and consequently inoperative. Section VII., Regulation V

1825, following the words of Section V., Regulation II. of
“authorises the zillah courts in cases when it may be sho
satisfactory evidence, that a party against whom a decree

in:

passed, is about to dispose of the property from which ti,
ment should be satisfied,” to require security in such

a 11, a

may appear sufficient for making good the decree, and *** *
of such security not being given, to cause an attachment of I
as provided for in similar cases, whilst a suit is deper,
Section V., Regulation II. of 1806.

There can be no

d:

of opinion regarding the construction of this Section as :
are perfectly clear and unambiguous. The failure to give
it will be observed, is the contingency which gives t
jurisdiction to attach. If he attaches without the occur
such a contingency, which it is admitted, is the case in th
instance, he acts in excess of his jurisdiction and his

attachment is consequently a nullity.

If any authorit

view of the law be requisite, it will be found in abunda, 1.

(
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struction No. 190, and the summary cases of Edmund Kent Hume,

21st November 1834, Hurehunder Chowdree, 31st August 1841,
131 punbeharee Ghose, 27th September 1847, and G bit-persaud
Khan, 12th June 1848.

It has been contended for the (defendant) respondent, that as

Hurgobind, the judgment-debtor and former proprietor of the pro
perty, through whom the plaintiff claims, did not appeal against
this attachment, he must be presumed to have acquiesced in it and
to have thereby waived the preliminary demand for surety. I he
provisions for a previous demand of security which the law con
tains is, it is also insisted, directory and not imperative, and being
intended solely for the benefit of the judgment-debtor, it is compe
tent to him to dispense with it, and its omission cannot be plea led

by his representatives or by any one else, in bar of the validity of
the attachment.

of the law.

This is the view which the zulah judge has taken

In our opinion it is quite erroneous.

In the first

place this is not a case in which silence can be construed into

acquiescence.

An order of attachment under Regulation VII. of

1825, does not disturb the party to whom it is addressed in the

possession of his property. It is a mere injunction against aliena
tion. The judgment-debtor therefore had no object to gain by
complaining of the order, while if aware that it was invalid, he had
a very obvious reason for refraining from bringing its invalidity to
the notice of the court.

The decision of a court which assumes a

jurisdiction which it has not is, says Warren in his abridgment of
Blackstone, (page 542) “so entirely a nullity that it does not

create any necessity for an appeal from it." It is quite as consis
tent with the facts of the case to suppose that Hurgobind Ghose

treated the order as a nullity, which he had a perfect right to do,
as that he acquiesced in its propriety.
Even his express assent, however, would not have rendered
the attachment valid, unless it was so shaped as to anticipate the
demand for security and intimate his inability to meet it so as to
place the judge precisely in the same position as if he had demand
ed security and failed to obtain it: for it is this failure alone, as
we have seen, which gives him jurisdiction to attach, and it is a
well known principle of law that a total want of jurisdiction cannot
be cured by the assent of parties.

This case is clearly distinguishable, it will be observed, from
those in which sales have been held not to be vitiated by trifling
irregularities in the proclamation or other preliminary forin which
the law enjoins; for theie the judge or other officer had undoubted
jurisdiction to bring the property to sale, and it was a fair question
for the Court to consider to what extent the forms, which he was

directed to observe in effecting the sale, were merely directorv,
and might be modified without interfering with the object of the
P
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THE l l TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

-

CASE NO. 476 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Kasheeshur Mitter,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, dated 20th December 1854,
altering a decree of Baboo Mohunlal Pandey, Moonsiff of Jeha

nabad, dated 16th September 1853.
HURREENARAIN GHOSE, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

MUSST. URNOO DASSEE AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Wakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of Respondent, Musst. Urnoo Dassee-Baboo Jugdanund
Mookerjea.
Held in a

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 22nd August

''. 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A.
£ Samuells and D. I. Money:
#' '', be “This is a suit to enhance the rent of 21 b. 14 c. of land, which
£ was resumed by Government along with the other lands of the
resent per

village of Peareenugur and settled with the Raja of Burdwan,

£". who under-let them to the plaintiff (petitioner). The defendant
which the ser is the heir of a former chowkeedar and claims 12 of these beegas

£
proper test of

as chakeeran, and therefore not liable to assessment.

“The moonsiff decreed the case in plaintiff's favour.

The prin

£” cipal sudder ameen holds the lands to be chakeeran on the strength
the claim set of a former decision of a principal, sudder ameen of Hooghly

''
the party to

reverses the moonsiff's decision and declares that the plaintiff
ought to have sued under Regulation II. of 1819, to establish lais

£" right to resume. The defendant, it seems, is not a chowkeedar
no con
which the
lands were

originally

The chowkeedar of the village is paid in cash and has
nection with the land which is alleged to be chakeeran.

These

£ the lands have already been resumed and assessed by Government,
lands
£
superior
holder and by Section XLI., Regulation VIII. of 1793, chakeeran
£ in rent-paying estates are expressly .declared to be. responsibl.
'' ''. for the revenue assessed on the zemindarees in which they ar

'h' situated. We admit a special appeal therefore to try whether tha
institution of a principal sudder ameen was not wrong in treating these lands ==
£ lakhiraj, and directing the putneedar to sue for their resumption."

(
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Jerowest.
We think that the decision of the principal sudder ameen cannot

-- -- - - - - -

stand; the test of the validity or invalidity of chak-eran land is .
the present performance of the duties for which the service land

-- -

was granted, and this inquiry can be made in a suit for *ment:

-

moreover, a suit for the resumption of chakeeran is, under no cir

- - - - -

cumstances, necessary, seeing that on the failure of a Party to

-

- -

--

perform the service for which it was originally grant-i, the
character of the land as service land ceases, and the right of the

superior holder to assess immeuately arises.
reverse the order of the pri
-

Under thi

-

with-

, E. R. R. A.T A.
-

No. V. Decisions for May 1857,
line, for “kusba" read “ rucba."

page 751, 4th
-

Same page,
Page, l.
line

24th, for “assigned" read a

assessed."

Page 793, Case No. 254 of 1855, 12th line
the bottom, for “1852" read “1842."

-

* - *-------

-

-

from

-

Mishore Ghose.

Vakeels of Respondent-Baloos Ramapersand Roy and Sumbhoonath
Pundit.

Messes. E. A. SAMUELLs AND D. L. Mosky.—The plain
tiff sues for possession of 11,543-18 beegas of land, valued at
rupees 71,879, together with mesne profits and interest amounting
to rupees 29,413-10, total rupees 1,81,292-10, by reversal of an

award of arbitration, of an award of the magistrate under Regula
tion XV. of 1824, dated 15th October 1832, of the

proceedings

of

the
deLay collector on27th
survey,
of tiIl
£
Julydated
1847.28th August 1846, and vi
-

-

1-ft-ard la
*- - - -

* * *r- of
- ender

1-4 by the
*** - --

The plaintiff after entering into a long history of this case, and

therit-tive

reciting the various transactions which took place with regard to **
*au, v) u
o

(
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Surveying off
cers; the defen
dant pleads
both

the

special law of
limitation

Act

XIII of 1848,
and the gener
al law

Re

)

-

-

the disputed lands, the inquiry and award of the arbitrators; th
proceedings of the magistrate; suits in court; and the orders of ti
revenue authorities, alleges that he was dispossessed by the defe

dant from the year 1240 B. S., or 1833.
The defendant denies the allegation and pleads both the spe
and general law of limitation in bar of the hearing of the suit.

gulation III.

The principal sudder ameen with reference to an award, d:

of 1799, Sec

tion XIV., in
bar of the pre
sent suit; the

principal sud
der ameen dis
missed the

plaintiff's claim
as being bar
red by the
general law of

20th September 1829, of arbitrators appointed by the plaintiff's
defendant's ancestors, and deputed to the spot for the purpos
making local inquiries into their. respective claims, conside
proved that the defendant's ancestors had been in possession c
disputed lands previous to that date, and finding moreove
under the orders of the magistrate the boundary marks wer
down by the arbitrators as ascertained by them after local

limitations.

tigation, and that there was no evidence on the part of the

Held by a
majority of

to show that he had been in possession prior to 1240 B.
was of opinion that if the plaintiff's dispossession could be
he must have been dispossessed before the award of the ar)
was passed, and that consequently a period of consideral
than 12 years had elapsed from such dispossession to the

the Court,

the third judge
giving no opi
nion

on the

point as the
case did not
seem to him to

require one,
that notwith

standing the
absence of a
separate ap

peal from the
respondent
under Section
VII., Act XV.
of 1853, it is

competent to
the Court un
der Section
XI. of that

the institution of the suit.

He therefore dismissed

the

barred by the general law of limitation.
The £ has appealed from this decision disputing
rectness of the principal sudder ameen's finding. On
coming on for hearing, Baboo Ramapersaud l{oy, the c
pleader, put forth a preliminary objection and urged tha

founded on the special law of limitation ought to have
first in the court below, and proposed that notwith st

course taken in the lower court, the first issue urg
Court should be, whether with reference to the state,

pleadings,
Act, upon
the hearing of 1848.
any appeal to
It was

the suit is not barred by the provisions of A

by himself or

objected by Moonshee Ameer Alee, on t}
appellant, that such a plea could not now be urged, in a
had not been taken up and determined by the pri

his pleaders in
support of any
objection not

ameen, and the respondent should have preferred, u
visions of Section VII., Act XV. of 1853, a separa

included in his

the plaint, as ruled by this Court in the case of Roy
and others, appellants, 31st May 1856, and of F

allow either

rty to argue

£

heard

und of ob
ection.

Held

by

the whole

Court, that
when a plea
both on the

ately special, and
• ‘oral laws

Dassea and another, appellants, 16th July 1856.

Baboo Ramapersaud Roy referred to the practice
prior to the enactment of Act XV. of 1853, whi
respondent in appeal to open any point in a case
and argued that Section VII. of the present Act pr
*

1

*

*

* *

* *

* * *

*

--- *-

any

(

; 89

)
*** - * * *

the appeal was preferred. He also maintained that under Section :
XL of the Act, the respondent was empowered with the sanction
of the Court to raise any new grounds of objection he thoug' tit.
We have no doubt whatever ui-on this latter Point. I.e. an
thorities cited by Moonshee Ameer Alee, to which may be at : 1

the case of J. Cochrane, at Peliant, 16th April 1835, re'er of ly to
the rules laid down in Section VII., Act XV. of 1833, to be

observed by the parties or their pleaders in or unary cases. The
provisions however of Section XL of the Act, the terms of -ht, a
are clear and explicit up in the subject, give special authority to
the Court “upon the hearing of any appeal, to allow either Party
to urge and be heard by himself or his pleaders in support of any

*** *
*

*

** *

* * **
* *** -

**
*

*****

*-

-

** *

*

*-

* *
*** * *
* *
* * * * * **
- ***
*

objection, not included in his ground"of objection"; when imitation
has been pleaded both under the special and general law, the most

convenient practice is that the plea grounded on the special law
should be first investigated, and this is especially the case when it
is stated, as in this case, that limitation unior the special law is
apparent on the face of the plea wings. This is not, we observe, a

case where the respondent can be said to have waived his right to
be heard on the special law, for the principal su-ider ameen di 1 not

pass the point over in his judgment, but simply postponed the con
sideration of it, and had the general plea of limitat n failed, the
case must have been argued on the special plea of the app cability
of Act XIII. of 1848.

We therefore direct that the first issue taken

* * ***** * *
* * **

***

*** * *

A 1 - || ||

-

****

* * *
*** *- * - *t, *
* * ********

should be that proposed by the respondent's pleader.
The respondent's pleader then proceeded to argue that the plain
tiff in his plaint had referred to the award of the revenue autho
rities, and could not now ignore the fact that when the defendant
in his answer with reference to this award pleaded the special law
of limitation, the plaintiff in his replication never traversed that

*** *** * *
p-r-4 of

plea, but admitted the fact by stating that the defendant was in

t r- years,
* * **wet

possession under the award, and that as he sued to have that award
reversed, the plea was immaterial; that the dispute was settled by
the revenue authorities in favour of the defendant on the 16th Janu

**

****

-

* * * * *
* * **, *
, a...t. - not
***-*-* *

of the per st
during ****
th
*** *** -

ary 1847, and that the plaintiff did not bring his suit till the 13th

**ted, |-nding in the

September 1852, whereas under the provisions of Act XIII. of

*rt.

1848, he should have brought it before the 10th June 1851, or
within three years after the date of the passing of that Act.
The appellant's pleader replied that the award of the revenue
authorities had not been filed; that the suit was not brought express
ly for the reversal of that award, and that the defendant had ob

tained possession under it according to his own showing.

He

moreover contended that if the law of limitation should be held to

apply, the period, during which a previous suit, brought by the
plaintiff, which was nonsuited, was pending, should be deducted

from the calculation, that is, the intervening period between the

14th July 1849, when that action was brought, and the 24th Jul
1852, when it was non-suited, and that the case should be remand
ed to the principal sudder ameen, in order that he might dispose
this plea after making it an issue between the parties.
We are clearly of opinion on looking at the pleadings, that th
plaintiff has distinctly admitted the fact of the award of the revent
authorities, and of the possession of the defendant under it, prior

the passing of Act XIII. of 1848, and that he has brought th
suit expressly to set aside that award in order that he may obta
possession of the property.
We hold therefore, that the special law of limitation applies
this case. The plaintiff should have brought his action with

three years from the passing of the Act, i. e., from the 10th Ju
1848, and has failed to do so.

With regard to the claim of deduction on account of non-su
we are of opinion, in concurrence with the ruling of this Court
the case of Dureao Tewaree, appellant, 24th April 1854, of Rus

Dass Mohunt, appellant, 31st January 1856, and of Raja Lee
nund Singh, appellant, 2nd May 1856, that in calculating the abo
period the time during which the non-suited action was pendi.
cannot, with reference to the stringent terms of the law, be .
ducted.

As to the objection of the plaintiff's pleader that the special p
now urged by the defendant was not taken up and determined a

distinct issue by the principal sudder ameen, we do not see t
any advantage would accrue from remanding the case to him
order that he might dispose of this plea.

We agree with the c

nion of the Court expressed in the case of Baboo Chintamun, ap!
lant, 23rd May 1849, when it was urged that the Court should
hold an order for non-suit and not bar any fresh action by tak
up on its own part, and at once determining, on the plea of lim
tion, that “it is undoubtedly the duty of a presiding judge to diss

the claim altogether, when, upon any clear rule of law, it may

proved, from the existing record, that it must necessarily be
mately so dealt with.

The main principle is, that justice shoul.

done by a final decision, when all the means for a decision are
fore the Court.” We therefore consider a remand unnecess
and in affirmation of the principal sudder ameen's decision, dis

the appeal with costs.
MR. C. B. TREvoR.—The plaintiff in these two cases suae

a large area of land with mesne profits by the reversal of the ex
of the criminal court and the court of circuit, dated 15th Oct

1832, of the proceedings of the survey deputy collector, dateri
August 1845, of the proceeding of the superintendent of s =
dated 16th January 1847, and of that of the commissioner of .

nue, dated 27th July 1847. He instituted his present suit <>1
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1853, a point on which this Court has decided in the case of Raj
kissen Sein versus Gourgopaul Ghose, reported at page 474 of the
Decisions for 1856, and in the case of Mr. John Cochrane versus

Hursoondree Debea reported at page 165 of the Decisions for 1855
as to the power belonging to the Court under Section XI. of the
Act, as to the occasions on which the Court might think right
exercise that power, and also as the practice of the Court to tal

up and decide on appeals points, which, though arising out of t
facts found by the lower court, have received no determination
that court; these matters will, it appears to me, receive the deter

nation of the Court in a more appropriate form when they
found necessary to the decision of the case in which they a
which they do not seem to me to be in the case now before the Co
With reference to the judgment of the principal sudder a
who has taken up and applied the general law of limitation, Se
XIV., Regulation III. of 1793, first, though the special law.
XIII of 1848, was pleaded also in bar, I would observe, that

of this nature under a special law should always be taken up
and in case of its failing, then and not till then, the plea un

general law should be considered.

For the reasons above gi

would affirm the decision of the lower court and dismiss the
with costs.

THE 12.TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 181 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. McDonald,
Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore, dated 13th April
RAJA MOHENDRONARAIN SINGH, CPLAIN
APPELLANT,
versus

RAJA JOYMUNGUL SINGH, (DEFENDANT,) RE
Vakeels of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee and A Mr. ,
Vakeels of Respondent-Baboos Ramapersuad Roy, and
Pundit.

see preced
1ng case.

SUIT for possession of 4 parcels of land comprisin
gas,
valued at rupees 7,371, together with mesne p
in c. **
* -

- -

-

(
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THE 12TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,

J. H. PATTON, ESQ., X-Judges.
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,
CASE No. 64 OF 1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Ro
Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Shahal
8th September 1855.
MUDDOO SINGH, MIJAD SINGH AND OTH

(DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANTS,
ters?ts

MAHARAJA RAJA

ISOREEPERSAUD NARAIN

(PLAINTIFF,) AND HUREEHURCHURN SEIN ANI
(DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTS.
Vakeel of Appellants— Baboo Shumboonath Pundit. and
saud Banerjea
Vakeels of Respondent, Maharaja Isoreepersaud-Bab.
kishore Ghose and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Case remanded for re-investigation, as

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 9,250-12-2.
Respondent before the Court purchased at a sale for
£ in -

-

-

-

-

*

£i" revenue in 1850, a mehal comprising the village Chand,

£.

Chaienpore, and brought this action against appellants c

d' points of 'uly 1854, to recover possession with wasilat of 241 bee
at
issue, with it is asserted, properly belong to the village
Chand,
reference to a
-:

ed

-

£," a tellants, in the year 1845, when proprietors of that me
the defendants as of the contiguous mehal of village Janjhon, in the sat

£, 1...h, had caused the survey officers to demarcate as fall
of which was the boundaries of the latter, instead of those of Chand

£ having contrived this survey, they allowed mehal Ch:
into arrear of revenue, when on sale, it was purchased

dents. The principal sudder ameen in acceptance of ce.
of documents below referred to, of the evidence of (plainti
dents’ witnesses, and of a map put in by him, (respondent)

the lands to belong to the village and settlement of G
ordered possession accordingly to plaintiff.
It is first urged on part of the appellants by their plead
Sumbhoonath Pundit and Anodapersaud Banerjea, th:
should have been thrown out by the lower court accord
visions of Act XIII. of 1848, inasmuch as whilst it was

to set aside orders of the revenue officers in survey,
laid down the lands as belonging to Chand, it was br
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is argued that though taken from the collectorate, they are no
shown to have been there attested or authenticated, at the date as

signed to them, and further, that any account or statement of are
which they contain, is on a rough estimate, without any actual me
surement.

As to the second section, the papers of the butwara

progress in 1833, it is argued that they cannot be held binding,
the butwaras were not sanctioned by the collector, on the grow
that the distribution of jumma on the .several villages and sha

was incorrect, and that this is shown by copies of the report
the serishtadar and roobukaree held thereon by the collecto

the 23rd July 1835; further, that the entries of the plots or do
the khesra, do not show the sites of the same, as bearin

either of the two lines of boundary as asserted by the li

parties, to be the correct boundary between the two villages.
On the third section of the evidence, it is urged that eve

comparison of all the foregoing papers with the thakbust of
and plaintiff's own map and oral evidence, do show a dimin,
the extent stated by the principal sudder ameen in the area of
and an increase in the area of Janjhon, it does not follow t

has been effected as alleged in the plaint, by the lands bein
from Chand and added to Janjhon; and it is pointed out, ty
the witnesses examined by the plaintiff, none are cultivate
area in dispute.

Pleaders for respondent urge that the copies of the
1797 to 1799, could not have been prepared merely to
the present claim, as they bear initials of the collector so
to plaintiff's purchase, as in 1818, or 1206, Fuslee. Sc
their containing a rough estimate of the ruqba or area,
in each item the fractions of the beegas, which the plea
determines that they must have been formed on an actu
ment. No doubt has been thrown on the authenticity
pers, and it is contended they have been properly 1
the principal sudder ameen, whose decision shows that
Chand was less under the survey by 210 beegas tha
1797 and 1798, whilst a corresponding comparison sho

of Janjhon to have increased by 257 beegas. The m:
respondent and the copy of khesra, measurement me
butwara proceedings in 1833, it is also urged, show th
boundary of Chand on the south abuts on the north of
Koneraha, and that there are two parallel banks, on th
of Chand running north and south. The (defenda!
allege the village of Janjhon to come up to the bank
west, and that there is but this single bank,

whilst

pondents, allege that there are two, the western on
their village of Chand. and " ' "stern the houndar

(
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ous villages settled at the time. The principal sudder ameen i
judgment admits, that the mere increase and decrease of ruqbai
two villages would not determine the point in dispute, without
evidence to fix the site of the boundary.

This evidence he st:

be found in the map prepared and filed before him by the (pla
respondents, and in the copy of the khesrajoreeb made at the ti
butwaras were in contemplation. These papers he states supp
assertion of the plaintiffs as to there being two parallel ba
the confines of Chand, the eastern one being that which fo

boundary. The thakbust map, he states, supports the asse
the (defendants) appellants. If it was clear that the map
the plaintiffs was indubitably correct, or that the khesr.
was fully proved and shown to refer to the eastern of
lines alleged to exist, we might, with the omission of th
line in the thakbust map, also explained, come to the s
clusion as the principal sudder ameen; but as it is, we do
the correctness of the (plaintiffs) respondents' map to b
nor do we think it established that the entries of the dag
khesra are shown distinctly to refer to the eastern line c

the plaintiffs as the boundary. As the principal sudde
judgment makes the map filed by the plaintiffs, the ch
which the correctness of the rest of the evidence so much

we do not think that he should so readily have admitted
some further inquiry and attestation, and that there s

been the same in respect to the site of the daghs it
measurement.

In a case of the kind we are futher of c

great assistance would have been derived from refe:
survey books of the villages in dispute and those
thereto, as well as to the engagements at settlement. "
accepted by the principal sudder ameen is certainly
for fixing the boundary as he has, and for the cons

ment of respondents. Under all the circumstances
we reverse the decision and remand the case for

r.

judge of the district, who will adopt the requisite
ascertain the correctness or otherwise of plaintiff’s
statements as to the sites shown by the khesra papers

wara, and re-try the case with reference to the forego

(
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JUDGMENT.

-

We think that the decision of the judge, supposing that it
were based on the real merits of the case, is clearly erroneous; on

reverting to the judge's decision, however, we find that he enter

at length into the complex facts of the case, and then determine
that the solution of the question arising out of them is not nece
sary.

This, we think, an evident error, the decision of the ca

can only be arrived at after a careful consideration of all the pou
raised in issue by the parties in suit. We therefore remand the c
to the judge, with instructions that he will re-investigate the c
in the mode suggested in the foregoing remarks.
THE 12TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

CASE No.

253 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed
Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen of Dacca, dated 12th
1854, affirming a decree of Bahoo Noruttum Mullick,
of Naraingunge, dated 28th November 1853.
MUSST. CHUNDERKALA (DEFENDANT,) APPE1
77/7"sus

JUGDESHURREE AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFs,) I
DFNTS.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Jugdanzand Mooke:
Vakeel of the Respondent, Jugdeshurree—Baboo Ramap
Held

that

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on

the

'...'" 1856, under the following certificate, recorded by M
pressly upon

Patton and J. S. Torrens.

##
£"...
###".
court on the
£

annas 18-11 in talooks which had formerly, as she al"
extent, been held by her husband. She introduced in

MR. J. S. ToRRENs.—“Plaintiff sued to get a bu
allegation that her husband by a will bequeathed to

title in the above, and absolute right of disposal.
same time sue decreed the case fully including in his investigation t

£

the

validity or invalidity of the will. Defendant ap

-

.

.

(
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MR. C. B. TREvoR.—“On the first point, I would not admit the
special appeal; whatever may have been the negligence of the
plaintiff, the judge has found that the special appellanthas not shown
‘that he or his predecessor, the Begum, independent of, and antece
dent to, Watkins, the builder, ever held possession of the land
This being the case the cause of action as between the plaintift an

special appellant, can only have arisen from the date on which u
judge has determined Watkins' possession to have arisen, that
subsequently to 1845, to allow the special appellant to apply
years from the date of the purchase of plaintiff in 1236, when th
was no adverse possession on the other side, seems to me to be a

application of the law of limitation. On the second point, I a
with my colleague in admitting the special appeal.”
JUDGMENT.

The law of limitation cannot apply in this case.

Personal

pancy is not necessary to give a right of possession, and the
finds distinctly that the plaintiffs' possession on the waste 1

dispute was never called in question from 1836, until 1848
that in 1845 he was put in formal possession under an aunt

from the civil court. The plaintiff's cause of action clearly .
arise before 1848.

As to the second plea taken by the special appellant
judge has not inquired sufficiently into the rival titles of the
we observe that he has gone into this point, and found that
fendants cannot produce any evidence that they or th
through whom they claim have ever been in possession of

puted property, he therefore considers that the plaintiff’s tit’
from undisturbed possession under the decree sale for u.

12 years must prevail; under these circumstances there
appear to be any necessity for further investigation. N
ingly affirm the judgment of the court below and dismiss
with costs.

(
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Tax 121 11 MAY 1857.

Pars' Nr:

*...}

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

*

CAsk No. 416 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D. Willias. Officiating
Additional Judge of Tirhoot, dated 21st "gust 1834, rerersia,

a decree of Mr. E. DaCosta, Principal Sudder amen of that
district, dated 13th April 1852.
KHURMUN SINGH AND Ormens, (Tarno PARTY,)
APPELLANTA,
*****

BHOOKHUL SINGH alia, BIRJOO BHOOKHUN SINGH,
(PLAINT 1 FF,) AND MUSS T. BEELAS KOONWU R AND
UPIUOO13 KOONWUR, (DEFEN DANTs) R's Pon 121.1s.

Vakeel of Appellant-Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Wake-ls of the Respondents-Baboos Jugdunund Mookerjea and
Ram"persaud Ry.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 31st July 1856,
*

held that
-diar t

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samuells

the p-ti- of

and D. I. Money:

£

“The special appellant in this case appeared in the sudder
ameen's court as a third party, but was made a respondent by the
opposite party on the appeal which they preferred to the Judge.
The suit is one in which the plaintiff sues for possession on the

ground of adoption. The sudder ameen and judge both held in
the first instance that the adoption was not proved; subsequently
on proof that the widows, the original defendants in the suit, had

previous to the hearing of the suit, filed a formal admission of the
validity of the adoption, a review of judgment was admitted and

a decree entered for plaintiff on this admission. The judge does
not advert to the case of the third defendant, the special appellant,
in his decision, although his interests were quite as much involved
in this suit as those of the widows, for he is the heir at law, and

failing the succession of the person, who is alleged to have been
adopted, will himself succeed to the property when the life-interest
of the widow ceases. We admit the special appeal to try whether
the judge was justified in reversing his former decision on an
admission of two of the respondents alleged by the third respondent
(the special appellant) to be collusive, and without considering the
case as it affects the special appellant."

ear -r- the
-d
- *-rd

* -1 -l
lant the bear
at law of the

-losstrari-sty,
*** *** ared
as an o-, -tor
to the -íoption
*-* *p
before the
e-art of first
instance and
who - made
a respondent

by the appel
lant

in

his

court. and who
on

the failure

of-proof of the
adoption, after
the death of
the life tenants,
the wido
**il surre-d

to the property:
e- remitted

with instrue
tion for further
investigation.

(
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co-sharers are of course at liberty to dispose of their shares and
sub-divide them as they please, provided there is nothing in their
engagements with the zemindar to the contrary, but the zemindar
is not bound to trouble himself about these arrangements or to take

notice of any parties who have not been formally recognised by him
self either by the exchange of pottas and kubooleuts or entry in th
zemindaree books. Nor can a summary decree against one sharehou

er of an ijmalee tenure for a balance due on that tenure be admitt
for a moment to be a personal decree.

It is a decree for whi

the tenure itself is liable, and it will follow the tenure for 12 ye

through the hands of any number of persons. The balance on
tenure, the joint nature of that tenure and the nonregistry
plaintiff's name are admitted. The decision of the lower co
which have reversed the sale on the grounds we have menti.

are therefore manifestly erroneous. We reverse them and &
the appeal with costs.
THE 12TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 472 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahoned Sa.
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated
vember 1854, affirming a decree of Moulvee Mahon.
Khan, Moonsiff of Chuprah dated 29th July 1853.
LUNGUT SAHOO, (DEFENDANT,)

APPELLA

versus

HURAMUN SAHOO AND DUSSEEN SAHOO, (P1
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishen Sukha Moo/
Vakeels of Respondents—Baboo Kishenkishore G/lose a
Ameer Alee.
Plaintiff

sued for costs
and interest

upon the origi

#

nal debt
him which
have arisen
from the vexa
*nt inxl -

This case was admitted to special appeal on the
1856 under the following certificate recorded lay
Samuells and D. I. Money :

“The plaintiffs in execution of a decree filed , a -li
as appertaining to their judgment-debtor, in which
laid cla
two premises to which the present* petitioner
1 --- *
1 ="-------

-

-

-

***

(

)
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THE 12TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

-

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE NO. 495 OF 1856.
---

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Ashruff Alee Kh
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Chittagong, dated 2.
December 1854, reversing a decree of Moulvee Hadee Alee, Mo

siff of Rungunneah, dated 8th April 1853.

THE COLLECTOR of CHITTAGONG, (DEFENDANT,
APPELLANT,
tersus

NUNNA GAZEE, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respendent—Moulvee Ahmed Alee.

in cases in

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 27th 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs

: #:

Samuells and D. I. Money:

Held that

law entitled to

“This is a suit to set aside a revenue sale and the set

The Govern
:
£r
of made by Government with the purchaser.
or arrears
-

revenue, and

possessor

-

of a noabad talook in Chittagong, made a lease

#' plaintiff and took from him security for two kists of re.
''' tenure falling in balance, the collector, instead of realizing
requires surety, sold the estate for arrears of revenue. The princ
£y
security from
£ty' der ameen of Chittagong has decided that having taken :

£
£

bond from the plantiff, the collector had precluded himsel

:". covering the arrear otherwise than through the surety,

an

cordingly decreed in favour of the plaintiff. We admit a
£
£. £, peal to try whether the fact of holding a security bond fo

''

exercise

£.

of the revenue of an estate can bar the Government from t

of its legal right to sell that estate by auction when it

under Circular lance.”
Order No. 8

JUDGMENT.

of 1835 on the
talook falli

£"

-

-

We are of opinion that the bond executed by the
merely a collateral and supplemental security taken by
appellant for the realization of the two instalments of
they became due, and did not preclude him from exe
with regard to those two instalments, the right which
him of resorting to the sale of the talook by public at
Act VIII. of 1835, when it fell in arrears.

Moreov.

(

*: ,

)

#

practice sanctioned
the precedents of this C, urt, the sale of pro
perty of the principal is list," " ' "re that of the survy; we there
fore reverse the principal au lier ameen a decision and decree the
appeal with coats.
T11 E. 131 11 MAY 1877.
Pl: ***N 1 :

C. B. TREVOR, IAQ,
E. A. S.A.M L ELLS, E-Q,
D. I. MONEY, E-Q.,

Officiating Judges.

CAsk No. 209 or 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of .1/sulree (...' " I shraf A * *
Bahadoor, P, incipal Sadier Ameen of Bretta", "a tra leth
April

1834.

KEI) \RNATH \! \ 11 AT \, roR s? LP AND 0 < 11, 11 A1.1 or
1) WARKANA TH MAHA TA, (ONE. or 1111: 1) = 1 = N DAN 1-, }
APPELLAN I,
rerests

OMASO()NI)[...P.E I: R \ H \! I'N I.I., P1, a 1N r 11 F, A-1, LL CREE

MUNNEE 131. All MUNNEE AND O1111.ks,

D***.x1, xx is.)

Respox brix 1's.

I akeels of Appellant–B." Romanor hot Roy, Kuhenia, re.
(, "se and (). l, ". horn H.e.

Vakeels of Respondent, Onas" tree II, ahnan-e-Ba'a,
Shunbhoonath Pundit and Moonshee Amerr Ale.

Vakeel of Respondent, Luckeemunee Brahmunee-Moulee
Aftabuddeen Mahoned.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 8,405-9.
Mes-Rs. C. B. TR1. von AND E. A. SAMUELLs.—This is a suit

to obtain possession of a one-third share of a talook called Bilhatty
and a brick house at Lucktipore, under the will of the plaintiff's

H-14 by the
** *****
***
the t =s** **at

in the pre-ret
--att

father, Jugmohun Mahata.

The undisputed facts of the case are

these:-Jugmohun Mahata died on the 12th Aughun 1248, 26th
November 1841, leaving behind him his mother Kumulmonee, and

its

et e is

the p! in ."
de- nest as *

intu ( - art to
esta’ sala a

two wives, Lukheemonee and Koodunmonee, Lukheemonee had three

---, or

daughters, 1st, the plaintiff Omasoondree, 2nd, Chumputmonee, 3rd,

q.e. on the
* . . . . . .".e. of

Chundermonee, and a son Moolchand, born after the death of
his father; Koodunmonee had three sons: 1st, the defendant Kedar

* * * * * *.*, but
- ***, *, the

nath, 2nd, Dwarkanath, a minor defendant under the guardianship
of Kedarnath, and 3rd, Muthoornath. On the day of his death he
executed a malkeatnaina, which appears to be a local term for a

to

gro -1.4 of a
well wi. 1-h has

been

rerus's r

**, proved in
* out, acted

( 816
upon and
recognised by
every member
of the family
including
defendant
himself for ten

years' claims
property to
which she is
entitled under

a particular
clause of that
will and in
which the de
fendant sets up
a will now

roduced for

the first time,
the burden of
proof is on
the defendant,
and until the
defendant

£:

his case

he cannot put
the

plaintiff

to proof of the
will on which
her action is
based.

Held also by
the majority
that had
the above

proof been upon
the plaintiff,
her failure to

produce

the

)

will or testamentary disposition of property, six days afterwards, tha'

is on the 1st December 1841, a

.

document purporting to be

will was registered by Kumulmonee. The important provisio,
of the instrument were that the entire property of the '.
was to vest absolutely in Kumulmonee during the minority of ti
testator's sons, and that the three daughters were to '' fr
gift a brick built house at Lucktipore and a talook called Belhat

which they were to hold in equal shares. The latter provision v

never acted upon, Kumulmonee,

on her husband's death. t.

possession of his whole property including Belhatty and

e.v.

until her death in 1253. In 1842 she filed the will in £ co
tor's office, and obtained an order for the registration of her

name as proprietor in lieu of that of her son; and in the same
she proved it formally in the civil court in the case of Jugin
Mahata versus Nemyechurn Sircar, and was allowed to car.
that suit as representative of her son. From the death of Ju'.
up to the month of September 1850, in which Kedarnath cal
age, it is admitted that this will was the only will of Jugn
which was propounded or acted upon. On the 30th k'
1846, Kumulmonee died; previous to her death, on the 25th E

1253, she executed

*'''

an instrument, in the nature of a

s

nirban patro. Chumputmonee, the second daughter of 'L
son of Koodunnon
Muthoornath,
the youngest
and living.
monee,
after r ee
patro therefore
The nirban
no longer
fact of Jugmohnn's will, and Kumulmonee's possession u£

£
£
provides
It and
thenthe
had two
that Koodunmonee
other unm: =
wassons.
married,
one (the plaintiff)
whom
on to state that Lukheemonee had one son and two

l

original will
itself or to

offer any evi

perty shall be divided in equal shares among the three s

dence with
a view of

that the two daughters shall receive 8 annas of the

showing that

Belhatty estate for their maintenance. "The £"
deny the factum of this will, though he disputes his gran
genuin
manner
admits the
like such
and the plaintiff
distribution
son's
of her
competency
to makein any

the will is in

the custody of
defendant
would have

s

rendered her

suit on princi
le liable to

ismissal, or for
a remand to
further in

vestigation

£.

on

instrument, although she declares that her

'n'

competent to alter or annul the gift of the house and tal

Lukheemonee's

daughters took under their father's 3

was acted upon
patro, however,
nirban
5 a. 6 y
tookimmediatel
death. Lukheemonee
grand-mother's

this point.

Appellant
having failed
to

of herKoodunmonee,
son Moolchand,10and
the share and
first
a. after
13
own asproperty;

isis
9. 1a

e.

prove the

will propound
ed by her to the

behalf of her two minor sons. Koodunmonee subse t

£

satisfaction of

having previously appointed one Rammohun Ro

the Court or to

sons and manager of their estate. The defendant Keds
of age in 1850, and hostilities immediately commen.
his guardian and himself: various petitions were Prese

throw any
suspicion upon

the genuine
ness of the

(
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THE 1311t MAY

1857.

PR181, Nr:

c. B. TREvoR. E.o.

}

E. A. SAMU ELLS, E-Q, Officiating Judges.
D. L. MONEY, E-Q.,
CAs Es Nos. 447, 448 AND 449 or 1856.

Special Appeals from the decisions of Mr. W. Tyler, Ju're of
Shahabad, dated 30th Vor "ber 1834, rerersing a decree of Roy
Shunker Lal, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated

20th January 1854.

GUNGAPERSAUD SINGH, Plastirr.) Arrellasr.
-

LALLA BEHAREE LAL AND HAZAREE LAL SINGH,
(DEFENDANTs, REsrox DENTs.
Vakeels in No. 447.

For Appellant- Baboos Jugdanand Mockerjee, Kishenkishare
Ghose and Gorindchunder Mookerjea.

For Respondents-Moonshee Ameer Alre and Babeo Kalee
pronunno Dutt.
Vakeels in No. 448.

For Appellant-Baboos Jugdanund Mock-rjea, Kishenkishore
Ghose and Gorindchunder Meckerjea.
For Respondents-Baboo Unnodamersaud Banerjea.
Vakeels in No. 449.

For Appellant–Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Gorindchunder
Rookerjea.

For Respondents-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
THEse cases were admitted to special appeal, on the 15th

Held gener

August 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. ' '."
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money:-

1-r-on who

"The particulars of this case and the other two cases connected £",".
with it, will be found at pages 230 and 367 of the Shahabad De- not r* -4

cisions for 1854. The Raja of Buxar having occasion to appeal ::".
to the Privy Council, got the respondent to become security for his 'h'.
costs, and in order to guarantee him against loss on that account, \"."
ha- pre-1
£ him a lease of certain villages and covenanted with him that £
1.
e should be at liberty to set aside rupees 2,000 per annum out £".
of the rent of the villages until a total sum of rupees 10,000 had £'"
accumulated, and that this he was to hold in deposit; the Raja on £, "i,

his part promising that he would not alienate or mortgage his £ .

(
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inflicted unfailingly, inasmuch as the party so dealt with is there
by expressly de' arred from the right of ap:-eal in respect of the
same matter. The analogy between the case the law contem' tes
and the case argue 1 before us is, in my of inton, count ete. Unter
these circumstances, I woull reverse the juige's or ler, hold "..

that he hai no competence to entertain an at-al. f. in the plain
tuff after the dismissal of his clain under Section XXIV.
THE 141 it MAY 1857.
Pl: * x 1 :

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

l

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., N. (Aficiating Judges.

D. L. MONEY, E-,

}

Regular Appeals from the decisions of Mr. 7. W.", Principal
Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, dated 21st March 1854.
CAs E. No. 359 or 18, 1.

MUSST ROODRANEE KOONW ("R., w" FR OF

RAJA RI:

GHOON UNIDUN SING II BAHADOOR, DECEAs, D., (DE
F ENDANT,) APPELLANT,
rersms

CHOWDREE DOORGA DUTT SINGII, (PLAINTIrr.)
RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Ramapersand Roy and Kishen
Rushore (, hose.

Vakeels of Respondent–Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo Shumbhoo
nath Pundit.

CASE No. 360 of 1854.
MUSST ROODRANEE KOONWU R, wiFE OF

RAJA

RU

GHOONUNDUN SINGH BAHADOOR, DECE.Asko, (PLAIN
TIFF,) APPELLANT,
rersus

CHOWDREE DOORGA DUTT SINGH, (DEFENDANT,)
REspox DKNT.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Kiskenkishore Ghose.
Vakeels of Respondent–Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo Sumbhoo
nath Pundit.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 10,710.

11 * on the
s: -- an

of

Plaintiff, Musst. Roodranee Koonwur, wife of Raja Rughoo- \ ... "...a.
nundun Singh Bahadoor, zemindar of mouza Moolheah, &c., on the :::::::
*

** * *

18th April 1831 sued Chowdree Doorga Dutt Singh, Zemin- "........", f

(
the principal
sudder

ameen

dismissing her
claim to "the
land sued for

)

dar of mouza Leharah for possession of 1,071 beegas of land
the reversal of an order passed by the criminal authorities, be
date 18th September 1850.

by her, that as
the principal
sudder

832

unneen

himself pro
ceeded to the

*

Plaintiff alleges that Chowdree Bolee Singh, the original pt.
tor of pergunnah Nezamuddeen, had four sons, Boneead Singh,
pooresoondur Dutt, Doorga Dutt Singh, the defendant in thi
and Tajsayaree Dutt, and during his life-time by a deed of par

spot and with

dated 10th January 1810, or 1217, B. AE divided his proper
four shares; that under this arrangement the land called mouza
point in dis heah fell to the share of Chowdree Boneead Singh; that on ti
ute nothing
ut the very
November 1835, corresponding with the 15th Aughun 12
strongest evi
dence opposed said Boneead Singh sold to plaintiff his daughter the whol
great care in
vestigated the

to that taken

by him
induce

would
us to

discredit those
witnesses and
to disturb the

judgment at
which he

has arrived;

property under the deed of partition including mouza Mool)
the sum of rupees 78,000; that on application for registratio
purchaser's name in the collectorate an order to that et
not passed, but plaintiff remained in undisturbed possessic
purchase up to the month of Bysakh 1246; that in Jeyt of
defendant taking advantage of plaintifi's absence with her

Benares, contrived

to have the lands of mouza Moolheea

moreover in

at

this case no

ed within his own talook of Leharah, by destroying the form
daries of the village; that plaintiff was about to take i.

trustwothy
evidence of any
sort, documen

tary or oral or
the fact of the
ssession o

(plaintiff) ap
pellant was

produced: we

steps for remedying the wrong that had been done to he
dissuaded by the representation of defendant to the effec
dispute might be amically settled, and that as she was
in succession, the whole of the estate would eventually
her; that subsequently on the survey taking place, defer

see no reason

wur against

dulently and unknown to plaintiff represented that mouza
formed a portion of his estate Leharah, and would be in
with it; that plaintiff petitioned against this threatene
the deputy collector who took no notice of the petition; t
petitioned the superintendent of survey, who, on the i
1849, directed that Moolheeah should be measured
separated from Leharah; that consequently under procee

the decision of

deputy collector and superintendent of survey, dated se

the principal
decreeing the

April and 8th June 1849, the disputed mouza was
separately; that from that time, viz. Bysakh 1256 F. S

claim of Door

Moolheeah remained in plaintiff's possession containi

for interfering

with the deci
sion

of that

officer.

Held also on

the appeal
by

1.'"
anee Rood
ranee Koon

sudder ameen

ga Dutt Singh,
to the very
lands in dis
ute in the
suit, that
no reason exists
for interfering
with that de
cision as it

'

follows as a
necessary con

sequence of
the dismissal

of appellant's

|

1,071 beegas. In Jeyt 1257, however, plaintiff again
take possession of mouza Moolheeah and procured t
of a suit under Act IV. of 1840, and on the 18th Se;
he obtained an order for possession from the crimin:
Plaintiff therefore sues for the reversal of that order a

sion of the lands claimed by her as a part of the village
Defendant Doorga Dutt Singh traverses the whole of

allegations, asserting that the village of mouza Mool hee:
ed a portion of the particular property allotted to Bone

(
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was brought, as a portion of his talook of Leharah; in other w
he decreed plaintiff's claim with costs against the defendant.
JUDGMENT.

From the two decisions passed on the same day, viz, 21st
1854, in these two cases two appeals have been preferred
Court, one by Musst. Roodranee Koonwur against the decis
the principal sudder ameen, dismissing her claim to the lands

by her, and another by the same person against the decision
principal sudder ameen passed in the case in which Doerg
Singh was plaintiff, decreeing the plaintiff's claim and ,
her with her own and the plaintiff's costs.

Looking to the appeal of the appellant against the dis
her claim, we observe that a copy of the deposition of one

Dutt, the putwaree, it is alleged, of the village of Moolheea
was taken on the 23rd September 1837, in the dakhil-kh

before the collector has been filed; no reason is giver
individual himself was not produced in this case for ex:

neither is any suggestion of his death to be found on ti
under these circumstances the deposition itself as a pie.
dence is entitled to no consideration; as to the oral evide

witnesses brought forward to support the plaintifi's claim

with the principal sudder ameen in thinking that unsui
documentary evidence on which reliance can be plac
trustworthy; moreover as the principal sudder ameen
ceeded to the spot, and with great care investigated ti

£ispute by means of the depositions of independent
nothing but the very strongest evidence opposed to the
him would induce us to discredit those witnesses, an

the judgment at which the principal sudder ameen has
the present case there is no evidence of any sort, either

ry or oral, to oppose with effect the testimony of t
taken by the principal sudder ameen, we therefore :
to interfere with the decision of that officer, dismissin

lant's claim to certain, lands as forming a portion of
Moolheeah.

Turning to the appeal preferred by Ranee Roodra,
against the decision of the principal sudder ameen,
claim of Doorga Dutt Singh, we see no reason to i
that decision, for it follows as a necessary conseque
missal of plaintiff's claim in the former suit to the vez
as to that portion of the principal sudder ameen's de
her with her own and plaintifi's costs, we note that h
the order passed is founded upon the unnecessary
plaintiff's suit. The appellant had instituted a suit f
these lands; if that suit were dismissed the right o

(

)
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We are of opinion that the principal sudder ameen's dec
rounded as it is solely upon the fact of the non-registration o
deed filed by the defendant, without reference not only t
evidence produced in proof of its execution, but to any ev
in support of the plaintiff's claim is manifestly defective an
neous. We therefore admit the special appeal, and remai
case to him for re-trial, in order that he may pass such ju

upon the merits of the case, as it may seem to require, after
consideration of all the evidence both parties have adduced.
THE 16TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

.,
'E. 'A. '..
ESQ., \ Officiating
SAMUELLS,
15. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Judge

"J

CASE No. 415 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision Mirza Mahomed S
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated
ber 1854, affirming a decree of Syed Mahomed Wahi
of Sewan, dated 27th July 1853.
JEEWUN MISSER, (DEFENDANT,) APPELL

-

tersus

SHEO BUKSH, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDE

(Plaintiff)
respondent and

(defendant) ap
pellant were

Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Murhamut H.
Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Meherch under C
THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 3'

under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E
and D. I. Money:—

cloth mer

“The appellant and respondent in this suit are cl
trading in partnership. The respondent alleges that
sum of rupees 2,791, for the purpose of carrying on th
four years afterwards he and his partner determinec
submitted to
private arbi ment of accounts and being unable to agree appointed .
£" gave it as their opinion that if respondent was ul
£, from certain debtors of the firm the sum of rupee

chants, trading
in partnership;
disputes aris
ing, they were

£ appeared from a balance sheet filed by the appelian
recover the

ing, he should be entitled to realize the amount from

'"

himself.

each separate

marked in the balance sheet amounting to rupees

debtor, and

parties against whose names these items were

on failure of

The respondent subsequently selected tw
ent

(

*41

both are proved to the satisfaction of the Court, the law require.
that a preference should be given to the deed win h is register-l.

We therefore reverse the principal sudier ameen's decision and
decree the appeal with costs.
THE 16TH MAY 1857.
PR's ENT :

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,
A. SCONCE E-Q ,

Judges.

J. S. Tokitess, Esq.,
Petitions for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. B. J. Cofris.
A. Sconce and J. S. Torrens, in Cases Nos. 330 of 1852 and
2 of 1833, on the 19th Norember 1836.
No

25 OF 1877,

GUNGACHURN SEIN AND Ornelis, (Arrell. Axis.)
PETITIONERs,
*****

THE COLLECTOR or BACKERGUNGE AND Oritrits,
(REspox DENTs,) ()PPosits PARTY.

-

Vakeel of Petitioners-Baboo Roy Sreenath Sein.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
No. 26 OK

1857.

BINDABUNDCHUNDER ROY AND Orheits, (APPELLANTs,)
PETITION 1-14s,
rersits

THE COLLECTOR OF BACKERGUNGE AND OTHERs,
(RESPONDENTs,) OPPOsir E PARTY.

Vakeels of Petitioner-Bahoo Roy Sreenath Sein and Mr. Money.
Vakeels of Khajeh Gunnie, one of the Opposite Party-Baboo
Ramapersaud Roy and Mr. R. T. Allan.

MEssRs. B. J. Colvin AND J. S. ToRRENs.-The plaintiffs'

Arr......",

suit to reverse the sale of their estate for arrears of revenue, f : **** *

having been dismissed by this Court on 19th November 1856, in :-" £,
affirmation of the judgment of the lower court, these are appi- " " ' "
cations for review of the judgment then passed.
£"
The argument on the former application was confined to three ".
points as set forth in the decision.
*
"u.'
-

-

-

-

t

**

(
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I’etitioner however, urges that the nature of the laihural tenure
was not an issue in the suit, both because Plaintiff sam; y sued to
recover possession of the land and because the defenian: as well
as 1, antitl admitted that the land was lai'iraj, al. 1 ur, er these
circumstances, fin...ing the issue in discussian be "w, to le of

this character, we revere the princial at er aureen's Ju '...um.. nt
and remand the case to that officer that he may enter into the
merits of the plaintiff's title to the lani.
-

!"111. 1811t MAY 1857.
l'i, 1.1.x r:

13. J. COLVIN, E-Q.,
J. H. P.A.T 1 () N. I.-Q.,

Julyr".

J. S. Tokiti NS. E., )
No. 96 (, ;

1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. R. M. Sinner, Judge of
Nuddea, dated 12th December 1855.
GUDI). MDHU R TEWAIREE, ( PLAIN 111 F, Arri-LLAN r,
-

******

MOLLA AZEEM HossEIN, Dir's past, Resrosors r.
Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Rish næs' ore Ghose and Sun' →
nath Pundit.

Vakeels of Respondent-Moulree Murhamut Hossein and Moonshee
Ameer Alee.
The ple- a

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 2,309-0-0-8g. 2 c.

*-al that

This was a suit to recover a balance due on an instalment bond,
dated the 15th of Assar 1255 B. S. It was first instituted in the

*, *, ****
w.t. --- had
* * *-- ****

court of the principal sudder ameen, on the 29th of November
1854, 15th Aughun 1261 B.S.,) and called up for trial before the

judge after the evidence on part of plaintiff had been recorded.
The judge's order dismissing the suit is as follows—“The onus pro
“bands lies with plaintiff, who is bound to adduce the best evidence.

“This he has not done, he has not produced the writer of the bond
“and has only adduced one out of three subscribing witnesses.
“In his replication he did not deny that these three witnesses were
“his own servants. On 7th September he represented in a petition
“that two of those witnesses had recently entered defendant's
"service, and he did not wish them to be examined.

The other

“witness" states that the balance found due on adjustment
*-

-

-

-

* Unubiccachurn.

* r* *
d =
-d a r" -1.4 of
rena
al-i
*** *-*

**

** ***

**

* * **

* **

*

* * * * *- : -star
*****.
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THE 18TH MAY 1857.
-

PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating J

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 281 OF 1856.
--

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Kassis
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, d
1854, reversing a decree of Moulvee Mahomed .
of Dwarhatta, dated 6th December 1852.
THE COLLECTOR OF HOOGHLY, (DEF
APPELLANT,
tersus

BRIJONATH MOOKERJEA, GUARDIAN on

SREENATH MOOKERJEA, MINOR, (PLAINTIFF,

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersau
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Sumbhoonath
Kishenkishore Ghose.
Held that as

THIS case was admited to special appeal on the 2

in the present
the following
case no appeal under
had been made C. B. Trevor:—
to the commis

certificate recorded by Messrs.

“This suit instituted for the reversal of a s

sioner against
the sale of the

estate held
under Act I.
of 1845, in
accordance

with the pro
visions of

Section XVII.
of that Act,
it was not

competent to
the civil court
under Section
XXIV of the
Act above
mentioned to
set aside the
sale
The decision

of the principal
sudder ameen
is reversed and
the special

Act I. of 1845, was dismissed by the moonsiff, be
to the commissioner prescribed by Section XVII.
not made within 15 days. The principal sudder :
fact of the presentation of appeal irrespective of t
15 days as sufficient, and holds that, under Section

may be entertained even though no petition of appe
sented to the commissioner.
“The Sections XVII. and XXIV. of Act I. of 184

atively to require an appeal to be made to the com

the time limited in Section XVII, to ground a
reversal of the sale, and we admit this special app
ther the principal sudder ameen's decree should not
the moonsiff's decree affirmed.”
JUDGMENT.

appeal decreed

The decision of the principal sudder ameen is g!
entirely erroneous construction of Sections XV

with costs.

Act I. of 1845; under Section XVII, it is lawful

sioner of revenue to receive an appeal against any
on or before the 15th day from the date of sale, and

|

873

)

been rupees 1,156-11, that the defendant had induced the mockh tear

*** *****

to stop the sale by paying rupees 950, and promising to pay the re
maining sum of rupees 206-11, 1mmediately, but that he has sub-e
quently refused to do so, all ging falsely that he had part the full

- *** *-*.

th- *** ****

arrear. The defendant pleaded payment of the sum claimed rupe
no proof of the payment. The m...nsiff
decreed in plaintiff's favour on the mer's. The Irinci slaudier
(206-11,) but produce

* * * *
****** ***
* - *** * *
* ** * * *
*

* :
* * part
* * *
* * *

*** * * *, *-l
*** ***- :

ameen dismissed the suit on the ground that plaintiff's application to

the collector to stay the sale was equivalent to a receipt, as it must
be presumed he would not have stayed the sale had he not received
the arrear in full and that the defendant's failure to prove payment

** *.*, *
• * * **** *
- * * *-l

* * * *-a
*.

of the arrear, was, under the circumstances, inmaterial. We aimit the

special appeal to try whether the princi.alandder ameen's decision
ought not to be reversed in consequence of his having placed a con
struction upon the application of plaintiffs mookl tear, which it does
not fairly bear and having in the absence of proof on behalf of the
defendant, decided the case against evidence in his favour."
JUDGMENT.

We find the facts to be, as stated in the certificate, and are clear
ly of opinion that the principal sudder ameen has put an erroneous

construction on the application of the plaintiff's mookhtear. It could
not, by any fair interpretation, be construed into an a knowledgment
that the defendant had paid the arrears in full and that therefore

the plaintiff wished the sale to be stayed. The principal sudder
ameen should have gone into the merits of the case and given a
decision upon them according to the evidence each of the parties

produced; we therefore decree the special appeal with costs, and
reversing his decision, remand the case to him for re-trial, with re
ference to these remarks.

THE 191 H MAY 1857.
PR's ENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq., \

A scóNCE. E., " ' ".
Pi.111 Ion No. 92 of 1856.
-

In the matter of the petition of Oomeshchunder Roy, filed in

Remanded,
- * *

this Court on the 16th February 1856, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. R. M. Skinner, judge
of Nuddea, dated 21st November 1855, affirming that of Baboo

raised by Peti
two-er in

Gungachurn Sircar, moonsiff of Hunskhaily, dated 31st July 1855,
in the case of Kaleepersaud Roy, plaintiff, versus Oouesichunder
Roy, defendant.

the

lower strel."
****

tie-i.

- not

(
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).

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Jugdanund Mool
Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Bahoo Bhoobunmi

The petitioner who was defendant in this suit, obje
peal to the judge that though he had executed the k
which, for arrears due, plaintiff sued, the plaint

delivered to him possession of the land engaged for:
ed no opinion upon this plea. We observe that the
himself simply to the question whether or no the n
have summoned plaintiff as a witness, and as he wa

entertain the objection taken as to plaintiff failing to
in possession of the land leased to him, we must rem
a re-hearing.
THE 19TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., X-Judges
J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,
Regular Appeals from the decision of Mr. G. Loch, .
dated 28th February 1855.
NO. 116 OF 1856.

BEEBEE NUSSEEB KOONWUR, ONE OF TH
APPELLANT,
-

versus

BISHESHUR SINGH, (PLAINTIFF,) RE
Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishenkisho
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Sumbhoonath
Unodapersaud Banerjea.

f:

( 856 )

1848. Appellant in support of her claim to exemption from the res
pondent's demand for the years 1250 to 1254, cites two precedents
of this Court. The first, dated 21st February 1855, in case No. 38 of

1854 (page 44 of Sudder Decisions for 1855,) ruled that in a suit
by a party, against certain of his co-sharers for revenue paid by
him to save the estate from sale, these co-sharers were not liable

for the amount thus paid for the period when they were not in pos
session of their respective shares. In the second case No. 490 of
1853, decided on the 21st November 1856, (see printed Decisions
for that year, page 867) it was held that an under-tenant, who lodges
money in the collector's office under the provisions of Section IX.
Act I. of 1845, in order to save the zemindar's estate from

£

does not thereby acquire a preferable lien on the estate, his rig:
in execution of decree against the zemindars being precisely the
same as those of an ordinary creditor, and hence it is argued that
the claim for the years in question lies not against appellant, but

against those who were in possession during them, previous to her
obtaining possession. The respondent contends, on the other hand
that the decree of the 24th September 1847, was not against a art:

advancing an adverse proprietary title, but against the £ of
an alleged under-tenure and the grantor of it, and that the decree
for possession and wasilat retrospectively was constructive antece
dent possession, which rendered appellant liable, for which reason
the £ precedents do not apply.
We take this view and uphold the order of the judge
against appellant for the years 1250 to 1254. w' #
ondent entitled to interest, as the payments made by him were not
of the kind provided for in Act XXXII. of 1839, and did not

£5
-

originate in mutual contract. The appeal, No. 116 is therefore
dismissed with costs.

The appeal No. 120 of 1856 is on the part of another defendant
against whom a decree has been given for rupees 17-2-1 for 125s.
He only disputes the amount, admitting his liability to the extent

of rupee 1-11-1. The judge has charged him with interest for the
period between payments for him by respondent and his payments
in return, but it is not shown upon what data the calculation

-

based, nor can respondents' pleader explain it. We therefore red :
the sum decreed against appellant to rupee 1-11-1 with

in:

from 1258. He has also applied to be relieved from the order t !
pay his own costs, which, as there is a balance against him *:

cannot exempt him from. T
l
-->
MR. J. H. PATTON.—The plaintiff in this case sued t
rupees of
6,170
1-2, beingrevenue
the amount
principal
£
ments
Government
made by
him inand
excess
of his o. Y
share on account of his co-parceners from 1250 to 1258 B. S. * ra
*

:

is detailed in the judge's decision, which will be found at

Page

'e:
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possession and mesne profits from 1250 to 1253.” Without waiting

''

to enquire whether the above reason of the
is a valid ground
for his decree against appellant of the jumma from 1250 to 1258,
I proceed to notice that there is nothing to show that appellant
recovered aught in the shape of wasilat under the decree in

question, the whole effect of which was to set aside as fictitious
and unreal the putnee lease under color of which the party from
whom she inherited, was, kept out of possession of her 4 annas

share from 1250 to 1254. Moreover the (plaintiff,) respondent, does
not plead that she obtained mesne profits under the decree in

question and distinctly set forth in his plaint that her actual pos
session commenced in 1855, thus admitting to all intents and
purposes that she was out of possession up to that date. Indeed

there is abundant independent evidence on the record to support
the fact that such was the case.

As the putnee in question under

which appellant's ancestor's rights were invaded, is admitted to have
been the devise and stratagem of her co-defendant in the lower

court, Pahar Singh, and was manifestly a fraudulent transaction,
that individual and not appellant was, in my opinion, the party
justly chargeable for the jumma prior to 1255, as it is clear that
he received the rents for that period from the putneedars, and I

think the judge is wrong in having decreed it against the appellant
particularly, as under the ruling of this Court of 21st February
1855, page 44, in the case of Musst. Senekolee Koonwur, appellant,
versus Sheikh Ezhar Hossein, respondent, a sharer out of possession
is declared not to be liable for the amount of revenue paid by his
co-sharer during such period of dispossession to save the estate
from sale.

Under these circumstances, I would modify the judge’s

order and hold appellant harmless from the operation of such. part
of the decree as affects her liability previous to 1255.

The same

ruling is applicable to the plea of interest raised by the appellant
in further objection to the decretal order made against her.

As regards the appeal of Futtehchunder Sahoo, I am clearly of
opinion that the judge has made some error in calculating the
decree made against him. The appellant pleads that he purchased
his share from Kishenchand Sahoo, on 7th Bysakh 1258, and the

judge confirms the truth of this statement by ruling that

the

revenue is demandable from him from that date. He further avers
that the whole annual revenue of his 2 annas share amounts to

rupees 114-2-6, out of which he has paid rupees 110-8, and that
the balance of six days due by him according to the accounts is
rupee 1-12-6, where the judge has cast him in the sum of ru Pees
17-2-1. On reference to the calculation made by the judge, ther-e
seems some confusion in it, and it, does not clearly appear how- Y,.

has arrived at the conclusion he has done, as to the amount f.
which he holds appellant liable, nor can the opposite party ex Pisi,

(
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it. Under these circumstances, I would also modify the ju'ge's
decree against this appellant and limit it to the amount admitted
by him as due. I would regulate the award of costs made against
him at the same rate.
THE 191 11 MAY 1857.
PREs).Nir

C. B. THEV () R, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, E-Q.,

l Officiating

Judges.

I). I. MONE.Y., E-Q.,
No. 250 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. William Thomas Trotter,
Judge of Mymensing, dated 10th August 1834, rerersing a decree
of Syed Ahmed Buksh Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen
of Mymensing, dated 17th December 1853.
RAMCHUNI) ER ACHA RJ CHOW DREE, AF r ER 111s DEATH
ISHW UNCHUNDER ACHA RJ CHOW DREE, AND O1 HEIts,

(DkF ENDANTs,) Arri I.LAN 18,
*****

ISIIURKISHORE ACHARJ CHOW DREE AND Orli ERs,
( PLAINT 1 FFS, AND PRANKISHORE ACHA RJ CHOW
DREE, AFTER 111s 1.1.ATH KOMULMUNNEE DEBEA

AND OTHERs, (THII:D PARTY,) REsposokN1s.
Vakeels of Appellants-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Moonshee
Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of Respondents (Plaintiffs – Baboos Kishenkishore
Ghose, Sumbhoonath Pundit and Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeel of the Respondents,

Third Party–Baboo Meherchunder
Chowdree.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 8th May 1856, it'."
the principle
under
the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce and Construction
'b: in
C. B. Trevor:--

,

-

“Plaintiff Ishurkishore Acharj, for self and as guardian of Burmokishore Acharj, a lunatic, instituted a suit for the reversal of
the sale of a 4 g. i c. 1 c. 4 a. portion of the zemindaree of pergunnah Alapsing and for possession of the same with wasilat; they
allege that the sale of their property was made in contravention
of the terms of the decree in execution of which the sale took place;

£. £.
£ :
: ":
£f:

:
*ly. ".

that that decree directed that its amount should first be realized £,
by the sale of the property of the principal mourooseedars, Kashee- £".

nath Sircar and others, and if the demand was not then satisfied £en
Q

|

Mt.3

account of irregularity in the mode of conducting them is a su'."

quite foreign from that now before the Court; in those suits the
objection is merely to the absence of formal though material tro
cesses in execution, in these if they were admissatio the objection

would be to the interpretation of the original decree put upon it by
the Court which alone passed it.

As we are of opinion that the suit brought against the special
appellant by Plaintiff, cannot be maintained, it is unnecessary for us
to enter upon the other points raised in the certificate.

We decree the special appeal and reverse the decision of the
judge with costs.

THE 191 II MAY 1857
PREs ENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 393 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Trarers, Judge of
Patna, dated 15th September 1854, altering a decree of Roy
Dataram Pundit, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 3rd April
1854.

SYED ZEESHAN HOSSEIN, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
rersms

MAHOMED IBRAIIEEM AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
REspox DENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of the Respondent, Mahomed Ibraheem,-Moulree
Murhamut Hossein.
Paintiff

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 23rd July

1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E.
A. Samuells and D. I. Money:
“The plaintiff in this case sued to obtain possession of certain
lands by “reversal” of a deed of sale under which the defendants

claimed to hold. The defendants pleaded that their tenure was
assessed independently of the plaintiff's estate, and that they were
only liable for Government revenue which they paid direct to the
collector. The judge does not record any opinion as to the deed
of sale, but finds that the plea of the defendants is not proved, and

sued for pc
-ton of cer

tain iand by
reversal of a
deed of sale
under when
defendants
elaimed "o

hold, defen
dants pleaded
that their ten
t

ed indepeu
dan"ly of plain

(
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THE 1911t MAY 1857.
PREs ENT:

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

\

E. A. SAMUELLS, E-Q.,

Officiating Judy".

D. i. MöNEY, E., "1
No. 428 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Trarers, Judge of
Patna, dated 15th September 1854, altering a decree of Roy

Dataram Pundit, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 3rd April
1854.

MAHOMED IBRAIIEEM (DEFENDANT,) ArrellANT,
-

SYED ZEESIIAN IIOSSEIN ( PLAINTIFF, ) REspox bi-Nr.

Vakeel of Appellant—Haboo Kishenitshore Ghose.

Vakeel of Respondent-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 6th August
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A.
Samuells and D. I. Money:

“The particulars of this case will be found at page 194 of the
Patna decisions for September 1854. We admit the special appeal
to try whether the judge was not wrong in awarding to the plaintiff
a power to enhance his tenant's rent without previous notice, under
Regulation W. of 1812, and whether the suit being one for pos
session he was not in error in considering the subject of enhance
ment of rent at all."

For judgment, see case No. 393 of 1856.

* Pre-d.
i

(

)
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THE 19TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 530 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Syed Tuffuzzul Hossein Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Purnea, dated 23rd De
cember 1854, affirming a decree of Mr. W. Noney, Sudder Moon

sij of that district, dated 20th January 1849.
RAMCHUNDER, FoR SELF AND AS GUARDIAN OF DHURM
CHUNDER AND OTHERs, MINORS, (DEFENDANTs,) APPEL
LANTS,

-

versus

SAHEEBOONNISSA BEGUM AND GOMANEE BEGUM,

(PLAINT1FFs,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
Vakeel of Respondents—Moonshee Ameer Alee.

special ap-

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 10th November

£, 1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. C. L.
£" Trevor and E. A. Samuells:—
“The special appellant held a decree against one Gholam Imam
£ ''
£ a'in- and caused his rights and interests in a certain property to L.
terests in cer advertised for sale in execution of his decree. Saheeboonnissa Begun

'''... and Goomanee, the mother and sister of Gholam Imam, allegin
ed for sale in the property to be their own, filed objections to the sale which wer
£" overruled. Upon this, to save themselves apparently from ti
and
b'h'
sister who

annoyance they might experience if the sale took place, they pai
*******-

-

-

The

claimed the

the demand of the decree-holder and so stopped the sale.

£y',

then sued for the recovery of the money they had paid for ti

£" purpose, and have obtained a decree in the court below. T.
£ special appellant urges that they can have no claim against his
£. as it was not their rights and interests, but those of Gholam Irina,
: £ which he put up to sale, and that if they chose to pay Ghol.
£n. Imam's debt in order to prevent the sale of those rights, the ati

£ rests between Gholam Imam and themselves, and in no way conces
much force
in the
this circumstass
objection, is
there
that to
Wea consider
him.admit
which we
special appeal
under
try iswhether,
ifeld that an action will lie against the decree-holder for the recovery of 1
under the

money
#.

have

-

-

*

£e, money paid by respondents or not.
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From this decision the two defendants, Jootee Lal and Behares

Lal appealed to the judge, and before this officer they filed the
power of attorney upon which ostensibly the plaintiff lent his
money. The judge accepting this deed, passed a decree rendering
the Raja liable to the plaintiff instead of the two persons callel
mookhtears who actually borrowed the money, and against this
finding the Raja comes up in special-appeal. It is argued for him
by Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit, that as the decision of the Court
of first instance, quoad Jootee Lal and Beharee Lal, was passed
ex parte, it was not competent to them in appeal to tender evidence,
which being absent they did not tender in the court below, and
that the hearing of their appeal should necessarily have been con
fined to the record as it comes up from the lower court. We do
not doubt that the appellants before the judge were not competent
to produce new matter, or to place themselves in a position which
by their silence in the first court they had declined to occupy
The plaintiff did not appeal, he was satisfied with the decision a
the principal sudder ameen, and we think therefore that in trying
the appeal laid before him, the judge excluding the power of attor

ney tendered to him by the appellants, should have confined himsel

to the evidence adduced before the principal sudder ameen. W.
reverse the decree of the judge and remand the case, that a new

judgment may be pronounced with reference to these remarks.
THE 20th MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 276 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Haneef Kh.
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Patna, dated 26th J/.
1854.

-

BABOO DULLEEB SING AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
APPELLANTS,
versus

SHEODYAL SINGH AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
Wakeels of Respondents—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and
Moonshee Ameer Alee.

SUIT for possession of lands together with mesne profits a

Plaintiff

sued

£r £: interest, by reversal of the proceedings of the deputy collector

session

o

1 -

£ survey; laid at Company's rupees 8,848-7-3-14-5-13.

(
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mouzas belonged originally to two brothers, as their ancestral pro
perty and were held by them in equal shares, and that from the
decennial settlement in 1196, to the present time, possession is held

in the same manner, the defendants having had possession of
Durwarra Khoord, and the proprietors from whom the plaintiff,
derive their title of Durwarra Boozoorg; that the settlement in

1196 was made upon a conjectural area, whereas by the thak.
bust ameen's measurement the lands have been accurately defined,
and some mouzas have been found to contain more and some les:

land than before; that under this measurement, taking the cultival.
ed and uncultivated land together, there is an increase of 41 ||

15; b. over and above the original registered area in the plaintiff
mouza Durwarra Boozoorg; that the disputed lands have been a

along held by the defendants and their ancestors as appertaining t
Durwarra Khoord.

The principal sudder ameen, chiefly on the ground that th
original settlement was a conjectural settlement, with referenc
to the respective areas of the two mouzas, and that the bour
daries and actual extent of both had been ascertained and define

by the measurement of the thakbust ameens in the present
of the representatives of both parties, whereby the disputed lan
were found to appertain to mouza Durwarra Khoord, gave a decr
in favour of the defendants and dismissed the plaint with costs.

The plaintiffs have appealed from this decision, and it has be
argued in their behalf by their pleader; that inasmuch as th
bought the lands from the auction-purchasers, they stand in the
place, and are entitled to possession of the lands in exactly t
same condition they were in at the time of the decennial settleme:
when they appertained to and formed part and parcel of the mou
Durwarra Boozoorg.

We are to determine whether the plaintiffs have produced e.
dence sufficient to establish the principal allegations contained
their plaint, viz., whether the original proprietors, from whe
through the auction-purchasers they derive their title, were
possession of the disputed lands at any time prior to the year 12

F. S., and that they have been kept out of possession since by
defendants.

-

The foundation of the plaintiffs' action is the alleged possess
of the disputed lands by the original proprietors, from whom
auction-purchasers, and subsequently the plaintiffs by priv
purchase, derived their title; we observe that the plaint is vagus.

to the exact period when the alleged dispossession took place.
independently of this, there is not one particle of evidence to s

stantiate the plaintiffs' claim. There is no proof either of the P.1
tiffs' possession or that of the auction-purchasers, or that any of

former proprietors of this mehal ever held possession of the dis.
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It is not clear to us how the principal sudder ameen has gone
upon the defendants’ possession only. Plaintiffs profess to hold the
land claimed by them under the collector's potta: and the proper
course is to try whether or no this settlement actually was made,

and next, if made, why it should not have effect? If the collector
did by potta lease the land to plaintiffs in 1256, a right must be

presumed to be created in favor of plaintiffs which they are entitled
to sue for: and the principal sudder ameen is bound to consider

upon what grounds he should disallow the collector's settlement
The settlement of 1256 brings plaintiffs’ suit within

12 years of

their cause of action: and while that settlement is maintained, the

law of limitation cannot at all apply. The case is therefore remand

ed for rehearing by the principal sudder ameen, with reference to
these remarks.
THE 20TH MAY 1857.

-

PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

l

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

)

CASEs Nos. 411, 412, 413 AND 414 OF 1856.

Special Appeals from the decision of Roy Ramlochun Ghose, Princi
Apal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Nuddea, dated 27th December 1854,

reversing a decree of Baboo Gopeenath Bose, Moonsiff of Chowkee
Santipore, dated 28th August 1854.

ANNUNDCHUNDER MOOKERJEA, (oNE of THE
DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANT,
versus

MR. C. M. D. SOUBOL (PLAINTIFF) AND GOPEEMOHUN
BANERJEA AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Vakeel of Respondent, Mr. Soubol-Moulvee Aftabooddeen
Mahomed.
Plaintiff in
his decla

THESE cases were admitted to special appeal, on the 30th July

ration alleged

1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs H. T.

that

Raikes and C. B. Trevor:-

he had

-

fruitlessly
demanded
rent from the

defendant and
that this

allegation was
not denied by
the defendants

in his answer;
the suit also

“The special appellant pleads that four suits for arrears of rent
have been decreed against him in favor of a farmer although no
rent for previous years have been shown to have been paid by him,
nor engagements to pay rent entered into, nor issue of notice under
It egulation W. of 1812. This being contrary to the precedent of
the Court in Gopeenauth Shah's case, 17th January 1852.

(
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THE 20th MAY 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Special Appeals from the decisions of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, Adā.
tional Judge of Tirhoot, dated 11th November 1854, alteria,

decrees of Moulvee Syed Ahmed Alee, Moonsiff of Mohwa, dated
25th July 1853.
CASE No. 442 OF 1856.

MENGRAJ SINGH AND OTHERS, (THIRD PARTY, APPEL.
LANTS,)
ter's?ts

DOBA SINGH, PLAINTIFF, AND NUCKCHADE AND
OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Wakeel of Respondents—None.

-

CASE No. 443 OF 1856.

NUCKCHADE AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANTs,
versus

re-

DOBA SINGH, (PLAINTIFF,) AND SUMBUL SINGH, (oNs
OF THE DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeels of Respondents--Baboos Sumbhoonath Pundit and
Kaleeprosonno Dutt.
THESE cases were admitted to special appeal on the 14th August

manded in

1856, under the following certificates recorded by Messrs. E. A.

Case

£, Samuells and D. I. Money:
“The particulars of this case will be found at page 468 of the Tir

precedents of

the Court, in hoot Zillah Decisions for the month of November 1854.

The suit is

£ for arrears of rent.
l

The defendants deny that they hold any land
£r. from the plaintiff or a third party who intervenes, and who claims

£".

the land as his. The judge admits that there was no engagement on

payment
special
appel the part of the defendants
f
ice
is all of| rent is prov
| and no previous
lants interve.
£ ed; and we observe that no issue of notice is alleged. He never
ãefendants; theless decrees the case in favour of the plaintiff, considering that he
£ is barred from inquiry into the points we have mentioned, because
been raised in the courts below. These points how
£eel to enquire they have not
into the pro...:
£, ever are manifestly these, which the plaintiff was bound to prove
-

*

-

-

-

-

- -

-

(

)
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THE 20th MAY 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE

No.

478 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Roy Ramlochun Ghose, Pris'
cipal Sudder Ameen of Nuddea, dated 29th December 1854, re
versing a decree of Syed Abdool Rub, Moonsiff of Kaguzpookherea,
dated 14th August 1854.
DAMOODURCHUNDER ROY AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)
APPELLANTS,

-

tlersats

AMEERCHUNDER ROY, (DEFENDANT,) ResPond ENT.
Vakeel of Appellants.--Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit.

Vakeels of the Respondent—Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Kishen
hishore Ghose.
Plaintiff,

•

-

a'." This case was admitted to special appeal on the 22nd August
£ 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A.
notice upon

£

Samuells and D. I.

Money :

“This is a suit to enhance rent. The plaintiff (petitioner) is an

£v'" auction-purchaser, no notice it appears was issued under Regula
1812, and that tion V. of 1812, and his suit was thrown out in consequence in
as defendant
£" the lower courts. He now claims the benefit of the Court's decision
# £ he of 22nd May 1855, in the case of Joykishen Mookerjea, and prays
£ that his case may be remanded in order that he may obtain a
*

-

amount of

declaration of his abstract right to assess.

-

-

The opinions of the

£h
Jea, are
ponding
with two judges who concurred in the case of Joykishen Mookerjea,
that mentioned founded, we observe on the Precedents of the 12th September 1848,

"#"' and the 5th June 1847. These precedents again, appear to be
court found

grounded on the decision in the case of Musst. Deb Ranee, which

£ '' is to be found at page 102, of the 5th volume of Select Reports.
£e'i In no case except this last have the deciding judges given any
form;
"there reasons for the conclusion at which they have arrived and the
fore plaintiff's
-

-

-

-

£o'"" reason there stated, viz. that by Section LVII., Regulation VIII.

: £.

of 1793, a zemindar may levy increased rent at the current local

£ rate, except on the tenures declared exempt from such increase,

£" £ appears to us very unsatisfactory, for in the first place it may be
£ doubted whether the Section quoted will bear the interpretation
*:. put upon it, and in the second all previous rules on the subject of
ei'" enhancement of rent have been modified by the provisions of Sec

(
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the decision of the majority in that case is based was decided, we
observe, prior to the enactment of Act I. of 1845, and is not there
fore applicable to suits by auction-purchasers under that law, we

accordingly affirm the judgment of the court below and dismiss
the appeal with costs.
THE 20th MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.

A. SČóNCE, Eso,"

}Judge.

PETITION No. 757 OF 1856.
Case re

manded, as
decision

of

lower appellate
court appears
to turn on an

issue not raised
between the

parties.

IN the matter of the petition of Putteetpabun Chuckerbuttee,

and others, filed in this Court on the 30th June 1856, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. P. Tay
lor, Judge of West Burdwan, dated 29th February 1856, affirming

that of Bissessur Chuckerbuttee, sudder -moonsiff of that district,
dated 10th August 1855, in the case of Putteetpabun Chucker
buttee and others, plaintiffs, versus Brajeshurree and others, defen
dants.

Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboo Kishensuckha Mookerjea and Mr.
R.

-

T. Allan.

-

Waheel of the Opposite Party–None.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds: - .

-

Petitioners as plaintiffs, sued for possession of 20 beegas of land
and for value of crops appropriated by the defendants. Petitioners
stated that they derived their title from Nundcoomar and Ramna

rain Roy, lakhiraj proprietors of the lands, designating them as ap

pertaining to mouza Madhubpore of turuf Khajoeree.
The defence pleaded below was that Nundcoomar and Ram
narain are sons of the deceased Moteeram, who held as a koorfa
ryot only of mehal Pabun, a sub-tenant of Lochun Latputtea, that

Nehalpabun had relinquished the lease he held and the koorfa
ryots could convey no rights to the plaintiffs.
The judge has upheld the decision of the principal sudder ameen,
-

-

who dismissed petitioner's claim on the proof afforded by a char,
copy of which was tendered by the defendants and which char, the

judge and principal sudder ameen held, gave conclusive proof of

the

lands in suit appertaining to Rughoonathnuggur and not to turuf
Khajooree, as pleaded by the petitioner, consequently their claim
to the lands as belonging to turuf Khajooree could not be enter
tained. The special appeal is made on the ground that the defen

(
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*

mother, while his own mother is alive, such a claim, under such
circumstances, being declared by the pundit's byewusta to be unsus
tainable by the petitioner.

The petitioner however shows by his plaint, that his claim is for
his share of the estate, left by his mother's brother, who dying
unmarried, was succeeded by his mother as trustee, holding a life
interest in the property, and on her demise, petitioner claimed his
share of his uncle's estate as falling to him as one of his heirs; it is
therefore as one of the heirs of his maternal uncle, and not as one

of the heirs of his grandmother, that he advances the present
claim, the byewusta therefore which calls for an opinion as to whe
ther a grandson can succeed to the grand-mother, while the daugh

ter of the grand-mother is still alive, appears to have been framed

on a wrong apprehension of the facts described in petitioner's plaint
we therefore reverse the nonsuit and direct the first court to cal
for another byewusta, embracing the statement of the plaint, and
decide the case in conformity thereto.
*

THE 21ST MAY 1857.
PRESENT.

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,

J. H. PATTON, Esq., & Judges.
J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,
CASE No. 74 OF 1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Itrut Hossein Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Rungpore, dated 18th
December 1855.

CHUNDERMUNEE CHOWDRAIN, (DEFENDANT,)
APPELLANT,
ters?us

SHAMRISHORE

SHAHA, GOMASHTA on BEHALF or

MUDDUNMOHUN SHAHA AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFF,)
RESPONDENT.

Wakeels of Appellant—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Bungseebuddun
Mitter and Baneemadhub Banerjea.
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Sumbhoo
nath Pundit.
Debt on

bond.
tion

Objec
to suit as

brought by
plaintiff, not
on his own ac

APPELLANT, (defendant,) was sued on a bond for rupees 5,394,
principal and interest, said to have been executed on 14th Cheyt 1251,
for rupees 3,664, by her son, Kishensoondur alias Chytunchunder
Roy, acting on her behalf in virtue of a power of attorney from her

(
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for the purpose. The principal sudder ameen having considered
both documents to be 'enuine, has decreed against appellant.
A preliminary objection has been repeated in appeal against the
suit, which has been brought by plaintiff, not on its own account,

but as goinashta of his employers. It is contended that the prin
cipal sudder amoen was wrong to overrule the objection by reference
to Construction No. 75, and the Precedent of 7th December 1835,
as they were inapplicable to the firin, which plaintiff represented,
which was not a banking firm, but a mercantile establishment for

- - -

-

-f

*****

---, -

* *** * *-d
**-* *
- ****
- ** *** *-* **
-

-

-

1 *-***** *f
* - *** *** -

the sale of cloth, although money transactions formed part of its
business.

It is

also argued that the suit being on a bond, the

holder of it should sue in his own name, and cannot be represented

by a gomashta as plaintiff, for the nature of the transaction became
altered by the execution of the bond, whereby the employer of

Plaintiff had been converted into a boni creditor. Upon the subject of the claim itself, the execution of the bond
and inook.htearnama is denied; the evidence of the witnesses, upon
which the principal sulder ameen has relied, is impugned, the

youth of appellant's son, only 16 or 17 years of age, at the date of
execution is pointed out, his personal debt is referred to as included
in the amount for which the bond was given, and the non-examination

of the real plaintiff by Act XIX. of 1833, and great delay in bringing

the suit, eight years and upwards after the money was by the terms
of the bond due, are urged against the correctness of the decision.

On the other hand in support of it, it is stated that the power
of attorney to enable the son to execute the bond, which power
recited what the terms of the bond were to be, was attested before

the zillah judge on the 17th March 1845; these showed it to have
its origin in previous money transactions between the parties, and
appeliant had filed receipts signed by the present plaintiff, so that
the objection to the suit having been brought by him for his em

ployers, was untenable. Another mooklitearnama also attested
by the judge on the 29th March 1845, and alleged to have been
executed by appellant to enable one Hurehunder Mujoomdar, or
her son, to transact money matters with the firm, which plaintiff

represented, was referred to as corroborative of the first power to
the son to execute the bond now in suit, the more particularly as
the above Hurchunder had taken the witnesses to attest the first

power before the judge.

The attestation before the judge, it was

insisted, is a more public act than that of registration, and a strong
proof therefore of the truth of the mookhtearnama, the execution
of which and of the bond, it is urged, is established by evidence,
as also the fact of the debt, in satisfaction of which the bond was

given by the account books filed in court. The objection to the
son's age was answered by his execution of the bond, affecting not
him, but his mother, who was competent to employ him for the
r

-- -

of ta-

- --

- -,
*- *** * **
*** *** *f
• *-at- -f
the b
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purpose at whatever age she liked, and she had by her assent con
veyed in a letter taken upon herself his debt. Part payments in
liquidation of the bond were also said to be endorsed on it of sum:
of rupees 750 and rupees 250 respectively.
JUDGMENT.

We overrule the objection to the suit being by plaintiff, as the

bond purports to have been given to him expressly by name a
representative of his employers, Muddunmohun Shah and others;
but we do not think the bond to be sufficiently proved so as t.

warrant a decree against appellant. Notwithstanding that the
power of attorney was attested before the judge, we do not conside:
that its execution by appellant is established.

Two witnesses

appeared before the judge and deposed to its execution, but this is
insufficient, as no enquiry was made, as is usual in such cases, by
the deputation of an ameen or moonsiff to appellant's residence to

ascertain the fact of execution by appellant, and the principal wit.
ness Hurchunder Mujoomdar, could not depose to having taken
it for attestation.

Nor is execution of the bond itself satisfactorily

proved. It was not registered, and great unexplained-delay was
allowed to elapse in bringing the suit, although the debt was pay.
able in Assar 1252, or three months after execution. The appellant':
letter admitting her son's debt has not been produced, and the
number of the bank-note given in payment has not been mentioned
in the endorsement, nor do the witnesses in support of the bond

appear trustworthy. They presented themselves to give evidence
spontaneously, and one or two of them are illiterate and could no
sign for themselves, and their signatures are consequently not

proved.

Other witnesses summoned in support, only vaguely

depose to money transactions between the parties, and to a proposed
settlement between them; besides which the original account books
were not produced and duly attested as would be essentially requi

site when relied upon as corroborative proof in cases like the
present.

We observe that the principal sudder ameen was applied to by
appellants to summon Muddunmohun Shaha as a witness, which
he declined to do. We remark that we consider his evidence
would have been very useful in the case, but upon the evidence
recorded, we are of opinion that plaintiff's claim is not Proved.

We therefore reverse the judgment of the principal sudder ameen
with costs against respondent in both courts.

(
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THE 21st MAY 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS,

*}ona,

Judge

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
No. 28 OF

1857.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B
E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 528 o'
the 19th November 1856.

-

SREEMUTTEE DASSEA, (RESPONDENT,) PETIT
ters?/S

PREONATH MULLICK, (APPELLANT,) OPPosITE
Vakeel of Petitioner—Mr. L. Clarke.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
-

Application
• for review of

udgment re
ected, inas
much as in an

action for rent,

AN application for a review of judgment in this cas.
made upon the following grounds:—In behalf of the pe.
is contended by Mr. Clarke, that the writ of assistance fo
of possession, dated 24th August 1847, was never execu

and upon an

much as quiet possession was obtained from Sreenath,

allegation in
the plaint ...
that plaintiff

decree of the Supreme Court, in execution of which, at t
the master's office, she purchased the property; that 1

was in posses
sion, she was

dispute between the mortgagor and mortgagee; that S

bound, accord
ing to the law
and practice

regarding the hissanama; that she had made out an in

of our courts,

to prove such
allegation
before she
could be enti
tled to the rent

she claimed,

and that proof
of that

fact

was not forth
coming in

the present
suit.

Dassea, after purchase, gave notice; that there was n.
title, and as the defendant was on the land, notice was
that she could only call on the tenant to attorn or question

that the solanama was not binding on her; that the paym
rent by the defendant, against whom only she sued, "
affect the rights of Gungamonee, who had never set up a

title against her; that the legal estate was in the petition
the mortgage deed; that the Act IV. case before the
was not binding upon her, as she was no party to it; and
petitioner had therefore a legal title to demand the rent
tenant on the land:

The decree against the petitioner in this case was pas
on the ground, that the evidence on the record showed t
the date of the institution of the suit, she was not in posse
that as she had failed to prove that she was in possessi
disputed property, as she had alleged in her plaint, sh
entitled to recover rent, and her suit therefore was dism,

an action for rent and upon the allegation in the plaint
was in possession of the property, she was bound accord

(
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claim. They show that the moonsiff, whose judgment the princi
pal sudder ameen has affirmed, went solely upon the investigation
made in the first suit and does not state the evidence adduced, if

any has been adduced to support plaintiffs' claim.
We find that the moonsiff in this decision refers to Shoramonee's

case, says that the question at issue in both suits is the sane; that
he himself held a local enquiry in the first suit, and from what he
then heard and saw was satisfied that the disputed land belonged

to plaintiffs' talook and not to defendants; and that he now entertains
no doubt of the sufficiency of that earlier enquiry. For these rea
sons the moonsiff decides for plaintiff and on appeal the principal
sudder ameen has considered the judgment of the moonsiff to be
sufficient. But the plain fact is that the moonsiff does not set forth

the grounds taken as proof of the plaintifi's title to the land. He
says that he is satisfied from what he heard and saw before, that
plaintiff has made good his case. But what he heard and saw
before, the moonsiff does not record.

Besides it must be remem

bered that the proofs of possession tendered by the first plaintiff
Shorainonee, were rejected by the principal sudder ameen (who
reversed the moonsiff's decision) as fabricated.

We therefore re

verse the decree of the principal sudder ameen and remand the

case to be re-heard by him. He will take up the plea of appellants,
and if the record be legally complete, he will consider whether
the plaintiff's claim is substantiated, giving clearly his reasons for
affirming if he affirms, or for reversing if he reverses, the moon
siti's judgment.
-

(
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THE 281 11 MAY 1857.
Pl: , six T :

-

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,
J. H. PATION, Esq.,
J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,

Judges.

CAs, No. 172 or 1855

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Gorindchunder Chole
dree Roy Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Moorshedabad,
dated 29th March 1855.

RANEE SHORNOMOYE, (PLAIN 11FF, Arral LANT,
*****

RANEE FOOLCOOMA REE AND Or 11Ens, (DEFENDANTs,)
R*.*rox 1, 1.N 18.

Vakeels of Appellanti-Baboos Ramaper and Roy and Sumbhoo
nath Pundit.

I akeels of Respondents-Baboos Kishenkuthore Ghose, Olleychurn
-

Bose and Mr. R. T. Allan.

Sc1r laid at Company's rupees 13,125.
This action was brought to recover possession of 1,750 beegas of
chur land, which plaintiff alleges to belong to her village of Cutla

D
of the lower
*** -1.
on the wr

maree, and defendant to belong to her village of Churundosspore.
The plaint sets forth that the ejectment from the lands took place

*** *-rr-l
for *-im

owing to certain proceedings of the magistrate of Moorshedabad in

of the plea of

July 1841. The suit was instituted on the 8th of October 1852,
and a plea under the statute of lunitation, having been put forward
on the ground of adverse possession on part of respondents, the

principal sudder ameen has dismissed the case.

He decides that the

that

the

re

limitat."

ra-i by ide
fendants re
** ***t, *r
* -i t

former ruling
of this Court.

date of the magistrate's order in 1841, cannot be taken as the date

of the cause of action, as the evidence, he conceived, showed posses
sion to be with the (defendants) respondents for a period prior to
that date, which would make plaintiff's suit out of time just by 1
year, 5 months and 23 days. He considers this to be shown,
as the evidence proved that the chur or alluvion had formed
in 1245, been brought into cultivation by defendants in 1246 B.
S., and calculating possession from that time accordingly the
action was barred.

It is urged by appellant's pleaders that certain copies of pro
ceedings of the revenue authorities and of the magistrate in 1841,
showed that even then there was possession of some portion of the
lands admitted to be with the plaintiff; but, putting aside the

wrong conclusion of the lower court on this point, he desires to

--~ *

( 890 )
rest his objection against the suit being barred by lapse of time
on a decision in a case of the saine plaintiff, dated the 23r

January 1857, in appeal No. 303 of 1855, which had allowed th
period while her estates were out of her possession after the deat
of her late husband and held as the property of Government to b

deducted. Mr. Allan, pleader for respondents, takes objection
to his plea being now heard as it had not been specially taken i
the lower court, and was moreover only added to the grounds .
appeal just before the appeal was called up for hearing
The Court overruled the objections of respondent's pleader a
under Section XI., Act XV. of 1853, a new ground could be at

mitted at any time, and as taking the cause of action to arise i
1246 B. S., as found by the principal sudder ameen, appellar
was shown, according to the Precedent in the case quoted, t
have been in full time to bring her action.
The case is accordingly returned to the principal sudder amee

for trial on the merits, the plea on limitation being set aside.
NoTE BY MR. J. S. ToRRENS.—I would only note in add
tion to the grounds given above for rejection of the plea of limit.
tion, that the plaintiff's estate, though not held by Governmen

as for a minor under the Court of Wards during the pesiod whic
has been deducted in calculating the period of 12 years, was, it at
pears, placed during the term under management of the Coa.
Wards, and there have been various rulings of this Court, whic
allowed the period of such management to be deducted.
THE 28TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

H.
T., RAIRES,
Esq., Jud
A. SCONCE,
ESQ.,
wages.
PETITION

No. 1835 OF 1855.

Certain de
fendants in
the suit hav

IN the matter of the petition of Jugdanund Ghose, filed in th
Court on the 22nd December 1855, praying for the admission of

ing admitted

special appeal from the decision of Mr. E. F. Radcliffe, officiatir
judge of Backergunge, dated the 20th August 1855, affirming th

the existence

of the plain
tiff's title as
ousut talook

of Pundit Sreenath Biddabagyish, principal sudder ameen of th
district, dated 25th November 1854, in the case of Jugdanur

dar, it was not
competent to

Ghose, plaintiff, versus Koroonamoye Debea and others, defendant
Vakeel of Petitioner—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
''
Vakeels of the Opposite Party—Baboos Sumbhoonath Pundit, Kishe

the judge to

try the validit
that
while these
defendants as
howaladars

#

hishore Ghose and Dwarkanath Mitter.

(
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THE 28TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
J. H. PATTON, Esq., & Judges.
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,
No. 50 OF 1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Nazim Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Dacca, dated 23rd August
1853.

MIRZA GOLAM HOSSEIN, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

MUSST. ROHEEMA BEEBEE, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant—Mr. R. Norris and Baboo Jugdanand
Mookerjea.
The terms of

the kabeenma

ma being only
a marriage
settlement in

Vakeel of Respondent—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
SUIT laid at Company's rupees 8,468-10-44.
This was a suit brought by the (plaintiff) respondent, to inherit
in right of succession to her son, who died without issue. Her
allegation is that she was the motai wife of Aka Mahomed, a Mogul

cash, the right
of respondent,

of Persia, of the shea sect and had two sons, Ahmud Jan and

who was sued

Fuzul Alee.

Besides these two sons by her, her husband had

for real pro
which
£:
another son by his second wife, Mirza Mihidee Nissar and a daughter
e professed to
hold as a gift
from his

wife

on her acquisi
tion of it from

her first hus
band under the
deed referred

to, was disal
lowed in
affirmation of

the judgment
of the lower
Court.

Omdah Khanum; after the death of Aka Mahomed, disputes arose
among these his heirs and survivors regarding the property, when
matters were referred to private arbitration. The award of this
arbitration was that the deceased's three sons and daughter should

each get a 4 annas share of the estate. To this partition all the
parties concerned gave their assent. The elder son Ahmud Jan
married Mobarukinissa in Assar 1250, and settled on her as dower

the sum of rupees 15,000, under a deed of “kabeennama,” one-third
of which was payable on demand and the other two-thirds after
the death of the husband or on dissolution of the marriage. Short
ly after his marriage, Ahmud Jan proceeded to Calcutta, but before

doing so, received back from Mobarukinissa the “kabeennama", who
on her part executed in his favour a deed of relinquishment cancel
ling the conditions of the settlement and engaging to hold him
harmless against any future claim preferred by her in respect to it.
Ahmud Jan died during his visit to Calcutta, and after his death
Mobarukinissa contracted a nika marriage with the (defendant) res.
pondent, Mirza Golam Hossein, having by some means succeeded

to and being at the time in possession of the property left by her first

husband. This action was brought to recover that property and

(
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relies, i.e., the “kabeennama,” the copy he files, however cr
attested, not being legally sufficient to sustain his claim. ... Ho
this may be, on referring to the deed we find beyond all qu
that the terms of the kabeen nama show it to be as pleaded t

respondent, purely a settlement in cash without any conditio
lands shall be given in lieu or exchange. This fact is fatal
claim set up by the appellant. He relies upon the kabeenne

giving him his title to the estates, and the conditions of the
recognise no such right. These are in their effect positive as
only, not alternative as to lands. This is clearly the view
of the question by the principal sudder ameen, and accou
his not determining the plea of relinquishment of claim for
on the part of Mobarukinissa, which was incidentally urged i

respondent in the lower courts.

It was certainly not the m

issue of fact in the cause, as is now pleaded by the appellan
even if proved would neutralize the “kabeennama" by which
lant professes to have derived his rights from Mobaruk
Its determination therefore was unnecessary. We may here

:

that the principal sudder ameen's finding as to the resp.
being the motai wife of Aka Mahomed, has not been questic
the arguments before us.

The decision of the lower court is

fore affirmed and the appeal dismissed with costs on the appe
THE 21 ST MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

A SööNöE Esq.", Judge".
PETITION No. 860 OF 1856.
Case

re

manded, f as
proper issue
was not deter

mined by lower
appellate
Court.

IN the matter of the petition of Juggeshur Behan, filed i
Court on the 21st July 1856, praying for the admission of a s
appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Davidson, principals
ameen of Midnapore, dated 29th April 1856, affirming th
Baboo Poorunchunder Mitter, sudder moonsiff of that district,
11th January 1855, in the case of Juggeshur Behan, plaintiff,
Damoodur and others, defendants.

Vakeels of Petitioner- Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Jugda
Mookerjea.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party—Baboo Kishensuka Mooker
and Moulvee. Aftabuddeen.

IT is hereby certified that the said application is grants
the following grounds:—

(
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Petitioner sued on a kubala for 11 cottas of land asserting his pur
chase thereof from one Golam, the son of Manick Beebee, daughter

and co-heiress of Jeetoo Meer; his claim was met and disputed by
the defendant, alleging purchase of the same lar d from Jumnee
Beebee, widow of Nuzzur Alee, the son and heir of Jeetoo.

The first court ulamissed the claim of plaintiff on the ground that
his kubala was not proved. The principal sudder ameen in appeal
first reversed that Judgment and subsequently on a review of his
order confirmed the moonaiti's decision, holding the defendant's
kubala to be the preferable deed, because both deeds having been
executed by Jeeton's heirs, the defendant's was of a prior date and
therefore entitled to preference.

The petitioner (plaintiff) pleads that the decision is defective, in
asmuch as the vendors not being the same persons and their right
to grant these deeds of saie being questionel, the proper issue was

not one arising on the priority of the ku'ala but on the right of
the vendors to sell the lands in dispute.

I his point the principal

sudder ameen has failed to determine.

As the decision of the lower appellate court seems to us to be de
fective in the manner pointed out in the special appeal, we reverse
the judgment passed and remand the case for reconsideration with
reference to the point mooted in this special appeal.

THE 28 rif MAY 1857.
PRE-1, Nr:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, E-Q,

-

}J.'

*.

PET11 10N No. 915 of 1876.

In the matter of the petition of Rughoonath Singh, filed in this
Court on the 28th July 1876, praving for the admission of a

special appeal from the decision of Major J. Hannyngton, deputy
commissioner of Kishenpore, dated 13th May 1856, reversing that
of Mr. D. W. George, sub-assistant commissioner of that district,

dated 4th December 1855, in the case of Rughoonath Singh, plaiu
tiff, versus Dalooaram, defendant.

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Kissensukha Mookerjea. .
Vakeel of the Opposite Party-Bahoo Unnodapersaud Banerjea.
The petitioner is son of Hurnath Singh, who instituted this suit

to acquire possession of half of two villages held under a ghatwalee
tenure as assigned to him by a Raja of the district in a sunnud, dated

Sumbut 1197.

This sunnud associated Hurnath Singh with

** **

(
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THE 291 is MAY 1857
PREs ENT :

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,

J. H. PATTON. F.-Q.,

Judges.

J. S. Tokitess, E. '
No. 395 OF 1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mou'ree Itrut Hossein Khan
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Rungpore, dated 26th
May 1856.

ZEEAOOLLA CHOWDREE, (DEFENDANT,) ArrellANT,
*****

MOHUNLALL SHAHA AND Orhens, (PLAINTIFFs.)
REsrox 1, ENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkiahore Ghose, Moulere
Marhanut Hossein and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of Respondents-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Sumbhoonath
Pundit and Baneemadhub Ilan ryea.
SUIT on a bond for rupees 16,000, and interest rupees 7,079-5-4,
total value of suit rupees 23,079-5-4. (Defendant) appellant, admit
ted execution of the bond, which was dated 1st

'.

1258, but

Debt -

be- d.

Jar.

** at of 1 *** ****
- * * * ****t

denied receipt of the money.

He acknowledged having money

transactions with respondents, to whom the collections from his

landed property were remitted and with whom a balance at the
time reinained in his favour.

The question for decision is whether appellant did or did not on the
date of the bond receive rupees 16,000 from respondents.

The

allegation of the latter is that the money was delivered to appel
lant on the date above named, who kept it till the 8th idem, '.
upon a settlement of accounts between the parties, it was found
that appellant owed them rupees 22,811-1-1, irrespective of the

amount now sued for, and that the rupees 16,000 were re-paid in
liquidation thereof, leaving the bond wholly unsatisfied and a ba

lance of rupees 6,811-1-1 against appellant, of which rupees
460-1-1 being excused, there remained rupees 6.351, due by him,
for which he executed a kistbundee, dated 8th Jeyt, which forms
the subject of another appeal No. 507 of 1856. Appellant on the
other hand contends that as on the date of execution of the bond,

he did not receive the money, the payment made by him on 8th
Jeyt of rupees 16,000, was from his own funds, and that he does
not owe the sum now claimed.

The judgment of the principal sudder ameen adverse to appel

laut, was founded upon the fact of the receipt of the money having

affir-d.

( 898 )
been acknowledged in the petition and mookhtearnama, dat

Jeyt 1258, for the registry of the bond, upon the kistbundee
referred to, containing mention of it, and that it had no coni

with the accounts, the adjustment of which took place
date, viz., 8th Jeyt, and upon the evidence of the witnesses
receipt of the money and in attestation of the respondents’

which showed the debit of rupees 16,000, against appellant
1st Jeyt 1258.

Having considered the arguments and evidence recorded
case, we concur in the judgment with the principal sudder.
Execution of the bond has been admitted by appellant.

formerly registered and receipt of the money then acknow
Anundmohun Deb, gomashta of respondent, but named as a

by both parties, had distinctly deposed to the delivery of the
on 1st Jeyt 1258, to appellant, and has attested the account
in which the debit entry is made. Other witnesses have co
rated his evidence, which is further made credible by the k
dee executed on 8th idem, and admitted by appellant to hav
executed by him, in which it is distinctly said that the adju
then made was irrespective of the rupees 16,000, borrowed

1st Jeyt, which were to be repaid separately. Under these c
stances we dismiss the appeal with costs.
-

THE 29TH MAY

1857.

PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

}*

No. 507 OF 1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Itrut Hossein
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Rungpore, date.

July 1856.
ZEEAOOLLA CHOWDREE, (DEFENDANT,) APPELL
versus

MOHUNLAL SHAHA AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFs
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellant– Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose, Mott.
Murhamut Hossein and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Sumbha
Pundit and Baneemadhub Banerjea.
VALUE of suit rupees 6,922-15-1, being rupees 4,4.
-

Judgment of

balance of principal of kistbundee and rupees 2,475-12-4, t
of interest due on it.

(
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THE 29TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT :

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

}Judge.

PETITION No. 861 OF 1856.

Order of re

mand, on ap
plication for
special appeal,
as under the
circumstances

IN the matter of the petition of Khittaboolla, filed i
on the 21st July 1856, praying for the admission of
peal from the decision of Mr. A. Davidson, principals
of Midnapore, dated 30th April 1856, affirming th:

set forth, the shee Dubeeruddeen, moonsiff of Tumlook, dated 3
£
of
ower appel 1855, in the case of Khittaboolla, (petitioner) plaintiff,
late

court on

Muneerooddeen, defendant.

the ground of
no considera

tion having
been given

Wakeel of Petitioner—Moulvee Murhamut Hos
Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Moulvee Mahomed

Was erroneous.

The petitioner before us instituted this suit to acquir
of some land (4 beegas with a tank) which was ass

by an agreement executed by the defendant, Muneeroo
the deed in question was executed by Muneerood
denied, but the two lower courts have taken different

obligation imposed by it. The moonsiff held that th
taken from Muneerooddeen by force when he was int
the other hand the principal sudder ameen considering
tary execution of the deed on the part of Muneerooddee
blished declared it to be not valid, because no consi

been given to him by the (petitioner) plaintiff.
The ground of special appeal is that the deed did
the payment of consideration, which would have been

with the nature of the engagement entered into: petit
band of Ola Beebee, deceased, a sister of Muneerood.
find that the agreement recites that their father by a t
distributed his property among his son and daughter:
Beebee received 12 beegas and other property for her
she held this land till her death in Kartick 1246; th

ooddeen subsequent to her death got possession of Ola Be
that her husband, Khittaboolla, claimed one-half shal
about to sue for it; that Muneerooddeen satisfied himself

oolla's rights and had accordingly assigned to him

in possession of 4 beegas (with a tank, &c.). Such is ti
the deed. Obviously to say that Khilalooddeen gives 1
ation for the land assigned, is incompatible with the
effected, and indeed strictly speaking the consideration w

Muneerooddeen to execute the ikrarnama, was the recog
brother-in-law's legal rights, no other consideration was

(
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We therefore reverse the judgment of the principal sudder
ameen and remand the case that he may pass a fresh judgment
with reference to these remarks.

THE 291 it MAY 1857.
Paksi Nr.;

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ., \

A. SCONCE. E.", "9"
PETITION No. 920 OF 1856,

Is the matter of the petition of Jugdanund Gossein, filed in this

*** of re.

Court on the 28th July 1856, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision ..! Mr. J. E. S. Lillie, judge of East
Burdwan, dated the 30th April 1856, reversing that of Moonshee
Koodrutoollah, moonsist of Bainunurrah, dated the 29th June 1855,

*** *

in the case of Jugdanund Gossein, (petitioner,) plaintiff, versus
Durpomoye Dassea and others, defendants.
Vakeel of Petitioner-Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.

* * * ** *
* ***** *****
*** *****
**).

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
Petitioner sued for arrears of rent.

Amongst other pleas advanc

ed in defence, it was said that the talook was undivided and that

plaintiff had co-sharers, from whom he could not sue separately.
The judge on the ground that the co-sharers were jointly recorded,
held that plaintiff could not sue separately for his share of the rent

of the defendant's tenure. It is urged in special appeal that plain
tiff's co-sharers have sued separately themselves and that there is no
reason why a co-sharer should not sue for his own share of rent,
as the judge has not stated why he disallows plaintiff's right to sue
separately and there are many cases in which the right may be pro
perly exercised, we remand the case for re-trial, that the judge may

consider if plaintiff has or has not shown by evidence that the
share of rent sued for may be decreed to him without prejudice
to his co-sharers.

**

*

***

*

* * * ****,
- * * * ***
** art ha-i tut
****** *

** *

(
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THE 29TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

}Judge.

PETITION NO. 961 OF 1856.

Order of re
mand

IN the matter of the petition of Ishurchunder Mookerjea, one *

on

application of
special appeal,

the defendants, filed in this Court on the 5th August 1856, pray

ing for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Pun

as it had not
been shown

that where the
notice had
been served,

was petition
er's usual resi
dence.

dit Govindchunder Biddyaruttun, acting principal sudder ameen a
West Burdwan, dated the 5th May 1856, affirming that of Babo
Eshanchunder Dutt, moonsiff of Burjorah, dated the 27th Novembe
1855, in the case of Ramruttun Mookerjea, plaintiff, versus Ishut
chunder Mookerjea and others, defendants.

Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Aushootosh Chatterjea and Unookoo
chunder Mookerjea.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
Petitioner was defendant in a suit with other co-defendants, wh

appeared to defend the suit, and accounted for petitioner's absenc
by saying that notice had been sent for service on him to Radhi
kanthpore, and not to Bonderhatty, where his usual residence wa
The moonsiff decided that Radhakanthpore, being the place of pet
tioner's father-in-law's house, it was sufficient that notice had bee

sent there, and gave judgment against all defendants.

The co-d.

fendants appealed against costs and wasilat, but the moonsiff

decision was affirmed. Petitioner now applies for special appea
asserting that he is for the first time cognizant of the suit again
him. It is necessary by Clause 3, Section II., Regulation II. of iso
that notice should be served on the usual residence of a defendar

The moonsiff has not shewn that petitioner's father-in-law's hou
was his usual residence. We therefore reverse the decision

both the lower courts, and remand the case to the moonsiff, wi

will pronounce judgment upon the point in question, and pass
new decision in the case with reference to his finding on it.

(
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THE 301 H MAY 1857

PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q,

l

E.
SAMUELLS,
D. A.
L. MONEY,
Es..., Esq.,

|

Officiating
Judges.
ting Judge

Regular Appeals from the decision of Pandit Nurhurree Sirom-nee,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Mymensing, dated 28th Junsary
1833,

CAs E. No. 109 or 1873.

INDERMONFE CHOWIORAIN, wire or KASHEENATH
CHOWI) REE, DECEAs, D, AND OTHERS, (some or 111E DE
F ENDAN I*, * Arri. LLANT *,
*****

RAJLUK IIFE

CHOWDRAIN,

wir E

DECF A-1 10,

Mor 111 R

CH()WI) REE,

or

NODOCOOMAIR

AND ot. Alt1, 1 AN

OF

GOBINDCOOMAR CHOW DREE, Mixon, MUSS T MUNEE
KURNEEKA

CH()WI) IRAIN, MOT 111.1: OF

KI - HENC()().

MAR CHOWDREE, (PLAIN 11FFs,) AND THE COLLECTOR

or MYMENSINGH, (ox E or rit: DEFENDANTs,) Resrox
DEN"t.

Vakeels of Appellants-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Sumbhoonath Pundit.

Vakeel of Respondents (Plaintiffs)—Mr. R. T. Allan
and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeel of the Collector of Mymensing-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
CASE No. 1 10 OF 1853.

The COLLECTOR or MYMENSINGH, (oNE of The
DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANT,
rersity

RAJLUKHEE
CHOW DREE,

CHOWDRAIN,
DECRAs, D,

wiFE

MOTHER

of

NOBOCOOMAR

AND

GUARDIAN

OF

GOBIND.COOMAR CHOW DREE, MINOR, AND MUSST.
MUNEEKURNEEKA CHOW DRAIN, wiFE OF NONIDO.

COOMAR CHOWDREE, DECEAsKD, (PLAINTIFFs,) REspon
idents.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moonshee
Ameer Alee.
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CASE No. 111 OF 1853.

ANNUNDMOYE CHOWDRAIN, wiFE OF KEERUTC
DER CHOWDREE, DECEASED, MOTHER OF BHY ROOC

DER CHOWDREE, MINoR, (ONE OF THE DEFENI
APPELLANT,
tersus

RAJLUKHEE CHOWDRAIN, wiFE OF NOBOCO
CHOWDREE, DECEASED, MOTHER AND GUARDIAN o
BINDCOOMAR CHOWDREE, MINOR, AND MUSST.M
KURNEEKA CHOWDRAIN, wiFE OF NONDOCO
CHOWDREE, DECEASED, MOTHER OF KISHENCO

CHOWDREE, (PLAINTIFFs) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeels of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moons)
Ameer Alee.

CASE No. 112 OF 1853.

SADUT ALEE KHAN, (ONE OF THE DEFENDANT
APPELLANT,
versus

RAJLUKHEE CHOWDRAIN, wiFE OF

NOBOCOC

CHOWDREE, DECEASED, MOTHER AND GUARDIAN Ol
BINDCOOMAR CHOWDREE, MINOR, AND MUSST.
NEEKURNEEKA CHOWDRAIN, wiFE OF NONDC
MAR CHOWDREE, DECEASED, MOTHER OF KISHEN

MAR CHOWDREE, (PLAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit.
Vakeels of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moons.
Ameer Alee.

(
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CASE No. 123 or 1873.

LUKHEE I, EBEA CHOWIORAIN, wire of KASHEE
KANTH CHOW DREE, L* *A*11, fox is or run. D***N
LAN 18, ). A 1-1-1.1.1.A - 1,
******

RAJI.["KHEE CHOWI)!! AIN,

wire

of

NOBOCOOMAR

CHOWI) REE, 121 CE A* to, M. 1111. R ANI, GUARDIAN OF GO

BINDCOOMAR CHOWI) REE, MINoR, AN ID MUSS I'.
NIEEKU IN EF.K.A ("Il ()WI) IRAIN, w 11 E O

MAR

CHOWI) REE,

1,1 CE. As D.

MU

N ()NIM M ( )().

Moril 1, it of

KISHEN

COOMAR CHOW DI:I.E, (PLAIN 1.1FFs). It's roN pr:NTs.
I akeel of Appellant–Baloo Ashensukha Mook, ryea.

Vakeels of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moonshee
Ameer Alee.

CARE No. 124 OF 1853

TARAMONDE CHOWIORAIN, wire or GOBINDCHI’NDER
1)ASS CHOW 1)!:EE, D, CEA-ED, Mor11ER or HURCHUN

IDF.R CHOWDREE, MINoR, (oNE or THE DEFENDANTs,)
A 1-11 LLANT,
rersus

RAJLUK HIEE

CHOWDRAIN, wire or

NOBOCOOMAR

CH() WDREE, Dr. EA's ED, Mor11 ER AND GUARDIAN OF GO
BINI)COOMAR CHOWI) REE, MINOR, AND MU"SST MU
NEEKU RNEEKA CHOW DIN A IN, wi FE OF NONI)OC()()
MAR CHOWI)REE, DEC 1. Ask D, MOTHER OF KISHENCOO.

MAR CHOWDREE, (PLAIN r1FFs,) ResPox DENrs.
Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.

Vakeels of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moonshee.
.1mcer Alee.

(
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CASE No. 126 OF 1853.

KADIR ALEE MEEAH, ZEMINDAR, (ONE OF THE
DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANT,
ters-s

RAJLUKHEE CHOWDRAIN, wiFE OF NOBOCOO.
CHOW DREE, DECEASED, MOTHER AND GUARDIAN OF
BINDCOOMAR CHOWDREE, MINOR, AND MUSST.
NEEKURNEEKA CHOWDRAIN, wiFE OF NONDO.
MAR CHOWDREE, DECEASED, MOTHER OF KISHENT

MAR CHOWDREE, (PLAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboo Sreekanth Singh.
Vakeels of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moonshee A
Alee.

CASE No. 128 OF 1853.

RAJLUKHEE

CHOWDRAIN,

wife of NOBOCOO

CHOWDREE, DECEASED, MOTHER AND GUARDIAN OF
BINDCOOMAR CHOWDREE, MINOR, AND MUNEER

NEEKA CHOWDRAIN, wiFE OF NONDOCOO
CHOWDREE, DECEASED, MOTHER OF KISHENCOO.
CHOWDREE, (PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTS,
*

vers?us

THE COLLECTOR OF MYMENSING AND OTHERs, (DE
DANTs) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellants—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moonshee An
Alee.

Vakeel of Respondent, the Collector–Baboo Ramapersaud
Vakeels of Respondents, Taramonee and Khetabooddeen an

others—Baboos Obhoychurn Bose and Bhoobunmohun Ro:

Vakeel of Respondent, Moulvee Abdool Alee and others—Ba
Shumboonath Pundit.
Plaintiff's
father became

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 22,334-3-5.

The undisputed facts of this case are as follows: the fati

security for
the Mymen
sing treasurer
and continued
so until his
death. The

plaintiff and
his brother the
husband of the

female plaintiff

then accepted

the plaintiff, Nobocoomar Chowdree, by name Brojonath Chow
had, previous to 1227, the exact date is not apparent, be
security for Joogulkishore Sein, the treasurer of the Myme
collectorate, and so continued until his death in 1233 B.S.
plaintiff, Nobocoomar Chowdree, and his brother, Nondoco.
the husband of the female plaintiff, who are nephews of the
surer, then accepted the surety ship and executed a bond, in

(
fits, the col
lector

either

passed an or
der directly to
the treasurer to

report what
sums were

in

deposit to the
credit of the

petitioners
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were attached for the recovery of the balance. The plaintiff

order to save their estate, paid the entire balance, amounting
interest to rupees 23234-12-2, but they at the same time prote
against the collector's, proceedings- and commenced this actic
the 5th October 1841, for the recovery of the amount, makin'

collector, the treasurer and the zemindars, on who' accou"
defalcation had taken place, all co-defendants, and prayin
-

and to pay it
or he allowed
the treasurer
to fill in the

warraut him.
self.
Of the
amount defici
ent, rupees

17,596-106
were recovered
from

sums

standing to the
credit of the
zemindars uud
the remainder
amounting to

rally for relief against them all. The only ground of ''
is alleged in their plaint, however, is that the money was p

:

the treasurer under the orders of the collector, that the
embezzlement therefore was unfounded, and that if the zer

drew a larger amount from the deposit account then the
entitled to, the collector ought to have realized the sums au.
from them and not from the plaintiff.
|
The principal sudder ameen of Mymensingh (Mr. C. "
gave the plaintiffs a decree against the treasurer alone
ground that he was the person who had embezzled the

which the plaintiffs had been made to refund. He gave no
opinion, however, in his whole judgment, not c

for this
rupees

23,234-12-2,
was realized
from the trea
surer's sure
ties.

Plaintiff
then institut
ed the present
action against

the appellant,

above ten lines, and on the appeal of the plaintiffs to th
the case was remanded on the 21st June 1848, in order

question of embezzlement

or no embezzlement might be

tried and determined. It was then taken up by another
sudder ameen, Pundit Nurhurree Seromonee, who called

collector to file proofs of the treasurer's malversation.
lector accordingly filed the accounts of attached estates

the treasurer

defalcation

in the presence of the treasurer, and the principal sud
at the request of the plaintiff, sent for the original boo
counts, from which this balance sheet had been prepare

had takeu

through them himself, noting the exact amount

place, for the

from the estates of each of the defendants (zemindars)

and the zemin

dars, on whose
account the

recovery of the

of

1

amount which

of the discovery and obtaining a result which tallies v

had been reta

lector's account.

He does

not

consider embezzlerr

lised from the

proved, as the different sums paid away by the treast,
Held that
disbursed under warrants duly signed by the colle
the suit as luid
is multifarious proof had been furnished that, at the time of these sever

collector.

and the plaint
is vague and

the sum disbursed was not due from the profits of the

deficient in
Precision; as
owever the
Court will dis

however, exonerates the collector on the ground a PP'ar

gives no distinct reason; that he was justified in r
amount of the defalcation from the plaintiffs under the

regard the plea

finds the zemindars, defendants, liable for the announ

of multifari

respectively overdrawn.
ever it is in any
Of 34 of these defendants, 6 have appealed,
way possible.

ousuess, when

to dispose of
a case on its
merits without

injury to the

grounds of non-liability on the merits of the case
that the plaintiffs have no cause of action

alle
bu

against the

lector has also appealed against that portion of the Pr'

1
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* *-*.
ameen's order which saddles him with his own costs, and the Plain ***
* *-i- uff has appealed against the discharge of the collector.
fe-f
A preliminary objection was taken to the hearing of the suit, on." ***
*** * *

the ground that the plaint was bad by reason of multifariousness and

misjoinder. The plainuti's groun is of action against the ce: “ter
and against the zemindars, it was urged, were manifestiy ( "t
and inconsistent with one another; no "pecific reason was assi-ned
for the relief praved for as against the zeinundars, and as the tr "
actions of each zemandar with the treasury were separate at 1 "
connected, with those of the other defendants, they were each * r *

tled to demand that they should be sued separately, and that ran
should know what suins were claimed from him, and

n w is st

******, **
* *** *
* * * ** *
***
- ****
* * * * **
** * * * * *
*
* * * ** *

* * * *

* *

grounds.
There is no doubt, in the opinion of the Court, that the * is
multifarious, and that the plaint is vagne and deficient in It" 1-1..n.

* *

- * * **
* * * * * * ****
* * * ***** * *
*** - *

*

* **

*

* *

-

It ought unquestionably to have heen thrown out on these groun *

*

**

***

1.
*

l
**

at the first hearing, but the objection as to want of pro 1-ton,
applies only to the suit against the reminars, and advertin to
the great length of time during which this case has been pen ng

**

in the courts, to the fact that it has been decided below on its , " -

rits and to the practice of the Court, which is to disregard peas of
multifariousness, which have been overlooked below, where it is

*

*

in any way possible to dispose of the case on its merits wit, out
injury to the rights of parties, or in direct violation of the forms of
judicial procedare, the Court over-ruled the plea and directed that
the appeal of the plaintiff against the release of the collector, and of
the collector against the award of costs should be taken up first,
and that the question whether the plaintiffs' action against the
reunindars could be sustained on the pleadings as they stand,
should by reserved for subsequent consideration,

--

--

* * * * r *
- ** * r *heir
f***** * *-*.
* * * **-ti-a
the re -ss
** * **
are arts, they
**** *• * to

Mr. Allan and Moonshee Ameer Alee, for the plaintiffs, contend
ed that the acts of the treasurer were authorized by the collector,

* * * * u-,
* * *r * *
* * * * * **
** 11-y
** * * *
* *re-1 try have

and could not therefore be said to amount to embezzlement; that

* *

by acceptance of the agreement contained in the paintiffs' receipt
of the 25th March, the collector had substituted for the original
bond an inferior security which had not the same legal force and
efficacy as the bond itself; that the principle of the case of the

collector of Moorshedabad rersus Lala Sohun Lal, reported at I age
65, of the 3rd volume of select reports, where it was held that the

surety of a native officer was not liable to make good defalcations
discovered after the death of his principal, should apply to this
case, where although more than one collector had in the interval
assumed charge of the collectorate, and must be presumed to have
examined the accounts, no defalcation was alleged until after a lapse

of six years from the death of one of the sureties, and the cancel
ment of the bond; that the accounts produced from the collecto

* *

* *

| "...

of

* * *r father's
* roun". will a

the roll. t. 1
has cast on
***, *.*.* to
have sea now.
* * * * **
******* - ef

the as "...r's ,
that the terms
of the bond
*** * : by the

part # are
*** *** - "y
** *** -n.
t".e. the rol
* *

1- c. r

*

from

-

(
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the sureties all
losses and

ficiencies

rate have not been proved, and the balance sheet which purportst
from, show the adjustment of the account between the collector and ü,
de

treasurer is not signed by the latter; that in any case the plaintif
may be detect are not liable for the defalcations which occurred prior to the la
ed on exami of their own bond, their father's bond importing only a person
nation of the

whatever cause

arising which

accounts, and

liability; that the collector did not charge the treasurer with me,

which the
treasurer may

fail to make

gence, but with embezzlement, which it was submitted he had fai
to prove, and that even if the collector's statement of the mo'

good. That

which the money had been abstracted were correct, the plaintif

the

the principle laid down in the case of Lee and another versus Ta
(7 Barnwell and Cresswell, page 491) would not be liable inasm

case

of

Lala Sohun Lal
is inapplicable
to the present
case, and that
there is no such

as the collector must have sanctioned a departure from the ord

departure from

alluded to could not be said to be within the ordinary scepe
duty as treasurer. The kyfeuts or reports on which the col
was said to have acted in issuing his warrants for payment
not, it was also urged, forthcoming, and therefore there was

rules of business in collectorate treasuries, and the transas

the ordinary

practice of the
collectorate

apparent in
the present
case

as

to

nothing to show that the treasurer had been guilty of any
misrepresentation as was alleged.
rule laid down
Baboo Ramapersaud Roy,—for the collector, complained
in the case of
counsel on the other side had gone beyond the pleadings,
Lee, versus
Taylor cited entirely shifted the issues which had been taken in the lowe
by the pleader
justify the ap
plication of the

-

were n
for the appel Their contention in the lower court was that they
lants.

That

consequently
the appeal of
the

because the collector had signed the warrants, under which
embezzled were paid away, and because the Board has retur

'*'. bond and discharged them from their suretyship.

appellants'
must be dis
missed and
that of the col
lector against
the order of the
lower court
saddling him.
with his own

costs must be
decreed, he
will receive his
costs in both
courts

Held further

on the appeals
zemin

dars, defen
dants, that the
suit against
them

cannot

proceed on the

present, plead
ings, the
ground of
action

taken place during their father's suretyship on the ground r
by their counsel, nor had they disputed the correctness &
lector's accounts or his allegations as to the kyfeuts submit
treasurer. These accounts being public records, and n

"

been objected to below, must be taken to be correct.

accounts he explained were quite distinct from the or
accounts of the collectorate. They extended over many

contained a mass of items, so that their agreement or d.

from

the plaintiffs.
of the

They

where disputed their liability for the embezzlements w

as

with the cash accounts could only be ascertained after
ed and minute investigation. The existence of the c

and its correspondence with the cash accounts of the of

only points to which a collector looked on taking char
sury. Mr. Atherton had only ascertained this defalcati
back over the deposit accounts item by item for the I
The accounts had been made out in presence of the

tr

had never disputed their correctness, and formal no
served on the plaintiffs to attend at the investigation, s
Their :

against them

had absented themselves it was their own fault.

being incon-is
tent with that

they had been prevented from attending was absurd or
-

(
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and was attempted to be supported by no proof. They had obtained

***** **
* **** ****

copies of the accounts and had expressly founded their plaint on
the examination they had made of these accounts and yet they had

******* *** * *
- **** * *
****** *** *

not challenged the correctness of a single item, although they now *** * * * * * *
at the eleventh hour, vaguely asserted that the accounts were not to - - - -- I *-

be relied on.

-

- -

*

The order which the collector issued to the treasurer

to pay was a conditional order, and was in strict accordance with
the practice of the collectorate at that time. Nothing had been

- **** * *
***
** * *

shown to the contrary, so that the case cited by Mr. Allan from
Barnwell and Cresswell's reports had no bearing on the question.

-* * * * *
*** -->
** **** ******
-a af t
* *-*

**

It is not necessary to prove embezzlement; it is sufficient that there * * **** *
** **
is a deficiency. The plaint fully admits the deficiency and the *
* -- a- - -

sureties are, under the terms of their bond, liable for it to the col
lector. When the case was before this Court in 1848, the plaintiffs - *** ******
in their reasons of appeal expressly stated that their suit was direct *** * * * *
**

*

* -

* *

->

ed against the remindars and not against the collector. They have *P. a**,. *" *
no right now to throw aside this acciaration and to turn upon the * - ******
*** * * *
collector again.
*1.

With reference to the question, whether an action against the
semindars could be supported on the pleadings, it was urged by
Baboos Shumboonath Pundit and Kishenkisnore Ghose for these

defendants, that the plaint stated no ground of action against the
reunindars whatsoever, and that the plaintiff's averments were incon
sistent with the claim which their counsel now sought to establish

against them. I heir case was that there had been no embezzle
ment; that the collector had no right to recover the money, and
that the accounts were unproved, yet the only ground on which

they could claim a refund from them was that the collector was
not liable, and that the accounts were fully established. The plain
tiffs had no where alleged that defendants had taken the money
which was deficient and had not attempted to prove that the defalca
tion was their

act rather than that of the treasurer far less had he

endeavoured to show that the defendants had practised any fraud
upon the treasurer such as could have rendered them responsible to
him.

It was contended for the plaintiffs, on the other hand by Mr.
Allan and Moonshee Ameer Alee, that in their suit against the ze
mindars, the plaintiffs accepted the accounts as they stoed; that

these showed the plaintiffs to have overdrawn their account, that
the deficit thus occasioned had been realized from their principal
and that they were entitled to stand in their principal's

: and

demand its refund independent altogether of the question whether
the defendants' accounts had been fraudulently overdrawn or not.
The judgment of the lower court in the case of the collector must
be affirmed with the exception of that portion which relates to costs.

If the plaintiffs intended to dispute their liability for their father's

(
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debts, or to question the correctness of the accounts, the
bound to do so below.

They cannot be permitted to rais

questions for the first time in the appellate court, where the
dants have no means of replying to them in a satisfactory m
Their silence in the court below must be taken to imply tha

accept the liability on their father's account,

which

the co

has cast on them, and that they admit the accounts to be c

No attempt appears to have been made by the collector to
that the treasurer actually embezzled the amount which is di
or any part of it. It was stated by counsel, that he had inee
victed of embezzlement and sentenced to imprisonment,

carelessly has the case on the part of the collector been con
in the zillah court that no copy of the conviction was filed, a
have no evidence as to embezzlement on the record. It r
then to be seen whether the sureties were under the terms

bond responsible for defalcations occurring in the treasury
their principal's charge, otherwise than through malversatio
on this point there can, we think, be no doubt. The terms
bond are exceedingly wide and unquestionably entitle the ce
to recover from the sureties all losses and deficiencies whic
be detected on examination of the accounts and which the tre

may fail to make good. The cases cited by Mr. Allan,
view to qualify this liability do not apply. The case o
Sohun Lal, reported at page 65, of the 3rd volume of
Reports, refers to a special law and limited description of sel
and there does not appear to have been any such departur
the usual practice of the collectorate as would justify us in

ing the rule laid down in the case of Lee and Taylor; tınds
improved system of checks and accounts now in use, in the
torate, it would, no doubt, be impossible to overdraw d
accounts in the mode adopted, whether by the treasurer c
zemindars in this case without a gross dereliotion of duty
part of the collector, but at the period when this defalcation
red, the checks of which we speak, had not been introduced, <

have no reason to suppose that the conditional orders to pay,
the collector appears in this instance to have given to the tre:
were at all unusual. The plaintiffs appeal against the collecto
charge woust therefore be dismissed, and as there do not app
be any grounds for a departure from the usual rule in such

the plaintiff must pay the collector's costs both in this an
lower court.

It is impossible that the case against the zemindars can p.
upon the present pleadings. These parties are entitled to
precisely the grounds upon which the plaintiff claims relief a
each of them, and the exact amount which he demands from

individual.

Neither their acts, their interests or their defenc

|

9 || ||

in common, an although we should not, at this stage of the pro
ceedings, have thrown out the case on the ground of "joinier
alone, undoubtedly the most regular and the most convenient course
both for the parties themselves and for the Court would have been

for the plaint's to institute separate suits against each. The pre
sent Plaint *closes no ground of action whether joint or separate
against the seminars, and eaves it uncertain whether the is mand

which is maie upon them at the ci se of the plaint is for a joint
debt, or if separate, what portion each is expected to contral ute.
The case against the zeminiara is also, as pointed out by ti. ir
counsel, quite inconsistent with the case which the plaint enaca
vours to make against the collector. The appeal of these defen.
dants must therefore be decreed with costs and the plaintiff, case
as against them must be nonsulted.
THE 301 II MAY 1837.
Pit, skNr:

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.
F. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

\
Officiating Judges.

i. i. MONEY, Esq.,
CAsk No. 130 or 1853.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Roy Nurhurree Seromony,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Mymensingh, dated 31st January
1853.

RAJLUCKHEE CHOWDRAIN AND Orli Elis, (DEFEN
DANTS,) APPELLANT8,
******

KURROONAMOYE GOOPTEA, AF reit *ER DEATH KOO
MAREE GOOP TEA, Morii r1: OF CHUNIDEIRKISHEN
SEIN, D.C.E.Aski, AND JOYI) ()()l:GA GOOP TEA, wiFE OF
THE DECEAs ED CHUNDERKISHEN SEIN, AND Mor 11 EH

AND GUARDIAN of HURKISHO1&E SEIN, MINort, AND
Or HERs, (PLAIN 11FFs,) REsroNDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondents, Koomaree Gooptet and Joydoorga
Gooptea-Buboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Suir laid at Cowpany's rupees 24,616-10-8.

Plaintiffs

Gungadhur Sein sue for Po
and Chunderkishore Sein, inhabitants of Rooshtia, pergunnah £"
Alapsing, sued Nubcoomar Chowdree and Munneekurnika Chow- " "
Plaintiffs, Dinoliath Sein, Ramtonoo Sein,

-

-

-

tal

drain, zemindars of Pergunnah Sherepore, for possession of certain " ":"'

(
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sne profits, as appertaining osee talook of the
#:
that they have a £
to the
9 annas
ining to their
mouroosee
'ith its hamlets app
aliumma of Sicc
•

talook for

lands intiffs a
Plain

£
obtained
£de-

of Nowabad,
with
an annual
j
ah Sherepore,
reco rded atkishore
Sein;

uroosee
mouroos

ertainl

***.

-

heir
that their

a
:

#" | "... pergunn
...'. ': #2 *

in the name of Kishen
it in the court of
-0-17 in the
instituted a suit in
-

that decree
zeminda
others, for |
:
'' #£ Sein andtheothers,
£ the in9 and
annas : ot
1239 B. AE, singh, against
Beiov Chowdrain a
illag
f which
the late ejoy
r the village
u

-

£ '.
£
:
a. boo sticksbyi
Defendant £
kanda,
deny the dis-"
Ramcoomar
fixing nine bamboo
£ and
£
£' r
lacesgave
and by
taki
lication after
revious pos- plac
king an app
which t
£ £ that on : £ £ object
illiar
"a

# : dis- of
'.t £ and} obtained
a
lets chur
possessed in

e Sal

243 by the

the ham

decree
'ssion of this de
*

his

in

ex

that

an ameen

-

xing

oos 1

-

from the

•

-

sert their o

ur;

-

sion b

their

continuous
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-

and
r Dutt was de
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and

Ul

•

-

- -

uneen
-
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of
apers for
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ive them poss
*

eien

-

'long had fai
alled to g he

lands claime
imed

-

d

to

belonge

Dood

-

eiected defe
fer
-

£
ground that the i.n the 17thh May
May 1833, rej the purpos
if years. gro
"' judge, '' l{amcoomar Dutt, for £ that
*

laintiffs
defendant
appea
£de Pand
againpossessi
'
of the lands
previously
£
against t
din ly; that de
Court, but
plainti

aln

crie.

theh'
evidence
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not interfere with Doodhiar chur which was in defendant's poss
sion, sent a proceeding, detailing all particulars, to the judge for
information, and that authority directed that Doodhiar churs,

be given up, and that the mesne profits of the lands of Doc
chur should be deducted had they been included in the was
chur Nowabad; that in the meantime the moonsiff dismissed plai
suit; that the lands now claimed by plaintiff belonged to
hiar chur and have always been in defendant's possession a

defendant has never dispossessed plaintiff of the same; that
quently plaintiff's suit for possession of the land as a portion
mouroosee talook is fraudulent and should be dismissed.

The answer of Munneekurnika Chowdrain, the widow o

coomar Chowdree, the younger brother of the defendal
coomar Chowdree, and mother of Kishenkoomar Chowdree
much to the same effect as that filed by the first defendant,

sequently unnecessary to give it in detail.
The principal sudder ameen, after overruling several
bar of the suit urged by the defendant on the merits of
proceeded to observe as follows: “It appears, with ref
the document filed by the plaintiffs, viz., the decision

appeal, dated 14th September 1832, the representati,
ameen, Ramcoomar Dutt, dated 12th Assin 1240 B. CF

ceeding of the judge connected with the execution of d
dated 28th September 1833, and the proceeding of
Court confirming the same; also to the list of the engag
cuted by ryots, dated in the month of Poos 1239, i.
dukhulnama, dated 26th Cheyt 1239, the proceeding .
regarding the possession given in the second instance,
May 1833, and the second dakhulnama, dated 8th Assin
all these documents it appears that the plaintiff’s ancesto
a suit for possession of chur Nowabad with paras or in a
ed, and obtained a decree for the same, on the 3Oth

which was confirmed by the Sudder Court, on the 14t
1832, according to the boundaries laid down in the
ameen, Ramdoolal Gurhguree, and that the ameen,

Tutt, gave plaintiffs possession by fixing nine bamboo
Cheyt 1239 B. CE, and that though objections to th
were made by defendant, they were overruled in all
to the Sudder; moreover it appears that the lands of
tiffs then obtained possession are situated within
drawn on the map of another ameen, Rajch under C

and that this agrees with the map of the ameen, Ra
guree, according to which plaintiffs obtained a dec
therefore are clearly entitled to have possession aw
of the lands situated within the red lines on the m

der, ameen, they are not however entitled to possessi

(
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to the north-east situated beyond the said re-l line of which they
obtained 1---ession on the 8th Assun 1240; as that land clearly
L-longs to 1)"...l.i.ar chur, which has been decreed in defendant's

favour." The principal audier ameen then passed a decree award
ing to defendant possession with mesne profits to be determined in
execution of the lands situated within the red lines on the map of
Rajchunier, amcen, an i he dismissei Plaintiffs' claim to the lands
situated without those red lines.

J. DuMENr.

''

Against the decision passed
the principal sudder ameen ad
verse to the defendant's, an appeal has been preferred by them to
this court; no appeal however has been preferred by the plaintiffs
below against that portion of the des "on adverse to them; the

only point then before the Court for consideration is, whether
(plaintiffs) respondents have ever been in possession of the lands
claimed and decreed to them by the lower court as a portion of

their hereditary talook, and been subsequently dispossessed by the
(defendants) appellants, or whether the appellants have always
been in possession of the same as a portion of their village of
Doodhiar chur.

The main facts of the case admitted by both parties are as
follows: The defendants are amongst the proprietors of pergunnah
Sherepore, and about the year 1796 A.D., the then proprietors of
this pergunnah instituted a suit against Ranee Bhoobunmoyee,
the zemindar of pergunnah Pookreal, which adjoins Sherepore for
possession of 27 villages, including the two out of which the present
contention has arisen, viz. Doodhiar chur and Nowabad, and
obtained a decree for the same in July 1796, or Sawun 1203; the
pergunnah Sherepore has been divided into a 9 annas, 6 pie share,
and the plaintiffs who are dependent talookdars in the 9 annas
share of the pergunnah instituted, on the 31st December 1822, a
suit against the zemindar for possession of the village of Nowabad,

with its adjoining hamlets including Pooteah chur, Kajyekata,
Boodhiarpara, Bughairkanda, bhotokanda and Humadiar chur,
according to the map prepared by one Ramdoolal Gurhguree, on
which the decree of 1796 was founded, and obtained a decree on

the 30th June 1823, which, on appeal, was confirmed by the Sudder

Court on the 13th September 1832; from this point all agreement
between the statements of the litigants ceases.

It is contended on the part of the (plaintiffs) respondents, that
in execution of the above decree they, in the month of Poos 1239,
or in December 1832, obtained through Ramchunder Dutt, ameen,
possession of the lands now claimed and decreed to them, taking en
gagements at the same time from 123 ryots; that the (defendants,)

appellants objected to this possession being given to them on the

( 918 )

ground that the lands belonged to their village of Patakatah, a
that this objection was disallowed both by the judge and
Sudder Court in their orders, dated severally 17th May and
December 1833; that subsequently defendants claimed other la
as belonging to Doodhiar chur, but that now, with a view
causing confusion, they claim the whole lands as belongin,
Doodhiar chur; that they had, from 1239 to 11th Assin)
possession of the lands decreed to them, and that on that date

were dispossessed by appellant; that the identity of the lands
sued for and decreed with that of which possession was give

them in Poos 1239, is proved by the report of Rajchunder (
kerbuttee, ameen, who was, after the institution of the

p

suit, deputed to make local enquiries; that from the report
ameen based upon a comparison of the position of the lands ch
and with those decreed to plaintiffs according to the map of
doolal Gurhguree, ameen, as well as from the evidence
witnesses, whose testimony the ameen in his report accep

clear that the lands now decreed to plaintiffs are a portion
talook decreed to them in 1823, of which possession we
by the ameen in 1239, and retained up to 1243 B. CE.; that
the moonsiff of Madargunge unauthorisedly, on plaintiff
summary suits for rent against certain ryots, forwarded
ment to the judge to the effect that the ryots sued were
Doodhiar chur, in which plaintiffs had no right, and the

judge on that statement, on the 11th April 1835, passed
orders disallowing mesne profits on Doodhiar chur, still ti
of the judge was passed irregularly after the decree 1
finally executed, and consequently could not endamage
right in least of all to lands which defendant himself c.
the first instance as belonging not to Doodhiar chur but
katah. On the part of the (defendants,) appellants, it is a
the lands decreed to plaintiffs have, since the decree o'

them against the zemindars, been in his possession, that P)
collusion with ameens, have, in the execution

of

the

1823, from the first attempted to take more lands than

entitled, but have always signally failed except on page.
comparison of the map of Ramdoolal Gurhguree with
recently, that is, during the pendency of the Present
clearly show that the lands now sued for belong to Doo
and not to Nowabad; that there is not the slightes

produced by plaintiffs to substantiate their alleged ci
by defendants, and their previous possession for three
this point is most material, for as from the date of the c
of the decision of the Sudder Court in September 18:
date of the institution of this suit in June 1846, in
years had elapsed, plaintiffs have found it necessary t

(
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years during which plaintiffs allege they were in

:

that they ever exercised the right appertaining to them as::
talookdars; in short the case of the plaintiffs has, as laid by :
in their plaint, altogether broken down. Such beingue : :
suit as laid by plaintiffs themselves has in the essential :
it is useless to enquire into the subsidiary point : :

t

pleaders on both sides, viz., whether the land, now £
within or without the original decree obtained by Wü,
fact alone as before observed, if proved, would be i:

Plaintiffs' purpose; in order to bring them within time their :
"der that decree and subsequent dispossession must be prove
it follows that failure on these last points is fatal to the whole
as preferred by them.

-

Under this view of the case expressed above, we thinkW
decision of the principal sudder ameen cannot stand, we th:

reverse it and decree the appeal with costs.
THE 30TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

R. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 312 of 1853.
*---------

*
*

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Lokenat
Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, dated 30th May
RAJKISTO SINGH, (oNE of THE

DEFENDA:

APPELLANTS,
ters?as

GOCOOLCHUNDER BOSE AND OTHERs, (PL
AND DYALGOBIND BIS WAS AND OTH ERs, (DEF
RESPONDENTS.

Waheels of Appellant-Baboos Kishenkishore Gl,
Ramapersaud Roy.
Plaintiffs
who are dur-

Vakeels of the Respondents, Gocoolchunder- Aose a
(Plaintiffs)—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moon shee Ame
SUIT for possession of a dur putnee talook by rever
-

-

-

-

-

"da",

mary award, and a sale held under it, and for a

:: '

the sale of the Putnee mehal was a benamee
rupees 9:278-6-9.

rewers

*

8tlinna-

: : :
l

all

de
transas

-

The plaintiffs state that in the year 1210 B.
-

-

S.,

B.

-

£ der Bose and his brother Kishorychurn Bose, obtain,

(
the plaintiffs
do not sue for

compensation
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when the zemindar the Raja of Burdwan under Regulation Will
1819, caused the putnee talook to be sold on the 3rd Jeyt 1258

'. Biswas, through the connivance of his step t

for the loss of

S., and

their tenure

ther Kistogobindo Biswas, the Raja's dewan, purchased it bend
in the name of his relative Rajkishto Singh, for rupees 1,525;
the plaintiff's right to the dur-putnee tenure cannot be injure

upon its can
celment by the
sale of the

superior talook

this fictitious sale and they therefore bring this suit to recover

but for the
reversal of the
sale itself of

session of it, by reversal of the summary award, and the

the superior

effected under it.

talook, and
the summary
award and sale

Ristonath Biswas, for selves and as guardians of Ramnath B

The defendants, Mangobindo Biswas Kistochunder Biswas,

of the dur

minor, in their defence urge the plea of multifariousness i.

putnee tenure

of the suit, on the ground of the plaintiff's seeking to set asi

under it.

sale of the putnee talook as well as the summary award
collector under Regulation VII. of 1799, and the sale
dur-putnee tenure in execution of it. They deny the pla
putnee talook. allegation regarding the collection of rents from the ryotst
and purchase the appointment of a sezawul, and state that the plaintiffs
by appellant
paid arrears of rent due until they instituted summar
was a bond
fide sale and against them for their recovery under Regulation VII. of
Held further
that on the
evidence be
fore the Court,
the sale of the

purchase, and

that suits were brought in 1243 B. S., 1244 B. S., 125
1252 B.S., 1253 B.S. and 1254 B. S.; that part of ti
their under
for
1254, was recovered under a summary decree, and the
tenure in the
mode prescrib still remained unpaid; that the notices were legally serv
ed, by Clause the putnee talook was sold for arrears of rent, which ti
2, Section
dants were unable to pay, on the application of the
XIII., Re
gulation VIII. Burdwan under the provisions of Regulation VIII. of 1
1819, all
that the sale was not a benamee sale on their part, and t
their rights
in their dur
have no acquaintance with the purchaser Rajkisto Sin;
)utnee tenure
defe
ave since the defendant Rajkisto Singh generally supports this
sale ceased
maintains that the purchase of the putnee talook was a
laintiffs not

aving saved

and determin

ed; that por
tion of their
claim therefore

for possession
of the under
tenure neces

purchase on his part; that the sale took place on the *
of the zemindar, the Raja of Burdwan; that the Plain
have stayed the sale by paying the arrears of rent du
deposited the fees after the sale and obtained a certificate
the remainder of the

purchase money within

the

sarily falls.
Decision of
the lower
court reversed

and appeal
decreed with
Costs.

period.
The

th

principal sudder ameen gave a decree for

chiefly on the grounds that the warrant and proclam:
summary suit had not been, in his opinion, duly serve
lished; that the statements of the defendant's witnesse

entitled to any credit; that the defendant Rajkisto Sing
to show that the purchase of the putnee talook was ef
his own funds, and that the inadequacy of the Price
was sold, and
-*-- **-

1.

the farming lease which he granted
--

-

*

*

- -

* ..."
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to his mind, improbable and suspicious circumstances, afforded
the strongest presumptive evidence that the other defendants Pur

chased the putnee talook in his Rajkisto Singh's name.
Rajkisto Singh alone appeals from this decision.
Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose in his behalf contended first, that
the suit was multifarious, and could not be heard, inasmuch as

the plaintiffs sued not for the reversal of the summary decree and
the sale of the dur-putnee tenure in execution, but for the reversal

also of the sale of the putnee talook, and that these wire distinct
claims embracing different causes of action.

The Court overruled the plea, on the ground that the plaintiffs
sued not only for the reversal of the summary decree and the
sale made in execution of it, but also for a declaration of the frau

dulent nature of the alleged transfer of the putnee talook by the
putneedar, defendant, to the appellant, inasmuch as he could obtain
no benefit from the reversal

£ two first but with also a reversal

of the last, and as the three were all constituent portions of one
continuous illegal course of action by defendant to his detri
inent.

Baboo Kishenkishore contended next, that if the plaintiffs them
selves were in arrears, when the putnee talook was sold, they
could not bring this action under the provisions of Clause 6,
Section XVII, Regulation VIII. of 1819.
This plea was also overruled on the ground that the plaintiffs
did not sue for compensation for the loss of their tenure upon its
cancelment by sale of the superior talook, but for the reversal of
the summary award, under which it was sold in execution.
The
on either side were then directed to argue the

£

principal issue raised between the parties before the Court in

appeal, viz., whether the sale of the putnee talook was a bond fide
or benamee transaction.

Having heard the argument on either side upon this point, and
considered the evidence in support of them, we are of opinion
that in a suit like this the plaintiffs are bound to show a strong

primá facie case against the defendants before they can call upon
them to prove the bond fides of the sale. The onus is upon them
and not on the opposite party, on whom the principal sudder ameen,

£

has chiefly thrown it, in the first place to
evidence, direct or
presumptive, of fraud or collusion. The same rule was applied by
us in the case of Gungapersaud Gossein, appellant, 30th Decem
ber 1856.

In that case there was direct as well as presumptive

evidence of a fictitious sale, which was not rebutted or explained
away by any evidence on the part of the defendants.
No reliance can be placed upon the testimony of the plaintiffs'
witnesses, who depose to the payment of the purchase money by
Mangobind Biswas, for they appear, from the manner in which
Z

(
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-

they replied to questions put to them, to have been evid
tutored, and leading questions were allowed to be put to the
the lower court in such a way as to elicit appropriate answers

The rest of the plaintiffs witnesses spoke from hearsay
documentary evidence there is not a tittle to support the pla
allegations of a benamee sale except a few dakhilas, which
written in the name of Rajkisto Singh, their witnesses decla
be in the hand-writing of Mangobind.

The principal sudder ameen considers the fact of the pt
having leased the putnee talook in farm immediately after
chase as presumptive proof that he was only the ostensible
the real proprietor. This, in our opinion, is a very forced a
cal conclusion.

Nor can we draw any inference unfav

Rajkisto Singh, as contended for by the plaintiffs' plea
the fact of Mangobind Biswas not having appealed from t
given against him. . This circumstance, as well as the f
ex parte summary decree, execution and sale taking place
short a period as 24 months, all which the plaintiffs mi
done with the view to injure them, and in their absence:
balance of rent for which the putnee talook was sold, at
at which it was bought, even supposing it was less than

value, points also urged for the plaintiffs in the argu
afford at the most, a mere suspicion of collusion betwee
dants and the purchaser for the purpose alleged, of d

plaintiffs of their dur-putnee rights.
It was contended by the plaintiffs' pleader that th

had admitted a relationship between Rajkisto Singh al
Biswas. There is no proof whatever of this and the
observe, deny in their answer that the parties are eve
with each other. There is no weight moreover in

which it was sought to draw from the illegal mode
processes were issued in the summary suit. They ap)
the evidence to have been legally served.

The plaintiffs in the suit before us have entirely
duce any presumptive evidence of fraud.
The defendant on the other side has produced bot

mentary evidence, which we see no reason to distru
his legal title to the putnee talook under a bond fid
then the subsequent sale and purchase of the Putne
by us to have been made bond fide, it follows that
for possession of his dur-putnee tenure necessarily f
for arrears of rent of the superior holding all the
fall; plaintiff should have saved his under-tenure

mode laid down in Clause 2, Section XIII.,

Re

1819. For the reasons above given we reverse th,
ameen's decision and decree the appeal with costs

We observe that the principal sudder ameen has, during the pro

£: defendants' pleaders three several times,
and on each occasion, as wé think, very unnecessarily. He has

gress of this suit, fined

also dealt with the defendant's evidence in a spirit which appears
to us to be needlessly captions, and which ought not to have been
betrayed by an officer of his standing and experience.
THE 301 H MAY 1857.

-

PREs ENT:

#E. *A. SAMUELLS,
:'''''',
Esq., ' Officiating

Judget.

D. I. Mosky, Esq., " )
CASE No. 447 or 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Tayler, Judge
of Shahabad, dated 9th August 1854.
SIRMUNDUL DASS, (PLAINTIFF,) Arrel LANT,
rersus

-

Chowdree DYAlNARAIN

SING II, FoR sRLF AND As

*11' or CHOWDREE LOHURKURRUN SINGH, (DE-FENDANr.) RESPONDENT.

Waheels of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Moonshee
Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of Respondent–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and
Mr. R. T. Allan.

SUir laid at Company's rupees 4,428-15.

plaintiff

Plaintiff, Sirmundul Dass, son of Lala Radhapershad, sued £
Chowdree Dyalnarain Singh, son of Chowdree Lohurkurrun Singh rupees tes.
in his own person and as the heir of his father, for the sum : : fe
of rupees 4,428-15, due on a bond executed on the 28th July 1849, receiving :

£:
Plaintiff alleges that after crediting defendant with rupees 6,400 :
on an account of rupees 9,100, due on a bond, dated 6th June 1845, #: :
or the 24th Sawun 1256.

and executed by Chowdree Lohurkurrun Singh, there was a ba- £",
lance of rupees 2,700 remaining due; that rupees 1,500 principal " ":" of
was due on another bond, dated 1st December 1847, and executed

:".

by Baboo Dyalnarain Singh, and that rupees 900 were due on an "ain's
due to
Plaintiff with
-

*

,,

-

-

adjustment of accounts according to his buhee-khatta up to the £2

21st Sawun 1256 B. GE , that altogether the sum of rupees per “". Fer

5,100 was due to plaintiff from the defendant; that of this sum ru-'',:
pees 1,000 was paid by defendant in cash and for the remaining :
rupees 4,100, on receiving back the above mentioned bonds and £,

(
endorsed on
the back of the
deed to the
account of

rincipal and
nterest, but
had failed to

pay the re
maining sum

due, hence the

926 )

chittas, defendant executed a fresh agreement covenanting to pr

the principal with interest at 12 per cent per annum by the mom
of Jeyt 1257 F. S., that this bond was duly attested by defendan
signature and the signatures of witnesses and was subsequent
registered; that defendant paid certain sums, viz., rupees 150
principal and rupees 1,456 as interest, endorsed on the back of
deed to the account of principal and interest; that defendant, Luh

resent action.
efendant ac

knowledges the
genuineness

kurrun Singh, having died, his son, Dyalnarain Singh, who
succeeded to the estate of his father, is liable under the bond

'', the balance due; that though demand for payment has at val
times been made, defendant pays no attention to the same;
£ buty consequently
without a decree of court, plaintiff has no ho
avers that it
of the

ropound

is void un
der Section

IX., Regu
lation XV. of

realizing the balance due to him, he therefore institutes the pr
action for the principal rupees 4,100 due on the bond, and r
328 interest due up to the date of suit, after deducting rupees

1793; that the

£ endorsed on the back of

consideration
mentioned
therein as to

4,428-15.

the rupees 900
said to be due

on an adjust
ment of ac
count as per
khata-buhee
is an untrue

consideration,
nothing being

the bond altogether for 1

The defendant, Chowdree Dyalnarain Singh, acknowledg
genuineness of the deed propounded by plaintiff, and avers
consequence of the avarice and importunity of plaintiff, his
who was an honest and simple minded man and alsó"unable
time to pay the balance that was really due to plaintiff, ir

to avoid a law suit which had been threatened by plaintiff

his father; that

him to execute the new bond, and that he, under the pres
necessity and with a view of avoiding the disgrace of a 1
being unwilling at the same time to displease his father, e
the bond. The bond however is void under Section IX., Re,

the whole
transaction as
to that sum is

gave plaintiff a bond of rupees 4,100, dated 6th June 1845,

false and frau

fendant gave another bond for rupees 1,500, dated 31st MD

dulent and an

1847; that the interest on both these bonds was regularly
plaintiff, and the sum of rupees 1,400 was paid to plaintiff in

due to plaintiff
on that head

either by
defendant and

evasion

of

the usury laws;
that plaintiff's
suit is

con

sequently
liable to dis
missal under
Section IX.,
Regulation
XV. of 1793.

The judge
was of opinion
that plaintiff
had failed to
substantiate
his claim to

rupees 900, as
set forth in his

plaint; that the
entrance in the
bond was a
fraudulent evu

XV. of 1793; that the real facts are these, the father of de

tion of a portion of the principal debt; that these payments,
tiff has thus carried to account, the principal due for the
has been added to the yearly interest and converted into o
pal sum, and interest charged on it, thus interest has beer
both on the principal and the interest; by this means rupees
on the bond, dated 6th June 1845, and rupees 294-13 on
dated 21st December 1847, total rupees 2,749-12, have bee
as interest, whereas by simple interest only rupees 2,316

has been paid was due, viz., rupees 2,033-7-6, as interest
bond, and rupees 282-8, as interest on the second; that the
between the sum which should have been charged and
had been paid as interest, viz., rupees 433-6, together wit
cipal remaining due on the first bond, viz., rupees 2,7 OO, a

on the second, viz., rupees 1,500, altogether the sun

(
and usurious
nature of the
transaction

disputed by
him, it is un
necessary to
call

in

the

(plaintiff) res
pondent to
prove the bonā
.fides of the
transaction in

question.
The decision

of the -lower
court is revers
ed and a decree
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his own act by pleading that the whole transaction was usurious
and therefore void under Section IX, Regulation XV. of 1793.
This instrument is to the following effect.—“Whereas the sum

of Company's rupees 2,700 after deducting the sum of rupees 1,400
paid by us from rupees 4,100 covered by a bond, dated 6th Jun
1845, stands against my (Chowdree Lohurkurrun Singh's) nam
and also the sum of Company's rupees 1,500, the principal of
bond, dated 31st December 1847, against the name of one Dy:
narain Singh, and whereas rupees 900 on an adjustment of :

counts as per khatta-books, up to the 21st Sawun 1256 Fus!
remain due, in all a sum amounting to rupees 5,100 is due from

favour of the
plaintiff with

to Lala Sirmundul Dass, mahajun, son of Radhapershad maha
resident in Arrah, and whereas out of this sum, we have liquid
rupees 1,000, but are unable now to raise the remaining sum
immediate payment, we therefore, having taken back the afor

all costs of

two bonds and the chittas debited under different heads it

passed on a
calculation
stated

in

Sult,

khatta-books of plaintiff, do hereby execute this bond, amounti

rupees 4,100, and promise that the sum of rupees 4,100 afo
with interest at the rate of 12 per cent. per annum, shall be p
full by us without any excuse whatever to Lala Sirmundul
in the month of Cheyt 1257, at present, excepting the sum in
in the bond, we are not indebted to the said mahajun in a
whatever either on account of bonds or of the khatta-book .

to the 20th Sawun 1256 F., nor have we any plea to urge re.
the adjustment of accounts between ourselves and the said
jun; we further stipulate that whenever we shall pay in v
in part the money demandable from us, such payment shal
dorsed on the back of the bond by way of receipt and exc

receipt so endorsed no kind of payment shall be credited t
deducted from the amount of the bond. As security for t.
sum with interest thereon, we pledge here with a fourth
mouza Jumiah of talook Chundra, pergunnah Arrah, whi.
the sum due be re-paid by us or our heirs or representati
neither be alienated by sale, gift, or otherwise or given
us and if such alienation or lien be made, the same sha
and of non-effect. This bond, we have executed that it

of service in time of need, on the 28th July 1849, corr
with the 28th Sawun 1256 Fuslee.”
This instrument, it will be observed, contains recitals to
that rupees 5,100 remained at the date of its execution,

plaintiff, viz.,2,700+1,500–4,200 on account of the Princ
bonds and rupees 900 due on an adjustment of account,
nesses that in consideration of the return of the previou
the chitta debited under different heads in the khatta-b

plaintiff: defendant executed the bond in question for th

pees 4,100 in favour of the plaintiff.

(
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Under these circumstances, a question arose before us as to the
arty upon whom the burden of proof rested, it was contended on
he part of the (plaintiff) appellant, that as the defendant acknow
edges the execution of the deed, the presumption of law was that
the recitals therein made and the terms of the agreement thereau

witnessed were true, and that the burden of proof of fraud in the
whole transaction rested with the party bringing forward that plea
in order to avoid his own deliberate and acknowledged act; on the

part of (defendant) respondent, it was urged that on the principle
laid down by the Court in the case of Khajeh Talib Alee Khan,
(plaintiff) appellant, rersus Raja, Sahibperiad Sein,

** it was incumbent on the Court to require satisfac
£ tory proof from plaintiff in all cases of contract,
*sadder

-****

-

'

pages 23 and s?...

that the consideration has
been paid; that
consequently as defendant denied in the present
case that he has received the consideration of rupees 900 stated in
the bond, that
should first be called upon to prove his

£

-

-:*:

allegation; that also under the precedent of Musst.
Mahtaboo, versus Mohun Photadar, the Court ruled

£33, p.s.l.. that under special circumstances, a reference to
the previous accounts even where there is proof
of an adjustment of account and the execution of a new bond for
the balance may be necessary; that the present is a special case

and consequently that plaintiff ought to prove the correctness of
the adjustment, which as regards the rupees 900, is entirely denied
by the defendant.
We are clearly of opinion that a party is not estopped from
avoiding an instrument executed by him by pleading and proving

the illegality of the instrument notwithstanding that an in itself legal
but untrue consideration is stated on the face of the deed.

We

therefore think that it is quite competent to defendant in this case
to avoid the bond set up by the plaintiff by showing that the con
sideration of rupees 900, stated therein to have been received by
him, was an untrue consideration and that such consideration was

entered in the bond solely with a view of escaping the penalties
attached to a clear infraction of the usury laws; but in order that a
party should effect his purpose, he must show clearly to the
Court's satisfaction that the fraud charged has been committed
upon him; “gross fraud and imposition," it was
-

A£v'':
'marked by the Privy Council in the case of
": isi. " " Rajendurnarin, Roy, and Mohendurnarain Roy,
versus Bejoygobind Singh, “are not to be imputed
upon mere suspicion and unless the charge be proved a party
cannot be released from the agreement entered into by his own
solemn act, and the onus of showing that an agreement has been

fraudulently obtained in any way is cast upon those who seek to
-
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impeach the validity of their own deeds.” Moreover weentirely
with the general principle laid down by the Court in the ca
Musst. Mahtaboo, versus Mohun Photadar, to the effect that a

ence to previous accounts is unnecessary, when there is proof
adjustment of those accounts and of a new bond having beet
cuted for the balance, although, such a reference may be nec

in special cases; but we think, and this was a point unt
throughout the argument in the case just cited, that in o
make a case special where there is proof of an adjustment of at
and of the execution of a new bond, the burden of proof of
intimidation or misrepresentation rests with the party rais

'.

plea with a view of avoiding his own acts; on this
scribe entirely to the view adopted by Sir Robert Barl
case of Syed Enayut Reza and another, a

£ versus Raja Enayut Hossein, a case in w
ty has
b sequ
aiori
l
rity
has bbeen sub
majo
off the
t. M
ment
Muss
of
case
in the
the judg
The case of Khajeh Talib Alee Khan, cited

ion for
y Decis299.
wann
1849, page

overruled.

decis
ecisiion

Allan, is not exactly in point. That was a case upon a
execution of which was admitted, but the non-receipt of
consideration was pleaded by the defendant, whereas th

bond executed after an adjustment of accounts, set forth in
itself; it is consequently not necessary for us fortified by
ment of the Court in the similar case with the present
Mahtaboo and also by general principle as laid down by
Council, to state our agreement or disagreement with the
laid down broadly in the case of Khajeh Talib Alee K
effect that in all cases of contract including those in
execution of the agreement is acknowledged by defendi

receipt of adequate consideration denied; proof is requir
courts from the plaintiff that consideration was actually 1
ing to the terms of the contract; had this case been in
stances similar to those of the case of Khajeh Talib Al
had it fallen within the principle therein laid down, we

been prepared to state clearly and distinctly the partis
tions which the principles laid down by the Court in ti
our judgment, require; as it is, we think it is sufficier

that we have, both looking to the terms of Section XV.
III. of 1793, and also to general principle, doubts as to
ness of the rule so broadly laid down by the Court in th

As then we are clearly of opinion that it rests with ti
in this case to prove in the first instance as far as he poss
fraud alleged in his pleadings, we now proceed to exam
dence by which he attempts to avoid his own solemn
tradict the recital in the deed, and to show that the

c

for which the new bond was executed by the return of 1.

(
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tion which the judge has suggested that plaintiff should adopt, in a
manner commits the Court to the entertainment of a suit which

might be found eventually not to be legally entertainable. Whe
judge says the plaintiff's proper course was to sue to be exempte:
from the liability to pay rent for the land occupied by him. W

may or may not be possible; we cannot try that point now; but
proposition is equivalent to creating a rent-free tenure, and \
objections that may arise to the legal entertainment of it are
manifest that it is the more inexpedient not to try the plaintiff's ti
in the form in which he has presented it.
Finally, we would observe that we see no defect in plaintiff's cl
in the circumstance that he asserts that the annual allowance sh

be fixed for the future as well as paid for the past.

i

Plaintii

not embrace in his suit any fixed future period; he asks m
that defendant should be held liable to pay him annually a c
sum; and naturally all suits for maintenance are of that cha.
We reverse the decision of the judge, and remand the c.

rehearing with reference to these remarks.
THE 30TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Jadg,
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

-

CASE No. 381 oE 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins,
Judge of Tirhoot, dated 4th August 1854, reversing
Mr. E. DaCosta, Principal Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot
December 1852.

GOPALLAL MISSER AND OTHERS, (DEFEN DAN.
LANTS,"
versus

JUGGOMOHUN PUNDIT AND AFTER HIS DEC I
DUTT PANDEY HIS HEIR, (PLAINTIFF.) IR Es

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Ramapersazza:
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboo Kishenkis/-ore C
Moonshee Ameer Alee.

judge in order

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on 1
*:
•rt if:
1856, under the following certificate recorded by

that he may

Trevor and D. I.

Case remitted to the

-

*

Money :

--"

(
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setting forth the collusive and fraudulent nature of the whole tra
action and requesting that they might be made defendants and
bond-fides of the transaction be enquired into; this petition has
been rejected, petitioners on the 9th April 1850, filed a separate
for the cancelment of the conditional sale on the ground of its f

dulent and collusive nature; whilst these two suits were pen
the defendant Musst. Ruttun Koonwur died, and in the casew

Jugomohun Pundit was plaintiff, the defendants were admitt
the representatives of their uncle Brijlal Misser, but were
to the defence given by Musst. Ruttun Koonwur as his widow
representative; and the case by both the lower courts was à
in favour of plaintiff to whom possession of the property und
conditional sale which had become absolute was decreed; tu
suit instituted by petitioner was on the same day nonsuited

principal sudder ameen; on appeal it was remanded to th
cipal sudder ameen for trial on its merits; the principal
ameen has now dismissed petitioner's suit under Section

Regulation III. of 1793, and the case is pending before th
of Tirhoot in appeal; under these circumstances special al
the plaintiffs in the pending case and the defendants in tha
he has decided, now appeal specially, urging that by the
ings of the authorities, injustice has been done to them and
that the decision of the principal sudder ameen, dated 4th

1854, may be reversed and this case be remanded to ti
and that both may be enquired into by him at one and

time and an order in conformity with justice be passe
In atter in 1SSue.

We think that special appellant is clearly entitled to a
on the merits in the case now pending, and with a view of

any difficulty in the attainment of that end, we reverseth
of the principal sudder ameen, dated 4th August 1854,

possession of the alleged mortgaged property to the plair
mohun Pundit, and remit that case to the judge with dire

he enquire fully into the bond fides of the transaction
both cases, both that now before him in appeal and

in

that

ed; and pass whatever decision may appear to him to
proper,

(
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THE 30 r11 MAY 1837,
PR, 81.N.T.:

H T. RAIKES, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

-Judges.

J. S. To RRENS, Esq.,
CAs E. No. 636 or 1856.
-

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Daridson, Principal
Sedder Ameen of Midnapore, dated 26th July 1855, rere, sing a

decree of Haboo Russicklal Bose, Moonsiff of Venal, dated 24th
March 1855.

NEEMEE BEWA MOTHER OF KU MLA KANT

MY TEE AND

Ora ERs, (PLAIN 111 vs,) Arri. LLAN rs,
****

SHUMBHOORAM MURI) IIA AND Orli Hits, (I) EF ENDANTs,)
RisroNDEN 14,

Wakeels of Appellants-Baboo, Sumbhoonath Pundit and
Kishenkishore Ghose.

Vakeel of Respondent, Shumbhooram Murdha-Baboo Jugdu
nund Mookerjea.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 12th December
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A.
Sconce and J. S. Torrens:--

In a suit fer
water at - * * *
ta-,
te, a

*-

-

tiff in 1----

“This suit was instituted by petitioner, as mortgagee, in pos
session of certain lands to recover the value of a share of the

*** **,

it

- -

* * * * ***
e." " -> *r

produce of these lands, which she asserts to have been forcibly
carried off by defendant. This share of the crops, plaintiff says,

ass-sen that
***

*

****

* 1 be
".
was due to her in lieu of rent or in lieu of advances made to the c.
ferred by ryots

cultivators, and she holds the defendant answerable for the illegal

only; but case

abstraction asserted by her.

principal sud

remanded

In the court of first instance, a

decree passed in plaintiff's favour, but on appeal the principal
sudder ameen, observing shortly that ‘the crop was not the pro
perty of respondent, but of certain ryots named in plaint, and
that they alone have right of action, reversed the moonsiff's
decree.

“We admit the special appeal to try whether the principal
sudder ameen has not failed to legally determine the claim pre
ferred by (plaintiff) petitioner."
JUDGMENT.

-

MEssRs. A. ScoxcE AND J. S. ToRRENs.–It seems to us that
the unode in which the principal sudder ameen has disposed of this

as

der anneen fail
ed to determine

both a special
-a taken is

£ ''
the facts in
volved in the

general

*

(
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case is not legally sufficient. Plaintiff, petitioner, rested her act
on the declaration that being in possession of the land, to wh
the suit referred, she was deprived of the rent due to her, beca
her share of the crop grown on the land had been forcibly

illegally removed. . With respect to one portion of the crop, p.
tiff said that it had been expressly set aside on her behalf and

respect to another portion she said that the grain was thrashet
carried away. Several persons were made defendants, but a
of these defendants, calling himself a farmer of the land, to

responsibility of removing the crop on himself, the court o
instance affirming plaintiff's possession held this alleged
answerable for the crop taken.

-

On trying the appeal preferred by the farmer, the p!
sudder ameen does not discuss the grounds of plaintifi's

He says the crop taken did not belong to plaintiff, but to
ryots, who alone were entitled to sue for it. Probably the
pal sudder ameen meant that ordinarily in suing for rent, th
of the landlord lies against the tenant who owes rent.

B

tiff professes in this case te present for trial special circu
which she considers, distinguishes her claim from that of a
claim for rent. She says that one portion of the crop had

ried away after it had been expressly set aside for herself,
respect to the whole she obviously grounds her actio
irregular and illegal seizure and carrying away of the
crop. Possibly the principal sudder ameen may think th
has failed to make out this plea; that the ryots
delivered their crops to the farmer or that plaintiff
possession and her suit groundless; but it seems to
avowal made by the farmer that he was in possession a
was entitled to and received the crop in question,
necessary fully to consider the circumstances under

crop was taken and whether, if the farmer be not in
the land, these circumstances do not justify the Pl:
We reverse the judgment of the principal sudder armeer
the case for re-hearing with reference to these remark
MR. H. T. RAIKEs —The plaintiff, Neemee Bew:
co-sharers and some koorfa ryots, making the farmer

to which the jote belonged, a defendant also.
But h
of plaint were that her co-sharers and her ryots had fo
off and appropriated a quantity of dhān, set aparé as
the produce of the land, due to her from the koorfs
and also a certain other quantity of dhān not divided
but a portion of which belonged to her as her share
also averred that as the acts of her co-sharers

challe

of possession in the jote, she claimed to have her I
firmed and the value of the produce plundered decre

(
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T 111. 301 11 MAY 1837.
PREs ENT :

'J. 'A. SAMUELLS,
'...,
E-Q., \ Officiating
|

1). l. MONEY, Esq.,

Judyes.

-

CA-1. No 32 OF 1857.

Petition for Reeiew of Julyment passed by Messrs. C B Tenor,
E. A. Samuells and D. # Aloney, in Case No. 303 of 1832,
on the 22nd November 1836.

IRAMKISHEN CHUCKERIBUTTEE, IRE's Fox DENT,)
PF 1 11 10x ER,
rers as

CHUNDRAK ANTH MOOKERJEA, (Arr1.1. LAN r.) Orrosi TE
PAR 1 Y.
Vakeel

of Petitioner–Baboo Onokoolchunder Mookerjea.

Vitaeels of the Opposite Party-Baboos Bungsheebuddun Mitter
and Gobindehunder Mookerjea.

A REview of judgment of the Court passed on the 22nd Novem- . Application

ber last in the case of Chunderkanth Mookerjea, plaintiff) appellant, : "
versus Obhoychurn Chowdree and others, (defendants,) respondents, £T. the
has this day been moved for by Onokool Mookerjea on behalf of :.
Ramkishto Chuckerbuttee, one of the defendants.

for granting

The main ground urged by the pleader of the petitioner is that " :.."
the Court has not given its full weight to the admission of the deration

plaintiff in the case in his petition to the collector, dated 17th By-'": of:
-

sack 1253.

-

-

That that admission is to the rabdity of the ousut the "... ."

howala tenure and not to its existene merely, and that consequently £
it is an admission which alone is sufficient to cause the dismissal of

£";"|

the suit now brought by special appellant.
£
The Court when the case was before it, was of opinion that in :
the petition
the collector
“the plaintiff
acknow'er-4
is
“ledged
thetoexistence
of theabove
claimalluded
of theto,petitioner
to an
ousut :
Judg

“howala tenure but not its validity, and that he prayed that collec
“tion might be made from the parties in possession until he
“obtained a decision of the Sudder Court on his claim for possession
“of the purchase which was then pending; a pray

s'
"fests of “er,
quite consistent with his
present suit."
Sudder. Dewanny
The C
for deviating f
Decisions for 1856.

h
le Court see no reason for deviating from the

view of the petition presented by the petitioners
before it to the collector which they expressed in the foregoing
extract from their judgment, but think that the nature and scope of

(
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this petition was then correctly estimated. They therefore see m
valid reason for granting the present application for review of
judgment but reject the same.
•

THE 30 rh MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,

Judges.

CAs E No. 44 of 1857.

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. B. J. C.
A. Sconce and J. S. Torrens, in Case No. 355 of 1854, of
31st

December 1856.

BABOO DEEANUTH ROY AND OTHERs, (REsposuk
PETITIONERS,
tersus

HUNSRAJ SINGH, (APPELLANT,) OPPos1TE PAR.'
Waheels of Petitioners—Moonshee Ameer Alee, Baboos Kishe
Ghose, Ashootosh Chaterjea and Onookoolchunder A.
and Mr. W. Ritchie.

'a keels of the Opposite Party–Baboos Ramapers and R
Sumbhoonath Pundit and Mr. R.

T.

A llan.

THIS is an application for review of our judgment giv
above appeal on the 31st December last. The suit was
judgment on from the respondents, and cancel their tenure in cer"
Application

£. '.

#. ''. held under appellant, which, as the plaint sets forth.
£t which

given as mookururee istemraree for the life of the origi

: £"f or lessee, only, but which by means of interpolations
"e"'ad ations in the grant, and other deceptions on part of the
£ employed in the management of the zeminda ree of
£ : they had retained as an hereditary tenure. Before (,
pellant, had resorted to the present action, responder,

£,

£n' sued by him on the ground that their rents of the ter

£"

arrear, it was under the terms of the grant liable

to

£i.
In these suits the original grant had been Produ
ting
as
well
inquiry
took place before the principal sudder amee
us from the
Context as

£y
entered.

the judge in summary appeal as to a charge then bre
grant had been tampered with after its having been
in the summary proceedings held in this inquiry in
determined, there had been no tampering with

th

the instance of the respondent, and the principal st

(
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“must, he urges, tell considerably against him and lead to the
“inference that the tampering with the document had been effect.
“ed at his instance.

“As both parties admit that an effacement of the document
“has occurred, we have no enquiry to make on the bare fact. 1
“is shown to have remained in the custody of the respondentsu
“to the date of its delivery to the sudder ameen's court on the 9

“of February 1842, and if alteration, not mere effacement
“pleaded by respondents has taken place, it is clearly, as argu
“iy Mr. Allan, on part of appellant, for respondents to show i
“such alteration was not effected at their instance. Having v
“fully considered the proceedings held by the sudder ameet
“1842, we find nothing therein whatever, to show or lead eve
“ the remotest conclusion either that the tampering exte
“merely to an effacement, so as to be consistent with the al
“tions against appellant on this point, or that there was any
“but a downright and positive alteration of the terms of the
“ment extending to a change of the title in the tenure st
“render it beneficial to the claim of the respondents.

It is

“recollected that respondents impute to appellant only ti
“true and existing Persian characters in the document, wi

“refers to hereditary right had been blemished at inst
“appellant or his officers by collusion with the sudder
“omla, so as to make it appear that the words and charact
“been altered, when in fact they stood as originally i
“Now we have intrinsic evidence in the words and conte:

“document that this representation of the respondents es
“correct.

In the first place we observe, at the commenc

“the potta, where it is usual to specify the name, resid:
“birth of the recipient of a tenure of the kind, that after
ers

“‘Honooman Dutt, there occurs a very palpaule

“interpolation, not a mere defacement of characters befor
“and the potta is made to run that it was given to the a
“according to the words occurring after his name to 1.
“ and heirs. “Omei buraduran huheekee, nosolozz bad nose

“non bad catonon.

The copulative conjunction

here u

“to make the passage at all idiomatic have been altoge
“cessary, except that the difficult and somewhat ing
“sures and interpolations made, required its introducti
“insertion of the condition of the tenure in this part of

“as altogether singular, as the omission of the
“mookurureedar.

reside

The insertion of the recipient’s

o

“in general, is likewise quite unusual, and the words t
“as the evident erasures of the Persian characters

“denote a positive alteration.

Next it is to

be

ob.

“respondents do not contend that any defacing took

(
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and it is only necessary to turn to Section XIV,
ulation
XXXVI. of 1793, to see how utterly impossible it would be to
receive this record as a registry of the register of deeds, or to rely
on such a copy as any proof whatever as to the terms of the
grant.

-

The abstract register of mookururee grants in English, of which
copy is tendered, though it is not explained to us exactly under
what circumstances the registry was prepared, appears to be genuine,
but it contains nothing as to the terms of the grant, at all calculat

ed to support the statements of the respondents, petitioners, as to
the hereditary clause. On the contrary, it supports rather what
is asserted on part of (plaintiff) respondent, as its columns state
that the grant was made as a “mookururee istemraree to Honoman

Dutt," but make no mention of any hereditary clause. It is
throughout admitted in the case that the tenure was a “nookururee

istemraree," but these grants have been declared by various deci
sions of this Court not to convey hereditary rights unless there be
a special condition to that effect entered in them, and indeed there

is every reason to conclude that the decisions referred to originated
the interpolations, which are shown, beyond doubt, from a compa

rison of the Persian context as laid down in the judgment to have
been made in this case. On the above grounds, we reject the ap
plication for review with costs.
THE 301 H MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,
A. SCONCE, Esq.,

Judges.

J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,
CASE No. 49 OF 1857.
-

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. B. J. Colvin,
A. Sconce and J. S.

£, in case No.

399 of 1854, on the

17th December 1856.

MIRZA SYFOOLLAH KHAN, (APPELLANT,) PETITIoNER,
*rtits

MR. L. E. BURFARD AND OTHERs, (RESPONDENT,)
OPPOs. TE PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioner—Mr. R. T.

Allan.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.

APPLICANT, plaintiff, had, as alleged by him, advanced his rent ...Artication

for 1258 F. to save, if possible, his semindar's estate from sale for £
arrears for 1257 F. It was nevertheless sold, and he consequently :
2

C

-------

(
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THE 28TH MAY 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
J. H. PATTON, Esq., X-Judges.
J. S. TORRENS, ESQ.,
CASE No. 181 OF 1857.

Summary Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Lauto
Judge of 24-Pergunnahs, dated 20th January 1857, affirmin
decree of the Superintendent of the Salt Chowkies of the Wes.
Division of that district, dated 20th December 1856.
THE MEMBERs of THE SALT BOARD, PETITIONERs
tlers?/8

JANMAL JUSRAJ BEOPAREE, OPPOSITE PARTY

Vakeel of the Petitioner–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vaheels of the Opposite Party—Mr. R. T. Allan and Bal
Kishensukha Mookerjea.

THIs case was admitted to summary appeal on the 23r
Fine cannot
£, 1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs

:#" Colvin and J.
#, R.

H. Patton:-

"

“The superintendent of salt chowkeys forwarded a case c

the rowannah being without the endorseme:
transit of salt,
£" darogah,
£
to the zillah judge for confirmation of his order o
of 1819.
and confiscation under Section XLVII., Regulation X. of 1
“The judge held that there was no wilful transgression &
laws on the part of the accused, although he found as a fac
darogah's signature was wanting. He therefore instead of
tion passed an order of fine.

“Petitioners objects that it was not competent to the jud
any other order than that of confiscation on the facts fou
“We admit the special appeal to try the point.”
JUDGMENT.

MESSRS. B. J. Colvin AND J. H. PATTON.—This

cation to get the order of the judge cancelled on accour

gality, but not to have another order adverse to the
substituted in its place; on the contrary the effect of the

if granted, will be favorable to him by the remission
consequent on the annulment of the order.
We are quite of opinion that the order of the judge
a fine for confiscation is illegal with reference to Sect
Regulation X. of 1819, the words of which are, that
“shall be carried past any chowkey without the row as
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"document being endorsed, the salt shall be liable to seizure and

"confiscation, in like manner as if it was unaccompanied by a
“rowannah." These words permit of no alternative punishment,

conviction must be followed by confiscation, which, if the judge
abstains from imposing, nothing is left for him to do but to release
the salt. Sections CXII. and CXIII., have been referred to as provid
ing for fine or confiscation, but they cannot, in our opinion, be so
construed; they only declare what amount of fine in cases in which

fine is the proper punishment, may be inflicted, or what quantity
of salt may be confiscated without submission of the proceedings
to the judge for final orders, but they do not confer upon that off
cer discretion as to the nature of the punishment, although he has

full power to confirm, modifiy or reverse the award of the salt offi
cers, restricting the exercise of that power, however, within the

limits fixed by law, which enjoins confiscation in some cases and
fine in others, but does not grant any authority to commute punish
ment to fine as regards the particular offence of which the accused
was convicted in this case.

We therefore cancel so much of the

judge's order as directed the levy of a fine from him with costs to
special appellant.

MR. J. S. ToRRENs.-According to the petition presented by
the special appellants, in this case, we are called on to cancel orders
of the zillah judge by which unffer the powers vested in him by

Sections CX11, CXIII. and CXIV., Regulation X. of 1819, he
had declined to affirm orders passed by the authorities in the salt de
partment, with a view to certain salt in possession of the special res

pondent being confiscated, the orders of the judge are as follow:
“This case comes before me under Section XXXII., Regulation
XXIX. of 1838."

“Question-liability to confiscation."

“The case originates in a report made by the darogah of Bali-

-

"khal to the superintendent of the western chowkeys that a cargo
“of 200 maunds salt covered by pass No. 2150 had arrived at his
"chowkey without the usual counter-endorsement at Hautkhollah,
“necessary under Section XLVII., Regulation X. of 1819.”

“The superintendent proposing that as this was an unintentional
“oversight, the infliction of a fine of rupees 50 would adequately
“meet the justice of the case, a proposition overruled by the Board
“of Revenue in letter No. 1265, on the ground that confiscation is

“imperative under the Section in question and that there was
no "...'"
T. "it liable to be
-

-

-

“discretion in the matter.

-

as a lien."

“Itchowkeys,
appears plainly,
as admitted
by the . ***
“salt
that theand
offence
under conside.
“rance; that there was no intention whatevente debtor pledged his

£

“nue; that the pass was duly obtained to
of a security
"of salt on board and he recommended a fine ebtor at the same

ld in execu

£"
* decree.

(
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“adequate and cautionary punishment for the infraction
“salt laws.”

“The Board of Revenue under a misinterpretation of
“Section XLVII., Regulation X. of 1819, disallowed this
“tion, stating that the act was imperative and that the salt
“confiscated.”

“But this is not so, the words are “liable to confiscatio

“is to say may or may not be confiscated, subject to
“stances.”

“The Government pleader allows that this is the true
“tation of the law in question and that confiscation is til
“penalty. I do not think that this penalty should been

“concurring with the superintendent of western cho
“Company's rupees 50 will be an adequate punishm
“unintentional laches, I direct that on payment of the fi
“tion the salt be released from attachment.”

Now, I cannot see that we can properly set aside
orders against the confiscation of the salt on score of ille

withholding his sanction to the confiscation
have been clearly right. Section CXIII. of
down that when orders of the salt officers are
for confirination, it shall be his duty to hear

he appea
the Iteg
sent up 1
anything

(that is the party against whom penalty has been aw
desire to urge in his defence, and if in his opinion the a
salt officers be contrary to, or not supported by the e
facts of the case, that he shall reverse the orders.

This, in my opinion, renders it imperative on the

affixing a heavy penalty to go into all the facts, and
case, he found from such facts that there had been no

gression of the law by the party proceeded against, he
determining that the liability to confiscation and

sei

provided for by Section XLVII. of the law did not
was the main question as the case stood before him
to determine. The fine of rupees 50, which the salt
first instance had imposed, if it was illegal, was not di

the judge by the party on whom it had been imposec
it were illegal, and that the judge had to set it aside
this necessarily would form no grounds for his havi
order for confiscation of the salt. The fine however, a
—amount, was one which it was within the competen
if granted, ‘wpose without sending the case for sanction
consequent on thef the matter was not justly speaking
We are quite of ope with the orders he has passes
a fine for confiscation eal against the special appellant
Regulation X. of 18'

“shall be carried pa

(
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THE 1st JUNE 1857,
PRESENT :

-

C. B. TREVOIR, ESQ.,

-

-

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judyes.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

|

CAsk No. 521 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. McDonald, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore, dated 16th December 1854,
reversing a decree of Syed Pursund Alee, Sudder Ameen of that
district, dated 31st December 1852.

KAROO LAL, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANr,
terflis.

DATARAM, (DEFENDANT,) REspox or Nr.
Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahoned.
Vakeel of Respondent—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 8th November 11.1 that
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. C. B. " £
Trevor and E. A. Samuells:– .

*** ***
laist,
has****
a *-a-

“Plaintiff, special appellant, lent one Jowahir Tewaree, rupees up." " £2.
425, taking as a security for the re-payment of the debt a mortgage #.":
of certain lands; subsequently the property in question was sold ", reware",

in execution of a decree against Jowahir, with full notice of plain- '...', ie.,
tiff's lien on the property, and purchased by one Dataram. Plain- whosever
tiff, petitioner, then brought his action for the arrear due to him, £ :
and the court of first instance dismissed his claim.

The principal -on of the

sudder ameen on appeal decreed the plaintiff's claim, directing that £."
the debt be satisfied from the sale proceeds in deposit in the adaw- directing that
lut, and released the purchaser from the suit.
“Petitioner now

: specially; and urges that he is entitled

:*
from the als

a decree,
against
the purchaser as possessor of the property on £"
he hol
lien; that the principal sudder ameen by not £
*

in this way has damnified him,
-

* t

-

-

-

-

-

-

inasmuch as versed, and
th

-

t

E.2 * I in the civil court are insufficient to meet his :...":
* 3,
= 55 # special
appeal
to try
whether, with reference the,
|
p;
y whet
holdsPlaintif
the lien

* F = # , the decision of the principal sudder ameen "declared
"..."."
.d and a decree be given against the present sold
in execu
* * : y on which the petitioner holds a lien.
tion of plain
$2
H 5. E.
tiff's decree.
* = 2: 3
JUDGMENT.

# #5.5.3
*- : =
:

-1-.

* * ~*

### *
E 3 #5 3,

-

-

-

-

* - -

-

-

deed under which the debtor pledged his
we find that it is in the nature of a security
of the debt.

The debtor at the same

(
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time granted a lease of 60 beegas of land to the plaintiff for \l
years, and stipulated in express terms that meanwhile, or until the
debt is paid, he will in no way alienate or dispose of the property
He has therefore in our opinion, under the pledge given, aliend
the property, and can follow it wherever it goes. We rever
that part of the principal sudder ameen's decision, which dire
that the debt be satisfied from the sale proceeds in deposit,
declares that in execution of the decree against the debtor,

property, upon which the plaintiff holds the lien, is liable.
THE IST JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 525 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahomed Nazi,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Dacca, dated 27th Decembe
affirming a decree of Baboo Obhoycoomar Dutt, Mc
Nissiragunge, dated 31st June 1853.
SHAMSOONDUR SURMA CHUCKERBUTTEE AN

LAKANTH SURMA CHUCKERBUTTEE, (DEEE
APPELLANTS,
tersus

JOOGULKISHORE GOPE AND OTHERs, (PLAIN
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Bhoobunmohun R
Vakeel of Respondent, Joogulhishore Gope—Mr. R.
Two parties
sued jointly
for possession
of an 8 annas
share in a
talook which

Vakeel of Respondent, Ramdhone Mitter–Baboo Sreek.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 4t"
1856, under the following certificate recorded by N
Trevor and E. A. Samuells:

“The respondents, Ramdhone Mitter and Joogul

was alleged to

jointly for possession of an 8 annas share in a certain

be the heredi

was alleged to be the hereditary property of Ramdhon
of which Joogulkishore had purchased from Ramdho

tary property
of Ramdhone

Mitter and of
which Joogul
kishore had

purchased
from Ram
dhone a 4

annas share;
the defendants

share. The defendants (special appellants) pleaded the

ceived the property in gift from Ramdhone's ancestors
discrediting the evidence advanced in support of thi
the claim in plaintiff's favor. The defendants appeal
the case was pending in appeal before the principal

(
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THE 1ST JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE NO. 57 l OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Dwarkanath
Bahadoor, Officiating Principal Sudder Ameen of Tipp
dated 18th January 1855, confirming a decree of Suyud
Hyder, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 26th January

MUSST. JYETARRA AND TEWNEE, (DEFENDAs,
APPELLANTS,
terstus

MUSST. LALBEEBEE AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,) ANT
KUNYE BOSE, surBURAKAR, (DEFENDANT,) RESPON

Vakeel of Appellants—Bahoo Kishensukha Mookerje
Vakeels of Respondents—Moulvee. Aftabooddeen Mahom
Baboo Sreekanth Singh.
Held in con
currence with.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 25th
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Mess

a previous

Trevor and E. A. Samuells:—

-

ruling of the
Court, that the

registry of a
deed consti
tutes a substan

tial issuing and
entitles

the

party whose
rights are at

tacked by that
deed and to

whom injury
has thereby
accrued to sue
to have that

deed set aside.

“Plaintiff, Musst. Lal Beebee, sued defendant, special
for the cancelment of a forged deed of sale.

Defenda

ledged the existence of the deed of sale of certain pro
consideration of rupees 500, and filed a copy of the deed
“The lower courts found that the execution

of the

was not proved, and decreed its annulment.
“Defendant now appeals specially; urging that the
down in the case of Bhyrubchunder Mujoomdar, verszz.

Acharj, reported at page 943 of the Decisions of th
1853, that it is not competent to a civil court to enter:
with the view to obtain a declaration of forgery of a de
nor attempted to be enforced.
“We admit the special appeal to try whether
cumstances of this case, the decision of the lower cour
reference to the case above cited, be reversed or not.’
JUDGMENT.

We concur in the principle laid down in

the c

Mahomed decided on the 12th February 1857, viz.,

try of a deed constitutes a substantial issuing

a

(
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party, whose rights are attacked by that deed, to institute an action
to have it set aside. It is impossible to say, as the appellant con
tends, that the publication of this deed inflicts no actual or threat
ened injury on the plaintiff. It manifestly deteriorates the mar
ketable value of his property, and renders it difficult for him to
deal with it, whether in the way of mortgage, security or otherwise.

This is a clear injury arising from the rejecting of the deed, for
which the plaintiff is entitled to seek relief; we therefore affirm
the orders of the court below and dismiss the appeal with costs.

THE 1st JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 592 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, Offici
ating Additional Judge of Tirhoot, dated 4th January 1855,

''

a decree of Moulvee Abdool Wahab, Moonsiff of

ulsing Serai, dated 5th September 1853.

BABOO GOORDIAL SINGH, (oNE or The DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANT,
tersus

RAMsuhaye sINGH, PLAINTirr) and KALEE
PERSHAD, (DEFENDANT,) REspondents.
Vakeel of Appellant–Moonshee Ameer Alee.
rated of Respondent, Ramsuhaye Singh-Baboo Bungsee
budun Mitter.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 1st December
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. C. B.
Trevor and E. A. Samuells:

“Ramsuhaye Singh, plaintiff, sued for possession of 2 out of
by virtue of a mortgage and con
ditional sale, dated 29th July 1845, which was made absolute on
3} of the village of

the 27th June 1849.

£

Held that as
the notice of
foreclosure was
issned on the

original mort
gagor and as
the rights of
the mortgagor
were not trans

*

: special
appellant until

“Defendant, Baboo Goordial Singh, pleaded that he was the £
purchaser of the rights and interests of Narain Dutt, whose rights subsequently
were mortgaged to plaintiff on 9th March 1848, and that conse

there

was

no

necessity of

quently the notice of foreclosure should have been issued upon

issue of liotite

(
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THE 1st JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

l
Officiating Judges.

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

j

CASE No. 639 OF 1856.

Speical Appeal from the decision of Ameerooddeen Khan Bahadoor,
Officiating Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of Chittagen,
dated 23rd December 1854, affirming a decree of Moulree Zee

nuthoolla, Sudder Moonsiff of that district, dated 5th April 1854.
ABDOOL MUJEED AND OrhERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANTs,
rers"

THE

COLLECTOR or CHITTAGONG, (PLAINTIFF.) AND

MUHSUN ALEE AND Oriakits, (DEFENDANrs,) REspox
iftsts,

Vakeel of Appellants-Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mahoned.

Vakeel of Respondent, the Collector–Baboo Ramapershad Roy.
Vakeel of Respondent, Pranhurree-Moulree Ahmed Alee.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 13th December

1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A.
Samuells and D. I. Money:
“The suit was instituted on the 19th August 1852, to obtain
reversal of an award of the deputy collector of Chittagong, dated
21st September 1846, directing the settlement of certain lands in

mouza Bakliah with the defendants, who had claimed the right of
settlement in opposition to the plaintiffs under a deed of sale. The
defendant (special appellant) pleaded that the plaintiffs were out of
time. The principal sudder ameen quotes Construction No. 980 as
fatal to the defendant's plea, inasmuch as some of the plaintiffs,
co-sharers, had, on the 18th May 1852, obtained a decree from the

additional principal sudder ameen for a portion of this land, and
their right of action must accordingly be considered to run from
that date.

“Construction No. 780, which refers to patteedars and to the
special provisions of Clauses 2 and 3, Section XXXV., Regulation
XXII. of 1795, has, in our opinion, no bearing on the case, and the

principal sudder ameen would moreover appear to have been in er
ror in supposing that the plaintiffs, shareholders, obtained any de
cree from the additional principal sudder ameen on the date mention
ei, as the decree of that date shown to us is in favour of the special

Hell that as
the settlement
of the property
***

***

**

maste with de
fendant in
1-16 and as

the present
suit was insei

tuted in 1-2,
and the award
to rever

which the suit
is

instituted

was rotate-1
ly one to wh. h.

Act X111. ...
ls is refers ,

p's" "It is
ce 11y ut of
****

* **

*** * : *, u
of that law.
The decision
of the lower
court is re
versed and

the appeal de
er-1 with
***.

-
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appellants. The latest date on which the plaintiff's suit contesti
the award of a revenue authority was admissible, was apparen
the 10th June 1851. We admit the special appeal to try wheth
with reference to the grounds above set forth, the decision of

principal sudder ameen ought not to be reversed, and the plan
claim declared to be barred by the provisions of Act X\ll
1848.”
JUDGMENT.

It appears that the settlement of this property was ma
1846 with the defendants, and that the plaintiff appealed uns
fully to the commissioner against the award. He brought his
action in 1852. Construction No. 980 has no bearing on tu
and as it is not disputed that the award is one, to which Ac

of 1848, applies, the plaintiff is clearly out of time. The de
the lower court is consequently reversed, and the appeal
with costs.
-

THE 1ST JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

J. S. TORRENS, Esq.,

}Judges.

PETITION No. 784 OF 1856.

IN the matter of the petition of Mukbool Alee and

Case
re
manded as the
decision of the

in this Court, on the 5th July 1856, praying for the a

lower appel

special appeal from the decision of Mr. J., Weston, see

late court is

sudder ameen of Tirhoot, dated the 4th April 1856, 1

based upon an

incomplete en of Moulvee Eradut Alee Khan, sudder ameen
quiry.

of

dated the 29th May 1854, in the case of Musst. Mohc
plaintiff, versus Mukbool Alee and others, defendant:

Wakeels of Petitioners—Moulvee Aftabooddeen M.
-

Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party-Baboo Kiskenkis
It is hereby certified that the said application is
following grounds:-

This suit was instituted to acquire possession

mehal, amounting to 86 beegas as mouza Chikowte.
fessed to be proprietors of the lakhiraj land before
their claim was laid against the defendants, these

whom, in consideration of their possession of the
the settlement had been made.

(
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The point now brought before us is that of limitation. Petitioners
object to the insufficient finding of the principal sudder ameen
upon this point. The principal sudder amoen, we observe, says
generally, that the lakhira; tar's proprietary right has not lapsed by

adverse possession; and that his previous long possession in the
land in suit has been established.

He has sail further, that it

is apparent from the proceetings of the settlement officers that
previously the lakhirajdar has been in possession. But these in
distinct and casual reunarks are not sufficient for the determi

nation of so important an issue.

Plaintiff's suit was instituted

on the 20th February 1849, and it is impossible to ascertain from
the principal sudler anneen's judgment, whether the possession
of plaintiff upon which he relies, was enjoyed by him within 12
years of that date. To some extent, the principal sudder ameen
grounded his decision up in a suit for rent instituted by a ticcadar,
who professed to have held a lease from the lakhirajdar. In this
suit, rent for 1237 and 1238 was claimed.

In 1834 the claim

was dismissed on regular appeal; and in 1837 that decree was
affirmed on special appeal. Now it must be observed that the
land for which in that case rent was claimed did not exceed 39

beegas and that even with respect to this portion only of the entire
lan i, the regular aspeal in 1834 dismissed the ticcadar's claim.
Up in the whole then, we think the case must be remanded to the

principal suicier ameen for a more complete inquiry and finding
upon the question of limitation. The principal sudder ameen
should state clearly up to what date he holds the plaintiff's posses
sion to be established, and the grounds of his opinion: and in

ap

ying, if he does apply, the proceedings held in the suit instituted
y the ticcadar, he should set forth clearly the grounds upon which
he considers the present plaintiff entitled to date his cause of action
from the decision of that suit in one court or in another.

-
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THE 3RD JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,

Judges.

J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
CASE NO. 560 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. J. H. Young, Ji
East Burdwan, dated 26th November 1855, affirming e

of Moonshee Nazirooddeen Mahomed, Additional Princip
der Ameen of that district, dated 30th May 1854.

ONOOPCHUNDER ADHIKAREE AND OTHERs, (D
DANTS,) APPELLANTS,
-

versus

PURESH MUNDUL, (PLAINTIFF,) AND SHEO MU
AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghos

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Jugdanund Mookerjea c
bhoonath Pundit.

special ap. THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 22
p'dismissed, ber 1856, under the following certificate recorded by

: # Sconce and J. S. Torrens —
well's dama:

“The suit was brought to recover damages for prop

£" to have been carried away from plaintiff's store on
consideration distraint under Regulation III. of 1812. The print
by thejudge ameen decreed damages to the amount of rupees 1,000.
on an appeal from defendant remarks in his decision “a
see from the papers in the case, the principal sudder
as well have assessed the damages at rupees, 1 O,OOO

1,000, and considering the investigation on this Poir
he deputed a moonsiff to the spot to make inquiry as
value of the property. According to the moonsifi
value taken was assumed by the judge to be rupees 6
in his decision, without assigning any reasons for do
verts to the rupees 1,000, as fixed by the principal

and gives a decree for that amount. We admit the
to try whether the decision given by the judge is
*

and whether his orders should not be modified.”
JUDGMENT.

On referring to the judge's decision, we find the
rupees 1,229-15-9, as compensatory damages for ti

loss of rice contained in four golahs. The judge at
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the principal sudder ameen had assessed the damages on indefinite
data, and directed an inquiry by the moonsiff of the locality. The
moonsiff reported that four golahs of rice had evidently been plan
dered, and this accorded with fle plaintiff's statement in his plaint.

The judge then observes that the in remaiff has valued the grain
at rupees 622. ‘This being the case, and the plunder and forcible
carrying off having been proved, I do not think that the damages
given by the additional Principal sudder ameen can be looked upon
*** *********,

The reasons therefore assigned by the judge for upholiing the
first court's finding are drawn from a consideration of the facts b
fore him, and there seems to us nothing inconsistent in his juig

ment, while the assessment of damages is clearly a matter within
the competency of the lower courts, and is not a point to be raised
in special appeal.

We confirin the judgment of the lower court with costs of the
appeal on the appellant.
THE 3RD JUNE 1857.
PRESENT :

A. SCONCE, Ese,
J. S. TORRENS,

E.}".

PETITION Nos. 153 AND 154 or 1857.

In the matter of the petition of Muddoosoodun Bose, filed in this
Court on the 20th February 1857, praving for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Jenkins, officiating
judge of Jessore, dated the 20th November 1856, amending that
of Baboo Openderchunder Nyaruttun, principal sudder ameen of

Case remand
•l as decree

• "wer appel
late *tar

-

ba- 1 on an
error of fact
an i on the
*** * *

that district, dated the 22nd March 1852, in the case of Muddoosoo

'

Bose, plaintiff, versus Sharodapershad Roy and others, defen

ants.

Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Shumboo
nath

Pundit.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Baboo Unokoolehunder Mookerjea.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:This action was brought to recover tossession of 4 annas share
in four villages in a resumed mehal, plaintiff's title being asserted
*

under a joint purchase of four co-sharers. The principal defendant
lays claim to 10 annas in the mehal as purchaser under a decree
against one of the above co-sharers purchasers.

*** ****

:

in the suit.

(
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4TH JUNE 1857
PRESENT :

H. T. RAIKES, E-Q.,

B. J. COLVIN, E-Q.,

Judges.

J. ii. PAT ros, Esq., )
CAs E. No. 587 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. M. S. Gilmore, Judge of
Cuttack, dated 4th December 1853, confirming a decree of Gore
nath Dass, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 28th June 1853.
JOOGULKISHORE KUR, (DE-N DAN r, APPELLAN r,
*rsn's

MUDHOOSOODUN DEY, (PLAINTIFF,) Respondisr.
Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Sambhoonath Pundit.
I akeel of Respondent–Baboo M.herchunder Cholcdree
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 24th November
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A.
Sconce and J. S. Torrens:--

( *true
*** * * * * *

\ \ 1 v., Art. "

XIX of 1-...}.
it is next " . . . .
tory u", the

“The judge has decided that Section VI., Regulation IV. of
1793 is in no wise superseded or modified by Section XXIV, c. ***** *f, re.
prehen 1.
Act X1X of 1853, which lays down rules for enforcing the at
** ****
attendance of witnesses, and that no compulsory process can
****, then
issue under that Section without the party summoning the witness, ***
- that
*-tre-

shall prove to the satisfaction of the court on oath, that the evi

dence sought was material to the case.
“Petitioner in special appeal urges that there has been a failure
of justice in his case, owing to the court of first instance not hav
ing enforced the attendance of the witnesses prayed for, and that
the judge's decision on the point is opposed to law. We admit
the special appeal to try the question."
JUDGMENT.

We find that the sudder ameen required petitioner to depose on
oath to the necessity of the evidence of the absent witnesses, which
he failed to do. Section XXIV., Act XIX. of 1853, certainly does

not prescribe an oath for this purpose, but as the sudder ameen had
authority to satisfy himself of the necessity of the attendance of any
witnesses, and he was not satisfied by petitioner, on this point he

had full discretion not to take steps for the apprehension of the
absent witnesses. Section XXIV. says that the court shall have
full power and authority to apprehend witnesses not attending after
service of summons, but it does not render it obligatory upon the
court to take such a step in all cases without consideration of the

to

their -t-ience
* material to the case.

(
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*

propriety or necessity of it. At the same time if a court were
its discretion to order apprehension of an absent witness with
the oath of the party naming him as to the necessity of his appe

ance, it would not be acting illegally.

We reject the appeal v

C0StS.

THE 4TH JUNE 1857.

•

PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ., ) ".

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., X-Judges.
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
CASE No. 625 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mahoned
Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Dacca,

February 1856, reversing a decree of Alee Newaz, Actin
sif of Dacca, dated 11th July 1855.
MR. T. HICKEY, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT
versats

ISSURCHUNDER DASS, (DEFENDANT.) Reseo
--~~

m: ".

Vakeel of Appellant—Moulvee Murhamut Hosse
Vakeel of Respondent–None.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 9th

£on its 1856, under the following certificate recorded by M
merits. O'e Patton and D. I. Money :

#.

tion to.valua
stamp

“The suit is for p
price of safflower as per
per a
a receipt
ceipt 3: 1

tion being in 149-15-2, principal and interest.

#'

“The moonsiff gave a decree in favour of the plai.
merits. The principal sudder ameen considered the 1
nature of a bond, and upon the ground of insufficie
dismissed the plaint.

“The petitioner pleads that this decision is contra
visions of Act IX. of 1854.

“We admit the appeal to try whether the Pr
ameen was not wrong, with reference to Act IX. of
ruling of this Court in the case of Junardun Senapt
of the 30th April 1855, in taking cognizance of the
and dismissing the suit, when the court of first instal
for the plaintiff upon the merits.”
JUDGMENT.

The principal sudder ameen has considered this

been drawn upon an insufficient stamp, and also re

(
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rent insufficiency of the proof adduced before the lower court in

support of it, but ultimately appears to take the infraction of the
stamp law as the strongest ground for dismissing the claim.
As, however, that was a point, which under the law referred to

in this certificate, was not open to question in the lower appellate
court, we must hold the judgment to have been erroneous, and

remand the case to the principal sudder ameen for decision on the
merits only

The case is accordingly remanded.
s -

THE 4T11 Ju NE 1877.

PRESENr."
H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,

Judges.

-

J. H. PATTON, E.,
CASE No. 635 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. D. L. Money, Judge of
Moorshedabad, dated 10th December 1855, reversing a decree of

Moulvee Syed Abdool Wahid Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder
Ameen of that district, dated 17th November 1848.
BEJOYGOBIND BURRAL AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANTS,

*

territs

BISHESHWUR RAE AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellants—Boboos Kishonkishore Ghose and
Jugdamund Mookerjea.

Vakeels of the Respondent, Mr. Robert Watson-Baboo Rama
persaud Roy and Mr. R. T. Allan.
Vakeels of the Respondent, Omeshnarain–Baboo Unnodapersaud
Benerjea and Sreenath Dass.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 12th December
Special ap

1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce on
P.":
the first

and J. S. Torrens :-

point set forth.

MR. A. Sconce.—“Plaintiffs, now respondents, in the position 5''.
of purchasers
of pergunnah
Rokenpore,
at 1842,
a saleinstifor and
ed"costa.
to was lat
arrears
of revenue,
they bought
on the&c.,
30th which
January
tuted this suit to recover possession of beegas 435-2-5, described

as bhuratee land, which they claimed as belonging to beel Sonadeh,
situated within the zemindaree of pergunnah Rokenpore.

(
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“On the 24th April 1850 the claim of plaintiffs was dismiss
ed by the zillah judge under the law of limitation, but on the 19th
August 1852, the Sudder Court ruled that limitation against an
auction purchaser, at a sale for arrears of revenue, must be reckon
ed from the date of purchase, and accordingly the suit was tried

by the zillah judge on its merits on the 25th June 1853. In this
decision, the judge remarked that beel Sonadeh (as such) was proved
to belong to the plaintiffs zemindaree, and that the disputed land
was the bhuratee of beel Sonadeh, but in considering whether by

virtue of the terms of the permanent settlement the lands fell within
the plaintiffs zemindaree, and should of right be held to belong to
that estate, the judge observed that if the solid land had been formed
prior to that settlement, the plaintiffs can have no title to it, for the
Government could not sell to them more than they had actually

settled in permanency with the original proprietors, and if subse
quent, the defendant should be held to have been in possession of
a portion of an estate, which formed the original zemindaree of
plaintiffs, and that plaintiffs would be entitled to recover this portion
by their purchase. The judge appears to have concluded that as
the case stood, the defendants were proved to have been in posses
sion of the land for more than fifty years; that their possession at

the time of the permanent settlement should show that the land
formed part of their estate, and not of plaintiffs, and that plaintiffs,
who came into court, asserting that the disputed land belonged to
their estate, were bound to prove that it had accreted subsequent
to the permanent settlement. The judge from his remarks, at page
50, on a second case, in which the same issue was raised, was of

opinion that plaintiffs by the terms of their settlement had a right to
the julkur or water of beel Sonadeh, and not to the land; and he
concluded, as I apprehend, from the whole evidence before him,
that the long adverse possession of defendants always recognisei
by the predecessors of these plaintiffs, established the presumption
that the land at the time of the permanent settlement belonged to
mát Bagdeh under their village of Ramdebpore.
-

“This decision came before the Sudder Court on the 9th April

1855. It was observed that “as the judge has decided that the
lands in dispute are the bhuratee lands of a beel comprised in

plaintiff's zemindaree, and plaintiff has a right to possess that
zemindaree with all its appurtenances, it was for defendants to

shew cause why these lands so found to have been included in
plaintiff's estate, could be held by them as belonging to their zemin
daree: the judge has gone on a wrong principle in requiring the
plaintiffs to prove when these lands accreted. The case was
accordingly remanded, and finally the zillah judge observing that
the defendants only showed a presumptive proof of ownership by

reason of their very long undisturbed possession of the disputed

(
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to their zemindaree, not to that of which plaintiff was the
tion purchaser; they did not raise, it appears to me, the qae
of difference in the right of the julkur, and in the land, and a
fact appears to me to have been found that the property in dis
was not with their (defendants’ settlement, and that it fu
under the circumstances of the case, that it must have as a c.

quence, been with the settled estate of which plaintiff is au.
purchaser, I do not think any length of possession on Pa.
defendants can be held to bar the claim of the auction purch

who comes into Court with all the rights of the party original
settlement with Government, as such rights stood at the Peri.
the decennial settlement.”
JUDGMENT.

The first point raised by the certificate of special appeal is
ther the material issue, affirming the plaintiff's title to the disp
land can be held to have been fully and legally found by the z

judge, and the remarks of the judge, who admitted the appea
this ground, would seem to imply that an incidental remark 1
in the order of remand by this Court has, injuriously for the d
dants, narrowed the issue which the zillah judge thought it co,
tent to himself to try. But this does not appear to us to have
the effect of the Court's order of remand. The judge had hel
the original enquiry instituted by him to ascertain the proper
lity of the lands, that they were bhuratee lands of beel Son.

which bheel appertained to plaintiff's zemindaree. A doubt
suggested itself to the judge as to whether these lands acc:

before or after the permanent settlement, and he considered
plaintiffs bound to prove that the accretion and consequent Po
sion of the defendants had occurred afterwards.

But the Court in remanding the case held that as the l
constituted part of a bheel, which at the permanent settlement

longed to plaintiffs zemindaree, the assumption of the fact, as f
by the judge, compelled the defendants to prove that they
entitled to hold those lands as part of their zemindaree.
This, the judge says, they were unable to do, and clearly s
that the evidence required was evidence to show “that the l
appertain to their zemindaree, or that they held possession of

prior to the decennial settlement and have continued to hold
up to the period of the purchase by plaintiff of the zemindare
which bheel Sonadeh belongs.”

From this it appears to us that the judge rightly regarded
full intent and object of the issue he was directed to try, and
decided it against the defendants on their failing to produc
evidence, which was requisite to prove their right to the lands,
that neither the grounds of remand, as stated by this Court,

(
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the view taken by the judge in giving full effect to the order has
tended in any respect to narrow the issue tried by him to the pre
judice of the defendants.

On this first point then we see no reason to interfere with the
lower court's decision.

On the question of wasilat, we would, however, modify the judge's

order, and under the circumstances, decree to plaintiff was lat only
from the date of institution, a correspon...ing deduction being made

for costs in the lower courts, but the costs in all other respects to
be on the special appellants.
The 4 rat JUNE 1857.
Puksi.N.T.:

II. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

l

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., 'Judges.

J. H. PATION, E.,
CA*E. No. 638 or 1836.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. F. B. Kemp, Judge of
Hackeryunge, dated 17th August 1853, rerersing a decree of
Baboo Sreenath Hydiubaylah, Principal Sudder Amcen of that
district, dated 14th February 1833.
SONATUN DASS AND GOOROOPERSHAD GOOHO,

(DEFENDANrs,) Arrel-LAN 18.
*****

KALACHUND DUTT AND Orakas, (PLAINTIrrs,)
Risroxbi-N1s.

Vakeels of Appellanti-Baboos Ramapersand Roy and
Sumbhoonath Pundit.

Vakeel f the Respondent, Baboo Nobokishen Dutt–Baloo Unoda
Persand Banerjea.
Vakeel of the Respondents, Baboos Moheschunder Mookerjea and

Kasherchander Bhuttacharj,--Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 12th December

ca. re

iss6, under, the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. :
:
Sconce and J. S. Torrens:£".
-

“In disposing of the appeal now brought before us, the zillah £1
in
ormality re
-

-

-

-

judge has set aside a sale made in execution of a summary decree, £",
on the ground that that decree was illegally passed. Referring to the Judge was
the provisions of Clause 3, Section XVIII. Regulation VIII of :*
1819, the judge presumes that previous to the hearing of a suit
ex parte, first a process of arrest and subsequently a proclamation
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for the attendance of the defendant should be taken out, and c.

sidering the consecutive and not the simultaneous issuing of th
processes to be imperative, he finds that in the present case th
processes were simultaneously issued, and that the decree *
passed contrary to law.
“We admit this special appeal to try whether the decision of

judge should be maintained, or whether on the other hand
validity of the summary decree should be disposed of upon co
deration of the merits of the pleas of non-liability taken by
(plaintiff) respondent.”
JUDGMENT.

The judge has held that previous to hearing a case ex part
der Clause 3, Section XVIII., Regulation VIII. of 1819,

Proc

of arrest should be first issued, and if unsuccessful, proclama:
must be subsequently published, but that the two processes can
be simultaneously taken out by the plaintiff; that the adoption

this course of procedure must be held to have been injurious to
defendant, as it deprived him of time to meet the demand, and c
sequently the determination of the legality or otherwise of such
proceeding is not barred by the provisions of Act IX. of 1854.
As the case before us was decided as above, in accordance w

a judgment passed by the judge in case No. 29 of his file, da
14th August 1855, copy of which judgment was placed on the
cord of this case as containing the grounds and reasons, wh

guided the judge in passing judgment in the present case; and

case No. 29 has been already remanded by this Court on petit
No. 1641 of 1855, determined 1st May 1856, on the ground that .
IX. of 1854 barred the consideration of the technical informa

relied upon by the judge in both of these judgments, we, for
reasons given in the order of remand, reverse the decision
in this case also, and remand it for trial on the merits.

Pas

(
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T11E 4111 JUNE 1837.
Pars". Nr:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, E-Q.,

Judges.

J. H. PATION, H.Q.,

Special Appeals from the decision of Mr. O. W. Malet, Judge
of Jessore, dated 2nd January 1856, reversing a decree of
Baboo faundchander Banerjea, Sudder Ameen of that district,
dated 22nd February 1853.

-

CAs E. No. 654 or 1856.

RAJA PROSHENNONATH ROY BAHADOOR, (PLAINTIri.)
APPELLANT,
*****

BUNGSEEBUDUNDASS AND Orhens, (DEFENDANTs.)
R*.sroNDKN1s.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondents-Mone.
CASE No. 655 or 1856.

RAJA PROSHENNONATII ROY BAHADOOR, (PLAIN
TIFF,) APPELLAN r,
*****

RAMDHONE MUJOOMDAR AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
REsrox Dr.NTs.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersand Roy.
Wakeels of the Respondent, Ramdhone Mujoomdar–Baboos Unada
persaud Banerjea, Sreenath Dass and Drarkanath Mitter.
THKsK cases were admitted to special appeal on the 18th Decem-

c. re

ber 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. B. J :
“This was a suit for enhancement of rent by a zemindar.

for

£"...".

Cowlin and J. S. Torrens:-

The Power to sue

judge on trial of the case finding that plaintiff was the heir of the £,
original
with Government,
andV.,not
auction
purchaser
is inherentand
in
as denotedsettler
in Section
IX., Regulation
of an
1812,
or manager
or remandars
farmer, as denoted in Section XI., and conceiving that the law meant ... "... "

that power of enhancement of rent was limited to auction purchas- : ''.
ers, managers or farmers, &c., has dismissed the suit without going £. ix. and

into the merits. The special appeal is preferred merely in objec- ' '.'"
tion to this view of the law adopted by the judge, and as there leis."
appears little doubt that it is erroneous, and that the Sections in

question are not worded so as to take away the inherent Pow&r of
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the zemindars, under their settlement with Government, over the
ryots, but simply to extend such power to auction purchase:
managers, &c., &c., as their representatives, we admit the spect
appeal to try whether the case should not be remanded for trial
the merits.”
JUDGMENT.

We consider that the judge is in error in thinking that the rig
to enhance rents is confined to auction purchasers and pthe,
named in Sections IX. and XI., Regulation V. of 1812.

The

Sections only lay down rules in which the mode of enhancement
pointed out, and for extending it to other parties than those alread
enjoying it. All landholders possess that right, but must use law
ful means for maintaining it. We accordingly reverse the jud,
ment of the lower appellate court, and remand both the cases f.

disposal on the merits.
THE 4TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ., X-Judges.
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
CASE No. 657 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Captain G. N. Oakes, Principa
Assistant Commissioner of Manbhoom, dated 11th January 1856
affirming a decree of Baboo Kaleepersaud Dutt, first Grad

Moonsiff of Chowkee Manbhoom, dated 30th December 1854.
CHOTAY RAJA MUKOONDNARAIN DEO, (DEFENDANT,
APPELLANT,
tersus

CHOTAY RAJARUGHOONARAIN DEO AND OTHERs,
(PLAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant,

-

Baboos Jugdanund Mookerjea

and Gobindchunder Mookerjea.
Vakeels of the Respondent, Chotay Raja Rughoonarain
Deo-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Bhoobunmohun Roy.

Appeal
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 19th December
ppeal rejected, as the 1856, under, the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconce
"lea taken was .
£" and J. S. Torrens:
judge having
“Petitioner was defendant in a suit, in which as against him, his
£: brother Rughoonathnarain Deo seeks to prove himself to be enti
-

*-

*

-

(
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THE 5TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
J. H. PATTON,

#,}Judge.

PETITION No. 1199 OF 1856.

order of re. ... IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Allandmonee Dass
mand as the filed in this Court on the 1st September 1856, praying for the *

£ mission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. J. Gra.
in supposing judge of Dinagepore, dated 13th June 1856, affirming that

'"
doption had Mr. J. Reily, principal sudder ameen of that district, dated 2:
•

-

-

-

-

-

been previous- April 1854, in the case of Kissoree Mohun mujoomdar, plainti
ly. Judicially
determined.

versus Musst. Allandmonee Dasseea, defendant.

Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Shumboonath Pundit and
Dwarkanath Mitter.

Vakeels of the Opposite party–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy an:
Kishenkishore Ghose.

-

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on ti
following grounds:
Petitioner, defendant was sued by plaintiff, the alleged adopte
son of Gocoolmonee, for the reversal of an award under Act IV

of 1840, in favor of petitioner. The claim was decreed in both th
lower courts. It is urged in special appeal that petitioner havin

the possessory title should not be ousted until plaintiff proves in
superior title, which being founded on adoption, it is incumbent upo
him to prove the fact of his adoption; petitioner allows that Tar.
monee, her mother, sued to set aside the adoption and that th
suit was dismissed in the court of first instance, but states that sui

sequently she was nonsuited on appeal, for which reason the questio
of the plaintiff's adoption must be held not to have beeu finall.
adjudicated.
We find that plaintiff's adoption has been regarded by the lowe
courts in this case to have been judicially established, but as Tara
monee's suit to set aside that adoption was disposed of by nonsuit

(see Sudder Dewanny Adawlut's Decisions for 23rd June 1852

page 563,) it follows that the question has never been judiciall;
decided, and that the lower courts are in error in thinking that i
had been so decided, for the effect of the zillah judge's and the Sud

der Court's decrees was, that on Taramonee's suit, plaintiff's adoptic:
could not be enquired into.
As petitioner expressly denied in her answer in this suit the fac
of the plaintiff's adoption, plaintiff must prove it to show his title t.
institute the present suit.

We therefore remand the case for re-in.

vestigation with reference to the above remarks.
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1 * * *, I 11 Ju-N1, 14.57
PR1.-1.N.1 :

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.

E. A. S \,\!!"I 1.I.S., H.Q.,

Off at . , Judges.

I). I. M. N.I.Y. I.-Q,

Regular Appeals from ** decisions of Mr. " Lake, Judge of
Midna: *re,

dated 19th June 1874.

( *-*. No. 27.3 of 1874.

RAJA SREEN \THCHU NIDER RAE, (I)1 rawn Aw 1.
A "** 11. A \r,
---

JUGGURNATII RAF, sow or PI'NCHANUNI) RAE,
l'LA 1 N T 11 F.) I: 1 - Pov. 1.1.x r.
| al-el-

of Apreliant-- Haboo

Num'honath Pandit and Mr. R. T.
-1, law.

1 at-l of Respondent - Bab-, Kuhrak" ro-Ghose and Ramaper
* 1: ".

-

CAsk No. 277 or 1874.

RAMCHUNIOER R \E ah's MUGHUNCHUNDER RAE,
(I). F". NDAN r, APP 1.1. ANr,
---

JUG(il RNATII RAE, , rn, a 1N riff,) AND 0.1111. Its,
101.1 *.NDANTs,

R1 *rox *N 1s.

Wateel, of Apn-liant- Mr R Norris, absent) and Baboo Bung
she baddun M. ter.

"akeels of Respondent,

Plant." - Baboos Ramapersaud Roy

and Ashenkasaore Ghose.

Valeels of Sreenath-hunder Rae – Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit
and Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeel of Mukondnarain Deo-Moonshee Ameer Aler.

(
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CASE No. 298 OF

1854.

SREE SREE CHOTA RAJA MUKOODNARAIN DEO,
(DEFENDANT.) APPELLANT,
versus

JUGGURN ATH RAE. (PLAINTIFF.) AND SREEN ATH MA
HAPUTTUR AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs.) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of Respondent, (Plaintiff)—Baboos Ramapersaud Ray "l
Kishenkishore Ghose.

Pakeels of Ramchunder—Mr. R. Norris (absent) and Baboo Bang
sheebuddun Mitter.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 4,863-11-7 g. 3 c.

Regular Appeals from the decisions of Mr. W. Luke, J.adge of
Midnapore, dated 7th June 1854.

-

CASE NO. 278 OF 1854.

SREE SREE

CHOTA

RAJA MUKOONDNARAIN DEO,
(PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
t"e"smus

SREENATHCHUNDER ROY MAHAPUTTUR AND RANEE

SOOBURNOMONEE AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,) REs
PONDENTS,

Vakeels of Appellant–Moonshee Ameer Alee and Baboo Jugdanund
Mookerjea.
Vakeels of Respondent, Sreenathchunder Roy–Mr. R. T. Allan,
Bahoo Sumbhoonath Pundit and Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.

Vakeels of Juggernath Rae-Baboos Ramapersand Roy and Kishen
kishore Ghose.

-

Vakeels of Ramchunder Roy–Mr. R. Norris (absent) and Baboo
Bungsheebuddun Mitter.

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 14,595-4-7 g. 3 c.

Rey* *r-frned from the decision of Mr. W. Laie, Jaty of Miln.
Pore, d.t-l '0th September 1855.
("* ... No 296 or 1876.

R A MCHUN111. It ROY " " M1 Gill NC:1UNDLR 130Y,
* I'i. A 1-11: "... Arr, 1.1.A - 1.

MUSS T. S"). 13.1"... NOM' \1.1. A \o () 11, it's, 10, , , , , , , , , ,
1. * * * * * * *.

I akeels of .1, peliant - M. R V . . .h, at , and 11..., Il-...-£i . . m .11.1: r

Jake- - -f R-1, -/-..f.

** ***** **, *, *-r

-

R.1- -H 1**** | "...

chanier M.A. J. *, *, * (*, *t → a

*

M." -- M - 1

* Hossein.

Vakeel of Resondent, M**inaruia De ---Moulee Aftabaddres
.1/mi.

*-

*/.

Stir laid at Com: any's rupees 14:39:4-79.3 c.
Raja Mangevital Mutunin il, zenit, iar of pergunnah Silla in
the matrict of Mi nai, re, "..." on the 23, d. Jeyt 1201, at use age
of 78 years, leaving tour wries •, of whom one became a suttre
and - concubine of the - of Kunukmonee, who -- months
previous to the Italia's death gave birth to a son named Chun er
seekur. Sreemence was the c. 1rst wi low, Kishorem. nee the * or i
and Thacoormance the tiari. The two former were chi, les, the
latter gave tirth to a au : *ter, S - burnomonec, three months after

the It was death.

On the decease of the Rea, Chun Ierseekur

*

*

estates. A suit was immed ately instituted against him by Rance

•l

-

-

*

- -

* *

-*

-

* * **,

-*

* *** * * *
-, *

* ** *
*****,

-

- -

- -

-

-

-

- - - -

-

*s------

*,

* *,

k .

was recognized as heir by the revenue authorities, under the ***
impression that his mother was the legitimate wife of the Raia, ''
and was through his guardian placed in possession of the four:y

* ,
* *

*

-

* * * *
-- *** **

- *** ***.
* - 1 **** * *
** * **

* * *

**

Sreemonee for the recovery of the estates and was continue i after

- - -ir,

her deatu by te Ranees Kishoremonee and Thacormonee, the

t-

case at tears to have been at first thrown out on a point of form
in the *.ian ful provincial courts, but was re-institute i, an i ulti

*** * * * *

--

that it was inter-batie that the Raja incapable as he was of
movement, should yet be capable of procreating children. The
Ranees Kishoremonce and Thacoormonee appear to have livei

together for several years after obtaining possession under this

a---

K." . . . . tree
-

mately the Itances succee e i in obtaining a decree from the zaiah
judge on the 17th December 1803. This decision was upheld on
appeal by the provincial court, on the 13th January 1806, on the
ground that the marriage of Kunukmonee was not proved, and

The

e, is r

*-

-

the " " i " ...a
- - - -,
th re * - - *** * *
**th
** ** ****
* * * * *** te
* * * **
* * * irr-e
n- - - , on the

*** - "

set

ti -

R*, *, *r

(
seekur

was

980 )

decree, the former as the eldest widow managing the propert:

recognized as
heir by the

Previous to 1827 or 1234, however, it would seem that they ha

revenue

quarrelled and separated. On the 2nd of July 1827. Kisi <

au

thorities, under
the impre-sion
that his mother

monee presented a petition to the judge and magistrate of Mir-as
pore in which she stated that she had adopted Sreen ath. the so

was legitimate
wife

of the

Raja; Soobur
normonee

instituted

suit

then

a

against

of Sham Mahapatur, as her son, and declared that according to tr
custom of the family, daughters were excluded from the inheritane:
Mukoondnarain, the son of Sooburnomonee and grandson of Hane
Thacoormonee shortly afterwards presented another petition are:

her for the

recovery of the
estates which

was continued
after her death
by Ranees

ging that Kishoremonee was old and entirely in he hands of Saar

Mahapatur, who was inducing her to sign documents prejudici.
to his interest, and begging the judge to interfere. Mr. Abercrom:
Dick, who then held the office of judge and magistrate at Mains

Kishoremonee
and Thacoor

monee, and in
which they

eventually suc
ceeded ; the
two Rane's

lived together
for several

pore, determined on enquiring into the matter in person and accor:
ingly proceeded to the Ranee's residence at Gurh Silia, and exa
mined the Ranee Kishoremonee from behind the purdah in presene
of Sham Mahapatur and Gour Sircar, the latter being the cons
dential servant of Ranee Thacoormonee and alleged

by some t

the parties to this suit to be the father of her daughter Sooburn,

years, but pre monee.

The result was that Mr. Dick was satisfied of the Ranee"

vious to A. D.
* 1827. or 12:34
B. AE, they

competency to manage her own affairs and that she confirmed t
him the fact of her having voluntarily adopted Sreenath in the

had quarrelled
and seperated.
In July 1827

previous month of Jeyt. In consequence however of her havir,
stated to him that she had no authority from her husband to adopt

Kishoremonee

adopted a son,

Sreenath, the son of Sham Mahapatur, and declared that according to the custom of the
family, daughters were execluded from the inheritance; Kishotemonee subsequently
instituted a suit against Sooburnomonee for certain estates in her possession on the

ground that she Sooburnomonee was not the daughter of. Raja Mangovini, but
of Gour Sircar, this suit was however dismissed in 1847. Mughnnchunder allering
himself to be fourth in descent from the common ance stor, Mungraj Roy and the -oie

reversionary heir of the estates, sued Kishoremonee and Sreenath to have the adoption
of the latter set aside, he was however nonsuited on the ground that he had no right of
action until the death of Kishoremonee. Kishore:nonee died in Poos 1258. Thacoo: monee

had deceased some years previously and Sreenath by virtue of his adoption by Rai.e
Kishoremonee, was summarily placed in possession of the family property under Act
XIX. of I-41, and the other parties referred to civil suits, hence the present suits one by
Mukoondnarain, the son of Sooburnomonee, another by Mughunch under who had pre
viously been not suited and a third by a new claimant. Jugurmath Roy, who alleged him
self to be the representative of an elder branch of the same line as Mu-hunchunder.

The session judge dismissed the claim of Mukoontinarain and Mughunehunder and
decreed possession of the estate to Juguruuth Roy, he holding the adoption of Sreenath
to be invalid and from these decisions, appeals have been preferred by the two form-r

against the dismissal of their claim and also against the decision in favour of the
claim of Jugurmath and by Sreenath against the decision adverse to him and in favour
of Jugurnath.
Held by this Court that the suit of Mukoondnarain to which he claims, on the ground
that his mother has relinquished her rights * h > favour must ben "suited, solely on the
that his mother has done no such thing, but has only authorized him to act on

£

er behalf.

Held also that for reasons given both Jugurnuth Roy and Mughunchunder have entirely

failed to prove that they are connected with the family of Mangovind through Gopal Roy
and Bhugae Roy.

The appealth refore of Mughunchunder is dismissed with costs and the decision of the

judge
in favour of Jugurnuth is reversed with costs, and the different appeals against the
decision are decreed with costs.
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show at a glance the grounds on which these several claim
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Mukoondnarain, the son ef Sooburnomonee, who is next in the is
of appellants, must be nonsuited with costs. He has clearly a

locus standi in this contest.

He claims as heir on the ground the

his mother has relinquished her rights in his favour.

“On the 1:

Bhadoon of the present year” he says in his plaint “my metal
by means of a letter has made over her rights, to me, therefon

the heirship entirely falls on me.” But he has not produced th:
letter to which he alludes, and his mother in her reply to his suit

so far from corroborating his statement, merely certifies that *
has empowered him to act for her in this matter. “On accom'
she says “of my old age, being unable to act for myself, and at the
same time having a desire to go on pilgrimage, I have by means."

a letter, dated 13th Bhadoon of the last year, given him (the phi:
tiff) the power to act for me.” It was argued at the bar by *
respondents' counsel that Sooburnomonee was merely a truste

and was not authorized under the Hindoo law to relinquish the
estate to her son, inasmuch as in the event of his dying before."
mother and leaving children, the legal order of succession would."
disturbed, and instead of the property going to the heirs of them."
ancestor, it would descend to the daughter's grandsons or

daughters, persons who are not recognized by the Hindoo law."
inheritance. It is unnecessary however, to give any opinion."
this point, as the plaintiff has entirely failed to show the relinquis:
ment which his plaint alleges. Nor can we allow him now **
was contended, we might do, to appear on behalf of Sooburnomo"

for that is not the prayer of his plaint, on the suit to which *
respondents have answered, and it is obvious that no decree could

pass in favour of Sooburnomonee, as she does not appear before"
in the character of a claimant.

-

The cases of Jugurnath Roy and Mughunch under Roy."
most conveniently be considered together. They both claim."

will be observed, from the same common ancestors Bhuggee"
and Gopal Roy, and the first thing they have to do is to con"
these persons with the family of Mangovind. They allege it."

have been the practice in the family for the eldest son of the *
branch to succeed to the raj, and the eldest son of the you'."

branch
to the office of hakim or manager of the estates, and!"
both declare that Gopal Roy first, and subsequently Bhuggee Roy
filled the office of hakim while Jugurmath Roy adds that
grand-father Oodoy Roy and his father Punchanun Roy succes
to that dignity in succession to Bhuggee Roy, and Mughunchun"
asserts that the office was held by his uncles Suroop Roy."

Doolal Roy; that Kishoremonee appointed his father Kish" Roy,
as manager on recovering possession of the estate, and th:
himself was brought up by Kishoremonee as a member *

family until an old servant of her father's removed him in ord"
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plaintiffs, whose claim we are now considering or of those of ti
ancestorS.

Mughunchunder appears for the first time on the stage in a
to set aside the adoption of Sreenath which was nonsuited on

20th September 1848. Of Jugurnath we have no trace at all u
the institution of the present suit. He did not even appear in 18
when on the death of Kishoremonee, the judge called on the he
of Mangovind to come forward.
It is said that the title of Jugurnath was admitted by Sreen
in the suit of Mughunchunder, which was nonsuited in 1848,
we do not find this to be the case.

The plea in that suit was t

Raja Mungraj had no such son as Gopal Roy and that in any e
the plaintiff Mughunchunder could not succeed, inasmuch a
descendant of Oodoy Roy, the eldest son of Bhuggee Roy was
existence.

There is no admission of the connection either of J.

gurnath or Mughunchunder with the family of Mangovind.
fact this is distinctly denied.

-

The judge in the decree which he pronounces in favour of Jug,
nath, relies entirely upon the report of an ameen named A
Mahomed, who seems to have been deputed by the collector shor
after the death of Mangovind to enquire what family had been 1
by the deceased, and on the oral evidence adduced by the plaint

he considers that these establish the fact that Gopal Roy was t

younger son of Raja Mungraj, that Bhuggee Roy alias Narain R.
was the son of Gopal, and that these persons filled in succession t

office of hakim or manager and lived in commensality with t
family of Mangovind. The oral evidence to these facts we m
dismiss at once.

It is that of men who pretend to a fabulous as

One of them asserts that he is 105, and the youngest pi
fesses to be 76. Yet their memories, on the particular poin
which they come to prove, are as vigorous as those of young me
With the exception of Damoodur Roy who alleges that he ist

purohit of Jugurnath's family, and 80 years of age, it does n
appear what means any of the other witnesses had of ascertaini
the facts to which they speak. None of them appeared on form
occasions when the matter was in litigation, and the testimony

all is open to the strong objection which we before alluded to, ri
the absence of any corroboration from unimpeachable documental
evidence such as must have existed, in aboundance, had their stat
ments been correct.

The only document which in any way supports the claims oft
descendants of Gopal Roy is the report of the ameen (termed
hukeekutnana) to which we have above alluded. But it is qui
impossible that we can receive this document as evidence of t

slightest value. The original does not exist. We have two copi.
..One from the judge's office which was filed by Mughunehund.

*- --
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sent for persons acquainted with the family and that he giv
result of their communications. Now in the first place he
have been misinformed by the persons whom he consulted,
seems certain that in one respect at least he was so, as he me
that two of the widows immolated themselves on the funeral

whereas from the statements of the parties in the differen
which have been instituted regarding this property, it would

that only one widow so perished. If mistaken on one point h,
have been mistaken on others. In the second place the huk.
nama does not mention Gopal Roy at all, and though it
Bhuggee or Narain Roy, the son of the deceased Raja's uncle
it does not designate him as hakim but as dul sirdar, whic

very different title. But it is said the respondent cannot
the existence of Gopal or that he and Bhuggee Roy are o
family of Mangovind, because in a koorseenama or genealogical
which Kishoremonee filed in the case of Mughunchunder in

the names of Gopal Roy and Bhuggee Roy are found in ti

there given of the younger branches of the family. The rece
of this document, or rather of a copy of it, which was not

prol

until the pleadings on both sides had closed, was objected to b
appellants, but as it was distinctly mentioned in the decisi

Mughunchunder's case in 1848, which was filed in the present
and it was an official document, the original of which was, as i
dent from an endorsement on the copy, in the hands of the a
lant Sreenath, the Court decided that it should be admitted

carries the plaintiffs' case however very little further than b.
It shows, no doubt, that Kishoremonee did file a koorsee

which contained the names of Gopal Roy and Bhuggee Roy, a
cument, which if we assume the Gopal Roy of her £:
be identical with Mughunchunder's great grand-father is singu
inconsistent with her answer in Mughunchunder's case, whereir
denies the existence of Gopal, but it shows at the same time a

ly different gonealogy from that set up by the plaintiffs. The
mon ancestor in the koorseenama is said to have been Raja G
chunder, from whom Raja Mungraj appears as sixth in des
in the elder line, and Gopal Roy at the same distance in

younger. But Jugurnath Roy and Mughunchunder Roy
aver in their plaints that the property in dispute was acquire
Raja Mudunmul, who in times prior to the British rule conqu
and expelled the then zemindar, Raja Bejoye Singh, to w
family it had previously belonged, and Mudunmul they decla.
be the common ancestor of Mangovind and themselves. The
not allow the correctness of the koorseenama, and the only be
they derive from it therefore is a presumption that Kishorem
at one time recognized Gopal Roy and Bhuggee Roy as kin.

13 and 14 degrees removed. For the reasons we have stated ab
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we consider that both Jugarnath Roy and Mughanchunder have
entirely failed to prove that they are connected with the family of
Mangovind. We accordingly reverse the judge's decision in the
case of Jugarnati, and decree the different appeals against that
decision with costs, while we affirm the judge's decision in the case
of Mughunchunder and dismiss the appeal in that case with costs.
THE 81 a JUNE 1857.
Pars: N T :

H. T. RAIKES, E-Q,

B. J. COLVIN, E-Q,

Judges.

J. H. PA I TON, Esq.,
CAsk No. 93 or 1836.

Regular

'''

the decision of Mr. H. S. Thompson, Princi

pal Sudder Ameen of Sylhet, dated 30th July 1855.
RAJMONEE SING II, AF 1 E.R His Dr. Arm, U THUL SINGH

RAJKOOAR, so N AND "EIR, AND Oriakits, (Dr.rkNDAN Is.)
Arri.LLANTs.
*****

JOSHOODA DASSEE AND Orhens, (PLAINTIrrs,)
R*.sroN DENTs.

Vakeels of Appellanti-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Moulvee
Mahoned Ismael.

Vakeels of Respondents-Baboo Ramapersaud Ray and Mr. R. T.
Allan.

Surr laid at rupees 13,897-12-11.

We have first to determine in this appeal whether the lands
claimed appertain to the permanently settled talook, Mahoned
Juial, of which the plaintiffs are proprietors to the extent of 11

The plain
tiffs' proprie
tary title of the
lands in suit
- declared.

The plea in bar

annas and 15 gundas, and then whether the claim preferred has

been informally brought, or is now altogether barred by the law of

of limitation
- -t aside
- defendant

limitation.

There would appear to be no doubt that the lands have been
brought into cultivation by the defendants, who have held posses
sion since 1235 B. S. The plaintiffs allege that the occupation of the
defendants commenced under the interchange of pottas and kuboo

did not allege
adverse po
**on as pro

prietors but
admitted their
occupancy as
*********

acquired, but it is difficult to identify any of the lands in sug
through those papers, nor would they suffice to trace all the lands

Wasalat dis
allowed un
der the rar
cumstances of
the suit and
co-ts charred

now cultivated and held by the defendants as having been original

to each Party.

lents between the defendants and the old proprietors, and doubtless
the papers on record show that some of the lands may have been so
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ly granted to them by the proprietor of the talook. In 1248 B.S.
the defendants applied to the collector to have their rights formally
recognised, and to have a settlement secured to them on the ples
that the lands were ilam lands of the Government belonging to the

ilam villages of Taturbund and Paturbund, the property of the
State, and in consequence of the proceedings which followed this
application, the plaintiffs come forward to dispute the right of the
Government to take possession of the lands, claiming them as part

of their permanently settled estate, and asserting that they had

themselves expended capital in settling the present occupants, and
inducing them to clear and cultivate the soil.

Two deputy collectors who were deputed to enquire into the
matter, reported that the lands were not included in the plaint"
estate, and proposed that settlements should be concluded with the

defendants as cultivators of ilam lands, but the plaintiffs appealed."
the collector, who revised the proceedings of his subordinates,

on the 11th July 1849, directed the release of the lands as apper
taining to the plaintiffs' talook of Mahomed Julal, No. 85, and
refunded to them the whole of the rents that had been intermedia"
ly collected from the defendants during pendency of the enquif
into the proprietorship of the lands.

Although other proceedings followed this order of the collect"

both on the part of the commissioner of revenue and the Sud"
Board, the collector's decision of the 11th July 1849, ultimately

remained unquestioned, both the commissioner and Board of Re"
nue holding it to have all the effect of a judgment under Regulati"
IX
1825,
with which they
could not
interfere.
That j'.
mentofmay
unquestionably
be accepted
by us
as determining
that
the lands to which it refers are not ilam lands of the Governm"
the assertion of the defendants therefore that they are entitled"
occupy them as the property of the State cannot be entertaine.

Neither have they been able to adduce any proof that the lands

now claimed are not identical with those released by the collec"
as belonging to the permanently settled talook of the plantiffs .
This much then was established before the plaintiffs came i"
court, that no one but themselves has asserted a proprietary right
to these lands and that the rents which the defendants volu"
paid, as duehave
by them
theirover
ownby constituted
proprietor,
the '.
vernment,
been to
made
the Government
officers"
the
plaintiffs as the parties entitled to receive them. With these facts
before us, it seems impossible to doubt the plaintiff's right""
proprietorship of the lands which must accordingly be declared"
their favour.

- The two points next for consideration are, whether the

.

. “Ar."

plaintiff,

suit is now barred by lapse of time, and if not, whether they *
entitled to the wasilat decreed to them by the lower court.
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Although the facts before us sufficiently indicate the existence of
plaintiffs proprietary rights, there is clearly no reliable proof of its

exercise during any recent period. This however is not in itself
sufficient to admit of the plea of limitation being raised by persons

who, like the defendants, have not held on an equality of title with
the plaintiffs. Obviously by their own admissions and their claim
before the Gevernment officers to be recognised as jotedars or
abadkars, they have never acquired any proprietary rights of their
own, the position they have held has been no more than cultivating
occupants of the soil, and no length of time can possibly change the

character of that occupancy or mature it into proprietorship. We
therefore can see nothing in the length of time pleaded to sustain a
plea of limitation against the plaintifia' claim.
We do not however think that the was lat decreed can be award

ed. The plaintiff has sued all the defendants jointly for mesne
rofits, and the lower court has declared them jointly and several
y liable for the whole amount. There are upwards of 100 defen
ants, more than 50 of them have defended the action throughout.
It is not shown that the allegation of these persons, that they hold

these lands separate and independent of each other, is incorrect;
to declare them all jointly liable for payment of rent, which they
cannot possibly have had joint control over, is manifestly unjust;
and as plaintiff has chosen to lay his claim for was lat in a mode
which the court cannot comply with, that part of his claim must
be entirely disregarded.

We confirm the lower court's judgment so far as to declare the
plaintiffs entitled to proprietary rights on the lands, the subject of
suits so far as their shares extend, but as the interests of the defen

dants are not so defined that any equitable division of costs can
be calculated, we decree each party shall bear his own costs in
both courts.
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CASE No. 432 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Saadut Ale. Al
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Sylhet, dated 18th Oct",
1854, reversing a decree of Baboo Hurgoury Bose, Moonsiff f
Russoolgunge, dated 18th May, 1854.
KADIR MAHOMED AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
APPELLANTS,
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MAHOMED ZUKHEE AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANT3%
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Moulvee Mahomed Ismael.

Vakeels of Respondent—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein
and Ahmed Alee.

. The suit

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th Ang"

#":.
plaintiff
hav 1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. B."
ing been

Samuells and D. I. Money:—

£
MR. E. A. SAMUElls—“The plaintiff sued for certain lin'
12 years from which he alleged that his mother had illegally sold during his
£o'
sale for £
minority.plaintiff's
The defendants
admitted that the purchase was"
£.
". during
minority, but they said he had not sued for

#: more than 12 years after coming of age. The principal sale
#' ameen nonsuited the plaintiff on the ground that he had not g”
of the cause of the date of his birth, and cited as a precedent a case which "
£:any decided in this Court, on the 14th August 1850. That case however
' ' is not in the least in point. Here the plaintiff gave the dated

£ attaining his majority, which was in fact equivalent to giving."
£ date of his birth, as the one could be calculated from the"
'I
quite unnec”
the principal with certainty, and I find moreover that it was q
tarily
-

-

-

-

- -

sudd'am's to enquire into the date either of the plaintiff's birth or me,"
£
suithewas
brought
12 sudder
years ofameen
the sales
for the
" f
ing
the plaintiff as
£y
of his
which
sues.
The within
principal
having
app"
£" overlooked the fact that 20 months of the period which had el,
£it since the sales, must be deducted on account of a suit forth''
*-

-

-

-

-

:
its on which the plaintiff was nonsuited, having been pending."d

gation on
merits.

r-

April 1838, an
the 13th January 1839. The present suit was instituted on
-

that time.

-

The sales were on the 25th and 26th

-
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26th April 1851. I admit the special appeal to try whether the
1 r incipal sui erameen's decision on this point is not erroneous."
M it. I) i. Mos EY.-" I concur on the above grounds in admit
ting the "ecial appeal, though I am of opinion that in cases where
the -:-call flea of minority is pleaded, it is of the utm at inportance

tn at the date of the birth should be clearly fixed and established,
in the preceient cited by the principal sulder ameen is applicable
to this p int."
JUDGMENT.

We find that the suit was instituted within 12 years from the

period at which the plaintiff's cause of action arose. The date of
isis birth was therefore immaterial. The order of the principal
sudder ameen is consequently reversed, and the suit will be remand
e-i to hun with etiers to re...ace it on his ble and decile it on its
1 serits.
-

Titi. 8 rh Jux k 1857.
Pitt six r :

C. B. TIREVC) R, E-Q.
E. A. SAMU'ELLS, 1.-Q,

t
Officiating Judges.

ii i MöNEY, E., "1
CAA, No. 531 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulver Mahom-d Yaseen
Khan, Principal Stater Ameen of Dacca, dated 21st Vorember
1854,
a decree of Pudaciochun Dass, Moonsiff of

£

Lechrayange, dated 19th July, 1854.
MR. T. WODEN, (D, FENDANT,) APPELLANr,
*****
-

RAJIBLOCHUN ROY CHOWDREE, (PLAINTIFF.)
R***ON1, F.N.T.

Takeel of Appellant - B -- Jugdanand Mooke, jee.
Vakeel of R. spondent-Baboo Gobindehunder Mookerjee.
This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 10th November,

Pisans

1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. C. B. : :"...
Trevor and E. A. Samuells:-

W-sen, the

“Rajiblochun Roy Chowdree sued Mr. Woden, special appellant, £:
and one Kaveenath, the former as surety, the latter as principal, though the

for a balance

of rent.

The lower courts, on the ground that Mr. :...'.

Woden was the real defendant, and the pottadar a mere man of £r "
straw, a nominal defen lant, decreed against Mr. Woden alone. : :
*
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nei
£
y; the The defendant, cast in the court below, now appeals specially, in
lower courts
no

we plaintiff a
ecree against
Woden the

real principal
in the transac

tion releasing
the nominal

principal Kas
seen ath.
Held that as

the plaintiff
states in his

"urges that as the zemindar sued both the pottadar and himself."
former as principal, the latter as surety, it was incumbent on be
court, irrespective of the interest of the parties, to give a joint decre
against both the parties whom the zemindar had sued.

“We think there is reason in the objection urged by spe:
appellant, and we admit the special appeal to try whether the dec.
sion of the lower court, giving the zemindar a decree against t”

surety alone, releasing the principal, should not be reversed, "
an order passed, making both the parties sued by the zemindir,"
and surety, jointly and sever"

plaint that the standing in the position of principal
surety in the liable for the debt due to him.”
transaction was
the real prin
cipal in it and

JUDGMENT.

as the lower
courts have
found in accor
dance with the

to the record, we find that the plaintiff, though he mentions R=

allegation in

nath as the principal, and Mr. Woden as the surety, in his?"

the plaint, the
point on which
the special ap

sues the latter as the real defendant, and the former as a *

peal was
admitted does
not arise.

Special appeal
dismissed with
Costs.

MEssRs. C. B TREvoR AND D. I. Money.—On rever"

nominal person. The defendants plead severally that they *
in the position of principal and surety in the transaction out."
which the case arose. The lower courts, on the ground."

special appellant was the real principal in the transaction, **
by plaintiff, passed a decree against him alone. Under *
circumstances, the point, on which the special appeal was admitted,
does not arise. We consequently dismiss the appeal with costs.

MR. E. A. SAMUELLs.–I entirely agree in the above. 1"
add however, that subsequent to the admission of this special appes,

the general question of the right of a defendant to appeal."
the release of this co-defendants, was considered at some leng"
Mr. Money and myself in the case of Busharut Chowdree ver"

Mr. John Gill (decisions for 1857 page 649) and it was de'"
that such an appeal could not be sustained.
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PakskNT:
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E. A. SAMUELLS, E-Q,
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}

Officiating Judges.

CAsk No. 570 or 1856.
-

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Latour, Additional

Judge of Behar, dated 29th December 1854, rerersing a decree of
Moutree Sheikh Sujaat Alee Khan, Sudder Ameen of that district,
dated 10th January 1854.

UNUNTRAM, (PLAINrirr, Arrel." ANr,
*

DABEE DUTT, (Dir ENDANT,) Respox DENr.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Kuhenaukha Mookerjea.
Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Ramapersond Roy.
*uit re
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 25th November *-ito the
1856, under the ful, wing certificate recorded by Messrs. C. B. £: -i
Trevor and E. A. Samuelis:

“Plaintiff special appellant sued Dabee Dutt, to recover posses.
sion of 3 annas of 'ths of Rampore Sarneh, pergunnah Samae, and
to reverse the potta and mortgage lease, dated 19th Cheyt 1236, and
to recover mesne profits on the above with interest from 1251 F. S.

to 1239 F. S.; Paintiff in his declaration states that either by pri
vate sale, or sale in execution of decree he became possessed of 'ths
of Sherpore Sarneh, and the "...ths in Rampore Samae, and that the

* that he
-il first d
termine the

Point of l
to -hether the
*uit will lie
in its pre-ent

form and if he
think-1t legal
ly form -i "...at

other "ths were held by the defendant Dabee Dutt, under a mort
age lease, at a rental of Sicca rupees 319, on the whole #ths of

he should thea
eater on a full

£ Samae, the money advanced thereon

con-eration

belonging in equal
amount to plaintiff and defendant, and rupees 2,240 being the

of the alega

amount due to defendant. Plaintiff then goes on to say that he
had to pay the revenue on account of the 'ths payable by defen
dant, amounting to rupees 1,531-12-9-12, and interest rupees
826-8-3-9-7, total rupees 2,358-8-11-71, that placing this sum as a
set off to the rupees 2,240 due to defendant leaves a balance in
plaintiff's favour of rupees 118-3-11-73, due to plaintiff after dis

on 1-th sides

charging the mortgage loan.
-

-

-1th -

“The lower court found that the payments alleged to have been
made by plaintiff are proved from the accounts filed by the defen

tion and the

proofs aiduced
re-ruins

the

payment of re
-i-

each party.

by

(
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dant and that the mortgage bond has been more than satisfied by
the public revenue paid by plaintiff though payable by the mor

gagee and the term of the mortgage lease has expired, a decre
was consequently passed in plaintiff's favour for possession in ev:
tion of the mortgagee and for the surplus rupees 1 18-5-11-7}.

“From this decision an appeal was preferred to the judge wi.
found that dakhilas were filed on both sides, so that it was impo

sible to place any degree of credit upon the dakhilas filed either
way; under these circumstances he dismissed the plaintiff's act".
“such order to have the effect of nonsuit, leaving it open to plair
tiff to sue in eviction of the mortgagee as he is to proceed separate
ly to establish the payment alleged to have been made by regul:

suit.” The plaintiff in the court below has now appealed urging."

the decision of the judge is ambiguous. We find that the decis."
of the judge is both defective and ambiguous, we therefore admit"

special appeal to try whether the case should not be remitted to his
with instruction, that he should first determine the point of law, "
to whether the suit will lie in its present form, and if he thi"
that it is legally formal, that he should then enter on a full cut"
deration of the allegations and the proofs adduced on both *,
regarding the payment of revenue made by each party."
JUDGMENT.

We find the facts to be as above stated, and considering"
decision to be open to the objections urged against it by the *
appellant, remand the case for re-trial on the grounds noted in "
certificate.

1
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T** 81* JUNE 1: ".
PRE- N1 :

-

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,
E. A. S \,\! !" I.I.I.S. I.-Q.,
1). I. M.O.N.I.Y., E-Q.,

}

("the "y Ju res.

Special Appra's from the decision of Roy Taruchaath &ia, Prin
• *al Sudder Ameen of Man','oom, dated 20th February 1855,

affirming a decree of Neelkaunto Chatteryea, Moonsiff of Chatna,
1 2nd September 1834.
("Ask No. 594 OF 1856.

MAHARAJA NEELVIONEE SING II BAHADOOR AND

RAM TUNNOO ACHARJ, (PLAIN 11FFA,) Arri.LLANrs,
******

SOONDOREE DASSEE MO 1111. It OF

HARRAI)HUN

BUX

HEE, MINon AND Oril 1 as, (I). Fr. NDAN 1s.) R*rox DEN 1s.

Vakeels of Appellants –P," Kuhenaukha Makerjea, and
Mr. R.

T. Ailan.

Vakeel of Respondent, Degumber Bukshee-Baboo Onekool
chunder Mookerjea.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 1st December

1836, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. H.

fiel" that
* *-* <rnal

Patton and D. I. Money :

grar or
* * * * *** ***

“This is a suit for enhancement of rent. The defendants contend

that they have always paid an uniform rate of rent under a tulubee

brimoofur sunnud, and that the tenure they hold is not liable to an
enhanced demand.

“The lower courts admitted the plea and dismissed the plaint.
“The sunnud is dated 1217 B. S., and the tenure is a tulubee

brimootur tenure with a quit rent of Sicca rupees 3.
“The petitioners urge that whereas Sicca rupees were abolished

1- - - by the
* *

* * ****

of

the tenure they
granted and as
***

*****

-

evidently a
hered.tary
mo-urture
one, it is not
liable to fur
ther

--

ment by the

and Company's rupees substituted in 1242 B.S., even if the sunnud
is valid, the defendants have not shown that they have paid the

descendants of
the grantor.

difference since that date, and secondly, if the defendants cannot

The der-son
of the lower

show that they hold under a tenure antecedent to the decennial

***

settlement agreeably to the decisions of this Court of the 11th July
1855, in the cases of Joynarain Bose, rersus Madhubchunder

Sircar and Ahmed Alee Khan, versus Raja Modhnarain Singh, they
can be exempted from the enhanced demand.

“We admit the special appeal with reference to the second plea,
to try whether enhancement of rent is barred under the precedents
cited, and especially with advertence to the decision of this Court,
dated 14th April 1853, in the case of Serreessurree Neelmonee

* *******

ing Pa **
eiasm for era

her-rement
eet firmed and

the special ap
peal dismi-d
with costs.
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Singh, versus Ramdhun Misser, there being nothing before us"
show that the tulubee brimootur tenure with the quit rent of ru
pees 3, under, which the defendants hold, was an asset of the
decennial settlement.”
JUDGMENT.

We observe that the sunnud in this case was granted in 121:
B. S., subsequent to the decennial settlement, whereas the sunnu.
in the case of Serreessurree Neelmonee Singh, appellant, was antec
dent to the decennial settlement. Although therefore the prete

dent cited is not applicable to this case, still we are of opinion that
the original grantors and their heirs are bound by the conditions

of the tenure they granted, which is evidently a hereditary

mock

ururee tenure and not liable therefore to any further assessment

by the descendants of the grantor. It was ruled by this Court in
the case of Ahmed Alee Khan, appellant, 18th July 1855, that the
power of creating dependant talooks, or granting leases at any "

is fully accorded by the law. The special appeal is consequently
dismissed with costs.
CASE NO. 595 of 1856.

MAHARAJA NEELMONEE SINGH BAHADOOR AND

RAMTUNNOO ACHARJ, (PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
versus

-

KHETTURNATH SIRCAR AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea and
Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeel of Respondent, Khetturnath Sircar–Baboo Ono"
chunder Mookerjea.

": precedg case.

For grounds of admission to special appeal and the decision*
the Court thereon, see case No. 594 of 1856.
CASE NO. 596 OF 1856.

MAHARAJA NEELMONEE SINGH BAHADOOR AND

RAMTUNNOO ACHARJ, (PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANT*.
tersons

NUFFER WAKEEL, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea and
Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeel of Respondent–Baboo Onohoolchunder Mooked"

see preced. ..., FoR grounds of admission to special appeal and decision of the
ing case.

Court thereon, see case No 594 of 1856.
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THE 81 11 JUNE 1857.
PREs ENT :

C. B. TREVOR, F-Q.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

( Pfeating Judges.

D. I. Mosey, £,
CAs E. No. 610 or 1856.

Special Appeals from the decision of Mr. G. D. Wilkins, Officiat
ing Adational Judge of Tirhoot, dated 27th January 1855,
rerersing a decree of Moulr-e Swed Umyud Alce Khan, Moonsiff
of Monah dated 3rd March 1854.

SYED TUSUDDIQ HOSSEIN AND SYED JAUN,
(PLA1x11FFs, Arri.LLAN18,
****

TUMBHUL SINGH AND MUNGUR SINGH, (DEFENDANTs)
R*.sroNDENTs.

Vaierl of Appellants-Moulvee Mahoned Ismael
Vakeel of the opposite Party-Nome.
CASE No. 611 OF 1856.

SYED TUSUDDIQ HOSSEIN AND SYED JAUN,
(PLAIN11FFs,) Arrel-LAN.1s,
******

GOODREE SINGH AND JUNMUNDHAREE SINGH,

(DEFENDANTs, ResroNDEN1s.
Vakeel of Appellants-Moulree Mahomed Ismael.

Vakeel of the opposite Party-None
THEse cases were admitted to special appeal, on the 6th Decem
ber 1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E.
A. Samuells and D. I. Money :
“The particulars of the case are given in the judge's decision.
“The petitioner's plea is that the moonsiff gave a decree in their
favourer parte, and that the judge, instead of dismissing the plaint
in appeal upon the merits, should have called upon the defendants

''

to justify their default in the moonsiff's court, and if
satisfied
on this point, he considered them entitled to a hearing, he should
have remanded the case to the moonsiff for investigation agreeably

to the ruling of this Court on the petition of Radha Beebee, dated
22nd September 1847.
"We admit the special appeal to try whether the judge should
not have followed the course laid down by this Court in the deci

held that
-henever an

er parte decisi
on is passed in
favor of a plain
tiff

there are

t-o

co

open to the de
frnstants in

appeal, either
to Justify the
default in the
lower ee-art, in
oruer that the
case may be

remanded for
re-investis

tion,

record of the
e-

sion above cited."

or to "

appeal on the
-

it

stands without

(
showing cause
for the default
and to obtain a

judgment on
the merits with
reference

to

the evidence
recorded. The

defendant in
this

case

adopted the
latter

course

and the judge
found that on
the record the

plaintiff's
claim could
not be sus
tained.
The Court
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JUDGMENT.

We are of opinion that whenever an ex parte decree is passed in
favour of a plaintiff, there are two courses open to the defendant
in appeal, either to justify the default in the lower court, in order
that the case might be remanded for re-investigation, or to appel
on the record of the case as it stands, without showing cause for
the default, and obtain a judgment on the merits with reference
to the evidence recorded.

The defendants having adopted the latter course in this case,"
the judge having found upon the record that the plaintiff's claim
could not be sustained, we see no grounds for interfering with "

decision on the motion of the special appellant who was plainti
below, and dismiss the special appeal.

see no retison

for interfering
with the deci
sion on the
motion of

special appel

THE 8TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

lant the plain
tiff below; the

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

special appeal

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

is therefore
dismissed.

Officiating Judges.

CASE No. 613 OF 1856.

Special Appeals from the decisions of Baboo Tarakant 5"
sagur,
PrincipalaSudder
of Cuttack,
dated
17th Jam":
1855, affirming
decree Ameen
of Gourbullub
Gose,
Moonsiff
of Po'
ree, dated 8th May 1854.
NURSINGH K4IOOTEEA, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLAst
versus

*

MOHUNT KHAKEE BULLARAM DASS, (PLAINTIFF)*
SREERAM DASS, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboo Kissenkishore Ghose and

Mr.

R. T. Allan.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboo Obhoychurn Bose and Mo"
Aftabooddeen Mahomed.
held that

the plaintiff's
case is out of
time under the
statute of limi

tations, his
cause of action
having arisen
in 1833, the
date of the
mortgage

which he sues
to have set

Thisunder
case was
special appeal,
on the
Dec'
1856
the admitted
followingtocertificate,
recorded
by 9th
Messrs.
C.
Trevor and E. A. Samuells.

-

he rik
“The
plaintiff sues
set asidepossession
a foreclosed
mortgage
lage
of Kulloha,
and toto obtain
thereof
underofa deed 0

gift, dated in 1812, purporting to be granted by one Chytun D3%
The mortgage was executed by this same Chytun Dass in is:
when it is admitted that the defendant's father, who was the "

nal mortgagee, obtained possession notwithstanding the CPP"

(
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of the plaintiff, who alleged that Chytun Dass was old and im
Lecle, that the land was amrit mundhee, (that is, that the revenues :

were die-ficated to the purpose of supplying food to the id 'l Južer- "
nath) and that consequently Chytun Dass was incompetent to
111 ortgag".

“in.1812 the village was resumed by Government, which wouli
seem
to mutate
against setti-i
the supposition
of its
being amrit
ee,
and was
subsequently
with the
defendant,
the man
plaintiff's

t

claim being rect, i. In 1844 the defendant foreclosed his mort

page, and in 1853 the plaintiff brought his present suit.
“The princial suiler ameen has decided in his favour on the
ground principally, that the deed of gift was registered, whereas the
mortgage was not; that the land was amrit mundhee; and that
defendant's mortgage and subsequent possession were therefore in
valid. We observe however that the deed of gift makes no men
tion of the village of Kulioha, and that the plaintiff's claim under
that instrument is based on the assumption that the words “wu

ghaira, &c., are intended to denote the land now sued for; we find

also that there is no proof of the plaintiff's possession of kulloha, at
any period since the date of the hibbanama, or deed of gift, and that
the plantiff seeks to prove his suit within time by pleading that the
defeniant's possession was that of a mortgagee, and therefore not
adverse to him. But this plea appears to be inconsistent with his
denial of the validity of the mortgage, and it may be doubted, we

think, whether the defendant's Possession has not throughout been
hostile to him.

“We admit the special appeal therefore to try:-first, whether
the assumption that the land in suit is conveyed under the vague

phrase 'wughaira is legally admissible; secondly, whether the
plaintiff's pleas first of the invalidity of the mortgage, and subse
quently of the defendant's possession as mortgagee, are not so
inconsistent one with the other as to vitiate his suit; and thirdly,
whether the defendant's possession as mortgagee, though not ad
verse to the mortgagor, must not be considered to be hostile to the

plaintiff, who denied the title both of the mortgagor and the mort
gagee; and whether the plaintiff's suit which is brought 20 years
after the defendant obtained possession under the mortgage deed,
is not consequently barred by the statute of limitation."
JUDGMENT.

We are of opinion that the plaintiff's case fails on every point.
He admits that he never obtained possession under the deed of gift,
and it is clear that the donor, Chytun Doss, executed the mort

gage upwards of 20 years after the date of the deed of gift, while
still himself in possession. We must hold therefore that the deed
of gift had been revoked by the mutual consent, tacit or otherwise,
it.

(
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of the donor and donee. Independent of this, we consider it cle:

that the plaintiff is out of time. According to his case, Chy"
Dass was incompetent to execute the mortgage, and defendar:
possession as regards the plaintiff, was, under these circumstance.
not that of a mortgagee, but of the representative of a hete
claimant. The plaintiff's cause of action against the defendanviller
fore arose on the date of the mortgage deed in 1833. We the:
fore reverse the decision of the lower court, and decree the "R"
with costs.

THE 8TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 645 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of G. D. Wilkins, off:
Judge of
of Moulvee
Zillah Tirhoot,
datedAlee,
6th February
1855,
rer."'"
decree
Syed Unwur
Moonsiff of
Cho"
Mi
hooa of that district, dated 30th August 1853.

SOOMAYREELAL PUTWAREE, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELL"
versus

NEARUNJUN ROY AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANT$)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant--Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.

Vakeel of Respondent, Nearunjun Roy—Moulvee Aftaboodi"
Mahomed.
Plaintiff,

special appel
lant, sues, as
representative

by purchase of
three
duals
value
shares

indivi
for the
of their
in cer

*

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 16th December
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. "
Trevor and E. A. Samuells:--

\

“The suit is brought for a fourth share of a clump of ''

the plaintiff alleging that he purchased this share from thr' '.
of the four shareholders of the clump, and that the fourth sh"

tain clumps of holder refuses to let him have it.
bamboos, a

#:

“The three persons who sold their shares to plaintiff. and w

-

fourth person .
who denies
that the ven
dors of the

plaintiff have
any share in

the property

have been made defendants by him pro forma, confess

j'

the fourth and principal defendant, Nearunjun Roy, denies that
parties from whom plaintiff purchased have any interest in
bamboos at all. He asserts himself to be the sole owner.

(

held that as

£
£
specified in his

deed as they
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Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Kuhenii Mr.
Ghose and Gobindchunder Mookerjea.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
The petitioner now before us instituted this suit to recora
-

''” certain zemindaree dak charges from five different persons, defit.
same village, dants, to whom they had assigned five separate putnees in separate
#.ging
'",
portions of the village Raegram.
Both the £ courts have
all
-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

into court:as nonsuited plaintiffs, because one claim which is laid upon distin:
Properly laid kubooleuts will not lie. But we agree with the ground of specs
appeal taken by the petitioner, that from the nature both of the
claim and of the terms of the deeds exchanged with the defendants,
the proper course was to bring all the defendants into court"
one suit, that if they should be found liable for the expenees incur

red by the plaintiffs on account of the thannah dák, the *

should in the presence of all be fairly apportioned among all "
the kubooleut executed by the defendant, the amount of charge d"
by each is not specified; each putneedar agrees to pay what."
charges are incurred on account of hurkaras then entertained, :

that might be entertained, and therefore as all the putneedars held
portion of the same village, we think that under such circums"
. ces as those laid before us, it was the safest and best cour*

#

plaintiffs to ask the Court to determine first, as between them :
defendants, and next as between the defendants themselves. "
share of the charge each putneedar should pay. We rever* tle
decision before us, and remand the case for trial upon the rem"
ing issues.

(
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1

us a regular civil suit an 1 proof of irregularity in publishing the
sale, an 1 so “ar as the words of the Regulation rule us, we see no
reason to believe we have ta-en an erroneous view of t-r- is - in

*...* r

d. , ision, an i as we have the authority of previ is , , ,

ments

on our *, *, as remark. i u art by

u", we maint * *

**rrectness of the view we forms riy took, and reject this application
with costs.
THE 911, Jt. *, *, 1877.
PE1 - 1.x r:

-

H. T. RAIK.I.S., F-Q.,

B. J. COLVIN, H.Q.,

Juges.

J. H. PATION, i...)
Regular Appeals from the decision of Mr. D. I. Money Judge of
Moor she ful ad, if it. 31st A*st 1855.

-

("As E. No 297 or 1875.

-

-

RANEE PHOOLKOOMA REE, AF 11.1: 111 it Dr Arm, RANEE
LU-1 CHM. I.1.1,00M.A.I.I.I., AND MR. J.A.M.I.S DALIRYM

PLE AND O1 units, (DkF : A D \x1s,) Arri.LLAN 18,
*****

-

GUNGAPERSHAD

ROY AND ISIS HESHWUR ROY, Ex E

cutoR or MOHESHNARAIN ROY, MINoR AND OTHERs,
(PLAIN11FFs,) I: Esrox 11.N 18.
Vakeels of Arpellant, Ranee Lutchmerkoomaree–Baboos Rama
persaud Rey, Sumbhoonath Pandit and Mr. R. T. Allan.
Vakeels of Respondents (Frecutors)—Baboos Kishenkishore

Ghose and Unnodapersaud Banerjea.
No. 299 OF 1855.

RAO MOHESHNARAIN ROY, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
** ****

RANEE PHOOLKOOMA REE, AFTER HER DEATH, RANEE
LUTCHMEEKOOMA REE AND OT 111 Rs, (DEFENDAN1s,)
Respox DLN 1s.

Vakeels of Appellant–Du', as Kishenlis' ore Ghose and Unno
dapersaud Banerjea.

Vakeels of Respondents—Bale s Ramaper and Roy Sumbhoo
nath Pundit and Mr. R. T. Allan.

Surr laid at Company's rupees 7,868-2-3.

Case

re

The respondents in No. 297 and appenants in 299, were plaintiffs man-ed for
in this case, from the decision in which two appeals have been #:''''"

(
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plea of limita:

preferred; by plaintiffs for the portion of the land in suit which they

tion which had
not been pro

ilave failed to obtain, and by defendants for that portion which is

perly consider

been adjudged against them.

ed.

The suit was for possession of beegas 1210-14 c. 3 ch, including
beegas 2813 cottas of Julla and 13} beegas of Kuraree lands alleg's

belong to Bagdanga, appertaining to mouzas Uzmutpore and Huk
buspore of Hooda Seakhaleepore, pergunnah Islampore, the prope"

of plaintiffs, from which they said they had been ousted by def:
in execution of an Act IV. of 1840 award, by orders dated.”

January and 21st July 1851. The plaintiffs based their claim."
right and title to the land.
Defendants, proprietors, of turruf Hanoom untnuggur, Perg"
nah Gowas, asserted the lands to be Buratee of Kaleedaho on the

old bed of the river Ganges within their turruf, and to have bes
all along in their possession, and never to have been in plainti,

possession, who had no right whatever to the land, and

whom ther

had never dispossessed. Defendants further urged that, even *r
mitting plaintiffs to have any right to the land, they were bar
by the law of limitation for want of proof of possession within twei"
years
Thebefore
judge suit.
overruled this plea, recording that it depende: on the

assumption on defendants' part that the disputed land had, all along
from the time of the decennial settlement, been held as apper"
to Hanoomuntnuggur, which was the point contested and the ch"
issue between the parties, the plaintiffs claiming the land * apper
taining
to Kantonuggur
Hooda
The judge
then, on thewithin
meritstheir
of the
case Seakhaleepore.
awarded portion of the
lands to plaintiffs, and portion to defendants.

In appeal No. 297, the plea of limitation is again advanced by

(defendants,) appellants, who object that the judge is quite silent."
his decision on the point of possession previous to suit; that plain.
tiffs
hadbeen
given
no proof by
of ever
having been
possession."
having
dispossessed
defendants.
It is inargued
" bot

these points should have been distinctly proved by plaintiffs before
being
to refer
proceed
further
suit. case, to show th:
Theallowed
plaintiffs
to the
Actwith
IV. their
of 1840
they had had possession, and had been ousted in favor of defendanth
who had been put in possession by the police according to theiro"

receipt, dated 10th February 1851, and the plea of limitation,”
contended, does not consequently arise.
From consideration of the Act IV. of 1840

proceeding: **

find that on the petition of some ryots, Wuzeer Mundul and other',
of the present plaintiffs, complaining that they were preve'
sowing 25 beegas of land, the magistrate brought the ca" a":
Section
II. of the above Act, and called upon the present plain:
and defendants to state their claims and file their proof, ! #s

(
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might settle the point of possession, which he accordingly did in
favor of the defendiants in the present case.

The parties before

him were not styled plaintiffs and defendants, but first and second
Party, an i neither had appeared spontaneously before him, it was
on the petition of the ryots that the case was instituted, and the
procee-ani's a'rd no proof of the plaintiffs before us having had
possession of the lands and having been evicted. On the contrary, if
any thiri, they show that the defendants had been in possession and
were maintained in possession, not that they were restored to pos
****on. The receipt of 10th February 1851, is referred to as an
acknowledgment of restoration to possession; but in that the words

are what are usually employed in the case of a party either receiv
ing or being maintained in possession. The conclusion we there
fore come to is, that the judge has entirely overlooked an essential
point of enquiry, whether plaintiffs, supposing them to have any
right to the land, were not debarred from their remedy by having

been out of possession for upwards of 12 years before suit.

We

therefore remand the case in appeal No. 297 for decision on this
1-oint, and for final disposal with reference to the determination
which may be come to, on it. It follows that the case, as regards
appeal No. 299, is remandel also.
-

T111, 91 a JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

D. I. MONEY, E.

Officiating Judges.

"J

CASE No. 419 OF 1856.

Special Arpeal from the decision of Mr. H. Atherton, Officiating
Judge of Narun, dated 14th September 1854, rerersing a decree

of Mr. W. "right, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 29th
Lecember 1833.

CAZEE RAMZAN ALEE, (PLAINTIFF,) Arrel. LANT,
*** ****

KHAJEH MAHOMED MEHIDEE AND Oriters, (DEFEN
DAN18,) RksroNDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and
AMooonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeel of Respondent, Mahomed Mehdee–Baboo
Aishenkishore Ghose.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 31st July 1856, ...it'."

under the flowing certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samuel #::.."
£4
and D. I. Money :i

(
#y the

*:

dants to have
been a sharer

in the property
must, when he
left his home,

be presumed
to have left his
co-sharers the
defendants in

charge of the
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)

“This case turned wholly in the court below on the question of
the application of the law of limitation to the plaintiff's suit. The
judge for the reasons stated in his decision, which are chiefly in
ferential, held that there was no proof of the plaintiff having been
in possesssion within 12 years and dismissed his suit.
“It appears however, that in a suit decided at Benares within the
period of 12 years, the defendant's vakeel had filed a paper in

property as his

which he alleged that the plaintiff was in possession at that time

trustee; that

along with his partners, the defendants. The judge considers that

they therefore

this admission is not binding on the defendants, as there is nothi">
to show that they authorized their vakeel to make it and that even f

must account

to him on his

'
roperty; that they had authorized him, it is probable that they did so for the
!' ''' up purpose of defeating the claim of the plaintiff in that particular case

return for

a plea of sale
to them by

and that therefore this admission unsupported by any other va: a

abandonment

proof of possession, is insufficient to establish the plaintiff's case. We

of the proper

by
and

#
on such

admit the special appeal to try whether the judge has rightly con
strued the effect of the admission of the defendant's wakeel.”

plea raise the

JUDGMENT.

statute of limi
tation the bur

den of proof of
such

plea

is

with them ;

The plaintiff in this case purchased the property, his shared
which is in dispute, jointly with two others in 1241. In 1245 be

as they have states that he left his home and remained absent for some wears,
entirely failed
to prove the
facts pleaded the settlement of the property (which had been resumed in 1244.
by them the to be made in their own names and refused on his return to aimi:
presumption in
favour of plain his partnership, or to account to him for the profits which had

that his two co-sharers taking advantage of his absence, pro are:

titl's claim re
mains unre

butted and the

accrued on his share. The defence is that the two co-sharers pur
chased the rights of plaintiff in 1242, and that he had not been in

statute of liuli
tation is al

possession since that year.

together inap

mame does not appear in the resumption suit in 1244, and that

plicable.

The

case is re
manded for
trial on its
merits.

In proof of this it is urged that his

although he petitioned the commissioner in 1840, against his exclu

sion from the settlement of one village, he did not appear in the
deputy collector's court or take any steps in opposing the settle
ments of other villages. The defendants have produced no deed of
sale from the plaintiff and have in the judgment of the court below
failed to ' the fact of the purchase. The admission referred

to in the certificate, appears to have been made by the vakeel of
Mahomed Mehdee in the presence of the vakeel of Mahomei
Goosoof, the two co-sharers, in a suit in which their mother sued

them for her dowry on the death of her husband.

The principal

sudder ameen asked who was now, i.e. in 1843, in possession of
the estate of the father, and was told in reply that it was held

by Goosoof Mehdee and Bisharut Alee, the latter being the plain
tiff in this action. This is undoubtedly evidence and valuable ev"
dence in the plaintiff's favour, but we consider that in this case the
onus probandi has been thrown upon the wrong party and that the

(
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THE 9TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

-

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 421 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. H. Atherton, Officiating
Judge of Sarun, dated 14th September 1854, reversing a decret
of Mr. W. Wright, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated **
December 1853.

CAZEE RAMZAN ALEE, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

KHAJEH MAHOMED MEHDEE AND OTHERs,

(DEFENDANTs,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Moonshee Ameer Alee.

see preced.
ing case.

Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
FoR grounds of admission to special appeal, and decision of the
Court thereon, see case No. 419 of 1856.
THE 9TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

}*

Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 422 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. H. Atherton, Officiating
Judge of Sarun, dated 14th September 1854, reversing a decree
of Mr. W. Wright, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 294
December 1853.

CAZEE RAMZAN ALEE, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

KHAJEH MAHOMED MEHDEE AND OTHERs,
DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud. Roy and
Moonshee Ameer Alee.

Vakeel of Respondents-Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit.

see preced. - FoR grounds of admission to special appeal, and decision of the
ing case.

Court thereon, see case No. 419 of 1856.

(
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rupees 887-4. It appears that after the decease of the late R- a
Kishennath Roy, his estate was brought under the court of war-s;
one Watkins, the agent of the Bengal Coal Company, took Ciutti:
Beliapore in farm for ten years from 1252 B. S., he had mass
some collections of rent and had paid rupees 2,100 to the correct-r
of the district, when Kisubchunder Sircar having obtaine-i ta's

right of possession under the Raja's will, the lease was set aside an:
the collector having ascertained that Watkins had collected in all
rupees 4,875-6-6, called on Watkins’ successor, Biddle, to pay up
the difference, which he did; subsequently on Biddie's applicat: a,
the commissioner ordered that 10 per cent. on the said total of
collections should be paid by Kisubchunder to Biddle, but inter
mediately the will of the Raja having been set aside and his wilow

Ranee Surnomoye, special appellant, having come into possession f
his estates, she obtained from the collector the whole sum of rupees
4,875-6-6, and has refused to pay the 10 per cent. thereon to which

plaintiff Biddle considers himself entitled, hence the present action.
“The principal sudder ameen gave a decree in plaintiff's favour
and on appeal the deputy commissioner confirmed the same.

De

fendant now appeals specially and urges: first, that between Bi-life
and herself there is no such privity as will enable him to sustain

the present action against her; secondly, the lease containei no
stipulation for the deduction of 10 per cent. from the gross coil-c
tions on account of expences of collections; and thirdly, that the
award of interest is incorrect, inasmuch as it should

have, in the

absence of demand on the part of Biddle, been charged only from

the date of suit or at most from the date on which the principal
sun claimed reached her hands and not from that on which it hal
been deposited in the collectorate.
“We observe that the third point was not noticed in the court

below, we see therefore no reason for admitting a special appeal
against it, but as the first point urged by special appellant seems to
be of considerable importance and as it would seem that the lower
court has omitted to take notice of the term of the lease, though

they were specially pleaded in the court below, we admit the special
appeal on the two first points urged by special appellant.”
JUDGMENT.

We are clearly of opinion that there is no such privity between
plaintiff and special appellant as will enable plaintiff to sustain the
present action; without detailing at length the circumstances which
are given in the certificate of admission, we remark that for any

sum due as expences of collections to which plaintiff may consider
himself entitled, he has an action against the collector, who entered

into the original contract with Watkins, whose successor and repre
sentative plaintiff is, and by whose act that contract was subse

(
an

easament

is a right on
the

lands

of

another, and
can only be

£
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dismissed the suit. The principal sudder ameen, although holder:
with the moonsiff that the plaintiff had no title in the land, rever
this decision, on consideration chiefly of the inconvenience w -

--

the plaintiff had sustained from the defendant's building opera: ".

by
prescription

and directs that the defendant shall afford the mehter the means of

or grant.
The decision

passing across the land and that he shall also provide for the escape

of the princi of the water.
pal sudder
“We admit
ameen is re
versed and the

the special appeal to try whether the grounds on

which the principal sudder ameen has granted to the plaintiff the
special, appeal easements, we have mentioned, are sufficient in point of law."
decreed with
costs.

JUDGMENT.

The plaintiff in this case asks for possession of certain lands
which he claims as his own, maintaining that he has always exer

cised a right of way over them, and that the water from his premises
flowed across them.

The principal sudder ameen holds with the moonsiff that the
plaintiff's title to the land is not proved and that it has always been
waste land belonging to the defendant. His decision therefore that
the plaintiff was entitled to an easement on the land merely on the
ground of convenience, notwithstanding that he finds possession and
title with the defendant, was clearly erroneous.
The plaintiff's claim to an easement, if his plaint can be cer
strued to include such a claim, and his claim to the land on the

ground of title and possession, are clearly inconsistent one with

another. An easement is a right on the lands of another, and can
only be acquired by prescription, or grant.

We

reverse the

principal sudder ameen's decision and decree the special appeal
with costs.

(
of special ap

''

below

ecreed;

special appel
lant will also
bear the costs

of the special
appeal.
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judge on the two points noticed, is not erroneous and liable t.
amendment.”
JUDGMENT.

We are clearly of opinion that as the plaintiffs did not appe:
from the decision of the lower court, it was not competent to the

judge to amend that decision as regards the right of plaintiffs on the
ground of any incompleteness in it apparent to him; it was for the

plaintiffs if they were dissatisfied with the incomplete decree to have
appealed in order to its amendment, and not having done so, that
decree must stand as passed by the lower court.

Moreover, as the

special appellants were successful in their appeal, and the judge states
no special circumstance as belonging to their case, we think that the:
were on ordinary principles entitled to their costs.

-

Under this view we cancel so much of the judge's decision as
modifies that of the lower court as regards the right of the plaintiffs.

and we decree to special appellants their costs in the courts below.
Special respondents will also bear the costs of the special appeal.
THE 10TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

A. SCONCE, ESQ.,

Jud

J. S. TORRENS, Esq., J. "9"
PETITION No. 396 OF 1856.
*

Though it
is incompetent

to a temporary

IN the matter of the petition of Ramchunder Dey and others
filed in this Court on the 9th April 1856, praying for the admis

lessee of
certain resum
ed land to

sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. R. G. Scott,
acting judge of Dacca, dated the 16th January 1856, affirming

plead limita

that of Moulvee Mahomed Nazim Khan, principal sudder ameen
of that district, dated the 23rd February 1855, in the case of the Col

tion against

the plaintiff
claiming the

lector of Dacca and Brijokanth Banerjea and others, plaintiffs,

land as be

versus Ramchunder Dey and others, (petitioners,) defendants.
Vakeel of Petitioners—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.

longing to his

permanently
assessed estate,
the same plea

Vakeels of the Opposite Party-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy on behalf

does not apply

of Government, and Mr. R. T. Allan and Baboo Sumbhoomats

to any portion

Pundit for Brijonath and others.
sued for,
which may be
THE suit in this case relates to 3d, 1-11-1-3, which plaintiffs
excluded from
to recover possession of, declaring it to be portion of their
sued
the temporary
lease.
permanently assessed estate, while it had been resumed and settled
by Government as jageer land. The first court decided for plain
tiffs. On appeal, the first issue tried was upon the point of limi
tation: and as it was considered by the judge that the (defendants,)
of the land

(
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tenures of defendant originated before or after the 1st December
1790.

MR. J. S. ToBRENs.—I coincide in the necessity of the remail
simply as the ruling referred to was that of the majority of the
Court.

THE 13TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judget.

D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 94 of 1857.
-

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B. Treror, E.

A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 56, on the 10th Hø.
ruary 1857.

ETTAWAREE CHOWDREE AND OTHERs, (APPELLAsts'
PETITIONERs,
tersus

SHEIKH FURZUND ALEE, (REspondeNTs,) OPPOsir"
PARTY.

-

Vakeels of Petitioners—Moulvee Ahmed Alee and Baboo "
chunder Roy.
-

Petition for
review
rejected
first, inasmuch

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
sel
A PETITION for the review of the judgment of the c:
-

Ettawaree Chowdree and

-

in the Case
case noted
ed iin the margin,
#” was "..."
Rur,
nder
preferred by Baboo
ctions."
*

as all the

others, (Defendants,) Ap-

-

£

£ £ ellants, versus Sheikh Fur- on the ground: first, that the "" ilali
'. : £ zund
Alee, page
(Plaintiffs.)
thehis
contract
bypetition,
the special
appebeen
£
pondents,
183 ofResthe in
specialtaken al
have"
fi

Were

noticed by the

pecial appeal petition,

Decisions of 1857.
-

-

*

dgment:

30

£ penoticed by the Court in its ' the Court."
titioner should secondly, that the precedent, on which the decision o
fig3, *
£. based, is contrary
-

-

-

to Section IX, Regulation XV. "

ward any

£"

therefore one which should not be followed.

We think that it is now too late for the special

lant to

::

£ng of urge his first plea; all the points raised in the certificate" tent
£-sion
were noticed by the Court and though it was £ to
cond," as
special appellant, when the matter was first before the £

£' unnoticed
urge otherbypoints
set forthweindohisnotpetition
of special
£"
the Court,
think that
he canap',
do 50 "
‘''.5udg- a petition for review of judgment.

nuent was

(
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THE 13TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,

}

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 1 16 OF 1857.

T:

Petition for Review of Judgment passed by Messrs. C. B.

E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money in Cases Nos. 225, 226 and:
of 1856, on the 28th February 1857.
DUREAO ROY AND OTHERs, (APPELLANTs,) PETITIONER',
versus

MAHARAJA OODYNARAIN MULL, (REspondex.T.)
OPPOSITE PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioners—Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.

Vakeel of Opposite Party–Baboo Sumbhoonath Pundit.
" Petition for
review rejected
inasmuch as
when the case
was before the

A PETITION for a review of the judgment of the Court passed:
Nos. 225, 226 and 227 of special appeal, on the 28th February is:
1856.

in the cases noted in the margin, ""

Dureao Roy and others,
(Defendants,) Appellants,
versus Maharaja Oody

day presented by Kishensukha Mook"
on the part of the special appellants on the

disposed of;

pondent, page 305 of Deci

and it is

sions of 1857.

ground that the court had not in the "'
nal certificate noticed all the valid P."
on which the special appeal might,"

Court all the
points then
urged were
narain Mull,(Plaintiff.) Res
not

competent to
petitioner to
move for a re
view on

grounds which

up to the pre

been admitted, and that consequently as these special appe'
been dismissed on the point noticed in the certificate, the Coat

should
nowonadmit
a review
of itsurged
judgment
with appellant,
a view of thoug
£
a decision
the point
originally
by special

sent time have

never orally
been brought

disregarded
the Court.
t!
We are ofbyopinion
that this petition must be rejected, had the

before the
Court.

special appellant, when the case was first before the Court."

:

admitted special appeal, brought the matter now submitted "'
notice, it would have been a question, whether the point urged :
of such importance as to require notice; that course of p:

was not adopted, the case was allowed to be dismissed and " :
now asked
called amoment,
petition ofnever
review
notice broug
:
which
has, inupwhat
to theis present
beento orally
before the Court.

-

afore

This mode of action, we consider inadmissible. We the"
reject the application with costs.

(
stipulated con
sideration

for

the money so
paid.
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the kubala on which plaintiff's father advanced his money, to the
date of the decision of the lower court, or in the event of such in

terest amounting to more than the principal sum, then interest
equivalent in amount to the principal, and the usual interest on the
consolidated sum from the date of the decision of the lower court
to date of realization.

The (defendant,) respondent, also points out that although the
plaintiff only claimed rupees 14,602 from her, she had laid Ler
suit at rupees 46,602, including rupees 32,000, which she allegesi to

be the value of the bill of sale executed by Bhageeruthee in favour
of Rashmonnee, which she sued to set aside, and prays that her costs
may be restricted to the sum actually awarded against herself.
This is a matter of course and it was not intended by our de

cree that it should be otherwise. The costs will be restricted to
the amount decreed against the defendant.
THE 13TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H.
RAIKES,
Esq.,
A. T.,
SCONCE,
ESQ.,

Jud
wages.

PETITION No. 203 OF 1857.
-

Case

re

manded as the
decision

of

lower appellate

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Kubeerun and others,
filed in this Court on the 27th February 1857, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of Hon’ble R- Forbes,

court is based

upon a mis
apprehension
of the ground
of plaintiff's
action; and

judge of Tirhoot, under date the 27th November 1856, affirming
that of Sheikh Alee Azeem Khan acting sudder ameen of Mo

zufferpore, under date 28th June 1855, in the case of petitioners,
(plaintiffs,) versus Syed Tussodduk Alee and others defendants.

upon a mis
construction of
an old decree.

Vakeel of Petitioner—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.

Vakeels of the Opposite Party-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Kissen
kishore Ghose, and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

The petitioners before us as plaintiffs sued for recovery of pos
session of 2 annas, 8 gundas, 3 cowries share of the village Bazel
pore Gundhowl, and by both the lower courts the claim has been
thrown out under the law of limitation.

The judge remarks that

as the bill of sale on which plaintiffs (appellants) base their claim
was declared invalid in a suit decided on the 14th July 1835, (and
in appeal, on 18th February 1836,) and as 12 years had elapsed
from the date of those decisions, the suit is clearly beyond time.
The grounds of special appeal are two: first, it is stated and it
is shown from the tenor of the plaint that plaintiffs did no:

ground their action upon their deed of sale as such, but upon

posses

(
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THE 15TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ., X-Judges.
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
CASE No. 377 OF 1856.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Kasheeshwur Miller

Roy Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, deled
17th December 1855.

SADHOOCHURN SEIN AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)
APPELLANTS,
ters?as

MUDUNMOHUN DUTT AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Kishenkishore Gho".
Sumbhoonath Pundit and Dwarkanath
Mitter.

suit onbond. THIS was a suit to recover the sum of Company's :
Judgment of 7,995-0-174, principal and interest, on an instalment bond, :
£" for Company's rupees 4,539. The allegation in the plaint *"
claim affirmed the defendants carried on a trade in silk on advances made by the

*"P"

ancestor of the plaintiffs, Gooroochurn Sein, that an adjustm".
accounts took place on 16th Poos 1249, and a balance :
against the defendants of Company's rupees 4,614, of whicht
paid rupees 75, on date, and for the balance executed the :
ment bond in suit, which was drawn out by the defendant, Muir
mohun Dutt, in his own hand-writing and attested by :

:

the other defendants, brothers of Mudunmohun, giving

assent thereto by affixing their signatures to the deed. It is :

D

pleaded that the instalment bond ran from 1249 to 1259, * :
ditioned for a monthly payment of rupees 40, and that :
payments
were
made in
and endorsed
on the."
the
deed one
of rupees
25,liquidation
on 13th Maugh
1249, another
of £
20, on 5th Cheyt 1254, and another of rupees 2, on 27t 15:
1255. The suit is for the balance due and was instituted "
Poos 1261, or 29th December 1854.
distin
The defence consists in a total denial of the debt and rep"

:

of monetary transactions with the plaintiff's father of any : of:
whatsoever, and the averment that family dissension on £

sudden quarrel, which arose at the house of a mutual acq"u:00
on the occasion of some domestic ceremony, has been the *
the institution of the suit.

(
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THE 16TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:
C. B.

TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A.

SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 360 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Lieutenant Colonel A. Bogle,
Commissioner of Tenasse, in and Martaban Provinces, dated 21st
June 1854, affirming a decree of Mr. M. Carthew, Junior Assis
tant Commissioner of that district, dated 22nd February 1854.
MAHOMED GOUS, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
tersus

NAFOO, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant-Messrs G. S. Fagan and A. A. Sevestre.
Vakeel of Respondent–None.
Plaintiff let
a boat to Na

rain Sawmy,
who sublet it
to another

person, who
again let it to
the special
appellant.

:
#
:

special appel
for the
hire of the
boat and ob
tained a decree
in the lower
court.
Held that as
laintiff let the
oat to Narain

Sawmy, he
should sue him

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 10th July 1856,
under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samuells
and D. I. Money :

“The plaintiff hired out a boat to one Narain Sawmy, who sub
let the boat to another person, who again let it to the special appel
lant. Plaintiffsues for the hire of the boat and its value, and obtains

a decree in the lower courts against the appellant.

The assistant

commissioner notices in his decision that plaintiff had originally
brought a suit against Narain Sawmy, and that it had then been
ruled, he ought to sue the special appellant. The commissioner
takes no notice of this point. The special appeal is preferred on

the ground that the plaintiff's contract being with Narain Sawmy,
and not with appellant, his action against the latter will not lie.
“We admit the special appeal to try this point.”
JUDGMENT.

and not special
appellant for
the hire of it,
or for any

The plaintiff let the boat to Narain Sawmy; with him, therefore,
alone plaintiff has privity, and against him, and not against special
should any action, either for the hire of, or for any da
damage done appellant
to the boat.
mage done to, the boat, have been brought. It is of course com
Narain Swamy petent to Narain Sawmy to sue the parties, to whom he may have
can of course
have an ac
sublet the boat, for any injury that they have done to the same,
tion against
any parties, to

and for which in the shape of damages he may have been required to

whom he may

have sublet the boat, for injuries which they may have done and for sums which in the shape
of damages he may have been required to pay as compensation to the owner.
Decision of the lower court reversed and special appeal decreed.

" "

- -

(
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make a compensation to the owner. Unler this view we conse
quently reverse the decision of the lower courts, and decree the
special appeal with costs.

THE 16111 JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C.
R. TREVOR, E-4: )
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,
i. i. MONEY, Esq.,
)

Officiating Judges.
-

Cass No. 642 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Itaboo Kashissur Mitter Roy
Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Amern of Hooghly, dated 24th Janu

ary 1835, rerersing a decree of Nobinchunder Mitter, Moons/f
of Rigapore, dated 9th December 1893.
HULLODHUR GHOSE, (PLAINTIFF,) ArrellANT,
ter

MISSER MULLICK AND YUSOOF MULLICK,

(DEFENDANTs,) Resros or Nrs.
Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of Respondents-Baboo Kaleeprosonno Dutt.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th December

1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. C. B.
Trevor and E. A. Samuells:

“The plaintiff sues for an enhancement of rent. The defendant
leads a certain ruffanama executed by the plaintiff in favor of de

£, father in order to the settlement of a dispute between them
regarding possession, and a potta granted in accordance with the
terms of the ruffanama. The moonsiff on the ground that the potta
is not satisfactorily proved and that the ruffanama was with defen
dant's father and not with himself decrees the case in plaintiff's

favor. The principal sudder ameen considers that the plaintiff is
bound by the ruffanama and dismisses the suit.
“In special appeal it is urged that as the principal sudder ameen

has not impugned the moonsuff's finding as to the potta, his decision
ought to have been for the plaintiff, the ruffanama providing for
the execution of a potta, and that potta not having been shown to
exist.

Case re
manded for
re-investiga
tion ina-murh

as the special
title set up by

£,

the
has not been
inquired into
and

in

the

absence of this

inquiry

the

decision of the
lower court is

(
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“We are of opinion however that the principal sudder ameen was
quite correct in looking to the provisions of the ruffanama, in order
to ascertain whether the plaintiff was or was not barred by any

previous contract with the defendant, or his ancestors from raising
his rent.

The potta was quite a subordinate matter.

“It is further urged, that as the ruffanama does not contain the
words “nuslun-bad-nuslun” the defendant on the principle laid
down in the case of Musst. Ameeroonnissa Begum, page 648 of the
decisions for 1853, cannot derive any advantage from it, that it
must be looked on as a personal contract between the plaintified
the defendant's father which expired with the latter. There is this

obvious distinction between the case cited and the present one, that
the document pleaded in the former case was a potta voluntarily

given by the zemindar, and that the presumption in the case of"
documents is that in the absence of express words rendering."
grant perpetual, they are only intended to convey the farm for:
limited term, whereas here the ruffanama executed by the plain:
was so executed in order to free himself from a suit in which his
proprietary title was at stake, and the presumption therefore is "
that it was the intention of the parties to limit its operation to the

favor of its running with the land, unless it can be distinctly shown

term
of the defendant's life. We admit the special appeal howe"
to determine the point whether a ruffanama executed under
circumstances above stated, must contain the words nuslun-bad"
lun or any equivalent phrase in order to render it effective after the

death of the person in whose favor it was originally executed."
JUDGMENT.

We observe
the pleadings
this
case, that in
theconseque”
(plaintiff.)"
titioner,
sued from
to enhance
the rentsin of
respondent
of
the death of his father, and the refusal of defendant to come ""
settle,
though frequently summoned for that purpose. The defen

dant pleaded that he was in possession as a mookururreedar, under

a ruffanama or deed of compromise entered into between the plain:
tiff and his, defendant's father, and that under the compro":
potta had been granted to plaintiff's father by the terms of w
he was to enjoy the property in perpetuity for the yearly payment
of rupees 10-8.

-

-

On these pleadings defendant sets up a special title evidenced

b

.

the ruffanama
potta of
granted
to the
his father,
andofth:the :
ment
is not onlyand
an the
evidence
title, but
basis itself
:

set up by the defendant; the principal sudder ameen has: "'
dent, and without a clear opinion on it, his investigation is cle: :
given no opinion on the special title therein set up by the :

defective.

We therefore remit the case to that officer withi",

tion, that he will pass an opinion on the genuineness or oth"
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the potta propounded by the defendant, and pass whatever orders the
failure or success of defendant's special plea, as may be, may seem
to him to require.

THE 161 H JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. L. MONEY, Esq.,
CAs E No. 668 or 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. T. Taylor, Officiating
Judge of Beerbhoom, dated 26th February 1855, confirming a de
cree of Mr. J. J. Ward, Collector of East Burdwan, dated 30th
ADecember 1853.

DWARKANATH MUNDUL, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
****

BRIJOLAL SINGH, (DEFENDANT,) AND KARTICKPERSAUD
SINGH AND OTHERs, (CLAIMANTs.)

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.'
Vakeel of Respondent, Brijolal Sing-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 20th December c. re
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. E. A. manded."

£.

Samuells and D. I. Money :-

“The plaintiff took from the defendant a dur-putnee, the defen-Point hotel

dant executing an instrument, by which he conveyed to plaintiff : "...":
the whole of the property, with exception of a tank, a 4 anna share the delivery of

of the jungle, and 12 dwelling houses, which he reserved to himself. : :
The

£ however, on

taking possession, discovered that the of them.

defendant had withheld beegas 51-3-3, and as he refused to pa
rent for these lands, and set up a lakhiraj title, plaintiff brought his
action for the resumption of the land. The judge has dismissed
the case on the ground that defendant's documents are genuine.
These consist of a sunnud from the Raja of Burdwan of the 11th

Bysakh 1159, two chars of 1764, and 1768 one char of 1195, and a
copy of a taidad of 1202. But the judge gives no opinion on the
subject of the defendant's possession as a lakhirajdar under these
documents, and the sunnud and chars are not registered, while the
*
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copy of a taidad is an informal document, which proves nothing
and it appears that the original is not to be found. We admit the
special appeal to try: first, whether the defendant's sunnud is not

invalid under the provisions of Section XXVIII., Regulation Ild
1819, by reason of non-registry; secondly, whether the judge wis
justified in relying on a copy of a taidad which contained no men:
tion of the plaintiff's sunnud, and of which no original exists; and
thirdly, whether, as the defendant has not proved continuous rent.

free possession under his sunnud, the plaintiff ought not to have."
decree.”
*

JUDGMENT.

We find the judge's decision to be insufficient on all the points

noticed in the certificate. He has given no opinion as to de'
dant's possession of the lands in dispute as lakhirajdar, or as to the
necessity or otherwise of registration; nor has he given any reas"

for the conclusion at which he has arrived with regard to the ""
dity of the sunnud, chars and other documents filed by the defe:

dant. It is not explained also whether Mr. Marriott did, as *.
grant chars in 1764 or not, and if he did so, under what circ".

stances, or under what sanction these chars were granted, "
Jacie, no chars could have been granted by English officers pri"
the Dewanny. All these points ought to be carefully considered,"
a clear decision given upon each. The case must be remanded for
that purpose.

-
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order that the judge may ascertain the true status of the parties, and

record a clear decision on the points at issue between them.
THE 17th JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,

}*

Regular Appeals from the decisions of Baboo Lokenath But
Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, dated 2nd December
1854.
CASE No. 95 OF 1855.

DOORGAPERSAUD ROY CHOWDREE, (DEFENDANT)
APPELLANT,
tersus

TARAPERSAUD ROY CHOWDREE, (PLAINTIFF,)
RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Bungseebud"
Mitter, Messrs. R. T. Allan and W. Ritchie.

Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Kishenkishare Ghose, Onnois
persaud Banerjea and Mr. A. T. T. Peterson.
CASE No. 96 OF 1855.

TARAPERSAUD ROY CHOWDREE, (PLAINTIFF,)
APPELLANT,
t’ersus

DOORGAPERSAUD ROY CHOWDREE, (DEFENDANT)
-

RESPONDENT.

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose, Onnodapersawd
Banerjea and M.A. T. T. Peterson.

Vakeels of Respondent--Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Bungseeluda"
Mitter and Mr. R. T. Allan.
Suit for

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 2,07,893 5 a., 8 g., 2 c.

: , Messrs. B. J. Colvin AN: J. H. ParroN.—This w''
£ by 'a by the appellant in case No. 96, for wasilat from the 4th Apri
£ of, the
£ :
£ of
£'

1829, to the amount of rupees 2,07,809. The principal s:

ameen decreed in his favour rupees 11,791, being what he conside

due for the 12 years previous to suit, the rest he refused unds'
law of limitation. Hence there are two appeals. No. 96, by plain",

(
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to reverse so much of the decision as applied that bar to his claim
and No. 93, by defendant, to have the award against him to the

*-* *.
der-, -hieh

above amount set as le.

** *** ****
- *** * *
l-l, to *
Pat in p

The particulars of the case as set forth in this Court's Decision,
dated 21st July 1853, are here inverted for reference sake.
“ I”orga persaud had sued l'arapersaud, his brother, in the

Calcutta Court of appeal, for a 44 annas share of pergunnah
Hooghla in aliah Jessore; pendente lite, the parties being, as they
stated in their petition, harassed by their disputes about their

shares of the ancestral property, and unable to meet the heavy
expenses of their law suits, entered into a compromise of their differ
ences and agreed to divide their father's estate, situate in various

districts in the mofusall as well as within the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court, into two shares; Doorgapersaud, the elder brother,
to take 10 annas, and Tarapersaud, the younger, 6 annas.

“The case was thus disposed of in the Calcutta Court by a pro
ceeding drawn on the basis of the deed of adjustment and the case
was removed from the file on the 2nd September" 1829, and the
stamp returned.

“Tarapersaud, however, being dissatisfied, appealed to the Sud
der Dewanny Adawlut, The case was brought before Mr. Walpole,
on the 21st June 1832, and afterwards before Mr. Ross, on the 5th

July iden, who, in concurrence with Mr. Walpole, confirmed the

judgment of the Calcutta Court of appeal, usinissed the appeal of
Tarapersaud, upheld the deed of adjustment entered into by the

two brothers, and directed possession to be given to the parties ac
cordingly.

“Tarapersaud then presented a miscellaneous petition in the Sud
der Court praying for was lat, upon which a report was given in by
the officers in the serishta that no was lat was decreed, notwith

standing it was applied for.
“Mr. Ross, on the 10th September 1832, passed order on this

report, giving Tarapersaud mesne profits on his share from date of
the Sudder's decision.

“From this period the question of amount wasilat was at various
times before the zullah court of 24-Pergunnahs; before Mr. Moore

in 1835, Mr. Mytton, in 1849, Mr. Raikes in 1850, and again in
1851 before Mr. Money, against whose order of the 14th January
1853, this appeal on the part of Doorgapersaud is brought. Inter
mediately appeals have been brought by one or other of the parties
to this Court, but the particular points, now raised, never appear,
so far as the record shows, to have been formally argued, or any
order passed on a hearing of the merits, as to the legality of award
of was lat in 1832, and of interest in 1850.
* This is the proper date, April 4th is the date of the deeds.

being

p-l

-* -b-rh
er sers he h-d

*

*

*

*** *** ****

t-s of, *-i
right to -1.
lat ful - a -tier of
- fro
*** * * *
* *

be obtai-d.
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“The case of execution of decree has, from time to time been
struck off the file and again revived, so that in fact the dispute,
though not actively carried on has been pending in the Courts for
nearly 24 years with little interruption.”

This Court held, on the 21st July 1853, that the order by Mr.
Ross, passed on the 10th September 1832, in favour of Taraper
saud for wasilat, was, without the concurrence of Mr. Walpole.in

complete and not binding by law, and its execution not obligatory
on the Court.

The consequence was that the execution being

stopped, Tarapersaud instituted the regular suit now in appeal
before us, and the law of limitation having been applied against
him, he desires that the objection to his claim founded upon it, may
be overruled.

The point to be considered is the effect of the prior judicial

pro

ceedings in this case.

It is seen that Doorgapersaud's suit in the Calcutta Court of ap
peal was only for 4% annas share of pergunnah Hooghla, in zillah
Jessore, but that pendente lite deeds of adjustment between them re
lative to their father's whole estate were filed, on the basis of which

a proceeding was drawn up, removing the case from the file ani

returning the stamp fees. The next step was an appeal by Tara
persaud to the Sudder Court which was dismissed by the concur
rent voices of two judges, who, however, provided in their order for

execution being taken out by Tarapersaud if necessary, to obtain
possession of his share of the property, to which the deeds referred.

Subsequently Mr. Ross added the order for wasilat which this
Court refused on 21st July 1853, to continue the execution of,

which order therefore need not be here taken into consideration,
but appellant claims the benefit of the orders of 21st June and 5th
July 1832, passed by Messrs. Walpole and Ross concurrently and

of the later proceedings in execution as preserving him from the
penalty of the law of limitation.
It is contended on the other hand, that the present suit is based
not upon the orders of those dates, but upon the deeds of adjust
ment themselves of the 4th April 1829, within 12 years of which
date the suit should have been instituted.

Moreover, the judges

above named, had no power to pass the orders in question relating
to the whole paternal estate, as the subject of suit in the Calcutta

Court of appeal had only been 4% annas of pergunnah Hooghla, in
zillah Jessore, and the errors of the court put in motion by Tara
persaud himself could not now be pleaded in his behalf.
It may be at once conceded that the suit as formerly laid, only
related to 4' annas of pergunnah Hooghla, and that the return of

stamp fees required, according to the 4th Rule of Article X., Sche
dule B, Regulation X. of 1829, passed prior to 2nd September
1829, that no order for execution should be made; but we consider
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under which it was agreed that the whole of the real property
enjoyed, by their father and uncle jointly should be thrown together,
and that Doorgapersaud should retain 10 annas of the whole, the
remaining 6 annas being secured to the younger brother Taraper
saud. To give due effect to this arrangement, the compromise was

made known to those courts in which suits for the family property
were pending and in accordance with the wishes of the parties, the

particular suit referred to for 44 annas of pergunnah Hooghla in the
provincial court was held to have been amicably adjusted on the
terms of the general compromise, the suit was ordered to be struck
off the file and stamp institution fee returned to the plaintiff. This
order was passed in September 1829, and contained the proviso that
both parties were to adhere to the terms and conditions of the deed
of settlement, and if not carried out, the Court would enforce the

compliance of either party. Tarapersaud, the defendant, in the
Hooghla suit, appealed to the Sudder from this order alleging that
he had been entrapped into executing these deeds of adjustment and

praying to have the decree based upon them reversed, but Messrs.
Ross and Walpole who heard that appeal in the Sudder rejected

its prayer, and on the 5th of July 1832 confirmed the order of the
Calcutta Court of appeal, upheld the deed of adjustment entered
into by the two brothers and directed possession to be given to
Tarapersaud accordingly.
In the month of September following, Tarapersaud, petitioned the
Court to have an order for wasilat, from the date of the first decree

passed in his favour, and on the 10th of that month Mr. Ross directed
that wasilat should be allowed him on his share of the

property

from date of the Sudder Court's Decision until possession was given
to him by his brother.
From the year 1832 to 1853, Tarapersaud appears to have been
incessantly engaged in suing out execution of this decree for pos
session and wasilat of the several estates and lands included in the
deed of adjustment, but in 1853, a new question arose regarding

the legality of Mr. Ross's order of September 1832, awarding was:
lat to Tarapersaud, and on the 21st of July it was finally determin
ed by a full bench of this Court, that Mr. Ross's order was passed
without due authority and all further proceedings under it were

stayed. In consequence of this decision Tarapersaud was unable
to procure payment of the mesne profits alleged to be due to him
and has brought the present suit to enforce their payment, valuing
the amount at more than two lacs of rupees.

The suit is brought for the recovery of mesne profits for all lands
included in the deed of adjustment, possession of which was not

at the time in Tarapersaud the plaintiff, and claims payment with
interest, of those profits from the year 1829, when the deed was
executed up to the time when possession was rendered of the share
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in this case which, relieving plaintiff from the general rule above
stated, will allow of his claim coming under any of the exceptions
to the ordinary law of limitation.

The plea that fraud and violence have been practised against him
has been advanced by plaintiff in a general way only, and might

in the same way be urged against every act of wrongful possession
which forms a ground of action in these courts, but there is neither
averment or proof of any specific act which the law clearly con

templates as a reason for extending limitation beyond the ordinary
time; the action as laid will not therefore in my opinion sustain
this plea.
I have then to consider how far plaintiff's claim has been ke:
alive by the proceedings of the courts originating in Mr. Ross'
order of September 1832, and whether plaintiff has been to blam:
in allowing the limitation period to run out, or has been preclude

from seeking redress by circumstances beyond his control, which
may legally excuse him from the penalty of neglect.

It has been stated before that the Calcutta Court of appealad"
ed the terms of the deed of adjustment as its decretal order in *

suit instituted by the present defendant against the present plain",
and that the Sudder Court by two concurrent voices formally
confirmed that decree in July 1832, but neither the compromise."

the decree contained any provision regarding wasilat, but that the
present plaintiff petitioned the Court to allow wasilat from date."
the compromise, and Mr. Ross in September 1832, granted was lat
from date of the Sudder Court's confirmatory order. The Circular

Order of this Court, No. 10 of 11th September 1829, was in

force

when Mr. Ross's order was passed and that Circular provides for
the payment of interest on sums decreed up to the date 9
execution without referring the party to a new suit for the rec"
of such interest, and declares that “the same principle is applicat"
to profits in cases of decrees for landed property.” It may then
conceded that plaintiff was justified in applying to the court for a
wasilat order, and that the Sudder Court was competent to grant
the same.

It is important
however
to consider
whatatmode
procedure."
enjoined
on the Sudder
Court
by the law
that of
time,
in matter?
of the kind referred to, and how the wasilat order was proc"

We have seen that the decree of the Calcutta Court of app'"
confirmed by two judges, Messrs. Walpole and Ross, while the

wasilat order was passed by Mr. Ross alone. Section II, Reg'
IX of 1831, declares that “it shall be competent to a single j'

of the Court to hold a sitting of court on all matters within the
cognizance of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and to pass order:
or judgments in conformity to the Regulations subject to the ful"
"9 Provisions,” these provisions are: first, that a single judge"
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until Mr. Ross's order was declared informal and invalid ar

celled by this Court in 1853.
Possibly the plaintiff may not have intended to transgr
law in this matter, but it was clearly his business, before act
the Court's order, to see that it was both in form and subs:

legal order, and if not, to require the Court to make it so. "
neglected to do in not procuring the final order of another
and I do not see that the Court was bound to look after his
ests and act of its own accord in his behalf. How the or

wasilat was allowed to issue on the order of a single judge
that order was opposed to the decision passed by two judge
consequently opposed to Clause 3, Section VIII., Regulation
of 1810, is no where explained, and perhaps is not now susc

of explanation; but all the proceedings which followed were
proceedings at the instance of the plaintiff, who must be h
have taken upon himself the risk of showing that such proce
originally flowed from a source duly authorized by law.
happens that we have not to determine whether mesne
levied under the order would have been legally taken or not

mesne profits were received by the plaintiff, but as that ord
been declared a nullity, its existence at any time could not

a good legal defence for the plaintiff and simply on the grou.
he had acted under it, neither do I consider it can be plea
having precluded plaintiff from adopting the proper mea
remedy open to him for securing his just rights. There w
thing in the mode he did adopt to prevent his procuring a co
and final order from a second judge had he waited for it, a

taking out execution of an incomplete and informal order is at
able either to undue haste, or neglect of the law, or to the

securing some unworthy advantage over his adversary;
causes however are not beyond his control; on such groun
there seems no reason to bring him within the exceptions P
• The plaintiff then appears to me to have been bound in as

the course he did under the Circular Order of the 11th Sep
1829, to secure all due legality to the first order passed in hi
on the 10th of September 1832, and that the neglect to do

fairly imputable to the plaintiff and not to the Court. H
plaintiff represented to the Court the assumed necessity of I
ing the concurrent voice of another judge and the Court i

-solved him from such a proceeding, whatever question migh
arisen as to the propriety of such an order, there could be 1

the Court's intention or of the absence of further responsibi
the part of the applicant, but in the present case no such a
was made, and the inference is that the plaintiff put the C.
motion without due notice of the position in which the cas

placed. Whatever error in procedure occurred, the errori
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butable to the plaintiff's representations, and the loss or injury in
curred from the effect of those representations will justly fall on
him. In the case before us, this error has laid the plaintiff open to
the penalty of limitation, and, in my opinion, he has justly incurred
the consequences which that law imposes on those who neglect to

apply for their proper legal remedy within the stipulated time. I
would therefore uphold the ruling of the lower court in the appeal
before us.

THE 171 a JUNE 1857.

PREs ENT,

#£

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., S. Judges.

J. H. PATTON, Esq.)
-

Regular Appeals from the decision of Baboo Tarakannth Biddya
sagur, Principal Sudder Amcen of Cuttack, dated 9.h May 1835.
CAsk No. 217 or 1855.

CHINTAMONEE MISSER (oNE or 111E DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANT,
*r

MUSST RAMMA BYE.AND oriters, (PLAINTIrrs,) AND
A Noru ER (DEFENDANT,) REsrox or NTs.
Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Kiskenkishore Ghose and Sumbhoo
nath Pundit.
Vakeels of

£ Respondents-Baboos

Bungsheebuddun

Mitter, Kishensukha Mookerjea and Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
CAsk. No 218 of 1855.

MUSST. APPURTHEE BEWA, (one or The DeFENDANrs.)
-

APPELLANTS,
rersus

MUSST. RAMMA BYE AND BHAGEERUTTEE,
(PLAINTIFFs,) RESPONDENTs.

Wakeels of Appellant—Mr. R. T. Allan and Moonshee Ameer Allee.
Vakeels of Respondents-Baboos Bungsheebuddun Mitter, Kishen
sukha Mookerjea and Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
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CASE No. 219 OF 1855.

NURSING KHOONTEEA, (ONE OF THE DEFENDANTs)
(APPELLANT,)
versus

MUSST. RAMMA BYE AND BHAGEERUTTEE DASSEE,
(PLAINTIFFS,) AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,) RESPONDENTs.
Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Sumline
nath Pundit.

Vakeels of (Plaintiff) Respondents—Baboos Bungsheehudim
Mitter, Kishensuka Mookerjea and Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
Held in two

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 17,809-10 a. 10 c. 1 h.

£

This case has been twice before the Court, see pages 31 and 4%
219, that with of Sudder Decisions for 1848 and 1852, when on each occasion

£,"
Council'cree

plaintiff was nonsuited.

-

The suit is for 12 annas of talook Sudanundpore with wall"

£
...it from
1220 toDass,
1261being
Umlee,
talook,oforiginally
prope"
must be'taken
Ramkishen
soldwhich
for arrears
revenue inthe1214
Umuler,
£ £en was re-bought from the purchaser, Sreehur Acharj, in the name of
£.

Gungadhur Dass, son of Ramkishen, who having three other *

ho'd jointly, Fuqueer Dass, Bhugwan Dass and Munnee Dass, the point at is"

: is whether the property entitled
bought for Gungadhur exclusively,"
''. whether his brothers are was
to their shares of it as heirs :
£ Gungadhur of their father, Ramkishen. The (plaintiff, respond"
In No. 218, Musst.
Ramma Bye, professes to have purchased the sharesci
the three brothers in question from Fuqueer Dass, Munnee D"
she did not and Apurthee, widow of Bhugwan Dass, and having associ"

: #.

£ * Bhageeruttee Dass as co-plaintiff, they have sued for posses"
disallowed, as and got a decree in their favor from the principal sudder am"

£"
-

with wasilat, from 8th May 1844.
Against this decision three appeals have been preferred; No.31,
ispasondoo
by Chintamonee
Misser, maternal
uncle and guardian of ".&
Dass, alleged adopted
son of Musst. Rebuttee, widow
-

01"

Gungadhur Dass; No. 218, by Musst. Apurthee, widow of Bhug."
Dass, one of the three brothers aforesaid, and No. 219, by Nursing:
Khoontea, purchaser and mortgagee from Musst. Rebuttee.
-

The answer and grounds of appeal in Nos. 217 and 219, are
substantially the same, viz., that plaintiffs' suit is barred by the
statute of limitations, and that the property belonged whol:
Gungadhur, so that plaintiffs had no right to 12 annas of itin"
of their alleged purchase, while Musst. Apurthee, appellant," N.

218, denies joining in the sale to Ramma Bye of the sh""
question

The plea of limitation was first advanced, but after partly".
ing the argument in support of it, it was considered best to *
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decree, dated 17th and 18th July 1854, in the case of Gopeekrist
Gossain, versus Gungapersaud Gossain, page 53 of Moore's Indian
Appeals, volume 6, part 1, that “where a purchase of real estate is
made by a Hindoo in the name of one of his sons, the presump

tion of the Hindoo law is in favor of its being a benamee purchase,
and the burden of proof lies on the party in whose name it was
purchased, to prove that he was solely entitled to the legal and bene
ficial interest in such purchased estate.” We find no such proofin
the present case. Gungadhur, while he lived, must be taken to have
acted, as regards the estate, for himself and brothers, so also it must

be taken that the possession of the mortgagees till Musst. Rebuile
regained possession in 1844, was under the family jointly. Thus

the plea founded upon limitation falls to the ground, as the first
sign of adverse possession was that of Rebuttee in 1844, and the
plea of Gungadhur's sole proprietorship of the estate has also failed
under the above presumption sanctioned by the Hindoo law. AP
peals Nos. 217 and 219 are accordingly dismissed with costs.

The appeal No. 218 on the part of Musst. Apurthee is, as his
been already said, on the ground that she did not join in the alleg
ed sale of 12 annas with Fuqueer and Munnee Dass to Musst. Ram.
ma Bye, respondent, but that they collusively used her name in the
transaction.

The origin of the transaction is thus explained by respondent
On the 9th September 1830, Gungadhur Fuqueer, and Bhug."
Dass, husband of Apurthee, are said to have borrowed rupees 3,500
from her, and on being sued for the debt, Musst. Apurthee, Fuquer

and Munnee acknowledged it and discharged their share of it by *
of their 12 annas of the talook to Musst. Ramma Bye. Musst. Apur
thee now repudiates the sale as without her knowledge and authority,
and it is argued for her that no power of attorney from her to #:
queer and Munnee Dass to affect the sale is filed; that the bill of

sale is dated 2nd Bhadoon 1249, or 16th August 1842, and pur.
orts to have been executed at Cuttack; whereas the power

attorney to acknowledge the debt was written on 17th August."
Pooree,
and hence
theameen,
ungenuineness
of thehas
transaction
she"
The
principal
sudder
it is objected,
relied uponis the
de
cree in the bond case, passed by his predecessor on 20th Dece"
ber 1842, having been confirmed in appeal by the Sudder Court."
27th December 1847, (see page 638 of the decisions for that year):
but it isher,
maintained
for with
appellant
thatto that
decisionsale
cannot
against
as her acts
regard
the alleged
wereoper"
" In
question in it, for her assent had been taken for granted 0n
false
representations of Fuqueer and Munnee Dass. Against"
lant it is contended that she consented to the sale, and that she h
of

had previous opportunities of disclaiming it when she did not.
instance, when the present respondent was first nonsuited by
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THE 18th JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

} officiating Judget.

C. B. TREVOR,
Esq.,
SAMUELLS,
ESQ.,

-

E. A.

PETITION No. 937

-

OF 1855.

-

-

Case

In the matter of the petition of Boidonath Mujoomdar."

re-

manded with in this Court on the 18th July 1855, praying for the admi"

£n.

of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. F. B. Kemp, judge"

cipal
sudder,
Backergunge, dated the 18th April ...”
1855, affirming
that ofof'"
ameen
will cal Sreenath Biddyabagish Pundit, principal
£
sudder ameen
that
-

-

-

to prove that district, dated 23rd June 1854, in the case of Domingo Manuel
the rent claim£
DeSouza and others, plaintiffs, versus Boidonath Mujoomdar and
-

- -

-

-

from the de- others, defendants.
fendant is

as

: '"
l

**.

'''.i.
the
' ' '.
due
to 'i'
as established
-

by the evi-

£ before

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
The plaintiff sued for arrears of rent, alleging the jumma payable
by the defendant to be rupees 124-5-2-16. The defendant replied
that the plaintiff had granted him an istiklalee potta, fixing his rent
at rupees 66-12-5-2. The judge finds the istiklalee Pott'." be a
-

-

r-

-

•

* >

*

-

-

fabrication, and decides that the suit is, as stated by plaintiff." the
ground that clear mention is made of the jumma being rupee;
124-5-2-16, in a decision dated 12th August 1828, passed in ac"
in which the plaintiff and a person named Ramdoorga, an it.
venor in the present suit, were parties. On turning to this decision,
however, we find that Ramdoorga then stated the rent to be ru"

66-12-5-2,
and that isnotherefore
decisiondefective,
was passed
judge's
investigation
the on
casethisis point.
ret".!"!o
him with instructions that he will call on the plaintiff to prove that
the rent claimable by him from the defendant is, as he aver* rupee;
124-5-2-16, and that he will give a clear decision as to the rate
rent, which he considers established by the evidence which In")

adduced by both parties.

(
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defendant and rupees 200 to Sreenath Roy and his heir after
death. Plaintiffs allege that notwithstanding the terms of the eng
ment were kept by them, the defendants sued them in the collec
office under the provision of Regulation VIII. of 1819, and obtai
an excess of rent including the rupees 200 for 1253, 1254, 1.
1256 and 1257.

* Defendant amongst other things pleaded that shortly after
execution of the putnee lease in the month of Maugh 1228 B.
Sreenath gave her a deed of relinquishment by which he res:

his claim to the rupees 200; that subsequently plaintiff' in
paid her the whole of the profits; that she never received from?"
tiff's father the profits for 1253 to 1257, she therefore brought."
for the same and obtained decrees according to the claim.
The plaintiffs with a trifling deduction which it is unneces
here to notice obtained a decree from the principal sudder an
which on appeal was confirmed by the judge. On special appe.
this Court, the case was on the 30th March 1855 remanded:

much as a material issue, viz., the payment by plaintiffs ye"
rupees 200 to Sreenath during the years for which special app"
the defendant below, had enforced payment by the summary *
had been everlooked by the lower appellate court.
-

The (defendant) appellant below now appeals specially, urging

|

the judge has erred in the mode of carrying out the instruct
of this Court, dated 30th March 1855, that he has given plaint

decree, inasmuch as there is no evidence on the part of de"
that plaintiffs did not pay the sum of rupees 200 to Sreenath,"
as he should have looked to the direct evidence produced by p
tiff to the fact of the payment, that by the judge's mode of Pr"
ing the burden of proof has been laid on the wrong party.
e are of opinion that the objection raised by special appella

a valid one, and that it was incumbent on the judge u"
£
in this case to have looked first to the evidence Pr"
y the plaintiff in corroboration of the alleged fact of the p"
of the rupees 200, annually to Sreenath and his heirs, and not to"
confirmed the order of the lower court simply on the ground

the defendant had not shown that the payments were not."

therefore remit the case to the judge with instructions that".
re-investigate the point of the payment by plaintiffs of ther"
to Sreenath or his heir in the mode indicated in the *
remarks.

-

(
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THE 18111 JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:
C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

" ...,a__.

# A SAMUELS, E.g., ; off", "z".
P*TITION No. 1369 or 1855.

Is the matter of the petition of Musst. Bhoobunessurree Debea,
for self and as guardian of Tareenerpersaud, minor, filed in this
Court on the 13th September 1855, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. D. L. Money, judge of
Moorshedabad, dated the 13th July 1855, affirming that of Baboo

Gobindchunder Chowdree, principal sudder ameen of that district,
dated the 21st March 1853, in the case of Kishenchunder Banerjea
and others, plaintiffs, versus Musst. Bhoobuneasurree, defendant.
Vakeel of Petitioners-Ilaloo Ramapersand Roy.

Pakeels of the Opposite Party-Baboos Unnodapersaud Banerjea
and Roy Srernath Sein.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
This case is exactly similar in its circumstances to Case No. 1366.

The order Passed on the last application is therefore applicable to
the present.

se

ing e-.

(
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THE 18TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, ESQ.,

l

B. J. COLVIN, ESQ., X-Judges.

J. H. PATTON, Esq., )
CASE No. 637 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Syed Tuffuzul Hossein Kai",
Principal Sudder Ameen of Behar, dated 23rd June 1855,
affirming a decree of Moulvee Mahomed Fureeddooddeen, First
Grade Moonsiff of Jehanabad, dated 20th September 1852.
BEKAR SINGH AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFS,) APPELLANTs.
tersus

SHEONARAIN SINGH AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Aiee.
Order of re-

Vakeel of Respondents—Syed Murhamut Hossein.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 12th December

£" 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sconee
prove, their

and J. S. Torrens:—

£: , “Petitioner sued for registration of his name in the collector's
sion, which

books in certain property which had belonged to defendants, and of

:

which he claimed absolute proprietary title under a kut-kubala

as of a far- executed by the elder of several brothers. The allegation was that
#. ": notice of foreclosure had been issued on all the brothers and that
possession had been accordingly obtained of the whole 16 annas of
gee.
the property. The defendant's brothers, whose names were not to
the kubala, admitted plaintiff's possession, but alleged that it was
on a farm, not under foreclosure of mortgage.

“The principal sudder ameen has given a decree as prayed for in

the plaint in regard to the property of the brother, who is alleged
to have executed the kubala for himself and for his brothers, but

not admitting the liability of the latter, he rejected the claim as re
gards their shares.
“Petitioner urges as notice had been issued and actual possession
retained as on foreclosure of mortgage after notice, the kubala and

force of his possession under the mortgage was binding on all the
brothers, and especially as they admitted possession, it was for them
to show that it had not been obtained under mortgage duly fore
closed.

-

“We admit the special appeal to try whether, under the circum
stances of the case and the admitted possession on part of plaintiff,

the decision of the principal sudder ameen is according to law."

(
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JUDGMENT.

Under the circumstances referred to in this certificate, we are of

opinion that defendants were bound to prove the farm pleaded by
them as accounting for the admitted possession of the plaintiff.
Plaintiff's possession being sufficient in the first instance to relieve

him from Proving that it was accorded to him by the defendants on
a title not recognized by all of them.
We remand the case to the first court to be tried with reference
to the above remarks.
-

THE 181 a JUNE 1857.
PREskNT

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, E-Q.,

Judges.

J. H. PATTON, Esq.,
No. 686 of 1836.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Sylhet, dated 20th February 1856, reversing
a decree of Baboo Hurgource Bose, Moonsiff of Chowkee
Russoolgunge, dated 29th August 1853.
MOHAMOYA DASSEE, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
*****

BEJOYNARAIN CHOWDREE, (DEFENDANT,) REspoxDENT.

Vakeel of Appellant-Moulvee Mahomed Ismail.
Waleel of Respondent–None.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 23rd December

decree from the moonsiff of the amount claimed with interest.

The -ard
of interest be.
ing di-retion
ar, under Aet
XYXII. of
1-19; the re

The Principal sudder ameen decreed the debt but disallowed the

court for re

inter-t.

sons assigned,

1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. H.
Patton and D. L. Money:

"The petitioner sued for a debt upon a bond; he obtained a

fusal of it by a
eannot be

“The petitioner's plea is that this decision is contrary to the pro
visions of Act XXXII of 1839, the debt being specified in the
bond, and payable at a certain time.

“We find that the principal sudder ameen disallowed the interest
claimed, as there was no proof that it had been demanded from the
defendant.

“We admit the special appeal to try whether under the law cited,

it is necessary that a demand of payment should be made by the
creditor, or whether he is not entitled to interest on the sum due,

made ground
of special ap

Peal.

(
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without such demand, from the time when such sum was payable
according to the terms of the bond.”
JUDGMENT.

In cases of this kind, as remarked by the lower appellate court,
it is optional with the courts to award interest or not, and as the
court has seen fit for the reasons assigned not to grant interest
before institution of suit, we think the question of whether interest
should have been given from due date of the bond, cannot be made
a ground of special appeal. We therefore see no reason to interers
with the lower court's judgment.
THE 18TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., '-Judges.
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
CASE No. 69 of 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Davidson, Princi:
Sudder Ameen of Midnapore, dated the 29th February 18%
reversing a decree of Baboo Poornoochunder Mitter, Sul"
Moonsiff of that District dated 14th July 1855.
KUMUL GHOSE, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

GUDADHUR BAGH AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Meherchundur Chowdry.

Vakeels of Respondents, Heeraram Gosain, Ramnarain Gosa",
and Gudadhur Bagh-Baboo Dwarkanath Mitter.
Order of re
mand as the
lower court
had received

a petition as
evidence and

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 20th J"
1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs.
Patton and E. A. Samuells:

“The plaintiff (petitioner) is a ryot holding he says, 16 beg"

had decided

a rent of 10 rupees; his zemindar mortgaged the land under a sus,

according to

i-peshgee lease to the defendants who distrained upon the plaint

it.

for rupees 21, the rent of 23 beegas; plaintiff deposited the "'
and has nowthebrought
excess
e'
damages;
moonsiffthis
gaveaction
him toa recover
decree. the
The
principal
sudder

ameen
findingfrom
that the
the zemindar,
defendantsbut
relied
a tirij
paper
whi been
had received
thatonthis
paper
had."
proved, remanded the case in order that the defendant mig" have
an opportunity of summoning the zemindar to prove its correctness

(
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The defendants however failed to produce the remindar, and the
case was again decided by the Moonsiff in plaintiff's favour; the
defendants again appealed, and while the appeal was pending, the
zemindars filed a petition in which they stated the defendants' tirij

to be correct. The principal audier ameen relying wholly upon
this petition, and considering that it proves the tirij, has decreed

the appeal without giving any opinion upon the proofs adduced by
the plaintiff.

“In special appeal it is urged, that the principal sudder ameen
has misconstrued the tiri), inasmuch as it only shows 19 beegas
instead of 23 against the plaintiff's name, and that he ought not to
have received the zemindar's petition as evidence. These are valid
pleas, and we admit a special appeal to try whether the decision of

the principal sudder ameen should not be reversed."
JUDGMENr.

We coincide in opinion with the Judges, who admitted this special
appeal, and considering the principal sulder ameen was wrong to
give a decree on the ground that the petition of the zemindars
sufficed to prove the rent-roll made over by them to the defendants,
we reverse the judgment of the lower court and remand the case,

that the principal sudder ameen may consider and decide the case
on the other evidence submitted by the parties respectively.
THE 18 rh JUNE 1857.
PR1-sk.Nr:

II. T. RAIKES, E-Q.,
B. J. COLVIN, E-Q.,
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,

Judges.

CAsk No. 3815 OF 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Captain W. C. Spencer,
Officiating Principal Assistant Commissioner of Hazareebaugh,
dated 11th June 1855, affirming a decree of Moonshee Dost
Alahomed, Moons f of Khugrurrah, dated 4th April 1853.
BABOO KANCHUN DEO, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT.
.*r

TEKUTHRAMCHUNDER SINGH, (PLAINTIFF,)
REs PoNDENT.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Unnodapersand Banerjea.
Vakeel of Respondent--Baboo Sumbhoonath Pandit.
This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 1st April, under

held with

the following certificate recorded by Messrs. B. J. Colvin and J.

reference

S. Torrens:

the circum
stances of the

to

(
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£ ... ... “Petitioner was sued for an alleged balance of rent for 1257.
£"sect'. He repudiated the claim on the ground that with the exception of

'#'v'."

one parcel of land, all the rest, the rent of which was demanded, was

of '3's within his malikana lands for which he paid no rent. It appearsthat
properly laid. Motee Deo, the farmer under the present plaintiff in 1256, had, on
his summary suit for rent against petitioner for that year, been on

the same defence by petitioner, referred to a regular suit. The
plaintiff has now brought a regular suit under Section VIII., Regul:
tion VIII. of 1831; the lower courts have decided against petitioner,

The lower appellate court with direct reference to his objection of
non-liability to rent, has decided that all the lands the rent of which
was sued for, had been within the farm of Motee Deo and, there
fore, petitioner's plea was invalid. Petitioner now urges that as

plaintiff's farmer Motee Deo, had been referred to a regular suit on
his suit for rent for 1256, the plaintiff was not entitled to bring
his present suit in the form of a regular suit under Section VIII,
Regulation VIII. of 1831, for it is not admissible unless cognizable
as a summary suit, that therefore the decree against him without
proof of kubooleut on his part or payments on previous years is

erroneous, and he points out this Court's Decision at page 709, of the
decisions for 1851, in the case of Bisharutoollah, appellant, ruling
that in a suit merely for rents, but involving right and title, plain

tiff should be non-suited. Special respondent urges in answer that
as he could not anticipate petitioner's answer to the suit setting"?
an adverse title, his suit is proper.

“We admit the special appeal to try whether the lower courts
should have given a decree to plaintiff on his suit brought under
the above circumstances.”
-

JUDGMENT.

MEssRs. H. T. RAIKES AND J. H. PATTON.—We see no
reason to interfere with the lower court's decision.

The

:

appellant did not raise any question of title affecting the rights
any other proprietor, but appellant simply pleaded that his lands
were malikana lands in the estate of the plaintiff for which he was

not liable for rent payments. The lower court found he had "
proof of this immunity and inferred from the fact of special app".

iant having taken a farming lease from plaintiff, which inci"
theserent-paying
very landslands
as part
of estate,
the farm,..
the rent
landsforwere
the
of his
and that
decreed
them.Pa."
The

only
question
and to
decided
appellant'sestate.
liabilityAsforhe"
holding
lands tried
admitted
be onwas
the plaintiff's
fai
to establish the immunity plea set up by appellant, we see n°."
in the lower court's judgment on the point pleaded in special **
peal
andB.therefore
confirm
the decision
the court
MR.
J. Colvin
-—The
farmer, ofwho
sued below.
for the rent of

land in 1256, was referred to a regular suit. The zemindar,

who

(
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sion, whether for themselves exclusively, or for selves and co-shir.
ers jointly. We therefore reverse the judgments of both court

and remand the case for re-trial by the first court on the plead
limitation, and if necessary, on its merits.
THE 20th JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

B. J. COLVIN, Esq.,
J. H. PATTON,

#}Judge

PETITION No. 1451 OF 1856.

Order of re

mand on ap
plication of
special appeal.
An order of
remand for
re-trial being

not necessarily
open to special
appeal.

IN the matter of the petition of Rampersaud Tewaree, filed in
this Court on the 13th November 1856, praying for the admission

of a special appeal from the decision of Mirza Mahomed Sad"
Khan Bahadoor, principal sudder ameen of Sarun, dated the 12"
September 1856, affirming that of Moulvee Moheeuddeen, additional
moonsiff of Chuprah, dated 7th September 1855, in the case of

Rampersaud Tewaree, plaintiff, versus Bukht Koonwar and ot"
defendants.

Vakeel of Petitioner—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following
grounds:Plaintiff's
suit was originally dismissed on 17th April 1854. 0n
-

his appeal, the principal sudder ameen remanded it for re-trial,"
cording that the moonsiff seemed to think that plaintiff should have
been
nonsuited,
in which
case hethe
should
not have
disposed
of tup."
the merits.
Upon
this remand
moonsiff
nonsuited
plaintiff,
who

again appealed when the principal sudder ameen refused ".",
sider the appeal, as the first order of remand indicating an "".
monsuit, had not been appealed against. We observe that the #:
order of remand, dated 23rd July 1855, was an order essentially."
remand for re-trial, and therefore was not necessarily open to £

appeal. We summoned respondents, who have not attended, " |
we now reverse the order of the principal sudder ameen, da' :
July 1856, and remand the case for a decision by him on polities"
appeal from the moonsiff's order, dated 7th September 1855.

(
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of different proprietors, who stand in the relation to each other of
proprietors of the general estate. Moreover, the moonsiff found no
difficulty in determining the case on its merits, and no plea on the
defect alluded to was raised in the first court.

We think this

case therefore may be safely returned for decision by the appellite
court, and that it be remanded accordingly.
THE 20th JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.
A. SCONCE, ESQ., > Judges.

?

PETITION No. 239 of 1857.

#.'" . In the matter of the petition of Goluckmohun Chowire, i.e.
-

in this Court on the 3rd March 1857, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Ahmed Buksh, prin

cipal sudder ameen of Mymensing, dated the 26th November 1856,
reversing that of Baboo Kaseenath Dass, moonsiff of chowk"
Sherepore, dated 17th May 1856, in the case of Goluckmoh"
Chowdree, plaintiff, versus Hurkishore Chowdree and others, d"
fendants.

Vakeel of Petitioner—Mr. R. T. Allan.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Baboos Bungsheebuddun Mitter."
Baneemadhub Banerjea.

For certificate see preceding petition No. 238 of 1857.

(
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THE 22N1 JUNE 1837.
PR1.*ENT:

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

l

E. A. SAMUELLS, E-Q,

Officiating Judges.

i. i. MöNI.Y. i.
Regular Appeal from the decision of Pundit Nurhurrce Secro
**,
'rincipal Sudder Amern of Mymensing, dated 20th Sp
treater

1833.

CAs), No. 468 OF 1853.

LUCKHEE I) EBEA CHOWDRAIN, AND Or II Ens,
(Dir. 1.NDAN 18,) Arri.LLAN 18,
ter

RADHAPEEAREE DASSEE AND Oriens, (PLAINTIFFs,)
1.1.1"ON 1, 1.N. 14.

Vakeels of Appel int-- Mr. R. T. Alan and Baboo
A. enlishere Ghose.

Vakeels of Respondents-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Unnodapersuud Banerjea.
CASE No. 469 OF 1853.

BRIJMONEE DEBEACHOWDRAIN, (DEFENDANT,)
APPELLAN r,
*****

RADHAPEEAREE DASSEE AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)
REsroxDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellants-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Ashensukha Monkerjea.
Vakeel of Respondents-None.
Scrr laid at Company's rupees 6,050.

Case No. 468 of 1853.-The plaintiffs are judgment debtors, who
sued on the 2nd April 1849, to set aside a sale of their property,
which had taken place in execution of decree so far back as the
15th September 1837, on the ground that the sale had not been

effected in conformity with the decree; that no previous attach
ment had issued; and that the proclamation of sale had not been
hung up in the principal village on their estate as required by law.
They were nonsuited by this Court for defect of parties on the 20th
1852, and brought the present suit on the 28th Septem

£

1852.

Held that
the sale of

plaintiffs' pro
perty **
maie in con
formity with
the decree ob
tained against
him with

others, and
that

as

this

Point had been
explicitly
res

*

*

cution on

plaint, if pre

-

(
ferring an ob

jection to the

106.2

)

The principal sudder ameen has given them a decree on the
ground that whereas the original decree was a joint one and direct

sale of his pro

perty, a fresh
suit on

the

same point un
der the princi
le laid down
in Construction

No. 1 129, was
inadmissible
and should not
have been en

ed that the property of all the defendants, with certain exceptions,
which do not affect this case, should be brought to sale, the collector
had sold the property of plaintiffs and a few of the other judgment
debtors only, and had passed an order previous to the sale, that the

property of the remaining debtors should not be sold, if the delt
was realised from the sale of this first lot, which order he considers
to be at variance with the terms of the decree.

He further on

to

siders that the sale was invalid because the proclamation of sale
was not affixed in the principal village of the estate for the ful
period which the law enjoins.
We see nothing contrary to the terms of the original decree in

show that the

the manner in which the order for sale in execution of that decree

tertained.
Held also
that the evi
dence

of the

plaintiffs is
insufficient

sale processes

was carried out.

The plaintiff had obtained a decree against all

were otherwise

than legally
issued.
The decision

of the princi

pal sudder

the defendants and was at liberty to execute it against such of
them as he pleased to select, and the collector would not have been

justified in selling the property of the other debtors after the de'
due to the decree-holder had been realised by the sale of plaintif:

ameen in cases

Nos. 468 and
469, are re
versed with all
costs against

the plaintiff.

property.

-

The plaintiff moreover, preferred this objection at the period."
the execution of the decree, and his objection was disposed of by

a judicial ruling as to the effect and intent of the decree which
was upheld in appeal. A fresh suit therefore on this point was "

admissible under Construction No. 1129, and ought not to h"
been entertained.

The notice of attachment and sale is notified by the daroga and
the nazir of the collectorate to have been duly affixed and published
by beat of drum at the plaintiff's cutcherree, which, in the absence
of evidence to the contrary, we must suppose to have been situated
in the principal village on his estate. The only ground on which

the principal sudder ameen concludes that there has been "f"
in this respect is, that the returns of the daroga and nazir "
endorsed
on purpose
the ishtehar,
whichsuspended
he assumes
to have
sent for the
of being
in the
villagebeen
and the
that "
the
dates of these returns show that the notice could not have"

suspended for the full period of thirty days. We see no"
however to suppose that the notice now before the Court is "":
which was suspended. It seems most reasonable to conclude"
copy of the notice was posted up as usual and that the re!".

the proper officers were made on another. The collector, "'
appear, despatched altogether 24 copies of notices to the mofus",

That the notice was not suspended for the full time is a "'
ference of the principal sudder ameen's and a very weak ". £
law presumes that all official acts are legally and properly d:
until the contrary be shown and this was a case where the plaint"

(
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coming in upwards of 11 years after the sale to disturb the p *-es
ason of a stranger, who had purchased from the original purchaser
and could know nothing of the sale processes, was peculiarly bound
to adduce the most clear an i positive proof of the infraction of the

law on which he rei" i.

He has literally however produced no

evidence on this 1-ant whatsoever, and his own conduct militates

very strongly against the supposition that there was any such
obvious irregularity in the preliminary process of the sale, as that
which he alleges, for had there been any thing of the kind he could
not but have been aware of it, and would unquestionably have
applied summarily at the time to have the sale set aside on that

ground. There is no doubt that the plantiti's property was liable
under the decree in execution of which it was sol 1, and no proof
has beeen attoried that the sale processes were otherwise than

legally promu gatest. We accordingly reverse the decision of the
Principal suiter ameen and decree the appeal with costs.
Case No. 409 of 1873.-Will follow the above and the appellant
will have her costs both in this and the lower courts.
*

TIME 22ND JUNE 1877.
Pl:1-1.x r:

C. I}, TIRI.V.O.) R. F-Q.
E. A. SAM ( 1.I.I.S. 1.-Q
D. I. M.O.N.I.Y. 1.-Q.,

|

(*. inting Judyrs.

("A-1. No. 389 of 1874.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Melce

Vu-e-roodleen

Mahoned, Princi, il Na tier -i men of Rang, ore, dated 31st
July | M., 4.
DURJUNGEER St"NNASSEE Art FR 111s or \rit, SIRI,UN
GEER SUNNASSLE AND SREEK \N TH NEOGEE, 1.x, co
Toks or G.A.Y.A.N.INI) ("RGEE SUNNASSI.E, MINort, 1,1-CIPLE OF 1111: "A11, Dr C1. As ED, fl'LAIN 111 rs, APPELLAN is.
*** * * *

GOURMOIII'N SHAH AND Ornelis, (DEFENDANTs,)
RFsrox Dr.Nirs.

Vakeels of A. pellants-Ilahoo Ram " " ' Roy, Moonshee
Ameer Al-e an i Montree M. ." "int Hossein.
Vakeels

of Il-sp.

** **

**-Ba', as

A. cn (i. ere

Ghose, Bungsee

beatin Mitter and Gobind aunder Monkerjea.
St it laid at Company's rupees 6,400.
11 * *is*
,-,
a --*
in sh
This is a suit to set aside a miscellaneous order of the Sudder . . . ... ".
-

Court, -ated 16th September 1832, authorising the defendants to ***
"...' '

*

(
a bond as se

curity for the
sum borrowed,
such debt be
comes

a
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bring to sale a certain estate called mouza Banoopara, in execution
of a decree which he held against one Sheebpershad Dhur. It al

pears from the pleadings that Sheebpershad Dhur borrowed rupee

lien

on that pro

perty, and the
absence of any

2,500 from the defendant, Gourmohun Shaha, on the 14th Augium

mention in a

1254, and on the same date executed a bond in favour of the
individual, whereby he mortgaged the estate of Banoop" ."

decree of the

security for the debt, and covenanted that he would not make."

mode in which

that decree
obtained on
such bond is

to be executed,
does not inter
fere with the

lien existing on
the property
but

that in

execution the

plaintiff in the
suit is entitled
to have the
property on

which the lien

transfer
of the property
until the principal
and interest
theof#"
were
liquidated.
This document
was registered
in the ofoffs
the
cazee of Rungpore on the 25th Aughun 1254, corresponding."
the 10th of December 1847. On the 2nd of March 1849, or *
Phalgoon 1255, Gourmohun Shaha instituted a suit for the rec"

of the money due under this bond. On the previous day, the "
Phalgoon
1255,toSheebpershad
sold the Sunnassee,
estates of by
Bano"
and
Muneeram
the plaintiff,Dhur
Durjungeer
a kut.
kabala, or deed of conditional sale, and by an ikrarnama executed
at the same time, convenanted that if the sum borrowed (""
5,500) was not re-paid with interest in six months, the sale should

clearly exists,

become absolute. These documents were registered on the *
date
as that which they bear. Durjungeer, although he *
any mortgage
£ # to have been present, did not offer any opposition to the defendants
suit, and on the 11th May 1849, the latter
sold and that

consequently

£ to
ate

the
of the

creation of the

lien is subject
to

the

out

obtained a decree against

Sheebpershad Dhur for the amount of his debt. The degree."
ever,
was merely
personal
one,notandliable
did not
whe"
*
mortgaged
propertya was
or was
for declare
the debt.
On the

standing lien

23rd August 1849, Durjungeer issued notice of foreclosure on

on the proper

Sheebpershad Dhur, and on the 14th September 1850, commence

ty, and in case
the mortgagee

obtained pos

an action for possession of the mortgaged property, on the gnu"

' that the year of grace allowed by the mortgage laws had expire",
property after
£r. he and the sale had become absolute. In this suit he was opp"
takes it with
the present defendant, Gourmohun Shaha, who pleaded his "
all the incum
mortgage as a bar to the suit, and the case was ultimately disp"
brances on it
session of

prior in point
of time to the
date of his
mortgage.
The decision

of the lower
court affirmed

with costs.

of with consent of both parties by a decree, dated the 16th Septem:

bera 1851,
directing
that Gourmohun
Shahaestate
shoulduntil
retain
p":
of
lease which
he held
of the Muneeram
a su"
whic
he had advanced to Sheebpershad on the mortgage of that estate *
a period prior to the mortgage of Banoopara, should be reali"
from the usufruct, and that the plaintiff should obtain immediate
possession of any property not covered by the defendants mortg'
Shortly after
the plaintifftocommenced
his of
suitBanoop"
for poss"
1.
defendant
had attempted
sell the estate
in ':
tion of his decree of 1849, but his application was rejected

011

:

27th December 1850, on the ground that the decree which he *

was
a had
personal
and thatOn
thethe
defendant's
para
been one,
foreclosed.
7th Marchmortgage
1851, the"...'
def
*
efen is!',
in consequence of this decision, applied to the principal su
*

*

(
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personal decree of 1849, for it expressly provides that plaintiff shall
only take possession of such property as is not included in defen
dant's mortgage.

We do not consider that the rejection of the defendant's applica
tion for a review can affect his present suit. The order in question
was not founded on any consideration of the merits of defendant's

application, but simply on the judge's view of the inexpediency of
re-opening a case, which had now, he appears to have thought,
become complicated by the foreclosure of the plaintiff's mortgage.
The decree of 1849, which the defendant seeks to execute, was

found on a bond, which pledged mouza Banoopara as security for
the owner's debt.

The decree establishes the validity of this bond

and the fact that the decretal order is silent as to the particular
property against which the defendant may execute his decree, can
not have the effect of invalidating the defendant's lien, or giving the
second mortgagee a right to foreclose without satisfying the prior
mortgage. It is not the decree which gives the lien, but the bond
itself, and the decreeholder has a right in execution of his decree to
sell such rights and interests as his debtor possessed in the land at

the date of the bond unaffected by subsequent incumbrances or
transfers. The defendant's lien could only be cancelled by actual
payment of the debt, for which the property was pledged, or by the
consent of the defendant himself. The conditional sale to plaintiff
is valid only in as far as it does not interfere with the defendant's

prior lien (Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, 1848, page 305.) The main
point involved in this appeal has been decided on several occasions,
we observe, by the Agra Court, in accordance with the views we

have expressed above, and a very good summary of the law, as laid
down by that Court, will be found at pages 185 to 188 of Mr.
Macpherson's work on mofussil mortgages, 2nd edition. It does not
appear singularly enough to have been brought before this Court
hitherto, either in regular or special appeal.
We affirm the decision of the lower court, and dismiss the appeal
with costs.

*- -

--------- *-----

(
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gage only purchased by Zoolfeekar Alee, defendant, from the
plaintifi's claim.
-

THE 22ND JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

}*

Judges.

NO. 593 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Syed Mahoned
Rafiq Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Behar,
dated 22nd December 1854, affirming a decree of Moulvee Syed
Furreedooddeen, Moonsiff of Jehanabad, dated 14th July 1854.
SHEIKH BUHOORHEE AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANIs.)
APPELLANTS,
versus

MULLICK AMEER ALEE, (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.
Vakeels of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee.
Vakeels of the Respondent—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein
Held that in
a claim

for a

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 1st December
1856, under the following certificate, recorded by Messrs. C. B.

sum of money, Trevor and E. A. Samuells:—
“The plaintiffs are ticcadars,
private arbitra

an award of

tors can never

of itself be con
clusive evi

who were ousted by the maliks from
the ticca, both parties ultimately agreed to arbitration for the

settlement of a claim preferred by the ticcadars to the profits of

dence of the
claim alluded

the lease during the period of their dispossession, and the arbitrators

to it, though

on the 19th February 1849, gave a decision in which they awarded
plaintiff a considerable sum of money. The defendants appear to
have aquiesced in this decision and to have paid the greater part
of the award: but having failed to make good instalments to the

an award of
arbitrators for

mally passed
under the pro
vissions of

Regulation

amount of rupees 279, the plaintiff sued them on the arbitration

XVI. of 1793,
is of far grea

judgment, and the principal sudder ameen enforced it without re
quiring any other proof of his claim from the plaintiff than that the
money was due under that judgment.
“We admit the special appeal to try whether with reference to
the provisions of Regulation XVI. of 1793, the principal sudder

ter weight.
The decision

of the princi
pal sudder
ameen based

entirely upon
an award of

ameen was not wrong in basing his judgment on a decision passed

private arbi
trators being

by arbitrators in a dispute regarding a claim for a certain sum of

defective is re

money.”

-

-

-

- -----

(
1848, no

de

duction is
allowable for a

period during
which a pre
vious suit
which has been
nonsuited was

pending.
As in the
resent case

oubts have
arisen as to the

applicability
of Act XIII.
of 1848, it has
been remanded
to the princi

pal sudder
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“This suit was brought to set aside some settlement proceedings
of 1843. The plaint was originally filed on the 2nd May 1850.
On the 29th December 1851 plaintiff was nonsuited for defect of

parties. The present suit was instituted on the 8th April 1852.
The lower court has decided that in reckoning the period of limi
tation under Act XIII of 1848, the plaintiff should be allowed to
deduct the time during which his first suit was pending, and has
accordingly declared the plaintiff within time.
“We admit the special appeal to try whether under the precedents
of the 24th April 1854, page 177, and the 2nd May 1856, page 380,
the principal sudder ameen's order ought not to be reversed and the
plaintiff's suit dismissed as being out of time, as we understand that

an application has been made for review of judgment in the first

ameen for in

quiry on this
point and sub
sequent deter

case cited above, we direct that this case be brought forward imme

diately after that case is disposed of.”

mination.

JUDGMENT.

The point on which the special appeal was admitted, is no longer
open to question, the decision of the 24th April 1854, having been
affirmed in the review of judgment referred to in the certificate, on
the 29th of April 1857. On looking at the papers of the case,
however, it appears to us that the applicability of Act XIII. of 1848,
to this case at all is extremely doubtful. The plaintiff sues his
co-sharer on the allegation, that during his absence in a distant

part of the country, his co-sharer had procured a settlement of their
joint estate to be made in his own name, but had fraudulently con
cealed the fact of the settlement from him and continued to remit

him his share of the proceeds. He sues for the recovery of his
property by a declaration of the invalidity of these fraudulent
proceedings, and we do not find that there has been an actual
award by the deputy collector in any suit or matter whatever be
tween the plaintiff and the defendant, we therefore reverse the prin

cipal sudder ameen's decision relative to the deduction of the time
during which the previous case was pending, and return the case to
him with instructions that he will enquire and determine whether
Act XIII. of 1848, applies to this suit or not, and that he will then

dispose of the case according to the result at which he may arrive
on that point.

-

--->

----------

(
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ameen may in account; under this view of the case we remit the record to the
vestigate the

£on it." principal sudder ameen with instructions that he will investigate

£,
pass
whatever
order may
eventually
seen

the case on its merits and pass whatever order the case may seem
eventually to require.

neces

sary.

THE 22ND JUNE 1857.
PRESENT :

, C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 17 OF 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Lautour, Additional
Judge of Behar, dated 10th March 1855, reversing a decre of
AMoulvee Syed Mahomed Furreedooddeen, Moonsiff of Jahanabad,
dated 17th December 1853.

MULLICK PEERBUX AND MULLICK ABASS ALLEE,

(PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
ter's?ts

BRIJLALL GOPE AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTs.

Vakeel of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Alee,

Vakeel of Sobhekum Gope, one of the Respondents—Moulee Af"
boodeen Mahomed.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 6th

Plaintiff"

January
C. B.

£ £m 1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs.
of money due Trevor and D. I. Money:—

£"
“Plaintiffs sued to recover Company's rupees 235-3, on acc"
of the rubbee rent for 1259. Defendants do not deny that the *
''' tenants, but aver that they are not liable to the extent to which
-** ,

-

-

io: Court

that claimed; plaintiff wishes to

make them his debtors.

the judge was
f opinion that

: £ent on which plaintiffs sued,
not entitled to £ decree at all.
-

viz. the luggit was false, plaintiffs were
-

--

-

-

-

-

Held that had the luggit been the basis of plaintiff's suit, the judge's decision would
have been
correct; ittheisjudge
however
merely an
which inquiry
he has filed
to prove
his
case,
and although
considered
thatexhibit,
the ameen's
showed
this do
cument to be false, yet as it also showed that a portion of plaintiff's claim *
due from the defendants, the judge ought to have decreed such amount as he co"
sidered

was

still

due.

-

Case remitted to the judge for disposal as above indicated.

(
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THE 22ND JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 83 OF 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Mohamed Rooieand
deen Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Shahabad,
dated 29th May 1855, affirming a decree of Moulvee Fedak Hos
sein, Moonsiff of Buxar, dated 8th January 1855.

SUJEEOONLAL AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANTs,
tersus

LALJEE (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT.
Vakeel of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer Allee.

Held that

process of
attachment

under Section

V"Regulation

Vakeel of Respondent—Moulvee Aftabooddeen Mohamed.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 27th January
1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. H.
*

Patton and E. A. Samuells:

*

“Petitioner was judgment debtor and sued to reverse the sale of

# £ his property in execution on the ground of informality, no process
£ £" of attachment as well as of sale having been issued.
£ “The court of first instance reversed the sale, citing, as authority
-

£ for the proceeding, the summary decision of this Court under date
''. £ 1st August 1850, in re. Brijlal Oopadhya, and the principal sudder

£
ameen upheld
the moonsiff's order, quoting the provisions of Re
£ the gulation
VII. of 1825.
£

“Both the precedent and the law cited are inapplicable.

As the

ruling of the lower appellate court is opposed to the precede
": * lished by the decision of this Court, dated 21st £ £
court
reversed the
requirements
thesuit
old was
law,tried,
Section
Regulation
XLV on
of
with costs.
1793,
(under whichofthis
saleV.,
having
been effected

to be sold.

-

20th November 1841,) which render the attachment optional, we

admit the special appeal to try whether the decision of the prin. al
sudder ameen should not be set aside, the law quoted by him, in :
port of his order, not having reference to sales of maic:
estates.”

-

(
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contract the power of the courts under Sections X. and XII of this
law, but we would observe that Clause 3, Section XII., clearly

points out the course to be followed if any party, at the first heat
ing held after notice, shall not be prepared to get his exhibits or
name his witnesses. In this suit, the course so prescribed has not
been followed, and on the contrary the suit has been summarily
disposed of without following it. We reverse both decisions and
remand the case for re-trial by the principal sudder ameen.

The same order applies to No. 104.
THE 22ND JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

A. SCONCE, ESQ.,
J. S. TORRENS,

E.}*

PETITION No. 104 OF 1857.

See preced
ing case.

IN the matter of the petition of Chundernarain Dass, filed in this

Court on the 16th February 1857, praying for the admission of:
special appeal from the decision of Mr. W. T. Trotter, judge #
Mymensingh, dated the 18th November 1856, affirming thatu
Moulvee Ahmed Buksh Khan, principal sudder ameen of Myme"
singh, dated 22nd February 1856, in the case of Chundermarin
Dass, plaintiff, versus Kaleedass Neogee, defendant.

Waheels of Petitioner–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and
Kishenkishore Ghose.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.
For certificate see preceding petition No. 103, of 1857.

(
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and possession, and can form of itself no ground of action. It is
expressly declared by Section IV., Regulation VII. of 1822, that in
admitting particular parties to engage, it is not the intention d
Government to interfere with existing rights or interests, and by
Section XV. of the same Regulation, the revenue officers are direct

ed to settle resumed lands with those “who may appear to have
the best title, leaving other claimants to establish their claims by a
regular suit;” claims to the possession of such land, must, therefore,
in cases like the present, be based on a title anterior to the date of
-

settlement. We accordingly affirm the decision of the lower court
and dismiss the appeal with costs.
THE 24TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
B. J. COLVIN, Esq., X-Judges.
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,

-

CASE No. 6 of 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. O. W. Malet, Arti.
Judge of Jessore, dated 20th December 1855, reversing a deer" of

Baboo Oopendurchunder Nyaruttun Bahadoor, Principal *
der Ameen of that district, dated 31st July 1854.
KALEENATH CHATTERJEA, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

BIRMOMOYE DASSEE (PLAINTIFF,) RESPONDENT

Vakeels of Appellant.—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Mou"
Aftabooddeen Mahomed.

Vakeel of Respondent.— Mr. R. T. Allan.
manded on

THIsunder
case the
was following
admitted tocertificate
special appeal,
theMessrs.
2nd J.'"
1857,
recordedon by
B. J.

account of

Colvi

omission by

Colvin and A. Sconce:

Case re-

d A. Sconce:—
-

it and in

£ . " The petitioner before us was a defendant in the suit, " |
£" opposition to the claim set forth by plaintiff to recover £
issues.
the land in his occupation, he set forth his title to hold the "'
purchase from the ryots, who had entered into settlem" |
executed kubooleuts for the land. The judge, as we understan'
finds jotes
both that
the ryots
referredadmitted
to were that
legally
:
their
and that
they freely
theycompetent."
had "' their

jotes to this petitioner; but going beyond that, the judge

:

the validity of the deed of sale by which the petitioner supp"
acquisition of the land.

(
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THE 25TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 245 of 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Tayler, Jud; f
Shahabad, dated 23rd December 1853.
MOHARAJAH ISEREEPERSHAD NARAIN SINGH BAHA-.
DOOR AND BABOO BENIPERSHAD SINGH, (PLAix
TIFFS,) APPELLANTS,
ter's?ts

DABEEPERSHAD SINGH AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Takeels of Appellants—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Moonik:
Ameer Alee.

Vakeels of Respondents—Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Shumko
nath Pundit.

SUIT laid at rupees 48,576-2-3.
The
plaintiffs sue for possession with mesne profits,

Held that

000

of 4
their estate, and to

from
the
evidence on
the record

beegas of land alleged by them to appertain to

no ground
exists for dis
turbing the

comprised within mouzas Chooan and Bullehar, in talo" £
ghur pergunnah Chainpore, by reversal of the orders of the #

award of , the

intendent of survey, dated 24th May 1847, and of the S"

reWell tie

all

thorities which
was

made

in

the presence

of the parties
now litigating,
and which de
termined the

4,000 beegas
of

land

now

sued for to

belong to the
zemindaree

of defendants
and to be as
such in their
possession.
The decision
of the lower
court affirmed
with costs.

Board of Revenue, dated 18th November 1848.

ders

The plaintiffs allege that the lands are situated on the : ..
or skirt of a hill, of which and the boundaries they give the :
ing description; that the hill extends from east to west, ' : *
zig-zag to the north, then again to the east, then after : #
little to the north, again to the west; that from the site of the .

Konda, al #.
pertaining to Ramphul Singh and Luchmenarain Singh, £
that to the north of this are the lands of mouzas Chooan."
east and west, to the south lies mouza Bhur

har; that westward from the site of the hill, as it

£

and south, is mouza Mujhgawun in talooka Rughoober 9: h and
dee, tuppeh
Kooer, athat
village
belonging
to to
Dabeepersăud
hill,
others,
defendants;
to the
east close
the borders of£
the rty

and south from the boundary of mouza Ghurowrah, is th: #
of one of the defendants, and west from the boundary " ' u!
&c., lie the lands of mouzas Chooan and Bullehar, that "'
lands lie on the skirt of the hill within these mouzas, of "

*

( 1082 )
the civil court and the map of the ameen, had found them to be
within the mouzas Chooan and Bullehar, attached to the plaintiff's
zemindaree; and that the Sudder Board of Revenue, on the 18th
November 1848, set aside the awards of the commissioner and de

puty collector, and affirmed the decision of the superintendent of
survey.

The defendants claim the disputed land from time immemorial, is
Kowa-koh-khurree, attached to mouza Mujzawun within their
zemindaree, of which they have been in succession to their ance:

tors continuously in possession. They deny that the plaintiffs have
ever at any period possessed the lands, which have been in the
occupation of their own tenants, who reside in Chownee hovels, and .
cut and appropriate the timber in the jungle. They assert that
the boundaries of the disputed lands, as given in the plaint, are
incorrect, and that the hill described by the plaintiffs as extending
north and south, is not the boundary which divides their estate
mouza Mujzawun, from mouzas Chooan and Bullehar, the proper.

ty of the plaintiffs; that the actual boundary is a nullah or water
course, called Tilpoh, taking its rise from the border of the southern

hill, and flowing north to Kuthee and the house of Joyram Get
Fuqueer, where it unites with a rivulet called Kohura; that the
two united, taking their course north and south, constitute the p".
tition line between the villages above mentioned, to the east "

which are mouzas Chooan and Bullehar, and to the west Kowalk"
khurree, in mouza Majzawun; that this boundary between thes"
estates was laid down by Maharaj Singh, an ameen deputed."
spot by the deputy collector for the purpose of inspecting the lands,
and confirmed by the officers of the professional survey, the age"
of the plaintiffs being present at the time, and making no object"

either to the map of the ameen, or the demarcation and plan "f"
survey; that these maps were signed by the agents of both part"
that with reference to the documentary evidence filed by the plain
tiffs, the documents upon which they mainly rely, viz., the decre
of the moonsiff and principal sudder ameen in the case of Em".
buksh Khan and others, dated respectively 23rd June 1841."

29th June
1842,
andMahijhan
the decree
of theandmoonsiff
the case"."
plaintiff
versus
Baboo
Singh
others,indated
9th No
vember 1838, have no connection whatever with the present *
or the lands in dispute; that the two first relate to a dispute regard:

ing Koolarhea ghat on the eastern side of the river boundary. "
the last to a dispute regarding the mahooa of other mou"; "
that the maps prepared in these cases, were not signed by the "
dants,
weregave
they aparties
suit. of the defendants. He :
The nor
judge
decreetointhe
favour

sidered that the principal documentary evidence produce by the

plaintiffs in support of their claim, was only so much to the purpos

(
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to the defendants, as being situated “Bala-i-koh,” “on the hills."
It is contended that inasmuch as the defendants claim the disputed
land as Kowa-koh attached to mouza Mujzawun, and as mouza

Mujzawun in these early records is described as lying “on the
hills,” the defendants have no right, and cannot lay claim to any
lands at the foot of the hills. We concur in opinion with the judge,
that an estate may be so described, viz., as being “on the hills,"
when the greater portion of the lands are so situated; but that it is

by no means a necessary consequence of such general description,
that there should be no outlying lands skirting the hills.

The papers from 1202 to 1206 F. S., are extracts from
measurement papers filed in the collector's office, in which mous
Chooan and Bullehar are entered, and their western boundary des.
cribed as “Damun-i-koh” and “Woolsey-koh,” that is “the skirt"
the hills, or adjoining the hills.”
The evidence to be drawn from the kubooleut of the 18th Febru:
ary 1828, and the decision of the principal sudder ameen of the
18th February 1836, is to the same effect; a suit was brought by a

mookurureedar against the plaintiffs for possession

of lands within

mouzas Chooan and Bullehar, on the ground of a mookururee Potts

granted by the plaintiffs, and the exhibits show that the mo'"
rureedar held the lands within the plaintiffs estate up to the “Da
mun-i-koh,” or “skirt of the hills.”

The present defendants were no parties to the suit, and the de:

cription is too general, and, as the judge observes, “far tooin"
to warrant any exact inference as to the lands in dispute."
We come next to the magistrate's award under Regulation XV.
of 1824, dated 28th June 1837. An action was brought by the
Raja Issureepershadnarain Singh, as proprie'
present plaintiff,
Ramguriah, against Emambux Khan and Oozeerun Khan,
talooka

owners of talooka Mainpore, for possession of Koluresh g”."
Hosseinpore Boozoorg. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendants

had plundered them of the collections of the ghat, which "."
their estate. The magistrate, with reference to the local ''
conducted by the darogah, and a map of the disputed lands, whic
he prepared, awarded possession of the ghat to the plaintiff, and his
decision was confirmed in appeal by the commissioner. £
after this suit was instituted in the magistrate's court, the presen
plaintiff brought a suit before the moonsiff against Baboo Muhirban
Singh and others, for the produce of certain Mowa trees, and a map
of the disputed locality was drawn up by Fedah Alee, an am". :

puted by the moonsiff to the spot. It is argued by the £
pleaders that the magistrate's award of the 28th June is:
November
as well as
decisionandof the
9th upon
inoonsiff's
chiefly
which 1838,
W*"'
the decisions
ameen
of the darogah

based, show clearly that the Koolureah ghat and the Me"

!

(
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dant's case, although several witnesses explain, as he himself admits,
that the river Korah and the eastern limits of Bunsheea Khal are

one and the same, and that to the east of this boundary lies the
plaintiffs' estate.

He refers to the suits before the magistrate and

the moonsiff regarding mouza Koolooreah, and because the magis
trate's orders were confirmed in appeal, and possession was given to
the plaintiffs, he leaps to the conclusion that the lands now in dis

pute belong to mouzas Chooan and Bullehar, thi consequently to
the plaintiffs. In the same manner he arrives at a hasty conclusion
regarding one of the maps prepared by Fedah Alee, ameen, deputed
by the moonsiff, in which the lands then in dispute are shown as
belonging to the plaintiffs, and because no objection was made by
the defendants to this map and the ameen's inquiries, and because

in the suit of Emam Bux, versus the plaintiffs, when an objection
was made by the defendants to another map prepared by the same
ameen, and the objection was overruled by the moonsiff, and no
appeal preferred by the defendants, he, the deputy collector, consi
ders that the defendants acquiesced in the claims of the Plaintiffs,
and as those claims were determined in the plaintiffs’ favour by the

moonsiff, his decision on the subject was final. All these conclusions
appear to us to be based upon very conjectural and illogical
grounds. Great stress during the argument has been laid by the
plaintiffs' pleaders on a petition, dated 12th May 1845, which a
third party before the deputy collector, Baboo Ramphul Singa,
had preferred, in which the petitioner prayed that the lands in dis
pute might be demarcated with mouzas Chooan and Bullehar, the
property of the plaintiffs. It was urged that this admission was

fatal to the defendants' claim, inasmuch as Baboo Ramphul Singh,
the proprietor of Honoorcooreah, was a shareholder in talook Ho
ghoobeerghur Koondee, the property of the defendants, holding two
out of five shares of the estate, and as a large hill was adjacent to
both the estates Mujzawun and Ghur Koondee, the former lving to

the west of it, and the latter to the south, it was clear that the hili
was the separating boundary between these estates and mouzas

Chooan and Bullehar, and that therefore the disputed jungle lands
in Kowah-koh belonged to the plaintiffs.

-

This argument is unsupported by the maps or any other evi
dence before us, oral or documentary.

The plaintiffs have entirely failed, in our opinion, to establish the
fact of their possession of the disputed lands at any time previous to
the decision of the deputy collector in their favour in 1845.
On the other hand there is sufficient evidence to show, although

it may not be of so clear and decided a character, as claims like
those preferred by the parties require for their support, in conse
quence of the disputed lands, until recently, being full of jungle

and uncultivated, that the defendants have been in possession of

-

(
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THE 25TH JUNE 1857."

PREseNT :
C B. TREVOR, Esq.,
-

#
*

•

A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,
I. MONEY, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

CASE NO. 599 OF 1856.

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Oopenderchunder Nya
ruttun Roy, Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Jessore, dated

30th
December 1854, reversing a decree of Baboo lear"
Banerjea, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 5th March 1853.
MUSST. SHUNKUREE DOSSEE AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFF
APPELLANTS.

-

versus

DURUPNARAIN ROY AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Bungie
buddun Mitter.

Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Shumboonath
Plaintiff

special appel

Pundit.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal on the 2nd December
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. C. B.

lant, took from
defendant a

putnee lease of
a village with
deara

attach

ed, the deara
Was

Trevor and E. A. Samuells:—

“The plaintiff, special appellant, took a putnee lease of a villa:
The Dear" " sub
sequently resumed by Government and as the defendant refusel

with Deara attached, from the defendant.

:

uently re.

the settlement which the Government offered, the

plaintiff #

by Go

it for a term of 10 years in order to protect his own inter* H.

vernment and

then sued for the reduction of his putnee rent, alleging that hepal.

defendant

rent to the Government and to the zemindar for the *

£

refused the
settlement,

la

and under the circumstances, was entitled to be relieved" the de

laintiff there

ore to protect

mand of the latter. The moonsiff decreed in his favour * allow

his own inter

est took it for

a term of ten years, he now sues for a reduction of his utnee rent, equal to the "
which he pays to Government as revenue under the settlement.
Held that under the circumstances, plaintiff the putneedar, is equitably entitled to the
ent in
relief sought for by him and a deduction of the amount of his putnee rent equiv

amount to the sum which, by the failure of the zemindars to settle for the desra, plain"
has, in self-defence, been compelled to pay out of the rents to the Governme" "
revenue.

The decision of the principal sudder ameen reversed and special appeal decreed
with costs.

(
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The moonsiff dismissed plaintiff's claim, but the principal sudder
ameen believing the validity of the pottas not to be established,
decided in favour of plaintiffs.

The first ground of special appeal is, that as Hurnarain, one of
the plaintiffs, on being summoned as a witness, refused to give his
evidence, and as the moonsiff determined that in consequence of

that refusal, the claim preferred by him, should be considered not
to be substantiated, and that Sheebnath who had acquired a 4
annas share of the talook from his, Hurnarain's father, he must be

bound by his, co-plaintiff's laches, so on hearing the appeal, the
principal sudder ameen should have considered the effect of Se
tion XXIV., Act XIX. of 1853, upon the appeal preferred by .
(plaintiff,) appellant, on the merits of the case. We do not think
that Sheebnath could be bound by Hurnarain's refusal to give e"
dence; but we observe, that Hurnarain himself personally expres:

ed his willingness to the principal sudder ameen to be examined
and we think more complete justice would have been done, it's
principal sudder ameen had examined Hurnarain instead of:

claring the examination to be unnecessary. We therefore rem"
the case to the principal sudder ameen that he may again sun"
Hurnarain and should he fail to comply with the provisions of A:

XIX of 1853, that the principal sudder ameen may consider."
respect to him, whether an appeal upon the merits of the ""
open to him.

At the same time the principal sudder ameen will have to take
up and
determine
a plea inof bar
adjudicated
by the moonsii,"
ly,
whether,
irrespective
the jummas
assessable
upon the land,

more than twelve years possession, with the privity of plaintiff,
bars their suit to oust the defendant.

(
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T11, 27 111 JUNE 1857
PREAEN r:

£ B '''

£ *} Officiatin
Ificiating Judges

- A.
SAMUELLS, E-Q,
D.
I. MONEY,

does.

Regular Appeals from the decisions of Mr. J. Grant, Judge of
Diaagepore, dated 19th July 1833.
CAs E. No. 373 or 1853.

RAMSOONDREE DEBEA AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
Arrel-LAN 18,
****

MOHESCHUNDER ROY AND Ormrits, (PLAINrrrrs,) PER
TAB SINGH AND Or HERs, (I) EF ENDAN18,) REsroNDENTs.
Vakeel

of Appellants-Ilahoo Shumboonath

Pundit.

Vakeels of Respondents-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose, Sreenath Sein,
Bungar-budtan Mitter, Gebindchunder Mookerjea. Hampran Rey
and Moonshee Ameer Alee.

CAsk No. 413 OF

1853.

MOHESCHUNDER ROY, ONE OF THE (PLAINTIFFS,)
APPELLANT,
*****

PERTAB

SING!! A N p Orn ERs, (DEFENDAN"rs.) JUGGUT

CHUNDER ISU KSHEE AND OTHERs, (PLAINT1FFs,) RES
1-0 N loss 18.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Roy
Sreenath Sean.

Vakeels of Respondents—Mr. R. T. Allan, Baboos Ramapersaud
Rey, Bungse-buddun Mitter, Rampran Roy and Gobindchunder
Mookerjea.

":

SUIT laid at rupees 14,640, including interest.

Pertab Singh obtained a decree against Ruttunsuree Chowdrain, a 'c' for the
mother of Doorgakanth Roy, in execution of which 2 annas, 8 gun- :*
das share out of 3 annas, 4 gun as share of pergunnah Burbukhoor £y brought

was sold and purchased by Kurname Debea, plaintiff, and
-

-

-

-

-

Anund- by the pur
chaser

-

at

a

chun er Roy, father of Moheschunder Roy, co-plaintiff, for rupees ... "...a

7,320.

This sale was subsequently reversed at the suit of Esan- ",th will."
-

-

-

*****

chunier Khan, guarian of Doorgakanth Roy, rersus Pertab Singh '' '':

and the paint #: The present action is brought by the plaintiffs #:
for the recovery of the purchase-money with interest.

£

(
dents of this

Court lie; and
it is

unneces.

sary for the
Court in

this
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The judge held that by Regulation VII. of 1825, the purchaser
was entitled to receive back his purchase-money, if there was no

collusion or fraud on his part and considering it established that

appeal to de

the adopted son, Doorgakanth Roy, had succeeded to the property

termine
whether the
action in ano
ther form

of Ruttunsuree and her husband; that the purchase-money went to

might lie or

the payment of their debts, and that the heir was in possession
of the estate under a decree in favour of the adopted son which re

in case No.
373 is decreed

versed the sale and awarded mesne profits without providing for
the reimbursement of the purchase-money, gave a decree against
Ramsoondree Debea and Gooroochurn Roy, guardians of Bugwute

with costs, and

Debea, as the heir of her husband, Doorgakanth Roy, and of his

that in case
No. 413 dis
missed with

adopted mother, Ruttunsuree, with costs including those of the

not

The" appeal

C0StS.

other defendants released from the claim.

-

These parties have appealed from the judge's decision, and it his
been urged in their behalf by their counsel, that an action of this
nature will not lie against them, and they cite in support of the
plea the precedents of this Court in the case of Dost Mahomed Khan
Chowdree, appellant, 28th November 1855, of Gopal Mundul, **
cial appellant, 25th November 1856, and in the review of the ca"
of Dost Mahomed Khan Chowdree, 27th November 1856. B:

Ramapersaud Roy argued moreover, that there was no privity ".
tween the adopted son and the plaintiffs; that the judge found"
the surplus proceeds had been paid to the mother, who paid."
money to the husband's estate; that the rights and interests only

the guardians were sold and not of the adopted son, and if the #"

dians were liable, it would be a question between the adopted."
andIt the
mother, and
the plaintiffs
son. " the
is contended
for not
the between
respondents
that they and
are the
entitled
purchase-money under the provisions of Clause 4, Sectio" '
Regulation VII of 1825, and upon the finding of the judge," th:

surplus proceeds of the sale were paid in liquidation of ar" O!
revenue and debts due from the husband of Ruttunsuree.

d

The provisions of the law cited by the respondent's pleader do
not apply to this case. They relate only to sales of personal Pr"
perty
landed
property
of a on
particular
description.
. the pre
Weorare
clearly
of opinion,
the principle
laid down in
cedents of the Court, which have been cited by appellant* counsel,
that an action of the nature of that before us, for the ":

money by the plaintiffs as purchasers will not lie. Whet" £
an action in another shape for the recovery of the sal: £
paid for the benefit of the estate of Ruttunsuree's husband mig
maintained against his heirs, we do not consider it

nece'

the

's

appeal before us to determine. . We therefore reverse the ju £
decision, and decree the appeal with the costs of all th:

This disposes of the appeal in Case No. 413, which is also "
with costs.

(
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*"

the plaint and
the evidence

of plaintiff's
witnesses in

the present
case is so great,
in other words
the deviation

from the prin
ciple that the
evidence must

correspond
with the alle

gation in the
pleadings is so
material, that

plaintiff’s suit
must be dis
missed, such

vendor; after the answer had been filed, the plaintiff presented: ".
tition,
begging permission to amend his plaint, and alleging ine:
planation of the inconsistency noticed by the defendant, that the
date affixed to the bond was the date on which the rough driff
was written, the bond itself not having been engrossed till some

time afterwards; but the principal sudder ameen rejected this."
plication, as the fact set forth might be entered in the retics.
tion,
whichthat
wasthe
done
accordingly.
on the merits"
of
opinion
bond
propoundedThe
is ajudge
counterpart
of a draft

written on the day the money was paid down, and is a true."
in all but the date of the transaction which it describes, and that

transaction is fully and satisfactorily established by the clear and

concurrent testimony of witnesses who were examined personally

variance

amounting to
a total failure

on plaintiff's
part to support

by him and subjected to a searching cross-examination. The judg:

held also that this inaccuracy in the date of the deed was not such

as to nullify it, or to deprive, the plaintiff of his rights

under the

the suit as

circumstances of the case.

originally
brought by

of plaintiff for the sum claimed with interest on the principalf"

A decree was therefore passed in favour

the date of institution to the date of judgment, and further inter*

him.

Decision

of

on the total sum decreed from the date of the judgment to that."

the lower court

reversed, and
the appeal de
creed
costs.

final recovery.
JUDGMENT.

with

Against the decision passed by the judge in the case adver*"

the
defendant,toanthe
appeal
has been
by that
him to
Court:
his objections
judgment
belowpreferred
are: first,
thethis
judge
has,

contrary to law, accepted a replication on the part of the plaintiff,
which contains statements not in support or amendment of, but in
opposition to the plaint, and has given plaintiff a decree on."

of the fact set forth in such illegal pleading; and secondly, that the de
cision on the merits is contrary to the weight of the evidence P"
The plaintiff in this suit sued on the 17th February 18% ir
the recovery of a sum due under a bond, which bears date 11th
Bhadoon 1254, or 6th September 1847. On the 28th Febr'

duced in the cause.

-

that is five days after the plaint had been filed, defendant applied

for
a copy
of the bond
with
endorsement
th: "'
which
the stamped
paper
wasthe
purchased,
this showing
he obtained
and on
the 9th March he filed his answer, in which he clearly showed that

on the date affixed to the deed, the stamped paper was still."
hands of the stamp vendor.

the

After this answer had been filed the

plaintiff petitioned the principal sudder ameen, before whom the
case was pending, for permission to amend his plaint, alleging"

the date affixed to the bond was the date on which the rong"
was written, and not that on which the deed itself was "F."

and ameen
executed
by theitdefendant.
On this
principal'
der
recorded
as his opinion,
thatpetition
it was the
compe"
to the

(
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bond in the plaint, a fact which of itself, under Section III,
Regulation IV. of 1795, rendered the plaintiff liable to a nonsult:
the date which the deed itself bears is 11th Bhadoon 1254, or 6th

September 1847, whereas in his second pleading plaintiff alleges
that the draft of the deed was made on the 11th Bhadoon, and that

in consequence of circumstances he mentioned for the first time, the

deed could not be prepared, but that on the 11th Aughun of 2nd
December 1847, three months afterwards, the instrument, on which
the suit was founded, was executed and antedated. We retain the
opinion which we expressed in a recent case, that although a sup

plemental plaint is admissible for the purpose of bringing before the
court facts material to the case not contradictory to the original

pleading, still that a supplemental plaint which makes a positive
statement inconsistent with or contradictory to the original, is *
together inadmissible under our system of pleading, as therefore the
replication in the case, if looked upon in the light of a supplemental

plaint, is inconsistent with and contradictory to the original plain,
we think in this form it is inadmissible, and that the case must pro

ceed on the merits as laid in the original plaint.

The evidence of the witnesses of the plaintiff is merely to the
effect that the plaintiff in company with them took rupees 1,000, on
the evening of the 11th Bhadoon 1254, to the house of the defendant,
who tested and took the money; that a draft of the bond was drawn
out on plain paper, but evening coming on defendant went out."
drive, and the execution of the bond itself was postponed; that the
next day the plaintiff was summoned into the Mofussil by urg"
business, and that after his return, in the month of Aughur,"
bond was engrossed in the presence of the parties and the su"

ing witnesses, and the signature and seal of the defendant affixe:
Now omitting all consideration of the improbabilities atten"
this representation of facts, and accepting it as correct, leaving."

also all notice of the important and fatal fact that this conclu"
evidence contradicts and varies the written matter of the d"
which on the face of it appears to have been executed on the 11th

Bhadoon 1254, or 6th September 1847, whilst the witness'

es it was executed on the 4th Aughun 1255, or 2nd December"
that is three months subsequently, it is quite clear that betwee" *
plaint and the evidence of plaintiff's witnesses there is a great."
Now amongst the general rules regulating the prod"
tion
of
evidence
none is must
of greater
importance
that which,',
scribes that the evidence
correspond
with thethan
allegations,
and that
agreement.

it is sufficient if the substance of the issues be prored. "As one."
“the main objects of pleading,” observes Taylor in his book." Er
dence, volume 1, page 179, “is to apprise the parties of the spect"
“fic nature of the question to be tried, and as this object would *
“defeated if either party were at liberty to produce facts essentially

(
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THE 27Th JUNE 1857.
PRESENT :

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,
B. J. COLVIN, ESQ.,
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,

Judges.

CASE No. 1 17 OF 1856.
-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. DaCosta, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, dated 28th July 1855.
MUSST

BEEBEE

SOBUDRA, MOTHER

AND GUARDIAN,

oF BABOO JUGURNATHPURSAD, MINoR, (PLAINTiff,
APPELLANT,
versus

MR. C. STRACHAN AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellant—Baboos

#:" Roy and

Kishenkula"

hose.

Vakeels of Respondents—Moonshee Ameer Alee and
Mr. R. T.

suit '"
to en#

Allan.

SUIT
laid at Company's
rupees
The following
are the facts
of the13,461-1.
case. The plaintiff as heiress of

: £st her uncle, claims to have a lien on certain factories, the property"
certain indigo the defendant, on the ground that her uncle had in the way of bus
£, '. ness advanced certain sums to a Mr. Johnson, the then prop"

£r" of the factories, to carry on the concern, and having:
":d that the him on an account current, procured a decree for rupees 6.3%
present owner on the 25th January 1849, with leave to levy the amount either by

£" sale of the Bhowara and Hussungpore factories, or from Mr. John.
£e son, personally. Mr. Johnson appealed to the Sudder to rel'."
sheriff
by his himself from personal responsibility under the decree, asserting
th:
unconditional
f which
-

£e the debt had been contracted on account of the factories 0

cannot destroy he was only the manager for the proprietors, but the Court'
existing claims

and the right

#.'

firmed the decree as passed. The plaintiff then sued out £
by attachment and sale of the factories, but was opposed by :

£ present owner and defendant, on the ground that the factories'
commencement been purchased at a sheriff's sale, prior to the decree, on the 5th

£a December 1848, by Mr. Molloy, for rupees 500, free from all in
in his favour. cumbrances, and had since passed by sale and re-sale to the £

defendants. Ultimately this objection was so far upheld

that t

Sudder Court, on the ground that the new proprietors" "
parties
originalofdecree,
the the
plaintiff
a ".
:
to
try to
thethe
question
liabilityreferred
and hence
presenttosuit,
which
for recovery of principal and interest amounting to rupees 13,461.l.

(
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THE 27TR JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 12 OF 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Latour, Additimal
Judge of Behar, dated 8th March 1855, altering a decree of
Sheikh Soojaut Alee Khan, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated
12th March 1854.

-

SYED KHADUM HOSSEIN, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
tersus

SHEIKH PEERBUKSH alias BHURTUN AND OTHERS,

(DEFENDANTS,) RESPONDENTs.

Vakeels of Appellant—Moonshee Ameer Alee and Mr. R. T. All".
The order of

the judge de
claring the
estate of Peer
buksh liable to

Vakeel of Respondent, Musst. Chunda—Baboo Kishenkishore Glee.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 5th January
1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. C.B.
Trevor and D. I. Money:—

-

-

ing liens and

“The particulars of the case will be found in the judge's decision
“The
petitioner
obtained abeing
decreereleased
againstfrom
Peerbuksh
Mus
Tirmanee;
Musst Chunda,
liability.andThe
de

mortgage on

cree of the sudder ameen was modified by the judge, and the estate

sale subject to
all outstand

the estate
which was in

tended to per
petuate the
mortgage of
Musst.

pleaded by Musst. Tirmanee, subject however to all outstanding"
and mortgage against the estate.

-

Chun

da modified,
the proviso
aforesaid being
inserted

of Peerbuksh made liable, in reversal of the separate convey*
“The petitioner urges in special appeal that as Musst. Tir"
mortgaged the property to Musst. Chunda under the co"

which the lower courts have set aside, his decree cannot be

subject

to

protect a mort
gage derived

to “We
the mortgage
as special
a lien upon
decreed
him. should
admit the
appealthetoproperty
try whether
thetojudge

from a person

not have given the plaintiff a decree against the property fre" from

whose title has

been declared such incumbrance.”
invalid.
JUDGMENT.

The judge's
in inserting
the proviso
noticed inof#'
:
tificate
appears intention
to have been
to perpetuate
the mortgage
Chunda, but as Musst. Chunda's mortgage was derived from Mush
Tirmanee, whose title has been declared invalid, it fails as "":
course, and the intention of the proviso which the judge h" : e
in his decretal order, can only have the effect of lowering

'' :

of the property when put up for sale. We therefore "

(
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be no ground for admitting further evidence, as its opinion win
founded upon the record, as that of the principal sudder ameen had
been, and applicant could as easily have filed the present proof,
before as now; but after looking at the new dakhilas, &c., they fail
to supply what was considered wanting in proof of an uniform rate
of jumma at a certain amount corresponding with the alleged per
manent jumma of rupees 1,071 as in the dowl, and as the Court did
not doubt the fact of petitioner's possession, which they considered,
however, only of a temporary, not of a permanent nature, the evi.

dence upon which the review is applied for, is not relevant to the
1SSule.

Petition rejected with costs.
THE 29TH JUNE-1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 246 OF 1854.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Golam Asgur R.
Bahadoor, Pricipal Sudder Ameen of Beerbhoom, dated 17"
May 1854.
BISHESHWUR MOOKERJEA AND
-

OTHERS,

(DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANTS,
ten"Sus

BINADERAM SEIN, For self AND As GUARDIAN or KQ9.
LOODAPERSAUD SEIN AND OTHERs, (PLAINTIFFs)"
PONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellants—Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and
Sumbhoonath

Pundit.

Wakeel of Respondents—Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
THIs is a suit to recover rupees 13,616, principal

and

:

Plaintiff
sued to recover
a sum due on

due on a kistbundee, in which the defendant had agreed """
would not take credit for any instalment not endorsed "

a kistbundee;
defendant ac

knowledged
the execution
of the deed

but pleaded
ment.
#.'

ptart

the burden of

proof of the

the bond.

d, but

The defendant did not deny the execution of the

bon
the de

#:

pleaded that he had paid rupees 7,915 in reduction of
Ine
different times, and that he held the plaintiff's receipts for ':
The plaintiff by his replication denied these payments and £
the receipts to be forgeries. The principal sudder ame"&"

-

(
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THE 29TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges,
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 267 OF 1856.
-

-

Special Appeal from the decision of Baboo Oopenderchunder N.

rutton, Principal Sudder Ameen of Jessore, dated 16th November
1854, reversing that of Moulvee Sadiq Ahmed, i Moonsiff of
Chowkee Trimohonee, dated 19th March 1853.

-

TENOORAM, (PLAINTIFF,) APPELLANT,
versus

RAMKANYE ROY AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Bungsheebuddun Mitter.
Vakeels of Respondents, Ramkanye Ray, Soonduree D-bea and
Unnoda Debea—Baboos Dwarkanath Mitter and Sreena" *

by the princi

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 19th May 1855,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. A. Sc"."
C. B. Trevor:—
“Plaintiff, special appellant, sued Ramkanye Roy and others, :

ameen are not

possession of 3 beegas of lakhiraj land and obtained a decree from the
moonsiff; in appeal the plaintiff's case was nonsuited on the ground
that the plaintiff's claim as stated was not sufficient in accordance

claim, which is

with Section III., Regulation IV. of 1793.

made

in con

*

-

“Plaintiff has now appealed specially, he urges that it.'" *
competent to the principal sudder ameen in the absence of allo'
tions on this head on the part of the (defendant,) appellant himself."
raise the point and to nonsuit the plaintiff.
that officer in
order that it

may be decid

intiff,

“We observe that the moonsiff decreed the suit in the plain:
favour on the merits, and that no objection was taken as." indisti'.
ness in the plaint, either in the answer by defendant in the court
of first instance, or in his appeal before the principal sudd
we therefore admit the special appeal to try whether under
circumstances the case should not be remanded to the "
sudder ameen for investigation on its merits.”
JUDGMENT.

The principal sudder ameen, we observe, has nonsuited the F.
tiff on the ground of certain inconsistencies between statement" i.

in the plaint, the replication and in a subsequent petiti". £
cumstances, however, such as they are, affect the proof of plain"

(
Held that
an action

against an
executor per

sonally for a
legacy will lie.
Held also
that in the

present case
the investiga
tion below has
been defective

and

that the

judge

should

have remand
ed the case to
the lower
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“We admit the special appeal to try whether the decisions of the
lower courts, which fail to notice these objections, are defective of
not; we direct that this case be put upon the file of special admitted

appeals and be brought up for hearing as quickly as possible."
•

JUDSMENT.

This was an action brought by plaintiff as legatee against the de
fendant, the executor of her husband, for the sum of rupees 1,000,

payable to her as a legacy under her husband's will. The defen
dant pleaded a payment of rupees 205, in part of the bequest, and
pleaded as a set-off against the remainder, the value of jewels made

court in order

away with by the plaintiff.

that the plea

No witnesses were examined on either side by the court of first
instance; a decree was consequently given in plaintiff's favourfor the
amount sued for; on appeal the defendant objected to the proce:
dure of the lower court regarding the attendance of the witnesses,

of defendant
should

be

fully inquired
Into.

Case remit
ted in order
that the course

above suggest
ed may be
adopted.

the objection was overruled and the decree of the lower court was
affirmed. We think, under the above circumstances, that the in

vestigation below is defective; that this action for a legacy under
the system of law current in the country will lie against the execu.

tor personally, we have no doubt; but we think that the judge
should have remanded the case to the lower court in order that the

plea
payment
and set-off
urged by the
petitioner,
afterofthe
attendance
of witnesses,
be defendant,
fully inquired
into.sh'
We
therefore, remit the case to the judge with directions that he return
the record to the court of first instance, in order that the defendant
petitioner's witnesses may be again summoned and the pleas urge
by him be fully inquired into, and whatever order may eventually
seem necessary be passed.

(
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THE 29III JUNE 1837.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.,

l

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X Officiating Judges.

i. i. MONEY, E., "1
CASE No. 29 of 1857

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. H. S. Thompson. Principal
Sudder Amern of 24-Per-unnahs, dated 17th February 18, 5.

•

rerersing a decree of Bah." Poornoochunder Mookerjee, Moonsiff
of Putturghatta of that district, dated 28th April 1854.
RAMTUNNOO MY TEE AND Ornens, (DEFENDANTs)
APP1.1. LANTs,
******

JUGOMOHUN MOOKERJEA, (PLAINTIFF,) REsposor. Nr.

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose.
Vakeel of Respond al-Baboo Sreenath S. in.
plant.tiff

This case was almitted to special appeal on the 10th January
1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A.
Samuells and D. I. Money :

“This is a suit by a mortgagee for possession on foreclosure.
The mortgage deed is dated the 21st Bhadron 1252, an i purports
to be executed by one Bheem Mahtoe, who, it is admitted, was then
the owner of the property mortgaged. The defendants deny the

*nest as latert

*** for
P-----, * on
*** **, r*.,
* * * * ant

deriv the nort
* -- and pro
d : * a de 1 of
*a-e • ****ted

by

- mortgage and produce a deed of sale from Bheem Mahtoe to Jadub

Mahtoe, father of the special appellants, dated the 21st Cheyt 1256,
under which they allege they are in possession. The plaintiff is
sued notices of foreclosure both on Bheem and Jadub, and although

Jadub denied the plaintiff's mortgage, he deposited the money due
under the mortgage in court.

The plaintiff however refused to

the nort

* *ror

fear

years sub-e
quant to the
ate of the
mortgage in
favour of their
father. The

plaintiff i-red
*** *** ****

take it, alleging that Jadub had no rights in the property and insti
tuted this suit. It appears that subsequent to the alleged sale of

closure against
the mort-razor

the property to

and

J' there

was a suit under Act IV. of 1840

between Bheem and Jadub for 2 beegas of land (a small portion
of the property now claimed) and that Bheem obtained a decree.
Bheem afterwards died, when Ramtunnoo and Nemaee, the nephews
of Bheem and sons of Jadub, established their right to succeed to

their uncle and obtained an order for possession from the judge
under Act XIX. of 1841, the daughters of Bheem opposing the
order unsuccessfully.

defen

dants special
appellants'
father and al

though defen
dants' father

denied plain
tuff's mortgage,
he deposited
the sum due
in court which

plaintiff refus

(
ed to take.
The moon

siff

dismissed

plaintiff's
claim

as

he

had not proved
the mortgage;

the principal
sudder ameen
did not consi

der proof
the

o

mortgage

necessary as it
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“The moonsiff dismissed the plaintiff's claim on the ground that
he had not proved his mortgage.
“The principal sudder ameen did not consider proof of the mort.
gage to be necessary, because it had been admitted by the mort
gagor's daughters and gave the plaintiff a decree.
“We admit the special appeal to try: first, whether as the
daughters had not succeeded to the property of their father, their
admission could obviate the necessity under which the plaintiff hy
of establishing the mortgage which formed the foundation of his

had been ad

mitted by the

suit, and which the defendants denied; and secondly, whether as

mortgagor's

plaintiff issued notice of foreclosure upon Jadub, who claimed:

£

and

# purchaser from, and representative of, Bheem, the original mo".
gave plainti
a decree.
gagor, and Jadub in consequence of such notice deposited the
Held that it
is incumbent money due under the mortgage in Court, the plaintiff is entitled to
for plaintiff refuse the money and to foreclose the mortgage.”
under the cir
cumstances of
the case put

to prove the
mortgage
which defen

dant deny
and if it be
established,

then for plain
tiff to

show

that as special
appellants'
father, upon
whom as the

representative
of the

We find the facts to be, as stated in the certificate, and we are

clearly of opinion that it was incumbent on the plaintiff under"
circumstances,
to provethetheprincipal
mortgagesudder
which the
defendants
deni".
We therefore reverse
ameen's
decision,
and
remand the case to him for re-trial, with directions that he *

consider and decide upon the evidence which the plaintiff."
duced
in support of his mortgage, and if it should be establish"
his satisfaction, that he should therf proceed to determine whether,
with reference to the notice issued upon Jadub, and the deposity

mort

gagor notice
was served,

deposited

JUDGMENT.

the

sum remaining
due under the

mortgage, the
present action
will lie.

Case remit

ted for enquiry
as above sug
gested.

him in consequence of such notice of the sum due under the "
gage, the plaintiff is not estopped from bringing the action.

(
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discharged it. The first point, the principal sudder ameen may be
said to have decided in their favour, but the second point he his

not noticed at all. We admit the special appeal to try whether his
judgment is not defective in this respect.”
JUDGMENT.

Several cases have been cited to us by the respondents, in which
this Court has held that when the kubooleut is proved to be a
forgery, the suit based upon it must be dismissed, whatever may
be the defendant's admission as to the amount of rent due under

other agreements.

It is evident that there may be a distinction

between cases in which the kubooleut appears to be tainted with ,
fraud or forgery, and cases in which the plaintiff has simply failed
to prove it. It is not necessary, however, in this particular case,
that we should decide whether a plaintiff in a suit for rent based
upon a kubooleut, who fails to prove the kubooleut, is or is not

entitled to demand a decree for such portion of the rent as the de
fendants admit that they have agreed to pay, but of which they can
not prove the payment. We find that the plaintiff in this suit dir
tinctly took his stand upon the kubooleut.
and that was to the following purport:—
“The kubooleut is the

£

He filed only one issue,

of my suit, is it proved."

not?” He has voluntarily staked his case on his ability to prove
this document, and has lost it. We cannot now allow him to
amend his case. We affirm the decision of the lower court, and

dismiss the appeal with costs.

(
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THE 29TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., X-Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,
CASE No. 67 OF 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. J. Reiley, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Dinagepore, dated 23rd March 1855, reversing
a decree of Moulvee Mattabooddeen, Moonsiff of Chowkee Chin
tamun, dated 24th July 1854.
KIRPANUND SHAHA AND BROJONATH SHAHA,

(PLAINTIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
versus

GOBRA, GUNESH AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANTS.

Vakeel of Appelläts-Baboo Unodapersaud Banerjea.
Held that

when a party
admits the

execution of a

bond by him,
but seeks to

avoid liability
under it by
leading that

£

considera

Vakeel of Respondents—Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 20th January
1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. C. B.
Trevor and D. I. Money:—
“The action is for a bond debt of rupees 60. The defendants
do not deny the execution of the bond, but plead that they did not

receive full consideration, and that the amount borrowed has been
paid by them in kind. The moonsiff considered the claim of the
plaintiffs proved and gave them a decree. The principal sudder

tion, accor
ding to the
terms of the
contract, has

given full consideration for the bond, were not entitled and dismiss

not been re
ceived by him,

ed the suit.

proof of such
non-receipt

“The special petitioner urges that the burden of proof was thrown
by the principal sudder ameen upon the wrong party.

rests upon

him, and in
the absence of

proof to that
effect he must

be held to the

ameen held that the plaintiffs having failed to prove that they had

“We find that the execution of the bond is fully admitted by the

defendants, and we admit the special appeal to try whether, under
such admission, upon the plea set forth by the defendants, that they
had not received the full consideration, the onus probandi did not

terms of the

deed, to which

lie upon the defendants.”

he has deliber

ately affived
his signature.
Case re
manded to the

principal sud
der ameen
with instruc
tions that he

JUDGMENT.

We are clearly of opinion that when a party admits the execu
tion of a bond by him, but seeks to avoid liability under it, by
pleading that full consideration according to the terms of the
contract has not been received by him, the proof of such non-receipt

(
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THE 3.1111 JUNE 1857.
PR1 =1...N.T.:

C. B. TREVOR, E-O ,

E. A. SAMUELLS, E-Q,

Officiating Judges.

I). I. MONEY, L-Q.,
No. 208 or 1-54.

Regular Appeal from the decision of Mr. C. MacDonald, Princi
pal Swiler Ameen of Iihanyu'pore, dated 30th March 1851.
BHUG WAN DOSS AND Ormrits, (DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANTs,
******

LULLEETNARAIN DEO, (PLAINTIFF,) REspox Dr. Nr.

Vakeels of Appellanti-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Hurkalee
Gh se.

Wakels of Respondent–Month - Ameer Al-e and Baboo
At thentis' are (, "se.

SUIT laid at ru; ecs 8,469-2

11 - 1 - the

The plaintiff sues for lossession of 79* beegas of land comprised ' ' '.
within the mouzas Dacre" and Sa 'ree, his ancestral zeminiaree, by . . . . . .
reversal of the oriers of them "strate, suiler ameen and sessions : ... ...
judge, under Act IV. of 1840, dated respectively 12th October ...", ''.
1846, 14th March 1847, 23ri November 1848, 26th March 1849, " ' " " --

and 19th May 1849, under which he alieges the defendants forci- :

"...'

bly dispossessed him. The boundaries of these lands are specified £, as

£.
in the plaint.
The defendants deny the plaintiff's allegations and plead that " ":" in
the lands claimed by the plain" antertain to mouza Airpore, the ...'..."
zemin Haree of the defendant, Bhugwan l'ass.

an i ti - tie-i

The principal sulder ameen with reference to the decisions of £. ".
the magistrate of the 12th October 1846 and 14th March 1847, a fan. In re

and the 1. du Quiries upon which they were based, as well as the '.' "
oral evid, "...ead used by the plaintiff, held that the plaintiff's continued p * *n of the disputed lands was established up to the

peri i of the is ute between the parties, which led to the first
proceeings un-er Act IV. of 1840. He also held that inasmuch
as a map prepare t by Rukn alchunier, ameen, on the 18th February
1847, showed the boundaries of the plaintiff's lands, and a purwa
nah issued by the magistrate to the darogah of Thanna Ruttun

gunge on the 4th March 1847, directed that the plaintil should be

-

-

(
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put in possession of the lands within those boundaries and as those
boundaries correspond with the boundaries specified in the plaint, it
was clear that the disputed lands belonged to the plaintiff's
zemindaree, and that the plaintiff was entitled to them. Upon

these and other grounds stated in his judgment, he gave a decree
in the plaintiffs favour.
The defendants have appealed against this decision as being con
trary to the evidence on the record and the merits of the case, and

also on the ground that as the suit involved a dispute regarding the
boundaries of the estates of the respective parties, the principal
sudder ameen should not have disposed of it without local investi

gation, as required by Section XVII, Regulation IV of 1793.
It appears from the record that prior to the decisions of the ma
gistrate, under Act IV. of 1840, now sought to be reversed by the
plaintiff, there were frequent disputes between the parties or their
ryots regarding the plunder of paddy crops upon lands, which the
one side alleged to belong to mouza Adilpore, and the other to
mouzas Daoree and Saoree.

The decisions of the magistrate of the 19th November 1835,

10th August 1837, and 30th May 1840, filed by the plaintiff and
to which the plaintiff's pleader has made special reference, are evi

dence only of the fact, that the complaints were preferred by the
defendant or his tenants and were dismissed, recognizances to keep

the peace being taken from both parties. An inference may be
drawn from these decisions that the lands upon which the crops
stood belonged to the plaintiff, and not to the defendants, but they
afford no proof whatever that the plaintiff was at that time in ac

tual possession of the lands now in dispute.
We must consider then the decisions of the magistrate, for the
reversal of which this suit is brought, and the local inquiry and

map, upon which the plaintiff mainly relies as evidence in support
of his claim.

The decision of the 12th October 1846, was on the suit of the
defendant Bhugwan Dass, against Girwurnarain Deo, the plain
tiff's brother, and awarded him possession of 10 beegas of land al

leged by him to belong to his estate mouza Adilpore.
The decision of the sudder ameen, of the 14th March 1847, was
on the suit also of Bhugwan Dass versus Girwurnarain Deo, and
after his death against the plaintiff, and decreed possession of 38 5.

10 b. of lands to Bhugwan Dass, as appertaining to Adilpore, which
the plaintiff claimed as part of his estate Daoree and Saoree.
The action was brought for 350, beegas but the sudder ameen

awarded possession only of 38 b. 10 b. with reference to a
decision of the moonsiff, dated 9th September 1846, this decision

was passed on the suit of Uswan Bhuggut, a lessee of the plaintiff
against Doorgussen Mundun, for recovery of arrears of rent, Door
-

(
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It does not afford, in our opinion, the slightest evidence in support
of the plaintiff's allegation of the dispossession by the defendants of
794 beegas belonging to his estate of Daoree and Saoree, which is

the main point for our consideration.

It is possible, though the

lands have not been measured, that an area to this extent, of lands

belonging to Daoree and Saoree, may be comprised within these
boundaries. The plaintiff's petition however, when he objected
before the sudder ameen to possession of 38 b. 10 b. of land
being awarded to the defendants agreeably to these bounda

ries, on the ground that they comprised 350 beegas, is opposed to
his present allegation.

-

The plaintiff has entirely failed to prove his case. Not only
with regard to the dispossession by the defendants of beegas 794,
as alleged in his plaint, but with regard to the 10 beegas and the
38 b.

10 b., of which possession was awarded

fendants in the suits under Act IV. of 1840.

to

the de

He has adduced no

evidence to prove his title to these lands previous to the decisions
of the courts, under which possession of them was awarded to the

defendants. The map does not show, and the other documentary
evidence does not prove, that the 38 b. 10 b. of land ap
pertain to Daoree and Saoree, and not to Adilpore, nor can we

gather from it whether the beegas 10 are separate from the
38 b.

10 b., or included within them.

The oral evidence for the

plaintiff is equally unsatisfactory. Under these circumstances, and
as there is entire failure of proof of the dispossession by the defen
dants of the lands claimed by the plaintiff in excess of the
38 b. 10 b., we are of opinion, that the plaintiff has made out no title
to the lands he claims, and we therefore reverse the principal sudder

ameen's decision, and decree the appeal with costs.

-

(
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in question the adoption of Gobindnath on behalf of which the suit
is instituted.

-

It was contended by Baboo Ramapersaud Roy, that the deedo'
permission filed by the (plaintiff,) respondent, was not a genuine
document; that it was said to have been executed by Raja Gobind
chunder, on the 25th Aughun 1243, or 9th December 1836; and
that he died on the 28th of Aughun, or 12th December of the same
year, that is, three days afterwards; that the document was not
produced until six months afterwards, viz., the 6th June 1857,"
fore the judge of Rajshahye; that when first produced, only two

witnesses were produced to testify to its execution, though that."
been witnessed by ten; that the deed itself had been registered
neither before the register of deeds nor the cazee; that with the
exception of two
all the others
to have been written"
the same hand andnames
with the same pen;seem
that the stamp on which
the deed was engrossed was purchased not at Nattore, but at Now

hattah; that there is not one respectable signature nor one of."
of the family, nor of the officers connected with the family, of wh:
there were a score in Gobindchunder's service on the deed its

Moreover, before the lower court but one subscribing witnes"
been brought by plaintiff. This absence has not been accounted,

in the absence of satisfactory explanation on this head, the 0:
will
estimate
that they wereat its proper value the evidence of witnesses who"
present at the execution, in short the

document

whichtime,
was has
acted
1254, and proved,
now though
first
notupon
been in
satisfactorily
and thetested:
plaintiffs case

falls, though ample opportunity was afforded to them for the produc
tion of any evidence that they might be inclined to bring for: 000
On the part of the (plaintiff) respondent, it was urged by ed, was

||

shee
Ameerdeed;
Alee,that
thatitthe
of permission
now propoun
a genuine
wasdeed
mentioned
long previous
to * mon
after its execution, viz., in the month of June 1837, before the co
lector in the petition presented with a view to bring the esta" e
the Court of Wards; that from that time to the present the per

||

mission has not only never been questioned, but it has been *
cepted asandgenuine
by the in
civil
of Rajshahye
a£
inquiry,
that, moreover,
thecourt
case now
before theinCourh
It had
been proved by the most satisfactory evidence.
The family of Nattore has been remarkable for the numer"15
adoptions which have taken place in it, to any slight or " ice

presumption therefore which may arise from this family

£

in favour of the instrument now proposed, the £
entitled.
Whenconnected
however we
the deed itself an
circumstances
withlook
its to
execution,
we cann" u th

struck by the meagre and very insufficient evidence by "
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whose depositions are recorded allege that they were present at the
execution by Gobindchunder of the deed of permission; such evi.
dence generally if unsupported cannot be relied on, and the parties
in this case are not men of that respectability which would allow
us to give to them more than ordinary credit and they seem to
have been in no way connected as confidential servants or other
wise with the family of Gobindchunder.

Altogether, notwithstanding the slight presumption in heria"
above alluded to, we are of opinion that the plaintiff has failed."
prove that the deed of permission propounded by her is a genu"
document, and such being the case the adoption which is allege.
to have taken place becomes a nullity, it follows that the * :
brought by plaintiff as the guardian of the adopted son of Silver
suree viz. Gobindnath Roy falls, and it is unnecessary for the Court
to proceed into the merits of the case.
Under the view of the case expressed above, we decree the appeal

of the (defendant) appellant, Kassisoondree Debea and thes".
tor of Moorshedabad, and reverse the decision of the princial
sudder ameen and we dismiss the appeal of the plaintiff below,
Ranee Kissenmonee; all the costs of the lower and of this Court"
be borne by (plaintiff,) appellant.

|
THE 30th JUNE 1857.
|

PRESENT:

|

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

*} officiating Judges

.

CASE No. 89 of 1855.
-

Regular Appeal from the decision of Baboo Kasheeshur '"

Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, dated 12th Aug" 185
RAMNEEDHEE LAHOREE, (DEFENDANT,) APPELLANT,
versus

GOPEEKISHEN GOSAIN, (PLAINTIFF,)

Resros'

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy and Mr. W.
Ritchie.

Vakeels of Respondent–Baboo Kishenkishore Ghose and Mr.
A. T. T. Peterson
Held gene
rally that in
the interpreta
tion of con
tracts the law

SUIT laid at Company's rupees 8,240.

nnah

Plaintiff, Gopeekishen Gosain, resident of Berampore, Pers'
Boro, sued Ramneedhee Lahoree, resident of

Choka'"

Boro, for the recovery of the balance of a hoondee withinterest

(
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terms with plaintiff and his brother; that in consequence oft".
friendship he, defendant, though not a man with leisure, performal
gratuitously any business with which plaintiff might entrust him.
that on the 25th September 1851, corresponding with the 10th
Assin 1258, plaintiff forwarded to him, defendant, a draft on the
treasury for Company's rupees 9,714-11-6, together with ale"
written in plaintiff's own hand-writiug, instructing him to draw the
contents of the draft in question, and to purchase an old 5 percent

Promissory Note of rupees 8,000, and to forward the same through
the bearer of the letter, but should he be unable so to do, to bring

to him the note himself when he might be able; that immediately."
the receipt of the letter aforesaid, defendant got the draft cashed.
called for brokers and directed them that very day to look for a
Government Promissory Note for rupees 8,000, of the aforesaid |
scription; that no broker succeeded on that day in obtaining
Promissory Note of the required description, but that on the follow

ing day, on the 26th September, a well known broker, by name
Rajiblochun
whoNotes
had on
several
sold and
Government Mundul,
Promissory
behalftimes
of plaintiff,
camep"and to |
him that an European employed in the Home Depart" i.
some loan papers to sell, one of which, for rupees 8,000, *
pledged in the bazar, but could be obtained, were them", ".
that defendant replied that he could not pay the money."
inspecting the paper; that the broker then said that the gentlem."
in the Home Department was in possession of another £
of the amount of rupees 10,000, and if the sum of rupees 80".
£Peradvanced
on security of the said paper, the Promissory Note
rupees 8,000 could be procured within an hour; that." de £
assenting to this proposal, the broker, accompanied by a £
brought and exhibited the said paper of rupees 10,000; that £
dant examined it himself and showed it to others, but detect
fraud connected with it; as however it was not endorsed

defendant sent his sircar, Ramdhun Chuckerbuttee, *

":

£

paper endorsed, and in a short time the paper was returned ed 10
an endorsement of one Grinon; that defendant then £

the broker and sircar of the said Grinon 8 notes, Nos. £ .
5821, 5826, 5909, 5981,7544 and 7081, out of thos: £

£ they
'.
the '.

him from the general treasury, and sent Ramdhun

with them to bring the note amounting to rupees 8,000;

contrived to dismiss Ramdhun Chuckerbuttee on

they had received only rupees.8,000 in return for a paper." that as
10,000, it was unnecessary for him to accompany '. some
the broker after two hours did not return,

defendant :

whic

misgivings as to the genuineness of the note in his " £
he submitted to the inspection of two or three other " in offs
did not doubt its genuineness; that defendant rem"

(
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until 4 p.m., and afterwards inquired in the bazar regarding the
broker, but could not meet with him; that on the following day,
riz., 27th S-tember, the broker was founi after a long search, and
said that if t e gentieman has not yet sent you the pater, you had

better order a man of your's to accompany me to whom I will
oint out the gentleman and his sirear; that defendant then sent
Anwur Singh, and his aircar with the broker to the
Home Department, and afterwards foliowed himself; that the
broker then state 1 that the gentleman.and his sirear were not to

£ durwan,

be found; that ce: t: lant mate inquiries amongst the writers and

Peons in the effic, but cou. I obtain no clue to the discovery of the
Eentieman; that defendant then became extremely auspicious re

gariang the note for rupees 1"," deposited with him, and sub
mitted it for examination to his master, Mr. Cochrane, and inform

ed him of all particulars; that Mr. Cochrane said there was no
doubt about the note; that defendant then asked Mr. Cochrane, to

give him a letter for the purpose of having the paper examined
at the general treasury; that this was done, the paper was ex
amined, and it was discovered that the paper was originally for

rupees 100 and hai been converted into rupees 10,000; that de
fendant informed plaintiff on the subject, and subsequently at his
request part to him, through Sreenath Chuckerbuttee, the balance of
rupees 1,714-11-6; that defendant's deposition was taken before the
lice on the 30th September, and the broker committed to the
forcery, but was released;
that defendant throughout the whole transaction has acted as plain
tiff himself would have acted; that he was merely a gratuitous

£ Court sessions on a charge of

agent, and being such, as no gross neglect has been charged or

proved against him, he is not legally liable for the heavy claim
now set up by plaintiff.
The

'' principal suller ameen of

Hooghly found: first,

that the defendant was a gratuitous agent; and secondly, that he
was liable for the principle amount claimed by plaintiti for the fol
lowing reasons: first, inasmuch as the defendiant's answer, his

replies to questions put by the Court, his deposition before the
Court and before the police, and the testimony of the witnesses

brought by him, are contradictory to each other on important
*ints; secondly, inasmuch as he was guilty of gross negligence in

£ paid away the sum of

rupees 8,000 to the broker, without
having shown the pretended Note of rupees 10,000 to any one with
a view to an inquiry into the genuineness of the paper and the

endorsement upon it previously to making the payment, although
ready means were at hand for making such an inquiry, and from
the appearance of the paper, had such an examination taken place,
the 1 r.ery must have been discovered, and defendant's office was
close buth to the General Treasury and the Home Department,

( 1136 )
where such inquiries should have been made; thirdly, inasmuch
he was guilty of gross negligence in not having ascertained from
the alleged pledgee of note of rupees 8,000, whether such note arm

ally existed or not; fourthly, inasmuch as he was guilty of gros
negligence in not having, in accordance with the usual custom in

such transactions, inspected the paper of rupees 8,000, regarding
which the bargain was to be made ere paying away the whole
amount of the price of such paper on the security of another note:
fifthly, inasmuch as he was guilty of gross negligence in trusting:
broker with whose place of residence he was unacquainted, a
regarding whose means he professes a total want of knowledge
sixthly, inasmuch as he was guilty of gross negligence in *.
a Government promissory note as a security, without, as is the
practice of all people, whether acting for themselves or for others
inquiring into its genuineness or otherwise.

For these main reasons conjoined with other minor one."
additional principal sudder ameen gave plaintiff a decree for "
principal amount claimed by plaintiff, viz. rupees 8,000; as hows"

the defendant did not enjoy the use of the money, but lost it M

negligence, the principal sudder ameen was of opinion that?"
tiff was not entitled to interest previous to the date of his dete.
though he of course was entitled from that date to the date."

''. he passed a decree accordingly with costs payable by."
ant.

JUDGMENT.

An appeal has been preferred to this Court by the defendant in
the cause against the judgment of the principal sudder ameen

adverse to him, and the ground of dissatisfaction taken up."

appellant is, that admitting that some neglect is visible on his £
still the record does not disclose such gross negligence as to render

him, a gratuitous agent, liable to the plaintiff's demand

£

peal has been preferred by the plaintiff in the court below agains
anyThe
portion
of the decision of the principal sudder ameen.
main facts of the case, as admitted by the (defendant) ap
pellant, either in his answer or his deposition taken before
principal sudder ameen, are to the following effect *—that '.
25th September 1851, corresponding with the 18th Assin |
defendant received a draft on the treasury for rupees 9,714. #.
together
in plaintiff's
ownand
£
structing with
him atoletter
draw written
the contents
of the draft,
top" ise
old 5 per cent. Promissory Note for rupees 8,000, and toforw
-

same to him; that on the following day, viz., 26th

Septem".

well known broker named Rajiblochun Mundul, from

whom

f from

had previously bought Company's Papers to the amo".
rupees 20 to rupees 25,000, came and told him that an Europe."

(
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a person acting under a delcredere commission must, as a skilled
agent, exercise proper skill; but that doctrine will not apply to:
gratuitous agent, and it is sufficient in a case of this nature, if a

party acts with the degree of care which any ordinarily reasonable
man would use; that the law requires great diligence on the part
of the bailee when the bailment is made for the sole benefit of the

bailor and makes him responsible for slight neglect; when the
bailment is reciprocally beneficial, it requires ordinary care on the
part of the bailee, and makes him responsible for ordinary neged
and when the bailment is for the sole benefit of the bailor, the law

requires only slight diligence on the part of the bailee, and make
him answerable only for gross neglect; that in the present
the bailment was for the benefit of the bailor, and the only question

then for our consideration is, was the defendant guilty of gas
negligence, the instructions to defendant were general, and did not

fetter the mode of action to be adopted by him, and defendant*
far from deviating from them, used his best endeavour to car"

them out; he was instructed to purchase a paper of rupees 80".
he could not obtain it; he then took rupees 10,000 paper ass"

rity, whilst the broker was procuring the paper for rupees";
now
was there gross negligence in that mode of proceeding? "
doubtedly not; it may be said, however, that the clumsy and rol.
aboutinmode
of proceeding
adopted
evidenced
negligence
that
the present
case if one
broker
could notgross
procure
a paper

or

rupees 8,000, others might have been sent for; they might probably
but as defendant in this matter acted, as is proved by witness
in a mode usual in Calcutta, that mode though not the most sin

ple
that would
might have
beenbeen
adopted,
a legitimate
fendant
not have
liableishad
the rupees one;
8,000that
paper*."
been
found to be a forgery, neither is he in justice liable in. the present
instance. The learned counsel then proceeded to cite in support

his argument the following cases: Shiells, versus Blackburne."
stone's480;
Reports,
Volume
I, page
158; Moore,
page
er parte
Belchier,
Ambters
reportsversus
page Mogue."
219, Dartnall,
versus Howard, 4th Barnewell and Cresswell, page:345, and Massey,
versus Banner, page 1, Jacob and Walker, page 247.

M

On the side of the (plaintiff,) respondent, it was contended by Mr.

Peterson, that the law to govern this case should be that ".
formable with reason and justice, not the English law " such, he
the English law inasmuch as it was that which was most conform."

ble with justice; that granting that the defendant was only." £
'
point, he felt himself precluded from questioning the ruling of "
principal sudder ameen on the point) the present case £ *
the 6th class into which bailments were distributed by Lor: :
tous agent (and as no appeal had by plaintiff been filed on

the case of Coggs, versus Bernard, in the note to which case."

|
|
|

|

|

(
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question to have been determined by mofussil law, we should in
the absence of all authority on the subject, have drawn the print.
ples of our decision from the law of England as most conformall
with justice and right reason.

|

The letter of instructions written by the plaintiff to thedefendant
has not been produced before us, and there is a difference between

the statement of the contending parties; the plaintiff alleges."
he instructed-the defendant to purchase papers to the value
rupees 8,000, defendant, that he was instructed to purchase -

piece of paper of rupees 8,000 value; in this conflict of stateme"
we accept that of the defendant as the correct one; as to the
nature of the transaction before us and of the agency of the
defendant, there seems no doubt and it has been most corted

stated by Mr. Peterson to be in the nature of a mandate. "
lower court has found that it was gratuitous, and from that inding
no appeal has been preferred by the plaintiff below. Now it."

clear that if a party entrusts another to do some act for".
although he is to pay him nothing for performing it, still the *
trust reposed in him is a consideration for a promise, either."

ed or implied by law, on his part to conduct himself faithful,

|

the
performance
of it,which
the only
of law
degree
of negligence
mustquestion
be proved
in arising
order tois,**
render
gratuitous
liable. The
general law
as to thesorts
vario"
*
of diligenceagent
and negligence
applicable
to different
of bailinents
has been most correctly stated by the learned advocate general |
laid down in Coggs, versus Bernard; but among the particular*

cited
the learned
General,by
twotrustees,
refer to the
ed byby
courts
of equityAdvocate
to be exercised
andcars".
the .
three refer to diligence required by gratuitous agents at co".
Now trustees and gratuitous agents, however on other points
obligations may differ, agree in this point, that neither can

£

by the the
trust
reposed
in, requisite
and accepted
by them,
so that
"'or
mining
degree
of care
to be taken
by them
in pe
ing the temporary trust imposed on them, it may be fairly *
that theycase
stand
the same principle.
At the same
£
present
hasunder
to be determined
by the principle
of the
£
common law, and not by equity, if there were any co"

.

-

in the principle
downweby should
the courts
eq'
however
there laid
is not,
feelofit law
our and
duty."
follow
principle
In the

adopted '.
by the common
''
Belchierlaw
the courts.
Lord Chancellor, ''al

wicke, ruled that if a trustee acts as prudently for the £
would have done for himself, and according to the usag" : time in

as if a trustee appoints rents to be paid to a banker * :
credit, but who afterwards breaks, he is not liable; " #.
Massey, versus Banner, Lord Eldon ruled that a trustee

in in

(
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and we think it unnecessary to notice the appearance of the papan
which have been produced before us, or to draw any argumen,
either favourable or unfavourable to defendant, from that appear.
ance, the remaining circumstances of the case being amply suffe.

ent to bring home to him gross negligence; that defendantshould
have paid away into the hands of a broker, with whose means he
was, according to his own statement, entirely ignorant, such a

large sum as rupees 8,000, without making any inquiry into the
genuineness of the paper lodged with him as security, or into the
endorsement made upon it, though there were suspicious circum
stances attending the endorsement within the knowledge of the de
fendant, seems to us an act of gross negligence; that he should have,

-

|

credited the broker's story of the rupees 8,000 paper being pledged
with a party in the bazar, without making any inquiry on the
subject previous to paying away rupees 8,000 in cash, seems."
to be an act of gross negligence; and that he should have per
formed a simple act of the purchase of paper by such a circuit"
mode of action as that adopted by him, seems to us to be cont"

|

to the ordinary course of business, and as such, to requirem"

than ordinary caution; and that being contrary to the orian
course of business, and having been unaccompanied by that "g"
of
caution,
whole the
transaction
gross negligence;
should
havetheexposed
propertydisplays
of his bailor
to loss by "
hazard
inconsistent with his duty as in the present case, seems."

act of
grosstransaction
negligence;theindefendant
short we are
opinion
the
whole
has of
not
used that
that throws"
deg" of
care which a man of little prudence would have used in the
management of his own affairs.

||

-

For the above reasons, we think that the defendant, agra"
agent, guilty of gross negligence in the performance of. the trust
imposed on and accepted by him, is justly liable to plaintiff for "
amount of injury sustained by him in consequence of that ner.

-

gence. We therefore affirm the decision of the lower court

costs.

|

|
|

will

(
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The 30TH JUNE 1857.
PR's ENT :

-

C. B. TREVOR, E-9.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

D. I. MONEY, E.,

Officiating Judges.

"1

CAsk No. 344 or 1856.

Special Arreal from the decision of Mr. W. Tayler, Judge of
Shahabad, dated 25th July 1854, confirming a decree of Lalla

Shanker Lill, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated
20th April 1874.

CHOWDREE BHUGWANTNARAIN SINGH, (PLAINTIFF,)
APPELLANT,
-

MUSST KIIYROONNISSA AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs,)
REArox DENTs.

Vakeel of Appellant-Moonshee Abbas Alee Khan.
Vakeel of Respondent, Khyreonnissa-Moonshee Ameer Alee.
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 1st July 1856,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samuells

in the case

and D. I. Money:

brought by

As the ma

terral point

situated in an estate, in which the respondent is a small shareholder.

the defendant
to cancel 1-en
*ner's tenure

The petitioner having fallen into arrears, the respondent obtained

dry-reds upon

decrees against him in the collector's court, and afterwards cancell

the exact na
ture of that
tenure, and as

“The plaintiff is an 8 annas shareholder in a mookururee tenure

ed the share of the monkururee tenure, in which she, the respon
dent, had an interest. The petitioner pleads that the law does not

the Judge has

justify the cancelment of an hereditary mookururee tenure.

ed that point,

“The zillah court in its decision, which will be found in page
266 of Zilah Decisions for Shahabad of 1854, observes generally

his decision is
detective, the

‘that nothing has been established on the record in regard of the

fore remanded

appellant's tenure to exempt it from the operation of the law, or to
save it from annulment on default proved according to provisions of

in order - that
he may give
a clear and

Regulation VII. of 1799.'

distinct opi

“We admit the special appeal with particular reference to the
case of Ranee Chundrabulice Cowaree, decided on the 9th July
1846, in order to try whether the petitioner's tenure is of such a

nion as to the
precise nature
of petitioner's
tenure and
Pass whatever

nature as to admit of cancelment, or whether it is one of those,

which on balance accruing, ought to be brought to public sale.”

not

ease

It does not appear from the judge's decision whether he consider
ed the plaintiff's tenure a mookururee tenure or not, nor what in his

is there

to the Judge

ecision may
eventually
seen

JUDGMENT.

determin

sary.

neces

(
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opinion was the precise nature of the tenure. As this is the mai
material point in the case, the power of the defendant to cance the
plaintiff's tenure depending upon the exact nature of that tenure
we remand the case to the judge in order that he may give a more
clear and distinct opinion upon it.
THE 30TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

}officiating Judges.

E. A. SAMUELLS, ESQ.,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

-

-

CASE No. 359 of 1856.

The peti
tioner's pau
perism having
been proved,
the

case is

remanded, as

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Mana Koonwar, pauper

filed in this Court on the 6th December 1854, praying for the *
mission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. Ather".
officiating
judgeMahomed
of Sarun,
dated
August principal
1854 rever".
that of Mirza
Sadiq
Khan25th
Bahadoor,
sudder

irected for
£
ameen of that district, dated 17th June 1850, in the case of Mus

re-trial on the
merits; the

ground on
which plain
tiff petitioner
was nonsuited

by the judge
being founded
altogether on

Mana Koonwur, plaintiff, versus Keenoo Shahoo, defendant

Vakeel of Petitioner–Baboo Kishensukha Mookerjea.
Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Baboo Ramapersand ".
It is hereby certified that the said application was granted on the
10th July 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Mess"

error.

E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money:

The plaintiff sues for a sum of money due to her, as she state.

from the defendant, and refers, in support of her claim, to * prival.
decision by arbitrators in her favour. The judgeon the grounds"
“the
is based on VI
a private
arbitration
on matters."
bracedclaim
by Regulation
of 1813,”
nonsuits the
plaintiff On"
re
ferring to the plaint, however, we find that the suit is in ". way
based upon the provisions of Regulation VI of 1813, norist"
enforcement of the arbitration award prayed for; we would ther
fore remand the case for re-trial on the merits in accord"
the decision of the court in this case, under date 3rd May 18
As it appears, however, that the plaintiff has appealed m £
pauperis, the usual inquiry will first be instituted on this ".

If she proves her right to sue as a pauper, the case will be reman
ed, if not, it will be struck off.

On petitioner's pauperism being proved, the following order wn.
passed on the 30th June 1857, by the presiding judges. . 's re
The petitioner's pauperism having, as appears by thei';
-

turn of the 29th January 1857, been duly proved, the ""
remanded as previously directed.

(
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*

"THE 30ra JUNE 1857.
PRESENT :

C. B. TREVOR, E-Q.
E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,
ID. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

CASE No. 394 OF 1856.
-

-

- -

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Trarers, Judge of
Putna, dated 8th September 1854, affirming a decree of Roy
Dataram Pundit, Sudder Ameen of that distinct, dated 13th
April 1854.

BUTTESHURNATII alia, BULTIOO BABOO, one of THE
(DEFENDANTs,) ArrellANTs,
****

NEEMAKOONWUR, (PLAINTIFF,) AND DOORGAPERSAUD

alias LALJEE SINGH AND Orhans, (DEFENDANTs) RES
*Not...Nfs.

-

Vakeel of Appellant-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondent–None.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 23rd July 1856,
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A. Samuells
and D. I. Money :

“The sudder ameen states in his decision that as the petitioner

An order of
the sudder
ameen upheld

by the judge,
directed that

in this special appeal did not dispossess the plaintiff, he should be

as defendant,
special appel
lant, did not

released from costs, except in the event of his further opposing the

dispo- the

Elaintiff's claim, in which case the costs are to be realised from him.
The judge, on appeal, upholds this order. We admit the appeal
to try whether such a conditional order is not illegal, and also
whether, as the sudder ameen released the

£ from respon

sibility on account of the dispossession complained of, he ought not

plaintiff, he
should be re
leased from

costs except in
the event of
his further
opposing the

£,
to have charged his costs to the principal defendant, against whom claim
in which
*
costs are
the act of dispossession was proved."
to be realized
from him.

JUDGMENT.

Held that a

We find that the order, passed by the sudder ameen, and con
firmed by the judge, is, as regards petitioner's costs, of the condi

conditional
order of the
above nature
is inadmis
sible and as

petitioner has been released from the suit he should unconditionally have his costs.
Co-t- of lower court decreed in petitioner's favour

appeal to be borne by special respondent.
2

B

accordingly,

the costs of special

•

(
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tional nature stated in the certificate.

Ordefs of this nature ite

clearly inadmissible, and as petitioner has been released from the
suit, he should unconditionally have his costs. We, therefore,
reverse so much of the decision of the lower court as gives special

appellant his costs conditionally, and decree them to him uncon
ditionally. The costs of the special appeal will be borne by the
special respondent.

-

THE 30TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

\

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

)

CASEs Nos. 669 AND 670 OF 1856.

Special Appeals from the decision of Roy Pearcemohun Bang",
Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, dated 23rd

-

February 1855, reversing a decree of Moulvee Ake

Buksh,

Moonsiff of Pursa, dated 11th May 1853.

BEKOO LAL AND LAL BEHARY, (PLAINTIFFs)
APPELLANTS,
turS2/S

-

-

DHUROSEE SINGH AND OTHERs, (DEFENDANTs)
RESPONDENTS.

Therl of Appellants—Moonshee Ameer A*
Jakeel of Respondents—Moulvee Syed Murhamut
Plaintiff, peti

.

Hossein.

THESE cases were admitted to special appeal on the 20th D*:

('', ber 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Me"

£

Jrt

'''.
! ( , 111 || 11t

1110 "U-

propertyhad
which

A. Samuells and D. I. Money:—
*

-

- -

been mortgag-

|

|

-

hich

“The plaintiff purchased an estate from the first defendant," cal
was at the time burthened with a mortgage in favour of ""
-

-

c-->

-

-

1, to
and
that notice
he should
remaining
...
the stipulated
ci, ourt,with
this his
wasvendor
done and
of the deposit
deposit the
wassum
issued
on the
nort-age on the 18th March 1832; on the 31st December the case was struck off
i., and the depositor was ordered to re-take his deposit. On the 1st April 1833 the
mortgagees
petitioned
the sum
in the
deposit. On the 20th April the original mortgag'
in trioi, u the
Court, for
praying
that
sum deposited might be returned to him and on
the 21st May of the same year the sum deposited was, in the face of the remonstrunce

the mortgal, s, returned to the original mortgagor.

I'm stances above stated, plaintiff, petitioner, on the strength of

the de lost made by him, which was repaid to the original mortgagor on his own peti
tion,for
hasa no
ground toofbring
a suit against
theproperty
mortgagee
for possession
and
d, Claration
the redemption
of the
mortgaged
in virtue o the de'
posit returned to the original mortgagor it his request.
-

£:

The pecial appeal is dismissed with costs.

---

-

(
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THE 30TH JUNE 1857.
.

PRESENT:

-

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,
CASE No. 674 of 1856.

-

Special Appeal from the decision of Moulvee Nazeeroodden Mule.

med Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Rungpore, data
28th March 1855, reversing a decree of Roy Baneenath B.",
Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 2nd March 1854.
BABOO PROSUNNOCOOMAR THAKOOR, (PLAINTIFF,
APPELLANT,
2'e?"smas

-

SHEIKH PANNAOOLLA, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT,

|

Vakeels of Appellant–Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Kule"
kishore Ghose and Sumbhoonath Pundit.

Vakeel of Respondent–None.

I'...' THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 22nd
M Dec'
C. B.
£ 1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs."
majority of the

£
y a
:

-

-

-

Trevor and E. A. Samuells:–

“The special appellant
pecia appe ant,

upon a party

-

indar, obtained a decree in a *
Zemln ar, ot ane

a
'' ''' inary suit against his ryot, and
causing his jote to be put up for :
-

-

-

£f a purchased it himself. The respondent shortly afterwards purch.”
!
-

hut,
that he ed a certain thatched house situated on that jote, which had*11t als"
st eithe
no

£
beeneither
sold under
the same
decree.
#
within a tice
to remove
the house
or toAppellant
pay rent gave
at therespondent."
rate of ru
given time or
pay him the pees 5 per diem, and as he did neither, he sued him for " *:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

rate specified in his notice. The principal sudder ameen ' [0
£ a missed the suit, on the ground that the zemindar has no '.
notic issued issue such a notice or to compel the respondent to quit, except ut

zernindar,
5

ruinees

-

-

*

-

-

“. .

-

-

-

'''" special circumstances, such as his requiring the land himself f.
* * * 1 || | | | -

'...'",

-

-

-

-

house or a temple.

-

-

The special appellant urges

£ as to
to

discretion
the place.

that

on 1

:

. ut
and to compel the respondent either to pay ' :
We admit the special appeal to try whether :

£" right under the circumstances set forth above, to
''.

-

fix the

!'" ... dar possesses the right which the appellant contends for, or

'"
JUDGMENT.
the
£, special
MR. appellant,
C. B. TREvolt-In
this caseobtained
it woulda summary
at' :
land.
who is the zemindar,
soli"
...'that'.
against
a ryot
his, andaccording
in execution,
purchased
'.
rty
it jote
which
wasofsaleable
to the
customthe
of the co us
-

£ Special respondent also purchased a thatched house on thelel

was incumbent

*

-

-

(
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exercise of a reasonable discretion must be presumed, and on the
point being raised before the Court, whether the exercise in the
instance before it be reasonable or otherwise, it must be determined
by the Courts; to hold the converse of this would be to tell parties

that they might in terms acknowledge a person as their tenant
but clog the relationship with such terms as to render action
under it impossible; doubtless as before observed, the respondent in
this case independently of the notice has no right as tenant, his
right is founded upon the notice of the special appellant; when
however special appellant has given him the option of remaining."

a tenant, I am of opinion that he is not at liberty to add a conditi"

as to payment which renders the option so given entirely null
and of no effect.

Under this view of the case, I would remand the case to *

principal sudder ameen, with instructions that he should remit."
case to the moonsiff to inquire whether the rate assessed by plain.
tiff, with reference to the land itself and to the rates of the surround:

ing villages and other circumstances, be reasonable or not, and if
it be not, what the highest reasonable rate may be and for passing

eventually such order as the result of his investigation may *"
to require.

MR. E. A. SAMUELLs.—There were in this case two "
in execution of decree, one in which the landed property of the

debtor was sold to the plaintiff, the other in which his personal
propertyThis
including
a right
hut were
sold to the in
de:
dant.
sale gavethe
thematerials
defendantofno
of occupancy
the
hut whatever; according to the ordinary usage in such cases he Wai
bound to remove the hut within a reasonable time. Failing "

do so, the plaintiff served him with a notice in which he warnel
him that he was endamaging him by the unauthorised occup"
of his land, and informed him that if he did not remove wit"
given time, he should charge him rent at the rate mentioned in the
certificate.
no analogy
with the notice
which
Regulation V.This
of notice
1812, has
a landlord
is required
to serve
up""'
his
tenants, when he seeks to enhance their rents. The part" stood
in no such relation to each other; and the daily sum which, the

laintiff warned the defendant, he should have to pay if he "

in occupying his land was clearly not demanded as rent " "
damages.

-

The Court therefore ought, as usual in such cases, and with spe"

al reference to the case of Raja Kishenkishore Manik, (22nd May
1814) to have considered whether the sum for which the plaint"
sued, afforded a fair criterion of the damage and annoyance Sus!all"

ed by the plaintiff from the proceedings of the defendant or not, all

if not, then whether the damages awarded by the moonsiff, "'
sustained or what other amount should be fixed. I would "

(.

-
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The 30th June 1857.
Present:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,

|

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., - Officiating Judges.

|

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Special Appeals from the decision of Moulvee Nazeeroodies
Mahomed Khan Bahadoor, Principal Sudder Ameen of Rangpur,
dated 28th March 1855, confirming a decree of Roy Base

nath Bose, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 28th February
1854.

-

CASE No. 675 of 1856.

BABOO PROSONNOCOOMAR THAKOOR, (PLAINTIFF)
APPELLANT,
versus

KUGSUR BEBEE, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT,
Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Kishenkishare
Ghose and Sumbhoonath Pundit.

Vakeel of Respondent–None.
CASE No. 676 of 1856.

BABOO PROSONNOCOOMAR THAKOOR, (PLAINTIFF)
-

APPELLANT,
versus

- KUPPOOR BEBEE, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENT,

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy, Kishenki"

-

Ghose and Sumbhoonath Pundit.

...'"

Vakeel of Respondent–None.
THESE cases were admitted to special appeal on the 22nd De
cember 1856, under the following £" recorded by Messrs.
C. B. Trevor and E. A. Samuells:

|

“The respondents in these two cases denied that they had pur.
chased the houses, the rent of which was claimed by the special
appellant and declared that the purchase had been made by "

Panaoollah, the respondent in the special appeal application No."
The special appellant then applied for leave to file a supplem"

plaint, making Panaoollah a defendant. The moonsiff refused."
allow this, and the principal sudder ameen on appeal declines."
interfere on the ground that he has already decided in Panaoollah's
case that actions of the description of those brought againstres"
dents will not lie; we admit the special appeal to try whether

|

(
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principal sudder ameen ought not to have remanded the case to tha
moonsiff with instructions to admit the supplemental plaint and to
dispose of the cases with reference to the defendant therein named

as well as to those previously sued."
JUDGMENT.

MEs ERs. E. A. SAMUELLs AND D. L. Monky.-We remand

these cases to the principal sudder ameen with directions that he
should re-try them upon the merits with reference to the decision
we have passed in the appeal No. 674.

MR. C. B. TREvoR.—As the special appeal No. 674, has this
day been remanded, I would remand these cases also in order that
the supplemental plaint which plaintiff desires to file, may be ac
cepted and filei, an answer taken from the defendant therein named,

and the case after due investigation be determined in the presence
of all parties concerned.
THE 30th JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

\

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., Y-Officiating Judges.

)

D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

CASE No. 702 OF 1856.
-

Special Appeal from the decision of Bahoo Ramlochun Ghose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Yuddea, dated 24th April 1855,
affirming a decree of Moulree Abdoor Rouf, Moonsiff of Kagus
Pookereah, dated 12th September 1854.
-

DEBNATH ROY CHOWDREE AND OTHERs,
(DEFENDANTs,) APPELLANTs,
terst/s

DEGUMBEREE DEBEA, (PLAINTIFF,) REspondeNr.
Vakeels of Appellants-Baboos Romapersaud Roy, Kissensukha
Mookerjea, Baneemadhub Banerjea and Dwarkanath Mitter.
Vakeels of Respondent–Baboos Sumbhoonath Pundit and *
Aishenkishore Ghose.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 30th December , Held that
1856, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. C. B. :
Trevor and E. A. Samuells:-

peal relative to

“Plaintiff, Degumberee, widow of Chundernath Roy, son of £i.
Brijkishore, sued defendants, special appellants, who are the other of 1830, to
sons and grandsons of Brijkishore Roy, for possession of 4 annas :
2

C.
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notarise, as the of the estate belonging to the family and for certain apartmentsia

|

£, the“Defendants
family dwelling
house.
separately pleaded:–
£, “First—That plaintiff was out of Court under the statute of
£ limitation.
: : £a “Secondly.—That she having obtained from her husband aper.
not find that

of

l

that the other mission to adopt, the present suit will not lie until actual adoption
pointson
which
the special
ap- takes

place.

|

-

£ad:
“Thirdly—That the dwelling house was built after plaintiff,
£" husband's death with independant money.

£w or

|

“Fourthly.—That plaintiff was a woman of bad repute, and had

£of no wall thereby disqualified herself from inheriting.

:
ap:
peat conse:

“Fifthly.—That plaintiff's husband had made a will by which
maintenance was allowed to her on the condition of chastity on her

£ part.
“The
C0Sls.

moonsiff rejected the plea of limitation, the will set up y
defendant and also the plea that the dwelling was built with in-

|

pendant money after her husband's death. He also was of opin"
that plaintiff's unchastity was not proved; and even if prove. |

could not debar inheritance. He consequently gave plaintiff
decree.

|
|

“The principal sudder ameen on appeal rejected also the plead
limitation and the will set up by defendant. On the allegation
the defendant as to the unchastity of the plaintiff, he found that
though not a public prostitute, still she was guilty of private."

prostitution; nevertheless Act XXI of 1850 got rid of all ".
questions, and inheritance was not now debarred in conseque"
such acts on plaintiff's part.

-

“The defendant in the Court of first instance now

appeals sp

ally urging: first, that the decision of the principal sudder*
is defective, inasmuch as he has no finding upon the issue. "
by them regarding the separate funds, by means of which *
dwelling house was built; secondly, that although one of the spec

appellants, Joymonee Debea, objected before the principal

sudder

ameen that she had filed a list of witnesses, and that they" *
examined, the objection was not noticed; thirdly, that prost" |
evident from plaintiff's own deposition given in January 1848, 1
the principal sudder ameen has misdecided on the evidence." -

him, and that his decree is ambiguous as to what cons"

sufficient prostitution tobar inheritance, and that upon his "
Act“We
XXIthink
of 1850,
not apply.of the principal sudder ameen
that does
the decision
-

defective in the points noted by special appellant, and

that

£

is reasonable doubt as to the applicability of Act XXI of 1850,
to the fact found regarding plaintiff by the princi alsudder*

Wetherefore admit the special appeal to try

£

Act

|
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The 30th June 1857.
Present:

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, ESQ.,

*}^*

Judges.

CASE No. 7 or 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Luke, Judge
Midnapore, dated 22nd November 1854, altering a decree
Dubeerooddeen Ahmed, Moonsiff of Tamlook, dated 30th March.
- 1854.

RAMDHUN GHOSE, one of THE (PLAINTIFFs)
APPELLANT,
versus

MUNGULA DEBEA, (PLAINTIFF) AND PERSHAD

CHOW

DREE, (DEFENDANT,) RESPONDENr.

Vakeel of Appellant–Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.
Vakeel of Respondent–None.
Case re
manded to the

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 3rd

":naryA.

1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs.

judge in order
that he may
-determine

whether the

proclamation
enjoined under
Rule XX. of

the rules pre
scribed by this
Court for the

conduct of
sales in execu

tion of decrees,
was issued si

Samuells and D. I. Money:
“The plaintiff purchased an estate at a decreesa le on the 19th
Kartick 1254, and prings the present suit to recover - balanceThe
rent due
account
of for
thethe
years
1255lattery"
an d. 1256. but
judge
givesonhim
a decree
rents 1254,
of the two

holds that no rents are due for 1254, because the defend" *
Suprem
Court, who was in possession prior to the sale, and no notice was
issued prohibiting them from doing so. He therefore modifies'

already paid the rents of that year to the Receiver of the

moonsiff's decision to the extent of dismissing plaintiff's claim othe

multaneously
with the grant
of the bill of
sale to the pur
chaser or not;
if it was so is

sued,the plain
tiff will be en

titled to a de
cree for the

rents from the
date

of his

purchase; if it
was not, the

judge must
ascertain the

rents due from Kartick 1254 to the close of that year.

Again"

this
orderWe
a petition
is now
for the admission
of the
" . rt of
appeal.
find that
thepresented
usual proclamation
notifying
the sale was published upon the estate shortly after the * |
place, and we admit the special appeal to try whether the payme"
to the former land ord
of rent by the ryots, after such proclamation,
alidple:
run awaii
on
account
a periodagainst
subsequent
willfofor
in an
actionofbrought
them to
bythe
thesale,
purchaser
th erent.
that period, and consequently whether the judges rulingo"
point is correct, or not.”

(
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JUDGMENT.

We are of opinion that the judge has mistaken the real issue in this

date on which
intiff ob
ned p

*...* Plaintiff

case.

He has not found whether the proclamation, enjoined under

Rule XX of the rules prescribed by this Court for the conduct of

* *** -

will sly be
- *** *

sales in execution of decrees, was issued simultaneously with the

grant of the bill of sale to the purchaser.

We therefore remand

the case to him for re-investigation, with directions that he should

* *

resser the rent
fe is due
-at-auent to
that date.

determine, first, whether the proclamation was duly issued as pro
vided by the rule above cited.

If it was so isviei, the plaintiff will

be entitled to a decree for the rents from the date of his purchase.
If it was not, the jū lite should fini on what date the plaintiff obtain
ed possession, as the plaintiff would be entitled only in such case to

recover the rents falling due subsequent to that date.

THE 30r11 JUNE 1857.
PREs ENT:

\

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq.,

Officiating Judges.

i. i. MöNEY, i....")
CASE No. 47 of 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. G. G. Mackintosh,
Judge of Hooghly, dated 29th May 1855, affirming a decree

of Baboo Kasheshur Mitter Roy Bahadoor, Principal Sudder
Ameen of that district, dated 1st August 1854.
HURONATH CHATTERJEA (oNE of 1 as DEFENDANTs,)
APPELLANT,
****

HURROCHUNDER

BOSE

AND

Orit FRs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)

MUSS T. SREEMUTTEE AND O1 HERs, (DEFENDAN is,)
RESPONDENTS.

Vakeels of Appellant-Baboos Kishenkishore Ghose and Ramaper
saud Roy.

Vakeels of Respondents, Baboos Hurroehunder Bose and Ten
corry Bose-Moulree Murhamut Hossein, and of Doorgapersaud
Bose-Baboo Shumbhoonath Pundit.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 13th Januar

plaintiff

sued for pos

1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. J. H.

**on of *ne

Patton and E. A. Samuelis:

beegas of lak

hiraj land of
which he has

been disposses
sed by the ze

MR. E. A. SAMUELLs.—“This suit was brought to recover per
session of some beegas of lakhiraj land, from which the plaintiful.
leged that he had been forcibly dispossessed by the defendant, the

mindar of the

zemindar of the talook.

property in
which the lat
---

ter land was
situated
The lower

The zemindar denied that the lands were

lakhiraj, or that he had dispossessed the plaintiff. He asserted
them, with the exception of 10 cottas, to have always formed a per
tion of his mullands.

The suit was not forwarded to the collector

court on proof
of disposses
sion and previ

for report, and was throughout treated as an ordinary case of lie

ous possession

The lower courts gave plaintiff a decree on proof of dispossession.
“In special appeal it is pleaded: first, that under the provision

on plaintiff's
part as lakhi

rajdar gave

possession with reference to the plaintiff's claim to hold rentire
of Section XXX., Regulation II. of 1819, the case ought to have

him a decree.

been sent to the collector for report; and secondly, that in accordan
with the precedent in the case of Munguldass Gossain, (8th March
1855) the case ought not to have been allowed to proceed without

Held on

special appeal
that on the

pleadings to
this case the

proof, on plaintiff's part, of his lakhiraj title.

validity of the
lahhiraj ten

“In consequence of the ruling of the full bench in the case ".

ure is not in is
sue; the matter

ted, which is to the purport stated by appellant, I admit the special

is a mere

appeal to try whether a lakhirajdar suing for recovery of posses"

boundary-dis

from which he has been forcibly ousted, is under the necessity of
proving his lakhiraj title, or not.”
MR. J. H. PATToN.—“I concur in the admission, but holding *

pute between

the lakhirajdar
on one side and

the zemindar

on the other,
and the simple

the precedent quoted has ruled the point at issue, I would admit

the special appeal to try whether the judge's decision should not."

issue that of

dispossession
and previous
possession on
_the part of the

lakhirajdar

or

JUDGMENT.

The plaintiff claims possession of 13-4 of lakhiraj land."

not.

The decision
of the lower

court affirmd,
and the special
appeal dismiss

ed with costs.

which the defendant forcibly dispossessed him in Bysakh 12"
B. AE. It is urged on his behalf, that the land was once resumed by
Government as being portion of a sunnud containing more."
within it than 100 beegas; that on appeal to the special com"

sioner, the case was remitted for re-trial; and that the *
deputy
then that
released
thethese
land, circumstances,
inasmuch as it granting
was in *
less thancollector
50 beegas;
under
that
defendants
can, ifplaintiff
they feelissoentitled
inclined,
institute aofsuit
res"
tion
of the same,
to possession
thefor
lands
until
they be so resumed, and in fact even after resumption; that the
present is a mere boundary dispute brought for possession
land, which plaintiff has all along, from before the Company?"
On the part of the defendant it was p leaded that

held as lakhiraj.
the
plaintiff claims the land as lakhiraj, an inquiry under Section

XXX, Regulation II. of 1819 was consequently necessary: that
plaintiff has valued his suit at 18 times the annual rent of the land,

and that moreover he has failed to show possession before 17* *

|
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The 30th June 1857.
Present :

*}

C. B. TREVOR, ESQ.,
E. A. SAMUELLS,
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

-

Officiating Judges.

CAse No. 52 of 1857.

Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Sconee, Judge of
Nuddea, dated 20th March 1855, amending a decree of £e
-

|

Sukhawut Hossein, Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 6th Me",
vember 1854.

|

PARBUTTYPERSHAD GHOSE AND OTHERs, (PLAIN
TIFFs,) APPELLANTs,
versus

MUSST. BHAGGAMONEE DASSEA, MoTHER or INDUR.
MONEE DASSEA, MINoR, AND OTHERs, (DEFENDasrs.
Respondents.

Vakeel of Appellants-Baboo Ramapersaud Roy.

Vakeel of Respondent–None.
purchaser at

THIs case was admitted to special appeal on the 17th January
1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. E. A.

an execution
sale of the

Samuells and D. I. Money:

Plaintiff

right of Issur

“The plaintiffs in this case purchased at an execution sale the

chunder
Moostufee in
whose favour a
kubooleut had

rights of Issurchunder Moostufee, in whose favour a kabooleuth
been
executed on the 2nd Poos 1249 B.S., by Neelkomul Chowd"
binding himself to pay rupees 350 per annum for 5 beegas, 7 cottis

been executed

#.

Neelcomul

al Chowdree,
binding him
self to pay
rupees 350 per

of land including a bazar, and sue his heirs for arrears of rent al.

leged to be due at that rate from Assin 1256 to Sawun
B. S.

1258

-

“The defendants deny the kubooleut and possession

under

annum for 5 b.

7 c. of land in

it.

cluding a
bazar sues his

heirs for arrears of rent; the defendants deny the kubooleut and possession under it. .
The judge has not rejected the kubooleut as an invalid instrument, but considering it
objectionable on facts as found by him to impose so grave a burden as ru

350 per -

num on a piece of ground, on which a bazar no longer exists, he has dismissed the plain
tiff's claim.

Held that the judge has not decided all the points in issue in the case, and that his deci
sion is consequently defective, the case is remanded in order that the judge may re-in
vestigate
the case on the correct issue arising out of the pleadings which are: first, is the
kubooleut propounded by plaintiff genuine or not; and secondly, if it is genuine are
defendants as heirs of their father Neelcomul Pal Chowdree under the circumstance of the

case, justly liable for the amount demanded from them.

|

(
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THE 30TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

C. B. TREVOR, Esq.,

E. A. SAMUELLS, Esq., & Officiating Judges.
D. I. MONEY, Esq.,

Case No. 107 of 1857.
Petition for Review of Judgment, passed by Messrs. C. B. Tretor

E. A. Samuells and D. I. Money, in Case No. 62 of 1853, on
the 2nd May 1857.

PRANKISHEN ROY, (RESPONDENT,) PETITIONER,
versus

|

GUNGADHUR DEO AND OTHERs, (APPELLANTs)
OPPOSITE PARTY.

Vakeel of Petitioner—Mr. W. Ritchie.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–None.

Application. THE Advocate General has this day moved the Court for the *
£",' view of its judgment passed in the case of Gungadhur Deo."
£ others, versus Prankishen Roy, reported at pages 85 to 91 of "
£r Decisions of the Court for this year.
he
£urt The chief ground on which the application was based was the
£ insufficient consideration, which the Court in its judgment #
£ given to the fact, that in a transaction, which took place :
the decision the parties in suit four years subsequent to that out £

'" present suit has arisen, no mention was made of it, which."
arrived when undoubtedly be the case had it been at that time a bond fide un

£" settled transaction between them.

do not

On this point the Court, in its judgment remarked “we '" :
“think that the silence, regarding the present transaction." te
“documents referring to the loan, which defendant took from :

“plaintiff in 1249 B. AE, that is four years subsequent."
“date of the transaction before us, is an argument of

tile

:

“weight against the genuineness of the deed before us; the "'
“of the present
deed would doubtless
have been asupport:
strong £
“boration
of its genuineness;
but its non-mention,
d's
“is by independent testimony is no disproof of its £ the

This reasoning seems to us to be sound, and after giving."
other circumstances urged before us, when the case was

|ly

'

before us and now re-urged by the Advocate General, eye'
deration, we adhere to the judgment delivered by us on the heart":
and reject this application for review with costs.

|
-

(
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THE 3RD JUNE 1877.
PRESENT :

A. SCONCE, E-Q.,

l

J. S. TORRENS, Esq., J Judges.
PETITION No. 676 OF 1856.
- - -- - - -

Is the matter of the petition of Ajoodearam, filed in this Court
on the 1st December 1856, praying for the admission of a sum

*ary special appeal from the decision of Mr. G. P. Leycester,

officiating judge of Midnapore, dated 1st September 1856, affirm
*g that of Mr. Alexander Davidson, principal sudder ameen of
that district, dated the 4th March 1857, in the case of Ajoodearam,

plaintiff, eersus Bydionath Mitter and others, defendants.
Vakeel of Petitioner-Baboo Sumbhoonath Pand?

akeel of the

Opposite Party-Baboo Mehirchunder Chowdree.

A polat
decided, in
execution of
d-ree, by the
order

of

special appeal
after El years.
But ea- re
manded for re
consideration

of a point
omitted by the
lower court.

The subject of the present application relates to the payment of
a maintenance allowance determined to be due to Bydenath Mitter,

under a decree, dated 9th February 1852. That decree provided
for the
t as well as for the future. For the years 1206 to

1236, the allowance in arrear was declared to be rupees 1,057 : and
or subsequent years, the decretal order recited that the defendant,

Hargobind, should pay annually to plaintiff rupees 40 out of the
allowance payable to himself (Hurgobind) by one D'baarain Roy;
and that from the death of Debnarain Roy, defendant should pay
rupees. 20.

Hurgobind only was party to this decree; not Debnarain Roy.

But the heirs of Debnarain Roy have by the lower courts been
held liable to pay both the arrears of stipend claimed from Hur
gobind and the future accumulation, and petitioner comes up in
special appeal upon two separate grounds:

First—It is alleged that the sum of rupees 1,057, being the
arrears of maintenance, was the personal debt of Hurgobind, for

which Debnarain Roy could not
held answerable. But it ap
pears to us that whatever was the purport of the original decree,
Petitioner (husband of one of Debnarain's daughters) cannot now
raise this issue. So far back as the 16th January 1835, the judge

decided that the heirs of Debnarain Roy, including the petitioner's
wife, were answerable for the old debt; and this point, after 22
years, is no longer

£ to

discussion.

Next, petitioner objects to the mode in which the accounts have

been drawn up and considered by the lower courts. For example,
petitioner shows that to the principal sudder ameen he took an ob
jection in this form.

He stated that from 1240 to 1259, that is for

the

tallah Judge,
cannot be re
opened in

(
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20 years, the whole sum payable out of the nankar estate al
rate of rupees 120 per annum to Hurgobind, would berup

2,400: while much more than that sum had been paid at the
of the estate; that is that rupees 1,390, had been paid to plant
in execution of his decree, and rupees 2,300, in execution of a semi
decree held against Hurgobind by one Russeeklal: or in all rap
3,690, and thus, as under the decree, plaintiff's share was paja"
out of the allowance due to Hurgobind, he insisted that an era
sum on account of this allowance had been charged to him. "

judge does not appear to have entertained this objection; and a

||

that ground his order seems to us defective.

Taking the are

for his guidance, he should set forth clearly what sums have
paid out of the nankar estate on account of Hurgobinds ".
thereof whether to the decreeholder in this case or to R*,
and having determined what sum has been paid to Russeekial, if he
should think the decreeholder not to be prejudiced by that ".

|

ment, he will state his reasons for so holding. The case is rema"

-

ed for re-hearing.

|
The 22ND JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:
|

H. T. RAIKES, Eso,
B. J. COLVIN, Esq., -Judges.
J. H. PATTON, Esq.,
No. 257 of 1856.

|
|

-

Summary Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. 4. littledal.
officiating
of Shahabad,
dated 14th
January
1866, Sudder
".
ing a decreeJudge
of Moulvee
Rooknuddeen
Khan,
Principal
Ameen of that district, dated 15th March 1855.
RAMJEAWUN BHAKUT, PETITIONER,
versus

JHooTEE BEEBEE, opposite Party.
Vakeels of Petitioner–Baboos Gobindchunder Mook" and
Bungseebudden Mitter.

-

Vakeel of the Opposite Party–Nune.
Judgment
THIs case was admitted to summary special ap ded by Mess" B.
a'ed July 1856, under the following certificate recor

...'

of J. Colvin and J. H. Patton:-

-

£g

disallowed she dent, debtor. On execution of the decree, the latter."
deposited the

--

| respon

“The special appellant was decreeholder against :: that she
-

(
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THE 24TH JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

B. J. COLVIN, Esq., & Judges.
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,
No. 605 OF 1856.

Summary Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. P. Taylor, J.'
of West Burdwan, dated 8th August 1856, affirming a decie J
Pundit Gobindchwnder Biddyaruttun, Principal Sudder Anton

of that district, dated 3rd May 1856.
MAHARAJA DHEERAJ RAJA MAHTABCHUNDER
BAHADOOR, PETITIONER,
wersus

BABOO RADHABULLUB SINGH DEB AND OTHERS,
OPPOSITE PARTY.

-

|Wakeels of Petitioner–Moonshee Ameer Alee, Baboos Ramapersaul
Roy and Jugdanund Mookerjea.

Vakeel of the Opposite Party—Moulvee Murhamut Hossein.

A'. This case was admitted to summary special appeal on th: "
£ February 1857, under the following certificate recorded by M*
£"
H. T. Raikes and A. Sconce:–
pay
“The petitioner, when suing out execution of a decree, rel"

costs necessari

-

l

); W Ille-Il

r-

- - -

-

-

unless provid

# '". the court, before whom the execution was pending, to give him."
*I*

0 tilter

wise.

terest on the costs awarded under the provisions of Constru"

No. 715, of the 7th September 1832, but the court applied."

being that of the zillah judge, where the decree was passed."
principal sudder ameen held himself incompetent to extend the

original decree in any respect. In appeal the zillah judge uphe
his order.

-

“The special appeal is on the ground that the Construction does

not intend to apply the principle therein laid down to the ''
passing the decree originally, but that effect should be give"." 1:5
provisions by the court, to whom execution of the decree'

mitted, and therefore the principal sudder ameen was comp"
entertain the request in the present case.

“We admit the special appeal to try the point."
JUDGMENT.

We are of opinion that an award of costs necessarily car". ".
terest on the costs until payment, unless the contrary is Pr"
or is deduced from the nature of the order passed.

(

-
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The case is therefore romanded that interest may be given,
unless there be reasons as above stated for refusing it.
THE 24th JUNE 1857.
PRESENT:

H. T. RAIKES, Esq.,

*

B. J. COLVIN, E-Q.,
J. H. PATTON, ESQ.,

Judges.

No. 617 OF 1856.

Summary Special Appeal from the decision of Mr. O. W. Malet
Judge of Beerbhoom, dated 18th August 1836, rerersing a decree

of Ha'oo Banermadhab Shome, Officiating Principal Sudder Ameen
of that district dated, 26th January 1856.
RAJAH PRUTABCHUNDER SINGH AND Ora ERs,
PETITIONERs,
****

MAHANUND MUJOOMDAR, Orrosite PARTY.
Vakeels of Petitioners-Baboos Ramapersaud Roy and Gobind
chunder Mookerjea.

Waheel of the Opposite Party–None.
TRIs case was admitted to summary special appeal on the 17th

Execution of

February 1857, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs.

:

II. T. Raikes and A. Sconce:-

£ the ap

“The petitioner holds a decree passed on the 15th May 1833. ''',
Between that date and the order of the 9th April 1855, from which £. 'm
a special appeal is now preferred, execution has been sued out on £"
several occasions; but on the last mentioned date further process £,
of
execution
refused
by the since
lowerdate
court
on original
the ground
that der.
the decreehol
upwards
of 12was
years
had passed
of the
judgment,
and consequently that no further process can be allowed to issue
under the said decree.

“The special appeal is made on the ground that although 12 years
have elapsed since the decree was passed, yet execution having
been applied for on several occasions subsequent thereto, (the
last application being as late as the 20th September 1852, which
was only struck off on 30th of May 1853,) the decree has been
kept alive, and in fact that special appellant is entitled to calculate
limitation from the latest date on which execution was applied

A*

2

E

( 1168 )
e that this Court has ruled that the limitation
“We are awar es of debts and rights accr. uing under deer"
ling has been had
Court,
buttime
not aware
that any
I'll
does
apply
towe."
*
the exact
from which
limitation
is supposed
to run: that
say, whether it commences from the date on which the decr

--

-

passed, or is open to renewal upon ev'ry fresh application
of process under the decree, and is only to be

for

applied when *

lete cessation
fromthe
all space
actionofon12the
partconsecutively.
of the decreeholder
continued
during
ye"
Wet
fore admit this special appeal for argument and for a determin
of the point."

|

-|

JUDGMENT.

rt has invariably be:
the custom of this Cou
tion is waale w
We find that to proceed, provided the applica
£e
of
the
last
process."
out by the is
allow execution
12 years from the
dreason to interfere with this long."
the order of the judg
holder.
We seeand
"'
mised practice,
therefore
res."
nformity with the rule a bove adverted.
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direct him to act
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